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PREFACE

The faculty of the Francis W. Parker School has undertaken

to publish a Year Book. It is not intended to take the place

of the school catalogue. Its function is entirely different, since

it will not attempt to describe the work a^ a whole, but only such

parts of it as seem to the faculty worthy of consideration as

educational data. Each issue will emphasize one or more of the

basic principles in education. In this first book the discussion of

theory will be minimized, and almost all the space given to detailed

descriptions of experiments which have been approved by the

faculty. These examples are not, however, in any case considered

to be perfect or model school activities. Many of them are neces-

sarily incomplete. Whenever it seems useful, the struggles and

mistakes involved in a piece of work are described quite as fully as

the successful parts of it, since often it is in this way only that an

experin^ent can be measured and judged at its true value.

It is fitting that the first book should strike the keynote

upon which the work of the school is based ; that it should demon-

strate clearly the belief of the school that education is essentially

a social process. Therefore, all the examples given in this issue

describe activities vitalized by impelling social motives. The best

organized and most effective social stimulus in the school is the

Morning Exercise. It gives life and significance to much of the

classroom work. It creates social unity and purpose. It would

seem, therefore, that the first Year Book, if it is to emphasize

especially the social aspects of the school life, should deal with

the morning exercise. But it was decided by the faculty that

if this feature of the school were treated adequately it would fill

the entire space of the book, and it seemed better to make the

first number more varied in character. The second number, how-

ever, will probably describe- and illustrate typical morning exer-

cises and such allied topics asi school plays, festivals, and special

day exercises. But whatever the contents of the book may be,

there will be a sincere attempt on the part of the faculty to

picture as vividly as possible groups of children engaged in an

everyday process of growing in social usefulness.
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ORIGIN AND AIMS OF THS'FRANCtS W.' PARK:^;^"'

SCHOOL V V.

The origins of the educational trend of which the Francis W.
Parker School is a part are so various that one cannot appropriate

from among them those that belong to this School. The quality

that, perhaps more than any other, determines the kinship of the

Parker School is its holding its educational principles as the basis

of its existence. That quality is a privilege of educational in-

heritance.

Every one who has ever brought forth a thought how to better

the education of the race is really one of our forbears, for that

thought is our life blood.

Our immediate ancestor, who is truly responsible for our ex-

istence, is the educator for whom the School is named—Francis

W. Parker. He caught the inspiration of real education and he

brought that living force, in bringing his life work, to Chicago.

Then, out of a sense of need for Chicago and with wide co-

operation, came other efforts that furthered his—and from those

efforts evolved two institutions—the School of Education and the

Francis W. Parker School.

It is safe to say that the moving power towards the establish-

ment of this School was the belief that the current general process

in the education of our youth contains much waste of the inner

human values which we sum up in the word character—that it

squanders much of the best for the sake of the attainment of the

less good—that the prime aim of a real education must be to con-

serve and develop these finer values—that no good purpose can be

conserved by their neglect and disintegration—and that the usual

educational institution is so hampered by the weight of ignorant

demand and blind conservatism that is laid upon it by a dominat-

ing public that where it would, it seldom can be free to take such

steps as might even seem very sure ones towards a better edu-

cation.

In this ground of the original need of starting this School was
found the prime rock of its foundation—freedom to carry out such

educational policies as should, in its judgment, further a truer

education.
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structure with certain essential features which determine its form

—the principles below its performance. These are built with the

bricks and the mortar, the line and the trowel of constant, per-

sistent, thorough work, which alone can bring ideals into a living

actuality.

The shape and proportions and character of this educational

structure are best portrayed by dwelling upon some of the archi-

tectural features which determine its personality as a creation.

In its plan, the growing child is taken as its charge in his

triple nature—body, mind and spirit—and the principle of the

School maintains that none of these integral parts of his life may
be injured or neglected.

In its triple responsibility, it is impossible to say which part

of life the School holds as most essential.

In its ideal, the body must be held to be the support of the

Avhole of life and the first necessity is to foster and create an

amiple physical foundation. To this end, the arrangement of the

school working day is studied to adjust the various kinds of ac-

tivities to the right period of the day and the right relation to other

activities in respect to mental and physical fatigue. To this end, the

largest possible amount of definite physical training is allotted to

the pupils—and to this end, provision is made for out-door play

space and for out-door play periods for all sections of the School.

In the School's ideal, the mind must receive, during the years

of formation of habit and of power, the training that will fit it to

grasp problems in their entirety and essence, to reach conclusions

with vigor and clearness, and to attempt solutions with determi-

nation and perseverance. And towards the up-building of such

power,- all of the mental training of the School is daily and hourly

directed.

In the School's ideal, all of this power would be but sounding

brass and tinkling cymbal, if the spirit governing it looked not

towards the light. So it is sought that every influence of every

part of the School work shall stimulate the child's growth spirit-

ually—and if any part of it led his spirit downward, instead of

upward, it would be cast out as a failure in the one region that

must be held sacred—which no influence must endanger—his

spiritual growth.
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In this edifice, which calls itself a school, but more rightly

might name itself a life, there are two great towers that stand like

the towers of a cathedral confronting him who enters in search of

what truth he may find. These dominate his consciousness of the

whole—forming the keynotes around which he groups all of his

impressions as the work itself verily groups itself around them.

They are : the development of the right attitude of the individual

to self, as related to others; and the development of the individual's

initiative in all of his own processes.

The School holds that the motive of the individual's activities

is a dominating factor of importance to his activities—as vital in

importance as is breath to life ; and that the motive of work must

not be the advancement of self as against another, nor yet for the

benefit of self alone, but must be for the furtherance of one's own

powers and possibilities as a factor for all.

To make this aim an actuality, competition is ruled out as a

force in the school work, personal aggrandizement is done away

with in every form and in its place is brought in the social motive

as an ever present, powerful, active force, inspiring and produc-

ing in all the pupils the best that in them lies.

The School holds that nothing is done unless the mind within

does it. Processes plastered on by another's activity, though they

may adhere under the pressure for a time, do not affect the growth

of the mind but may be rather a waste, both of time and power,

inasmuch as they may lead the mind further along the path of in-

activity and inane acceptance of another's work to take the place

of one's own and thus become steps which must be retraced before

one's own work may be done. In the field of intellectual work,

this path is a subtle one to find for the pupil, for each cannot, with

use, reconstruct wholly all the steps of advanced civilized thought

and do over all of the world 's discovery of processes. It is the art

of the teacher so to lead the way that civilization's contribution

to each individual may be appropriated by a process that is his

own and goes to the making of a real self, instead of the creation

of a parrot of what has gone before—a process that is inner and

consists of mental feeding, assimilation and growth, instead of a

])rocess that consists of the putting on of external layers—

a

process that produces thought power, not merely the power to re-

produce others' thoughts.
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In the still more important field of the acquisition of self-

control, the same principle holds. No discipline produces growth

which only restrains by any external force, whether that is of

physical control or of fear of external happenings.

Growth being the prime result aimed for, therefore, all rules

and all disciplinary measures for the disregard of them have as

much relation to the pupils' own judgment as the essential regu-

lating of the school life will allow—and it is not too much to say

that the direct relation to their judgment is held at all points.

These two principles of the contribution, rather than the ag-

grandizement of self, and of the initiative essential to all real

work, might, combined, be termed the right selfhood: self, not

dominating as a goal for endeavor; self, choosing, directing and

maintaining endeavor at all points. The true and inner—as

against the artificial and unreal—accomplishment of this great pur-

pose for every individual is the fundamental aim of the work of

this. School.

Passing in under the two lofty spires, one finds distinctive

features within.

Immediately one is confronted, as if with an altar to man's

upward progress through work, with the belief that the hand of

man is the immjediate upholder of the brain—that they are so

close in co-operation as to be almost in a union—that in their edu-

cation, the action and reaction is so immediate and constant that

the benefit of one is tlie benefit of the other. In the early years, it

is the hand that contributes most to the brain. Later, the rela-

tion is reversed and the developed brain power contributes con-

stantly to the ability of the work of the hand. The belief of the

School is that the two should be co-ordinated in training. All

through the school years, hand work is brought into close connec-

tion with intellectual work wherever possible, to reinforce and

vivify it and to give the intellectual work of every pupil direct re-

lation to his own constructive powers.

Another distinctive feature—as of a richness of color and de-

tail—is the belief that every growing mind may, with the right

principles of teaching, be brought into living touch with the riches

of history and of nature, in such contact that the individual may
enter into some parts of the kingdom of the world and possess them
as his own. And, also, the belief that such possession of the world
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may be the avenue for the achievement of the technique of read-

ing and writing—and, indeed, that all of the processes to be

mastered for technical skill may be allied with the whole of school

life instead of being left as segregated, unrelated spots of half-

awake activity which are never quite joined to the personality of a

pupil's work.

Thus we see the daily course of the daily round of school, in-

stead of being set apart as a time given over wholly to a routine

preparation for some other sphere of living, is itself an opportunity

for living.

From the kindergarten upward, we see realms of nature taken

out of the region of the book and made territories of discovery

and of practical application by the doing of processes and the

grappling with the problems of the human mastery of animate and

inanimate nature. We hear pupils giving us, in rare quality, music

of the masters and interpreting to us, in fine form, thoughts of all

the ages, in reading and in drama. We see periods in history made
real by being associated with work in science and with handwork,

with literature and with dramatic work—we see pupils inhabiting

Greece and reproducing in story and in play its spirit of art—we
see pupils building anew their own city—we see pupils traveling

with the great explorers over the surface of the earth—and, as

they come nearer to their own citizenship, we see them construct-

ing civics of their own making—and we see the powers thus de-

veloped used for the benefit of all.

In short, we see that the school life is a preparation in being

itself a foretaste of a rich world of fact and fancy in which one

may live fully and do abundantly.

One learns, as he proceeds, that through the whole edifice

runs—like the proportion and measurement and balance of the

cathedral plan—the high ideal of quality and power to be at-

tained through these educational steps, and one learns that fine

quality and high power may be the outcome and are not tooi much
to expect.

Within, the service begins when the children break forth in

their expression—in the overflowing of the thought life developing

in them. The forms of their expressions are as various as the in-

dividuals. The spontaneity and variety of these are the crowning

test of the School's work. They come pouring forth in every con-
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ceivable shape—and the School holds these productions of brain

achievement, of hand achievement, of physical skill, of literary

outpouring, of dramatic grasp, of musical joy and fineness, and

above all,, the expressions of self-control and self-contribution that

are its constant inspiration—these, the School holds as its real life.

From work which contains the voluntary outgoing of the

mind and spirit, inspired by a motive which does not end in self

but which is, at all times, uplifted and ennobled and deepened by

an underlying, unconscious purpose of usefulness to a greater

whole; from work which brings the individual into contact with

the wealth of the ages from which he draws living interest and to

which he gives the gratitude of an inheritor; from work which

leads the individual to establish his own relation to the achieve-

ments of the race by adding the power and wealth of his own hand-

work in some service worthy of it; out of such a setting of work

comes as a flower from the soil, rather than as a garment put on,

the discipline that real education strives for, the discipline of the

mind and the heart that comes alone from real power within.

Do we mean that the Francis W. Parker School succeeds at all

times in all these directions equally? Certainly not. But in setting

forth its aims, we set forth the proportions and shape of its plans

into which it is constantly and more fully completing its structure.

It is only its serious attempt to reach for and work towards

such ideals that brings it to the community to speak of them—the

purpose of such speaking being but to obtain moral support and

encouragement to help it to go forward, to bespeak correction and

suggestion where such may arise for its still greater help and

speeding in the right direction, and to contribute what light it may
to others seeking the same educational goals.

St. Paul's statement that he died daily must have meant more

truly that he was born daily. That side of his statement would

apply mt)st truly to our School—for with hearts and minds set to

the future and to each dawn, every day brings new revelations of

ways and of depths and of heights in education.



THE SOCIAL MOTIVE IN SCHOOL WORK

In common with many teachers, we of the Francis W. Parker

School hold certain educational principles as important. We be-

lieve that self-actuated work causes the greatest gain to the pupil

;

that training in initiative is a child's great need; that in his own
interests we often find educative opportunity; that freedom, with

a balancing responsibility, is the best condition of moral and intel-

lectual growth; that real experience with actual material is an

essential of learning; that opportunity for varied expression is

necessary to right education ; that for pui-poses of development

children must be treated as individuals and not as a group ; that

one of the most effective and wholesome motives of work is the

social motive.

The special significance of the social motive lies in its being

the controlling principle in social organization everywhere. Its

establishment as an impulse in school makes of work there a real

and worthy thing, converts school activities into earnest living,

creates and trains for mature society the sine qua non of its

existence—people of social conscience and social power. There is

no experience more enervating to the soul and to the intellect than

continual working under artificial stimulus. On the other hand,

the social motive is one of the most ennobling of all true springs

to action. Nor does social motive here mean a consciously philan-

thropic purpose, but rather the feeling that one does not and

cannot work alone; that whatever one does is a single unit of a

large pattern that is being built by many contributors. Under

such circumstances work is judged indisputably by being put to

the proof of use. Eeward and punishment alike come with no

flavor of injustice or favoritism, but with a purifying and invigor-

ating truthfulness. Thus to M^ork under ennobling incentives, to

be disciplined by hard tasks, to see one's results used with a

high impersonality, gives to struggle a meaning, to success a joy,

to failure a cleansing power, that no smaller motive can furnish.

But few school children are working under these inspiring

influences. School work today is culpably wasteful of child energy.

It is not training young men and young women for social service.

Moreover, pupils have not gained mastery, even, in those forms

11
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of education for which so much young life is saerifieed—they

cannot read, write, and spell creditably. Teachers have yet to

leam that thoroughness and accuracy and skill result from pur-

poseful effort rather than from dull repetition. It could not be

otherwise. The dead-level monotony of doing set tasks hour after

hour, day after day, for years, with no immediate interest or

purpose, can have but one result—only the exceptionally strong

or the selfishly ambitious come from the grind retaining any

measure of mental vigor and power, and even these best products

of educational factory methods have no sense of duty or respon-

sibility towards others. They know nothing of the happiness

which is rooted in useful service. The schools and the homes in

which there are no social responsibilities and duties, produce the

snobs, the burdens, and the parasites of society.

What is the remedy for all this waste and failure? It is

true that the school cannot reproduce the complex conditions of

society. It should not fit for any precise set of social conditions,

but we believe that it should attempt to train in every child the

habits, tastes, and qualities which society will always need—self-

command, resourcefulness, power of independent thinking, fine

discrimination, whole-hearted love of labor, the habit of sharing

activity with one's fellows for the benefit of all. We believe that

the best remedy for present evils is to fill our children's school

lives with wholesome social stimuli, with small but vital social

undertakings which demand activity of all kinds and expression

in all forms, which appeal to children of different ages as being

delightful enterprises. Drudgery, disagreeable tasks, hard work,

the pupils will soon recognize as the necessary price of true success.

They will work cheerfully, when the reason for it seems to them

worthy. Efficiency of many kinds will result. Knowledge will be

eagerly sought and assimilated through use, the need for drill as

the means of getting required skill will be appreciated, the drill

periods will be vitalized by purpose, and much waste time elimi-

nated. Such work requires frequent discussion, with few class

recitations and the least possible amount of non-educative book

memorization. This theory does not minimize the usefulness of

the study of books, it merely insists that their true value be made

clear to the children. We believe that many schools are ready

to join forces in seeking to break the traditions that hamper

teachers and children alike. It is for this reason that we wish to
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contribute, yearly, our material, however crude it may be, to

illustrate the results to children when working under natural

and educative stimuli.

Necessarily, in each piece of work described, more than the

social tenets of the school are involved. In fact, almost all of the

principles mentioned as important in the first paragraph of this

article are constantly exemplified. For instance, in every case,

whether it be the composition of a simple bit of music for a May
Day song, or the building of a small house for social gatherings

on the playground, the work is self-actuated, in that each child

feels deeply responsible for the thing undertaken. He understands

that its success depends wholly upon himself and his fellows. The

stimulus to initiative is direct and immediate. Training in it

comes naturally under the spur furnished by anticipated joy in

achievement. The children's own interests, tastes, abilities, and

previous experience are the controlling factors. Each day en-

larges experience and brings real discipline. Emotions are aroused

which give vitality, worth, and force to expression. The whole-

some spirit of give and take is cultivated, and a respect for the

strength and ability of others comes inevitably. In many cases

the work is so varied that there is room for all kinds of ability,

and every type of child has opportunity to do his best. Those

who lead in constructive imagination or in dramatic presentation,

may be obliged meekly to follow a leader in the shop activities.

In the atmosphere of freedom and responsibility surrounding these

social enterprises, self-control and other moral qualities are devel-

oped through the demands for them. The narrow consideration

of self is pushed to the background for the welfare of the project,

since the child himself realizes that he must work in the place

where he can work best. The judgment of the group is nearly

always just, and verily no examination marks, no artificial rewards

or praises, could equal it as an incentive to good work.

"Whal is the place of the teacher in this social activity? It

may seem that the children are left entirely to the mercy of their

comrades. Nothing could be further from the truth. The tax

upon the teacher's wisdom and energy is obviously greater in some

of the pieces of work described in this volume than would be the

case in ordinary school practice. But the compensation, also, is

greater. The teacher, as well as the child, is living a life rich in

possibilities for growth and happiness, He is responsible for the
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conditions which surround the children, all of which must be

adapted to stimulate and use the valuing abilities of his group.

The slow and weak children must be given full opportunities for

growth without loss to the active and strong. In spite of the fact

that more than one kind of ability is recognized, the teacher's

skill is often taxed in providing for each his full opportunity for

growth. New demands arise when the child acts under freer and

more natural conditions. The teacher must meet more than the

mere academic needs of his class ; he must be quick with all kinds of

understanding and sympathy ; he must, above all, keep the heart of

a child, if he is to deal adequately with the every-day emergencies

—

the deep, sudden discouragements, the frank selfishness, the over-

flowing joyfulness of childhood. The teacher, then, may be an

artist under whose inspiring touch human beings grow in strength,

in good fellowship, even in righteousness. Hie should be the

servant of the true God, and if his vision is clear, his faith strong,

and his heart devoted, he may lead his band into the "high place"

and be permitted to look into the Promised Land, knowing that

if those who follow become worthy they shall surely enter it

—

a land noble and beloved, free alike to all peoples, needing above

all young men and young women who are efficient, happy, and

self-dedicated to the service of humanity.



THE SPIRIT OF GIVING AS DEVELOPED
AT THANKSGIVING AND CHRISTMAS

The demands of good citizenship require that the school grad-

ually develop in the child a growing social consciousness. The

self-centered individual of the kindergarten and primary grades

should become, as the school years pass by, more respectful and

appreciative of the rights of others and more sympathetic and

tolerant towards those of various temperaments and conditions

of life.

To realize this development in the pupils there should be

provided, in increasing amount throughout the years of school

life, opportunity for the child to think less of himself as an in-

dividual and more of the community as a whole, of which he forms

but a single unit. Conditions calling for unselfish social service on

the part of the pupils should be consciously created by the school

;

service which has a co-operative and community interest. These

opportunities should be given, (a) in the class room, (b) in the

school community as a whole, (c) in the larger community outside

the school. This means that the interest in social service on the

part of the pupil should gradually expand throughout the school

course. At first his social horizon is bounded by the walls of his

individual class room, then there dawns a consciousness of duties

and responsibilities to the school community. In the later years

of the high school the wider relationships and responsibilities

outside the school come into view.

The standpoint should gradually change from one of selfish

interest in society for the sake of what it can contribute toward

individual pleasures to a realization of the duties and responsibili-

ties to society for the sake of greater pleasure and benefit to all.

Opportunity for social endeavor within the school community

is provided in abundant measure by the needs and activities of

class room and school. The need for contact with social activities

and conditions outside the school is not so well recognized, nor so

abundantly supplied. Christmas and Thanksgiving, however, pre-

sent an unique opportunity for this larger social service, possibly

a greater opportunity than at any other time of the school year,

and one which schools as a rule have not used to the best advan-
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tage. It is believed that by the methods we have used in this school

our pupils have been helped to develop character along co-opera-

tive and unselfish lines. Our endeavor in handling questions of

sharing and giving, such as arise at Christmas and Thanksgiving,

has been to create a sympathetic and respectful attitude on the

part of the pupils toward others in less fortunate circumstances.

The extent to which participation in such work can be carried

on varies with the age of the pupils. It is evident that but little

can be done in a direct way with children of the lower grades.

As the child grows older, however, there should be opportunity,

under wise guidance, for more intimate contact with some of the

problems of relief. This is especially valuable during the more

or less care-free years of the high school period. The emotional

period of adolescence is a suitable time in which to develop a

right attitude toward this work. The emotions are then more

easily aroused, although the average high school pupil does not

care to show his feelings. The spirit of helpfulness and sympathy,^

backed by proper planning on the part of the pupil, and a vigor-

ous expenditure of muscular energy, will do much to fix healthy

impressions w^hich will last through future years. The endeavor

has been to present situations needing such help as the pupils

themselves can render. This arouses emotions, and an outlet for

these emotions is provided through physical activities. Too fre-

quently emotions of this natural sort are aroused without adequate

thought to the proper expenditure of nervous and muscular

energy. We must not lose sight of the fact that "the gift without

the giver is bare."

Proper attention to questions of giving and sharing during

the child's school years should result in developing the right atti-

tude toward charitable work and an intelligent interest in move-

ments for civic betterment. During the high school period what

is done at Thanksgiving and Christmas should be coupled with

systematic study of civics and economics. In this way responsi-

bility for the conditions w^hich make charity and philanthropy a

necessity in our modern society is brought back to the individual

and an interest in bettering conditions is aroused. This will do

much to correct the popular attitude toward charity, which will

be seen as a temporary necessity brought about by wrong modern

conditions; an attempt to restore justice to those who have un-

fortunately suffered through transgression of laws, either through
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acts of their own, or through the acts of society. An attempt

should be made to show that ideal conditions would insure to

every one a justice and equality which would not make necessary

our present methods of relief.

Aside from developing the proper attitude toward charitable

endeavor, both on the part of the individual and of society, the

gain to the pupil in democratic ideals is a valuable factor. Truer

standards for measurement of character are placed before him

when he gains a glimpse, often through the tactful suggestion of

teacher or charity worker, of sterling character in less fortunate

individuals who are struggling bravely in the face of adverse

conditions.

In the following pages are illustrated methods by which our

school has tried to realize some of the possibilities above indicated.

The Spirit of Thanksgiving in the School

The spirit of Thanksgving differs somewhat from that of

Christmas. At Thanksgiving thoughts of relief of the more ele-

mental needs, such as food and clothing, are uppermost. At

Christmas, however, while these are present to some extent, they

are overshadowed by the thought of providing joy and good cheer,

mainly through less material means. Naturally Christmas is the

time when the joyous spirit of childhood can with the greatest

pleasure enter into such work. So it would seem at first glance

that the contact with the material needs of the Thanksgiving

season would be such as should not come within the experience

of childhood. This need not be so. The younger children, of

course, should not be overburdened with the problems of the

poverty and distress of others, but there is much that can be

done without actual contact with these conditions. With the

class room teacher and settlement and charity worker as interme-

diaries, each class in the school becomes for the time being, a re-

lief and aid society for the assistance of a small group of people,

usually a family in which there are several children.

To secure the co-operation of the parents, a circular letter

is sent to all the members of the Parents' Association to invite

their assistance in the work.

The first step consists in securing information of a trust-

worthy nature concerning the family to be helped. This is usually

furnished by reports, written or oral, from settlement and charity
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workers.* In some instances, however, the teacher and a few

pupils visit the homes in question, generally in company with a

friend of the family, the charity worker, who is intimately and

sympathetically acquainted with their problems. This closer con-

tact brings in the personal element, which is desirable and has

been found to be possible under proper direction in the upper

grades of the high school. Very often it may be the first oppor-

tunity of a pleasure-loving, thoughtless girl of high school age,

shielded and nurtured in pleasant and comfortable surroundings,

to get a glimpse of "how the other half lives." Let it not be

understood that any "case" which comes within the scope of the

organized charity worker would be suitable for such a visit. Both

the receiver of the gifts and the giver are considered. Thought

should be given to avoiding conditions which would present harm-

ful influences and to selecting those where present need is plainly

apparQnt to the young investigator, and which offer opportunities

for such endeavors as are within his power. A hint or word of

explanation" dropped by one who is familiar with the history of

the conditions, will fall on fertile ground. It is needless to say

that the boy or girl returns from such a visit in a much different

frame of mind, less patronizing and more sympathetic and demo-

cratic in spirit.

From reports gathered from these sources the class ha^ data

for discussing the various needs of the family. With the aid of

the class room teacher, such articles of food and clothing are ob-

tained as will best serve these needs. Frequently, after class dis-

cussion, each pupil is delegated to provide for one individual.

Thus he pictures to himself "Martha, aged 9" or "Johnnie, aged

6," and sets about to select a complete outfit of good serviceable

garments for the coming winter. Often this will mean trips to

other rooms in the school to see what is available, the school thus

becoming a clearing house for these useful gifts. Serious and

thoughtful discussions are often overheard regarding size, fitness

Talks to the school by leaders in relief and philanthropic work have
been a great help in showing the needs for relief and putting the minds of
the children in the right attitude. The following talks have been given at
various times:

"Some Phases of Relief Work in Chicago," by Mrs. Gertrude Howe
Britton of Hull House.

"The Big Brother and Sister League," by Miss Vittum of the North-
western Settlement.

"The Story of the Immigrant," by Dr. Graham Taylor of Chicago
Commons.

Such addresses do much to quicken the desire of all the children to be
of social service.
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and condition of garments. Contributions of money are devoted

to many important needs, a part being used for the repair of shoes

which have been brought in. Often a month's rent or a ton of

coal is provided to tide over an emergency. In most cases a Thanks-

giving dinner is sent. For the sick, special delicacies are in-

cluded.

On the day before Thanksgiving all is activity. Hammers
are busy nailing up boxes of provisions. Sheets of heavy wrap-

ping paper and stout twine are in great demand, for by two

o'clock all the packages, duly labeled, are to be ready in the lower

hall for distribution. The value of this appeal to the physical

activity of the child cannot be emphasized too strongly. The

emotions aroused in the class room discussion would fail to reg-

ister lasting impressions on the brain were it not for the abundant

opportunity to handle and wrap up articles of food and clothing,

tie bundles, nail up boxes, and fill barrels and baskets until they

tax the strength of the young worker to lift them. Thus he is

giving of himself in a most effective way. Compare the vivid

impressions thus created with those called forth by the ordinary

stereotyped appeal for donations to "give to the poor," an appeal

which results merely in bringing articles of food and clothing

from a plentifully supplied home. The value of this endeavor

should be measured by the amount and quality of personal effort

on the part of the pupil rather than by mere quantity of material

things.

When the bundles are gathered together ready for distribu-

tion, there are volunteers to assist in loading wagons and other

conveyances. Routes have been mapped out and directions care-

fully prepared so that no mistake may be made in locating "third

floor rears" or basement tenements. Here again is opportunity

for lessons in democracy and the proper spirit of giving. The

guide or teacher can many times call attention to conditions from

which the pupils who are assisting cannot fail to draw their own

conclusions. This may be done by chance remarks without the

slightest evidence of pointing a moral, but that the lesson "goes

home" is shown in many ways; sometimes by the silent, thought-

ful attitude of an otherwise thoughtless, talkative boy after a

visit to some dark basement lodging, or by the remarks of admira-

tion called forth by evidences of thrift and cleanliness. The

patronizing attitude is, we believe, entirely overcome.
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The School Shop and the Christmas Spirit

The following plan of utilizing the school shop has been user'

as a means of developing a broader spirit of Christmas among
children, dealing with altruistic motives rather than the selfish

and personal, and using co-operative rather than individual meth-

ods. The constructive interests have been used as a basis, and the

play element recognized by introducing the favorite character of

Christmas, Santa Claus.

In every household in which there are or have been children,

there' are countless toys, dolls, books and games in various stages

of dissolution and disrepair. Many of these have outlived their

usefulness in that particular household, but with the addition of

a little spare time and ingenuity, together with a touch of color

to brighten them up, they would still make most acceptable Christ-

mas gifts to many a child in poorer circumstances. To utilize

this repair work as a feature of our manual training a "Santa

Claus Annex Shop" was established.

It was suggested to some of the children that such toys could

well be repaired in the school. Notice was sent to the parents

that the school would undertake to put into good condition such

toys as could be furnished. These toys would then be given to

settlements in more needy parts of the city for distribution.

The next step was to present the scheme to the pupils of the

whole school in a "Morning Exercise." Upon reaching school

one morning, the pupils were confronted with the following notices

prominently displayed on posters in the main hall.

WANTED—WANTED—AT ONCE

Wanted at once good workers in the following trades:

25 Mechanics—Must have a good knowledge of auto repair work,

aerial machines, boats, engines (both stationary and locomotive), clock-

work motors, agricultural implements, wagon repairs, etc., etc., etc.

20 Painters—Good at retouching. Must have experience in mixing

and judging colors and be able to handle brushes well.

20 Surgeons— (In hospital). Skill especially needed in grafting arms

and legs and replacing new heads. Those with previous experience in

either hospital or private practice preferred.

10 Veterinary Surgeons—A good knowledge of the anatomy of dogs,

Teddy Bears, and horses is necessary.

10 Book Repair IVIen—Neat and careful workers, able to handle needle

and paste brush well.
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10 Repair Men for Game Department.

20 Wrappers and Packers—Wanted for packing and shipping depart-

ment. Only neat workers need apply.

1 Foreman and 1 Inspector—Wanted in eacli of the following de-

partments:

Mechanical Book Repair

Painting Game Department
Hospital Wrapping and Packing

Application may be made in person or by letter. Steady work prom-

ised, from now until December 20. Good Hours. Good Wages.
(Signed) SANTA GLAUS.

P. S.—This is my busy season, and I have appointed Mr. Wahlstrom
superintendent of my Annex Shop at the Francis W. Parker School. Par-

ticulars may be obtained from him or from any of the teachers in said

school.

Applications should be in by December 1.

The following is a stenographic report of the morning exercise

which came later in the day.

MORNING EXERCISE—Santa Claus Annex Shop

Tuesday, Nov. 29

Mr. Wahlstrom:

"How many people here believe in Santa Claus?"

(Almost every hand in the school raised—with a background of

broad smiles).

Mr. Wahlstrom:

"Santa Claus is a pretty real person to us. As we get older I do

not know what happens, but we are sometimes a little bit afraid to own

our friendship or say we believe in him. As we get a little older still,

we begin to know him by another name—sometimes it is The Christmas

Spirit.'

"I think the other night I must have had a visit from Santa Claus.

It was pretty late and most of you must have been sound asleep. He
had a nice scheme and wanted to know if I would help him out. He
said he was very busy, and that there were a lot of people whom he

could not get around to see if he did not have a little help. You all

expect a visit from Santa Claus Christmas morning—I know I do.

"This was his scheme—^he wanted to know if we could not organize

an Annex Shop and help fix up some things he could use at Christmas

time to send around to some little folks not quite so fortunate as you

are. You have already brought in a few things we can fix up, but we
should like more.

"You probably noticed the want ads in the hall this morning, ask-

ing for helpers in different lines of trade.

"I am sure there are plenty of veterinary surgeons in the school
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who know all about the insides of the Teddy Bears, and doctors who
know how to sew on dolls' heads. And there are lots of good painters

in the school and all sorts of mechanical people who can take a toy

and see what the trouble is and fix it up. We shall need help from

everybody. Some of the high school boys and girls who have had metal

work are expert with solder and they can solder pieces together for us

when they are broken loose.

"Now, if you have read the rules carefully, you will see that Santa
Claus has promised good wages and good hours. The regular hours are

going to be two afternoons a week, after school—on Wednesdays and
Fridays. Santa Claus is a pretty systematic sort of person—if he were
not he would be entirely swamped. Here are some of the cards that

he has asked the Seventh Grade to print.

"The first is to be like a shipping tag. Every toy is going to have
a number, and this will be put on this card, with the name of the ar-

ticle to be repaired and the different things to be done to it.

Santa Claus Annex Shop
No.66. Article Wa^on^ .

. DeKnptionj9£^/i4S'tS/faffs

Put on w/^ee/

,G iue on pic ce of , dashboQ tci

(Frcm Hg,)
,
/^Q keu M.ew sh^ ft

^ Workirkn JiV//^ rc/ H, Inspector's O. K. IVl

"This will keep the inspectors and superintendent pretty busy. The
directions are to be written pretty carefully, and we shall need good

inspectors and good foremen. This ticket will be tied to the articlu

and then it will be ready for someone to start to work with it.

"Santa Claus believes in unions. He has not yet succeeded in union-

izing the whole world, but he hopes to. And he is going to have a union

card for all the workers in the Annex Shop. It will read:
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Union Card
BROTHERHOOD of CHRISTMAS WORKERS

FRANCIS W. PARKER SCHOOL BRANCH

that <^, A. B~v%m^Cbis certifies

is a member in good ttaatiiiig in this UNION «ad has helped to promote :

•pirit of thit work to tfai« beat of bi* ability.

Signal, ^anta Claut^

PER §0'

"Of course Santa Claus will not be able to sign all these in per-

son, but he will expect the inspectors and foremen and the people in

charge of this factory to sign for him.

"The next thing we must have in this factory will be a time card.

Each person working in the factory will have one, whether he is a

painter, a mechanic or a surgeon—no matter in what department he

works—and the inspector will check off the time.

SANTA CLAUS ANNEX SHOP
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¥ (SO, ^pPM-f.^y^-^

'^:
,

PAY TO THE ORDER OF

CHICAGO. ILL /'^3^^

'^'yi f ""'^ thargfe to my Account

JIo father Simc'a
Sanh of ©iscct'ti?

"These can be cashed at any time at Father Time's Bank of Dis-

count. Father Time will pay these checks without protest.

"Now, as to the rate of wages. Of course the workers in some de-

partments will have more skill than others, but Santa Glaus thought it

would be well to make the rate of wages uniform. For every hour's

work he is going to pay five happy days, and those happy days you can

cash at any time when you need them. You can add them on to a long

life, if you see fit. That is the best kind of pay; that is the kind of pay

that Santa Glaus himself takes out for his work, and he certainly is long

lived and enjoys life and looks healthy whenever we see his picture.

So I think the pay is very good.

"Now what we need is good workers, good inspectors, and good

foremen. Here are some of the things on these tables that have been

brought in, and I might show you the kind of work that will need to

be done.

"This is a Teddy Bear who has lost his voice. I do not know whether

he can be cured or not.

"Here is a book that must go to the Book Repair Department.

"Here is a pair of horses that seem to have run away. If we can-

not find their wagon we will hitch them to something else.

"Here is a telephone out of order. I think that can be fixed up by

the high school boys who are studying physics.

"Here is a hen who has run her legs off. We ought to do something

for her.

"Here is a horse without a tail. We shall have to turn this over to

the hospital.

"Here is a good boat that needs a mast and some sails, a bowsprit,

and a new coat of paint.

"Here is a bank that does not work.

"Here is a piano without any legs—a grand piano at that. I think

that might go to the music department later to be put in tune.

"There is another department that will be pretty busy later on.

That is the Wrapping and Packing Department. We shall need a great
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number of boxes for that. I wish every one in the school would look

around at home and see what empty paper boxes he has that he can bring

in and turn over to this department. Then we can get some pretty pa-

per and fix these boxes up and make nice packages of them."

Miss Cooke:

"Last year the teachers had the privilege of seeing the things when
they came in and then again when they were ready to be sent away,

and it was as if a miracle had been wrought. There is one thing, how-

ever, that I should like to add. I should like to be appointed receiver

of something else. It seems to me that every boy and girl in Chicago

ought to have a good Christmas. There are many little girls in the city,

I know, who do not have a single doll, and many little boys who never

had a toy to play with. Some of you, I know, have a great many books,

and a great many dolls, and a great many toys. It seems to me that

we ought to add a Sharing Department to all these others, and I should

like to be receiver. If any of you have a doll that you really care about,

but would like to have some other little girl care about it, I should

like to have you bring that in and mark it, 'A gift that I should like

to share.' I should like to have these things brought to my office."

Each of the departments was presided over by a larger pupil

or a teacher as a foreman and inspector. The many things to be

done were classified. This plan furnished a wide range of processes

in many varied materials and a splendid outlet for the ability

and ingenuity of pupils from the first grade up to the eighth grade

and high school. The processes varied in difficulty from mending

card-board boxes, pasting labels, painting "scuffed" and battered

toys, to soldering and tinsmithing, repairing clockwork locomo-

tives and steam engines.

In addition to the regular time announced, pupils were al-

lowed to give other spare time; and in some cases, when a class

had finished the work planned in the regular shop period, the

class time was devoted to the work.

Wben the firet appeal was made for toys, attics and store-

rooms were ransacked and the accumulations of years, possibly,

brought in. It is possible that after a year or two the supply will

diminish. Attention can then be turned to manufacturing new

toys, such as dolls' beds, tables, chairs, games, etc., holding to the

same factory basis and subdivision of work. The pupils appreciate

the value of this method when the time is limited. Each pupil,

instead of performing all the processes, would do the work he was

best fitted to do. It would also be well to introduce labor saving

devices, templates, etc., to increase the efficiency and speed of the

workers.
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In addition to the toys the numerous books and games fur-

nished abundant field for activity. Some of them were in per-

fectly presentable condition, but by far the greater number were

in need of attention, and some could be redeemed only by much
careful work. The foremen and inspectors of the groups were

usually high school pupils, but back of them, as general helper

and advisor, were one or more members of the library force.

These teachers demonstrated what could be done for books, and

provided the materials to work with. As in the case of the toys,

a ticket was filled out specifying the kind of repairing or clean-

ing demanded. The kinds of repairs which the pupils could do

^ & ' I ' fvflMj
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early in the morning, he could fill in his spare minutes with some

repairing.

The work upon games is veiy much like that required on

books, so that the two may well be in the hands of one depart-

ment. The boxes containing the games must often be cleaned

and mended. It must also be ascertained that all the parts of

the game or puzzle are present.

With these arrangements, one year, six pupils and one teacher

cleaned and repaired about seventy-five books and thirty games

in the brief three weeks between the Thanksgiving and Holiday

vacation. Probably about twenty hours were devoted to the

work. All such repairing is simple and may readily be done by

pupils from the sixth grade on through the high school, if they

have been taught to use their hands.

This work does not appeal to the aesthetic sense, but rather

to the interest of the child whose love of order is strong. The

joy of making things clean and presentable must be sufficient

to enable one to disregard the stickiness of the glue, the flying

pumice stone, and tedious erasures. It has chanced that among

the volunteers for this department there have been some of this

description, and it was a joy to see them work.

A simple mending outfit consists of:

1 pint flexible glue.

1 brush for same.

% lb. powdered pumice stone.

% dozen rolls assorted colors and widths silk-finish cloth.

% dozen rolls assorted widths double-stitched binder.

2 clamps for holding books which have been glued.

Some boards to place under the clamps to keep the sides of the book

even.

Pieces of muslin or- cheesecloth for applying the pumice stone to

covers and pages.

Some Hardmuth and kneaded erasers.*

The repair of the dolls proved quite an art and enlisted the

help of many of the high school girls and some of the teachers.

*The flexible glue, double-stitched binder, and silk finished cloth may be
obtained from Gaylord Brothers, Syracuse, New York, who will gladly send
any one desiring it their catalogues of library supplies, in one of which are
directions for rebinding books.

If some Success Binder, adhesive parchment paper, or gummed onion-
skin, and a box of powdered pumice stone were in every school room and
the children made acquainted with their possibilities, and expected to keep
their own books and those supplied by the school in good order, it would
be a very efficient factor in cultivating a regard for property, one's own or
that of the public, which is so commonly lacking to-day.
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From the collection of severed arms and legs, and with the aid

of glue pot, needle and elastic, many a doll which might have

been thought well nigh incurable was restored to almost pristine

freshness. Some of the older girls who had outgrown their dolls,

brought in miniature wardrobes which, when freshly laundered

by the children, were used in dressing the dolls.

Meanwhile pasteboard boxes of all sizes, shapes and kinds,

in which the toys and dolls were to be packed, had been accumu-

lating. These were carefully looked over and cleaned in the

same manner as were the books, the children selecting their boxes

and decorating, after their own fashion, with pictures, bits cut

from wall papers, or bright colored papers. If the boxes were

too unsightly to be made pretty by decoration, or needed rein-

forcing at the corners, they were completely re-covered—gilt,

silver, bronze, gray, red, etc., as a child might choose. Children

of the second, third and fourth grades worked in this depart-

ment, and they filled some of their boxes with several pages of

dolls and dresses cut from the Ladies Home Journal and Good

Housekeeping, rolls of crepe tissue paper of different colors, also

bronze, gilt, and silver paper together with a tube of library

paste, for dressing the paper dolls.

One of the classes had made a set of doll's beds. Making the

mattresses and pillows, with the sheets and pillow cases, proved

fascinating work of which the girls were duly proud, especially

the mattresses which were stuffed and tufted in a truly workman-

like manner.
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The second grade scrapbook party was the outgrowth of a

parents' meeting at which the mothers asked for some definite

part in the Christmas work. It was decided that they should

make at home simple, durable cloth books of various shapes and

sizes. The cloth was double for each page and twelve pages con-

stituted a book. All the children of the school were asked to

contribute pictures. On the appointed day the mothers and chil-

dren spent a social hour together in the grade room arranging and

pasting the pictures in the books, which made attractive gifts for

the Crippled Children's Hospital. Before going home the chil-

dren ser-ved simple refreshments which they had prepared.

In preparing for the Christmas work, as mentioned above,

a Morning Exercise is devoted each year to developing the proper

spirit of giving and sharing among the children. One year this

consisted of a very effective reading of Tolstoi's excellent story

"Where Love is There is God Also."*

The next day the Morning Exercise on the Christmas Toy

Shop was -given as reported stenographically on a previous page.

As mentioned in that exercise, an appeal was made also to the

children to bring in some of their real treasures, which they still

cherished, the intention being to see what response would be made

to an appeal which would involve the element of real sacrifice,

namely, the giving away of some toy which was still dear to the

*In order to gain the assistance of the home in our work along- this
line the following letter was, last year, sent to the home.
"To Patrons and Friends of the Francis W. Parker School:

"The school is this year making a greater effort than ever before to
impress upon the children the beauty of the Christmas spirit. The children
have heard Tolstoi's story, 'Where Love is, There God is Also,' and through-
out the month we hope to keep before them the essential meaning of the
Christmas season—that it is a time of kindly feeling towards one's fellows.
We should be glad if not one child saw any of its unlovely features—hurry,
worry, ostentation, perfunctory giving. We wish them to feel that a gift
is nothing, unless genuine affection prompts it; nothing, unless into it

the giver has put a part of himself. His own work is, of course, the best,
but at least careful, thoughtful selection is indispensable. This means
that a child should be allowed to give very few gifts.

"We believe that you will agree with us that Christmas 'lists,' by
means of which the parents meet large responsibilities for him in a busi-
ness-like way,' have no rightful place in the child's growing years, if we
are to preserve the true spirit of Christmas giving. We are very anxious to
have no Christmas gifts given in the school which are in any way forced
or suggested, and the school collections for presents often have this result.
We ask you to cooperate with us in having tlie children understand that if
they have not the time or inclination to give in the right way Christmas
gifts in the school, what they really can give of themselves in helpful
Influence, in service, is even more appreciated and often represents more
genuine giving.

"We hope that it will be understood that we want to help and en-
courage in every possible way the true spirit of givingr, but we want to
remove those artificial incentives to universal exchange of Christmas gifts
which mar this season of goodfellowship and place upon children the pre-
mature burdens of adult responsibility. Let us keep our children simple
and natural and genuine, and, protect them as long as possible from the
sophistication which certainly has no place in their Christmas festival."
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young heart. The response was very gratifying, in fact it was

so generous that it might be suspected that baser motives than

those of unselfish sacrifice prompted the response. That this was

not the case, however, and that the motives were genuine was

evidenced many times and frequently corroborated by the home.

For instance when a little girl came hugging to her bosom two

dolls which bore traces of much loving care, and handed them

over with the remark that ''they just had to go to the same

mother," it was evident that she was parting with one of her

most beloved treasures. There is no question that the simple

story of the shoemaker in Tolstoi's tale was bearing fruit.

The value of the Santa Glaus Toy Shop was manifested in

many ways. Aside from the thought of working for others which

was at the bottom of the scheme, the feeling of goodfellowship

which pervaded the work was most noticeable. The kindly and

sympathetic interest of the older boy«, who filled the role of in-

spectors and foremen, in the struggles of the younger people in

some difficult piece of repair work, helped to unite the school.

High school boys "renewed their youth" and also discovered

some interesting applications of their recent physics experiments

while investigating the "innards" of some mechanical toy. The

children of primary grades were busy with paste pot and shears,

and it would be hard indeed to recognize in the gay and festive

results of their labors the commonplace cardboard boxes which

had been brought in for the packing of the finished product.

Although there was a spirit of play in the work it was in-

teresting to note the seriousness with which the pupils entered

into it. The lengthening column of figures on the time card was

eagerly watched, and the pay cheek at the end was as highly

prized as though it represented actual cash. Of no small value

was the insight into industrial organization and subdivision of

labor, which was appreciated by even the youngest worker. And
underneath it all was the joyous spirit of Christmas, the knowl-

edge that the work was a labor of love, in order that some one

less fortunate might have his share of Christmas joy.
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Have you forgotten the tin can telephone that you and Alice

put up between your houses, or the unescapable bear traps that

you and Fred contrived and never put to test? Or do you recall

with most delight the house that you and the boys built in the

tree? To engender and foster the spirit of such high enterprises

as these is the lofty mission of Investigation Lane, To the eye of

the .soul it is the home of freedom, the land of unlimited possi-

bilities, while to bodily vision it is a much littered and properly

segregated slice off one end of the playground. Here he who will

may come during the half hour's play time at noon and build his

heart's desire. There is a pile of boards, there are nails and ham-

mers and hatchets and saws and spades and pick-axes in the tool

house, and there is a faculty overseer who may serve as umpire,

arbiter, suggester, rescuer, so far as in liw lies.

Three years ago the reservation was opened up to all "who
had anything they wanted to make." There was not a rush to

occupy the territory. Indeed, until the hint was dropped, "Why
not a cave?" the land lay desert. Then the spade was thrust in,

the cave-fever spread, and the world was honeycombed. To the

subsequent impatient wail of the overseer, "Isn't there anything

to do but dig caves?" there was no answer except more caves.

The most interesting one consisted of a large square hole with a

tunnel leading to a smaller well, which was to serve as a secret

entrance. This was an enterprise of some fourth grade boys.

There were also three other plain, unvarnished holes, and a big

square well dug by the third graders which reached the proud

depth of eight feet, and, according to the prospectors, actually

touched water. At the well and the big cave the boys rigged up

pulleys and ropes and devised an elaborate system of signals for

hoisting the dirt in pails.

In the later part of the cave era, a tribe of hut builders in-

vaded the land and began the first hut—the unpromising ancestor

of a numerous progeny. All these pioneers came from the ranks

of the third, fourth, and fifth grades, and were mostly boys,

though a few of the girls enjoyed the feel of the spade in the

yielding earth. But no hand ever wrote "Finis" to the history

33
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of that first year. At the end of school the cave yawned un-

roofed—the lean frame of the hut was left naked to the elements

—and the walls of the dry well crumbled in.

Next year the unnatural parents of these progenies looked

askance upon them. For a few weeks there was intermittent dig-

ging in the big cave, but soon it was deserted. Then there en-

tered squatters from a lower grade and took possession of cave

and hut, and. work began with a will. A group of three fourth

grade boys continued the big cave; a few mild third graders

placed themselves under the masterly leadership of a fourth grade

tyrant and dug down until a buried bed spring, not to be denied,

barred further passage. Then they roofed the hole over and sat

in speechless pride in the damp gloom, or even knelt and made
improvements, for the low ceiling prevented uprightness. They

built a fireplace of. brick and cooked bacon and occasionally ate

lunch in their retreat. I say they did these things, but really no

Helots ever had less freedom. One day I saw three of the fol-

lowers standing around the entrance and gazing wistfully within.

"Why don't you go down?" I asked. "Jaeger isn't here," they

said. "What of it?" I queried. "He said he'd punch us if we
went down when he wasn't there," they replied. Yet under

Jaeger's tyranny the arts flourished, and an interesting breed of

boys developed; for later in the year, after the cave had gone the

Avay of all childish interests, these third graders built a fort with

ingeniously barred windows; organized themselves and chose a

king and tried occasional battles with the fourth grade, shutting

their captured into the fort. This stronghold was a flat-topped

house, about five feet long, four feet high, and four feet wide. I

helped to put up the frame, but after that the work went quite

independently under one of the ablest and gentlest kings that

ever ruled—sovereign not by right of might and loud voice but

of brains and quiet kindness.

A large fourth grade group, in the midst of wrangling and

backbiting and toppling dynasties, had dug the masterpiece of the

Lane. Their cave had a real stairway leading down, a trap door,

a fireplace that did not smoke overmuch, a floor, a seat, hiding

places for provisions, and a roof high enough to allow some of the

o^vners to stand upright. Protected by a trap door and a secret

password and a chaperoning teacher, the group often lunched

grandly here. But after living in the cave for a few weeks, even
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its enthusiastic maimers began to feel that fresh air and day light

and room to stretch legs might be pleasant. A hut above ground,

and the hidden cave as keep! But the difficulties of building on

the somewhat unstable floor did not promise the perfect structure

of which the boys were dreaming. They were glad, therefore, to

be offered an unfloored shed which they might improve to their

liking. They put in a floor and a partition and a window, changed

^^
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seed within it. That the gourds did not grow and the grass never

sprouted, did not impair the pleasure.

Meantime, some of the girls of the fourth grade had acquired

title to the unfinished hut of the year before. They worked at it

half-heartedly and intermittently, with spasms of unhappiness

because one child was "bossy" and another was lazy. But when

all the girls of the grade were gathered into a club, the hut-

building gained new vigor. The "Nymphs" they called them-

n ir^'ir

I

^^^H^
FIRST HUT OF THE KNIGHTLY BROTHERS

selves,, because they
'

' thought it would be lovely to live out in the

woods like nymphs, and not have to live in houses, and not have

to do things like people." But these inconsistent nymphs, never-

theless, must have a house. They completed the main wing of the

old shack, putting in a window with a sunny southern exposure,

and added an L. The original hut had been built over a secret

cave entrance. By mere change of name the girls now converted

this hole into a cellar, where they actually did store a peck of po-

tatoes. The hut disappointed the children's dreams when it was

up, especially when compared with the boys' palace, but as the tall

ones crouched under their roof, they would say, "I don't care if

it is a little low, we built it all ourselves, and most of us can stand

up in it." They hung the walls with blue paper cambric, and
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were delighted because it "brightened the hut up so." They
bought a little wood stove, and planned to cook lunch in it, but the

Fates were not propitious. The stove smoked, the roof leaked and

made figured tapestry out of the spotless cambric, the weather

turned warm, and ventilation was not. Yet they owed a great

deal to the hut, and they paid it in love. As a group, at the be-

ginning of the year, they had been rather too restrained and lack-

ing in initiative, with an unblessed tendency to keep their clothes

clean. But six months' experience with refractory boards and tar

paper and shovels and dirt had converted them into sturdy daugh-

ters of the soil.

Their most vigorous and joyful piece of work was the making

of a garden about the hut. Now, the soil of Investigation Lane is

the last word in sterility, so when the Nymphs decided to have a

garden, they had to skin black soil off more fertile places and

carry it over to make a layer on their yard. It was back-breaking

work, but they stuck to it like heroines. A friend gave lilac

bushes, lilies-of-the-valley, irises, golden glow, tiger lilies, and an

alanthus tree. These the girls laboriously planted, and they made

beds around the hut and sowed nasturtiums and morning glories

and covered the whole yard with grass seed. Then they sprinkled

the garden faithfully every day, and we had visions of an oasis in

our desert. They marked off little curved paths, and went to the

lake shore one afternoon and got two heavy wheelbarrow loads of

gravel to cover the walks. Under the shade of the alanthus tree

they wanted a cement pool for fish and swamp plants. Upon sug-

gestion, however, we bought a galvanized iron wash tub instead.

Near the end of the year the girls planned to give a luncheon

for the graduating class of the high school. They had enough

ideas for a presidential banquet. The hut was too low ; they must

have a picnic on their lawn, but the grass had refused to grow,

and the chickens had scratched up their flowers. Everybody

agreed that "it looked horrid." An investigating Nymph dis-

covered a little neglected sod in' the old garden. It was a treasure

trove. Five play periods the children spent scalping the place and

sodding their yard as far as grass and time allowed. On the final

day, hot weather drove our party to the park, but everything was

very successful, the guests were appreciative, and the club was

happy.

All these activities had been carried on by groups of volunteers
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actuated by springs within themselves. But two other pieces of

work were done that were inspired by class study and were im-

pelled and regulated by the grade teacher. The second grade,

worshiping at Crusoe's shrine, built a cave, furnished it with chairs

and a ladder which they had made in the sloyd shop, and thrust

into their lofty pile of excavated earth a very model of Robinson's

own calendar device. The first grade, even in the ancient days

before the incorporation of Investigation Lane, had begun a brick

playhouse. Foun courses they laid, firm and strong, and then that

early first grade passed away, leaving a relic and a dream. The

THIRD GRADERS AT V^ORK IN A SPRING THAW

next generation, looking upon the beginnings, called them good and

was fired to carry on the work of its predecessor and add its quota

of courses, with hints of the windows that should be. And four

generations have shouldered the ancestral burden. When the ridge

pole shall be laid upon that house, it will doubtless have as tall and

spreading a genealogical tree as the Cathedral of Cologne.

During the second epoch of the history of the Lane, there-

fore, the race had stepped up from caves to huts, and whereas at

the end of the preceding period institutions had been left in a
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state of incompleteness and incipient decay, this age could point

with pride to four finished and solid structures.

The next year opened auspiciously. On almost the first day

of school, some of the Knightly Brothers (the group of fifth grade

boys) came to me with the glad tidings that they were going

to build a new hut : the old one was too little. Of course, the old

one was quite good enough, but the sad thing about it was that it

was finished. After some parleying, we were granted a certain

length of the open shedsi in the playground. With the help of the

class teacher and the manual training teacher, careful planning

began, being done mostly in recitation time, with weekly reports

and investigations at the club meetings. At the boys' wish, the

new house was to be much more carefully done, than the old one

;

with more of an eye to beauty. The floor was to be brick, the

lining was to be decorated wall board, the table and benches were

to be of good design, bearing the club monogram. This is evidence

that rough and ready methods do not necessarily engender low

ideals of workmanship and permanent bad habits of construction.

The more carefully planned and more accurately executed man-

ual work, done in regular school time, is doubtless the safeguard

against such ill results. In order to carry out their ambitious

plans, the boys obtained the help of the shop teacher and the use

of the regular handwork periods. That is, the Lane had originated

a scheme that was finally lifted up to the higher level of super-

vised hand work. When the club figured out the cost of the lumber,

the piled up dues of last year shrank to comical insufficiency, and

the boys began casting about for methods of earning money, for

which building operations must wait ; for the club forcibly rejected

a suggestion that they should begin and pay for their materials as

they could. Indeed, some boys waxed quite eloquent upon the dan-

gers of running into debt. Some of the ways and means suggested

had a weird tinge of mature slack morals, like a raffle and a tag

day, but the club finally settled upon making jig-saw maps and

candy at home, and accepted Mr. Wahlstrom's offer that, in their

manual training periods, they should make key-racks for sale.

They also spent many recesses, carrying lumber under contract to

the school at ten cents an hour. Their assets finally aggregated

over forty dollars, enough to buy all their materials. The new hut

now stands complete—an evidence, I think, of somewhat unusual

social stability and intensity of purpose.
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Long before the end of the previous year, the fourth grade

girls had become dissatisfied with their hut, and during the last

week of school we had held a meeting to consider plans, and had

adjourned to look over the ground. Emily, casting a critical eye

at the poor, crumpled, tar-paper thing, had said

:

"I think there is one thing we ought to be careful about, and that

is the architecture. I never have cared for the architecture of our hut."

"I NEVER IIA^'E CARED FOR THE ARCHITECTURE OF OUR HUT'

Some one else had said:

"The trouble with this one was that we didn't plan it before we
began it. I think we ought to make some plans."

Alma had paced off the ground, and told how she thought the

hut might be built, and Christina had cried,

"Oh, that's perfect. You come walking up the steps here, and here
you come into one great living room."

Emily had said,

"Sometimes I like my idea and sometimes I don't. Sometimes I

think it would be nice to put a partition across and have a bed room,
so that when we want to sleep here all night we'll have a room."

During vacation, two of the girls had met at school, and had
made sketches of the hut and had got an estimate on the lumber.

It needed a goodly sum. At that time they had many plans for

raising the money—to do needle work, to print a book of cooking

recipes that the girls themselves had used, to write a Greek story
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and have it published, to give an opera and charge admission.

And, indeed, at the Comity Fair, held in the school yard early the

following year, the Club had needlework and sachet bags and

blotters and candy ready for sale. But the other ambitious ideas

had evaporated, and they adopted Miss Cooke's suggestion of sell-

ing candy before luncheon. With few failures or interruptions,

the girls made and sold candy once or twice a week for five months,

and accumulated in the treasury about thirty-two dollars, and it

is their proud boast that they have earned every cent of it, where-

as the boys had dues. So much energy went into this candy mak-

ing that little remained for actual building of the hut or "bunga-

low," as the new structure is termed. The old shanty, however,

was torn down, and the premises made tidy, and a plan for the

new house was drawn up. For various reasons, partly, I suspect,

because this birth of their brains seems a bit discouragingly

prodigious, the Nymphs deferred the actual building until the

next year.

The fort builders of the previous period, under their old time

king, began straightway to make improvements. They enlarged

the building and made benches (upon which no one ever yet has

had time to sit); they added a porch on the south; they built

battlements around the edge of the flat roof, erected a watch tower

at one corner, and made a snow-ball cannon to frown through a

port-hole, but the snow inconsiderately melted before its completion

and it has lain inactive. Inside the hut a dark and gloomy prison

was partitioned off. The fort finally threatened completion, and

I trembled for its fate, since the fun is to the maker, and the

finished thing is dead and uninspiring. Such is the melancholy

history of all the works of Investigation Lane. But the imp of

invention saved the day for the fort by inspiring some one with

the magnificent idea of a secret tunnel for escape in time of war.

That stirring expression,
'

' In time of war, '

' is constantly upon our

lips. Life is one long, excited preparation against the enemy, who

has not yet appeared. Only once has there been battle, when the

Silver Wolves engaged the Knightly Brothers with snow balls, and,

according to the report of the Wolves, worsted them. I came upon

the victorious army marching around the grounds in single file,

with tin pan beating and their totem proudly borne before. An-

other great enterprise that occupied the end of the year was a

drawbridge, spanning the hole beside the fort, romantically known
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as "The Ravine," which in reality is the sad ruin of the long de-

serted Crusoe cave.

Two groups formed themselves among the girls of the fourth

grade, and their first move was to clamor for names. Trolls and

Persephone's Field they chose. The Trolls began building a house

with a cellar. The cellar must not be forgotten. Trolls, doubtless,

would be quite impossible without underground works. Perse-

phone's Field is on stilts, and one needs a ladder to mount to the

THE SILVER WOLVES AT THE DRAWBRIDGE

tioor. It is occasionally spoken of as a temple, though not by out-

siders. Both these structures lean upon the sturdy shoulder of the

tall tight-board fence that encloses the playground. A tin-can

telephone between the house and the school, a Chinese railroad from

tool shed to house for carrying tools, and a rope ladder for as-

cending to their dwelling, are some of the yet unrealized dreams

of Persephone's Field.

It must be understood that the Lane is a happy-go-lucky

place, with everything done by rule of thumb or by no rule at all.

There is a rooted objection to drawing a straight line, or using a

square or tape. The favorite method of measuring is to nail the

board on and then saw off what sticks out. It evidently is felt
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that cracks in the wall are aids to ventilation. The hatchet takes

the place of the plane, when worse comes to worse and a board

must be trimmed off on the edge. The length of time required to

do things is unbelievable. A little girl will need one whole work
period to find a board and saw it off; or, perhaps, even, she must
let it stand over until the next day. I once found a Troll in tears

because the superintendent had relieved her of her job, for the

reason that "she had been three days driving one nail." Yet

people are rarely discouraged at the slo\vness of things. I marvel

at their blitheness.

A disappointing feature of the work in the Lane is the lack of

variety—caves and huts—huts and caves. To be sure, a few chil-

dren have come occasionally to play with the hose and running

water. They have dug irrigation ditches and canals, made ex-

periments in river action, constructed islands, and modeled land-

scape. Now and then we have had bonfires and toasted cheese and

apples and broiled bacon, and there in the historic garden of the

Nymphs. But ideas seem to be epidemic rather than individual,

although inside the general notion of hut or cave there are all

sorts of personal inventiveness. Yet why do not groups start fire

engine departments, make stilts, kites, teter-totters, build snow

forts, toboggan slides, railroads? The truth of the matter seems to

be that they need the inspiration that material and example sup-

ply. Here is exemplified once more the old fact that children are

imitators. The overseer plans another year to build a pair of

stilts for herself, and to make a brave attempt to use them in the

April slush, with the hope that some one will adopt the plan and

better it. She means also to fill one end of the Lane with fascinat-

ing wooden boxes, and to coax some girls over to play house with

them, so liberating a new breed of bacteria in the community. This

role of unrecognized inoculator seems to be the right one for the

overseer, and she considers it chiefly her business to keep her hands

off after she has once made a suggestion and finds it not adopted.

There must be something wrong with the idea in such case. It

must be too fussy, too apparently slow, not sufficiently interesting,

without evident reason. Occasion sometimes forces other roles

upon her. She has had to hold up the group leader's hand in ex-

pelling lazy or lawless members of the Lane ; she has had to act as

peacemaker between warring factions; her advice is repeatedly

sought in matters of construction. When interest has lagged, and
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dissolution has threatened, she has turned to and sawed and ham-
mered as fast as she could in order to give some slow project a

push towards completion. "Oh, how much we have done today,"

the surprised and gratified members have said at such times, and

discouragement has taken to flight, and a new and enthusiastic

interest has held the field. Indeed, it is evident that the reason

the Lane projects have especially prospered with certain grades

is that the class teachers here have lent their support. Not much
help is needed—time to hold meetings, the borrowed dignity of

mature recognition, a suggested plan for dividing the work, per-

haps, a little oversight of luncheon arrangements. Nor is such in-

terposition a contravening of the value of this self-actuated and

socialized proceeding. The younglings have been self-developing;

the alma mater merely takes them on her back once or twice and

instructs them how to Qy.

Groups are very different in their manner of working. A
few have been quarrelsome and noisy—such have done best when
definite jobs have been assigned to individuals at the beginning of

the period. Often the overseer has had to establish military rule

for a time and superintend the work herself. But generally group-

chosen heads, with the help of occasional suggestions, have solved

the problem. Some groups consciously elect heads according to

a definite plan ; in others, the leadership falls without deliberation

upon a natural manager. He rules mildly or despotically, ac-

cording to his character, until a new claimant for power arises.

Then comes revolution, but I have never detected a drop of bit-

terness at such times. A fourth grade group, in telling their

reminiscences of the previous year, related with glee how they had

had war and had deposed King Alfred "because he was always

saying things and getting us into trouble," and his one-time

majesty smilingly demurred, "Oh, we didn't really fight; it was

just talk." The strongest leaderships so far have developed

among groups of boys. Often the girls have gone on successfully

without a distinct head, recognized or unrecognized. But gener-

ally, the exigencies of the work itself demand that some one shall

have the general plan in mind and see that the necessary things

are being done at the right time. Moreover, nailing is a favorate

occupation, and where there is no superintendence it frequently

happens that the market is glutted with knights of the hammer
and a panic in sawed lumber ensues. Such crises have taught
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several groups the economy of choosing a director. The Nymphs
during their first year repudiated the notion of having a president,

saying, "We don't need anybody to boss us," and they felt pride

in their equality and independence, a pride that grew stronger

as the boys repeatedly expressed their scorn of this unofficered

condition. But at the very beginning of the following year they

elected a president and secretary and treasurer, as a matter of

course. Was this in imitation of the boys' much vaunted practice,

or of the immemorial custom of the fifth grade literary society,

or was it a re-discovery of the fact that for economical operation

a social group needs a head?

The Lane people always speak of their activity as work, never

as play. Not that they feel abused ; for they enthusiastically choose

this work instead of the alluring games that are going on in other

parts of the playground. But it seems to sound more important

and serious than skipping rope or playing ball. Most children,

however, desire an occasional change. Some groups that are well

organized decide regularly to work and play on alternate days, or

in some cases, individual members choose regular days off. Large

companies have divided themselves into two gangs, and these

gangs have worked alternately. When especially enticing weather

calls to snowballs or marbles, or "association," a group will decide

on a vacation. Sometimes people just come when they like, but

this generally breeds complaints among the more regular habitues,

and at such times there often results a general dissatisfaction in

the whole thing, and the entire troop deserts until some quicken-

ing spring forces them to sunny, free-and-easy pottering, and they

flock to their old haunts with all troubles forgotten. Indeed,

"winter and rough weather" are our worst enemies.

The personnel of the Lane and the motives of the frequenters

are interesting. A few children are there because they are natural

mechanics, and their fingers are always itching to handle tools.

Without these people the Lane could not exist. It is they who

do the picturesque and interesting things that endear the Lane to

the hearts of the frequenters. The leadership generally falls upon

these children, even though they may not be good executives; for

people with the more managing gift, unlighted by mechanical in-

genuity, prove unfit leaders in building a house and planning me-

chanical jobs for eager saws. Riots and mutinies and the de-

pendence of the ungifted keep hammering at the inventors, and,
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behold, they at last evolve into social executives. Some children

ensconce themselves in the comfortable Lane because they are of

the type that does not enjoy vigorous organized games such as

mostly go on in the playground. Perhaps they are physically lazy

or afraid of being hurt. This class does not furnish very useful

members of the building trade, of course, but they are happy in

the Lane. Other children's distaste for games is due to the fact

that they are temperamentally gentle and individualistic. These

people often develop from hangers-on into efficient workers and

very pleasant group members. Often, moreover, the very con-

ditions of the Lane labor unearth latent tendencies, and a passive

child will develop into a mechanic and inventor. Others are there

because they are social creatures and like to be with their friends,

or like to belong to self-governed groups ; even, sometimes, because

they are ambitious of being leaders. The grade lines are very

strong, and there is generally a feeling of liking to have in the

group all the boys or girls of the class and no outlanders. This

has its regrettable side, I think. It would be pleasant to see boys

and girls of various ages working together. But I suppose one

mustn't risk losing caste by fraternizing with one's inferiors.

Moreover, its early habitues have given the Lane its character and

trend, and it would be kicking against the pricks indeed to try to

introduce more mature and finished projects. Yet it would be

worth while, surely, for eighth grade boys to be installing water

wheels or devising a system of irrigation for the garden or build-

ing kites or supervising a fourth grade job or putting up a tele-

phone for some little girls.

Perhaps the most interesting thing about the Lane is the

social phase, for the work is distinctly group activity and every

group independently develops some characteristic social form.

The groups generally organize themselves as "clubs," and their

indoor meetings become as interesting and as significant as their

outdoor work. At these meetings many schemes are evolved—some

quite feasible, other hare-brained and never-to-be-realized, and

for that very reason,, perhaps, altogether charming. As example

of these clubs, let me rehearse the tales of the Silver Wolves and

the Knightly Brothers.

The Silver Wolves

Early in the year, the fort-builders became ambitious to wear

a name. A social consciousness had grown, and they seemed to
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feel themselves a united organization. Therefore, they craved a

visible sign of this solidarity. During their life in the third grade

and their study of early trappers, many of them had contracted a

real affection for animals, and the names which sprang to their lips

were Gray Fox, Black Bear, Eed Lynx, and the like. The one

chosen was Golden Wolf—I do not know on what grounds, unless

those of euphony. A little ingenuity and a key-hole saw turned

out a lifelike totem, but when the artist came to buy the gold

paint "the man sold him silver paint instead," and the name of

the club was changed to Silver Wolf to match the totem. So doth

accident shape great events ! A new boy had come into the class,

a boy of unusual initiative and mechanical ingenuity. He rev-

eled in the work of construction, but enjoyed himself most when

he could go on alone, untrammelled by less expert advice. Gradu-

ally, however, as he saw the group acting, social ambition seized

upon him, and he decided to be leader. My unpracticed eye missed

his delicate kind of log-rolling, but he was soon elected president.

The title of "king" worn by the leader of the previous year had

dropped unnoticed out of memory. Under the new head began a

period of varied activities. An imitation wireless aerial added

dignity to the fort. A bell was installed, and a system of danger

signals invented. Notice was occasionally posted up calling meet-

ings of the Silver Wolves, whereat the president was to "give a

lecture about a secret alphabet." A scheme of passports was de-

vised, so that no enemy might steal into the fort. At the weekly

meetings the president subjected the members to an examination

on the alphabet. Those proving unprepared were summarily set

to studying, and at the next meeting proved the efficacy of the

president's reprimand. All these plans were fun in the making,

and received very serious attention, but most of them proved un-

necessary frills and after a little fell away and left the good, solid

labor of construction as the real interest. Under this new leader

the meetings were unusually dignified and earnest, and a great

deal of business was rushed through. At one meeting he announced

that the club would now proceed to make a rule book. "Every

boy write some rules, and when he is done come over to this side

of the room." Dead silence, and slow-moving of pencils. As soon

as one declared his work finished, the president inspected the paper,

checking those rules that he approved, and scratching out others

with a "That's no good." His dictum was waited for with bated
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breath, and his approval received with a proud smile. Inspection

finished, the president said, "Now we will vote on them." He

read one rule, "How many boys want that?" All hands up.

"That's passed." Another was read. "How many want that?"

All hands up but one. The president repeated,
'

' How many want

this rule?" The insurgent hand was still impassive. The Presi-

dent—"I am waiting for Mather's hand." That brought it, and

the rule was passed. There was no break in unanimity from that

on. The following are the rules adopted:

RULES

We trust in these laws, and hope that every boy will obey them.

1. The president must keep all boys at work except on play days.

2. The president must keep all boys out of the girls' huts.

3. The whole club shall have one play day a week.

4. Boys must not play while at work,

5. Boys must not carry nails in their pockets.

6. Boys must mind their president.

7. Boys must always put away tools.

8. No snow-balling in the Lane while work is going on.

9. The president may be elected for two terms. These for two weeks

at a time.

10. There shall be no snow balls made of ice.

The overseer felt restive under this tyranny, and upon occa-

sion inserted a surreptitious lever to begin its overthrow and start

democratic thinking. "I am going to do so and so," the presi-

dent would say, in an expansive moment of gossip. "Have you

asked the boys?" the overseer would inquire. A somewhat dis-

gruntled "No," in response. "Well, of course they must decide,"

and the matter was always duly brought up at the meeting, but

a noteworthy fact is that no suggestion of the president was ever

rejected. In strict accordance with the rule, however, at the end

of his second term, a new president was elected. He was a boy

who had never before evinced any power as a leader, but he had

evidently been drinking in wisdom during the rule of the despot.

Moreover, the great responsibility of leading the club quickened

the results of the unconscious teaching of the former president,

and the lad developed into an able head, lacking somewhat the

coolness and poise and foresightedness of his predecessor, but mak-

ing up for the lack in his willingness to learn, for the former

president found it hard to keep his hands off and frequently took

over the reins momentarily when the meeting grew a bit ineffectual.
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Evidently the overseer was wrong in regretting the stern and un-

democratic rule, for the boys had learned businesslike methods of

conducting a meeting and carrying on the work of construction.

For the rest of the year things went on with great vigor and
economy of time and effort. It seems perhaps a little less romantic

than the earlier days of kings and revolutions, but surely there is

nothing much better than efficient democracy.

The Knightly Brothers

At the beginning of the year before last, there was little of

the milk of human kindness in the boys of the fourth grade. They
were unusually selfish, quarrelsome, and given to bitter feuds

among themselves. This eternal hostility evidenced itself even in

recitations, where the majority would never listen with patience to

the opinions of the outcasts, and on the playgrounds the ostracized

ones were persecuted after the pleasant manner of ten-year-old

boys. Moreover, the play ideals of the majority were not fitting

to their age, leaning to an aping of bigger boys and a scorning of

simple, childish play. In an attempt to counteract these unde-

sirable tendencies, I suggested a club to include all fourth grade

boys to do some work needed for the school. The suggestion was

accepted with avidity, and numberless meetings were held after

school to consider name, motto, watchword, and vows. (The "work
to be done for the school" could wait, indeed, is still waiting.)

It is not to be believed, the amount of discussion needed to settle

these matters. One cause consisted in there being no tendency to

override the minority. When a unanimous vote could not be ob-

tained there was always a new suggestion or an attempt to com-

promise. A spirit of earnestness and friendliness grew up during

this long series of meetings, where discussion was very free and

earnest, and where the club gradually took on an all-absorbing

significance. The fact that vows and motto were to be secret

quickened the joy. Be it understood, however, that from the very

beginning it was determined that all club matters were to be freely

discussed with fathers and mothers and club advisor. From them

there were to be no secrets. There was a knightly tinge to the

ideals, primarily suggested by the club advisor for didactic

purposes, but the interest in knights evoked in the third grade

caused the boys eagerly to accept and adopt the idea. They finally

settled upon Knightly Bl'others for their name. At first some of
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the boys wanted to keep it a secret. They seemed to feel that it

would be pleasant to hug the name to them in private, but the

argument of the inquiring girls of the class finally influenced them

to blazen it abroad. The girls said, "I should think you would

want to have your name known and make it famous." The dis-

cussion of the vows was very serious. Concerning one which was

suggested and which seemed a difficult one to keep, a certain boy

said, "Are we supposed to keep these vows forever?" The whole

club assured him that they were, whereupon he shook his head and

said, "I don't think we ought to have that one." They told him

that if he kept it for several years, as long as he belonged to the

club, he would get into the habit, and do it all his life. The small

number of vows finally accepted is no index of their suggestive-

ness to club members, or of the many early candidates and the

long and searching discussion. The vows were inscribed in a club

book, together with the signatures of the members, and a ceremony

of "taking the vows," was devised.

Near the end of the year one of the boys broke a vow, and

there were two solemn meetings to consider the matter. It was de-

cided to exile him from the club. The recreant took rather a

hurt and defiant attitude. I was much interested in the patient,

kindly manner of the other members as they attempted to assure

him that they *

' didn 't feel hard toward him, " " that they wanted

to do him good." They decided to watch him for a week, and

"if he did better" to take him back. Meantime he must give up
his pin and not enter the club house. During the week his attitude

changed (some pedagogic pressure was brought to bear) and he

was reinstated with solemn rites. This exile seemed rather excit-

ing and interesting to the other club members, evidently, for one

day at luncheon, when no grown persons were present, they con-

ceived the diabolical plan of making every member break the vow,

threatening that any one who refused should be hit on the head

with a bat. This matter came to the ears of the club advisor, and

she dropped some remarks about the disgrace of the club and

called a special meeting for the next day to consider what should

be done. By that time the joke had fallen, away from the matter,

and the boys most deeply implicated, of their owti accord and in a

very earnest and reasonable manner, said that they "were sorry"

that they "had forgotten themselves;" that they were "all fooling

and didn't think what they were doing;" that they were "sure
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not one of the boys would ever do it again." And yet they

thought it wise to intlict a punishment, and devised one and pat

it into operation. Since this happening, whenever the K. B.'s

have hungered for some stirring emotional experience, they have

voted to take the vows over again on the ground that they are not

living up to them.

Meetings were being held every Friday afternoon. A presi-

dent, secretary, treasurer, club-keeper, assistant keeper, and club

advisor were elected. Upon one boy 's pointing out that
'

' It would

be good experience for a boy to be an officer, l)ecause when he

grows up he will be in clubs, and then he will know how to act if

he has been an officer of the K. B.'s," it was decided to change

officers (the club advisor excepted) every month. At these meet-

ings little was done except to plan the manual work that was going

on in the Lane. This handiwork, this having something big and in-

teresting to do, something that needed every boy's help, was the

salvation of the club, the engrossing and unifying interest. The

necessity of buying things for construction purposes was re-

sponsible for the levying of weekly dues of five cents. These dues

added much to the dignity and importance of the club, and the col-

lecting of them became the great event of the week. A few other

important matters, however, were now and then considered—light

ing the house with electricity, a hiding place for the key ,of the

treasure box, the history of the club, letters to absent members.

Designs for pins were presented, and one was adopted. Before

the work on them was well started, the father of one of the boys

presented silver pins to the club. The children were delighted, and

I saw the home-made product going to wreck, and lent my influence

to rescue it. It was at last tacitly agreed that no boy might wear

the silver pin until he had made his brass one. Many of the early

decisions of the club were arrived at by this method of informal

understanding, but later, when the boys felt more practiced in

parliamentary law, they always refused to follow any suggestion

not regularly brought up in. meeting and passed by vote. ''Every

boy has got to have, a chance to say whether he likes it or not,"

was their reason for such action.

• At noon, for several weeks, all of the club members except

two had luncheon in the hut« There were weekly committees to

carry over the food and dishes, to serve, and to clean the hut, and

they did their Avork well and cheerfully. Either the club advisor
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or some invited guest from the faculty was always present at these

luncheon times, but one morning, after several weeks, the boys

said rather sheepishly, "We were thinking of eating alone once."

I agreed. But that afternoon they reported that "It didn't go

well without some grown person. "We're too loud," and they

never wanted to repeat the experience. The pleasure they took in

this eating in the hut, and in watching the big boys' ball games

between bites, is not to be understood by any comfort-loving groAvn

person. Two or three times bad weather or accidents forced them

into the lunch room, and they came back to the hut full of pity

for the unfortunates doomed to that limbo.
'

' I don 't see how they

can eat there," "It's so noisy," "Oh, how different it is in the

hut," were some of their remarks.

The second chapter of the club history closes with the com-

pletion of the new hut. The last year was not an entirely tranquil

and perfect one. The boys were troubled by their inability to live

up to their vows. Teachers now and then caustically remarked

that they wished that "The K. B.'s considered that their vows,

whatever they were, applied to recitation times." Some of the

upper classmen introduced the serpent into our Eden by dubbing

the club a "sissy club," and by inventing derisive names for our

initials. Inside our own borders, too, rebellion lately threatened,

because cliques had begun again to form, and because the "promi-

nent ones were always elected for everything.
'

' But the boys met

the new conditions bravely, and many of the hard problems have

been already solved. I believe, in fact, that these were growing

pains. Certainly, these boys are now a friendly, united group, in-

dustrious, socially minded, with clean honorable ideals, in spite of

the shortcomings of their practice; and except for one boy, in-

terest in the club has never lagged.

Now, what does all this amount to, this half hour's handwork

a day and this half hour's meeting a week; this planning o' da\'s

and dreaming o' nights; this expenditure of twenty-five or thirty

dollars a year for lumber and nails? Well, that very power which

society craves in its members is surely developed—power to grapple

with the situation, to think originally and constructively, to take

things as we find them and to make the best of them. Or do you
deny that any thinking goes into the making of a roof that will

stand sturdily under the trampling feet of marauding neighbors,

or to make a six-inch board fit a three-inch space, or to stop cracks
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against the rain, or to invent a secret language or to codify rules

of behavior, or to design and to make wearable club pins. More-

over, these things are going on under real social conditions. Peo-

ple learn how to lead and they learn how to follow. Co-operation,

social thinking, get worked into the blood. Time has not yet shown

whether the Lane helps develop gangsters or civic reformers,

but the tendency is surely toward an appreciation of the mean-

ing of social organization. This is, of course, a normal human
hunger, this taste for social grouping. It evinces itself among
boys the country over in the gangs which complacent observers

of boy-life used unreservedly to praise as contributing to the so-

cial education of their members, but in which thoughtful people

now see much menace to morals. The groups of Investigation

Lane are these gangs with the menace removed by the presence of

a supervising elder and by the insistent demands of manual work.

Satan has a hard task finding mischief for busy hands to do, be-

cause perforce, the brain is busy at the same time, I believe, too,

that digging and sawing while the heart sings, that seeing a be-

loved structure grow under one's own laboring hands, tends to

engender, or at least to adumbrate, a spiritual realization of the

meaning and beauty of work, to initiate one into that labor-loving

brotherhood to which Morris and Carlyle belong. Perhaps, how-

ever,, to see such a lovely flower of so mature a growth in these

crude enterprises of unstable childliood is only an evidence that

we are looking at things through the magnifying and rose-colored

spectacles of a pedagogue. But on another point I have no doubt.

That is the all-pervading joy that this work creates in many chil-

dren. It is not of the light, surface type that effervesces in a

picnic or in some gay piece of mischief or in most games, but a

more serious, deep-rooted gladness, nurtured by successful effort

—

effort of sufficient breadth, and vigorousness to call into play a full

share of mental and bodily power—effort self-actuated, effort that

one feels to be a worthy self-expression, blessed by the acceptance

and commendation of one's comrades. It is a joy of mind as well

as body, a stimulating enthusiasm that quickens and emotionalizes

all activity, that puts a glory into life.



DRAMA

I. The Function of Dramatic Expression in Education

Our modem life is tending to absorption ; it is a world of books

to be read to oneself, of plays to be looked at, of pictures to be

seen, of lectures to be listened to, of music to be heard. Most of

us spend our days gathering in : we have no time or reason to act

out. So our natural impulses to express die; our outlets of ex-

pression become choked. In our schools we now recognize the

consequent dangers to mentality, and we are teaching our children

to paint, to draw, to model, to sew, to cook, to sing, to dance, to

construct, in order that thinking shall be more vivid and true,

that mind may acquire a usable stock of real thought material.

There is, too, a somewhat more subtle danger in this continual

inhibition of the impulse to express. We who have no powers of ex-

pression often feel ourselves imprisoned, baffled. There comes to

us, for instance, that one perfect spring day that lights the fires of

ecstacy within us. If we could sing, if we could dance, if we

could play a violin, if we could chant poetry, we should burst

into expression, and the joy that is bubbling in our hearts would

flood our whole beings and refresh the very root?? of our natures.

But we can only stand and gaze and are of necessity dumb. Some-

thing breaks and dies within us, and we turn to our work -em-

bittered and a-hunger. Or perhaps) the spring gladness, not to be

denied, drives our unpracticed feet into their only dance measure,

a clog, and our intractable voices to a shout. The ugly unfitness

of the result shocks the joy back to its lair, and we awake disil-

lusioned and disgusted. I have an idea that with training in

artistic expression a good deal of the hobble-de-hoy celebration

of New Year's eve and Halloween could be turned into fairly

beautiful singing and mumming and dancing. Perhaps with a

little help our animal spirits might boil over into something of

the type of the old Greek chorus or the Morris dancers, and we
all should feel the better for it. The expressive man moreover, is

the socially useful man—open to appeals, contributing of himself,

influencing his fellows. He can even serve as interpreter and spokes-

man for the dumb and so relieve a little the oppressiveness of

their enforced silence. And without facile expression among us,

54
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and more yet, without the quick, responsive emotion that is the

child of expression, national art, and high national art standards

are impossible. For the salvation of our individual souls, and of

the social soul, we must keep emotion and expressiveness alive.

The play is but one means of self-expression, but it seems

to me one of the most satisfactory for us teachers. For one

thing, it gives a more varied training to the individual than does

sketching or dancing or singing ; for it demands graceful and inter-

pretative use of the body, it requires good manipulation of the

speech organs, and it trains the ear and the mind to an apprecia-

tion of literary beauty. Nor are these fictitious values of acting.

I have heard a girl 's very slovenly and all but unintelligible mumble

quite transformed into nice articulation when she was impersonat-

ing a gracious queen. I remember a slouching, furtive-mannered

lad who as Ulysses bore himself like a king and won the respect

of his mates. I saw an eighth-grade boy make what seemed to

me the effort of his life in trying to loosen his jaw and open his

mouth and control his breath for the purpose of making intel-

ligible a much loved part in a play. Of course it needs more

swallows than that one to make his summer, but if they were

lacking it was the fault of the teacher and not a shortcoming in

the power of drama. Another advantage of the play is that few

other kinds of work produce such joy in the workers. Among

children under the supersensitive and self-conscious adolescent age

I do not remember one who has not chanted paean during all the

hard work of a play:—and to create happiness is, I take it, one

right educational aim. It is a harmless gratification to a teacher,

moreover, and one rarely granted her, to have her children produce

something that unprejudiced outsiders can really enjoy. Their

paintings are, after all is said and done, not things of beauty;

their mothers could improve on their stitches; their modeling is

almost an eyesore, but people actually do enjoy their plays. And

besides, the product is temporary; it does not stand up brazenly,

to shame its producers after a year's growth.

Drama is, too, an inherently socializing force. Every child

recognizes that the play Avithout the audience is bare. Acting is

expression definitely for some one and to some one. There is,

even, a social something in the air that answers to the actor's

effort. He feels interest radiate from the house, and it is his

thanks and reward. Moreover, the cast is essentially a team, work-
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ing together toward the right presentation of their idea. The in-

dividuals are subordinated to the accomplishment of the group

purpose, and more or less consciously so. An eighth grade girl

said, in connection, with her part in a recent play,
'

' I have always

felt that the audience was watching me, and seeing all the mistakes

I made. The practicing of the play has shown me that the audi-

ence is not watching me, a separate one, but is watching the whole

as a picture. They are thinking of the play, not of me in the

play."

A large part of morals, besides, lies in the perception of the

fact that every human action is the result of some motive or

other; that people differ, but that there are reasons for that dif-

ference. Drama (no matter how rudimentary) is a presentation of

that fact of actuating motive, is character study, is elementary

psychology—a guide to one's own behavior and to sympathetic

understanding of one's fellows. ''You ought to swallow your

anger,
'

' I heard a fourth grader advise a turbulent classmate after

the enacting of the quarrel scene between Agamemnon and Achilles.

The very vividness and specious reality of a play, combined with

the apparent absence of personal preachment, emphasizes the moral

points ag few other art forms do. We feel as though we had seen

a bit (and a well selected, well pruned bit) of real life, or as

though we had passed through an actual experience of our own.

Acting or seeing a play is, indeed, a vicarious way of getting

experience, and experience is the best teacher. Here is the final

speech of a play, that during rehearsals sank into the hearts of a

whole fourth grade, as many equally eloquent sermons had failed

to do. A little orphan girl has changed into a princess, and her

peasant foster father says :

'

' Here is the plate from which she ate

and the cup from which she drank ! She is a princess ! 'Tis a

sign, wife, that we must be careful what we say and do, for who

knows how many of the folks we meet may be royal?"

It is an inspiring thing to be dealing with an impulse so

deeply rooted in human psychology as this dramatic one. I am not

so prejudiced as to think that one play will regenerate a lost

soul, but I do believe that the most potent agency in mental and

moral growth is a broad development of the powers of expression,

and that one of the most usable and effective of these forms is

the dramatic.

The school stage and the professional stage are things quite
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separate, I am sure. The professional aims, I hope, to give an

artistic performance, but at any cost it must be a successful one,

for it takes applause and money to make the dramatic mare go.

"Whereas, in school plays, the performance is the thing of all

things least important. What we watch for there and gloat over

when we see it, is growth in the actor—a freeing of the bound

wings of imagination, perhaps; the tapping of a secret reservoir

of emotion ; the quickening of human sympathy ; the birth of joy

in a small cramped soul ; the establishing of wholesome interests

;

the opening of ears to beauty of words and tones; down to the

improvement of speech and carriage. One hardly imagines a

professional stage manager choosing an actress for Rosalind be-

cause that particular woman needs to be taught to be happy and

gay. Neither does he often, we surmise, pick out a shiftless, de-

jected failure to play IMercutio, in order that the social use of

his one accomplishment of skilful fencing may put his self-respect

on its feet and so invigorate his whole life. Nor would he deliber-

ately put on a mumbler for Brutus, in order that the purity and

dignity of the language and the joy of acting might stimulate

him to welcome the drudgery of learning to speak properly. Doubt-

less he does not, either, choose his play because it is the one best

fitted to feed the starving souls of his cast—Julius Caesar to

satisfy the balked political ambitions of his men, the Land of

Heart's Desire to give his feminine star an opportunity to express

her vague, adolescent nostalgia for a universe different and nobler,

and so to hearten her up a bit. But these are the things we

teachers must continually do. Is our Titania fat and clumsy and

squeaky voiced? What cares the gratified teacher, if the child,

notwithstanding, has learned to see fairies where before were only

street cars and smoky bricks? Our aim is to educate, not to

gain applause. It is the world our children "carry around under

their hats" that we are concerned with, not the impression they

make upon the public.

The best kind of play for children will conform to most of

the artistic requirements of mature drama. There must be an

interesting plot, and it must be worked out on the stage, not be-

hind the scenes ; there must be an element of suspense, that climaxes

and is satisfied near the end of the play; the dialogue must be of

sufficient amplitude and grace to cover the bones of the plot; the

persons of the play ought to be conceived of as characters and not
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as stalking- horses for the events. But there are other essentials

of a child's play as distinguished from the mature drama. The

characters must have no subtlety, but must be splashed on in

black and white ; the situations must be clear cut, with no possible

equivocation as to right and wrong; for we cannot afford to run

the risk of our untrained auditors becoming confused. The plot

ought to work out happily, so that we shall have a gratified sigh

and feel that "all's right with the world." Children rebel against

the lugubriousness and uncertainty at the end that w^e grown-up

people often relish.

The form of the play seems to me of great importance, on

account of its relation to thinking and to effect. The form must,

of course, vary with the ages of participants. The all but unpre-

meditated mimicry and pantomime of the kindergarden and pri-

mary grades is the best means of preserving the happy, unconscious

expressiveness that is natural to little children. And even artistic

fitness demands that babies shall play like babies, with all their

natural abandonment to joy ; with all their inconsequence and lack

of sustained attention. We must not, by demanding over-much

finish, stultify the expressiveness of children, whose analytical

powers have hardly begun to develop.

Playing house, or fire engine, or conductor; acting out of

iairy stories as they themselves plan, with chairs for a house, and

a desk for a cave, is feeding digestible food to the dramatic

impulse, strengthening it in a habit of expressing itself. A con-

sciousness of fuller representation than they themselves are cap-

able of would be cultivated, if little children took simple parts

now and then in bigger children's plays. To be a fairy to an

eighth grade girl's fairy queen must wholesoniely raise the standard

of finish for a first grader. "Would it not be good for us, teachers

and children, to act plays together? In the Ecole Des Roches
this is the usual custom.

In the intermediate grades, children allow less crudity in

their vehicle of expression than they permitted in the first grade.

They have begun to glimpse character ; they love beautiful language,

and a critical attitude toward their own creation and other

people's hag grown up. There are added to the kindergarten play

a more sustained plot, some differentiation of character, less hurry-

in the telling of the story, and an attempt at beauty of language.

But the children have little sense of general form. Their scenes
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will flit from place to place ad ahsurdum, and will be most un-

staisfyingly short, so that the eutre-actes will consume as much time

as the play itself. I once helped a fourth grade to make a play

of Ulysses which required ten minutes to present and had seven

acts, strung all the way from Lotus-land to Ithaca. It seems to

me wrong to allow such looseness of structure. It means loose

thinking on the part of the makers of the play, insufficiently

sustained effort in the actors, and a confusion and lack of vivid

impression in the audience. And if a curtain is drawn between

acts, there is a yet more disastrous effect in the nervous excite-

ment that always seems to result among children from this magic

act—the audience goes to pieces. One interesting method of begin-

ning to draw away from this loose form is to have more than one

stage. This corner of the room is the castle yard; that one is the

interior of the church, here is the river bank; actors move from

the court yard to the church and back again as need is. The

audience only turn their heads, and the play is continuous to its

climax. But a little farther on, why not try the plan of molding

the play into one act, as often as we can? Thia seems to me a

most desirable solution of the problem. It conduces to vividness

and chasteness of effect and to closeness of thinking. It compels

attention in the audience and preserves illusion. It is the very

essence of simplicity. Why should we not adopt a literary form so

perfect in itself and so well adapted to our conditions ? Add to its

traditional unities a few other characteristics, and we shall have a

well fitting dramatic garment for our immaturity. Let us, for one

thing, have a mob, when we can. It is very useful. It expands

the cast and gives opportunity for many children to act. It is

a cloak under which shy people may very freely express them-

selves w^ith the comforting delusion that they are not seen.

We shall succeed better, too, the further removed our play is

from mere talking dialogue, and the nearer it is to pantomime.

Amateur acting is surer to "get over the footlights" if the climax

is dependent upon the slash of a sword rather than upon heroic

speech. It is safe from the point of view of effect, and from the

opposite view of actors' comfort and training, for child's play,

to be full of business—real business—not artificially devised stage

movements—setting a table, putting on a cloak, sweeping, shaking

hands, lighting a candle, paying money, handling of real or imagi-

nary materials. But the material and the handling must be neces-
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sary to the presenting of the plot—not something dragged in to

supply movement. The speeches of a child's play, too, ought to

be short and very simple, almost conversational. So we get

natural, interpretative rendering. A long speech, in itself unfit-

ting because it is unchildlike, besides overburdens the young

actor's memory, and by throwing him into the limelight induces

self-consciousness.

Another matter that we must have an eye to and another

thing in which primary and grammar grade plays differ is plot.

Plays for older children must be possible to human action. Imagine

people of the eighth grade acting
'

' Three Billy Goats Gruff ! '

' But

it perfectly fits little children. I saw the bridge made out of a

kindergarten table, with a chair at each end for steps. Whether

it was goats or children that crossed and outwitted the ogre, the

pleased audience did not care. But even at the lower end of the

grade ladder we must recognize that there are things that ought

not to be acted. A story dependent for meaning and climax upon

a magic act loses credence by being played. Cinderella is much
better heard than seen. It is a similar mistake to try to impersonate

things not impersonable. I read of the prize instance of this

error. In a play that occurred by the sea, several children aimed

to represent waves by lying down upon their stomachs and oc-

casionally thumping the floor. Many plots, moreover, are narra-

tive and not dramatic. A really dramatic plot is in essence a

climax, while narrative plot is development. For example, the

point of the story of "Robert of Sicily" is a gradual change in

Robert's character. The process of this slow change we cannot

show in drama—merely the conditions before and after the change.

Whereas, the alteration in Achilles' action after the quarrel is

dependent upon one swift, visible event—the death of Patroclus.

We must present only those subjects that will gain by dramatic

presentation. In our enthusiasm for the play, we must not for-

get that the story is an effective kind of teaching and a beautiful

art form and that oral reading, as distinguished from acting, is

a compelling manner of expression.

My experience has been that children act best the plays that

they themselves have made; for the quality of the acting depends

in great part upon the vividness of the imagery, and of course

one knows one's own creations better than other people's. We
always give best expression to an idea that springs from a back-
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ground rich in experience and association, an idea that carries

from that rich background an aura of emotion. So children that

are studying Greeks put into the action of a Greek play some-

thing that they caimot give to a milkmaid play, and the best

knights for a drama are the boys who are modeling castles, reading

King Arthur, wearing armor every day. The further advantages

of the children's making their own plays are obvious. It reacts

upon the subject matter which is serving as dramatic material by

enforcing a reviewing, analyzing, weighing, correcting of it. Chil-

dren who have made an Achilles play know their Iliad much

better through that act. Such composition takes a high place, too,

in English training. The importance of the play to the children's

minds sets a high standard of judgment, quickens imaginative

speech, and stimulates the effort after satisfying form. "It sounds

too funny," "It sounds too common," or "too modern," I have

heard children say of a suggested speech. Thereupon began more

vigorous creation under this helpfully searching criticism. The

whole creative and artistic faculty at such times is set a thrill

;

all forms of art activity are likely to improve. There is a new

glamour thrown upon music and drawing ; the children make songs

for their plays, and our teachers of music find that these are among

the best of their original tunes. Their verses occasionally develop

touches of beauty. In the making of plays we run a chance,

moreover, of uncovering some new dramatic material. In a class

of mixed nationalities, might we not tap, perchance some native folk

tales, or at least a folk belief of feeling, that not only might create a

good play, but might stir a family or a neighborhood into joyful

expression? And if we are making our play, we can make it

fit our stage, our numbers—even the individual needs and capaci-

ties of our actors. If we have only one entrance, we will make our

play in accordance; if we have no window, we will not have any

one looking out of it. The critics tell us that the great dramatists

have followed this course and are great because of it.

I have been describing a very simple play—one act at its

best ; such movement, speeches, ideas, as children can evolve ; a

thing educatively and pleasingly crude ; fitting its childish actors.

How shall such a play be presented? Again I want to emphasize

the fact that we are considering plays by and for children, with

an educational purpose, not plays for the professional stage, whose

aim is to make money. We shall find our children corrupted by
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that extravagant, gaudy, clap-trap kind of drama; we shall have

to stiffen our backs considerably, to stand for simplicity against

that baleful influence. In schools where there is no assembly hall

and no stage, these theatrical dangers are largely eliminated, but

so are several tremendous advantages. In the Francis W. Parker

School, we all, from kindergarten to high school, meet four days

a week for a twenty-five minute period. It is a hearth-fire meeting

—the strongest force in binding the separate classes into a whole

—the most socializing power in the school. Here we sing, read

poems; tell stories; perform experiments; review class work in.

science, geography, history; and act plays for mutual entertain-

ment and instruction. To have such an audience to play to is a

remarkable stimulus to effort and increases the pleasure many
fold and strengthens the social purpose of expression. Many
schools, I know, have such meetings more or less often. It is in

plays given under such circumstances that temptation lurks. We
begin to hanker after finish. Of course we must have costume

—

don't they always have it at plays down town? Moreover, chil-

dren love to dress up. Of course we must have artificial lights

—

it is more fun, and the effects are better. Scenery?—to be sure,

all theaters do. And in a little while we are plunged into aping

the extravagant professional stage, forgetting that we pre none

of us satisfied with the inartistic, spectacular emphasis that we

find there, forgetting that we are teachers and not commercial

managers, and that therefore our aims are quite different.

The usefulness of costume is double—to convey atmosphere

and picture to the audience, and to help the actor to cast off his

own everyday personality and to assume that which he is pre-

senting. Under what conditions does costume really do this; and

when, rather, do we adopt it merely because it is easier to follow

established convention than to combat it with reasoned belief?

For one thing, your actor must feel at home in his clothes. A
suit of armor struggled into at the last moment will almost cer-

tainly make a young knight uncomfortable, physically and mentally.

He ought to live in armor, play in it, study in it, go about his

everyday tasks in it for weeks before a play is thought of. In

our fourth grade for instance, where we study the Greeks, each

child has a Greek costume, and early in the year he learns to put

it on alone. After that, whenever he feels so disposed, he will slip

it on for an afternoon's session, or a play period, or a rehearsal.
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until it seems almost as natural to wear Greek as American clothes.

Then there is no disagreeable consciousness of bare legs and arms

when he appears costumed as an actor, but instead a joyful free-

dom of movement and a play of spirit. This situation can occur

at its best only when the drama has grown out of a full back-

ground which has been building up slowly through a long period

of class work. For another thing, is your mock costume suffi-

ciently true to the intention of the real one to represent it honestly ?

Can your peasant really work in his peasant's blouse, or would

it split at the seams under a slight stress? Is your knight's

shield sufficiently strong to ward off a wooden spear thrust? For

it is sentiment rather than vision that you are appealing to in

the audience, and feeling rather than actuality that you want

to create for your actor. A sword that has been through the

Spanish war, buckled around a gingham shirt and hanging beside

every-day knickerbockers will more truly inspire a knightly spirit

than a whole suit of cardboard armor. A hawk's feather that

your hero really found at the sand dunes, when thrust into a

school cap, will easily turn anybody into a Robin Hood. The

very spirit of adventure and the wildwood oozes from it. So it is

suggestiveness rather than historical accuracy or completeness in

costume that we need. I saw some first graders act Old King Cole

with the greatest truthfulness, with nothing to suggest a regal

court except a gorgeous red cloth hanging from the king's should-

ers and upheld most grandiosely by two pages in twentieth century

petticoats and Russian blouses.

There is, I believe, a third matter which we must keep in mind

concerning costume. Is it helping to preserve that simplicity of

taste which is every child's birthright, and which is necessary

to the creation of right artistic standards in our public? This

third consideration I believe to be the most important of all. To

see plays all the way from Mother Goose to the Merchant of

Venice acted without any theatrical props such as custume and

scenery is good for all of us. It pares the drama down to its

real essentials—interest of plot, beauty of language, truthfulness

of impersonation. It throws the actor upon the essentials of act-

ing—beautiful speech, interpretative gesture, truthful conception

of character. These essential things stand up bare and signally,

and we can see them. Our imaginations, too, are left free to

picture more lovely drapery and more beautiful trees than any
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costumer and scene painter could make. And we must not forget

to give young imaginations room to grow. Ever present and in-

sistent material cramps them. Let us keep in mind for the stage

the maxim that ]\Iorris would have us follow in furnishing our

rooms—to have the fewest possible things, only the necessary

things, and to have them chastely made and arranged, with no

cross purposes of line and color. Let us imagine a fireplace where

we can, let us have one straight bench instead of three turned

chairs. This simplicity has an artistic value of its own, and it

better fits the crude acting of our child players.

After all, the greatest value of the play is not in the final

performance, but in the rehearsals. The pedagogic usefulness of

this final performance lies in its furnshing the motive,—the

education comes in the previous training. Here every member of

the class gets his opportunity to express himself. The conception

of the play must become a class concept, must grow through in-

dividual contributions. One reads a speech, and another objects

to the interpretation and shows how he believes it ought to be

given. One invents a bit of action; another takes it up and

carries it further. There arises a discussion as to the motives and

attributes of a character. So in every child's mind +.he play is

clarified and vivified, and the power of analysis and apprecia-

tion is developed. And in. the training again, we must remember

that the result we most desire is not the pleasure of the beholders,

but growth in the actor. To that end we must strictly abstain

from showing him how to act. We must, instead, help him to

think. "How would Achilles feel when he answered Agamem-

non?" we ask. "Then how w^ould he look if he was angry?"

"What do you do when you are angry?" An actor ought to say,

perhaps, with joy and astonishment, "She is a princess!" but he

bungles it because he does not feel the situation. In a moment

we could show him how to say it and "get a hand," but instead

of this primrose path, we must follow the thorny, tortuous trail

to his inmost thinking. "When you last saw her," we say, "she

was in rags, she was tending sheep, she w^as hungry, she drank

from a broken cup. Now, how is she dressed? She is living in

a great castle, she has servants to wait upon her, she eats from a

plate of gold. Think of her as she was yesterday. Do you see her?

Think of her as she is to-day. Now, what do you say to that?"

And so, many times, and in many different ways, always only
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loosening the soil for ideas to grow, never forcing the blossoms

or twisting the branches. The best rehearsal, in fact, is one

where the thinking is so constructive that the business and the

dialogue change under the creative interpretation of the actors.

It is only in the mechanics of technique that we have any right to

give rules or examples for imitation and there we all ought to

be trained to do it, and we ought to do it religiously. We make
it a matter of life and death to teach right grammatical construc-

tion and then allow that grammatical English to be murdered by
all manner of horrible speech—nasal tones, swallowed syllables,

slurred consonants, monotonous pitch; and we allow interpreta-

tive gesture to die a painful death under smothering awkwardness
and self conscious inhibition. I believe that voice culture is as

much the business of a common school teacher as is grammar cul-

ture, or arithmetic training. And I suspect that the same thing

is true of expressive use of the bod}^ The play furnishes at once

the stimulus for such drill and the opportunity for exercise of the

skill acquired. Here is the opinion of an eighth grader on this

matter: "The other great help to me from having taken part in

this play has been in my speaking. Lately I have noticed I do not

have to be reminded so often to speak louder and plainer. It

seems to have made a lasting impression on my mind that it

would be terrible not to make everyone hear in the exercise, and

it certainly is just as bad not to make people hear in your own
room as in an exercise."

Such close and conscious study as this we cannot expect, we

do not desire, in primary plays. Little children act purely for the

fun of acting; older ones think of the audience. In consequence,

there is a necessary difference in the amount of preparation pos-

sible. The play in the first grade is a thing of the moment. Who
will be Little Eed Riding Hood? Who will be the Wolf? Where
shall the Grandmother lie? Now on with the play! There can

be no discussion of what the Grandmother shall say. If we must

have a word on that subject, we shall have to get it by thrusting

a speech into the Grandmother's mouth while the play is pro-

ceeding. Wliatever criticisms we need to give must be given con-

structively and in bits, scattered thinly among many performances.

Nothing mu.st defer the joy of acting—not the learning of lines,

nor the elaborating of dialogue, nor the perfecting of speech.

And yet I think that even here we ought to allow no slipshod
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work. By sharp but stimulating criticism, applied as I have just

suggested, we ought to insist that a whistle shall sound as much

as possible like a locomotive whistle; that when Little Boy Blue

wakes he shall rub his eyes and stretch and yawn like a real little

boy waking up ; that is, the children ought to be growing daily

in accuracy of observation and in truthfulness and completeness

of expression.

Jn a grammar school, and in every grade of it, there is place

for many kinds of dramatics. In the second grade, during a read-

ing lesson about lumbering, two boys come up to the front, take

hold of the ends of the saw, sway back and forth with a "Z-z-z,"

"Z-z-z," give a wise upward look, and step back, calling "Timber !"

and watch the great tree crash to earth. It is over in a minute,

a mere employment of the motor and visual senses to deepen an

impression. At morning exercise a boy from a primary class runs

in with a crook in his hand and cries out to a little girl, who is

busily sweeping,

"Up, up! ye dames, ye lasses gay!

To the meadows trip away.

'Tis you must tend the flocks this morn.

And scare the small birds from the corn.

Not a soul at home may stay

:

For the shepherds must go

With lance and bow

To .hunt the wolf in the woods today.

"Leave the hearth and leave the house

To the cricket and the mouse

:

Find Grandam out a sunny seat,

With babe and lambkin at her feet.

Not a soul at home may stay:

For the shepherds must go

With lance and bow

To hunt the wolf in the Avoods today."

Then the lad is off, and the girl in pantomime places a chair

for the hobbling grandam, tenderly puts a doll into the old woman's

arms and is gone. If children are studying Greek sculpture, they

play a game of posing as this or that statue for their fellows to
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guess. If fifth grade pupils are reading about Vikings, they cut

the description from one of the most dramatic stories, so throwing

it into dialogue, and read it orally. An eighth grade reads Julius

Caesar and acts scenes of it in a corner of the room. An older class

studies As You Like It and gives it out of doors in well planned

costume. A sixth grade girl makes a fairy play and gets together

a group of children, who rehearse it by themselves after school,

and play it for their classmates. A grade together work out a

dramatic presentation of a story they have been reading and give

it to the whole school. A group makes a May Day play and chooses

a queen from the high school and attendants from the primary

grades. Poets volunteer from everywhere, several grades dance

around the May pole, and the whole school sings. Such festivals

as this, combining several modes of expression, sweeping every-

body into it, quickening the whole school into gaiety and co-opera-

tion and good fellowship, seem to me the most socialized type,

the most broadly stimulating and the most paying form of school

dramatics. AVhat occasions shall we choose for it—Thanksgiving,

Christmas, Memorial Day, May Day, Arbor Day, Hallowe 'en ? They

must be the occasions which at once most deeply stir the emotions

of children and which are most worthy -so to do. Such festive

celebrations will, I believe, do much to further social solidarity, as

well as artistic expressiveness and well being. When municipalities

are awaking to the socializing power of the festival, it behooves

the schools to lend a hand.

II. The Setting and Costuming of a Play

The eighth grade children chose to give the Nativity Play at

Christmas time. From their study of the text they formed pic-

tures in their minds of the arrangement, action, and background,

according to their understanding and appreciation. They were in-

terested when they found out that the subject of the Nativity

was so generally used by artists, especially in mediaeval times,

and they eagerly studied many reproductions of the paintings

—

studied the costumes, background, composition, and detail. They

were interested in the different ways in which the artists ex-

pressed the same story, and in the symbolism used in many of the

pictures. As a general thing, they liked the realistic ones; such

as Corregio, Hoffmann, Bouguereau, and Lerolle. Very few liked

Burne-Jones and Del Gardo at first, but later the class found them
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most helpful and suggestive. These children very generally un-

derstood and appreciated the best expression of this story, be-

cause, with the motive of presenting the play, they analyzed the

many expressions of the same ideal and made the effort to choose,

adapt, and re-create, and thus to find adequate expression for

themselves. This is what some of the children said about the

pictures

:

"When Mr. Merrill read the Christinas play to us, we thought of

it at once as a beautiful picture. In planning the play we studied the

pictures of the mediaeval artists. The pictures of the mediaeval ar-

tists were religious pictures, and many of them were of the Nativity.

It was part of the people's religion in those times to make beautiful

paintings. The very earliest ones did not show much skill, but they

were more beautiful because they were so sincere. Later they improved

in technique but lost in sincerity. In this picture of Fra Lippo Lippi's,

there are peacocks on the roof, because they are symbols of immor-
tality."

"I have the picture called, 'The Holy Night,' by Correggio. The
picture is very sweet and beautiful, and yet so simple. We must keep

these simple ideas in mind in the planning of our stage. I like the

way Christ's gifts are laid before him. I think the shepherds ought to

have some kind of a rod in their hands—something like the shepherds

in the picture."

"Madonna with the Angelic Choir, by Del Garbo.

I think that the Madonna, baby and angels are very graceful and
sad looking.

"The Nativity, by Dore.

I like the expression on the faces.

"The Nativity, by Hoffmann.

I like the sweet and holy appearance of the Madonna and angels.

"Brown's Worship of the Magi.

The costumes of all the figures are very good. The positions are
equally as good. The manger is very suggestive."

Sketches were made by the children of suitable costumes for

each character, and color schemes, in water colors, were worked out,

showing the grouping and proportion of the colors. By experi-

menting, the children found out that the proportion of color affects

the beauty and harmony of the picture, and must be carefully

considered. In most of the costumes, at least two colors were

used. Should an equal amount of gold and of purple be used for

the first king? Or, in case of one of the Marys, should tan or

brownish-green predominate? These questions had to be con-

sidered in relation to the other costumes on the stage at the same
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SKETCHES OF KINGS AND SHEPHERDS
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time and to the background and lighting. The making of these

color schemes proved a difficult task, but the results were interest-

ing, and many were beautiful and practicable. This work cer-

tainly represented much thought and concentration, and developed

taste and discrimination as well. It also showed a growth toward

the suggestive rather than the realistic standard, which we believe

is educative and broadening,—for realism is expensive and in-

effective and leaves no opportunity for the development of the

imagination. We had much discussion, many good drawings and

color schemes, and, finally, with the best suggestions and the help

of the teacher, a color scheme and sketches were decided upon for

each character. This is what one of the children said about plan-

ning the costumes

:

"In planning our costumes we had to think a good deal about the

material and color of each one. We wanted every color to be beautiful

and all colors to harmonize. We tried to have the colors symbolic of the

temperament and station in life of the character impersonated. There-

fore we had a costume of royal blue and white for Mary. Royal

blue and white are symbolic of purity, innocence and faith. We dressed

Joseph in, gray, because that color is symbolic of meekness. The shep-

herds wore skins, because the story tells us they were simple people.

Purple and gold are symbolic of royalty, so we use these colors for the

kings. We had poplin and chiffon for Mary's costume, because these

materials fall in soft folds."

The Nativity Play opened with the two women talking by

the roadside. A simple gray-green curtain was used to suggest

the landscape, and the costumes were in tan and brownish-greens.

Then there entered from opposite directions, the three kings, in

purple and subdued reds, with gold and rich trimmings; and the

three shepherds dressed in homespun and skins. They met at

the stable door, which was represented, or suggested, by the gray-

green curtain. When the door was opened by Joseph, it revealed

a rough manger and Mary seated beside it. The soft blue and

gray of this simple group gave the unifying note of color to this

picture. The three kings on one side, and the three shepherds on

the other, made a beautiful picture, and when Joseph and Mary
were added to the group, it was a harmonious and complete compo-

sition.

It is our purpose, in this study with the children, to develop

in them an appreciation of the beauty of simplicity. We expect

the setting to stimulate and develop the artistic sense and the im-
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agination of the children, both the actors and the audience. In

the first place, the children presentnig a play should have a definite

picture in mind, including the dramatic situation, background, and

costume. The background should be simple—a curtain is best

when possible, because it allows the actors and audience a chance

to give the emphasis to the acting without distractions. Too often

lines and colors in the background divide the groups and spaces

on the stage and break up instead of unifying the picture and

action.

Some plays demand a more realistic setting—doors to open

and windows to look out of. But these should be arranged to

meet the demands as simply as possible. Naturally, children pre-

fer a realistic setting. How shall we help them to improve and

broaden their taste? We should plan to use suitable curtains and

screens often, for we have found that if the colors are suggestive,

subdued, and beautiful, and the children are led to compare the

simple setting with the more realistic, and to judge of the effective-

ness, before long they express a preference for the simple setting.

But they must get used to it and form the habit of using their im-

agination before we can expect this result.

If the play is historical in nature, and if its purpose de-

mands true historic representation, the children should learn about

the costumes of a period, but it is not necessary nor always ad-

visable to set and costume such a play with historical accuracy.

When the idea is great or universal enough, the undivided atten-

tion can be given to making the setting artistic, and the question

is one of composition in line and color—always keeping in mind

that the important use of the setting is to help express the idea.

In brief, these are the important things to work for:

I. Elimination of everything unnecessary to the expression of the

idea.

II. Beautiful color scheme—sympathetic, suitable, harmonious, prac-

tical.

III. Simple, quiet background—a curtain or screens if possible, of

a subdued color—greenish, to suggest a forest or exterior; bluish, to

suggest night; gray or brown, to suggest an interior. Or, if a more real-

istic setting is necessary, the background should be very subdued.

IV. Suggestive rather than realistic costume when possible. This

depends upon the choice of the play.
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III. Faculty Discussions of School Plays

From the beginning the Francis W. Parker School has been

committed to the policy of developing expressiveness in its pupils

by training them in various arts. The particular value of each

mode of expression, especially of the drama, has been, however, a

moot point. There were many individual and group discussions on

the subject, but as a faculty we had, up to two years ago, come

to no definite conclusions upon it. At that time four people

formed themselves into a voluntary committee to study the drama

as a factor in education. This committee succeeded in arousing,

upon the part of every member of the faculty, a vigorous interest

in school dramatics. Questions of suitable subject-matter, manner

of presentation, stage setting and costuming, and the relative

values of home made and ready made plays were discussed, as well

as the deeper question of the effect of plays upon actors and au-

dience.

At one faculty meeting every one was asked to state what he

considered to be the values and dangers of the play. The follow-

ing lists were jotted down as the suggestions were offered

:

Values of the Play 14. Acquisition of information.

1. Development of social con- 15. Broadening of literary ac-

sciousness. quaintance.

2. Overcoming of self-conscious- 16. Training of memory,

ness. 17. Improvement of speech.

3. Subordination of self to group. IS. Giving of bodily control and

4. Stimulation of human sym- freedom,

palhy.

5. Multiplying of personalities. Dangers of the Play

6. Development of insight into

character. 1. Disinclination for less interest-

7. Cultivation of initiative. ing work.

8. Training of moral judgment. 2. Over-stimulation of emotions.

9. Establishing of moral ideals. 3. Over-stimulation of self appre-

10. Cultivation of literary feeling ciation.

and power. 4. Blighting of imagination.

11. Cultivation of imagination. 5. Tendency toward artificiality.

12. Development of concentration. 6. Encouragement of insincerity.

13. Realization of power of the 7. Inculcation of habits of extrav-

theater. agance.

Before the next meeting, these lists were put into the hands of

the faculty, with the question, "What kind of play and what kind

of presentation will tend to preserve these values and to avoid
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these dangers?" By the end of this meetino, we had reached a

pretty good common understanding of our beliefs as a faculty and

our attitude toward the question of school dramatics. As the ap-

proaching summer vacation prevented any further discussion at

that time, a new committee was appointed for the following year,

to formulate a statement of our dramatic creed, both for the sake

of defining our thoughts on the subject and for the purpose of

establishing a standard for school dramatizations to which we

could all subscribe and with which we could all try to make our

productions accord.

During the following year the committee, after many meet-

ings and much discussion, submitted a list of requisites for a

school play. It follows:

Requisites for a School Play

1. That it shall be calculated to inspire, instruct, entertain or

amuse both actors and audience, and to develop them in the ways in-

dicated above.

2. That it shall be suited in idea and presentation to the age and

character of those presenting it, to the size and nature of the audience,

and to the place in which it is to be given.

3. That it shall have a central idea, and this idea not only one

worthy of dramatic expression, but also one which gains a greater force

from dramatic presentation than it could obtain from any other sort of

presentation, from being presented through any other medium.

4. That the character of the play, together with the occasion of pre-

sentation, shall determine the elaboration of staging and the audience

to be invited.

5. That properties, costumes and scenery shall be excluded except

where they are necessary to convey adequately the idea of the play.

6. That whatever the idea, it must always be presented as clearly

and as beautifully as the ability of the actors and circumstances of pre-

sentation will permit.

This list proved inadequate to express the belief of the faculty

in dramatic matters, and the teachers suggested many additions

and alterations. All this material was again worked over by the

committee, and a final compilation was adopted by the faculty as

a fairly satisfactory statement of the school's ''Dramatic Creed."

At least, it is the best form that we have yet achieved.

The Purposes of School Plays and Dramatizations

1. To afford to the dramatic instinct, through the use of an organ-

ized and artistic form, an opportunity for expression directed toward the
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fullest development of the social self. An organized form is one that

shows the relation of cause and effect and brings out the relative im-

portance of conditions, events or characters. An artistic form is one

that is beautiful in conception and presentation, and is adapted to its

purpose.

2. To give to children, through the focussed perspective of good

plays, a broader conception of the working out of ethical forces than their

own limited experiences could afford them. This broadening comes from

really living in the experiences of the play, and the result is a permanent
strengthening, ennobling or enriching of the character,

3. To train and develop in imagination, in breadth of sympathy
and understanding of human nature; in subordination of self to the

whole; in depth and command of emotion; in ability to express an idea

by means of speech and action, which implies fine enunciation and pro-

nunciation, beautiful use of the voice, and good bodily control; above
all, in concentration, without which those things are impossible. This

training can be acquired through various forms of expression, but most

vividly through dramatic art, because it uses simultaneously more senses

than does any other form of art.

It will be understood that these values accrue not only to the actors,

but in a lesser degree to the "assisting audience."

4. To give opportunity to shy and reserved children to express

themselves, under the cover of a different personality, more freely than

they could do in their own personality. To discover and wisely to de-

velop individuals possessed of unusual native ability in the creation

or interpretation of drama, so that such gifted individuals may early

realize the possession and learn the true use of the power that should

in time enable them to make a real contribution to our national dramatic

art.

5. To establish: (a) An ideal of what dramatic presentations should

be in content, literary form, and staging; and (b) a sound basis for

judging dramatic performances. The creating of such standards in the

minds of our young people will be a safeguard to the individuals in the

present and to the tendency of American drama in the future.



MUSIC

I. Music in the School Community

Carlyle, with his doctrines of the necessity and the honor and
the beauty of work; Morris and the Arts and Crafts people, with

their modern demonstration of the need and the possibility of

beauty in the every-day, serviceable things, of life; Tolstoi, with

his demand that we must take no account of beauty which can-

not be felt by the most ignorant man ; and the Socialists, teaching

on the one hand that every man ought to have the stimulation and
the opportunity for expression in forms of beauty, and on the

other that the services of the artist should be socialized, like the

other work and play of the world,—are all preaching es-

sentially from the same old text: ''Thou shalt love thy neighbor

as thyself." In the terms of the present day social consciousness,

the text means that, if you want beautiful things for yourself, you

must do your share toward bringing them to some one else who
wants them, or, perhaps, only needs them ; that, if you have the

power to bring beautiful things into the world, you must see that

they are of a kind to be loved by more than a few artists like your-

self.

The Florentine painters and the mediaeval cathedral-builders

have shown us that democratic art—art understood and loved by

the whole people, belonging to the whole people—is no more de-

pendent upon the inspiration of the great genius than it is upon

the socially-stimulated imagination of common men, who, working

to the best of their ability to embody their dreams in forms of

beauty, gain thereby the power really to appreciate the gift of the

uncommon man. And I believe that the American music which

shall one day be evolved from the unification of the two sources

of beauty—the extraordinary power to express and the ordinary

power to appreciate—is to be one of the nation's great spiritual

assets. Can music in the school be made to contribute in any de-

gree to this new type of socialized art?

Our school sets out deliberately to be a democracy, in which

each individual may reach his best development in fulfilling his

responsibility to the school community. It proposes to provide,

77
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by its very organization, constant opportunity for the social in-

centive in every activity of the curriculum, so that there may be

movement towards wider fields of experience than the merely in-

dividualistic motive can find out. Such an organization provides

a basis for genuine expression in beautiful forms. The teachers

of drama, art, music, modeling, and printing are enabled to direct

their efforts so that the subjects are kept from being merely ends

in themselves. They serve some definite purpose which adds to

the intrinsic joy of the result a sense of pleasure in the participa-

tion of others. They are made an organic part of the school life.

It is this recognition by the school of music as a social func-

tion which determines the best elements of our music study.

There is a steady, quiet joy to be seen frequently in a group

of children who are living under the influence of a grade teacher

wise enough to know what responsibility means in the terms of

child-character. If she have the ability to plan work in a way
that tends toward right character-forming, and can conduct each

child safely through the moral crises in which he constructs his

social standards for himself, the result is a kind of freedom, and

at the same time an orderly joj^ousness which make favorable con-

ditions for expression in forms of beauty.

An emphatic demand for music in the year's important school

events is one of the traditions of the school. A feeling of re-

sponsibility is established in the children, making them flexible,

sensitive, and full of the spirit of good work; it gives them the

"team" idea on a large scale. The feeling of doing something

toward a large community end stirs them deeply at times, and

brings about in the chorus-singing emotional experiences impos-

sible in small groups working for slighter ends. It stimulates

the power of personal control through long, trying rehearsals

—

both the unmusical and the musical children needing patience for

different reasons. In the high school, it affords the unmusical and

those who are over-eager about credits, the one adequate reason

for keeping a non-optional, non-credit course in a crowded curric-

ulum. It gives both types their interest in doing the best work

possible to them, since they have the satisfaction of being useful,

if only in slight measure, in an enterprise of considerable moment
to the school; indeed, it forms the teachers' best basis of rela-

tionship with such children. A child can hardly have a more use-

ful experience than that of throwing himself body and soul, at
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some personal cost of strength and patience, into an undertaking

in wliicli the spiritual ideals of the community are expressed, and
his individual skill brought to its highest point—the whole in-

spired with a common feeling of value, and a common joy in the

result. This happens perhaps five or six times during the year

in our chorus singing, and it is by far the most useful contribu-

tion of music-study to the school.

The motive constantly held before the various classes in the

regular lessons is a social one. The steady concentration of the

children through weeks of practice upon details of chorus sing-

ing, during the times when other interests press hard upon them,

shows a deeper, more effectual motive than that of vanity in the

success of a school exhibition. (It may be remarked here that

applause for the children's singing, excepting at school "recitals,"

is never permitted.) Motives other than the social one no doubt

enter in, but shallow motives do not produce the unmistakable

quality of genuine expressiveness. The ideas suggested to the

classes are such as these

:

The chorus needs high, clear tones; the sopranos must work

on that point. It needs good chest-tones; the seventh and eighth

grade boys must provide a pleasing alto part that can be relied

upon. The tenors, weak as they are, must rise to the needs of

the chorus, as far as possible. The basses must work for a quality

and an expressiveness which will fit them for singing with the

flexible sopranos. The fifth and sixth grade boys must learn to

use their voices better, so that they shall not spoil the soprano

quality. The chorus needs each one's very best, and even the

little children learn to make an almost perfect attack in helping

to sing a few simple songs and hymns in morning exercises.

Besides these contributions to the ensemble singing, various

groups are arranged to work upon the kind of songs especially

adapted to them. The boys from the fifth through the twelfth

grades learn a four-part chorus for Lincoln's birthday; the girls

sing most of the May Day music ; the little children sing to each

other, and occasionally to the older ones; each class prepares a

song for the school recitals about twice a year; volunteer quar-

tettes work outside of school hours and are especially useful in

the luncheon-room singing.

The feeling for music as a necessary and valuable part of

life in the school community must be cultivated before the chil-
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dren can have the best disposition towards the careful, steady

drill necessary for progress on a basis of personal freedom and in-

itiative.

In the minds of the children when they first come to us, music

generally has the adventitious character of an entertaining ac-

complishment. They must find out the serious possibilities of

musical experience through pleasure in singing and hearing much

good music. It is a simpler matter to build up the new mass of

experience for them when the community is put upon a basis which

at Christmas time calls for a spiritual service rather than an

entertainment, and when commencement is made one of the most

serious days in the whole school year.

But serious music is not like a new language which has to be

learned, for of course children love all music which possesses any

vital qualities whatsoever. It is as easy for them to enjoy Reinecke,

Taubert, and Schumann, or fine, dignified anthems and choruses,

as the latest popular dance music, and it is by providing the

community spirit with a medium of expression which proves its

own genuineness through the years, that an understanding and a

feeling for great music is gradually brought about.

With the youngest, as well as the oldest children, emphasis is

placed upon the social possibilities of the music work. In the

kindergarten, where the children react in a direct and complete

way to the suggestion of giving pleasure to others, no further mo-

tive is necessary for the purposes of the teacher; but the joy of

contributing to the important matter of morning exercises is an

added incentive to exactness of attack and steadiness of attention

in following a leader. All of the primary grades feel the im-

portance of helping the older children in morning exercises when-

ever that is possible ; but their real center of interest lies in
'

' re-

hearsal"—twenty minutes long—in which each grade assists in

the little unison choruses, or presents songs prepared in the separ-

ate classes. Rehearsals have grown to be a factor in the develop-

ment of the feeling that singing can have a wider usefulness than

the music-room affords. Working simply for good singing as

such does not produce as good results. The children learn to know
and care definitely about distinctness of utterance, beauty of tone,

and other details of good song singing when these are put before

them as means of making the song more beautiful for presenting

to others.
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We want the fifth and sixth grades to enter the wider life of

the upper school in every profitable way. They attend all morn-
ing exercises and the weekly rehearsals, learn all the hymns and
songs for those occasions, and assist as sopranos in the "big"
choruses. This is a serious and important business to them, and
is especially useful for the boys. They must learn to sing as ac-

curately and follow a leader as well as the high school does. They
must sometimes learn hymns and choruses far beyond the range of

their present experiences, and it has a sobering and steadying in-

fluence upon them—a direct effect of cooperation with the older

children in their maturer enterprises. Sometimes the music is

beyond them from the vocal point of view, but the spiritual gain

most certainly offsets that disadvantage.

The children from the seventh to the twelfth grades attain a

serious interest in their part of the singing in the school. Many
boys, whose weak, unstable tone-production and narrow range

make it difficult for them to sing, and whose instinct is against

emotional expression, find, nevertheless, much work that satisfies

them in the alto or tenor parts of the hymns and four-part

choruses ; and from that they often gain a foothold for advance in

voice training and the other necessary technical and theoretical

work of the group.

The girls' study proceeds, on the whole, with the naturalness

which comes of their sweet voices, their normal instinct to express

emotion in singing, and their conscientiousness. The feeling of

their importance to the school singing is strong, and all the drill

and study incidental to the preparation of "recital," music for

morning exercises or special celebrations, is undertaken with mo-

tives adequate to produce musical results, even when a large pro-

portion of the girls are more or less unmusical. They feel more

strongly about good singing than the boys do ; they are notably

more amenable to the suggestion of social opportunities; and their

pleasure in their own accomplishment, while in many cases it has

a personal phase, is enlarged by the fact that the singing of their

group is of prime importance to the success of the school.

The texts of songs are extremely important in the develop-

ment of singing as a social function. In the primary grades, the

children sing about sheep, or reindeer sledges, or garden flowers,

at the appropriate moment. In the case of the older children, the

choice of song-texts depends, for the greater part, upon their
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wider, more highly generalized intellectual and emotional in-

terests,^ Choruses, hymns, and secular songs which express our

common consciousness of interdependence, are rather rare. Some of

the noblest hymns are regarded by the children with distaste;

those which teach dogma definitely and unavoidably must be

omitted, with a few notable exceptions. Most of the present-day

attempts to express ethical or religious sentiment in a very modern

way, fail to reach down into the depths of our common convic-

tions on the eternal questions of right and wrong, life and death.

Either music or text, or both, fall short of our common needs.

We are sometimes obliged to overlook deficiencies in literary

beauty in a text, but the music must appeal to the children in a

vital way. Correlation of the music of a program with the sub-

ject is illustrated in the following commencement exercise, the

topic of which was "Citizenship."

COMMENCEMENT
Processional Hymn—The City of God

Fifth to Twelfth Grades

Now brightly point our banners to the sky.

We toil o'er hills and through the deserts dry,

To reach the city God hath set on high.

Alleluia!

Sing, sing ye faithful, wake your noblest strain,

In joyous praise now shout the glad refrain;

Behold the City Righteous we would gain.

Alleluia!

For God doth lead us on our journey long.

And bid us labor on with courage strong,

To greet His glorious City with a song.

Alleluia!

A Note of Patriotism ------ Walt Whitman
Mr. Detmers

American Citizenship ----- Francis W. Parl-er

Mr. Carley

Hymn—O Lord of Nations - - - - Church Hymnal
Pifth to Twelfth Grades

O Lord of Nations, hear our joyous praises.

In Thy holy presence we would be;

O let our songs with deep and true devotion

Rise up to Thee in glad sincerity.
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Glory to Thee, oh Lord our heav'nly Father,

Be this evermore our joyous song:

Glory to Thee, oh Lord of all Creation,

As on the King's highway we march along.

Training in Citizenship
Beatrice Topping

Duet—O Lovely Peace ------- - Handel
Hlg-h School Girls

Oh, lovely peace, with plenty crowned,

Come spread thy blessings all around.

Let fleecy flocks the hills adorn,

And valleys smile with wavy com.

The Meaning of Citizenship

Mrs. Ella Plagrg Youngr

Chorus with Soprano Solo—Lovely Appear . - . Gounod
Fifth to Twelfth Grades Claudine Sturm

Lovely appear over the mountains the feet of them
that preach, and bring good news of peace. ^ H

Ye mountains, ye perpetual hills, bow ye down.

Over the barren wastes shall flowers now have

possession. Dark shades of ancient days, full of

hate and oppression, in the brightness of joy fade

away and are gone. H H If H U II
-

In this age, truly blest more than ages preceding,

shall corn never fail from the plentiful ground.

Under the shining sky shall the lambs gaily

bound; void of fear, undisturbed, safely shall they

be feeding. Then the timorous doves, whereso-

ever they fly, shall not fear any more the hawk's

merciless cry.

Presentation of Diplomas
Miss Cooke

Chorus—The Earth is the Lord's - - - Eleanor Smith

Pifth to Twelfth Grades

The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof,

The world and they that dwell therein.

For he hath founded it upon the seas and estab-

lished it upon the floods.

Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord, or who
shall stand in His holy place?

He that hath clean hands and a pure heart.

Who hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity, nor

sworn deceitfully.
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Lift up your heads, your heads, O ye gates, and be

ye lift up, ye everlasting doors, and the King

of Glory shall come in.

A^ho is this King of Glory? Who is this King of

Glory?

The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord mighty in

battle.

Lift up your heads, O ye gates.

Even lift them up ye everlasting doors, and the

King of Glory shall come in.

The Lord of Hosts, He is the King of Glory.

Another phase of correlation is represented by such an in-

stance as that of the Jacobite period in eighth grade history. The

Jacobite ballads prove a treasure for the whole upper school. They

led in one case to the singing of other Scotch ballads and interest

in the pentatonic scale. Also four "Scotch" songs were written

by the children, two of them in the pentatonic scale,—at their

own suggestion.

A tenth grade boys' class once took up a short study of relig-

ious music of the Reformation period. They went to a Catholic

church, where the music was the best to be heard in the city. A
breviary was borrowed, and the rules for singing Gregorian trans-

lated from the Latin, and a morning exercise given in which the

music of the undivided Church and that evolved by the Protestants

were contrasted to the best of the boys' ability. They sang the

following program, with help from other groups on the chorale,

which was sung in the original rhythm as given by Grove.

Historical Program of Church Music

Note.—In the sixteenth century, a great change took place in re-

ligious music. The program to be given this morning is for the pur-

pose of showing some of the changes in church music brought about

by the Reformation.

The first group of songs illustrates the music of the undivided

church. Luther's great hymn, "Ein'feste Burg," shows the new type

of hymn which the people sang in the Protestant churches.

1. Veni Creator: Words by St. Thomas Aquinas, 13th Cen-

tury; music ascribed to Charlemagne, 9th Century

^^ 2. Media Vita: Melody by Notker Balbulus, a Swiss monk,
^^**^ 10th Century

3. Antiphon and Psalm

S-igli School Boys
lo Ein'feste Burg: Music and words by Martin Luther

German
Bigrntn to Twelfth arades
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There are many times when we want the children to com-

pose tunes. We believe that they need to have the experience

of feeling out the relation between a beautiful text and appropri-

ate musical setting; but it has always required the special emo-

tional quality which comes in a situation having social outcome

to make the ordinary group of children, musical and unmusical,

devise anything but the tritest little imitations. Some of the

musical children who can compose more tunes that they or the

teacher can take the time to write down, gain confidence in their

own . gifts for the first time after receiving the respectful atten-

tion of a group of their peers.

The best melodies produced in the school, whether by indi-

viduals or the usual groups of from two to ten, have been composed

under some condition or set of circumstances in which the al-

truistic attitude was plainly in evidence. This was true of a very

good "sentence" (a simple form like the response to prayer used

in Protestant churches) composed by seventh and eighth grade

boys for a memorial service for a schoolmate. The text had very

special associations in the boys' minds. In another instance a

spirited class 'song was written by the Senior Class of girls for

their party; some charming songs for the little children by high

school girls; a remarkable melody, intended for a school song,

by a ninth grade boy; and another for basses by two ninth grade

boys ; and a series of very attractive ones for a morning exercise

by groups between the fourth and twelfth grades.

The dramatic work often requires the help of the music de-

partment. A Christmas play needed the services of a special

quartette of musical high school pupils; ''As You Like It" was

provided with two songs; in the play of "Hansel and Gretel" in

German, two musical children sang the folk songs as arranged in

the open score of "Hansel and Gretel;" the French classes often

need help for their little dramatic games and songs.

Plays develop intense interest, which goes over into creative

music-thinking ; in fact, the best two melodies composed in the

school thus far, "Hellas," and "Twirl and Turn,"* have been

the direct outcome of plays in which there was great freedom of

initiative and highly stimulated imagination.

If our country ever develops a national mode of expression

gee Miss Canfield's article.
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in music, it will be largely because music teachers learn the value

of socializing music for children, of surrounding them with oppor-

tunities for feeling the inspiration of giving pleasure, as well as

getting it, suggesting continually the community point of view.

The methods by which they arrive at this will be as numerous as

the schools themselves.—and first of all, the schools will need to be

socialized; but the love of beautiful music, together with the free

development of the creative instinct in all the children, will be

the corner stone of the new art.

II. Original Composition

The social motive, under the best conditions that we can pro-

vide, is scarcely discernible in the first two grades, but in the

third grade and upward it becomes a conscious factor. It is felt

very strongly, especially when a whole grade is working as a group

on the composition of an original melody.

It is conceded in other lines of work that the development

of initiative for the furthering of the social motive is essential,

and that the child who is taught to think independently is far

more valuable to the community than the one who merely acts

upon the suggestions of others. This is equally true in music.

Melody writing is just as essential for the development of

initiative in the musical life of the child as active work in all

other lines. He is compelled to draw from his own laiowledge of

succession of intervals, of form and of rhythm, that which will make

a musical whole. He realizes now for the first time that what he

has been accumulating all these years is his to use. I am going

to give a brief resume- of the original work of the primary grades,

as here one can follow the growth of the child's initiative. Melody

writing is not essential from a composition standpoint, in the

primary grades, as at that age the child's ability for unique, origi-

nal expression cannot be great except with the niusically gifted.

But freedom is felt, and ability will grow with the frequency of

creating.

One cannot say enough on the importance, harmonically, of

original work. Each child hears, even though unconsciously, the

musical setting for his own melody, and in playing the accompany-

ing chords the teacher is told very frankly whether her interpreta-

tion coincides, or not, with his conception. The children's activity

and interest are not confined to the class room. The majority of
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pupils use their new power at home, composing melodies, many of

which are brought to the school for the teacher's inspection. It

is as natural for the child to create music as it is to sing, and

we believe that, if encouraged, it M^ould not only open up another

joj^ous field for the child, but it would solve many problems for

the teacher in stimulating interest, and permanently establishing

the different music values in the child's mind.

]\Ielody writing is as absorbing to the boys as to the girls.

They enjoy the feeling that here is an expression of their own.

It stimulates their interest in song singing, and to the efforts of

others from now on is attached greater significance. Each song

is an original conception, like their own.

Unmusical children, in primary grades, are apt to bring out

the most original and musical melodies. They are not hampered

by form, and can take liberties in the way of jumps in the scale,

which the children who have a deep seated feeling for form would

not dare indulge in. Form is not to be depreciated, however, as

these same unmusical children who have not imbibed some of it

by the time they reach the upper grades, bring forth work which is

chaotic and worse than useless.

We do not believe in beginning melody writing in the kinder-

garten. They have not accumulated enough material of the type

they can understand and utilize. They are also too conscious as

yet and unused to the school room, to express their own ideas with-

out shyness. So the work is begun with the first grade.

Here no shyness exists. A short line or sentence with a defi-

nite rhythm is given them, and before the words are fairly ut-

tered, the children respond. Their minds seem to work automati-

cally; they are not hampered with the desire for originality, they

merely want to make a tune, for which they draw from the simple

kindergarten melodies and from all the knowledge unconsciously

accumulated. There are many noticeable points in the work with

this grade,—perfect unconsciousness and spontaneity, no apparent

expenditure of thought, and the perfection of melodies in both

rhythm and form. As a rule the unmusical children recognize

their own melodies more quickly than do the musical ones. This

is quite natural, as the effort is greater and the impression con-

sequently more lasting, whereas wath the musical ones, numbers

of different settings flit through their minds in rapid succession,

all of them pleasing and none of them (with a few exceptions)
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lasting. Each melody given, however, is perfect and shows a

thorough grasp of the material assimilated.

In the second grade work the results are not so satisfactory.

This is easily accounted for by the fact that the children are be-

coming conscious of more complicated intervals and rhythms. Their

note songs contain longer phrases, and the ideas are more com-

plex. Consequently their own work has lost in confidence. It is

in the transitional stage,—the endings are not always sure, the

phrases are less perfect. However, the pupils are beginning to deal

with more intervals, and though in a confused state, their work

shows a broadening of musical experience.

In the third grade work the musical balance is regained, and

they are able to use confidently the new ideas they have assimi-

lated. The text is lengthened, a whole stanza is now given, and

as a rule the balance of ideas is from a musical standpoint, per-

fectly expressed. Thought is truly expended in trying to obtain

the most appropriate setting for the given text. Any musical

idea which is not rhythmically perfect, or does not end on the

tonic, is instantly recognized and rejected by the children. Each

child now concentrates on one idea and begins to mold it even

in his mind again and again till it is truly satisfactory to him-

self. Of course, this fixes his idea permanently so that he now

recognizes his own melody whenever it is played.

The children of the fourth grade are the best thinkers. They

enjoy grappling with problems. For instance, nothing else de-

lights them so much as the composition of two-part exercises. Here

is a problem to solve—the thinking out of two independent voices

which, when sung together, will sound smooth and pleasant to the

ear. Their critical faculties are highly developed ; their constantly

broadening experience with newer, unique harmonic progressions is

thoroughly understood and put into use.

In the preparation of a Greek play, two fifth-grade boy.s one

year evolved a chant for the setting of a long original poem on

the deeds of Odysseus. They started by repeating the poem clear-

ly, marking the rise and fall of their voices and the importance of

certain words. They went to work at it as they imagined the primi-

tive Greeks to have done. As they recited the poem they drew on

the board a curving line showing by the relative height of the curves

the rise and fall of their voices, and the relative importance of

certain words. In this manner each line of the verse was analyzed
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and developed from the inflection of the voice, into a definite

melody. The result is not what conld, by any possibility, be

termed beautiful, but is interesting, has form and a good melodic

basis, and has been a profitable experience for the boys, as well as

the teacher.

A really remarkable little melody was conceived by a fourth

grade through great interest in a fairy play which they gave, and

the song, which is a pixie spinning song, showsi an unusual amount

of originality of conception. Three fairies assemble at night, and

in secret, in the humble home where dwells the little girl Rosa-

dew, noted for her gentle disposition and unselfish deeds. Here

they spin a garment of wondrous hue for the little girl, and sing

a song in praise of her true loveliness, as they spin. The play had

a great influence on the fourth grade, and every child in the class

was eager to have a share in the making of a melody for the words

of the fairy song. In all they spent one and Due-half periods on

it, every member of the class working at great tension. They said

the poem again and again, they thought it, felt it, acted it. A
spinning wheel was brought up to the music room and put in mo-

tion to help in the feeling and rhythm. They were unanimous in

wanting the song to give the impressiion of a spinning wheel in

action. Hence the first two measures,—"Twirl and Turn," and

the repetition. After much subdued humming one child thought

out this musical idea which was instantly seized upon by the rest

of the class with great enthusiasm. It was fairy-like and. so said

the children, very characteristic of a spinning wheel.

Now that the start was made, suggestions for the following

lines came flooding in. One phrase after another was written on

the board, criticized, rejected, till the class found the one which

suited the words and the music of the preceding line. This process

was gone over with every line, each child contributing his musical

setting and good-naturedly and impartially rejecting it for the

one he considered better than his own in expressing the right ide».

The repetitions used in the song were not done unconsciously,

nor for lack of new ideas. They were conscientiously thought out,

and used because, according to the children, certain ideas needed

repetition. Especially in the last two lines is this true. Many
melodies were given and put on the board for criticism, but none

of them satisfied the children until finally one child, with radiant

face, suggested the spinning motif, and the children immediately
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Fairies' Spinning Song

CONSTANCE Mac KAYE

Aiiduiife

Fourth Grade 1910-11

wmm

Wondrous the gar - merit we pre- pare, Fit for a true prin - cess to wear;

Gold-en the thread on the spin-die flies, Pearl-y the tears of Ros-a-dewa eyes

,Twirl and turn, twirl and turn, Tliistlekiii Flitt-er- mouse Seed o fern.
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adopted the idea and sank back satisfied in the knowledge that the

song now sounded complete, as they themselves expressed it. Thus,

a perfect form was established through their own initiative, and

one of the loveliest of their efforts was brought to a close.

At another time these fourth grade children were much inter-

ested in a play of Achilles which they had made. One act opened

with Achilles and Patroclus sitting in their hut, to whom entered

an embassy from Agamemnon with the purpose of inducing Achilles

to return to the army. It was necessary for the two friends to be

engaged in some activity that should show them unhappily idling

away their time while their comrades were at war. Many possibil-

ities were suggested—cleaning armor, playing a game, telling a

story, singing and playing the lyre. In a press of other business

the matter was temporarily dropped, until a little girl came one

morning with the following verses which she had made at home

quite alone:

Oh, I'm thinking of Hellas,

Of far-away Hellas;

Where the green fields are lying,

Where the sunlight is dying

On the far-stretching hills of my Hellas.

Oh, I'm thinking of Hellas,

Of far-away Hellas;

Where the cattle are lowing.

Where the waters are flowing.

O'er the wide, sun-lit fields of my Hellas,

My far-away Hellas.

When these lines were read to the class they were received

with breathless approbation. It hardly seemed possible to the

children that one of themselves could have made anything so

lovely. "The poem was perfect. That was just the way Achilles

would feel. It had such a lonesome feeling. But it must have a

tune." And so a few from the class, not only the most musical

ones, but the ones most deeply stirred by the beauty of the verses

and the situation, set about making an air. They worked in an

atmosphere of high exaltation because they felt that they were

handling something entirely fit and beautiful, and something that

they had almost seen created, and because in the background loomed

the play that they had made and that they loved.
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Hellas

VIRGINIA WAGNER -Fourth Grade

Andante

Group Fourth Grade 1908 "S

Oh! Im «hink-ing of Hellas Of far- a -way Hellas, Where the

-Oh! I'm* think-iiig of Hellas Of far- a-way Hellas, Where the
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III. Work with Children Backward in Music

Children who are unable to take an active part in the music

of their grade lose interest when they find that their best efforts

fail to add to the success of that class. The child who sings in a

monotone, even if he be unconscious of the effect, will sooner or

later be discouraged by his neighbors and by a teacher unable to

give him the individual help necessary to correct what in most

cases is remediable. It is natural that a child who day after day

gets no reaction from musical expression should occupy his mind
with, other things during the music period. A social responsi-

bility can hardly be expected from children who feel that they

can be of no help in a class or school activity. But if we find the

special help necessary to enable them to sing in even one song,

we have established a basis for renewed effort. Children coming

from schools where no music is taught or from other similar en-

vironments, are severely handicapped by their lack of technical

training, and by becoming suddenly a member of a community

which has a repertory built up slowly and with special associa-

tions for each song.

It often becomes necessary to separate from the large class

children who are backward, and to give them the individual help

such an opportunity affords. Indeed, this is imperative in order

that they may acquire skill enough to be of value to the community,

and thereby gain consciousness of a social responsibility. The first

step toward helping children who are unable to do the music work

of their grade, is to determine the initial cause of that inability.

We realize that the most marked cases with which we deal prob-

ably are results of various conditions and not simply one cause

which we can remove or overcome. The very nature of music

allows the greatest range and number of causes, involving, as it

does, simultaneously, time, rhythm, pitch, and emotional expres-

sion. Children may have marked musical ambitions and be pre-

vented by some physical defect from taking the active part they

desire, or, on the other hand, they may have every muscle and

cartilage in promising proportion, but lack co-ordination or aes-

thetic sense. We find, also, children who do not sing, because

their lives have been almost entirely without active musical ex-

perience. But w^e are inclined to think that the seriousness of

hereditary unmusical taste is overestimated; that children of un-
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musical parents are probably unmusical chiefly through environ-

ment. The entire absence of music in the home may of course

have caused to be left out that part of the mental equipment ac-

quired by most people during childhood in the average family.

Another and very different type of special pupil is one resulting

from an atmosphere of ragtime and popular songs. This type is

parallel to the one in literature where the experience has been

limited to cheap fiction. It is also as easily corrected by the use

of music of real value. The children who are products of an

atmosphere of low standards crave and understand music which

produces a physical reaction only, but they ordinarily recognize,

when the fact is pointed out, that this is not its whole purpose

and value. Several of the older children of the school who have

made demands for "lively music" have spoken when "off guard"

of some popular music as ''only ragtime," or have said, "of course

the words don't amount to anything." These special cases in which

we have to build up an appreciation of music are almost entirely

among new members. The greatest number who require special

help are children whose powers of concentration are weak, or who

have failed to realize that the mastery of technical work requires

hard thinking. A child who has failed to become familiar with

the small amount of special knowledge necessary to sight reading

cannot go on with his class in what must be a large share of their

work, and rapidly loses interest and retards the progress of all.

Older children who come to us unprepared to do the music work

of their grade often have to experience a change of mental atti-

tude when they find that sight reading involves a system of sym-

bols and mathematics which they have connected with music in a

vague way only. The written language of music, with its clefs,

signatures, etc., which has grown up and developed with the art,

must seem to the person without experience or interest a very

intangible and illogical sort of arrangement.

Cases of physical inability to sing are rare and usually tem-

porary, although many minor difficulties are remedied after refer-

ence to a physician or parents. It is sometimes evident that the

physical ear is imperfect ; in which cases we are obliged to admit a

different standard, saying perhaps, that part-singing will not be

practicable. The physical difficulties during the changing period

of the boys' voices varies somewhat in individuals. During the
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present year only one boy has been excused from singing on this

account.

The separation of a class into groups as defined by their

ability to read at sight has so far seemed the most successful way

of helping the poor ones and allowing the better ones to advance.

One of these special groups made up from the fifth and sixth

grades, contains boys who have had special help for nearly three

years. In the fourth grade they lacked interest and, with one

exception, made almost no progress during that year. During the

past year they were reading at sight as well as the rest of their

grade. The fact that they have been in a group by themselvea and

could claim more of the instructor's help has in itself been a lead-

ing factor in their improvement. Then, too, they were spared the

discouragements incident to working with boys whose endowments

easily enabled them to work more rapidly. The first year was

largely spent in acquiring a knowledge of the rudiments of sight-

reading. Their present ideal, which has furnished motive for this

year's work, is that they shall have learned, by the time they are

basses, to read any music at sight. They have been able to under-

stand that the music of the school as a whole is limited largely by

the ability of the bass and tenor sections. This group of boys has

grown to have a pride in their skill in sight reading and song

singing. Their delight in a jolly song is what we believe that of

a normal boy should be, and could undoubtedly be produced with

any such group where the opportunity for individual work is

possible.

A group of girls from these same grades, who have had about

the same amount of special work, show far less initiative and

growth along the technical side. This is partly owing to the far

inferior intellectual quality of the group at the beginning and a

lack of the friendly spirit which has characterized the group of

boys and caused them to help each other.

Complete tone-deafness we almost never find. The lesser de-

grees of what we ordinarily term tone-deafness vary from inability

to change the pitch to correspond with an instrument or voice,

to the child who can, with great effort, follow the melody for a

limited time only. "We have made various experiments to de-

termine, if possible, a remedy for this condition. One boy who

seemed to be a well nigh hopeless case, because he was unable to

produce a given pitch, was allowed to sing any tone he could and
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then the instructor approached that tone scale-wise on the piano.

He was then able to continue with the piano, following accurately

any simple interval the instructor chose to play. The mental im-

agery was thus helped out and gave us something on which to work.

After a few short periods of this kind of experiment this boy was

tried again at reproducing tones at random, this time having him

listen carefully to strong tones on the grand piano and at the

same time touch the instrument and get close to the vibrating

string with the top of the piano raised. He soon noticed an im-

provement and seemed to experience an awakening. The pleasure

of having accomplished this much increased his enthusiasm and it

was not long before he announced that he could sing a song with

the class. He has gone on from this to be fairly independent and

is practically up to average in sight reading and part singing.

"When there is average intellectual power and a reasonable interest,

the child who ordinarily sings in a monotone evidently needs only

experience that will bring to his mind an intensely vivid sense

of pitch.

An experiment in teaching a few boys the rudiments of piano

playing gave success in this intensifying of pitch imagery, and at

the same time eliminated the self-consciousness accompanying voice

work. Where the motor co-ordinations were poor, it served a use-

ful training in control. As an opportunity for the stimulation of

interest, a short piano lesson once or twice a week has without

exception been beneficial. In some eases the interest may begin

with mere curiosity or an ambition to play ragtime, and in most

cases the interest is a passing one, but it always serves a useful

purpose.

Study of the individual, his grade activities and his home

environment, leads to the determining of underlying causes for

deficient work, and points out the special treatment necessary to

his case. We have to discriminate between the really musical

child, who will give to a phrase a true musical turn, and the child

who craves merely the activity and skill necessary to play an

instrument. Aside from cases of permanent physical or mental

disability, experience shows that although individual help does

not make musicians, it at least enables children who would other-

wise cease active musical expression to take intelligent part in the

work of their class in the school.



THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF PRINTING

I. The School Print Shop

Printiug is distinctly a social art. Setting type and striking

off numbers of impressions presupposes, in the first place, a com-

munity to read what is printed; and in the second place, that the

information printed is of value to this community. Because of

this, printing is one of the best forms of handwork which it is

possible to introduce into the schools. It provides fertile ground

in which the developing social consciousness of the pupil may
grow and strengthen. More than this, it provides conditions in

which this consciousness is not merely allowed to grow, but is

forced to develop and bring forth the fruit of service. The boy

or girl whose first thought is a selfish one soon has his selfishness

satisfied. There is very little which he can print for himself alone.

The labor involved in setting the type does not justify a limited

output. Personal cards and letter heads are usually first thoughts

(this gratifies the child's pleasure of seeing his name in print)
;

but the satisfaction is, after all, a small one, and the pleasure in

satisfying the needs of others than himself soon appears as a

greater one. So he turns to bigger fields. He looks for a commu-

nity whose needs he can serve. The school proves to be an unfailing

and insatiable market for his endeavors. The type of pupil whose

selfish traits are strongly intrenched, however, does not heed this

appeal as quickly as his more socially conscious fellows. Im-

mediate friends and kindred also must be plentifully supplied

97
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with personal cards, book plates, letter heads, and labels of various

sorts, more or less needed. But at length this market is glutted,

and he is, perforce, compelled to turn to the school community for

an outlet for his labors. As the field reached by his printed pro-

ducts gradually expands, his pleasure in service grows stronger.

The joy of printing something of value to the whole school is

much greater, he finds, than the slight, selfish satisfaction which

he formerly gained for his work.

This reacts on the pupil in other ways. A boy's interest in

his community increases in proportion as he feels he is a necessary

part of it. Give a boy a piece of printing which he understands

is an urgent necessity in the school and see the responsibility which

he shows in shouldering the work. He feels that this is no tread-

mill, copybook task which he has before him, but fulfills a real

need, and the eagerness with which he approaches it emphasizes

only too vividly the lack of more such motives in what he does at

school. Report cards, blanks, letter heads, spelling lists, calendars,

notices, labels for the shelves, arithmetic blanks, etc., are only a few

of the many things of which the school is in constant need. Many
times during the year is the opportunity provided of contributing

to the needs of the school community. It may be that notices are

needed to post in various parts of the building. A special exer-

cise is to be given, for which there must be programs. Certain

blank forms are needed in the office. A class in arithmetic wants

commercial forms with which to carry on their business transac-

tions. Lists of words may be needed for the spelling lessons in the

lower grades. Labels for the library shelves, short stories for the

primary grades—a thousand and one things, are constantly clamor-

ing to be set in type and "published." The usable nature of his

printed products (for these compare very favorably with commer-

cial work) emphasizes to the pupil the fact that he is a produc-

tive asset of no small value to his community, rather than a mere

absorbing parasite.

Consider what this means to the other subjects in the school.

The use of problems in arithmetic or spelling lessons or composi-

tions which have been written and actually published within the

walls of the schoolhouse is more stimulating than if the same

material were found in the stereotyped texts. Dr. Dewey says that

"the pupil should be saturated in the spirit of social service." In

printing, the only danger is that he may be entirely swamped.
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Aside from providing the pupil an opportunity of being a

valuable unit in his community, printing carries with it many
other values to the pupil who is engaged in setting type and run-

ning the press.

On the side of English, the advantages are so apparent that

they need hardly be mentioned. Suffice it to say that punctuation,

division of words, and spelling receive greater attention when cold

type metal is concerned than when themes and composition are the

medium. A priiiter's stick is more unyielding and inflexible than

the margin of a theme paper. A careless mistake, involving per-

haps the resetting of a whole paragraph, often carries more weight

than a stroke of red ink in an essay. Webster is more frequently

consulted at the end of a line of type, to settle the question of

syllabication, than in. the case of the indefinite margin line of a

composition.

The art training gained from intimate contact with printing

is considerable. Every piece of printing involves questions of art.

The fact that five hundred or more copies are to be made which

Avill be permanent reminders of the amount of effort a pupil puts

into his work will prove a strong incentive for him to do his best.

Color harmonies in ink and paper provide opportunity for develop-

ing good taste. Selection of paper stock to suit the Avork is an art

problem. Printing may be done on the cheapest Manila paper,

and still be artistic, if it fulfills its function. A paper of delicate

tint and fine texture would obviously be out of place in a blank

which is to be handled much and is to serve a temporar^^ need.

In our school the seventh grade devote their handwork time,

eighty minutes per week throughout the year, to printing. This

is about as low in the grades as the technical processes involved

can be handled to advantage. Deftness of fingers, rather than skill

and strength of hand, is required. This makes printing a suitable

form of handwork in this grade and one into which the girls enter

as well as the boys, often with a greater degree of success. The

problems presented after individual needs are satisfied usually take

the form of the printing of blanks or other matter of use to the

grade itself. It may be that while the form is still set up a teacher

from another grade, struck with the convenience of these blanks,

asks that they be printed for her grade also. Then come other

demands, and the young printers are kept busy for several weeks

supplying the wants of the various rooms. This marks the dawn
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of a wider sphere of usefulness. From supplying the needs of

smaller groups, the class turns to. the needs of the school as a

whole, perhaps the words of a song for morning exercises. Three

or four hundred are printed and put into immediate use. This

immediateness of utilization is a valuable feature. The pupil feels

N0._
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or other reading matter which has grown out of the grade work.

Or the desire may be to print and illuminate holiday cards for

Thanksgiving, Christmas, or Easter. This furnishes opportunity

for dwelling at some length on the history of printing, with its

many fascinating legends of the monks and monasteries. During

the past year the class planned a series of morning exercises to

illustrate the history of printing. These they hope to give next

year. They will present in costume a series of scenes showing the

interesting stages in the development of printing, from the primi-

tive methods up to the modem.

The '

' Parker "Weekly " is a paper issued entirely by the pupils.

They do the writing, editing, composition, proof-reading and press

work. It came into existence as the progeny of the longer estab-

lished "Recorder." Much of the so-called "news" which was
printed in the "Recorder" was more or less ancient history by the

time the quarterly issue appeared, and when it was remarked that

a weekly paper could take care of this news and much more, and

thus leave more space in the "Recorder" for the longer literary

articles, the suggestion was taken up with enthusiasm by the edi-

tor of the "Recorder"—a senior boy. He mustered one or two

other pupils to assist him, and the initial issue made its bow one

Monday morning before the surprised pupils. An editorial called

attention to the place and value of such a paper, and asked for

comment from pupils and teachers. There was much discussion

of the matter. It was pointed out what it would mean to under-

take such a work and make it successful. There were many even

in the faculty who doubted whether a school as small as ours could

successfully manage such an undertaking. But a few of the pupils

had confidence. Their enthusiasm was contagious, and others

volunteered their assistance. Thus the new paper was established.

The first year* was a trying one. The workers were few and there

were those among their classmates who confidently predicted fail-

ure, but determination won the day. Gradually building on their

experience, an organization has been perfected which comprises

an elaborate subdivision of labor. Reporters, editors, and proof-

readei'^ take care of the Engli.sh ; one group of pupils set the type,

and an entirely different group distribute it after the printing is

done. Certain boys have the responsibility of the press' work. The

habit formed of regularly meeting an obligation each week and

fulfilling some duty or task, such as distributing ten lines of type,
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SANTA CLAUS ANNEX

Santa Claus has again decided to establish a

toy shop iji our school. The toys, books, and

games which were rr paired here last year

brought a great deal

small children. Santa CtauB informs us he has

deposited 1.000.000 Happy Davs in Father

Time's bank to pay his Christmas workers this

year. It is expscted that a good share of this

flum will be paid to the workers in the Parker

School. Wach the bulletin board for further

EVENING READING ROOM
Last Tuesday 40 children came to the read-

ing roomi Two of the children brought their

litile sister?, who were amused with pictures.

Mi?9 Hall read an Uncle Remus story. Her-
beri Sieck '07 has volunteered his services every

week and has also contributed many books. A
few of the books that are especially wanted are

brought up from the Public Library each week
ort the cards of people interested in the reading-

room. Every one can help by giving or lending

appropriate books.

DEBATING CLUB

The second meeting of the Debating Club
will be held Friday evening. December S. at 8:43

o'clock. Every new member of the High
School, besides (he club members and Faculty,

last meeting open to High School pupils who
are not members. The president earnestly re-

quests every one to come on lime.

PARKER BRIEFS

The Nymphs have continued selling candy
They now have $17.57.

The Knightly Brothers have $1 3.87. a part of

this they earned, and part is from their dues.

The cl»89 of 1913 have paid their annual $5

to the Big Brother and Sister League.

COURTESY COMMITTEE

The Courtesy Committee has been collecting

suggeshons for courtesy rules from children ol

the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. These
suggestions will be a great help in making the

code. Kendal E«tston has been made chairman
and Barbara Preble secretary of the committee.

THANKSGIVING

This year the School was able (o provide 47

famihes with clothes . fuel . and Thanksgiving

dinners. Throup^h the kindness of many of the

parents, enough automobiles were supplied so

that no money had to be used for the delivery of

the packages. The spirit of helpfulness throngh'
out the School was shown in the way in which

people brought in contributionsand aided in the

packing and delivery. No shoes were given,

because many of those which were brought in

needed repairing. When these these have beer»

m:nded. all the shoes will be taken to a center

where people who need them may come to be

fitted.

The sixth grade contributed the profits of thier

candy sales. $ 7 11. \o the Thanksgiving fund;

the Knightly Brothers and Nymphs gave $ I 3l

and 80 cer«8 respectively, which they received

for thi?r k;y-racks; the sale of chrysanthemums

on Wednesday brought in $ 1.90; Miette Brugnot

contributed $1.31 which she receivid for some
toys she sold at the County Fair; and the Fleurs

de Lis gave 60 c-its, which vtai all the money
(heir treasury contained &% only 60 words of

English have been spoken eo for.

FOOTBALL

On Friday evening the football team gave a

nd goal posts c

> players. The
lai they should

Mon

COMING MORNING EXERCISES

lay wc shall hear about the Str

On Tuesday moining three members of the

Alumni. Clarence Haekc. Lucile Abrahams, and
Egbert Schick, will present an Irish play by Yates

entitled "' A Pot of Broth"

Thursday. Mr A. Merrill will read us some
letters from Germany
The American poet morning will be postpon-

ed until Friday.

SEVENTH GRADE CARDS

This year as usual .the seventh grade printed

seme Thanksgiving caids. and painted on them
appropnate pictures. They sold the cards for 3

cents a piece.and received enough money to pay
for the paper used.the p»per for their ChriMmas
cards.and new materials for pnntmg.
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or setting up a stickful for the coming issue, is valuable—all the

more so, since it is a voluntary task, not imposed by a teacher or

impelled by the knowledge of credits gained for graduation, or

marks at the end of the month, but by the feeling that it is a

service to the community.

Such a paper, edited and published by the pupils is a valuable

factor in uniting the school. Here the literary type of pupil, who
delights in writing, and the boy who "likes to feed a press," have

a common interest. In many schools these two types of pupils,

the one literary and the other mechanical, have little in common
and lose interest in one another, thus leading to a separation into

distinct classes in the school. The common interest in the paper

helps to preserve the democratic atmosphere of the school. Pupils

from the seventh grade through the high school are active in the

work of the "Weekly." Each year the eighth grade pupils, fresh

from the printing experience in the seventh, step out into the

ranks of the workers. Thus, though the seniors are leaving, there

is a constant replenishing of the staff each year, and the amount
of work for any one pupil is not excessive. The seventh grade,

novitiates in the art, are usually enthusiastic supporters of the

"Weekly" by the middle of the year.

The paper is issued on Monday morning, and records the

happenings of the previous week, with a schedule of events to

come. The greater part of the composition is done on Thursday
and Friday, and the type is distributed on the following Tuesday

and Wednesday. The press work is done on Saturday forenoon.

Pupils are allowed to use vacant periods during school, but most

of the work is done outside of hours. That the Parker "Weekly"
is an important factor in the life of the school is shown by the

eagernes-s with which it is scanned on INfonday morning, and by
the frequent references made to it during the week.

The "Recorder" is issued four times a year, and occupies an

entirely different field. The contents are not so largely news, but

stories and longer articles. The writing of these proves a valu-

able motive for the work of the English classes. Illustrations and

cover designs are provided by the art classes. The editing and

managing of the "Recorder" is done by high school pupils, but the

typography and press work the pupils have no share in. For this

reason there are not so many people intimately connected with the

actual work of getting out each issue as is the case with the
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"Weekly," and the interest in the "Recorder" is confined mainly
to pupils in the high school.

Now a few words regarding equipment. With the many values

inherent in printing, no school can afford to be without its press.

Let not expense or lack of room be given as an objection. The
initial equipment need not be expensive. Let a moderate equip-

ment be provided to serve as a "nest egg," and to this may be

added more material as the pupils and the school find that the

needs arise. The pupils themselves suggest ways of meeting this

expense by the sale of Christmas and Easter cards, calendars, and
booklets. The "Weekly" has provided a considerable part of its

equipment from funds received through subscriptions, besides pay-

ing its running expenses. A special room for printing, though an

advantage, is not a necessity. In our school the regular woodwork-
ing shop does duty as a print shop. A folding bench top for the

time being converts the work bench into a printer's stand; the

cases of type are stored in compact steelrun cabinets, which are

economical of floor space. Together with the printing press (an

eight by twelve Gordon), the equipment does not take up over

twenty square feet of floor space. Surely these conditions are not

prohibitive.

II. Printing in the Seventh Grade

Varied experiments in the way of printing a monthly school

paper and pamphlets and small books fostered a growing belief in

the value of printing as an important socializing factor, as well

as a form of manual training in school life. This school decided

to test its worth by introducing it into the seventh grade curriculum.

This particular place was chosen first because in the earlier grades

the children are more individualistic in their tendencies, most of

them choosing to make what they may call all their own, while in

the seventh grade the social instinct or community spirit becomes
distinctly manifest, and as the product of the printing art is

pre-eminently social, printing should satisfy them as a manual ac-

tivity; second, because it would be valuable to give an opportunity
to apply practically where its function is paramount the child's

understanding and control of formal English (which has by this

time become fairly efficient) ; third, because the children of that

age delight in tasksi demanding absolute mechanical accuracy, skill

and delicacy; fourth, because the history course arouses an inter-
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est m the art of printing and bookmaking as developed in the

Middle Ages.

In the beginning of the year the school has many minor needs

which can be supplied by the "apprentice printers." The seventh

grade seek out, and sometimes take orders a year in advance for such

work as the printing of name lists used in checking up work, etc.

;

texts for Thanksgiving and Christmas music ; letter heads *for dif-

ferent departments of the school; labels of all kinds; reprints of

newspaper or magazine clippings for use in class room work ; origi-

nal problems to supplement the arithmetic text books; games

for younger children; etc. The varied experience gained in such

matters as choice of type, typesetting, arrangement on paper,

choice of paper and ink, locking up press work, etc., creates an

enthusiasm and prepares technically for the larger problems which

follow. These larger enterprises, however, do not crowd out the

smaller kinds of work of which the school is in constant need.

This work, which is later done almost independently by the chil-

dren, includes all kinds of notices, invitations, programs, bill heads,

Christmas toy shop tags and pasters, danger and warning signs,

all forms such as deposit slips, checks, drafts, receipts, etc, (some

twenty in number), used by the seventh grade business firms in

their play bank, and the setting up of copy for the "Parker

Weekly."

The manner m wnich the boys and girls announce the dis-

coveiy of a want somewhere in the school, the initiative with which

they plan and follow up a piece of work, their insistence on

promptness, their impatience at delay and their just wrath at

irresponsibility and errors on the part of less fortunate members

of their group, are genuine indications of the importance which

they attach to this work. Perhaps more convincing than any of

these is the care with which they organize themselves for work.

"Paul should do this part, because he can do it best and very

fast."
—"We need this part first, so it must be done by someone

who does not make mistakes."—"Must I always do this part be-

cause I know how?" "No. But this time because we need it. Some-

time, when it doesn't make so much difference, you can change."
—"Last time you promised to stay, to run the press, you forgot,

and we got behind. We think you had better give your turn to

someone else."
—"Let us print the rules we learn about print-

ing, so that the boys and girls who forget and ask the same question
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twice can answer for themselves. We can give these rules to the

next grade, too."
—"But it takes too long to look in the book for

a rule when we are setting up."—"Then don't forget!"—"If
they don't need us in the ball game, we could finish running off

this page after school tonight, so that we could bind in the shop

period tomorrow and not have to wait until next week."

Each year printing and illuminating of appropriate Thanks-

giving, Christmas, and Easter cards has been a valuable prepara-

tion for the larger piece of work which every class has selected

to supply some community need. Illumination of the printed page

offers a rich opportunity for free and conventional art work; for

the exercise of imagination, judgment, taste, and inventiveness in

the use of form and color. To illuminate festival cards beautifully

is just as satisfying to the eager artists as illumination of books,

which requires too prolonged effort. The problems involved are

of the same type, only fewer in number. The arrangement of the

printed matter on the page is planned always with a view toward

the problem of decoration, the aim being to allow the greatest

possible freedom. Where the text requires a conventional form

of decoration, the place to be illuminated is indicated and limited,

as seen in the accompanying illustrations. Expressions of deep

pleasure and delight and earnest appreciation of one another's

work are frequent accompaniments of exhibit time, when all the

works are gathered together and the critics spy the more original

ideas or the skillful application of an old one ; or when the illustra-

tion is a true addition to the idea of the text rather than a mere

embellishment; or when the meaning of a drawing seems obscure

on first examination, and on closer inspection reveals a bit of

symbolism.

In class discussions the children say such things as these:

"Does every card you see take as much thinking as ours do?"

—

"Do printers hire artists to make their plans? The cards I see

down town are not very beautiful. Sometimes the paper isn't

good."—"We ought to sell our cards in stores, too."
—"Mother

keeps our cards for book marks, because she thinks they are good

enough to save."—"See this piece of paper I found, isn't it fine?

I never looked much at paper before, but now I always notice every

piece."

When one class chose to make a school calendar the boys and

girls insisted that it should be colored, for, as they said, "The
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little children won't like tlieni if they're not colored." Then the

outline was printed by the use of a plate, because of the great

number of copies that would be needed. The color was applied

by free-hand work. This kind of work, as well as the binding of

small pamphlets and books, has led to having a "factory day"
several times in the year. On factory day, factory methods are

employed, and the division-of-labor process is a new and vital in-

terest. One booklet is bound before the class for an example. The

operations, including every necessary movement, are carefully

counted. The workers arrange themselves so that the folders pass

material to assemblers, assemblers to inspectors, inspectors to sew-

ers, needle-threaders to sewers, etc., until every step is provided

with workers and inspectors. As soon as the faster workers are

discovered, the laborers on certain tasks are increased and they

re-arrange themselves according to the skill necessary for each kind

of work. Things move along smoothly, until some one says,
'

' Could

I change work with somebody? Do people in a factory have to

do the same thing all day?" All these questions are later taken

up in the class room, where they are discussed more intelligently

than could have been done without a background of experience.

During the time since printing was introduced into the seventh

grade, several small books have been made. The first was a collec-

tion of favorite quotations from Morris' "Sigurd the Volsung."

The children had committed long passages to memory, and on copy-

ing them for future enjoyment, had found the writing laborious.

They suggested printing some of the tales, and whea a choice had

to be made, were surprised at the number they must include.

Next followed the thought of connecting the passages with a

simple, terse outline of the thread of the story. The writing of

this became the problem of the literature class, and in the book

these connecting thoughts were printed in a bold type. Numerous
illustrations (zinc plate) were added, the product of the art class.

The finished book contained some forty pages. The intimate rela-

tion between the literature and the art is shown by the illustra-

tions below which are initial letters used in some of the chapters.

About one hundred and fifty copies were then illuminated for

special uses. So from small beginnings the book grew, and now each

class reads it with great pleasure. A few copies are left to cir-

culate every year, and they are always returned with comments
such as "Do vou think we could make a book like that?"—"That
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grade must have had many good workers in it."—^"I wish I could

buy a book like that; I like the story. We ought to set it up
again.

'

'

The second book was a collection of four poems known to most

of the children of the school. It was called "Four Famous Rides"

and consisted of Browning's "How the Good News was Brought

from Ghent to Aix," "Paul Revere 's Ride," "Sheridan's Ride,"

and "The Diverting History of John Gilpin." Only the cover

page was decorated. This book, though used by individuals and

grades, has never been of special interest since the work on it

was completed. Its contents can be committed to memory after

repeated readings and do not appeal to any large and varied

interest.

I IT fmil L
THE VOLSUNG KING THE FEAST-HALL THE WERE-WOLVES

More worthy seemed the collection of morning exercise read-

ings, made another year. The school, as well as the printing class,

helped in choosing poems. Considerable study of a rich mass of

suggested material emphasized in this case the importance of print-

ing only such matter as has a truly permanent interest and value.

This in turn resulted in a deeper respect for the book itself, for

which nothing but the best paper and type would do.

This year a memorial, in the form of two very beautiful

Arundel prints, "St. Francis Preaching to the Birds" and "The

Interior of Piccolomini Library" at Sienna, were presented to the

school. This led to a study of St. Francis, in preparation for a

memorial service. After the exercise, the children suggested print-
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ing the material so that all the friends of our one-time comrade

might have a copy, and as one child said, "Because we think

everybody ought to know as much about St. Francis as we know.

If we like him so well, other people would, too."

FRANCISCAN FRIARS

"If we print that book, it must be very plain, because St.

Francis said that larks were an example to us because their clothes

were plain, like to the earth."—"Could we have paper that would

be like the plain brown clothes of the Franciscan friars?" We
succeeded in finding just such a paper,—dull soft, and felt-like.

During some of the discussions came these words: "St. Francis

wishes his monks to work for the people in the fields, and to sing

to them and cheer them on. Some of us tell how to do every-

thing, but we don't help to do it."
—"We have found some mis-
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takes in almost every book that we have looked at. Could we

make a book without an error?"—Teacher: " Perhaps no book

of ordinary size has ever been typographically correct.
' '— '

' If many
people look at the 'proof could we succeed? Let us try."

—"Let

us send some copies of our book to the church in Assisi.
'

' On see-

ing a notice about a new work on St. Francis being published in

Leipzig, the .children suggested sending some copies there. As soon

as our proof sheet appears, critical eyes eagerly seek to discover

what might mean an imperfection in the book. Personality many
times disappears entirely in the effort of the group to produce an

ST. FRANCIS AND THE WOLF

ST. FRLVNCIS AT CHRISTMAS-TIME

ideal piece of work. The children classify the errors as "careless

mistake," "mistake because he didn't know the rule" ("should

have inquired"), "accidents," etc. Following are some comments

from the shop :

'

' How many lines did you set up without a mis-

take today?"—"Next time I will look out for the punctuation in

my copy."—"If I play a note wrong on the piano, it only lasts

for a second, but if I leave out a letter or a comma, it spoils the

whole thing and everybody sees it."
—"I didn't think spelling

mattered much until I began to print. Now I look at a word and

learn it the first time."—"So do I. I have learned more spelling

from printing than I ever knew before." Later, this child was
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questioned by the teacher, and said, "I learn more words when
I set them up, because I have to think about each letter quite a

little while. First I see it in the 'copy,' then I look for it in the

type case, and then set it in my stick." Teacher: "Would writ-

ing a word over and over do just as well?"—"No, because when I

print it, it has to be right, and when I write it wrong I can do it

over again." (Next year each child shall set up his own spelling

list.) "I don't think I know enough about commas. Could we
learn more about them?"—"In setting up for the 'Weekly' we
have to say everything in a very few words, so as to have room for

all the news, but it would spoil our book to do that ; it seems too

business-like."
—"We think we ought to print more than three

hundred copies."
—"But two pages have been distributed."—"Then we must set them up again. Let us print five hundred."

—A slight mistake Avas made in cutting the cover paper. Next

day one child secretly told the teacher that she had brought money
for more, so that we might have the covers as they had been

planned ; she would earn in the summer the money which her

mother advanced. This wnth no word to the others except from

the teacher that some one had donated more paper.

In every case, the amount of initiative, the enthusiasm, the

richness of ideas, the carefulness in work, the respect and regard

for the finished product, the obsei^vation and appreciation of the

work of others, the gain in unselfish endeavor and modesty, have

been exactly commensurate not only with the effort expended but

with the inherent value of the product. The printing of a school

paper can be interesting as a form of manual activity and an expres-

sion of school loyalty and patriotism, but it cannot create a love

for the beautiful in the world of books, and a sense of the bound-

less gratitude man owes to this art. The experience with print-

ing in this school has shown that it has a distinctive place as a

means of giving to the children a genuine and dignified regard

for the worth and beauty of books, and the art of printing and

decoration ; of creating ideals of social effort and responsibility

;

of raising the children's standards of the way to work and the prod-

net of work; of teaching correct use of language, spelling and

punctuation. It has shown that these results are most effectually

and quickly obtained when the subject matter has true literary

value, when it appeals to the older children and to grown-up

people as well as to the younger; when the opportunity is given
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to add a personal touch to the printed page by way of illustra-

tion, illumination, to insure a permanent interest or value in the

product of the press ; when the commercial side, cost of materials

and income from sales, is kept as much as possible in the back-

ground, so that it may in no way interfere with the natural ex-

pression of the highest ideals of work, the beauty of the product,

and the attitude toward others in thoughtfulness and generosity.



CARE OF THE CHICKENS

Today it is generally conceded by parents and teachers that

the care of animals is an educative activity for children. In our

school we have made the experiment of letting second grade pupils

care for chickens, and have found the w^ork to react favorably upon

the children's mental and moral attitude. For one thing, their

innate interest in animals as pets has become the motive power

in acquiring the knowledge that a real concern in the animals'

welfare demands. At one time our class-work for a week centered

about the best method of keeping the litter out of the water pan.

The group discussed plans and made drawings; children went

home and constructed models ; these models were studied and

criticized by the group ; and when finally a satisfactory one was

chosen, the making of the article was turned over to an individual

pupil. We have seen habits of kindness inculcated in children by

their consideration for the chickens. Boys and girls have said, "I
won't eat my apple this recess; I w^ill give it to the chickens for

green food." Children have grown, too, in habits of carefulness.

One child said: "If you spill the grain all the way to the run,

we'll have rats." Pupils have developed a feeling for orderliness

when put in charge of the chicken pantry where things had to be

neatly and conveniently arranged and labeled. The class has be-

come more trustworthy under its responsibility for the chickens'

comfort. If they forgot to open the hen house door, for example,

the chickens had to roost in the run all night and had their combs

nipped. "We have seen heedless children acquire forethought.

Many of them formed the habit of standing and turning over

in their minds the number of different articles they had to gather

together before they left the building for the chicken quarters

—

keys, pails, scraps, excelsior, sulphur, egg-shells. Children have

grown keen, too, in the power of observing things. "The hen's

comb was a good color today," one would remark. And we have

seen initiative grow strong. One boy of his own accord brought

charred sticks from a bonfire and broke them up to save buying

charcoal. We have seen unselfishness develop. A child who had

been told by the teacher that he might have the much prized privi-

lege of taking the egg to the Principal, answered, "No, we have

116
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planned that Ned should deliver the egg toaay.
'

' And best of all,

the care of the chickens has introduced into our children's lives

new joys. Every day is full of expectancy. And when baby chicks

come, the joy is supreme, A boy who was ill said, "I must go to

school toda}^, because the chickens will hatch.
'

' But every common
day had its delights—the gathering of eggs, the holding of them

in one 's hands, the seeing of the difference in color and size, the de-

livering of them to appreciative customers, the giving to friends

who were sick, the proud feeling that one was the member of a

great industry, and that something of his own had market value.

And perhaps the joyous appreciation of the real value and signifi-

cance of an egg was growing in the mind of the child who re-

marked, "I think that an egg is the most wonderful thing in the

whole world."

In their homes, children are often allowed to take care of ani-

mals, but do not always reap the benefits that we think our second

grade class did. Indeed, they sometimes fail so utterly that they

are rather harmed than helped. This result is due not to their lack

of interest, but rather to the fact that a child's judgment is too

immature adequately to solve the many complex questions that

arise. Therefore, his pet suffers and he becomes callous. He needs

here the same direct supervision and systematic instruction that

are usually given to his other school undertakings.

An eighth grade class could take care of our chickens with much
less expenditure of the time and energy of both pupils and teachers

than are needed in the second grade, but we believe that this caring

for animals ought to come early in a child's life; for although he

has an instinctive impulse to observe the needs of animals, and even

to help, yet, if he is not early assisted to form a habit of acting

upon this impulse, a passive idle curiosity takes its place. More-

over, a very little child seems to have a closer kinship with dumb
animals than older people have, and as he observes their needs and

ministers to them, a right feeling and a genuine sympathy are

cultivated.

One spring, five or six years ago, the children of the second

grade received from a little girl out west an express crate contain-

ing two bantam chickens. In the course of time other children gave

hens of the ordinary bam yard breeds, until the school accumulated

a respectable flock. A year ago last fall it was decided to make the

care of these chickens an important feature of second grade work,
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and it is the purpose of this report to state how it has been the

means of creating an opportunity for wholesome out-door activity.

In approaching the subject with the new class, the children

were told that for several years past it had been the custom for

the second grade to have the fun of sharing with the janitor the

care of the school chickens, and that this privilege was now offered

to them provided they wished to enjoy it. The opportunity was ac-

cepted. Then an effort was made to impress upon their minds the

seriousness of their responsibility and to this end the children and

teacher together worked out a simple code which read something

after this fashion

:

Our chickens have life.

In the city they cannot range the fields to find food.

They depend upon people.

We must not let them suffer.

We must never forget them.

We must be trustworthy.

The questions of suitable food, proper care, and the best way
to carry on the new work were next discussed. It was agreed that

the scraps left from our hot luncheon, wath grain of some kind,

constituted a good food. It was decided, also, that the pupils

should take turns in caring for the chickens. Two children, ac-

companied by a special teacher, should feed them every day at one

o'clock, observe their needs and condition, care for the hen house

and chicken run, and when this was done write a report of their

experiences to read to the class upon returning to the class room.

From the first experience the children came back hot and ex-

cited. There had been no time for writing. With unmistakable

emphasis they declared that the chickens were in a bad place and

that feeding them was a hard job, for the grain was locked in the

tool house ; the run was a wet, muddy place in which to work ; the

feed pans were dirty; and the janitor had the only key to the

hydrant. While one child hunted for the janitor to get the keys,

the other tried to clean the hen house, which was low, damp and

dark inside. But he said he was unable to do this because it was

too muddy for him to crawl through the doorway and he could

not manage the rake from the outside, then he added, with dis-

gust, that the moment the food was placed in the run, the old

rooster with a flap and a bound, landed with both feet in the mid-

dle of the pan. But the children were delighted with the variety
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and size of the flock; for there were five cunning bantams, seven

big hens, a fine black rooster, two half-grown game chickens, and
four little X-ray chicks, one without a tail.

For two reasons it was thought best not to keep such an as-

sorted flock during the winter. In the first place two second grade

children could not carry food and water for such a number, and

secondly we M-anted to be business-like and if possible sell enough

eggs to pay for the expense of keeping the chickens. So homes were

found in the country for the bantams and X-ray chicks. Before

many weeks passed, cock fights became so frequent that we had to

dispose of our young game rooster. We traded him for a well be-

haved pullet, or "bullet," as the children at first insisted upon

writing in their reports.

About the middle of November our permanent flock was moved

into a large new house, as the old quarters had been condemned by

the clas.s. Unfortunately the children had no part in the planning

of the new house. This was left to the superintendent of buildings

because the house had to be finished before cold weather set in and
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because the carpenters, a group of fifth grade children, worked on

it only during their play periods. But the class planned the new

run. Several boys staked it off, dug holes for the posts and helped

with the painting. In addition, the children planned during science

periods and made in the manual training shop the following articles

for use in the new quarters:

(1) A food trough into which the rooster could not jump.

(2) A protection for the watering can,

(3) A movable roost.

(4) A portable droppings board.

(5) A double compartment self-feeding grist hopper,

(6) Two nests made out of grocery boxes.

The children found the planning of these articles great fun,

for their parents became interested and helped them work out draw-

ings and card board models. The teachers consulted United States

Poultry Bulletins, and from books showed the class pictures of

model fixtures. While the plans were under discussion, one of the

children invited the grade to visit the Annual Land Show to see an

excellent miniature poultry exhibit from which they got practical

points concerning not only fixtures but ventilation and foods. When
finished, the articles were examples of sincere but quick, rough work.

The children used them daily and when a hopper fell apart some-

body in the class mended it, or when the mending stage was passed,

cheerfully replaced it. It would have been a simple matter to buy

all the necessary articles but the purpose was to make the children

resourceful, and in this way a real practical problem was furnished

for each new class.

About the middle of October the children began to bring in

feathers that they had found in the chicken quarters and about

the school premises. The little girls kept them on their desks,

played with them at recess, and used them to decorate their dolls'

hats.( After the process of moulting had been explained, the boys

became collectors too, and from the number, color and character of

the different feathers found, they speculated as to when the white

hen or the game hen would begin to lay. But during most of the

fall, feathers were gathered instead of eggs, and food bills ac-

cumulated

During the winter term, class work centered about questions

of food and methods of feeding. Tests to find the contents of dif-

ferent foods were made during cooking periods. The following
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paper written by one of the eliiklren states the result of a test for

starch and gluten, and shows how these points were worked out in

class

:

Edward. - Monday, Feb. 8th, 1912.

Why We Changed Our Chicken Food.

Right after Christmas vacation. Percy told us the chickens were
too fat to lay eggs. So of course we wanted to know what the mixed grain

had in it to make our chickens so fat. These were the things that we
found, in it—corn, wheat, oats, buckwheat, sunflower seeds, kaffir corn,

egg shells, charcoal and flower seeds. We are not feeding so much corn

any more. We made an experiment with them (corn, oats and wheat)

and we found there was more gluten in oats and wheat than in corn,

so we have more oats and wheat. We are sprouting oats now. We
put some out this morning.

Another very serious problem of the winter term was the plan-

ning of a device which should prevent the water from freezing.

Many poultry men use a specially constructed lamp for this pur-

pose, but such a solution was not to be considered where small

children did the work. So after much planning they settled upon

a device which they called the "tireless heater." It was a strong

grocery box packed with excelsior. A space was left in the middle

for a tin box which contained a heated fire brick. In the center of

the cover the children cut a 4-inch liole, and over this opening

they set the zinc M^ater fountain containing fresh, warm water.

This device was successful, for the heat from the enclosed brick

kept the water from freezing during the coldest days. The care of

the fountain was intrusted to a committee of two who served for a

week. Though the task had to be done before school, it was con-

sidered a great privilege, for with it went the fun of egg gathering,

which by now had become a sure pleasure.

Each day the number of eggs was recorded with the names of

the persons to whom delivered, and on Fridays, during the number

periods, bills were made out, presented and collected. After all

accounts were settled with the office, the surplus money was glee-

fully counted into the chicken purse to be used for some social pur-

pose. This year the class bought flowers for the May Queen's

crown, and planned to buy from the Knightly Brothers of the fifth

grade a small loom of simple design, in this way adding to the

second grade textile equipment.
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The following receipted bills represent the egg sales, covering

the week ending Friday, April 26

:

Egg Bill for Mildred in the 6th Grade.

1 egg 03

2 eggs 06

3 eggs 09

4 eggs 12

5 eggs 15

6 eggs 18

Paid.

Margaret Wegener, Collector for Second Grade.

Summary of Sales for the Week.
Mildred, 6 eggs 18

Miss Barnes, 3 eggs 09

Miss Norton, 6 eggs 18

Miss Bradley, 3 eggs 09

Miss Goodrich, 9 eggs 27

Miss Cooke, 7 eggs 21

Total number of eggs sold. 34

Amount of money collected. .$1.02

To the outdoor work at the chicken quarters the spring pro-

gram adds garden planting, which is also done with reference to

the needs of the chickens. The following reading lesson on the

subject of Green Foods includes the use made of the vegetables

raised by the children

:

The farmer's chickens range the fields.

They find the grass and blades of growing grain.

Often the chickens slip into the farmer's garden.

Oh, how they feast upon the young vegetables!

Our chickens cannot range the fields.

We raise vegetables for them in our garden.

We raise beets, cabbages, peppers and sunflower seeds.

Sunflower seeds contain oil.

When the chickens are moulting, we give them sunflower seeds.

Sometimes we hang vegetables up in the run.

The chickens have to jump for them.

Jumping is good exercise for chickens.

Sometimes we chop the vegetables into small pieces.

Then we mix them with luncheon scraps.

Our chickens are always hungry.

They soon ate all the vegetables we had raised.

Then our mothers helped us.

We brought from home lettuce and cabbage leaves, celery tops and

apple parings.

Next we sprouted oats in boxes.
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The class together composed the following paper on "Sprouted
Oats":

How Our Chickens Like Sprouted Oats
We get a box and put a little soil in it.

We scatter one-half cup ol' oats on the soil.

Then we sprinkle half a cup of luke-warm water on the oat? every
morning.

It takes one week for the oats to grow four inches high.

Then we bring them to school and feed them to the chickens.

The minute we get into the run, some of the chickens jump onto

the box before we get time to set it down.

Sometimes they sit on our shoulders to eat the green sprouts.

In about three minutes the green tops, the soil and the roots are

all gone.

Then another child takes the box home to sprout some more oats.

Chickens like them, and green food is good for them.

The daily reports given below are from last year's records, and

hint at other spring experiences:

Starr. Thursday, March 4th, 1912.

The chickens were very hungry to-day.

The chicken feed will be gone in about a week.

I took the water fountain to the work shop and scalded it with

hot water and then I filled it with cool water.

This must be done quite often.

Then I put it in the chicken-house.

I scattered grain in the run.

Ruth cleaned the droppings board.

The air was not good in the chicken-house this morning; now it is

warmer we had better clean it more often. We had better clean it in

the morning and in the afternoon; it would smell better.

Karl. March 20, 1911.

Fourteen eggs. The chickens lay more eggs Sundays than Sat-

urday.

They usually lay six eggs on Sundays and on Saturdays they usually

lay three or four.

They ate out of my hand and I could pet them.
We need a padlock on the bin and a new rope.

The Kindergarten took apple-skins and the chickens ran clear across

the yard and formed a circle around the Kindergarten; they were
pleased.

Ruth. Tuesday, March 19.

No egg, but 3 this morning.

We made a new nest.

First I took all the old excelsior out and sprinkled some lime on

the bottom. Then I put the new excelsior in.
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Florence. April 21, 1911.

I fed the chickens one cup of chicken food.

I got two eggs out of the nest, but I left onei egg in the nest so the

hen would be happy.

William.

The mother hen was cackling to get into the house.

When we let her in, she looked in the nest for the egg, and looked

surprised because the egg was gone.

Peggy. March 15, 1912.

Three eggs!

In the lime barrel there was snow over the lime.

We cleaned the droppings board.

We had to go through the deep snow. I could not open the door.

Margaret had to open the door for me.

Ned. January 5, 1911.

We are going to keep the droppings in a box and put black dirt

over them.

We will sell them in the spring for the garden.

Our Pantry

Marion. March 6, 1912.

There are cans of things in our pantry—linseed meal, egg shells,

laying tonic, bone meal, and charcoal.

In the back row we keep an extra supply of foods.

Soon I think we will have enough cans to put all the things in.

I hope that the children will bring some more cans.

Miriam. April 24.

I found fourteen eggs.

The pretty hen that was sitting got out and ate some of the poi-

soned meat that was to keep the rats away.

Louise. Tuesday, May 2.

We have a ferret which will kill rats.

It is in a big wooden cage.

When he breathes he jerks.

I found one egg.

Both of the pullet's middle toes are like a monkey's toe.

The sitting hen stayed off the nest box one-half hour.

I gave the chickens three pans of water.
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June 6, 1911.

Dear Miriam:—
We set our hen May 17 on 13 eggs. We fed her. She did not sit

all the time; she got up sometimes to scratch herself and scratch.

On June 5 she hatched three baby chicks; at first they could not walk,

they just waddled. June 6, four hatched. With love,

Mary Sibbs Parker.

A statement of the year's work was made last spring for the

June '

' Recorder.
'

' Before it could be summarized the children had

to understand the processes of adding and subtracting numbers of

three figures. The following paper was dictated to the teacher by

the children:

Friday, May, 1911.

Our Chicken Report

The Second Grade is taking care of nine hens. Since October the

ninth we have gathered 468 eggs. All the money we got from selling

these eggs was $14.05. We spent $6.56 of this egg money for 300 pounds

of chicken food. We bought with $2.07 of the money bran, oyster shells

and charcoal, bone food, cabbage, lime, insect powder and sulphur,

straw and setting eggs. We gave $1.30 to the Big Brother and Sister

League. We spent altogether of our egg money $9.87 and have left

$4.18. Miss Hefter is going to buy during summer vacation food for

our chickens with the money that is left over. The reason we had a

good deal of money left over was because Henry Carter gave us 100

pounds of chicken food.



EIGHTH GRADE COMMUNITY WORK

"For many years it has been a custom, a tradition, for every

eighth grade to do something fine for the school., We, too, wanted to

show our devotion to the school. We wanted to give it the best, the

finest thing we could make." So begins one of the eighth grade

books, in which the children recorded their work in the spring of

1911, upon The House. "The House" is what they call it, in large

capitals, on the covers and title pages.

At the outset of the w^ork, Charles was appointed official photog-

rapher. And when, long after despair of ever seeing any prints

had settled on our hearts, he did at length stroll in one morning

with the finished pictures, the quondam carpenters seized paste

pot and pen, as they had handled hammer and nails. Their

chuckles as they mounted the pictures were a pleasure to hear. We
might not notice the sagging roof beam in this one; but the boys

who tightened up that roof beam and put in two sets of collar

beams to strengthen it, have strong muscular association with that

print. We might think this picture a representation of an un-

finished shack, but the young workmen remembered how their hearts

leaped the day the roof went on. Every picture called up memories

of the good fellowship of the class, their pleasant banter of each

other, their appreciation of good work. For it reminded them of

aching muscles or of long hours of voluntary labor. Their books of

mounted photographs, each with a few words of comment, were of

course the merest side issue, intended only for their own pleasure.

But we believe that they reflect the actuating spirit of the class, and

therefore are quoting largely from them in order to give an account
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of this community project, which Mr. Wahlstrom worked out with

the class as part of their regular handwork.

As we reread the books, we could hear the children again,

3arly in the winter, eagerly discussing what they should do for the

school.

"In the beginning of the year," says one book, "we looked at all the

things that other eighth grades had done for the school, and we decided

to build a house. We discussed many plans, but on the whole the house

seemed the best."

The house agreed upon, the chase was up indeed. If they were

to build a house for the playground, they felt that it must embody

their ideals of good taste. In the minds of their elders, it must

improve these ideals somewhat, but that must wait. Every pupil

thought he knew what constituted beauty in a house, and was bent

on winning his twenty co-workers to his point of view. Sketch

after sketch came in, photographs of their own summer homes,

half-tones from magazines. ,Size and proportion must be de-

termined, number of windows, placing of windows. Some of the

books contained carefully worked out drawings by which the owners

sought to convince the rest that leaded panes were a sine qua non,

or casement windows, or a Dutch door.

One of the best workmen among the girls dismisses this long

discussion laconically. "We were busy," she says, "making draw-

ings of windows, doors, sidings, and different houses."

At this stage most of the books touch humorously on our con-

tact with the city authorities. Stanford wrote to the Building Com-
missioner, informing him of our plans, and incjuired whether a

permit was necessary. With its usual courteous promptness, the

city hall informed us that we could not have a permit and should

not be allowed to erect such a structure under any circumstances.

It w^as first-hand information with a vengeance. The children had

supposed that what they built was no one's affair, and fire hmits

became a stem reality, Mr. Wahlstrom appeased the powers by

what the children always thought was a time-serving concession,

—

namely, calling our heart's delight a "shed."

"Mr. Wahlstrom," says Waldo, "went down to get a permit. In it

the house is disrespectfully called a 'shed.' (Shame on that permit!)

But we don't think of that, and we call it the Club House. Mr. Hendry
has been carrying the permit in his pocket in case an inspector should

come, and ask for it. "Then" (apparently if the permit were not forth-

coming) "the work would be stopped."
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But they do not forget that slur upon their project, jMention

of it crops up, here and there, along with pride in their progress,

and appreciation of the devotion of people Avho worked early and

late.

"The house does not look like a shed to-day," appears under one

picture—a picture that would not perhaps awaken the same pride in

your heart that it does in Margaret's. "Some boys have been working

early in the morning and late at night. Some of the girls stayed to

help with the roof."

Nothing shows more clearly the children's feeling that this

was a piece of genuine work than the hours they spent on it.

EIGHTH GRADE CONSTRUCTION CO.
TIME CARD

"

Name ^y^^^/^5 ^It^

5"'<f \\M-y.ts

i-l3\r.li--3k

to- I ,r.itr-3-ii'

& -16 \f.li-ii

IP.Ok-
e.aoK-

(P.O.-

C7^

ttnti^C»*iromi/

"Time Spent.—This is one of the many time cards printed. We
printed the cards so that we could keep an official record of the time

spent. The total time spent was 727 hours and 38 minutes. The average

time spent was 34.6 hours. Paul worked the most, 73 hours and 10

minutes. We started to work March 23, and finished June 13."

The class, was divided into sections with a pupil as foreman

of each. To every group a certain part of the work was assigned,

such as shingling, sawing rafters, nailing battens. These assign-

ments were changed from time to time, and the personnel of the

groups shifted in order to give each person experience with many

processes. The pupils were directly responsible to their foreman

who inspected their work, criticised and helped them, and checked

up their time cards at the end of the day. The time cards and

foremen added dignity to the enterprise.
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"March 23.—On this day the Eighth Grade Construction Company
started operations on the magnificent Club House in the playgrounds
of the Parker School. First we marked where the posts were to be dug;

next, most of us dug holes, while a few sawed the posts. We were
glad to get the house under way."

One afternoon a week, from 1:05 to 3:15 was the reg-ular time

set for the work, but overtime was the rule rather than the ex-

ception.

"April 10.—To-day was not a regular working day," says Paul, "but
a few of us went out" (after school, of course) "to get all of the piers

ready, so that we could start right to work on the sills. We discovered

that a few of the posts had been set in way off, so we had to dig them
up and set them in right."

"June 1.—As there are only two more regular working days, we
will have to put in some extra hours. It was a dandy day to work—

•

not too hot or too cool."

"At stopping time," writes Caroline, "all the boys left but Victor

and Paul. Grace, Gwen, Enid and myself stayed. We finished puttying

the glass in the window frames. Enid and Grace left. Then there were
four poor souls left to work, and so we worked on, watching the ball

game in between times, and going back to our work with a sigh. Then
there was a thrilling moment,—the score stood eight to eight, even
innings, with one out and Lawrence up to bat. The pitcher threw a

wild ball to first, the first baseman missed it, the man on third ran
home, and made the score nine to eight in favor of the Frogs."

"June 1.—Another busy day gone, and a lot done, but only Paul and
Victor worked until five o'clock. Some of the girls, as was natural, had
to take some little exercise jobs, like putting the glass in the window
frames. But let me tell you, they would not have had them in to this

day if it had not been for some enterprising boys in the group."

"June 6.—This was our regular working day. Waldo, Charles, Oswald,
Victor and myself worked at shingling all afternoon, until about eight

o'clock. We had our dinner on the roof, and we got about two-thirds of

the west slope done, and the porch roof shingled. Shingling is dandy
fun. Quite a few of the girls were glazing today."

"June 7.—To-day was Field Day, and so only a few worked in the

afternoon. Charles Walker got here at 6:15 this morning to shingle."

"June 8.—To-day I got to school at 5:10, and finished the shingling

on the west slope. In the afternoon the girls turned out in force, be-

cause they all want new dresses, and the easiest way to get them is to

spoil the old ones painting. A few of us boys were shingling, and these

boys stayed until 8:45 and finished the shingling."

"June 10.—To-day was Saturday, and everybody was supposed to

come early in the morning and work until the house was finished. At
noon we were to get lunch—ice cream, lemonade, cake and sandwiches.

We were so sure of finishing to-day that we had an article printed in
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the 'Parker Weekly' that said the house was finished. We didn't finish,

but we would have probably done so if the people had come earlier and

stayed later. But as it was, the majority of the class didn't get around

until about ten o'clock, and two of the girls, even, came just half an

hour before lunch time, and after having lunch of course they suddenly

remembered an important engagement, and so left. Then, too, what

seemed to be little finishing touches a month ago now appeared as a

good day's work. We finished making the door, put the ridge board on,

and worked on the floor. Battens had to be put on at different places;

painting had to be done; more glazing; the hinges put on the windows,

and several other jobs. In the afternoon we started painting the roof.

The color is green, and it looks well on the house. Charles Pain,

Charles Walker and Jack stayed late and painted the entire roof."

The spirit of goodfellowship between boys and girls was very

pleasant to watch. All were engaged in a piece of hard work.

There was time for some good-natured banter, but no time for

nonsense. Of course the children exercised their immemorial

privilege of grumbling at each other, at the weather, and at Mr.

Wahlstrom.

"May 2.—I was greatly disgusted," says Jack, ruefully, "because Mr.

Wahlstrom told me to plane the ridge pole, and it took me all afternoon.

If he had used the buzz saw, it would have taken only a minute."

However much they jeered at each other, they were appre-

ciative of hard work, devotion, energy, and enthusia.sm.

Many eighth grades have done for the school pieces of work

of Avhich they Avere justly proud, and which have been very useful,

but "The House" embodied some special advantages, from the

teacher's point of view, as a piece of community handwork. One

of these advantages lay in the fact that, hard as the work was,

progress was visible.

"And we haven't much more to do now," begins one hopeful com-

ment, "only to shingle the roof and put on the battens and the aprons,

and glaze the windows, and put them in the frames, and lay the floor,

and stain the house, and paint the roof,/ and—well, it takes too long to

tell the rest, so I will leave it out. But the house will be finished

soon."

"To-day Sarah and Caroline put some of the siding on the south end

of the house. We seem to be progressing rapidly. The weather is

getting quite warm, but we seem to get a lot done anyway."

"Today we have done great work. The house is springing up as if

fire crackers were under it. It loo:ks like a really truly house. The
window frames are here, so we put one in just to see how it looked. We
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are going to have a porch, so that the corner posts were set, but without

ceremony, for we are common laborers and have to work by union time.

We have no time for ceremonies."

"We got three sides up before we had to quit. That's going some
for an afternoon's work."

"April 25.—A few of the boys dug the holes for the porch piers,

while the girls put braces between the floor joists. Three of us sawed

out the rafters. This took until about three o'clock. Then Jack, William

and myself nailed the rafters on. It was a pretty good day's work."

Often the tone of the comment shoAvs that muscles, tired in

the service of others, leave a kindly feeling for those others.

"To-day the house seemed to spring up. Three of the boys got up

on the roof and put the roof beams on. Our house is the latest toy.

The younger children seem to have a fine time climbing on it. We
built the house for them, so we don't care if they want to have fun."

This kindliness, in spite of the fact that the roof sagged after

the youngsters had had their fun.

"May 17.—Behold! Marvel! Wonder! Surprise! (Charles has

snapped his camera just after the roof beams went up. We all share

the joy Sarah expressed.) I say that is a house, and you deny it. There-

fore, I will compromise with you, and say it is the skeleton of a house.

I will tell you a secret—a house is like a man; the skeleton must be

strong. Now, three young and inexperienced carpenters put in the sills.

Along came the foreman, laid a heavy hand on the said sills, and they

all came down."

The other two girls also who engaged in the memorable strug-

gle with the sills, still bore the scars when they came to mount

their pictures. They both comment on it

:

"This was a memorable day." says Gwen, "Enid, Sarah and I were

set to work on the sills. After each one had measured the length,

to be sure it was right, we took turns in sawing them. When we looked
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at them, we exclaimed in chorus, 'How crooked they are.' The next

difficulty was to make them fit. The nailing was the hardest. The

nails had to be on a most undesirable slant. Gripping the nail with one

hand and the hammer with the other, and bringing it down with a whack

on your finger instead of the nail, were the joys of putting up these sills

—only to tear them out again, for tear them out we did. When Mr.

Wahlstrom saw them, with one blow of his hatchet he knocked them

out. The next time was more successful."

"To-day the studs are up on all sides. We put the sills for the

windows in, but it was an undertaking. They had to be just so—just

level and just to the right height. The nails that we had to put in were

terrible. They almost wouldn't go in."

But the scars that hard work leaves are honorable, if the work

has in itself enough of inspiration. If this year's task helped the

children learn the priceless lesson that hard work is not synony-

mous with drudgery, it paid for itself. There does not appear

a shade of resentment for aching backs and blood blisters, broken

nails and trying weather.

"To-day," says Eleanor, "was the hottest day you can imagine. The

boys put half of the roof on in spite of the heat. The boys knew that

we would have hot weather later, so they had courage."

Evidently, it is one of the three sufferers who put in the sills

who says, with marked pride in their progress:

"Now the siding is on all sides except the back. The sheathing

for the roof is almost all on. It is so hot that we are trying to work

inside. We put braces between the studs. They are almost as hard as

putting in the sills."

Even such a thankless job as ripping out poor work gets only

a slight groan from Paul

:

"Mr. Wahlstrom discovered some bad places in the shingling, and

Stanford, Eleanor, Grace and myself had to rip up the shingles and then

patch it up right. That was awful! The staining was started to-day

by a few of the girls. The color is brown and it looks well on the

house."

Wliether it "looked well on the house," was a matter of

anxious concern to people who had put the house up from its foun-

dation, There is no book that does not include memories of hard

labor. If the reader will permit, we will turn back to the begin-

ning of Eleanor's book.
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"We started to work on the house about the first of April," she

writes. "The first thing we had to do was to mark off the foundation.

The main point was to get the corners square. After the foundation

was marked off, every one was to dig a hole for the cedar posts. The
•weather wasn't warm, but we got warm digging. We got backaches

also."

Another of the same date says:

"See the start of the house. The foundation is the most important

thing. Our foundation was of cedar posts. We got the posts eight

feet long, so we cut them in half, which was a mighty job. While some
cut, the others dug. Now the holes for the posts are all dug. But oh,

my, the four-foot holes were hard to dig! But such fun as we did have.

The frame work is started. The sills are all on."

"Mighty jobs" were plentiful. Here is another:

"May 16.—This afternoon was hotter than before. Stewart, Caro-

line, Jack and I had to finish the roof boarding. Putting on roof boards

isn't so easy, for most of the boards were warped over an inch."

There is no doubt that the fun of building the house will

always live in their memories. Those long spring afternoons out-

doors were as full of joy as of labor.

"We want you all to know what fun we have had building the

house," Eleanor said in the morning exercise. "We are very proud,

because the handwork is to be exhibited in it. We hope that you all

know of something, work or play, that you would like to do in your

house."

Another child said, in the same exercise:

"But besides the pleasure of giving to the school a testimony of the

loyalty of the eighth grade of 1911, we have had the pleasure of doing

the work. We can witness that there is no such fun as building a

house."
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Sometimes their happiness at the time they did the work is

reflected in the spontaneity of the account a boy writes when the

Velox Memorial of some special day's labor is before him.

"May 9.—The first thing we had to do to-day was to make the roof
level at the ridge. Mr. Wahlstrom had a happy thought. He noticed
that the walls bulged out slightly at the front and back, so he got a
strong rope and tied it between the roof plates of these bulging sides.

Then a two-by-four was put in between the ropes, and it was turned.
This twisted the rope, and of course it was tightened. This pulled the
bulging walls into plumb and also squeezed the ridge until it was
straight. Patent applied for.) Of course it is understood that if you let

your roof sag, you must also let the sides bulge out."

The longest and wordiest of all our discussions was over the

siding.

"The peace movement is gaining," Linus remarks. "The long war
between the barn-siders and shinglers is over. It was settled by arbi-

tration (?)—anyhow, you don't hear many complaints. Mr. Wahlstrom
says things are going fine. Hurrah!"

Such a reminiscence of a long struggle shows no scars—and

we submit that after argument had been bolstered up by appeals

to architects and contractors, by careful drawings, models and

pictures, the experience of changing one's convictions, or of sub-

ordinating one's individual opinion to the general wish was in-

valuable. Every piece of technical knowledge was interesting be-

cause it was essential to their great end.

"A lot of the children ran to Mr. Wahlstrom and said, 'The roof is

sagging. The roof is sagging in the middle of the roof beam.' We had

to cut collar beams and brace the rafters."

Sarah bursts into dithyrambs over one print that evidently re-

minds her of a good day's work, as well as an aching back.

"June 1.—See the wonders of to-day! See our window frames and

panes. Some of us have turned glaziers instead of carpenters. With
putty and chisels- we go to work. First we knead the putty; then make
long coils out of it as if it were clay, and put it on a window pane and
apply our chisels. That is the process of glazing."

Here is another bit of technical knowledge which to their sur-

prise they find is every carpenter's rule-of-thumb

:

"Square Corners.—In order to make the foundation of our house,

we had to see that the corners were square. We found a way that you
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could tell whether they were square or not. If you have a triangle,

with the base 6 inches and the altitude 8 inches, what is the hypothe-

nuse? The hypothenuse is 10 inches. So if you have a board 10 feet

long, you can see if the corner is square. We took a cord that was 6

feet long and another 8 feet. We made a corner out of it. Then we
put the 10-foot board across the corners. If the cord comes at each

end of the board, the corners are square."

The value of the work in technical drawing, which INlr. Wahl-

strom gave them while the weather was still too cold for outdoor

building, was obvious. They all mention it.

"To build a house, one needs plans, so we went to work with a

T-square and drawing board to make plans for our house. We made
the floor plan, side elevations, front and back elevations. We made
these drawings to a scale of one-sixteenth of an inch to an inch. After

making these drawings, the construction of the house was plain to us."

"We made our plans before we started to work out of doors. As
our plans were all finished, there was no delay talking about what we
should do."

"We made the mechanical drawings, so that we could tell how
the house would look before it was made. It helped us to solve some
of the problems that we had to deal with."

"The Model.—Two boys made a small model, to show the construc-

tion of a frame house. It was built to scale, and when finished will be

exactly like the real house. We used the model in making our mechan-

ical drawings."

Board measure had more than its usual romantic interest,

when we found that lumber was high and our allowance small.
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"Board Feet.—We found that in order to figure up the cost of the

lumber for the house, we should have to know what a board foot was,

because all lumber is sold by the board foot. A board foot is 1 foot

long, 1 foot wide and 1 inch thick. Lumber is sold per thousand feet.

The price it is commonly sold at is $25.00 per thousand feet. To find

the number of board feet, you multiply the length in feet by the width

in feet, and by the thickness in inches.

"Examples of finding the number of board feet:

"2 X 4—6 ft. long 1/3x6x2 = 4 board ft."

There was an explanation similar to the foregoing in almost

every book, accompanying the complete bill of lumber which every

child worked out.

Bill of Lumber

Piers
10 7 in. cedar posts

Sills
6 2x6— 12 ft.

6 2x6— 8 ft.

2 2x6—16 ft.

4 2x6^10 ft.

4 2x6— 8 ft.

2 2x6—10 ft.

Corner Posts
8 2x4— 8 ft.

Studs
30 2x4— S ft.

Roof Plates
4 2x4—12 ft.

4 2x4— 8 ft.

4 2x4—16 ft.

Floor Joists
12 2x6—16 ft.

Rafters
20 2x4—10 ft.

420 ft. 1x6—16 ft. matched

Porch Floor Joists
10 2x4^.10 ft.

Porch Rafters
10 2x4— 8 ft.

Porch Roof Plates
2 2x4—12 ft.

2 2x4— 8 ft.

Porch Roof Boards
168 ft. 1x6—16 ft. matched

$ 5.00

1.58
1.056
.704
.88
.704
.44

1.086

4.00

.77

.533

.381

10.92
7.41

1.75

1.33

Porch Floor
114 ft. 1x6—16 ft. matched

Siding
510 ft. No. 1 White Pine

6 1x10—16 ft. No. 1 V^Hiite Pine

Battens
460 ft. 16 f1.21/2x78 flat

16.83
2.65

All of US were interested in the process of raising the studs

and getting the roof plates up.
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"After we put the sills on the posts, we started to put up the studs.

First we marked off on the sills just where we wanted the studs. Then
we took a piece of 4x4, the same length as the sill. We nailed the

studs to this piece of 4x4. Then we turned it up and nailed the other

end of the stud to the sill where we marked it off in the beginning."

We learned something about shingling, besides its being

"dandy fun."

"June 5.—To-day a few of us boys started shingling the roof, but

we did not get much done. The first row had to have two layers of

shingles, one on top of the other, but the others have to have only one
layer. We used a board for a marker. The shingles are to be laid 4i/^

inches to the weather."

In short, a considerable part of the children's pleasure in

looking back over the quarter's work seems to be in their interest

in new processes.

"It has really been great fun to build our house, and besides, we
have gotten a knowledge of how a house is built. The house cost in

the neighborhood of $175.00. Tomorrow we are to hold a reception to

the Senior Class and their friends, in the house, just after the play."

They had every confidence that it would be used and loved.

Margaret quotes Stevenson

:

"My house," I say, but hark to the sunny doves

That make my roof the arena of their loves;

That gyre about the gable all day long,

And fill the chimneys with their murmurous song.

"Our house," they say, and "mine," the cat declares,

And spreads his golden fleece on the chairs.

And "mine" the dog, and rises stiff with wrath

If any alien foot profane the path.

And she goes on

—

"We call the house 'our house,' but that was only while we were

building it. Now that it is finished, we want every one, from the kin-

dergarten through the high school, to call it his house."

Another child does her best to express the feeling of the class

about their work:

"We want the house to stand as a symbol of what the school means

to us, and what we would mean to the school. We want every little

child to play in it, and feel that it is his house. We want the big people

to hold their club and class meetings there, knowing that the house was
built for them. We want the high school pupils to think it is a pleasant
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place to spend their study periods, as the house was built for their

enjoyment. We wish everybody to take pleasure in the house."

Class spirit of the most wholesome kind was an unquestionable

product, and the eaniestness is genuine with which one of them
speaks for the class in the "Commencement Recorder."

"The eighth grade has built a house. It is our undertaking for this

year, as eighth grades have always done something for the school.

It has taken us many hours, which have been used with devoted zeal

and energy. We have put into that house many things other than lumber.

We have put into it school spirit and loyalty. It was a pleasure to work

on the house and think that we were doing something that would stand

for the eighth grade of 1911, and we want the school to consider the

house as belonging to them."

The technique involved in building- such a house is well within

the capacities of eighth grade children ; more so in fact, than many
projects which are often attempted at the work bench. The fact

that it is a sure-enough "job" with foremen, and that the work-

men are handling standard sizes of timber and materials gives

added zest to mastering the technique. Then, too, there is the

consciousnes.'s of serving the community through a usable, necessary

piece of work. There is hardly a community—no matter how small

—or a neighborhood in a large city—no matter how crowded or

cramped—which could not well utilize the efforts of a group of

children in a similar project. Just to mention a few of the pos-

sibilities, there would be the opportunity of building a shelter in

a small park or playground ; a club house similar to the one worked

out might well be built at some distance in the country and used

as headquarters for nature study excursions from the schools,

where might be stored much of the apparatus which is taken along

on each trip. The school garden or farm may need a tool house.

The introduction of shop work in rural schools and small towns is

often prevented because of lack of room. Let the class build such

a small frame building on the school lot to be used as a shop. Or
a group of pupils could be taken into the country for a week or

two, with tents, camping outfits, and tools, and combine with their

vacation some useful work. The resulting cottages—one each year,

perhaps—would prove of material assistance to the work of some

Fresh Air Camp.
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The technique of house building and framing has long been a

part of the manual training course in many high schools and tech-

nical schools. Usually this is taught by means of small models

erected in the shop or on the lot—only to be torn down and the

lumber converted into stock again. Many times these houses have

been elaborately worked out to scale—plastered, painted and

decorated. Think of the many opportunities that have been lost;

of the criminal w^aste not alone of lumber and material, but of the

fine stuff of which good citizenship is made. True the cold, tech-

nical facts may have been brought forth and illustrated, but how
much better to have added to them the warm human element—the

element of service and the knowledge of sharing in the useful work

of the world.
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PREFACE

As tentatively announced in our first Year Book, the subject of

the second Year Book is "The Morning Exercise as a Socializing In-

fluence in the School."

There has been a morning exercise every day during the twelve

years of the existence of the Francis W. Parker School, and although

stenographic notes have been made of many of these exercises, it has

proved difficult to select from this mass of material the best examples

for publication. We have confined the choice to those which have

seemed typical in subject matter and plan of presentation and have

included only those in which the idea expressed has seemed adaptable

for use in any school trying such an experiment. A large portion of

the book consists of verbatim reports of exercises, with only explana-

tory notes by the teachers.

The faculty as a whole has shared in making the book, although

each of its members could not be represented by an exercise. Com-

mittees and individuals have submitted results to the entire faculty

for approval, so that, while there have been at times disagreements

upon certain points, the outcome given to our readers represents the

choice or agreement of a majority of the teaching force of the School.

We are indebted to Miss Martha Fleming of the School of Edu-

catior.. University of Cliicago, for the article on the "Purposes and

Values of the Morning Exercise." Miss Fleming was associated with

Colonel Parker in the Cook County and Chicago Normal School, and

no one is better qualified than she to speak with authority upon the

subject of the morning exercise.
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THE HISTORY OF THE MORNING EXERCISE

Origin in Cook County Normal School

The "Morning Exercise" was the name given thirty years ago

by Colonel Parker to the daily assembly in the Cook County Normal

School. This meeting was different from the usual chapel exercise,

in that it was fundamentally social in purpose. It was the active,

unifying influence in the community. Every morning, at the ringing

of the- bell, all the eight hundred members of the school, the kinder-

garten and grades, the normal students and the faculty, filed to their

assigned seats in the dingy old gymnasium. Everyone had his place,

every member of the faculty a position on the platform with Colonel

Parker—no lagging or absences were permitted. The arrangement

was necessarily stiff and inflexible, and the exercise formal and care-

fully prepared, and, because the room was very large, the children

had to be drilled beforehand to make their voices fill the hall. Yet

all these deadening influences could not kill the quickening spirit

which pervaded this gathering. The opening hymn was for all;

everyone was expected to know it and sing it. The reading was for

everyone, something full of inspiration, often a chapter from the

Bible, or a beautiful inspiring bit of poetry. The exercise which fol-

lowed was short—never more than twenty minutes—and usually it

was the outcome of class-room work in literature, history, or nature

study, or in celebration of some festival day or historical event. Every

class in the school was responsible for a certain number of morning

exercises a year, and these were assigned at least a month in advance.

Each person, big or little, taking part in the exercise knew that he was

expected to make the most distant listener hear and understand

what he was saying, and usually, controlled thinking and clear enun-

ciation was the result. The outcome justified Colonel Parker's belief

that a genuine social demand, when understood and appreciated, will

overcome great obstacles and produce genuine self-expression. And

those of us who for years were privileged to be a part of this daily

gathering think of it with a warm thrill of enthusiasm. We do not

remember definitely much that we learned there, but the singing

together, the habit of contributing our small best to the common
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good was a soul-expanding and heart-warming process, which is th,

very essence of social education. Such was the morning exercise i

the Cook County Normal School,—a thing characteristic and iii

spiring.

The Morning Exercise in the Francis W. Parker School

The following quotation is taken from a report of a Faculty com-

mittee, and covers the history of the morning exercise in the Francis

W. Parker School from its origin in 1901 to the year 1906.

"When the Francis W. Parker School was founded, its teachers brought

from the old Normal School not only a veneration for the morning exercise,

but so strong a habit of having it that it was as essential to the idea of a

school as was a curriculum. And we found our new pupils willing co-oper-

ators. In this little school of perhaps a hundred and fifty pupils, the morning

exercise was at first a crude thing, but a pleasant one, a family meeting. But

after three years, we awoke to find that with the increasing numbers, slowly

and unaccountably the attitude had changed. Were not many children un-

willing to appear before the School? Was not a part of the audience often

inattentive? Did there not occasionally seem to be a critical attitude among

the listeners? Did it not sometimes appear that an exercise did not ring

true with genuine social action on the side of the participants? And yet,

our morning exercise still seemed the most precious part of our program.

But, feeling that we were on a dangerous road, we began earnestly to con-

sider the question. We needed, both teachers and children, to get back

to an understanding of first principles. These principles were canvassed

in faculty meetings, and then the committee submitted them to the pupils

for discussion at a town meeting. (See report of Town Meeting, Oct., 1905.)

From that meeting the teachers learned that the morning exercise, despite

mistakes, was almost unanimously considered the pleasantest and most val-

uable part of the program, a precious thing, worth almost any sacrifice. The

discussion was kept to constructive suggestion rather than criticism. And

under all these suggestions there was manifested a desire for less formality,

for a return from the difficult thing that we had altogether helped to

produce to the simple thing natural to the conditions. At the end of

this meeting, the children elected from among themselves a committee to act

with a like committee from the faculty in following out suggestions already

made in this meeeting, and to plan further changes. As the result of the

work of these committees, the following changes have been made:

"Mornings are no longer assigned to teachers. Any person in the School,

teacher or pupil, who wishes to give an exercise, applies for time to the

committee. Thus there is avoided the strain resulting from a division being

forced to give a morning exercise whether the work has rounded itself to

completion or not. Moreover, the feeling that it is rather a privilege than

a duty to help in an exercise is emphasized. Plans for disposing of the

unclaimed mornings have been suggested, but nothing has been adopted,
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fecause there is no present need, since all the exercises for two months

head are taken.

"The committee strongly advise that the prepared part of every morn-

ng exercise close five minutes before the end of the period, in order that

he audience may ask questions or add contributions. When possible, the

exercise should be planned v^^ith the purpose of encouraging such action on

the part of the audience. It is usually of no effect to say: 'Has anyone

anything to add?' 'Are there any questions?' The exercise itself must start

new mental action, and then must give reason for expression. The pupils

giving the exercise have sometimes asked help from the audience on ques-

tions which they found difficult. One phase of the subject upon which the

class is .not fully prepared may be thrown open to the audience for discus-

sion. As often as possible, a theme of broad general interest is chosen for

presentation, rather than one of limited appeal. To encourage general par-

ticipation in the exercise, the committee posts every morning the topic of the

succeeding morning.

"The newly interested audience, the eager participants, the free discus-

sion, the general co-operation in making the morning exercise period a

valuable and pleasant one makes us all feel that at last our exercises have

taken the right trend—toward informal expression—and that our great task

is to guard them from becoming formalized."

There is little to add to this report. New dangers liave arisen,

new faults have developed, yet there has been through these last

years steady improvement, and our faith in the morning exercise has

never wavered. Each year there have been several faculty meetings,

in which the teachers of the School have striven with open minds to

examine the children's attitude and response in the gatherings. In-

deed, the morning exercise may be called the pulse of the School,

registering unfailingly our social condition and welfare. Are we

over-critical, elaborate, and pedantic ? We meet the fact face to face in

the exercise, in the children's unwillingness to express themselves.

Are we willing to be simple, genuine, growing in beauty, and strength,

patiently and sympathetically appreciating the efforts of the least as

well as the most gifted ones ? We are rewarded in the spirit which is

reflected immediately in the renewed enthusiasm and eager attention

of children and teachers.

During the last year the exercises have been particularly delight-

ful and satisfactory in form and spirft. Perhaps much of the mi-

provement is due to the persistent dragging in of reluctant ones, to

our insistence that every pupil shall feel responsible for the success

of these daily meetings. There has been a greater number of high-

school exercises than ever before; there have been many more exer-
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cises of great simplicity; there has been continually a surplus of

exercises ready for use. But whatever the cause, surely there has been

a more obvious joy in giving and listening, and a much greater free-

dom from constraint in both speakers and audience during this year

than ever before. Therefore from our own experience as a faculty,

despite struggles and mistakes and discouragements, we believe that

in describing our morning exercises we are offering to our readers

our best and richest experience; that we are pointing to the best

training and practice which our pupils have received in applying those

principles of Social Education which were given in detail in the In-

troduction to Volume I of the Year Book.

5̂



PURPOSES AND VALUES OF THE MORNING
EXERCISE

If, as most of us concede, the school of today is a social organ-

ization in itself, reaching out and touching other life to which it is

closely related at every possible point, and so making its own life

fuller and richer, then it would seem that all things tending to unify

that organization and to make each individual member of it feel his

relation to the whole and his responsibility to the whole, are vital

to the life of that organization. Whatever will put the child into pos-

session of himself and his material and establish the habit of using

both of these freely with understanding and taste for the profit and

pleasure of the community must make for the adaptability and power

necessary to meet the changed conditions which the larger life of the

world and the future are likely to lay upon him.

The school is a place where we live together. A large portion of

every day is spent there, and the interests of both teacher and chil-

dren center about it quite as strongly as about the home. We are one

family, and it is essential to our unity, harmony, and success, that we

have a time and place for coming together. The table and the morn-

ing and evening prayer serve this purpose in the family. In the

school each grade is isolated by the necessities of the case; each is

about its own work. The morning exercise is a common meeting-

ground; it is the family altar of the school to which each brings his

offerings—the fruits of his observations and studies, or the music,

literature, and art that delight him ; a place where all co-operate for

the pleasure and well-being of the whole ; where all contribute to and

share the intellectual and spiritual life of the whole; where all bring

their best and choicest experiences in the most attractive form at their

command.

The morning exercise is one means of impressing upon the chil-

dren the unity of the whole school and of counteracting some of the

undesirable effects of the separation into grades. This community

interest is usually a restraint upon individual selfishness. Each child

learns that the interest and the happiness of the whole is his special

concern, his individual responsibility, that he is a citizen of the com-

11
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niunity, endowed not only Avith the rights but also the duties of

citizenship.

This meeting is a kind of substitute for the old-fashioned dis-

trict school in which intercourse was not limited to the playground

or the recess period, but in which everybody kneAV everybody else,

what he was doing and trying to do; in which the little children

learned more from contact with the older children and from listening

to their recitations than from their own formal lessons ; and in which

the older ones got that real insight into the interests of the little

children, that under favorable influence is apt to develop a sympathy

which unconsciously expresses itself in helpful protecting action.

At these meetings all the children meet all the teachers, and child

and teacher come in contact with the personality, life, and interests

of other children, and with the ideals and work of other teachers and

other departments. Here the special teacher learns something of the

various interests of the children and so is trained into a respect and

sympathy for the work of other teachers and a recognition of the legit-

imate office of his own work in education, for each teacher must have

a sense of the unity of experience and the definite relation of each

branch to that unity if he would have a criterion by which to judge or

decide about any one study.

The conditions surrounding these exercises are ideal for culti-

vating powers of expression—an audience and a child Avith something

to tell. They are of untold educative value, because they demand and

give opportunity for a great amount and a great variety of expression,

and represent an intense effort to adapt means to a definite end. The

value of any intellectual product, the status of the mental life of each

child, is clearly set forth by his efforts at self-expression. It is the one

means by which he studies, defines, tests, and measures his own im-

pressions and conceptions; the effort to make himself understood by

others clarifies his thought and gives added skill in the various forms

of expression. He plans, he speaks, he acts for the pleasure and en-

lightenment of other people; he says and does something that he has

reason to believe they will like to hear or see ; he is expressing himself

with reference to others whom he wishes to make understand him;

he feels the influence of others; he feels their power, and they feel

his, and unconsciously he rises to a higher consciousness of himself

• and his responsibilities. Children accustomed from childhood to an

audience learn to think and speak upon their feet so people can hear
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and understand. It is the habit of meeting an audience every day

from the beginning that tells, that gives power, skill and self-posses-

sion. The majority of children trained in this way never experience

the agony of self-consciousness that an audience means to those edu-

cated to self-repression instead of self-expression.

There is an innate desire in the heart of the human being to do

things in company with his fellows. Tlie lowest savages have their

feasts, dances, and processions. Eeligion still has its feast days and
its ceremonies. We still have our festivals, our parades, and cele-

brations. The morning and special-day exercises give opportunity

for satisfying the children's love of pageantry, and shaping the prod-

uct into beauty of form, color, and movement. The orderly meeting

every morning is also a dignified and appropriate place for the presen-

tation of the little children's dramatic plays, as well as for the more
developed drama of the upper grades. The older children make a

strong demand for dramatic expression of some kind—plays, debates,

dramatic poetry. They are shy of expressing themselves directly, but

they will pour out all their emotional life through dramatic poetry

and drama. It seems almost a moral necessity that they have this

outlet. It satisfies the social instinct, the love of competition; it stirs

the imagination, leads to vivid mental action and is a training in

effective speech and in control of the whole body for the purpose of

expression.

Music has always been recognized as a great unifying social

influence. People who sing together are for the time being moved by

one impulse and one thought. It is the one art, if we except the dance,

through which the spirit of the whole can be expressed in a single

result. These daily exercises give opportunity for the entire school to

live together for a few moments every day in this most intense spir-

itual way. Indeed, coming together is a necessity for musical train-

ing, and the exercises become a compelling motive for the study and

preparation of the music required by them. At this time the children

may also hear interpreted beautiful music which is yet beyond their

own skill, and thus learn to listen and to hear with that intelligence

which is an essential part of musical training.

These exercises also provide the easiest, simplest, most natural

and effective way of bringing the children each day into contact with

a choice bit of literature, embodying the central idea of the exercise

—a fairy tale, or some world-story, well written and artistically
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arranged, a bit of romance or humor, a stirring lyric or an inspiring

scene from one of the great dramas. Children are sensitive to rhythm,

tone-quality, and to large emotional content, and if the great litera-

ture is read to them, simply interpreted, it can be left to work its

own way unconsciously into character. One good thing every day

means an accumulation of the world's beautiful thoughts. We cannot

measure the influence of this immediately and accurately as we can

that of more material things, the ability to read, to add or subtract;

but we see the pleasure it gives in the present, and many of us can

testify to the joy that early contact with great literature has brought

into our own lives. The children understand but dimly; they feel

rather than understand; but even you and I understand only in

part, each according to his own measure.

Some of the best things appropriate to the children may be

learned and recited by them when the subject and the occasion de-

mand it. I need not speak of the enrichment of the vocabulary, of

the training into effectiveness and beauty of speech, of the freedom

of body, or of the joys of expression, that result from such study

and recitation. Let me rather emphasize the opening of the eyes, the

awakening of the soul to the beauties that often lie unnoticed all

about, until some bit of literature, some touch of art reveals them.

Some of us get at nature in this way. She hides the beauty of her

face from us, until some other hand, moved by a soul with deeper

insight, wider sympathies, and the gift of poetry, lifts the veil.

The exercises are necessarily short. This makes it imperative

that the children under the direction and co-operation of the teacher,

plan and organize something that is in itself a unit, that has rea-

sonable proportion and harmony, that is appropriate to the time and

place and within their possibilities of expression. This gives purpose

and steadiness to the result; resources are brought under control of

the will, the expression tends to become orderly, careful, and accurate.

Each child becomes a cause of things, a moving force, a power that

makes things happen.

The children make their preparation to do their part, whatever

it may be, in an earnest, sincere way, and show sympathy and com-

prehension in their choice of subject-matter and in the manner of its

presentation. A grade or group of children will work together for

this common end without thought of self, absorbed in the subject

and its expression. They will bring all the resources of the School
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and even the home to help them—parents, teachers, librarians, mu-
seum, art, literature and music—and will select unerringly whatever

mode of expression best represents or conveys the thought. For ex-

ample, if they are studying a people—its history, life, customs and

dress—and can convey to others the results of this study more clearly

by painting or modeling or by acting out some scene than by speech,

they do it, not because they happen to do these things well, but be-

cause form, color, and movement more fully express what they wish

to tell and are with the little children easier to command than speech.

It is evident that the exercises grow out of the daily work of the

School or out of the interests of the children in some large absorbing

outside question. They are usually the culmination of some line of

study. The subject is sometimes science, the telling or illustrating of

nature observations; the story of some visit to the farm, the art gal-

lery, or workshop; history, current events; the massing of the liter-

ature and music of some special subject or special day; the telling of

stories that delight the children's hearts; or the discussion of some

problem of vital significance in the community-life of the School.

Therefore the exercises, instead of interfering with the school work,

emphasize, reinforce, and vitalize it; give it purpose and form and

furnish the best test of the children's growth and power to think and

of their skill in expression.

The special-day exercises are but a broadening out of these

daily exercises, and the children take part in them simply and nat-

urally with as little self-consciousness as on ordinary occasions. The

great racial festivals are but the culmination of some phase of life

through which the race has lived : Thanksgiving is the harvest festival,

nature's great climax; Christmas, the triumph of light over darkness,

of good over evil ; the birth of Christ, the Light of the World ; Easter,

the new life of spring, the regeneration of the spirit, the resurrection

of the Lord. A study of the history of these festivals and of the dif-

ferent ways of celebrating them, leads not only to the life, customs,

manners, and dress of the peoples of the earth, but gives us glimpses

of their spiritual life, their aspirations, and their hopes. It teaches

the continuity of history, the oneness of the race, and the brother-

hood of man.

Our national holidays are also the culmination of the working out

of some great movement in the national life : Washington's birthday,

the travail of the nation's birth and strenuous early life; Lincoln's
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birthday and Memorial Day, the climax of the tremendous national

struggle over human slavery. The children cannot celebrate these

days without some insight into causes and effects and into the trend

of government. They cannot celebrate these days without some

appreciation of the quality of the men, the high ideals of character,

citizenship, statesmanship, self-sacrifice, and the spirit of pure democ-

racy that moved those who shaped the destiny of our country. These

are surely wise and profitable teachings for all American boys and

girls.

The value and scope of such exercises must be determined in the

end not by theories but by the effects upon the life and character of

the children and upon the spirit and work of the School.

A common objection to such exercises is that they hinder and

interfere with the work of the School, disorganizing it, and dissipat-

ing the children's time and energy, and furthermore are the cause of

undue excitement and consequent nervous strain, and of that love of

"showing off" which leads, to self-consciousness and egotistic selfish

action. But the few schools in which the exercises have been made an

integral part of the work of the children and of the daily program

can bear witness to the theory set forth here : namely, that the exer-

cises act as an intellectual stimulus, intensifying thought, concen-

trating energy, and, by co-ordinating and controlling the impulses to

express, become a reconstructing force, a process of further control

and organization; also that they make for order and courtesy and are

a large factor in unifying the school and teaching the child the in-

dividual's place and duty as a citizen of the school community, and

thus are a wholesome training in altruistic thinking and living.
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PREPARATION OF AN EXERCISE ON WILLIAM BLAKE

During a month's study, a fourth grade learned to love a few of

Blake's poems. In order to illuminate them, the teacher told inci-

dents in the poet's life. The children drank in these anecdotes with

avidity, especially the ones about the visions. Blake's experiences evi-

dently seemed like fairy tales come true, and the poems took on new
significance and interest. One boy brought pictures of Westminster

Abbey, where Blake drew ; another one hunted out some lines of Blake

in a book of verse ; a third brought a volume of Blake's poetry and a

book of his drawings ; a girl begged her mother to buy "Songs of In-

nocence"; another looked up Blake's life in an encyclopedia and con-

tributed information to the class. Practically all the children eagerly

made sketches to illustrate the anecdotes or the poems. These drawings

had a crude imaginativeness and freedom of expression that bespoke

fitness in the subject. By all these activities, the matter was held

before the children's minds and was repeated and emphasized into

vividness.

Below are given a morning exercise and a stenographic report of

two recitations in which we planned the exercise as a culmination of

our study.

Teacher. How many think reading these poems of Blake would be

a good morning exercise? {Many hands.)

Teacher. Let us think about such an exercise. What would you do?

A child*. Read the poems and ask them to guess.

Miriam. We might play some of them, or some parts of them.

Karl. I think poems are for reading. A man will make a book, or turn

a book into a play, but a poem is for reading.

Teacher. How many think a poem is for reading? (Many hands.)

Robert. Because a poem is more beautiful.

Teacher. What is beautiful about it?

William. The old-time words that people use. They sound so pretty.

Alexander. If you act it you cannot get the color, the trees, the angels,

and many things, and it would not be half so beautiful as reading it.

Teacher. What poem is Alexander thinking about?

All. "The Night Song."

Child. You could not have sheep and lions.

*The stenographer who was taking notes did not always know the name of the child.
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Louise. You could not have the rhyming words.

Teacher. (Reading.)

The moon like a flower

In Heaven's high bower,

With silent delight,

Sits and smiles on the night.

What words rhyme there?

Children. Flower and bower ; delight and night.

Teacher. Is that all you meant that we should miss from the poem if

we acted it?

Miriam. The loveliness of it, and the words rhyming like a song.

Teacher. I think you don't mean rhyme. (She scans a verse.) What
is the difiference between that and ordinary talking?

William. It kind of beats like music. It has time.

Teacher. We call that rhythm.

A child. We would lose that too, if we made a play.

Teacher. Then let's give up playing them. What next?

Frederick. Read the poems.

Teacher. Is that all we want to do?

Robert G. If it is just going to be Blake's poems, I think we should tell

something about him.

Teacher. How many like that idea? (Many hands.)

Teacher. What things shall we tell about him?

(Teacher writes topics on board as they are suggested.)

Child. Where he was born.

Child. What he was interested in.

Child. His visions.

Teacher. What visions?

Child. When he saw the child in the cloud.

Child. The tree full of angels.

Child. Fairy's funeral.

Child. The men he saw go to the altar—the apostles.

Miriam. One time he was sitting on the seashore, and saw the kings

and all the pages, and the people going along the shore.

Karl. And once when his brother died he thought he saw his soul go

up to heaven.

Mary. How he came to write his poems and how he learned to engrave.

Charles. You would not call it sculpture if he engraved things?

Teacher. Who will set Charles right?

Charles. A sculptor makes statues from marble and an engraver carves

great stones.

Teacher. No.

Alexander. They have copper plates and with a sharp tool do what they

want to on this and then fill the lines with ink and press it down on paper

or whatever they are going to put it on.

Teacher. What other points do we want about Blake?

Child. How he used to go to Westminster Abbey and draw statues.
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Teacher. Should you like to have someone who knows about his draw-

ings tell about them at the exercise? You don't know his drawings. They
are strange and weird. I have seen some of them and maybe someone has

seen a whole book of them.

All. Yes.

Teacher. I will try to find someone who knows about them.

Child. Should we not tell about the wife who did not know anything,

and he taught her and then she helped him with all his things—and the

name of his first book—"Songs of Innocence"—and why he named it that?

Teacher. And about the long walks that he and his wife took together?

(No more points suggested.)

Teather. What poems do you know of Blake?

Children. "Laughing Song." Introduction to "Songs of Innocence."

"Night." "The Lamb." "The Tiger." "The Shepherd."

Child. Can't we sing "The Shepherd" at the beginning of the exercise?

Teacher. What grade can sing it?

All. We can.

Teacher. There is a very interesting fact connected with the song that

[ think you don't know.

Chorus. Tell us.

Teacher. When the present eighth grade were in the second grade, they

had that poem. They were the first children in the School who had it, and

they loved it and used to say it very often. Mr. Cornish, a young man who
used to help teach music, heard the children saying their poem. In the spring

vacation he thought about it a great deal, and one day when he was out of

doors he made up a tune. When he got back to school, the first time we
went into the music room, he played it for the children, and they liked it

and learned it and sang it for the School. So it is really a Francis W.
Parker song. Does that make the song more interesting to you?

Chorus. Yes.

Teacher. Do you think it would be a good plan to have some one in the

eighth grade tell that in the morning exercise?

Chorus. Yes.

Teacher. Is there another of the poems that you have heard before this

year?

Child. Yes, "The Lamb." The second grade read it at morning exer-

cise last year.

Child. "The Tiger," by the present sixth grade when they were in the

fourth grade.

Teacher. Miss Cleaves said that the present twelfth grade, when in the

eighth, studied a part of a poem called "Jerusalem."

Child. Ask the twelfth grade to read it for us.

Teacher. What do you think about the other two?

Ned. Have some one say them.

Frances. Leave them out; for everybody has heard them, and maybe
there would not be time, and they would rather have those that they have

not heard.
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Teacher. Do you think the fact that someone has heard a poem is a good

reason for leaving it out of the exercise?

Robert G. No, because every year new children come to the School and

they would not know it.

Miriam. If you like a book very much it does not make any difference.

You like to read it again and again, and if they are lovely most everyone

would be glad to hear them over and over. Then you get the real meaning

of it. Maybe the first time you don't listen well enough, but after a few

times you get the full meaning.

Child. Have the third grade and sixth grade and twelfth grade and

eighth grade after we are through with all of ours, if there is time. Have

our part first and then have the other grades.

Teacher. What do you think is the advantage of having people in other

grades help in this exercise?

Child. We learn something we don't know.

Mary. They might know more than we do about it and when they read,

would explain.

Ned. People might think we are selfish and want the exercise to our-

selves, and it is nice for us to hear them instead of our doing it, and it

might be good for them to read it.

Child. If one of the sixth grade knew they were going to read a poem,

they would be more interested in the exercise until it came their time to

do something.

Teacher. We shall have to decide between now and next Monday who
is going to read these poems and who will tell about the different points we
have put on the board. Tomorrow let us hear the people who choose to

tell about Blake. We will try to get time to hear the poems too.

SECOND DAV
(On the board was the list of points planned the day before, with names

of children volunteering to talk on each topic.)

Teacher. Yesterday we began to plan our morning exercise about Blake.

Without my saying anything, let the children come in the order in which their

names appear on the board. And remember that you must connect with

one another, so the story will be complete.

Rene. This is going to be a morning exercise about William Blake. I

am going to tell you when he was born and when he died. William Blake

was born in London in 1757, and died in 1827.

Mary. When Blake was a little boy, he loved to draw and used to illus-

trate his own poems. He went to Westminster Abbey and drew diflferent

things around there. He drew all his life and did most of his drawing

before he was married, but after he was married he kept it up and illustrated

the rest of his poems.

Frederick. Blake's wife did not know how to read and write, so he

taught her, and it was hard for him because he did not know very well

either. He loved to live out of doors, and they took long walks and some-

times went thirty miles. They would stop at an inn, and then go back to

their home at night.
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Frances. When Blake was a little boy, he never went to school but

learned by himself. When he was twenty-five years old he married Catherine

Boucher. Though she was very talented, she could neither read nor write,

but he taught her.

Henry. WilHam Blake was a very good man, and some things were very

queer about him. I think these are true. He had quite a number of visions.

Once he was at the seashore and thought he saw a lot of kings and queens

marching along the sand. Another time, when his brother was very ill and

died, he thought he saw his soul, clapping his hands and going up to heaven.

When he was a little boy and was going through a field he thought he saw

a tree full of angels, and he thought the reason he could make poetry was
because his brother's soul used to come down and tell him what to write.

Karl. William Blake had a great many visions. These are some of them.

One time when he was down by the seashore, he thought he saw a procession

of old-time people of history marching. One time he was nursing his brother,

and, when the brother died, he thought he saw his brother's soul go to

heaven clapping his hands. When he was a little boy walking through a field,

he thought he saw a tree full of angels, and one time sitting in his garden,

suddenly he saw some little creatures coming along carrying a little body.

They dug a hole and deposited it there. Once when he was in Westminster

Abbey, drawing pictures, he thought he saw the twelve apostles of Christ

going to the altar.

Teacher. What do you think? Does that do what you want done for

the story? I am not asking you to choose the people who seem to you to do

it best, but whether you think it is right for the story of Blake's life. Or
are there things left out, or is it not pleasant the way it is planned?

Child. I don't like the way some of them said he saw his brother's soul

clapping his hands.

Teacher. But that is what Blake said.

Robert G. I think someone ought to tell about his engraving.

Mary. I thought you only wanted the drawing. I can change it.

Teacher. It is not true, Mary, that he did most of his drawing before

he was married. He went on all his life. All the famous book-drawings he

made later in life. And, Fred, you gave me the impression that Blake did

not know very much.

Frederick. Well he did not go to school, did he?

Teacher. No, but he studied and was an educated man.

Frances. He said he got his education from reading. He read all the

time.

Teacher. What do you think about what Rene had to say, John? (Rene

was the first to speak.)

John. I don't think it was quite enough.

Child. I think he ought to tell more dates, when he started engraving and

those things.

Teacher. How many were interested in what Rene said? (A few hands.)

How many were not? (Many hands.)

Teacher. Why was it that what he said was not interesting?
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Carl L. He just said a little about when he was born and the date when

he died.

Teacher. And that is not interesting to you?

Chorus. No.

Teacher. I am going to tell you when William Blake was born and when

he died. William Blake was born in 1757 and died in 1827.

Chorus. No.

Teacher. What don't you like about it?

Alexander. He just said it as if it was written down on the board and

he was reading it. He should have left out, "I am going to tell you when

he was born."

Teacher. Now count these words. "I am going to tell you when Will-

iam Blake was born and when he died." (15 words.) Now count these,

"William Blake was born in seventeen fifty-seven and died in eighteen twenty-

seven. (12 words.) It took fewer words to tell the fact than it did to say

I was going to tell it. Well, I think just as you do. It doesn't start off in

an interesting way. Then I felt it was all kind of chopped up. What would

you do, William?

William. I don't just know. Each, I think, took a point out of a differ-

ent part of the book and told about it.

Robert G. When he started about William Blake he might have told

first about his birth and gone on until he had finished that point, and then

taken up other points, and after it was all finished, told when he died.

Miriam. First tell that William Blake was born in 1757, and that when

he was a boy he never had any schooling, but when he got to be a man, he

taught himself how to read and write, and when he married, he taught his

wife to do the same. And then tell that he died in 1827.

Ned. I would have someone, say, "The fourth grade is going to tell you

about William Blake and read some of his poems" ; then say when he was

born, a little about his life, about his wife, about the walks, his visions, and

what he did just before he died.

Teacher. You mean, have one person tell the whole story?

Child. Yes.

Mary. Change the order of that and have it all blended in. Finish one

point up before taking another, instead of skipping around and going back

and chopping it up.

Teacher. Do you like that?

Chorus. Yes.

Teacher. I like the idea, too. Let us try having one person tell it all

and see whether he can blend it. Henry, try it.

Henry. William Blake was born in 1757 and died in 1827. He did not

go to school, but taught himself to read and write. When he was married his

wife did not know how to read and write, and he taught her. It was very

hard for her and him both. They liked to live out of doors very much and

sometimes they would take a thirty-mile walk, would stop at an inn, and

walk back in the night. After William Blake was fourteen years old, he

started to engrave and he drew all his life. He illustrated his own poems,
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and his wife helped him in all his drawings. William Blake had many visions.

One time he was at the seashore and thought he saw a long procession of

great people walking along. One time at Westminster Abbey, he thought he

saw the Apostles of Christ at the altar. One time in his garden, reading,

he saw a line of little people moving, and it was a fairy's funeral. One time

when he was a boy walking through a field, he saw a tree full of angels.

There were a great many visions, and I could go on naming them all through

the morning exercise.

Teacher. Which plan do you like better—having one person tell the

whole story or different ones tell it?

(On'e person telling the whole story carried.)

Teacher. Why ?

Rene. There is not so much shuffling of shoes and stumbling up and

down stairs.

Child. It does not take so much time for many to go up and down the

stairs.

Mary. One person keeps his idea in mind all the time, while many
people would not do it so much.

Teacher. There are only two people who like the plan of having separate

people tell the stories, so let's decide who shall tell this whole thing. Tomor-
row let everybody be ready to tell an interesting story about Blake. We
might divide up into several groups of four or five people each. Everybody

will have a chance to tell his story to the group. Each group will choose the

best one. Then we will hear those chosen and decide upon one to do the

work at the morning exercise. How will that do.?

Chorus. Yes.

Teacher. Now what are the things going into that story tomorrow?

Think it over.

Children. That he was the son of a hosier.

Birth. Why he did not go to school.

First Book. Studied by himself.

Poems. Boyhood.

Visions. How he became an artist.

When he died. Engraving.

Walks. Work at Westminster.

Marriage. Age when he started to draw.

Teaching wife. Age when employed as an engraver.

Miriam. What would you do afterward?

Ned. Sit down and have the poems.

Miriam. One person might tell the whole life, but not read the poems,

would he?

Teacher. No. Here is our program as we decided yesterday

:

One person tells his life.

Nine fourth-grade persons read poems.

One third-grade person reads "The Lamb."
One sixth-grade person reads "The Tiger."
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One twelfth-grade person reads "Now Bring to Me."

One eighth-grade person tells about the music to the song, which all

the fourth grade will sing.

THIRD DAY
Telling of the story in groups and choosing of one person was

done as planned. In another period, every child in the class read one

or more of his favorite stanzas, and the class chose the people who

should read at the exercise. Later, the story-teller and the readers

rehearsed once in the assembly-hall.

Morning Exercise

Frederick. We are going to read some of William Blake's poetry. Wil-

liam Blake lived about one hundred years ago. He was not a very strong

boy—was different from other boys—and the other boys used to tease him,

and he would get into a fuss with them, and so his father thought he had

better not go to school. So he never went to school and stayed at home and

learned to read, himself. His father saw that he had a good talent for

drawing, so he wanted to send him to an art school. But William Blake

said he would not go, because it would cost too much money and would not

be fair to the other children, and wanted his father to make him an appren-

tice, to learn engraving. So while William Blake was an apprentice, he had

five years' study at Westminster Abbey, and he would go there and draw

the statues. When William Blake was twenty-three years of age he married.

The woman he married was very talented, but she could not read or write,

but he taught her to read and write, and she helped him with his poems.

William Blake loved to be out of doors. He and his wife would take walks

about thirty miles, and then they would come back at night. William Blake

had visions. One time he was at the seashore, and he thought he saw a

procession of great people—kings and dukes and lords, and all the past people

of history. Another time he was out in a field and he saw a tree full of

angels. Another time he was at Westminster Abbey and he thought he saw

the twelve apostles of Christ around the altar. One time he had been nurs-

ing his brother, and his brother died, and he thought he saw his brother's

soul going up to heaven clapping his hands for joy, and he thought his

brother's soul came down and helped him with his drawings. I am going

to read you another of his visions. He told this story to a lady. {He reads

from hook.)

"I was writing alone in my garden ; there was a great stillness among the

branches and flowers, and more than common sweetness in the air. I heard

a low and pleasant sound, and I knew not whence it came. At last I saw

the broad leaf of a flower move, and underneath I saw a procession of crea-

tures of the size and color of green and gray grasshoppers, bearing a body

laid out on a rose-leaf, which they buried with songs, and disappeared."

A Teacher (by previous request). Blake seemed to see farther into

things than a great many people. When he was looking at an ordl.iary land-

scape, or a human being in the street, he would see what he called the
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"spirit" or the "soul" of the thing or person, and he was always trying to

draw the things that he saw that other people did not see—he seemed to

visualize the things that he could not see with his eyes. He knew a great

many people who were writing in London, and he drew caricatures of them,

the humorous side of their characters. He thought that every flower, or ani-

mal, or tree, had a spirit and soul, and he drew what he thought was the

spirit of the rose. He read the Bible a great deal, and was very fond of the

Books of Job and Revelation. Here are two pictures of his, on the stage.

This first one is where the Lord appears in a vision to Job, and the other is

where the morning stars are singing. I am going to read you. a few verses

from Job: (Job 38:1-7.)

Teacher. For several years now we have been using Blake's poems in

the school. One of these the children of the fourth grade are going to sing

to you.

Song. "The Shepherd."

Ada {eighth grade). The eighth grade feels that this song belongs to

them, because when we were in the second grade we studied about the shep-

herds, and when Mr. Cornish found that we were so fond of this poem about

the shepherd, he set it to music for us. And it was a much delighted second

grade when this song was brought in.*

Teacher. The third grade (last year when they were in the second

grade) learned one of Blake's poems. Juniata will recite it now.

Juniata recites "The Lamb."

Teacher. When the present eighth grade were in the fourth, some of

them were very fond of "The Tiger." Hermon will recite it.

Herman reads "The Tiger."

Teacher. When the present twelfth grade were in the eighth, they

studied a few lines of Blake. Doris gave them in a morning exercise then.

She is going to give them again.

Doris reads "Bring me my bow of burning gold."

Teacher. We have learned three new ones this year.

Charles (fourth grade) reads Introduction to "Songs of Innocence."

Mary (fourth grade) reads "The Laughing Song."

Louise, Margaret, William, Henry, Rene (all fourth grade) read the six

stanzas of "Night."

*NoTE—A curious and amusing mistake occurred concerning this point. The teacher
who did the work mentioned in the second grade, remembered the wrong class as having
been the recipients of Mr. Cornish's gift of the song. In some strange way (by uncon-
scious suggestion, doubtless), the class which she thought the right one apparently remem-
bered the incident in all its details, and recited them to their eighth-grade teacher, when
she asked about the song. One of them volunteered to tell the school. After the exer-
cises, however, some members of the riinth grade went to the fourth-grade teacher in
mingled amusement and displeasure, averring that it was their class for whom the song
had been written. Records were ransacked, and their contention was found to be right.
In accordance with their own plan, two or three mornings later they helped the fourth
grade to sing the song again and one of them explained as follows:

Geneva {ninth grade). The ninth grade was quite shocked the other day when the
eighth grade people announced that this song had been written for them. When we were
in the second grade, we were very happy indeed when Mr. Cornish wrot& the music for
these words for us, and we don't want you to think that there are only two of the second
grade people left, because there are about six of us.



THE MAKING OF A PLAY IN A PRIMARY GRADE

For several years the historical study in the fourth grade has been

Greek life and story, and it has constituted the children's chief inter-

est. The subject was chosen because it gave scope to the free expres-

siveness of children of this age. It gives fresh material, too, for fancy,

which at this time is still active but is beginning to veer off from

childish fairies and their -like. It feeds the love of beauty which is

here coming to birth, but easily dies from lack of careful tending.

As the year has been planned, the children hear and read stories of

gods and heroes, of nymphs and fanciful beings. They learn how

the Greeks worshiped and how they felt toward gods and mountains

and sea. They study the life of the people in their homes, their

schools, their market-place, their theater. They seek Greek vases and

casts of Greek statues, and learn the story of their making. They

hear how men have uncovered Mycenae and Olympia and many a

beautiful statue. As they acquire this knowledge, it must always

break bounds and escape into expression. They make vases after the

Greek shapes and make such paintings as they think a Greek potter

might have liked. They play sculptor and make clay statuettes of

their favorite gods and mould figures to illustrate a story. They

model Mycenae in sand-pans, ruin it, cover it, and become the exca-

vators who bring its treasures to light again. They write prayers

to Dionysus and stories such as they think Orpheus might have sung.

They play Greek games and wear Greek costumes, and, what is

more to the present point, they are continually acting out stories or

incidents that please them. Today, as the heroes of Troy, they have a

battle at recess time with wooden swords and barrel covers. In class

time, with prayers and dances and an extempore song, they hold a

Dionysiac festival. Again, half of them are Athenians, and half of

them Spartans in a war of words as to which city is more to be desired.

Or they are freemen of Athens, replying spiritedly to the haughty

Persian's message. Always what goes in as knowledge must in some

way come out as action—painting, drawing, modeling, singing, writ-

ing, dramatizing.

Three or four years ago, a class had read a tale of Achilles at

Troy and had been strongly interested, some of them violently siding
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with the hero agaiust the "clog-faced" Agamemnon, others rising to a

moral height and nobly blaming him for his selfishness, I thought I

saw a chance to drive the moral lesson a little deeper. It would be

good, moreover, to purge our souls in Aristotelean fashion by acting

out these seething emotions. With a theme that so enlisted feeling,

we should surely get vigorous, creative acting. So I suggested mak-

ing a play. As always, the idea was hailed with joy.

Many times before this I had had experience with plays so sliced

up into acts that drawing the curtain had occupied more time than the

dialogue. My excuse to myself had been that that was the way the

children had planned it. But I had now begun to think that it was

as much my business to supervise children's play-making as their

number work, and not to let their untrained habits run riot there any

more than among the multiplication tables. So I took a short cut and

said: "Now, let's not try to tell the whole story of Achilles in our

play, but just his getting angry and getting over it." The suggestion

was adopted.

Now attention was focused upon a small area of the story, and

some fulness of delineation w^as possible. There is always, I suppose,

a good deal of vagueness and delay in the attack. When your boat

lies beached, it takes much shouting and running about to get it

launched. "What is going to happen first?" was our starting ques-

tion. "The quarrel," was the class answer. Now, to be sure, not all

the children at once cried one answer in one voice. But the same

thing happened that we all have seen occur in a large social group

—

be it a class of children or a political convention. Some original gen-

ius ventured a suggestion. This released the gears in other brains,

and more suggestions came. Analytical minds saw difficulties and

advantages; opinions were modified, and new suggestions made, until

one came that brought a glow and a nod of satisfaction from the ma-

jority of the class. That one we adopted, and we then moved for-

ward at my command, for creation must go on with a dash, while the

fife and drums are playing. So any piece of composite work, as op-

posed to individual Avriting, hints at dead and wounded ideas and

lost causes along the line of march. Generally it is worth Avhile to

stop and argue out a moot point, but if there is a sign that the in-

terest of the majority is flagging, up standards and forward ! and

leave the malcontents to clamor. "What shall happen next? and

next?" So we worked out our plot-quarrel, meeting to discuss how
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to get Achilles back, Achilles' refusal to return, death of Patroclus,

reconciliation of Achilles and Agamemnon. The children pondered

the plot with delight. The climax perfectly satisfied them. Achilles

and Agamemnon should shake hands and say, "Let bygones be by-

gones," and we could forgive Achilles and be happy.

This planning was all done in one day. The next morning, I

saw that the children were hungry for acting, and that they must not

be put off with further planning of details. I chose the most enthu-

siastic volunteers for Achilles and Agamemnon and Calchas. They

came up to act and flatly failed—could not think of a word to say.

Then I asked, '^ell, what could they say?" We heard any speech

that anybody had to offer, picked another troupe and tried again.

Next day there was less eagerness about volunteering to act, and some-

one explained : "You get up there and you don't know what to say."

So we thereupon set about planning the speeches of the scene. A
child gave a speech, another improved it, a third offered a substitute,

the class expressed its preference, and I wrote it down. Then on to

the next! On the following day, the scene as composed was on the

board, and the class read it aloud to hear how it sounded. There

was sharp criticism, and we made many changes. Often children

referred to the story in the books and found speeches there and read

them aloud. Once or twice, discouragement or weariness threatened

when we lingered too long over a point, and I had to say: "Let's

change that later and go on to the next speech." Or perhaps I could

give a satisfactory sentence myself and end the trouble—anything to

make the period close with an agreeable feeling of having done some-

thing good and of having got on a long way. When the play was

finished, we acted it to our own great joy and to the more tempered

pleasure of the school audience.

Three years later I was casting about for some means of review-

ing and clinching the story of Achilles for another class, and I put

into their hands copies of the old play. "Oh, can't we act it?" was

the cry. We did so then and there, and the children wanted to play

it before the whole School at morning exercise time. But I remarked

that every class ought to do a little better than its predecessors. Could

they improve this play ? There were a few children in the group with

unusual literary appreciation. Moreover, we had read and studied

some of Lang's beautiful translations of the Homeric Hymns, and

they had quickened the "love of lovely words." Now one of these
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appreciative people said concerning the old play: "The words aren't

very pretty. They sound too common." Several people agreed. Then

we studied the play, speech by speech, and these gifted ones here and

there embellished the original. Once I read the words that Homer
puts into the mouths of the heroes. It was hard reading for children,

but many of them greeted it with wondering joy. "Let's have it

just like that," some said. But the Philistines objected ; "It's too long.

Nobody could learn that." Others, whose ears were open, said : "It

doesn't sound like the rest. If we have that speech, we'll have to

change the whole play." On some days the literary coterie won

the point, on other days the utilitarians; often we compromised, and

sometimes I put in a tiding-over sentence, so that in the finished play

there is a good deal of fluctuation in the style. There was often a call

for the Iliad, when invention failed. Its use reacted upon the chil-

dren's own vocabulary. "I will not slay you," someone suggested for

a certain speech and explained that he used "slay" because 'Tfill

sounded ugly." Another much-discussed sentence was : "These golden

cups are beautiful; they shine like the stars." Somebody had said,

"They glitter like the sun," but one boy was eloquent in opposition.

"Glitter sounds cheap," he said. "It sounds like a Christmas-tree

ornament ; and the sun is awful bright and it hurts your eyes. I think

it would be better to say, 'Shine like the stars.'
"

After they had worked with the play for a little, the class thought

that it did not feel ended with the reconciliation of Achilles and

Agamemnon. "He" (that is, Achilles) 'Tiasn't done anything," one

little girl said. "We want people to like him. I think he was awfully

generous when he was nice to Priam. I think we ought to have that

part." But by this time the class was a bit exhausted by its creative

labors. So I appointed a committee of five from among the unwearied

literary ones (and these were, of course, the most fluent readers).

I put the Iliad into their hands, with some places marked where I

thought they might get help, and let them work together for three or

four periods in a snug, retired corner of the hall. They wrote the

last act much as it appears belOw, though, in the hurry of preparing

it for the printer, I tinkered it a little in the interest of continuity.

My purpose in so doing was not to embellish the play for publication

but to forestall disappointment among the children when they should

subject their composition to the severe test of dramatic study and

presentation. But in one instance I overstepped the bounds. The
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Iliad has Priam speak of the "grievous pathway of old age," and the

committee had so transcribed it. I, however, thought this too bitter

a touch for younglings and eliminated the adjective. Our Priam was

one of the committee that had written the act, and after she had re-

ceived her printed copy she came to me privately and said : "Oh, why
did you leave out 'grievous ?' I like it so much ! It sounds so pretty

!

Can't we have it in ?" Of course it was restored. Let this one example

serve as witness of the fact that to the children almost every word

of the play was vitally significant.

The dialogue changed somewhat during rehearsals. In two or

three places an actor felt awkward and said: "I ought to have some-

thing to say." An instance is where the visitors entered Achilles'

hut and shook hands in silence. Discomfort and awkwardness were

patent. But when each actor had improvised a sentence of greeting,

commonplace though it was, the whole feeling of the scene was

changed. In other places a speech proved to fall short of the occasion.

Perhaps the developing emotion outgrew it and perforce improved it.

Our Priam, for example, at first had the light manner befitting an

afternoon tea. Yet, one day, after the class had tried by various means

to make her feel the sadness of the old king's situation, she leaped

suddenly to appreciation of the tragedy. Then, under the stress of

her new emotional understanding, she said : "I'd rather say something

that isn't printed. I want to say, 'Now, who would have thought that

Achilles would do a favor for an old man with gray hair ?' " This

plasticity is one of the greatest advantages of a home-made play

—

it is always in the making. The conditions of change and flexibility

is the atmosphere which best engenders creative and really interpre-

tative work.

When we acted our play the children were in Greek costume, but

they had already worn it every day for three or four months. In-

deed, they thotight they were Greeks. The cast is largely composed

of warriors, yet we had only one piece of armor—a great shield to

make Agememnon feel kingly. Every boy, however, by hook or crook,

possessed himself of a sword or a spear and felt as fierce as Ares.

As for setting, we had bare walls and empty stage, except when it

was necessary for someone to sit down. Then we had backless benches

that we had made. At first the children wanted to build the prow

of a ship out of cardboard to lend realism to the scene where Achilles

is watching the fight. But that could wait, of course, so we went on
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with our rehearsing on a bare stage. Meantime, true interpretation

seemed to gain importance in the children's minds, and accessories

lost it; for toward the end no one again suggested the ship's prow,

and the bare stage quite satisfied everybody. A judicious lack of

attention to minor matters often will put them into their place in

this way. And what we want is utter simplicity of staging as of act-

ing. We are striving, not to please the audience by a finished produc-

tion, but to help our actors to grow in expressiveness, in completeness

of dramatic imagery, in power of emotional conception.

The Wrath of Achilles
(Made and acted by the Fourth Grade, Francis W. Parker School.)

ACT I

(Soldiers are gathered about a pile of spoils. Two slaves sit crouched

among the treasure.)

Agamemnon. We have fought a brave fight today. I am proud of you,

my men. We have captured a city, and have brought home much spoil.

What shall be done with it?

First Soldier. Let us divide it among us.

All. Aye! Aye!

Second Soldier. But the bravest deserve the best.

Third Soldier. To our leader, Agamemnon, let us give these golden

dishes and the beautiful maiden Chryseis, for a servant.

All. Aye ! Good

!

Fourth Soldier. Achilles has done many brave deeds today.

All True! Aye! Achilles!

Third Soldier. He saved our lives

!

Fifth Soldier. It was he who broke in the gates

!

Sixth Soldier. Many treasures he captured ! Let us give him the best 1

All. .Aye! The best! Achilles!

Seventh Soldier. Let us give him beautiful Briseis to serve him.

All. Aye-aye! Aye!

Seventh Soldier. And now for our share

!

(Soldiers divide the spoils, talking as they do so.)

First Soldier. I got this sword from the king's palace.

Second Soldier. Ah ! But these golden cups are beautiful ! They shine

like the stars.

Third Soldier. This goblet looks as thought it had come from the house

of Apollo.

Fourth Soldier. And this plate has the carving of Athene on it.

Fifth Soldier. Here is the tripod that held the holy fire.

Sixth Soldier. We have many spoils, but we have not yet rescued Helen.

Seventh Soldier. Ah ! If we could only get Helen back and end this

long war!

First Soldier. But tomorrow we must fight again

!

(Chryses enters.)

Chryses. Noble Agamemnon and brave Greeks, may the gods be kind
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to you ! May you get back Helen ! May you go home happy ! But give me
back my daughter, Chryseis. Take this gold and give me back Chryseis.

Second Soldier. Give him back his daughter.

Fourth Soldier. He is a good old man.

Fifth Soldier. Besides, he is Apollo's priest.

Sixth Soldier. Let him have the girl.

All. Give back Chryseis.

Agamemnon. Be off with you, old man ! Come no more among my hol-

low ships. I will carry your daughter far away from her native land, to

Argos, where she shall serve me as my slave. Many a weary hour shall she

sit at the loom and weave the tiresome time away. And she shall spread

my bed and grind at the mill. So be off with you before I grow more angry.

Achilles. Ill will come of this, Agamemnon.
(Chryses turns to go. He lifts his hands and prays.)

Chryses. O Apollo, lord of the silver bow, giver of light, god that rulest

over Chryse, hear me ! If ever by word or deed I have gladdened thy heart,

or if ever I have built a temple in honor of thy name, fulfill my wish 1 Let

thy death-bringing arrows fly fast against these scornful Greeks. Let them

suffer as I suffer for my daughter.

ACT II

(The same place as in Act. I. The warriors come walking sadly in.)

Agamemnon. For nine days Apollo's arrows have been flying thick

upon us. Many men have died. We shall all perish under the plague. Is

there no one here who can tell us why it is that Apollo is angry at us?

Calchas. O Agamemnon, I am a prophet of the gods, and I can tell.

It is because we have taken Chryseis away against her father's will, and the

priest of Apollo has prayed to the god for revenge upon us, and Apollo has

granted his prayer. Therefore, the plague has come upon us. If you will

give up your slave, Agamemnon, Apollo will shut his quiver and return to

Olympus, and we shall escape from his wrath.

Agamemnon. Speaker of evil! Never yet have you told me a thing

that was pleasant. And now you lay commands upon me! I must give up

my prize for the sake of an old man! But I will keep her!

Calchas. Then beware the wrath of the god ! You and your army will

die beneath his death-dealing arrows.

Agamemnon. She was my prize. (Soldiers mutter.) Yet I will give

her back, if that is better. I cannot see my people perish. But shall I go

without any prize? Make me ready some other gift.

Achilles. How shall we give you a prize now? They have all been given

out to the men. Shall we go begging them back? Wait until we capture

another town, and we will give you three times your share.

Agamemnon. I will not wait so long for my prize. Yours I will have.

Beware, Achilles, I will come to your hut and take Briseis and keep her!

Achilles. Dog-face and heart of a deer ! (Draws sword. Soldiers pre-

vent his striking Agamemnow. He grows more calm and thrusts back his

sword.) I will not slay you, but I will speak my word unto you. Fight

your own battles if you can. I have fought them for you long enough.
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Capture your own cities and win your own prizes. I will not belong to an

army led by a coward. I will go back to my ships and watch your brave

deeds. And hereafter deep longing for Achilles will come upon the Greeks.

And you will not be able to save them when multitudes fall dying before

man-slaying Hector. Then you will tear your heart because you did dishonor

to Achilles. (He zvalks out, follozved by Patroclus and a fezv others.)

ACT III

(In Achilles^ hut. Achilles is playing his lyre. Patroclus is listening.

They are both unhappy.)

Patroclus. What weary, dragging days ! To hear the good din of bat-

tle and be held back from the fray like a dog in leash ! O Achilles, let us

go and help our comrades

!

A chilles (singing)

.

*0h! I'm thinking of Hellas, of far-away Hellas,

Where the green hills are lying,

Where the sunlight is dying.

On the far-stretching fields of my Hellas.

Oh! I'm thinking of Hellas, of far-away Hellas,

Where the waters are flowing.

Where the cattle are lowing

On the wide, sunHt fields of my Hellas,

My far-away Hellas.

(He looks out through the door.) There are some of my old friends,

the Greeks. I see my old teacher, Phoenix. Odysseus and Ajax are with

him, and there are two heralds. They must have some message for me.

What can it be? (Aja.v, Odysseus and Phoenix enter.) Welcome to my
hut, my friends. It is long since I have seen you.

Ajax. It is pleasant to see your brave face again.

Phoenix. Ah, how good it is to be under your roof once more, Achil-

les.

Achilles. Patroclus, mix a sweet drink and spread rugs on the chairs.

Make ready a feast. The dearest of men are these that are under my roof.

Oh, I am glad to see you again, my friends. What is the news of the

camp?

Ajax. It is in a sad plight. Many of our best warriors have been

killed.

Odysseus. Hector is raging like a lion. He says he will break into our

camp and burn our huts and our ships.

Ajax. The Trojan army is camped under our walls.

Achilles. That is sad news.

Phoenix. The Trojans have driven us inside our walls and have

camped before our gates.

(Slaves bring in tables of food. Men feast and talk.)

Achilles. I see you are wearing a new sword belt, Ajax.

*See page 91 in Year Book for 1912.
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Aj'ax. Yes. The armies were resting the other day. Hector came out

and called for a Greek to fight a duel with him. Se we drew lots, and I

was chosen. After a long fight the heralds came between and stopped us

because it was growing dark. Then Hector said: "Ajax you are the best

of the Greeks, now that Achilles is gone. Will you wear my sword belt in

memory of our duel?" So he gave me his belt, and I gave him mine. I am
proud to carry such a brave warrior's sword.

Achilles. Tell me more of that duel.

Ajax. We fought hard and long. I gave Hector a wound, and his

spear went to the last layer of my shield, but there it stopped and broke.

When our spears were gone, we fought with great stones. I threw a heavy

rock at Hector and struck him to the ground. Then the heralds stopped us.

Achilles. That was a brave fight ! I wish I might have lent a hand

!

Phoenix. We have only a little food in the Greek camp now. The
Trojans have kept us so busy fighting that we have had no time to go for-

aging.

Odysseus. We have feasted here to our heart's desire. But our thoughts

are not now upon delicious food. Fear has come upon us in the Greek

camp. The Trojan fires are burning below our wall, and Hector has

passed his word to smite off the beaks of our ships and to burn the hulls.

I am sore afraid in my heart that the gods will grant his boast. I fear it

is fated for us to perish here in Troy-land, far from Hellas. Up, then,

Achilles, if you are minded at last to save the failing sons of the Greeks.

If you do not, you will grieve hereafter, and when the ill is done there is

no way to find a cure. Remember what your father said on that day when
he sent you to Troy: "My son, the gods have given you strength, but do

not on that account keep a proud heart in your breast. Gentleness is bet-

ter." Swallow your anger now at last, and come and help us. Hear what

Agamemnon promises you. Seven tripods you shall have and ten talents of

gold and twenty steaming caldrons, and twelve stalwart horses that have

won prizes in the race, and seven women slaves, and Briseis, also, he will

give back. And if we win Troy and return home, you shall have his daugh-

ter for wife, and he will make you king of seven cities. But if Agamemnon
is hateful to your heart, take pity on your friends. They will honor you

like a god.

Achilles. Hateful to me are these gifts, and Agamemnon himself is not

worth a straw. Many a day have we warriors captured towns, while he

lay safely in his huts, and we have brought home the spoils to him. And
why must we make this war? The Trojans have done me no harm. More-

over, slaves are to be had for the capturing, and horses and tripods for the

buying, but man's life, when once it is gone, you cannot buy back. My god-

dess-mother has told me that if I stay here and fight I shall never see again

my native city or my old father, but shall die here. Tomorrow I will launch

my ships on the salt sea, and if Poseidon grant me good journey, in three

days I shall see home and clasp my father's knees. Phoenix, friend of my
youth, come with me. Come and see the beautiful hills of Hellas again and

the clear-flowing streams. My old father is waiting anxiously for your re-

turn and mine.
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Phoenix. O Achilles, you make me sad, reminding me of your old

father, my king, and of the beautiful hills of Hellas. And I should hate to

be buried in this terrible Trojan land. I will go.

Ajax. Odysseus, let us go. We must tell the news to the Greeks, who
now sit waiting. Achilles is a stubborn man, and his proud heart cares noth-

ing for his comrade's love, though they worship him above all the other men
among the ships. (Ajax and Odysseus go.)

ACT IV

(Achilles and a companion are watching the Hght from the Myrmidon
camp.)

Achilles. The Trojans are pushing the Greeks into the water ! Fight,

fight, all you Greeks

!

Soldier. They are burning Agamemnon's ship!

Achilles. Where is Diomedes and his raging spear? I do not hear

Agamemnon's hated voice. Only the war-cry of man-slaying Hector bursts

around me.

Soldier. Ajax! Throw your spear, Ajax! (Patroclus enters, running.)

Patroclus. O Achilles, be no longer wroth with the Greeks. Be mer-

ciful unto them. All the bravest warriors lie in the hollow ship, smitten by

spear or sword—Odysseus and strong Diomedes and kingly Agamemnon.
And here sits Achilles, nursing his wrath

!

Achilles. I will not go !

Patroclus. Pitiless that you are ! Surely, Peleus is not your father, nor

gentle Thetis your mother. Your father is but a sheer cliff, and the gray

sea is your mother, so hard is your heart. May such wrath never take hold

of me ! But at least, send me forth in your place, and let the hosts of the

Myrmidons follow in the hope of bringing some help to the Greeks, sore

pressed as they are. Let me have your armor to buckle upon my shoulders,

so, perhaps, the Trojans will think that Achilles comes, and will fly, and

the wearied sons of the Greeks may take breath.

Achilles. So it shall be! Fall on mightily and ward off destruction

from the Greeks. Yet go not too far, lest the Trojans surround you. (He
prays.) O far-seeing Zeus, lord of the thunder-bolt, hear me. Guard Pa-

troclus in battle and grant that he may drive the Trojans far from the

hollow ships. O mighty Zeus, strengthen his heart and send him safely

back to me, crowned with victory. * * * Now haste, Patroclus, and may
the gods help you ! (Patroclus goes.) He looks like a great warrier. He
will surely carry victory to the Greeks. How the Myrmidons crowd about

him! They are hungry for battle.

Soldier. He is at the wall. How the Greeks wave their spears in wel-

come! The Trojans run from your armor, Achilles.

Achilles. And there is the arm of a man within the armor. How he

lays on ! Not so far, Patroclus ! The Trojans will surround you. Hector

comes! Beware! Your shield, Patroclus ! Where are you? I can no longer

see you, Patroclus. Patroclus, Patroclus ! (Messenger enters, running.)

Messenger. O Achilles, I bring sad news concerning the man you love.

Hector has killed Patroclus and is stripping him of his armor.
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Achilles. Patroclus, Patroclus ! Oh, ye bitter gods! Patroclus, Patro-

clus! Coward that I am! There he is lying on the cold ground, and I

stand here. Patroclus, Patroclus ! (He runs out.)

Soldier. Now, woe unto Hector, the slayer of the well-beloved Patro-

clus !

ACT V

(Achilles enters from battle. Two soldiers follow him.)

Achilles. Ah ! I have had my revenge on Hector for killing Patroclus

and many other brave Greeks. He shall no longer rage in battle. He shall

burn no more hollow ships. He shall never have a great mound built over

him, but dogs shall gnaw his bones.

First Soldier (to Second Soldier.) How fiercely burns Achilles' anger

!

Second Soldier. I fear he will do shame to Hector's body.

First Soldier. He will never rest until he brings Priam low.

Second Soldier. But now we may win the battle, since Hector is dead.

(Priam enters and falls at Achilles' feet.)

Achilles. Who is this? Is it Priam, King of Troy?

Priam. So they called me once.

Achilles.. How did you dare, old man, to come alone to the ships of

the Greeks, and to m.eet the eyes of the man who has slain so many of your

sons?

Priam. For Hector's sake I came.

Achilles. Speak not of Hector

!

Priam. Think of your father, O Achilles. He is of the same years

with me, on the pathway of old age. Yet while he hears of you as yet

alive he rejoices in his heart, and he hopes day after day to see his dear son

returning from Troy-land. But my Hector I shall never see again striding

through the gates of Troy. Be pitiful on me, for I am longing for my dear

son. Give him back to me

!

Achilles. Nay, your Hector is dead, killed by my arm for the slaying

of Patroclus.

Priam. Surely revenge will not follow into the land of the dead ! I

would only have his body, that we who loved him may weep over it. He
was my well-beloved son. Think of your father's tears.

Achilles. Nay, sit here, and we will let our sorrows lie quiet in our

hearts, for I am minded to give Hector back to you.

Priam. Now may the gods bless the mighty Achilles, who hardened not

his heart against an old man's sorrow

!

Achilles. And you would, perhaps, honor him with funeral games, and

would cut down trees of the forest for his pyre, and would pile a great

mound above him. For nine days I will hold back the army of the Greeks,

that you may have your fill of mourning.

Priam. Now who would have thought that Achilles would do a favor

to an old man with white hair? What lying man has called Achilles proud,

and hard of heart, and unforgiving? Lo, he has poured out pity upon a

sore heart.



PREPARATION OF AN EXERCISE ON HISTORICAL METHODS
IN ARITHMETIC

This material was collected without any purpose of using it as a

morning exercise. The Eussian-peasant method of multiplying with-

out the use of the multiplication table was first tried with the children

of the fifth grade and on several adults. With Miss Hall's hearty in-

terest to welcome it, the fifth grade visited the fourth grade and spent

a period in demonstrating it to them. The interest the children

showed was sufficient to encourage me to present the lattice method to

the fifth grade. Each of these methods was used comparatively, the

same multiplication being performed, first by the usual method, then

by the Eussian-peasant method, and thirdly by the lattice method.

Each method tested the other methods. No pupil ventured to hand in

work that did not prove. We improved in accuracy rapidly.

The children liked the work and asked for other methods of

division. I showed them the scratch method or galley method. This

forms an intermediate method between the short division and the

long division. I believe it helped very materially in making plain the

essential thought-work of division, which is the same in short divi-

sion, scratch division and long division.

By this time the children began to expect that I could give them

still other methods that would be as interesting and they asked for

more. I showed them the method of multiplying by complements. I

showed them a few magic squares, how to tell whether a number is

divisible by 2, 3, 5, 9, or 10, without actually dividing it, and lastly I

showed them the method of proof of all four operations by casting out

the 9's.

Out of this interest and much willing practice, the children

secured a large amount of familiarity with the number combina-

tions and considerable skill in calculation.

It was at this stage that I proposed to them to make a morning

exercise of it. They had already been telling their parents about the

Eussian-peasant method at home. I found some of them paying bet-

ter attention in class when they realized for the first time that they

could not go home and get father or mother to show them "how." It

was necessary in preparation for the morning exercise to impress on

them the need of speaking clearly, slowly, and of pointing to figures

as they referred to them. The whole class was prepared, and any of

them could have done any of the exercises. The day chosen for the
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exercise was Friday, Jan. 3rd. The week before the holiday vacation,

I gave a test to the whole class. All but about six had everything

correct. I did not choose the best pupils to take part in the exercise.

I chose those who, as I thought, needed it. They were definitely told

the second school day before the exercise was given.

The day before the exercise and the morning of the exercise, I

took the children to the assembly hall to get used to speaking in the

large room. While the janitors were placing the chairs I had the

weak whisperers try to speak above the noise and confusion, as Demos-

thenes did at the seashore. While they could not be heard half way

across the room, it did them much good to test their voices under such

conditions. They were in excellent good humor and mettle for the

exercise.

The following is a report of the morning exercise as it was given.

Comparative Methods in the Fundamental Operations

Dr. Lukens. We are going to show you other ways of multiplying and

dividing than the usual ways that are taught. It is not at all to be under-

stood that these are offered as better ways, but they are interesting; they

help us by comparison to understand better the usual ways, and they serve

as a proof or test of the work by doing it in more than one way.

Theresa. First we are going to show you how the Russian peasant mul-

tiplies without using the multiplication table.

HS % 11 i7 X ^5
_J4 rjn I 3 ^0

5 Zli>
^ 360

4 ^.^^^ / 710

l,Xi 5

The first column is obtained by taking successively half of the number

above. The second column is obtained by doubling each number successively

to correspond with the quantities in the first column. You then cross out

every line that corresponds to an even number in the first column. You
add the rest of the second column and thus obtain the product of the

two numbers.

The first column is the control-coXnmxi and has nothing else to do with

the product. You do not add it. You take half of each number successively,

rejecting any fraction, and writing only the whole numbers. Whenever the
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control column has an even number, cross out the entire line. Add the

remaining numbers in the second column. Their sum is the product of the

original numbers.

Frederick and Jean then did another example, one by the Russian-peasant
method and the other by the usual method, for comparison.

Janet. I am going to mul-
tiply 78 by 96, using the lattice

method of multiplication.

The distinctive feature of the

method is that you do not have
to carry as you multiply, but only

as you add up the diagonal col-

umns.

Philipp and Elisabeth then

did another example by both
methods, for comparison.

As the time for the ex-

ercise closed we were asked

to continue on a following day

and give other methods. This

was done as follows

:

Dr. Lukcns. The other day
an explanation of the reason for
the Russian-peasant method was
asked for. The reason may be
morning exercise. I can suggest

LATTICE MULTIPLICATION

worked out by algebra, but not in this

it, however. If you let n represent the
second number, you can see how the control numbers determine which num-
bers in the second column to add. Thus

:

1
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to the right. Then 35 is con-

tained in 44 once. We say 3 from

4 leaves 1, written above the 4,

5 from 14 leaves a remainder of

9. The numbers are canceled or

scratched as soon as used, so as

to keep clear what number one is

working with at any moment and

to prevent confusion.

William, Emily and Cony now
did an example, one by short

division, one by scratch division,

and one by long division, to show

that the operation in the mind is

exactly the same in all division,

but that in the short division only

the quotient is written; in scratch

division the remainders and the

quotient; and in long division all

is written, products, remainders

and quotients.

SCRATCH DIVISION

Janet then multiplied by complements. (See cut.)

MULTIPLICATION BY COMPLEMENTS

Lois then showed a magic square of 15. John proved an addition by

casting out the 9's. Henry proved a subtraction and Mary a multiplication.

Allan was in the midst of the proof of division by casting out the 9's when
the closing bell rang.



PREPARATION OF AN EXERCISE ON THE GREAT ICE SHEET

A geography exercise was given by the fifth grade, comparing

the present winter's snow sheet with the Great Ice Sheet of the Glacial

Epoch,

The preparation of this morning exercise was radically different

from that of the exercise on historical methods in arithmetic. Here

I had "already spoken to the children about the exercise a month in

advance; told them what I proposed to have them do; and described

^-4,

'A

CUT-OUT MAP OF SNOV^ SHEET

to them the material I proposed to use. They had been chalking out

on the floor map* the boundary of the winter ice and snow sheet as

shown from week to week by the lee and Snow Bulletin. I proposed

*The floor of the class room is covered with linoleum in which is worked out a

map of the northern half of the western hemisphere from the equator northward on a

scale of twent)' miles to an inch. The map is tooled out, and boundaries, mountains,
cities, etc., are marked by tack heads of different shapes and sizes. The water is

painted in blue and drainage features in diff'erent colors. One use for this outline

map is to challc in temporarily any historical, scientific, commercial, or geographical data.
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to them to use a large wall map for the morning exercise, with a cut-

out flap to hang down from the top of the map to cover as much of

the map as the snow did of the country. I proposed to them to make

a comparison between the annual snow sheet and the Great Ice Sheet

of geologic times and to point out clearly wherein they are similar,

and Just as clearly wherein they are totally unlike.

We proceeded with the preparation of the material and added a

cut-out map of the snow sheet for each week through the winter.

We had no date assigned for the exercise until we were sure of

the material. A sudden emergency, a few days later, that prevented

the giving of a high-school morning exercise, offered us a date two

weeks earlier than before had been chosen. We had but two days'

notice of the change, but the weather furnished the setting that we

needed. The snow sheet was still on the ground, the floods were

attracting everyone's attention to the Ohio valley, and the snow was

still nearly four feet deep in northern Michigan. The exercise given

was as reported below.

The Great Ice Sheet

Mary. This weekly Snow and Ice Bulletin* shows the present winter's

snow sheet. There are three places where the snow collects the deepest:

Maine and New York, the northern peninsula of Michigan, and the Rocky

Mountains. On March 18, in Maine the snow was 19 inches deep, in New
York 3 inches, in Michigan 41 inches, and in the Rocky Mountains 14 inches.

This printed part down below tells where the storms are, and this table

tells how deep the ice is in the rivers.

Lee. The Great Ice Sheet came many thousands of years ago. The

edge of the Ice Sheet was along the Ohio and the Missouri rivers. These

(pointing to diagram) are the three great centers where the ice was thick-

est. This one is called the Labrador, this the Keewatin, and this the Cordil-

leran Ice Sheet.

There are many traces of the Ice Sheet around Chicago. One is the

great granite boulders that the Ice Sheet brought down from Canada. On
the rocks at Stony Island there are scratches and grooves that the ice made

as it passed over that region. The terminal moraine is another trace. This

moraine was formed of earth deposited at the edge of the ice. The edge

of the Ice Sheet stayed for many years at the same place, and all the earth

that was brought down in the ice collected there, and so that formed the

moraine.

Halloween. This morning some of the fifth-grade children are going

to take this winter's snow sheet in comparison with the Ice Sheet of long

ago. The Great Ice Sheet was thousands of feet thick. This winter's snow

sheet varies from inches to a few feet. These two charts show the extent

Published weekly during the winter by the Weather Bureau.
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and depth of this winter's snow sheet, and the extent and movement of the

Great Ice Sheet at the period of its greatest extent. The farthest that the

Ice Sheet ever came is right along here (pointing to the diagram).

When the snow sheet extends

further than the Ice Sheet ex-

tended, it is not very deep.

Theresa. The material of both

the winter snow sheet and the

Great Ice Sheet that came long

ago is snow. Thousands of years

ago, at the time of the Ice Sheet,

it snowed very heavily, and as it

was always cold, there was no

chance for the snow to melt, and

that is how an ice sheet was

formed. Here is a chart of the

Ice Sheet. Here is where the snow

sheet was melting back. On March

18th the snow had melted back quite

a little. Down here in Texas is the

farthest it came at any time this

winter. In here there was an

island of bare land with no snow
on it. The first chart is for De-

cember 10th, and the snow came

down only a little way over the Great Lakes region. You can see over

here that Cape Cod was never covered with snow. Down in Texas

it was not very deep, but the Great Lakes region was always covered.

The places where it was deepest were in Maine, Northern Michigan

and the Rocky Mountains. At places in the Rocky Mountains there is

snow almost all the year around.

Carolyn. As the winter snow sheet retreats, the birds that have gone

south come back, and the animals come back. The Ice Sheet retreated in the

same way that the winter snow sheet does. When the Ice Sheet came, the

birds went south too. As the Ice Sheet retreated, some plants came back and

are still on their way north. Some of the trees and other plants that used

to grow about here grown now in the Hudson Bay country. When the Ice

Sheet retreated, the Ohio, the Mississippi, and the Missouri rivers were de-

veloped by the great amount of water from the melting ice.

Theresa. I forgot to say that the Ice Sheet and the snow sheet extend

from the south pole in a similar way as from the north pole.

Lucile. This is a map of the United States, and shows the snow sheet

for this winter only. (This was a cut-out chart showing, by a series of cut

maps lying one over the othr, the weekly changes in the snow sheet for the

present winter. See the first cut in this article.)

Allan (pointing to the Ice Sheet Map). The Ice Sheet, on the other

MAP OF GREAT ICE SHEET
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hand, lasted many thousands of years. Since it lasted year after year, it

grew much thicker than the snow sheet that lasts only for one winter.

Lucile (showing diagrams). These curves show the depth of snow

in the Michigan Peninsula, in Colorado, and in Maine, from week to week

throughout the winter.

^^^^^KI^^^^H
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and leaves ponds and pools that last only a few days. The mud that has

been mixed up with the snow covers everything outdoors, and the streets

have to be cleaned, but the snow cannot carry the mud any great distance.

Allan. No plants could grow in the country covered by the Ice Sheet,

and the animals could not get food, and they had to go south, and when it

retreated, they came north again. This northward retreat is still going on
now. There are lots of plants and animals that are away up in Canada now,
whose ancestors used to be around here.

Lucile. Some birds and animals go south each winter when the snow-
sheet comes. There are plants, annuals, that are killed during the winter,

but they come up again from the seeds. Others do not die out, perennials,

and, when the snow goes, then the birds and other animals come north
again.

Dr. Lukens. This completes our exercise, but there are some parts of

it that did not come out, although most of the points we had in mind have
been presented. It has been our intention for some weeks to have an exercise

on the Ice Sheet before the snow went away from this region. The re-

treat of the snow sheet has presented itself this spring in a very striking

way in Indiana, Iowa, and Ohio. The terrific catastrophe of this year is a

vivid example of those that occurred as the Ice Sheet retreated. The com-
parison between the Ice Sheet and snow sheet is very suggestive. We do not

find this enlarged upon in the books. The comparison that is enlarged

upon by the geologists is between glaciers and the Ice Sheets. The latter is

frequently called a glacier. Now, it differs just as radically from a glacier

as it does from the snow sheet, and the difference needs to be understood.

I have chosen this morning's exercise to show the neglected comparison be-

tween the snow sheet and the Ice Sheet. The essential difference is that the

snow sheet does not flow as the Ice Sheet did. If you bear that one differ-

ence in mind you may think of the Ice Sheet as a great perennial snow sheet.

The materials are the same and came in the same way, but the Ice Sheet
lasted longer. This is the real cause of the difference. The Ice Sheet car-

ried earth material with it, and with this it mantled the land and filled the

valleys and scraped off the tops of mountains and blocked up valleys already

there. This action of the ice in motion can be studied best by observing the

glaciers of the present.

Halloween. I forgot to say that the seasonal climate changes here about

every day or so, but in the days of the Ice Sheets the changes were by the

thousand years—about a thousand years of bad weather and a thousand

years of good weather.

Macaulay (sixth grade). Do you know when we will have another Ice

Sheet?

Dr. Lukens. We must first know what caused this Ice Sheet. If we
find out what caused that, we can probably say when it will return. The
theories are so uncertain that it is better not to deal with them at all. The
theory that has the most confidence at the present time, is that the variation

of climate is due to the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. The amount of

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere determines its power to take- and retain
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the heat from the sun's rays as they pass through it. As the sun's rays pass

through space no heat is taken, but as they reach the atmosphere of the

earth, it acts as a net to catch and absorb the heat. Carbon dioxide in-

creases very much the power of the atmosphere to absorb the sun's rays. A
sUght depletion in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere would

suffice to produce a profound change of climate.

Miss Leuhrie. What about the theory of the change of the axis of the

earth ?

Dr. Lukens. The axis of the earth is wobbling in a cycle of several

thousand years, and this might account for the difference in climate. If

the axis of the earth were more nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic, it would

be much colder at the poles. We would perhaps have said that the greatest

ice sheet at present is around the south pole—the ice sheet that has been

explored by Shackleton, Ross, and Scott. That ice sheet covers the entire

Antarctic continent. In the north, the greatest ice sheet is in Greenland.

There we can study the ice sheet growing to great thickness in the interior.

Greenland is without vegetation, except along the coast, the snow and ice

covering the entire land.

Miss Leuhrie. Wallace's "Island Life" is a classical work on this sub-

ject.

Miss Cooke. The melting of the snow sheet has brought about a great

deal of suffering this year, especially to some of our neighbors in Indiana,

Ohio, and Nebraska, and there has been a call from the United Charities for

help. Men, women, and children are almost without clothing. Money also

is needed. Bring tomorrow any help that you want to give, whether in

clothing or money. I know, of course, that at Thanksgiving and Christmas

you gave all the clothing you could spare, but perhaps some has accumu-

lated since. The United Charities have facilities by which they can get

things to places where needed.



PREPARATION OF AN EXERCISE ON THE AGE OF
ELIZABETH

Seven cities claim the bones of Homer. In this book more than

seven kinds of claims are made for the morning exercise as an aid to

teaching. I wish to urge that there is no better means of teaching

formal English composition. And when I have shown the oppor-

tunity it affords for study of introduction, conclusion, paragraph-

ing, dignity and adequacy of vocabulary, unity, and so on, I must

present an example, reported verbatim, which you can fairly say

illustrates none of these points. However, I may ask fellow teachers

to remember that the participants in a morning exercise can by no

means be those who least need the training—who would, in other

words, do creditably all they are expected to do; and that, however

clearly a boy may know what the girl who is to precede him is going

to say, and how he must join his paragraph to hers, he may fail to

make the easy connection when his turn comes; and further, that

such a failure is immeasurably preferable to his committing to mem-

ory what he plans to say, instead of speaking easily out of abundant

information, even though we find that his performance falls far short

of his promise.

This eighth-grade history class had spent two or three weeks on

the Tudor period, especially the reign of Elizabeth. The same children

had caught a faint glimpse of its literary glories by a careful study

through many weeks of "As You Like It." They had presented two

scenes from the play, in costume. They had all read parts of '"West-

ward-Ho," and knew the daring of the English seaman, his scorn of

Spain, his hot Protestantism. Some of the class had read "Kenil-

worth," and given the rest a picture of the splendor of the time. They

had studied "The Eevenge," and read selections from historical plays

of Shakespeare which breathed the spirit of those days.

Elizabeth's reign interested different pupils in different ways, but

they could all see that an exercise of this type, to be effective, should

have one unifying idea. Everyone had a suggestion as to what this

idea should be, and they settled upon "The pride which the English-

man of that day had in his country." Then everybody made an

outline. I need scarcely mention that children making such a plan
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feel that it is their enterprise, and that their best energies are engaged

to make it of value. In this frame of mind they readily evolved the

idea that an exercise with a dominant thought must at the outset

arrest the attention of the audience with a vivid presentation of that

thought; also that one way to conclude such an exercise is to remind

the audience of that first impression, and send them away with the

unifying idea uppermost in their minds. When they had adopted

these two principles, I could trust to them for suggestions for a good

introduction and an effectively resumptive ending. In the exercise in

question, the selections from historical plays came to their aid, hut of

course that is a rare occurrence.

Then as to paragraphs. A change of speaker in the exercise cor-

responds to a new paragraph in a theme. Eighth-grade pupils have

few occasions to write any composition of sufficient length to enable

them to practice paragraphing adequately, just as the brevity of

their ordinary compositions precludes their using careful introduc-

tions and conclusions. From such an exercise as this, planned so

that each speaker treats a new aspect of the subject, they acquire a

working knowledge of the principle of paragraphing.

A third principle of composition also is made necessary in an

exercise of this type. Every speaker, while introducing a new branch

of the subject, must avoid making his transitions too abrupt. Head-

ing of a good prose model shows that careful writers avoid such

abruptness by the repetition of a word or phrase from the preceding

paragraph, or by a connecting word, like such, but, however, or some

other device. Each participant was expected by the class to plan his

transition. He was -expected also to keep the vocabulary of his para-

graph up to the standard set by Shakespeare in the introductory read-

ing, and this modest demand he did his utmost to meet. The exer-

cise follows

:

The Age of Elizabeth
Estabrook (reading).

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England,********
This royal throne of kings, this sceptered isle.

This earth of majesty, this seat of Mars,

This other Eden, demi-paradise,

This fortress, built by nature for herself

Against infection and the hand of war.

This happy breed of men, this little world

;
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This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England.
*=!=**** =1= *

This England never did, nor never shall,

Lie at the proud feet of a conqueror,

But when it first did help to wound itself.

Now these, her princes, are come home again.

Come the three corners of the world in arms.

And we shall shock them. Naught shall make us rue.

If England to itself do rest but true.

Elisabeth. Shakespeare, who wrote the lines Estabrook has just read,

was the greatest writer of his time. He lived in the days of Queen Eliza-

beth, and tried to express for the men of his time their boundless love for

England and their pride in it. The Englishmen had reason to be proud,

for Spain had been the leading power of the world, and they had defeated the

Spanish Armada and made England mistress of the seas. This great struggle

was brought about by a number of causes. England was almost without

exception Protestant, and Spain was entirely Catholic. The English had

been helping the Protestants in France and the Netherlands, which made
Spain very angry. Then the English had been doing a great wrong by

cruising in the Spanish Main, and capturing richly laden Spanish galleons

from the Indies. Also Mary Queen of Scots left her claim to the English

throne to Philip of Spain, which made him resolve to conquer England and

make himself King. So he got ready his ships, and after three years of care-

ful preparation the greatest fleet the world had ever seen sailed out of the

Spanish harbor toward England.

England had had a long period of peace, and was poorly supplied with

ships and men, but as soon as she heard of Spain's plan she gathered all the

old vessels she had and fitted them up as best she could. Lord Howard was
made commander, and he and his men had hope and confidence and were

willing to sacrifice themselves for their queen.

The Armada was first sighted off the coast of Plymouth, sailing in a

crescent of a hundred and forty ships. The small English fleet of seventy

ships immediately started out in pursuit. They gained rapidly on the Span-

ish fleet, and soon were close enough to fire upon them. The Spanish at once

fired back, and a fierce battle ensued, in which both sides showed great cour-

age. The English had the advantage, for their ships were so light and swift

that they could dodge the shots of the Spaniards, while the Spanish ships

were so big and top-heavy that they rocked violently, so that the shots went

far up into the air. That day the English shot off 500 cannon, while the

Spaniards thought they were doing wonders in shooting eighty. This indi-

cates that the English were more practiced in the navy. The Spaniards had

foolishly crowded their ships with inexperienced noblemen who had little

idea of how to fight, while the English had put as few men as possible on

board, and these men skilled in battle. When the Spaniards saw that the

English were defeating them, they lost their courage and hope, and sailed

toward France, to take refuge in the harbor of Calais. There they had

planned to meet a Spanish duke with a trained army.
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If the English had not kept their eyes upon them, the Spaniards would
probably have landed on the shores of England and a battle on land would
have followed, but at midnight the English sent four fire ships into the har-

bor to destroy the Armada. The men were all on shore, and when they heard

of what was going on they were horrified and flew to their ships. The next

morning, almost half of the Spanish Armada was destroyed and another ter-

rible battle followed. As soon as the Spaniards could escape they tried to

get back to Spain around the northern coast of England, but a terrible

storm arose, and nearly all of the ships were destroyed. The English, also,

were almost starved to death before they could get back to England to tell

of their joyful victory.

Macaulay. The English at the time of Elizabeth were great sailors and

fighters. This is proved in such a case as Sir Francis Drake, who was the

first Englishman to go around the world; so also in the case of Sir Walter

Raleigh, who was a great fighter and sailor. A good example of the char-

acter of the English sea captain of that day is shown in Sir Richard Gren-

ville, captain of the "Revenge." The Revenge is the little English ship that

all but defeated fifty of the great Spanish men-of-war. The "Revenge" is

well known to most of us. Lord Tennyson wrote it. I am going to read

some passages in which Sir Richard speaks to his men:

"Shall we fight, or shall we fly?

Good Sir Richard, tell us now,

For to fight is but to die.

There'll be little of us left by the time this sun is set."

And Sir Richard said again : "We be all good Englishmen.

Let us hang these dogs of Seville, the children of the devil,

For I never turned my back upon Don or devil yet."

This shows the great hatred that the English had for the Spaniards. It

also shows the good fellowship that existed between the English officers and

their men. On the Spanish ships the men were divided into three classes

—

sailors, gunners, and officers. The sailors were treated very cruelly. The

gunners were most of them foreigners, and the officers knew no fighting but

to draw the sword. The next passage is where they fought a day and a

night

:

But Sir Richard cried in his English pride,

"We have fought such a fight for a day and a night

As may never be fought again.

We have won great glory, my men

;

And a day less or more.

At sea or ashore.

We die—does it matter when?
Sink me the ship, Master Gunner,—sink her, split her in twain

;

Fall into the hands of God, not into the hands of Spain."

This shows the great pride that the English had ; they would rather sink

their own ship than surrender to the Spaniards and have them boast that

they had done it. Sir Richard Grenville wanted to sink the ship, but the
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sailors said no, because they did not want to leave their wives and children,

so they surrendered to the Spanish sailors on the condition that they would
let them go again when they got to land.

Lawrence. Such loyalty to queen and country could only come from wise

rule, and Elizabeth was a great queen. During her reign, England was at

peace. A farmer ate what he planted. Before that time his land was
robbed and laid waste. While England was at peace and other countries

were at war, England began to prosper. Holland was the greatest commer-
cial country in Europe at that time. When King Philip of Spain persecuted

some of the merchants, the merchants came to England, thus helping England
to become a great commercial nation. Inventions were growing in number,

such as beds, pillows, chimneys, forks, and carriages. Before that, instead

of having beds, men slept on pallets of straw, with their heads on rough logs

for pillows. People had a hole through the roof for a chimney, and some
of the smoke stayed in the house. They changed from wooden forks to

metal forks. The first carriage was introduced into England at that time.

Before that people had to travel on horseback. People stopped building cas-

tles, but built instead beautiful mansions, surrounded by parks, because they

did not need protection. This chart (pointing to the following chart)

PERIODS OF ENGLISH HISTORY
I. Advance of Constitutional government, 1215-1338

II. One hundred years' war—War of Roses, 1338-1485

III. Growth of despotism, 1485-1603

IV. Gaining of political freedom, 1603

shows the periods of English history, and shows that when the Tudors came

they tried to build up a despotism. Despotism is a tyranny which all the

Tudors tried to build up. Despotism is arbitrary taxation, arbitrary legisla-

tion, arbitrary imprisonment. All these things Henry VIII and Elizabeth were

guilty of, but she did it for the good of the people. Elizabeth had great

power in choosing her ministers. The greatest men of England were her

ministers, like Lord Burleigh. The people did not mind having Queen
Elizabeth trying to build up a despotism, because she was doing it for the

good of them. She once said to Parliament, "Nothing, no worldly thing, is

so good as the love and good will of my subjects."

Leah.

This chart

—

1535-70 -
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at the end she grew to be very unpopular, partly because her old freinds

had died, and partly because the younger citizens did not understand and like

her methods of government, which were not then necessary because she had

used them so successfully. This is a prophecy which Cranmer made at the

christening of Elizabeth in Shakespeare's play of "Henry VIII"

:

"This royal infant—heaven still move about her !—

Though in her cradle, yet now promises

Upon this land a thousand, thousand blessings,

Which time shall bring to ripeness. She shall be

A pattern to all princes living with her.

And all that shall succeed; Saba was never

More covetous of wisdom and fair virtue

Than this pure soul shall be. All princely graces

That mould up such a mighty piece as this is,

With all the virtues that attend the good,

Shall still be doubled on her; truth shall nurse her,

Holy and heavenly thoughts still counsel her

;

She shall be loved and feared; her own shall bless her;

Her foes shake like a held of beaten corn.

And hang their heads with sorrow; good grows with her.

In her days every man shall eat in safety

Under his own vine what he plants, and sing

The merry songs of peace to all his neighbors.

God shall be truly known; and those about her

From her shall read the perfect ways of honour."

—Henry VIII, Act V, Scene V.



PREPARATION OF AN EXERCISE ON CICERO

In working on the orations of Cicero, with the Junior class, one

of the unspoken hopes of the teacher was that the subject-matter of

the orations, or the allied topics of the political life, oratory, and

character of the great men of Cicero's time, would inspire the class

to evolve a morning exercise that could be given to the pleasure and

profit of the School.

It was the general opinion of the class, on finishing the four

orations against Catiline, that there was material for an exercise

which could be so simplified as to be interesting to even the fourth-

grade children.

The students were asked to work out plans for the exercise, and

two periods were spent in discussing these outlines and in the organ-

izing and illustrating of the material.

Many felt, however, that three exercises, one, depicting the life

of the Romans at that time, another, giving a glimpse of Cicero, the

statesman, and a third, presenting the big civic questions involved,

would be necessary in order to give an adequate setting for the

orations.

The pupils themselves selected the passages from the orations

that would best present their respective topics in the six minutes

allowed to each speaker ; they made their own translations and planned

the staging of the senate scene, keeping in mind the need of adapting

the presentation to the younger children as well as to the older stu-

dents and faculty. The class was assisted by the art department in

designing the costumes and in arranging the setting, and by the

teacher of oral expression, in the rehearsals of the orations.

Below are given specimens of three tentative plans prepared by

the students, and the material in full of the accepted plan as it was

presented in the morning exercise.

Plans for Two Morning Exercises—(Lucy)

I

A. Story of Founding of Rome
1. Map of Seven Hills

2. Slide of Statue of Romulus
3. Slides of Principal Buildings
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B. Situation of Rome
C. The Forum
D. Roman Character

1. Physical

2, Moral

E. Roman Customs

1. Triumphal Processions

2. Feasts, Vestal Virgins and Other Affairs of Religion

3. Social and Domestic Life

4. Occupations

F. Roman Government
II

A. Conspiracy of Catiline

1. Cause

2. Plans

3. Followers

4. Character of Catiline

B. First Oration of Cicero

1. Circumstances

C. Deliver Part of First Oration (in costume)

1. Represent Part of Senate House on Stage

2. Enter Catiline

3. Other Romans Move Away
4. Cicero Rises and Delivers Oration (condense)

D. Deliver Part of Second Oration (in costume)

1. Explain Circumstances

Plan for a Morning Exercise—(Frances)

I. Introduction

1. Statement of Political Affairs at Rome
2. Steps by Which the Conspiracy Grew and a Brief Outline of

Cicero's Life Up to November 8, 63 B. C.

II. Short Reading from First Oration

1. Catiline's Effrontery in Coming to the Senate

2. Cicero Urges Him to Join His Confederates

3. Every Citizen Must Work for Good of State

(Run on screen a picture of Temple of Jupiter Stator, and tell why

Senate met there.)

III. Short Reading from Second Oration

1. Catiline Gone from Rome
2. Character of His Followers

3. Warning to Conspirators and Encouragement to Loyal Men
IV. Short Reading from Third Oration

1. Events Before Oration

2. Story of the Arrest, Witnesses, Proofs, Confessions

V. Short Reading from Fourth Oration

1. Events Before Oration
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2. Bring Out Way Cicero Argues Indirectly for Immediate

Death

VI. In Few Words, Cicero's Life from This Time to His Death

Plan for a Morning Exercise—(John)

The orations of Cicero which we have read, give us, beside the treatment

of the conspiracy, information on the three following subjects

:

I. The Character of Cicero and His AbiHty

1. Egotistical

2. Patriotic

3. Far-sighted

4. Great Powers of Oratory

a. Style

Similes and Other Figures of Speech

b. Reasoning, Logic

Manipulation of Words and Ideas to Bring

People to His Own Views

II. The Classes of People and Their Character at That Time

1. Senators.

a. IncHned Towards Despotism

2. Knights

a. Striving to Gain Equal Footing with Senators.

3. Common People

a. Led by Senatorial Leaders

b. Mostly Ignorant

c. Superstitious

d. Loyal

III. Buildings of Rome, Especially in Forum
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by the wealthy Roman nobles and worked by slaves. The only roads to power

were wealth, birth, and the command of an army. Yet in this time of

license there lived a man, Marcus Tullius Cicero, a man of no great wealth,

and not a noble, who, by his brilliant oratory and unusual administrative

ability, was able to gain the consulship, the highest office in Rome, and to

crush the great conspiracy of Catiline, which aimed, not only to overthrow the

government, but even to destroy the city. In Rome, for several centuries, ora-

tory had played a very important part in the life of the people—much more,

in fact, than it does today. In Rome, most of the voters lived in the cities,

and there was no farming class, as in our country, liable to maintain the

equiHbrium between two parties in the political strife. The voters, a small

minority of the populace, would gather around the orator, who addressed

them in the central part of the city, in the forum. Questions were submitted

to the people to vote upon, and matters were not decided by the representa-

tives of the people, as they are today, but by the voters themselves. It was

here, as a lawyer, before his consulship, that Cicero won a great many impor-

tant cases. Some of his most notable speeches were those in defense of Ros-

cius, and the Phillipics against Verres. Aside from Cicero's argumentative

power, he possessed a great influence over the minds and feelings of his audi-

ence, because of his attractive personality. He had a tall, impressive figure,

and a strong, sweet voice. In fact, when other lawyers were arguing on the

same side of a question with Cicero, it was usually Cicero who was the last

one to address the judges, because of the good impression he always made.

We know of over one hundred orations that he actually delivered. Fifty-seven

of these we have intact, and parts of twenty-four more. But perhaps the

most famous and most widely read of all Cicero's orations are those against

Catiline.

This Catihne was a nobleman of unusual ability, and he was endowed

with the rare quality of being able to attract people to him. Yet all of his

talents and intellect were wasted because in his youth he had always gone

to every excess, and this had blunted his moral sense. So, when he had

quickly spent his fortune in trying to retrieve his losses, he was led into a

series of crimes that were almost beyond belief.

Catiline was one of Cicero's opponents in the candidacy for consulship,

but was beaten three times, and Cicero was elected. Catiline was so furiously

indignant that he immediately resolved upon revenge. So ne gathered about

him a band of spendthrifts, criminals and notorious leaders of the city

mob, who were always ready for bloodshed and excitement. With these men
he planned the murder of all the leading men in Rome, the overthrow of the

government, the destruction of the city, if that were necessary, and then to

make himself ruler. So he straightway gathered an army and supplies in the

northern part of Italy, and left them under the command of Manlius, one

of his friends, while he himself remained in Rome to watch operations there.

On the evening of the 6th of November, Catiline called a meeting of his

followers at Lacca's to complete arrangements for the murder of the citi-

zens. But Cicero had kept careful watch of all of Catiline's plans, and that

very evening his friends came to tell him of the great danger. So two days
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later, the 8th of November. Cicero called a meeting of the Senate in the

Temple of Jupiter Stator, and planned to present to the senators the danger

that surrounded them, and to make arrangements for active defense. But

when Cicero perceived that Catiline had had the audacity to come to his

usual place in the senate, when he knew that he had planned the destruction

of every man assembled there, Cicero was so furious that, instead of proceed-

ing with the business as planned, he burst out into a fiery oration, and

showed Catiline, step by step, that all his plans were known. This oration

John will now give.

( (J'urtari} ris<'s.

)

CICERO'S ORATION AGAINST CATILINE

John. How long, pray, Catiline, will you take advantage of our patience?

How much longer will you continue to mock us? To what lengths will you

go in your unbridled audacity? Have not the nightly guard on the Palatine,

the garrison of the city, the rallying of all loyal men, the meeting of the

senate in this strongly fortified temple, the expressions on the countenances

of these men moved you at all? Do you not see that your conspiracy is laid

bare? Do you not realize that it is held fast bound by the knowledge that we
all possess? Who of us, do you suppose does not know what you did last

night, the night before, where you were, what men you assembled together,

what plans you had made? Alas, the times, the customs! The senate

knows this, the consul sees it; nevertheless, he lives. Lives, do I say? Yea,

more, he comes even into the senate ; he takes part in public affairs ; he

silently marks every man of us for slaughter.

You ought to have been put to death long ago by the consul's order,

Catiline ; long ago you ought to have received the destruction which you are
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now plotting against us. Did not Publius Scipio, a most distinguished man,
Pontifex Maximus, put to death Tiberius Gracchus, who was only desirous

of a change of government? Shall we, the consuls, allow you to live, who
wish to destroy the whole world with fire and sword? There was once

—

there was once a time, when loyal men thought that a dangerous citizen

should be more severely punished than the most hostile foe. We have a

severe and weighty decree of the senate against you, Catiline. We do not

lack evidence nor the authorization of the senate, but we, I say it openly,

—

we, the consuls, are at fault. You live; and you live not to give up, but to

persist in your bold acts. Senators, I wish to be lenient; I do not wish to

be lax at this time of danger to the state—but now I condemn myself for my
inactivity and negligence. A camp in opposition to the Roman people has

been pitched in the mountain passes of Etruria. The number of the enemy
increases daily. We see the general, the leader of that camp, within the city

walls, even within our senate, daily plotting the destruction of the state. But,

Catiline, you will be put to death when no one so wicked, so desperate, so

like yourself, can be found who does not admit that the deed was justly done.

As long as there is any one who dares defend you, you will live; and you

will live just as you are living now, surrounded by my numerous strong

guards, so that you will not be able to make a single move against the re-

public. Review with me what you did night before last. You will see that

I have been much more watchful for the safety of the state than you have

been for its destruction. I say that you went into the scythe-maker's quar-

ters—to be plain—to the house of Marcus Lacca. There you assembled many
of your mad followers. Do you dare to deny this? Why are you silent?

I will prove it, if you deny it. Ye immortal gods ! Where in the world

are we? In what city do we live? What kind of a republic is this? Here,

amongst the senators, in this most august and sacred body, are men who are

plotting the destruction of us all, of the city, and even of the whole world.

While you were at Lacca's that night, Catiline, you portioned out the whole

of Italy. You chose the men whom you would leave at Rome, and those

men you would lead out with you. You marked out the parts of the city

that were to be fired, and said that you would set out from the city, but

that you were delayed a little because I was still living. Two of your friends

were found who promised to relieve you of that care and to kill me early in

the morning. I heard of the plan, and saved myself by placing guards

around my house. Can the light of day, or the air we breathe, be pleasing to

you, Catiline, when you know that there is no one here who is not fully

aware that December 31st you got together a band of men to kill the con-

suls and the chief magistrates of the state, and that not a change of mind

or fear deterred you, but the fortune of the Roman people? A little while

ago you came into the senate. Was there any one of this great num-
ber of men, of all your friends and relatives, who greeted you? Since

this is the first time in history that this has happened to anyone, are you

waiting to be insulted openly, when their silence shows the contempt in

which they hold you? What of this,—that at your arrival these seats be-

came vacant; that all men of consular rank, as soon as you sat down, left
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that part of the benches empty? And in what spirit, pray, do you think you

ought to bear this? By heavens, if my slaves feared me as all your fellow

citizens fear you, Catiline, I should leave my home. Go out from the city,

Catiline; relieve the state of its fear; set out into exile, if you are waiting

this word. What is it, Catiline? What are you waiting for? Do you not

perceive the wishes of these men by their silence? They desire it—they are

silent.

Now, senators, that I may avert a certain just complaint of the father-

land against me, listen carefully to what I have to say, and let my words

sink deeply into your hearts and minds. If the fatherland, which is much
dearer to me than life, if the whole state should speak to me and say:

"Marcus Tullius Cicero, what are you doing? Will you allow that man,

who you know is an enemy, who is to be the leader of the war against us,

who has aroused the slaves and desperate men against the state, to go out

of the city unpunished? Will you not rather order him to be thrown into

prison, and to be put to death? What hinders you from doing this? Is it

the customs of your ancestors? Is it the law? Do you fear unpopularity in

the future?" to the sacred words of the republic and to the men who think

this, I would answer briefly. If I thought that this were the best thing to

do, senators, I would not allow that ruffian to live one hour longer, but would

put him to death. But many men, not only wicked, but even ignorant men,

would say that I had acted cruelly and tyrannically if I should punish him.

Now I know that if he goes to the camp of Manlius, as he intends to do,

there will be no one so stupid as not to see that a conspiracy has been

formed; no one so wicked as to not admit this. I know that, if he alone is

killed, the danger will be averted for awhile, but will not be stamped out for

all time. But if he should lead his wicked followers out with him, not only

would this fully developed conspiracy be wiped out and destroyed, but even

the root and seed of all evil.

I promise you, senators, that the consuls will be so diligent that you

will have so much power, that there will be such a united and harmonious

spirit among all Romans, that on Catiline's departure you will see all things

laid bare, brought to light, punished.

Wilt thou, Jupiter, whom we have truly called the guardian of this city

and empire, keep this man from thy temples, the homes of the city, the pos-

sessions of the citizens? And wilt thou punish this man, leader of the

enemy, the foe of the fatherland, a plunderer of Italy, while in life—and
even after death—with eternal punishment?

(Curtain falls.)

Josephine. When Cicero ceased speaking and sat down, Catiline at

first attempted to reply to the proofs of his guilt, but he was hissed down
by the senators. Seeing, then, that he was really in danger, he left the tem-

ple, and, fleeing from the city, that night went to the camp of Manlius in the

northern part of Italy, on the pretense that he had gone to Massalia for his

health. During the month that ensued Cicero kept careful track of all the

plans and movements of the conspirators who were left behind in the city;
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and finally, by getting possession of a letter written to Catiline by Lentulus,

Cicero felt that he had sufficient evidence to warrant the arrest of the four

chief conspirators who were then in the city. The following day he called

a meeting in the temple of Concord to justify himself in the eyes of the

senators for having arrested the conspirators. As he left the senate house

people crowded about and clamored to know what was going on. So Cicero

addressed them, and, going over much the same ground that he had that

morning, in the senate-house, he showed them, step by step, Catiline's acts

and the guilt of the conspirators.

We should like the School to imagine that they are the Roman people,

assembled to listen to Cicero's proofs as he gave them from the rostrum in

the Forum.

(Curtain rises.)

Frances. Fellow citizens! Today you see this far-famed republic, this

most glorious city, yourselves, your wives, your children, snatched from the

very jaws of death, preserved and restored to you by my diligence, counter-

____^ plots, and wisdom, and through the great love0of the immortal gods for you. For I have

quenched the fire that was threatening this

city, these temples, and your homes, and have

turned aside the sword of disaster from your

throats, and have lifted the yoke of servitude

from ofif your shoulders. I shall tell you

briefly how I discovered, prevented, and finally

disclosed in the senate today this great con-

spiracy.

In the first place, when I drove Catiline

. into exile, I thought that his followers would

be too weak without him to do any serious

harm. Nevertheless, I have kept a constant

watch over them, and know everything that

they have done or even contemplated. I dis-

covered that legates were being sent into Gaul
CICERO ADDRESSING PEOPLE to incite the provincials to war, and that Vol-

turcius, one of the conspirators, had joined himself to this party with letters

and verbal directions to Catiline. Accordingly, I knew that the time had

come when I must prove to you and to the senate the perfidy of Catiline

and of his followers. I confided the plot to two praetors, Flaccus and Pom-
tinus, and told them what I thought should be done. Being most loyal and

devoted adherents to the state, they asked no further questions, but each

procured a force of strong and loyal men; and, without arousing anyone's

suspicions, they hid themselves in the farm-houses on opposite sides of the

river Tiber, near the Mulvian bridge. Early in the morning, when the troup

of legates, with Volturcius, crossed the bridge, they were attacked and easily

captured. The despatches to Catiline, with seals intact, were seized and
handed over to me. I immediately called a meeting of the principal men of
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the city, and also summoned the four conspirators, Gabinus, Statilius, Cethe-

gus, and Lentulus, who came, suspecting nothing. I was advised to open

the despatches privately, so that in case nothing of importance was found, I

should not needlessly alarm the senate. But I decided to call the senate to-

gether and lay the whole matter before them. In the meantime, I sent a

praetor to search the house of Cethegus. He discovered a great number of

swords, daggers, and other weapons hidden there. When the senate had

assembled, Volturcius turned state's evidence, and I bade him tell all he

knew without fear of the consequences. When he had partially recovered

from his fright, he said that he had been given letters and verbal instruc-

tions from Lentulus to Catiline to the efifect that Catiline should make use of

the slaves and should hasten to Rome with an army as soon as possible. His

plan was to attack the city from all sides, to set fire to the buildings, and to

slaughter all the citizens. When he had finished, I brought in the Gallic

legates, who reported that they had been given letters to their tribes by Len-

tulus, Cethegus, and Statilius, which said that they were to send great num-
bers of infantry and cavalry into Italy as soon as possible.

At last I brought in the despatches. I showed them to Cethegus, and he

acknowledged his own seal. I opened them and read. I found that the con-

tents were indeed what the Gauls had said. Then Cethegus, accused of

concealing weapons in his house, replied that he had always been an admirer

of good steel. However, when the dispatches were read aloud his con-

science smote him, and he remained silent. Statilius was then brought for-

ward. He acknowledged his seal and handwriting, and, after the letters had

"been read, confessed his guilt. Then I showed the tablets to Lentulus, and

asked him if the seals were his. He bowed his head in silence. After all

his letters had been read, I gave him permission to speak, if he so desired.

At first he vehemently denied all the accusations against him, but when all

the evidence had been brought forth he suddenly leapt to his feet in anger

and indignantly demanded of Volturcius and the Gauls what dealings they

had with him. When they had answered briefly and consistently, and told

how often and why they had come to him, then he, though maddened by

crime, suddenly showed how great is the force of conscience. For, contrary

to the opinion of every one, he confessed his guilt. Lastly, Gabinius was led

in, and, though he answered arrogantly at first, he soon succumbed to the

crushing weight of evidence, and he, too, confessed.

And in my opinion, not only all the evidence, the letters, the seals, the

handwriting, and the confessions of each man, seemed proof enough of their

guilt, but their stealthy glances at each other, their shifty eyes, their guilty

color, their sullen silence, seemed to me to prove their guilt and convict

them absolutely. After all the evidence had been arranged and put in legal

form, I asked the senate what they thought advisable to do. The leading sen-

ators proposed very severe sentences against the criminals, and these meas-

ures were unanimously adopted by the rest of the senators. They decreed a

vote of thanks to me for my untiring efforts in the matter, and also to the

two praetors who had conducted themselves in such a worthy manner. As

for the conspirators, they were cast into prison to await sentence.
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O, fellow citizens, as to the future safety of the state you need have no

fears now. Since Catiline has been expelled from the city, the rest of the

conspirators are helpless, for Catiline was the chief—aye, the very backbone

of the conspiracy. He attended to everything himself, trusted no man to

carry out his plans, and has proved himself an enemy to be feared.

And now, fellow citizens, give thanks to Jupiter, the guardian of the

city, and depart for your homes. I promise that in the future my efforts will

be as great and untiring as they have been in the past My reward for my
services will be that you will always remember them, for I care for no out-

ward signs of fame. Rejoice, then, in the safety of the state, and thank the

immortal gods that they have given me such wisdom and that they have

kept the city from harm.

Note. The translations, given above, with the exception of a few corrections by the

teacher, are the work of the pupils.



EXERCISES REPORTED VERBATIM

Play Houses and Primitive Homes i—-

A Nature Excursion u^
A Study of Bridges t^
The Chemistry of Water
A Series of Exercises on Illumination

A Series of Exercises on Pottery ^





PLAYHOUSES AND PRIMITIVE HOMES

The morning exercise was the result of experience gained through

the study of providing shelter under varied conditions. After the

children had described their own homes and others which they had

seen in travels or in books, the environment of the tree man was made

vivid by blackboard drawings and stories of forests and animals. The

cave man's surroundings of cliffs and rocks were presented in the same

way. The background of the Indian and his wigwam was made clear
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lot. In laying the bricks there was constant practice in making sur-

faces level and straight. Judgments had to be made as to the size

of bricks and as to the quantity of cement used; also the amount of

water necessary to make the cement. The problem of making the

cement stick was worked out by experimenting, by observing brick-

laying, and by questioning people who understood the work. The

children found out that when all conditions were met, the bricklaying

was well done, but if any condition was neglected, the results were

poor.

BRUSH HOUSE

The problem of the cave men, as the yoimg diggers called them-

selves, was to get their cave deep enough to prevent the top from fall-

ing in. An ingenious man, however, would frequently put boards over

his excavation and cover them with dirt, or if he succeeded in making

a tunnel only six inches in length from one cave to another he was

wild with delight, and felt that he had been successful. One child

who was very self-centered wished to work alone in his cave. His

cave grew deeper, and the earth harder, and the work more difficult

until one day he saw a pickax in the tool shed, and using it, found

what a help it was to him. Then he went around and helped the other

cave men and saw how much more two could do than one. Soon after

this he came in from work and said, "I have taken a partner." There

were times when these cave men threw stones and dirt like their fore-
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fathers, but gradually there grew a spirit of co-operation, and the

right feeling came about without outside influence.

The difficulties found in making the wigwam and the snow

house were clearly presented by the children in the following exercise:

Morning Exercise—Houses

First Grade Teacher. For four years the children of the first grade

have been making houses out in the woods and in the garden, and this morn-

ing they are going to tell you something about their work. The older chil-

dren, who have been in the first grade and have done this work, will also tell

you of their experiences.

Note. The children chose the particular work they wished to talk about, and through
their choice they naturally divided themselves into groups. When the exercise was given,

the stereopticon pictures of the different types of shelter were thrown upon a screen,

and as these pictures appeared, every group in turn went up and sat upon the floor of

the platform. Each child then stood and told of his part in the work, and when all the

group had finished, they again took their seats in the audience.

Ruth (third grade). When the third grade were in the first grade, they

went out into the woods on an excursion and came to a place where some

vines were hanging from some trees in the shape of a nice little house, but on

one side there were no vines, so we thought we would bring some leaves

and make a nice house of it. We began doing it, and we pretended it was

going to rain, and we must work faster. We did work a little faster, and

after a while, when it was almost done, it did begin to rain, and we crowded

into the house.

Caroline (third grade). When we came home we thought we would

make a brush house in the garden. We brought the brush from where the

flat building is now standing. When that was all taken away, we brought

more brush from an old tree that had fallen down in front of the School.

When it was all done a hard rain came and knocked the roof off.

Elisabeth G. (second grade). When we were in the first grade, we went

to Glencoe and found a brush house that the third grade had made when

they were in the first grade, and we thought we would fill up the cracks. So

we went out into the woods and found leaves and sticks and brought them

back and put them into the cracks. We found vines and wove them between

the cracks, and when it was finished we thought it nice and cosy.

Robert B. (second grade—pointing to a drawing in crayon on the

board). I drew this picture. Here is Mr. Mortensen and a few children.

The rest of the children have gone to get their lunch, and Miss Walker and

I are behind this tree. Mr. Mortensen built the fire, and the children are

sitting around it eating and making believe they are Indians. The reason

that we could not have a fire in the brush house was because we would

burn it.

Robert H. (second grade). When we came back from Glencoe, we

thought we would make a brush house in the garden. After Christmas we

gathered up all the evergreen trees used for the Christmas decorations and

stuck them in the ground. Then we took vines and wove them in and made

a green house.
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Mary (first grade). This year the first grade made a brush house, and

we wove into it cornstalks and sunflower stallcs and morning glory vines,

and sometimes used cord and string. But the goats would run through it

and break it down.

CAVES

Charles (first grade). The first of this year we were talking about a

man and the kind of a place he could live in without using tools to build it.

We thought he might live in a tree or in a cave. We thought it would be

too hard for us to make a tree-house, so we made a cave. After we had

worked a long time, I put my shovel down, and it went right through into

the girls' cave, and we dug as hard as we could, and now we can go through.

Ward (first grade—holding tip a rider and measuring off the inches).

The boys' cave is three feet and eighteen inches long, and the width of it is

twenty-six inches. The widest place is one foot twenty-three inches, and the

depth is sixteen inches.

Philip (first grade). I wanted to start a little cave, so I started, and

I struck something hard, and I thought it was a big rock, and then I thought

it was ice, and I called all the boys to help me get it out, and Jack threw

in a shovel like a pickax, and we found that it was only frozen earth.

Margaret (first grade). When I was digging in the cave I saw a little

toad in its hole, and just as I was trying to get him he hopped into the gar-

den, and when he ran in I thought perhaps he would make a home there and

stay until winter was over.

Roberta (first grade). Does anybody know whether there are any real

cave men now or not?

Herman (eighth grade). Yes, there are, in Africa.

Margaret (fourth grade). When the fourth grade were in the first

grade they made a wigwam. They made it out of brown cotton flannel, and

sewed it together with brown thread. They pretended that the pieces of

brown cotton flannel were skins and that the thread was sinew. Then

we took three poles and fastened them together and set them up in the

garden. We took the brown cotton flannel and put it around the poles and

left an opening for a door and a little hole at the top, so that we could

have a fire in the wigwam, and the smoke could go out at the top.

Lisette (third grade). First, we made a clear space in the room to put
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the material on the floor, and when we cut it out we found that there were

some little pieces missing down at the bottom, and so we fitted in scraps.

We went to the Field Museum, and we saw Indian wigwams there that had

pictures on them. The pictures told the dreams of the Indians. A bow and

arrow meant that they had dreamed of hunting. When we went home we
thought it would be nice if we could make some pictures on our wigwams, so

we painted pictures with bright colors. It was near Christmas, and our

teacher thought it would be nice to make little Indian wigwams for Christ-

mas presents. They were penwipers and they had pictures on them. Mine

had stars, and a moon and some arrows on it. The stars and the moon

meant that I had had a dream, and the arrows meant that I had been hunting.

Rene (fourth grade). One day when the fourth grade were in the first

grade, we had on our Indian suits and were out in the garden sitting around

a fire, eating parched corn. We got the corn out of our garden and parched

it in the domestic-science room. While we were eating the corn we told

stories. (Ik the exercise, a typical story was told.)

Peggy (third grade). When the wigwam was finished, we wanted some

mats to sit on. We found some long grass, but as we could not weave it

very well, it took quite a while to make mats big enough to sit on.

Allen (fifth grade). When I was in the first grade, we were studying

houses, and some of us suggested making different kinds of houses. We
talked about the kind of things our houses were made of, and one of us

suggested making a brick house. First, we measured off the ground where

we wanted the house, and then we dug a httle ditch around the sides. In this

we laid the bricks which served as a foundation. When we got it done, we
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FIRST BRICK HOUSE

found that it was not on our land, so we had to tear it down. We used bricks

that had been left from building the School.

Caroline (third grade). When we were in the first grade we started to

build the second brick house. We had the bricks from the old one to play

with, and we pretended the bricks were blocks, but somebody knocked down
the walls we made, and we told our teacher, and she said, "It is your own
fault, because you did not build it strong enough." And then we thought we

1
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8^ inches long and 7 feet 5 inches wide. The window is 1 foot 8 inches

wide.

Elisabeth G. (second grade). Last year I helped to lay the brick floor.

We leveled the ground, and then we put on sand and laid the bricks. After

the floor was laid, we put down a board and placed the level upon it, and
if the bubble was in the middle of the level, the floor was even. There were
many cracks between the bricks, and we filled these with sand, and then

cemented the floor.

Philip (first grade). Sometimes we laid one brick a day, sometimes two,

sometimes three, and sometimes four. We worked hard on it. It takes a

day and a half for a brick to dry. Sometimes when we have just laid a

brick the children come around and knock it ofif, and sometimes the goats

come through the window and walk on the wall and knock a brick off, too,

and that makes more work.

Oehm (first grade). One morning we went out and found that a part

of the brick house was broken down, and Leone and Jack and I stayed after

school and all of us worked at recesses on the house, but it took a long time

to mend the broken place. Then it was broken down a second time, and if

it hadn't been broken down so many places we would have been building the

roof now.

Elisabeth S. (second grade). I used to go out for about an hour after

school and work on the brick house, and there were others in the group who
worked, too. We had to soak the bricks in water over night; otherwise, in

the morning, the cement would not stick. It took us a long time to find out

what was the matter, and finally we thought we should try soaking the

bricks, because if we did not do this the water in the cement would go into

the bricks and leave the cement dry and crumbly.

Roberta (first grade). When we came to school in the fall we found

that the brick house was too high to reach to the top of the wall, and we
had to find high boxes to stand on, and it was not easy to climb up on
them, and when we climbed upon them it was hard to carry the bricks and

the sand and the cement and the water, and then we had to mix the cement

up there. We found one box with sides about as thick as a cigar box, and we
cut it into strips about four inches wide and about a foot long, and we
used them for trowels.

Warren (second grade). When we were in the first grade we thought

we would build a snow house, and so we rolled big snow balls that high on
me (holding his hand at his waist line), about two feet, and we put them one

on top of the other until they were above my head—about 4 feet. But we
could not make a roof, and so we got a big sheet and spread it over for a

roof, and we went in and had a lot of fun.

Robert S. (second grade). Last year, when we were in the first grade,

we made a snow house, and we had trouble. First, it melted down; then

we tried it again, and it melted again; then when it was colder, we tried

again. We rolled snow balls until they were almost up to my shoulder, and
began the walls of our house. Then we rolled others, but we found we
could not have them so large, because we could not lift the big ones on top
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A NATURE EXCURSION

We believe in studying nature out of doors. An eighth grade may

go to dunes and lake ridges and ravines with the special purpose of

studying physiography; a fourth or fifth grade may go to the same

places to collect flowers, or to gather fruits for preserving; a first or

second grade may seek there the geographical setting for stories of

tree men or desert tribes. Often, all three of these purposes may com-

bine, in varying degrees, in one excursion. Besides, there is always

in the child's mind the added desire to have a good time, and in the

teacher's mind the wish to found and foster in children a loving and

intelligent interest in out-of-doors. Nature excursions have come to

be one of the chief pleasures of our pupils. Yet these visits are far

from being junketing trips. We go to answer, by original observa-

tions, questions that have arisen in class-room study, and to collect

material for further work at school. The following exercise was given

by a fourth grade after two visits to the sand dunes. These trips

were made as the accompaniment to many weeks' study and simple

experimentation in connection with soil formation. The children

ground stones to make sand; pulverized rock and dissolved limestone

to make clay ; washed, sifted, and burned loam to find its constituents.

The exercise may exemplify to a sympathetic reader the purposes of

such trips, their relation to class-room work, amount of observa-

tion made in the field, the pupils' earnest attitude toward an excur-

sion, the wholesome experiences and interests . that it engenders, and

the pleasure of the children in such a day in the open.

A hoy. I am going to tell you how sand is made. Some sand that we
fomid is made out of ground quartz. We looked at it through a micro-

scope, and it looks like little pieces of quartz. Sand is of different colors,

on account of the different colored stones that have been ground up by the

waves. These are some stones that we found quite a way out in the lake,

that had been broken up. As soon as they are ground up smaller, the waves

will wash them up closer to the shore. Here are some we found closer to

the shore. They were ground up by the waves and washed up further. This

is some sand that we found still nearer to the edge of the water.

Ralph (eighth grade).'* The present outlet of Lake Michigan is through

*This class was studying the topography of the Chicago region and was asked to

contribute to our exercise an explanation of the presence of the sand in the dune district.
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the Straits of Mackinac into Lake Huron, then through Lake Erie into

Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River. When the glacier covered the

lake, it had to have another outlet, and that was through the Sag into the

Illinois River, and then into the Mississippi. The southern part of the lake

was then much larger than it is now. The shore was twenty miles from the

present shore, and as the glacier receded, the lake grew smaller at the

southern end. As the water receded, it left different beaches. There are

five or six of these different beaches between the old shore and the present

shore, and it covered that whole country with sand.

Drummond. In Lake Michigan there is a current from the north. The
sand that is made by the grinding up of the stones comes down with the

current. The current is not strong enough to be noticed, but when there

is a storm the waves raise the sand, and the current carries it along until

it comes down to the southern part of Lake Michigan, and it is washed

against the shore. The undertow carries some of it back, but there is an-

other wave coming along, and that will meet the undertow. The sand will

drop and make a sort of small hill or sand-bar, and after a while that bar

keeps getting bigger and bigger until it comes to the surface, and then if

there is a wind towards the shore, the sand will blow towards the shore,

and if there is a breeze from shore blowing towards the lake, the sand from

the shore will blow to the sand-bar and make a dune there.

After a while there will be water left on the land side of the

dune, and the water will be stagnant there. After a while the

water will evaporate, but the water from the lake will keep

seeping through the sand under the dune into this marsh,

because the bottom of the marsh is a little below the lake

level. This apparatus shows how the water will go under the

dune, because it always seeks its own level. Out in the yard,

in the sand table, we made some sand dunes, and we made
a lake around them and left a hollow in the sand. You can

look at it in the play period. The water has soaked through the sand

and come to a level with the water outside.

Hugh. When we were at the sand dunes, we saw a log, and it was about

half covered up with sand, and if the wind keeps blowing, it will be covered

by a little dune. And Delia, one of the girls that went with us, put her

hat down, and when we went to get up, it was almost covered with sand.

Leah (fifth grade). Out in the sand dunes, we saw a tree with its roots

above the ground. (Showing sketch). We think the sand must have covered

it up this far on the trunk, and the roots came out of the trunk, and now
that the sand has blown away, it has left the roots sticking out. Here are

pictures showing that the sand has covered trees half-way up, and we think

it must have been the same way with the tree we saw. Here are dead trees

standing up. (Showing sketch.) We think that once the sand covered all

these trees, and while they were covered they died. Then the sand blew

off, and you can see them dead.

Ruth. -This (showing specimen) was a branch growing on the trunk
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PITCH PINE

Teacher. We are going to try to

tell you now what would make the sand

dunes a good place for the Indians to

live.

George. Margaret and Virginia

found a tree like this in the sand dunes,

and they knew that the Indians had

tried to get sap out of the tree. It was

a pine tree. They used the sap in their

canoes to fill up the cracks where the

water gets in. It is called pitch.

Dorothy. In the sand dunes, the fifth

grade found bones of a deer. The deer

lived there until the white man came,

and then they all went away. The
Indians ate the deer meat, and then they made clothes out of the skins, and

the ribs of the deer they put into their bows. For the strings of the bow
they used the sinews of the hind legs. The Indians could find many other

useful things in the dunes—they could find fish, ducks, squirrels, frogs,

quails, corn, snipe, cactus, grapes, sandpipers, sweet grass for their baskets,

strawberries, blackberries, blueberries, wood for fires and geese.

Katherine (showing specimens of plants). Here are some of the plants

we found. This is the sand cherr}', about as big around as your finger nail.

People make preserves out of that and jelly and wine. And then there is

the pitcher plant. It holds water in the swamp, and it is full of water when
you find it. I will open one for you. It is full of insects. There are little

hairs on the lip, pointing down, and when a bug comes in it can get down
easy enough, but when it tries to get out it cannot get out, and it drowns,

and the plant uses it for food. Then there is pokeberry that the Indians

used to dye their skins with, and their bows and arrows, and people used

to make ink from it. Here is some juniper, and some witch-hazel, and some
wintergreen that people use for flavoring cakes and candies.

Clara (showing lists of plants written' on the board). Whenever we go

on excursions, we have a list of the things we find, and here are some of

them. If they grow in the dunes, we put them into the list of dune plants,

and if they live in the marshes we put them into the list of the marsh.

Here are some plants. Here is the sea-rocket. It belongs to the cabbage

family, because it tastes something like cabbage. This is the bug seed,

because the seed looks something like a small bug. This is the chokecherry,

and this is the bittersweet, ground pine, and this is the gold thread. The roots

look like gold threads. And this is black alder.

Arnold (fifth grade)*. In the sand dunes we found many different

kinds of plants that have different ways of coming up in the spring. Bulbs

is one way. In the spring, they don't have to send out roots in the frozen

ground, they send up a new plant. Roots is another way. We found plants

*This class had made some rather more mature observations of plants than the

fourth grade had done, and we asked them to contribute to our exercise.
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with very strong roots, and these roots have food in them, and the plant

dies right down to the ground, and the roots send up a new plant. Under-

ground stems is another way. With the underground stem, the plant sends

up a sharp bud at the end of the stem. It goes along under ground and sends

up little shoots. The shoots are very sharp, so they can get through the

ground easily. Then there are some plants that grow by bud. Shrubs and

trees have buds on them, and in the fall the leaves fall ofif and the buds

are on, and in the spring, they don't have to start all over. The leaves come



A STUDY OF BRIDGES

The exercise on bridges is an outgrowth of the shopwork. The

importance of bridges in our community-life, the various types of

bridges in different localities (connecting vitally with geography

work), the romance of their building, the deeds of bravery, daring,

and skill of the bridge worker, and a study of the strains and stresses

of the various "members" of a bridge, are topics of live interest to the

fifth- and sixth-grade boy. This study in the shop results in an in-

telligent appreciation of a bridge as a wonderful human achievement.

In place of a meaningless mass of iron and steel, a bridge becomes

almost a living thing. By means of experiments on test bridges, the

effect of "teamwork" is emphasized—how different members of the

bridge are working together to help support the load it is designed to

carry, some "pushing" and some "pulling." "Tension," "compres-

sion" and similar terms used by the bridge engineer become a part of

the boy's vocabulary. This interest bears fruit in a desire to share

Ills knowledge with the rest of the School in a morning exercise. Lan-

tern slides of some of the noted bridges are thrown on the screen, and

tlie mechanical principles explained. Experiments are performed,

and the different strains and stresses in a bridge are pointed out. The

following verbatim report is the result of the work of one class.

Emily. The fifth grade have been studying about bridges and the dif-

ferent things an engineer has to think about when drawing plans for a large

bridge and the materials to build with. When a heav}^ weight is going over

the bridge some pieces of the bridge are pushing, and some are pulling to

help carry the load.

The engineer has to be a careful man, and he has to be a mathematician.

Before he builds a bridge, he has to work it all out on paper. Then some-

times, he makes small models like these (shozving models) to experiment

with. When he is building the bridge, every single thing has to be right;

he can not guess at a single thing; there are too many human lives in dan-

ger. And when a beam is put in place, an inspector has to climb over it,

and with a hammer he taps the heads of the rivets, and if they do not sound

just right, he draws a ring around it, and a workman comes and cuts it

out and puts in a new one, and makes it tight. There is a bridge in Quebec

over the St. Lawrence river, and when they were building it, and had quite

a good part of it done, and the workmen were on it, it collapsed. They

found that one beam on the under side had been too weak, and it went down,
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and several of the workmen were killed. This is going to happen every

time that an engineer is not accurate in his plans.

Arnold. We performed several experi-

ments to find out what the different parts of

a bridge will do, and we found that some

parts of the bridge push and some parts

pull. This is a model of a very simple

bridge. I suppose most of you have crossed

a stream where there was a board across,

and when you got to the middle, it would

bend like this. We had a testing-box made,

so that we could put the weight on top of

this bridge. And then we put the weight

down here, and it acts just the same as if

we put it on top of the bridge.

Now I am putting trusses on this

simple bridge. The bridge without the

trusses held 18 lb. 13 oz. We tested

it until it broke. This bridge with

the trusses does not bend so much,

because the weight pulling down on

this beam, pulls on these wires. There are different strains on different parts

of the bridge. There is the pulling or tension strain, the pushing or com-

pression strain, and the transverse or bending strain. In this wire there is

TEST BOX USED IN
EXPERIMENTS

BRIDGE WITHOUT TRUSS

a tension strain, and in these trusses, there is a compression strain. This

bridge broke at 125 pounds, while the other broke at 18 lb. 1.3 oz. ; so you
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can see how much the trusses do for a bridge. When we put about 50 lb.

on the bridge, we first noticed a change. The weight pushing on here and

here bent this in like this, but it could not go down because the wires were

holding it. This truss broke first because it had not been cut accurately, it

was a little shorter than the other. Then this part had to break, because

when the trusses were gone, it was nothing but a simple bridge and would

only hold 18 lb. 13 oz.

Russell. We are going to show you a simple bridge, only bigger. You

see how easily it bends without trusses. We will put the trusses on now.

(Four boys put trusses on- a simple bridge, about seven feet long, and

eight children got on it.)

BRIDGE SHOWING EFFECT OF TRUSS

This summer when I was out in the country, they had simple bridges

without trusses, and the men who had threshing machines, carried trusses

with them, only they used chains instead of wires. The bridges were not

strong enough to carry the threshing machines without the trusses.

Lavifrence. This bridge seems almost like that one. We studied a good

deal about it, and we found it would have altogether dififerent strains. When
in this position, this has the tension strains, and this the compression strain.

David. This kind of a beam is called an "I" beam, because it is just

like the letter "I" in section. There are fibers in iron, just as there are

fibers in wood, and the fibers at the top of the beam try to pull apart, and

at the bottom, they push together, when it is loaded. This is a diagram of a

bridge, and they put these "I" beams where there is the greatest strain. You
can see some of these "I" beams on the elevated road at Wilson Avenue.
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MODEL OF SWING-BRIDGE BUILT BY BOY

It is the beam that holds the track up. Some of these "I" beams are forty

feet long and a foot wide.

Paul. I made a little model of a swinging-bridge, to see where the dif-

ferent strains were. The weight is carried from the ends to the center pivot.

ANOTHER MODEL SWING-BRIDGE MADE BY BOY

This top piece has a tension strain, and this piece has a compression strain.

Lawrence. I made a model of a bridge and took it down to Mr. Wahl-
strom last night. He got on it with both feet and it would hold 150 pounds.

Question from audience. How long would it take to build a big bridge?

Mr. Wahlstrom. On one of the larger bridges in New York they spent

four years drawing the plans, and the engineer had a force of 25 to 50 men.

After they begin work on such a bridge, it takes anywhere from two to ten

years, according to the size. Of course small bridges were built much more
quickly.



CHEMISTRY OF WATER

The morning exercises given by tlie chemistry and physics classes

of the High School have dealt^ as far as possible, with topics of general

school interest.* Subjects have been chosen in which other grades are

interested by reason of science work now going on or previously carried

out, and upon which the high-school class feels that it has something

definite and w^orth while to contribute.

Much subject-matter of physics and chemistry should interest the

high-school pupil directly, because in it he should find the broader

principles underlying many topics which he previously studied in a

more isolated fashion. Once the pupil has grasped such a principle,

and has begun to apply it, he has gained a unifying idea which will

give him a real and lasting interest in the science. He no longer needs

prodding and pulling at the hands of his teacher, but the more pleas-

ant and educative process of guiding and directing. Participation in

the preparation and giving of a morning exercise has helped many
pupils to a more thorough grasp of such a unifying idea. In their

efforts to make plain to others, they have obtained a clearer conception

for themselves.

Water, as a subject of science-work, is studied from some point

of view in each of the eight grades of the elementary school. Simple

facts concerning the uses and properties of water are gained in the

first and second grades, through the work in cooking and gardening.

The subject is more fully taken up in the third grade, in connection

with the study of the city's history. The problem of Chicago's water

supply leads to a simple study of the physics of water levels and pres-

sures. The purification of water by processes of settling, filtration,

and distillation, is worked out, using colored salty water. Several

grades are concerned with water as a medium for the preparation of

crystals of various kinds. The sixth grade makes an extensive study

of atmospheric moisture, rain, dew, clouds and related topics. The

eighth grade in the study of minerals is interested in water as an agent

for forming veins by methods of crystallization and precipitation. Also

water is studied as a standard and means for the determination of the

density of minerals by the principle of Archimedes. Many other

^See list of morning exercise topics arranged by subjects.

84
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points of contact might easily be enumerated. The group from the

chemistry class working on the preparation of this exercise made a

list of the points in which various grades might be interested. It was

obvious that only a few of these could be utilized. After discussion,

it was decided to make as the main point of the exercise the solvent

power of water—that water as it comes from the ground contains dis-

solved materials and is "hard."

With this idea in view a week previous to the giving of the ex-

ercise its title was announced, and all members of the school were

invited to bring in specimens of water from favorite springs and

wells, from as many different localities as possible. They were told

that the chemistry class would test them and make a report on the in-

teresting samples at the coming exercise. The response to this invita-

tion was immediate, and a large number of samples were brought in

from as many different sources. A report of the simple analysis, such

as the class could make after six weeks' study of chemistry, was given

individually to each person bringing in a sample, and furnished much

interesting work for the entire class. The tests made in the exercise,

for the purposes of clearness and simplicity, were confined to two in

number, one for chlorides and one for sulphates. These tests were

made in front of a background of blackened cardboard. In other

experiments water levels were made visible to the audience by color-

ing the water with a suitable dye, and using a white background.

The plan of the exercise, which is given below, was displayed

prominently during the exercise.

Outline of Exercise

rl. Constitution

„ 2. Water as a standard substance
Water J.

^ ^later as a solvent

[4. Ground water is "hard"—examples

The verbatim report follows

:

Josephine. The chemistry class this morning is going to tell you some-

thing about water. We will first show you of what water is composed, both

by decomposing it into its two elements, and by making water from those

two elements; and second, that water is a standard substance, and is the

basis of calculations. Then we are going to make some tests on waters

that were brought in by different members of the School, and show you

that there are solids dissolved in almost all kinds of water as it comes

from the ground.

The old Greeks thought there were four elements—earth, water, fire, and

air—but we now believe that there are over one hundred elements, and that
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water is formed from two of the most important of these, oxygen and hy-

drogen. These glass tubes* are filled with ordinary water, but colored so that

the levels can be easily seen. In them the water is decomposed into oxygen

and hydrogen. This is done by passing a current of electricity through the

water. As soon as the circuit is complete, you can see little bubbles rising

into the tubes, the water being forced down. You can see the levels chang-

ing, since the water is colored. Now, the hydrogen comes up the tube on the

left, while the other tube contains the oxygen. It is plain that there is twice

as much hydrogen as oxygen in water.

1 ^^M
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cnpied by the mixed gases which are now united in a small amount of water

at the top.

Carl. An important use for water is as a standard for different pur-

poses. Water is used as a standard for measuring temperature, heat, weight,

and density. We will first consider it as a standard for temperature. If we
place an ordinary thermometer in melting ice, the mercury will rise to 32°,

and if we put it in boiling water it will rise to 212° ; therefore, we find that

water freezes at 32° and boils at 212°. These facts are used in making ther-

mometers. The unmarked thermometer is placed in melting ice, and the

point marked to which the mercury falls. Then it is placed in boiling water,

and an additional mark made at this point. The space between the two

marks is then divided into 180 equal parts in the case of the Fahrenheit

thermometer or 100 divisions in case of the Centigrade thermometer.

Now we will consider water as a standard of density. To find the den-

sity of a substance, we have only to find the weight of equal volumes of

the substance and water, and obtain- the ratio of these two weights. For

example, take 10 cc. of water and 10 cc. of mercury, weigh them and we find

that the mercury is 13.6 times as heavy as the water. Therefore we say

that the density of mercury is 13.6. Water is also a standard of weight.

The metric system of weights and measures is based on the fact that the

weight of 1 cc. of water is called 1 gram. To prove this experimentally I

have here 1,000 cc. of water measured out in this beaker. This other beaker

on the balance pan is empty and counterpoised with shot, so that its weight

is eliminated. I put a 1,000-gram weight on the other pan and pour the

water into the empty beaker. You see* that the water exactly balances the

1,000-gram weight.' This proves the fact that 1 cc. of water weighs 1 gram.

Katherine. It takes more heat to raise the temperature of water a cer-

tain number of degrees than any other substance. Hence water is used to

measure of power of other substances to hold heat. I am going to prove

that water, weight for weight, holds more heat than ordinary sand. In this

steam jacket* are 115 grams of water, and in this 115 grams of sand. These

two beakers each contain 200 grams of water at the same temperature. I

pour the hot water into one beaker and the hot sand into the other and

stir. I shall expect this beaker, into which the hot water has been poured,

to show a higher temperature than the one into which I poured the hot

sand. This is true, for this beaker now has a temperature of 43° C, while

the other registers only 33° C. This shows that water has greater heating

capacity than sand. This fact has an important bearing on climate, for,

since water holds heat longer than ordinary sand or soil, there is a marked

retarding influence of large bodies of water on the climate of any country

near them. This is true of Chicago and the country around Lake Michigan.

The fall is later and the spring later than is the case farther inland.

Ruth. The most important quality of water is its power to dissolve sub-

stances. Some dissolve more easily in hot water, and some more easily in

*The boilers were of the type generally used in physics. The sand and water were
weighed out in cups fitting into the tops of the boilers. The temperatures of both vessels

of water were assumed to be the same—that of the room.
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cold. Most substances are more soluble in the hot water. Here in this

beaker' (holding up the beaker) is some lime water. It is a solution of lime

and water. I will heat it to boiling, which will show you that lime is less

soluble in the hot water. While it is heating, I will show you a second sub-

stance which is more easily soluble in hot than cold water. This beaker

contains potassium dichromate dissolved in hot water. I will place it in

this vessel of cold water in order to cool it quickly. (While waiting for

it to cool.) Some other substances dissolve equally well in hot or cold

water. This is true of salt or sugar. In some parts of the country the

water contains a great deal of lime. This water is purified by boiling it,

which throws the lime out of solution, as is the case in this hot lime water,

as you can now see (holding tip beaker of heated lime water showing pre-

cipitated lime). In the other beaker a mass of solid potassium dichromate

has been thrown out of solution as it cooled, which shows that it is not so

soluble in cold water. So you see these substances behave in opposite ways

from one another.

Milo. Ordinary water coming from the ground is "hard," that is, sub-

stances are dissolved in it. These substances may dissolve in large quanti-

ties. Very hard water is not very good for washing, as the dissolved ma-

terials do not allow the soap to act. Compounds of lime are those more

commonly found in ground water. These substances are in the soil and

enter solution when the water passes through the strata containing them.

The two most common classes of compounds in solution in water are chlorides

and sulphates. I will show j'ou how to test for them.

I have here some water in which has been dissolved a small amount

of potassium sulphate. If I add barium chloride to this, it turns milky,

showing the presence of the sulphate. This second vessel contains a dilute

solution of potassium chloride; I will add silver nitrate to it. You see it

also turns white and cloudy, showing the presence of the chloride. Or-

dinary "Hydox" (distilled) water contains neither of these substances. To

one portion of this pure water I will now add barium chloride. You see

it remains perfectly clear. I will add silver nitrate to another portion.

Again there is no precipitation. I will now use these two tests on samples

of water brought in by various members of the School to see if they con-

tain sulphates or chlorides.

This water is from Hot Springs, Arkansas. I will test it for chlorides,

using silver nitrate. You see it contains an abundance of chlorides. I will

also test another portion of it for sulphates. There are also some sulphates

in it.

This water is from Harbert, Michigan, brought in by Miss Leubrie.

I will test it for chlorides. You see it turns milky. I will test it for sul-

phates. There are evidently almost no sulphates in that water.

This is artesian water from the Lessing Apartments. I will test it for

chlorides. You see it turns somewhat milky, though it does not contain a

large amount of chlorides. But the other test shows that it contains con-

siderable sulphate, as you see.
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This is also artesian water, but from Lake Geneva. I will test it for

chlorides. You see it turns milk3^ There are some sulphates also, but not

as much as in the other case.

This is ordinary Lake Michigan water, I will test it for chlorides. It gives

a faint test. I will test it for sulphates. There is no evidence of sulphates.

This water is from a south-side spring. I will test it for sulphates.

There are no sulphates in it. I will apply the chloride test. You see it con-

tains a large amount of chlorides.

Although water may contain both sulphates and chlorides, it is not neces-

sarily impure in the sense that it is unfit to use.

Miss Cooke. Is it harmful in either case?

Milo. No, not unless the amount is excessive.

Mr. Osborne. This is the conclusion of the exercise. Some points per-

haps may not have been made as clear as you would like, but if you will

ask questions, we will try to make them plain.

Miss Hall. Can you explain the effect of Lake Michigan on climate in

a simpler way?
Katherine. Lake Michigan takes a longer time to get hot, and a longer

time to cool off than the country about it. In the spring it takes it such a

long time to warm up that our springs are very late and cold. In the fall,

it is so slow in cooling off that Chicago falls are consequently warmer

and later than is the case farther inland.

Question from audience. Why is it that the color of the last jar has

turned from white to brown?

Mr. Osborne. That is the water from the south-side spring. It contains

some sulphur which is responsible for the change in color.



A SERIES OF EXERCISES ON ILLUMINATION

The following reports show how a topic of broad interest, de-

veloped in its various aspects throughout the School, furnishes ma-

terial for morning exercises, and how the value of these exercises is

greatly enhanced by the fact that practically the whole School has had

experience with some phase of the subject. The knowledge of the

experiences of the other grades stimulates each group, giving an ex-

ercise to thoroughness in the presentation of their contribution to the

School.

The subject of fires and illumination is begun in the first grade.

The children in their study of Indian life try to make fire in many
ways, and they rediscover some of the methods used by primitive peo-

ple. The accompanying group of pictures shows- processes which the

children explained with models at a morning exercise given after a

series of such class-room experiments.

MAKING FIRE
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ESKIMO AND INDIANS MAKING FIRE

Another time, the first grade told at a morning exercise, how

they had made dipped candles as shown in the illustration.

FIRST GRADE DIPPING CANDLES

The children also described the candles and candlesticks which

they had made for Christmas gifts. The candles were molded of

paraffin, colored to match the glaze of the pottery candlesticks.

The third grade have given exercises about illumination which

grew out of their study of early Chicago. The children study the

lives of the settlers as intimately as possible, and prominent in this

study are problems of cooking, heating and lighting.
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CANDLES AND CANDLESTK KS M.M)K JiY CHILDREN

'With a background furnished by a review of their first grade

work,* and tlie children's imagination, the class traces the develop-

ment of methods of illumination to the modern kerosene lamp, gas,

and electricity, and the use of the two latter for city lighting. Dif-

ferent phases of the work are emphasized in successive years, and the

morning exercises which are outgrowths of the work show this very

clearly. One year, considerable time had been spent on the earliest

methods of lighting by bonfires and the later stages of candle-making.

At the morning exercise, the pupils explained the various kinds of

wood they had tried for bonfires, and their conclusions as to which

were the most desirable as light-

givers. They also showed candles

made of five different materials,

and told the results of tests which

they had made to find out which

gave the most. light, which burned

steadiest, which lasted longest,

and which smoked least.

Another year, while working

with candles, the third grade

showed the numerous kinds of

molds with which they had ex-

perimented, such as bottles, cyl-

inders of tin or cardboard, and

plaster-of-Paris molds.

The study of the problem of

lighting the streets and buildings of the city led to the making of

coal gas in clay pipes and burning it, and afterwards to the filling of

*In this review the Parker School Leaflets about the history of lighting were used.

TESTING CANDLES MADE OF DIF-
FERENT MATERIALS
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large reservoir with gas, by the apparatus shown in this picture.

^/v^w^

DRAWING MADE KV A PUPIL OF THE GRADE

To illustrate the process of gas storage after its manufacture, and

the piping of gas to the buildings of the city, the filled reservoir was

brought to the morning exercise, and its contents were burned at the

end of a long tube, to which a gas-burner had been attached.

During those years, when members of the third grade brought

numerous old-fashioned lamps to the School for study, much attention

was given to them. The morning exercise which follows was given

in such a year. Most of the pictures in the following pages show

lamps loaned for examination. The others are copies of illustrations

found in old magazines and elsewhere.

For this exercise the room was darkened, and on the stage were

all the lamps the grade had. All that could be so used were lighted.

Slides were thrown on the screen, and the children described them as

shown in the following stenographic report of the exercise

:

Lamps

Teacher. The third grade is going to tell you this morning something

of the history of lighting—something of the history of lamps. We are not

going to tell you the complete history, starting at the earliest stages, and

going on up, but by using such examples as we have, we will try to illus-

trate some of the facts that we know about lamps. The lamps that we have

attempted to light show some of the defects of early methods, namely, that

they were hard to start, and that after they were started, they needed a

good deal of attention.

Joseph. Many years ago they did not have enough lamp-posts to light
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the streets sufficiently, so people

wishing to go out at night, hired

these torch-bearers to escort them

to the place they wanted to go and

then call for them again. These

torches they did not like very

much, because they gave so much
smoke. The lamp-posts they had

were like these. It was the night-

watchman's duty to look after the

lamp-posts. He had a pail filled

with pitch-pine knots. If the lamp

was empty, he put some in. Some
of the torches were made so that

the pot for the knots would stand

upright, when the torch was low-

ered.

Marcia. These lamps are Es-

kimo lamps. This one is made of

soapstone hollowed out, and is

called a sledge-lamp. The other

two lamps are made of hard-baked clay. The large one had a nick in one

side in which the wick may lie. I can't tell whether or not the other one

has a nick for the wick, but this looks as if it were one. These two lamps

TORCH-BEARERS

ESKIMO LAMPS

are made of clay. They are very old-fashioned lamps. The edges of this

one are turned up to make a place in which the wick may lie, and this one

is turned up a very little on the edge for the wick.

These are Egyptian lamps. They are all about the same. They poured

the oil in here, and the wick lies there. These two have handles.

Edmund* This woman is making tallow candles, and this pot is full

of melted tallow. She takes a stick and ties strings onto it about ten inches

long, six of them, and about four inches apart, and then she dips them down
several times until there is enough tallow on the strings to make good can-

dles.

These are some molds that are used in making candles. A string tied

to the middle of a nail is dropped into the mold and through a hole in the

*This speaker referred to a picture of which we have not a copy.
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OLD-FASHIONED CLAY LAMPS

bottom. A knot is tied tightly against the bottom so as to keep the string

taut. Then they pour the tallow in around the string and let it stay unil

it hardens, and then take out the candles and use them. This mold is a great

EGYPTIAN LAMPS

deal like the one I just showed you, only it makes more candles. These

candles were made in this mold by the third grade last year.

Carter. These lamps are old fashioned- This one has two arms stick-

ing up there, and the wicks go through them into the oil place here. They

take the cover off and put the oil in the top. The oil that drips from the
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wick drops down into this trough and then goes back into here. This lamp

has two arms or posts that are fastened on a ring. There is a little round

button here, and one like it on the other side, that fastens onto the oil tank

so that it can swing either way, but it won't tip over. This is a little cup

OLD-FASHIONED LAMPS

with two tubes sticking up through it, and the wicks go down into the oil-

tank. You can unscrew it. It soaks up twice as much oil and gives three

times as much light as one wick would. On this you don't unscrew the cap.

but put the oil in through a little place there.

RUSSIAN SABBATH-LAj

You can lower and raise the

wicks of this one by this lit-

tle tube.

In this lamp they had a

single wick, and when they

wanted to put the light out,

they put this cap over it and

put it out.

Baxter. This lamp is a

Russian Sabbath-lamp. They

put the oil in the tube here,

and it goes out into these six

troughs. If the oil drops, it

goes along a little groove

into this little pan.

This lamp (exhibiting

lamp) was used in New Eng-

land about three hundred

years ago. You can open this
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and put the oil in, and then it will snap back. There is a little place in it to

hold the wick. This lamp can be stuck into a crack of a log cabin, or hung
up that way. In this lamp you open this place here and put the oil in, and

the wick goes up through this small hole. This little wick is in the oil all

the time, so that if you want to light something else, you can take that out

and light it and put it back.

Question (from the audience). When was that lamp used?

Teacher. That appears to be a copy rather than an original. We think

it is a copy of an old Roman lamp, but we are not sure.

Olga. This is a bull's-eye lamp. It has two tubes where the wicks go

up. The magnifying glasses are to make the light brighter, and it gives

OTHER CURIOUS LAMPS

more light on account of the magnifying glasses. These tops on the mag-
nifying glasses are to make the light shine on your paper or whatever you

are doing. This top unscrews, and you put the oil in here. These are

cigar lighters but they are made in the shape of old-fashioned lamps.

Question (from the audience). Who used the bull's-eye lamp?

Teacher. It was used in the United States Senate by Carter's great

uncle.

George. This is a sailor's lamp, and has its tank swung from arms

on two posts, so that it cannot tip over. There is one nice thing about

it, you can turn up the wick by this screw. A good many of the old-

fashioned lamps did not have screws to turn up the wick. This tall lamp

is a reading-lamp. It also has a screw to turn up the wick. The sailor's

lamp has a flat wick which gives more light than the round one.

Thornton. This is a reading-lamp, and it has little caps, and when they

stop reading, they put these little caps over the lights and put them out.

It is made of pewter. Pewter is made of tin and lead melted together. This

thing is called a snuffer and is used to put the light out. These were called
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READING LAMP

camphine-lamps because

they burned camphine.

This lamp is to use in a

barn. When a man

wanted to go out and

harness his horse at

night, he would take this

with him and jab it into

the wall, or when they

had guests in the house,

they put it on the wall

so as to have light on

the porch.

Question (from the

audience). What is cam-

phine ?

Teacher. Camphine

is a product of turpen-

tine. It is a highly ex-

plosive material; and I

presume the arrangement

of the tubes, far apart instead of close together as in other lamps, has some-

thing to do with the character of the oil being burned in it.

Question (from the audience). How long ago was it that the bull's

eye lamps were used in the United States Senate?

Teacher. In 1825.

Mr. Zalinko.* In Russia they had an old style of lighting country-houses.

It consisted of a little piece of wood. This was put in some oil, and they

lighted this little piece of wood, and when it was burned out, they changed

it and took a new one. There was always a little girl or boy sitting close

to this old style of lamp and changing these little bits of wood. During

the long winter evenings the little boys and girls of the family used to

help with these lamps, changing them all the time.

Teacher. It is interesting to know how the man who wrote Webster's

dictionary worked. He had two lamps something like this, except that there

was no arrangement for raising the wicks. At the beginning of the evening,

he had these lamps filled, and when they had both burned out, he considered

that he had finished an evening's work.

Volunteer contribution (from audience). It is said that in South America

there are very large fireflies, which the natives catch and place in cages

made of bamboo. These cages are used as lanterns.

Question (from the audience). Why is a flat wick considered better than

a round wick?

Teacher. There is more chance for the air to reach the surface of the

wick, and therefore if gives a better light.

*Mr. Zalinko, of Moscow, was
iven, and made this contribution.

guest of the School on the day this exercise was
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Co-operation between the grades in this study has been possi-

ble through the medium of the morning exercise. For example,

the third grade, while studying

modern methods of illumination,

asked the high-school class in

physics to give an exercise on

electricity, a subject too difficult

for experimentation in the third

grade.

The process of manufactur-

ing illuminating gas is a part of

the chemistry course, and the

high-school class studying this

subject presented exercises to

show laboratory and factory meth-

ods of manufacture, and to ex-

plain the chemical processes in-

volved. That an exercise of this

sort made its point, in one in-

stance at least, is attested by the

accompanying cartoon drawn for

the school magazine by one of the

seventh-grade boys.

This brief outline will serve

to show how the work on one topic

furnishes much material for ex-

ercises. It also shows that the

grade presenting any one aspect

of a subject has a background of

experience gained through other

morning exercises on the general

subject, and that nearly every one

in the audience likewise has a

fund of first-hand knowledge

that insures his interested participation.
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THREE EXERCISES ON THE HISTORY OF POTTERY

The recognition of manual training and applied art as subjects

rich in cultural material, because they mirror the whole history of

human progress, opens a field which we feel is full of undeveloped

possibilities for our school. Of course, it is customary to correlate the

handwork. as fully as possible with history, science, graphic art, or

literature. Sometimes the connection is close and obvious ; sometimes

it is so slight that there is practically none. The latter situation is

the opportunity for the handwork teachers to do some background

])uilding on their own account—for it is in the background of each

piece of handwork that its cultural value lies. By background I mean

the relation of the object to the world, present aiid past, along the

lines of natural science, history, geography or art?^^'^' •-"-"-.• -is5MS3:ijSi;

But it takes time to do these things, and time is precious. So

sometimes we try, by dramatic representation, to bring a distant place

or period to the children at morning-exercise time. Typical phases

of work, phases touching closely the other school work, are best for

these representations. If carefully planned to be accurate in detail,

yet simple enough to be easily done and easily understood, they can

impart a great deal of information, and, by beauty of stage picture,

can serve as an inspiration to the School to do better handwork than

ever before.

As an example of such representation, there follows an account

of three morning exercises, given on successive days, illustrating three

stages in the history of the potter's art. Contrary to our usual custom,

according to which the morning exercise is an outgrowth of class-

work, these scenes were arranged chiefly by the teachers, who were

able to produce a stage picture more correct in detail and more artis-

tic in ensemble than the children could have managed. In the Indian

scene, however, the sixth-grade children, who were studying the Pueblo

Indians in their history class, were able to help a good deal in plan-

ning the stage business and setting. The tenth-grade ancient history

class made the proscenium decoration and the dado for the Egyptian

scene, and the boy who took the part of the potter helped to build and

learned to use the primitive wheel. (He had worked on the kick-wheel

before.) Japan being a country of which we have, as yet, made very

little study in our school, the preparation of that scene was wholly

a faculty matter.

There was one rehearsal for each scene, so tliat the effect of the
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stage picture could be studied, and so that each child could know

just Avhat was expected of him, but as there were no spoken lines, slight

\ ariations of procedure were of no importance, and .each could go

(luite independently about his business. As thei'e was no change of

scene during the exercise, no curtain was necessary.

The chief lUjaterials for scenery were gray building-paper ($1.00

per roll of about 60 yards) and colored chalks. The latter were used

directly upon the brown-painted wall for the Egyptian dado, and after-

wards washed off with sponge and water. In the Indian scene, beyond

producing adobe-colored walls, our chief problem was to disguise the

doorway. The children took the door measures, compared them with

the i^ictures of,!]Eji^blo doorways* and concluded that a high sill and

a transom would make our opening wliat it should be.

The Japanese scene (of which the reproduction is wholly inade-

quate) was the most complicated, as we had to suggest a garden, and

could spare only three feet of stage depth for it. At that distance

from the back wall, we set shoji (wall-screens) improvised out of old

scenery frames, with cardboard panels at top and bottom, and real

shoji paper between. Behind these was a backdrop (building paper

and chalk again) made for us by an artistic alumnus, and at the base

of it were potted ferns, a pink azalia, and a purple iris of Japanese

paper. The charm of the scene lay in the fact that we had electric

lights behind the shoji, while the gymnasium was slightly darkened,

so that one seemed to be looking out into the sunlight. A pine branch

behind one shoji panel threw its shadow upon the paper with a truly

.Japanese effect, but the flashlight was so much stronger than our

stage sunlight, that the charming shadow is wholly absent from the

photograph, and the perspective of the backdrop is lost.

In making our costumes, we chose the materials, as well as the

colors, that were the nearest we could buy to the real things. Of course,

some of the Japanese garments were genuine, and for our apprentices

we took pains to select colors and patterns suitable for men, for it is

easy to borrow Japanese kimonos for women, but hard to find Japanese

garments for men in this part of the world. The properties, as far as

possible, were authentic. The extreme simplicity of setting, which

was intended to be suggestive, rather than photographic, made the

impression clear, even in the minds of the youngest children, while al

the same time it was a good background for the working figures.

*The most useful reference we found was Mindeleff's article on "Pueblo Archi
tecture" in the Report of the Smithsonian Institution, No. 8.
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History of Pottery—Indian Scene

INDIANS MAKING POTTERY

Leader. Pottery is one of the oldest arts known to mankind. Almost
all peoples have made some sdrt oi pottery, and from the examples we
find of the work done in this line, we have learned a great deal of what we
know about the early races which have lived in the world. The art began

in a very simple way, and gradually became better and better. It some-

times happened that people in one part of the world were just at the be-

ginning period of pottery making, while other people in another part of the

world had advanced much further in the art. We are going to show
you three scenes representing three stages in the history of pottery making.

We shall begin this morning with our own southwestern Indians, tomorrow

we shall represent the early potter's wheel, and Wednesday we shall give a

scene representing the decoration of pottery.

Matilda (sixth grade). The Hopi Indians Hve on the table lands of

Arizona and New Mexico. The stage today represents a room in one of

the Indian houses. The houses of these Indians are built like steps, and

each step is called a terrace. The gymnasium floor is supposted to represent

the ground, and the stage represents the first terrace. This really does not

represent it quite right, because it is a good deal higher from the ground to

the first terrace, but because the stage is so low we could not represent it

exactly right. This ladder leads from the ground to the first terrace, and this

door leads to a room opening oh the terrace.

(Enter Indian woman and child from doorway at back of gymnasium.

Passing down aisle, they ascend stage by ladder. Woman has load of clay

wrapped in cloth hanging from head. Child carries zvater bottle hung on

thong which passes about head.)

This woman and child have been down on the plain getting clay. They

get the clay from the banks of the river. The children wear brown blankets,

but the women wear blankets dyed dark blue.
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(Woman opens cloth, gets stone pounder, and goes to work Child squats

by her, watching. While first woman pounds, enter girl from door L, takes

prepared clay and begins to build bozvl.)

This shows the woman pounding the clay. She must pound it up, be-

cause it is very hard sometimes, and she pounds it up so that she can work
with it. Then she puts the clay that she has pounded into a jar, and she puts

water over it, so that the clay will settle and separate from stones or other

impurities. She goes into another room now.

This is a young Indian woman. You will notice her hair. The young
women when they are of age to be married, wear their hair in whorls over

their ears, but the married women and the older women wear their hair

hanging and tied in two bunches, as the first one wore hers.

(Enter third woman. Gets partly-Hnished bozvl from back of stage and

goes to work.)

The young woman is making a bowl out of clay. This other woman
who has just come in takes a bowl that was not quite finished, and scrapes

it. She uses a piece of gourd to scrape with. The young woman, having

built up her bowl as far as she can while the clay is very soft, puts it aside

to harden a little, and gets another bowl, that she has started another day,

and works on it. She molds the clay in a basket, because that helps her

to shape it well.

(Enter fourth woman.)
This woman takes a slab and mixes the colors that she is going to paint

the bowls with. She gets these colors from the earth. She digs up red

and yellow and black earth, and mixes each with water on a grinding slab.

Then she uses them on the bowl. When it is finished and dried, it is ready

to be fired. When they have a number of pots all finished and waiting to

be fired, they pile the pieces together and put the fuel over them. They used

to use lignite for fuel, but now they don't because they can't get it. They
made much better pottery when they used hgnite for fuel. As soon as this

(the third) woman has scraped the bowl a little, she takes a polishing stone

and polishes it.

Fourth-grade child. Where do they get the red ground from?

Leader. That is to be found in their country. You have heard of the

"painted desert" of Arizona and New Mexico. A good deal of the earth

there is colored with iron, and that is where they get the red and yellow.

Third-grade child. Do the children make pottery?

Leader. The girls learn to make pottery, but they do not make many
pieces until they are nearly grown.

Question (from audience). What kind of brushes do they have?

Leader. They sometimes take hairs from their own heads, or from

animals' tails, but more often use vegetable fibre, which they bind to a little

stick.

Second-grade boy. What do the boys do?

Leader. One of the things that the men do is to make clothes, not only

for themselves, but for the women. They do all the weaving. They also

work on small farms, which they cultivate down below the mesa. They

raise sheep, too, and the men and boys take care of them.
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High-school boy. What kind of fuel do they have now?

Leader. They have no coal in their part of the country, and very little

v^rood, so now that the lignite (which is coal in the process of making)

is exhausted, they have to use the fuel they have at hand. So they go into

the sheep corrals, where the earth is packed down hard, and dig up pieces

of the down-trodden dung to burn. They do not use wood for firing pottery

because it does not last long enough. The fire has to smoulder thirty-six

hours. They pile the fuel right upon the pottery, making a mound of it.

Sometimes the pots that are touched by the fuel are scorched on one side,

but that does no harm—only adds variety to their color.

Fourth-grade child. What kind of houses do they live in?

Leader. They live in very large houses, called pueblos, which are prac-

tically villages. All the people live together in one house. Sometimes each

family has a room, and sometimes, if they are well to do, several rooms.

You can see some pictures of pueblos in the hall.

High-school girl. Do they plan their designs carefully?

Leader. As far as the design goes, yes, they do plan carefully and

beautifully, but they do not always plan the spacing very carefully. You can

tell that because the patterns do not always come out even.

Seventh-grade child. Do they ever live anywhere except on the mesa?

Leader. Some of them now build houses down near their farms, in order

to save the long walk up to the mesa. Matilda will tell you why they

build their homes on the mesa.

Matilda. The reason they live on the mesa is because the mesa is very

high and steep, and in early days there were savage Indians around them.

They lived on the mesa to keep away from their enemies.

Fifth-grade child. What are their houses built of?

Leader. They build their houses of the stone of the mesa. This is

another curious thing about the Hopi Indians—the men go out and gather

the stones, but the women build the houses ; the women are the architects.

First-grade child. I should think that the women did the hardest work.

Egyptian Scene

Leader. Yesterday morning we showed you something of the potter's

work before he had learned to use a wheel. The Indians are still making

pottery as you saw the Indian women making it yesterday, but in Egypt,

nearly four thousand years before the birth of Christ, people had learned to

use the wheel in making pottery, and this morning we are going to show

you how the Egyptians worked.

(Enter Egyptian man, water jar on shoulder. Goes to mass of clay on

plank at back of stage, sprinkles some zvater upon if, and begins to work it

with his feet.)

The first thing that the Egyptian potter has to do is to prepare the

clay. He does that by tramping on it with his feet. He can do it quicker
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EGYPTIAN POTTERY-MAKER

in that way than by working it in his hands. First he washes it, then kneads

it, and when it is worked enough, he takes it to the wheel. The early

Egyptian potter worked his wheel by hand ; you will see how he used it.

(Potter crouches at wheel, throws lump of clay upon middle of it, sets

wheel whirling with his Imnd, and begins to shape bowl.)

Out on the screen in the hall there is a drawing, from an Egyptian wall

painting, of a hand-wheel, and another of a late Egyptian wheel worked by

foot power, very much as ours down stairs is worked. Unfortunately we
did not get our Egyptian wheel to work very well by hand. It is not heavy

enough to revolve well, so we are going to show you what modern invention

has done. The improvement made next after inventing the kick-wheel was

to put a crank on the wheel and have it turned by a boy, and since that was

invented, we have learned to apply mechanical power. (A belt run by elec-

tricity is attached to the wheel.) It is absurd to try to show you an Egyptian

potter's wheel run by electricity, but it has its advantages ; we wanted to

have a power-wheel for the modeling room, and we have found out that we
can have one. While we are waiting for the wheel to be rightly adjusted,

T will read you part of a poem by Longfellow (I have read you portions of

it before) about a potter at work at his wheel. From the earliest times,

poets have been interested in watching the potter working at his wheel. In

the Bible, you will remember, there are a great many references to the

subject. In Jeremiah, the prophet is told to go to the house of the potter,

and there the word of the Lord will come to him. He goes, and as he

watches the potter at work, he realizes that as clay is in the hands of the
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potter, so is mankind in the hands of the Lord. Longfellow was inspired

by watching the potter work to write his poem "Keramoa," which I will

quote

:

"Turn, turn, my wheel! Turn 'round and 'round

Without a pause, without a sound.

So spins the flying world away!
This clay, well mixed with marl and sand,

Follows the motion of my hand;

For some must follow and some command,
Though all are made of clay."

Thus sang the potter at his task.

Beneath the blossoming hawthorne tree

;

And while he plied his magic art

—

For it was magical to me

—

I stood in silence and apart.

And wondered more and more to see

That shapeless, lifeless mass of clay,

Rise up to meet the master's hand.

And now contract, and now expand.

And even his slightest touch obey.

In the following verses, the poet tells the things that he saw in his mind
as the potter worked at his wheel. Then comes another verse of the

potter's song:

"Turn, turn, my wheel! This earthen jar

A touch can make, a touch can mar;

And shall it to the potter say,

'What makest thou, thou hast no hand.'

As men who think to understand

A world by their creator planned.

Who wiser is than they."

Now we can watch the work.

First, the potter has to get his clay well centered—that is, to get the

lump of clay running true on his wheel.

A teacher. How fast would a potter have to move the wheel with his

hand—the old Egyptian wheel?

Leader. He would have to use his hand every few minutes, as we do

the foot on the kick-wheel. A modern variable-speed power-wheel has a

maximum of about 150 revolutions a minute, but the potter keeps it slowed

down a little most of the time.

Eighth-grade boy. Do they purify the clay after they get it?

Leader. Yes, it has to be "washed," as we say. It has to be put to

soak and then made into slip, which is strained to take out the impurities.

Sometimes the clay is not the best for this kind of work, and other ma-
terials have to be mixed with it.

Sixth-grade girl. Did the Egyptian women make pottery?
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Leader. No, the Egyptian men made the pottery; the Egyptian women
did some of the weaving, though not all of it.

Fifth-grade child. How long would it take to make a jar?

Leader. A good potter can make a jar in a few minutes, but it will

take him longer to make a perfect and beautiful shape.

Second-grade child. What makes the clay go up?

Leader. He presses on it with his hands, and the clay has to go some-

where, so it pushes up.

Second-grade child. It can't go down, because the wheel is there.

Third-grade child. Was the clay hollow when he put it on the wheel?

Leader. No, it was a solid lump.

This room that we have on the stage is not a room in the home of an

ordinary potter. No Egyption potter of ordinary rank would live in a

beautiful room like this ; but many times the Egyptian potter was employed by

rulers, or by wealthy persons of the country, to make pottery for them. This

scene represents a room of the person who has employed the potter. The
dado has a lotus design. The lotus is the sacred flower of Egypt, and is

one of the symbols of the sun-god Ra, their chief deity. You can see the

bud and two forms of the lotus flower. The design of the columns at the

sides of the stage is taken from the lotus bud and its stem. The figure over

the top of the stage opening is the winged globe, another sun symbol. It

represents the sun-god Ra, in his power to go everywhere over the earth,

as the sun sends its light to all parts of the world. This symbol is often

used over doorways, to insure the protection of Ra for all the people of the

house.

Eighth-grade child. How did they fire their pottery?

Leader. They had a kiln about as high as a man, fed with wood at the

bottom. It had a series of shelves, but not a double cylinder, like our kiln.

It was a single cylinder, and the flames came right up among the pots, so

that sometimes the pottery was scorched brown, as in the case of the Indian

pottery.

Japanese Scene

Leader. We have tried to show you, in the last two days, various ways

that potters work—on Monday the early way, just using their hands, without

the wheel, and yesterday we showed you a little of how the wheel helps in

the making of pottery. Today, we are going to show you something about

the decorating of it. But before we begin this scene, I want to say a few

things about pottery work.

It is a fascinating kind of work, but there is a good deal that is very

laborious about it, and very trying. Some of you who have had experience,

know how firing tries your patience. The only way it is possible for people

to work at pottery and not find it mere drudgery, is to work with love for

the art—with enjoyment in it. This is true not only of pottery work, but of

all kinds of handwork. People ought to be able to do their work, not only

because it is useful, but because they have interest in it and love for it, and

are thinking of the beautiful thing that they are going to produce. But peo-
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JAPANESE DECORATING POTTERY

pie cannot make beautiful things unless they see beautiful things about them.

There is no country where the common things that the people use, the or-

dinary home utensils, are more beautiful than in Japan. For that reason,

we have chosen a Japanese potter's shop for our scene this morning. We
have tried to represent pottery production under ideal conditions.

(Enter master potter, r., goes to table, I. c, kneels behind it and begins

to work. Presently enter two apprentices, I. As they come in from the

street, they slip off their clogs at the entrance; the master potter greets

them, and they, too, go to work at table, r. c. Presently enter, r, master's

little daughter. Goes to watch him. Assistant brings her a ball to play with,

she runs out, c. back, and is seen playing in the garden.)

The potters in Japan formerly did, and even today in most Japanese

villages, still do most of the pottery work in their homes. Or, the pot-

ter's shop where the jars are made is sometimes one house for a village,

and the workers go to that one shop for their shapes; that is, they get the

potter to make the jars, and then they do the decorating in their own homes.

They do not work in factories, except in a few of the large cities. Some-

times the master potter has his own house, and other potters come and work

with him. They put great care and labor into their work to make it as

beautiful as possible. They will sometimes work months on a single piece

to make it perfect. They plan their decorations very carefully, and then

execute them very carefully. You know how very beautiful the Japanese jars

are when they are finished. It is so because the artists are willing to spend

their time and love on that kind of work.

(Enter maid with tea service. Bows and withdraws.)

It is a custom of the Japanese to interrupt themselves in the middle of

the forenoon and in the middle of the afternoon to take tea, because if they

are tired they cannot do their best work, and the tea refreshes them.
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JAPANESE DRINKING TEA

(Workers stop painting and gather about tea service, where the child

joins them. All drink. Maid comes for tea things and all return to work.)

The art of the Japanese potter descends from father to son. The ar-

tist's children come and play in the shop, watch the beautiful wares being

made, and absorb the artistic feelings of their fathers. Gradually they

learn to help in various parts of the work, and at last become artists

themselves.

While the potters are at work, if there are any questions, I will answer

them if I can.

(From time to time a worker gets up to study a flozver, a butterfly,

or some object that he wishes to introduce into his design.)

Second-grade child. What are those things they had on their feet?

Leader. They are the kind of shoes people wear in Japan. They call

them geta. They take them off at the door of the house, because they con-

sider it an untidy thing to come into the house wearing the shoes in which

they walk in the street. They do not understand why we do it. They keep

their houses very clean. All the floors are covered with straw mats.

Fourth-grade child. Do they talk when they work?

Leader. Yes, sometimes. They do not talk a great deal, however, for

they know that they cannot do their best work if they chatter much.

Seventh-grade child. Who makes the most beautiful pottery?

Leader. That is very hard to say, because different kinds of pottery

are beautiful in different ways.

Fourth-grade child. What do the Japanese women do?

Leader. Just about what our women do. They keep house, and sew,

and make calls. The very poor Japanese women sometimes work in the

rice fields, or on the docks.

High-school girl. How do the Japanese fire their pottery?
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Leader. They have kilns. They have saggers—fire-clay trays in which

they set the pottery—and they put these trays into the kiln.

High-school girl. Do they draw from natural things?

Leader. They do not keep the natural things directly before them, but

they study the natural things and get inspiration from them. They draw

from the images of these objects that they have in their minds. But they

do not try to represent nature exactly as they see it. They arrange the

object to fill, in the most beautiful way, the space they have to decorate.

High-school boy. Do they make pottery on the wheel?

Leader. Yes. In the hall there is a picture of a modern Japanese pot-

ter at work at a wheel. They do have some electric wheels in Japan now-a-

days, but they use the old style of wheel too. The pottery that they make

for export is almost all cast.

Sixth-grade girl. What kind of colors do they use?

Leader. They use »dififerent kinds of mineral powders that they mix

together. They use metallic oxides, just as we do. Iron rust is one of

their colors; they make orange and brown and yellow with it; they use

cobalt to make their blues, and manganese to make their purples. Many of

their colors are what we call enamels. Of our three potters at work there,

one is working on raw clay, and the other two are working on jars that

have been fired.

Seventh-grade girl. Do they draw their designs before they work on the

jars?

Leader. Only sometimes. Sometimes they draw them carefully, with

much detail; at other times they indicate the principal lines, but put in all

details with the mineral paint. On the cheaper wares, the drawing is done

directly with the paint.
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EXERCISES EMPHASIZING SCHOOL UNITY AND
SCHOOL POLICIES

The exercises under the heads of Opening Day of ticlioul, Com-

mencement-Weeh Festivities, Memorial Day, and Toivn Meetings, are

selected as typical exercises, to indicate means by which the school

community is unified by discussion of common purposes and relation-

ships; to show briefly how boys and girls are brought into contact

with tlie chief principles and policies of the School; how they partici-

pate in questions of school administration; and how they sometimes,

as a school, enter into the wider activities in which older good citizens

are interested.

The first and last days of the year in any school are full of sig-

nificance. On the first day in our school, every child is welcomed into

the school family circle and made to feel himself a part of it. On the

last day, every high-school graduate goes out knowing that he will be

truly missed; that his progress will be followed with interest and

affection by his teachers and schoolmates as well as by his parents.

It is for this reason that the teachers think it worth while to give,

verbatim, a part of a first-day exercise and a program of the com-

mencement festivities. The examples selected are similar in form to

all our first- and last-day exercises. They ofi'er little, perhaps, in orig-

inality in plan, or suggestion—they picture simply the social life of

a school in which it seems important to the teachers that the atmos-

phere shall be like that of a good home—intimate, warm, human

—

a place where each individual is valued for his own sake. It is just

because these are exceedingly simple and personal gatherings, and

because they have been effective in influence, that an accoimt of them

appears in this book.

MORNING EXERCISE—OPENING DAY OF SCHOOL
December 29, 1909

Song—"The Earth is the Lord's."

Chairman—The Principal.

I believe, judging from the look of happiness in many faces, you will

agree with me that while vacation is a joyous time, the end of it—the getting

back together again—is the best part of it. Is it so? I wish we might all
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go on from the place where we left off last June. You remember, the

graduating class gave us the play, "The Melting Pot." The play set a high

standard for us to live up to. I think you will remember, also, that on the

program for the play were some words from Colonel Parker. These ex-

pressed the central idea of the play. I want every boy and girl to have and

to know this quotation, for if we can put the spirit of it into our lives and

actions, we can grow in the understanding of good citizenship right here in

this little school; we can make of ourselves good Americans, and that is

what we want to be—Americans in the spirit of that quotation. I am going

to read it to you, and also two paragraphs from the same chapter of Colonel

Parker's book. I shall read them because they give the keynote of the

spirit we want here—that of freedom and responsibility. Colonel Parker

says:

"Let us now turn for a moment to the problem of America. We who
are in the thick of the fight, in the midst of a struggle which is over-

whelming, do not appreciate the tremendous trend of human affairs; the

danger signals which fly before us are unwatched and unheeded. What are

we proposing to do? That which has never yet been done in the world's

history. Foreign colonies have settled in other nations, to be ostracized,

persecuted, oppressed, and downtrodden, but here in America we are bring-

ing together all peoples from all parts of the known world, with all their

prejudices born of centuries, each naturally having its own customs, rooted

in earliest times and growing with a national growth—the Germans and the

French, the Italians and the Russians, the Poles and the Irish, each with their

prejudices, with their views of life, producing different customs, political,

social, and religious, opposed as earth and heaven. Here they come into

our broad continent, and we propose to have them live together, and legis-

late together for the best good of the whole. No dream of the past, no

vision of the progress of humanity, could ever propose such a tremendous

problem as this—this blending and fusing of the peoples of the whole earth

in one crucible of common interests and brotherly love." . . .

"The universal movement that had its beginning when the morning stars

first sang together, was the tendency of the soul toward freedom. The
form of government it took was democracy, founded upon the principle

that society can rule itself; that each member of society contributes to the

good of all, lives for all, and receives from all that which all can give. A
fundamental principle of democracy is the responsibility of each for all and

all for each. If one is weak in the government, if one is weak who has the

ballot, who has a choosing power, it means the weakness of all; and it be-

comes the imperative duty of all to present the needed conditions to awaken
the feeling of responsibility."

"The goal of humanity is freedom. Liberty is the right of all men,

but freedom is an individual acquirement through search of God's laws

and obedience to them. The possession of freedom includes every possible

good to the possessor—happiness, citizenship, personal development, and

ethical action. The highest personal right a community can accord to an in-
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dividual is the liberty and the means to become free. The means of acquiring

freedom may be summed up in one word—education. True education is the

presentation of the condition necessary for the evolution of personality into

freedom. Democracy is the only form of government under which the

methods of freedom can be fostered."

There is no such thing in existence today as pure democracy, but we
in this school are trying to learn what democracy is. We want to be free,

and to learn how to use that freedom; we want to be responsible—all for

each, each for all. Ralph, what is the great word of the School?

Ninth-grade boy. Responsibility.

Chairman. One of our first responsibilities today is to make the new
people- feel that they are members of the school family. I should like to

have all the pupils who are new in the School this morning (who have never

been here before) stand. (All nezv children stand a moment.) Now you
belong to the family. I wonder how many know the school motto ? (Hands
up.) Josephine, tell the new people our motto.

Tenth-grade girl. "Everything to help and nothing to hinder."

Chairman. Now altogether. (School repeats motto.) There are four

new members of the faculty this year—a new head of the English depart-

ment, a teacher of oral reading, a second-grade teacher, and a secretary

in the office. (Then followed the introduction of these new members. Each
in turn stood and said a few words.)

I am rather glad that we have but one minute of our time left—not

long enough to hear from any one else. We want to know where everybody

has been and what everybody has done during vacation, and I am afraid

all would want to talk at once. On Friday we shall have those who were

at Seattle this summer tell us about the Fair and the good times they had

there. Tomorrow morning, we shall have a divided singing rehearsal, and

we shall expect every one to help in getting new morning-exercise songs

ready to sing.

(After the closing song and announcements, pupils left the hall in time

with the music of Schubert's "Military March.")



COMMENCEMENT FESTIVITIES

The class poem, history, prophecy, and soiigs, which by tradition

have become a part of most commencement programs, are used in a

different way in our school. They are printed in the June number

of the school magazine, and read either at a supper, or perhaps, as in

June, 1910, around a campliro at a beach party. They arc part of a

frolic always given by the faculty to the graduating class. The real

contribution of the class to the School does not come upon graduation

day, but for a number of years it has been made the week previous

to graduation, in the form of a carefully prepared play.

The morning exercise on graduation day is extremely simple. It

consists, as the following program shows, in some truly beautiful

music, an inspiring bit of literature, an impressive word from one of

the trustees or some one particularly cpialified to express the idea

embodied in the program, and a personal word from the principal of

the School to each one of the graduates, with the presentation of the

certificate.

Commencement Program
Jitiie, icjii

Processional Hymn—The City of God ----- English Hymnal
Fifth to Twelfth Grades ami A'.umni

A Note of Patriotism --------- Walt Whitman
Mr. iJetmers

American Citizenship --------- Francis W. Parker
Mr. C'arley

Hymn—O Lord of Nations ------- Church Hymnal
Fifth to Twelfth (Irades

Training in Citizenship ---------- Alumni
Beatrice Topping

Duet—O Lovely Peace ----------- Handel
High School Girls

The Meaning of Citizenship

Mrs. Ella Flagg Young
Chorus with Soprano Solo—Lovely Appear ----- Gounod

Fifth to Twelfth Grades Claudine Sturm
Presentation of Diplomas

Miss Cooke
The Earth is the Lord's --------- Eleanor Smith

Fifth to Twelfth Grades

Closing Exercises for the Primary Grades

Monday, June I7,.i9i2, at io:oo o'clock

Hymn—The King of Love my Shepherd is

First to Fourth Grades
Psalm Twenty-Three

Miss Walker
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Song—How Sweet is the Shepherd's Sweet Lot ----- Cornish

Fourth Grade

Songs

—What can Lambkins do?

—The Sheep ---------- Eleanor Smith

Poems
—Lambkins ------------ Rossetti

—A Child ------------ Rossetti

—A Wish ------------ Rossetti

—The Lamb ------------ Black

Second Grade

Song--Follow, Lambkins -------- Nordraak
Third Grade

Poem—The Wonderful World ..------ W. B. Rands
First Grade

Trio—Lift Thine Eyes ----- (Psalm CXXI.) Mendelssohn
Eleventh and Twelfth Grade Girls

Canon—Look Upward ----------- Reinecke

High School Girls

Unselfishness—The Theme of the Graduating Class

Miss Cooke

Anthem—Blessed is He ------ - (Psalm XII :1) Narcs
Fifth to Twelfth Grades

This exercise is an example of one in which the little children

are inclnded in the thought and effort of the older ones. The part

of the program which primary children gave was the outcome of reg-

ular class-work during the spring quarter.

The Senior Class Play Given in June, 1911

THE TURN OF THE ROAD
By Rutherford Wayne

Xote—In 1911 the play by the Senior class was given four times—the first per-

formance at Hull House, the second, third and fourth performances in the School
Assembly Hall.

There were changes in the cast of characters for each performance as there were
Ijut ten character parts in the play and fourteen members in the Senior class. It is

the policy of the School that everyone in the class shall receive the training and take
part in at least one of the school performances of any play.

The scene throughout is laid in the kitchen of William John Granahan's

house in the County of Down.

A month elapses between Scenes I and II.

Time. The present day

Epilogue. The evening of Scene II.

SYNOPSIS
ACT I

Robbie John, the younger son of an Irish farmer, has a wonderful talent

for the fiddle, which seems to have become his very life. Only his sister,

Ellen, a simple country girl, seems to have any sympathy for his ambitions.

His grandfather, a kindly old gentleman, though he is very fond of Robbie,

does not understand his taste for music, while his parents, hard-working

farmers, who see little in life beyond the making of money, think that playing
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Jane Graeme, realizing that Robbie is unhappy, that "God had made him a

musician and not a farmer," sacrifices her love for Robbie and urges him to

"take his fiddle and do what his heart tells him." On hearing of Robbie's

intention, Mr. Graeme immediately breaks off the engagement, and the elder

Granahan, in a fit of passion, disregarding the entreaties of the mother,

drives his son from home.

EPILOGUE
In this scene we see the "turn of the road," not only for Robbie, who

now has an opportunity to realize his life work, but for the entire house-

hold excepting Samuel James, for they all begin to see a new light-

idealism—shining before their eyes. The father, utterly broken hearted and

despondent, feels keenly the remorse for his sending Robbie off. The
grandfather, in a speech full of pathos, brings his son to realize that "it is

not money alone that makes life worth living," and the scene closes when

the latter leaves the door ajar, as an indication of his welcome to Robbie,

should he choose to return home.

Louis Berger, '11.

Events

Given in Honor of the Graduating Class

Nineteen Hundred Eleven

Reception to Parents and Friends of the Class, June 16 - The Alumni

Senior Farewell Party, Saturday, February 35 - - - Serdor Class

Dinner and Dancing Party, Saturday, May 20 - - Eleventh Grade

(Dinner prepared and served by the Junior Class)

Weejee Party, Saturday, October 29, 1910 ------ Tenth Grade

Dancing Party, Saturday, April 22, 1911 - - - - - Ninth Grade

Reception in Club House, Thursday, June 15
| _ _ _ Eiahth Grade

Binding Souvenir Copies "The Recorder"
\

Presentation of Poems, Friday, June 16 - - - - - Seventh Grade

(Book printed, illuminated, and bound by grade)

Presentation of Class Flowers, Friday, June 16 )

Making Ice Cream for Tuesday Luncheon {Boys) \ - - - Sixth Grade

Serving of Tuesday Luncheon (Girls)
)

Presentation of Class Colors, Friday, June 16 - - - Fifth Grade

Luncheon in K. B. Hut for Senior Boys, June 8 ^ _ fourth Grade
Luncheon in E. N. Hut for Senior Girls, June 9 ^

Closing Exercises and Party
; Tuesday, June 13

Luncheon in Library \

Souvenirs and Refreshments—
Class Pictures and Cakes ------ Third Grade

Table Flowers, Grape Juice, and Jelly - - - - Second Grade

Place Cards and Lemonade ----- First Grade

Bonbon Boxes, Place Cards, and Nuts - _ - Kindergarten

Informal Dinner, Saturday, June 3 - - - - - Faculty

Senirr Class Supper and Dancing Party, Friday, June 16

At Mrs. Blaine's Residence



MEMORIAL DAY EXERCISES

The verbatim report of the Memorial-Day exercise, Maj^, 1910,

is included in this group of exercises because it shows another yearly

custom of the School. We believe that through the words and deeds

of Colonel Parker, and of other Civil-War heroes, the pupils are more

strongly impressed than they could be through more abstract observ-

ances of the day. The verbatim report of the exercise for 1912 is not

given, but the picture suggests how the same purpose was carried out

with the help of a number of Civil-War soldiers.

Morning Exercise—Memorial Day
Friday, May 27, 1910

Song. "Star Spangled Banner."

Principal. I hope that every one, even the youngest here, knows some-

thing of the- purpose of Memorial Day—that day set apart to honor the

heroes of the Civil War who gave their lives for their country. Because

they were willing to settle a great question at the cost of life itself, the

great unified nation of America is possible.

We should remember, not only on this day, but every day, that our

nation owes its birth and its unity to a high democratic ideal ; to a spirit of

self-sacrifice. Only the preservation of that spirit can keep safe what has been

so dearly won.

The responsibility for unselfish devotion and patriotism rests upon each

one of us. We must be trained to understand what was gained by the Revo-

lution and the Civil War.
True patriotism does not mean getting power, so that we may have the

best for ourselves and our friends ; it does not mean the securing of special

privileges for the North, the South, the East or the West; it does not mean,

even, the seeking to make America great at the expense of other nations.

I believe it means that we should try to make America the symbol for justice

and right dealing, for world-wide sympathies, for tolerance, for the principle

underlying the universal brotherhood of man.

You may wonder why we select this day for ouf Memorial Day for

Colonel Parker. It has become a custom not only because he was one of

the Civil War heroes (seriously wounded and knowing the terrible cost and

suffering of war), but more because he passionately desired that the School

should teach the spirit of fellowship and understanding which would make war
unnecessary. He believed there was a better way than war to settle

differences.

Each Memorial Day at the old Normal School, he brought together all

the old soldiers that he could muster, to impress upon us the full significance
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of the awful struggle which ended in 1865, and which he believed might have

been averted if people had understood each other better—had been more con-

siderate of the needs and rights of all.

Of these old soldiers few are now living, and we believe that we canno.t

honor them, living or dead, in any better way than by trying to teach the

lesson that Colonel Parker wanted us to learn, that of "each for all and all

for each." We believe that his own life illustrates and impresses this lesson.

Today we shall hear two of the many poems that he loved to read to

us. They carry their own message. We shall then sing th'e "Battle Hymn
of the Republic," which we have all learned to associate with Colonel Parker.

After that, members of the High School will interpret, each in his own waj;,

part of Colonel Parker's life and teachings.

Reading {fourth-grade teacher). "Each and AH"

—

Emerson.

Recitation. Hildegarde (seventh-grade). "The Children"—Lo;;(jr/f//ow.

Reading of Essay on Colonel Parker. Harold (eleventh-grade).

Note—This essay was the best and most important contribution to the exercise but

on account of its length, it had to be omitted from this book.

Charlotte (tenth-grade). Colonel Parker thought the be-all and end-all

of education was social efficiency, and that there was no use in educating

people, if they could not be of use. His ideal was an unselfish human being,

and he thought that the school should teach every one to be as unselfish as

possible. When a little child first comes to school, it is very apt to be

thoroughly selfish. It talks when it wants to, and walks around, and does

much as it pleases. But it inust learn not to talk except when it is called

upon, and so it comes to regard the task as the unit that it must work for.

Then in time the child grows more mature and learns that it really is not the

task that counts, but the grade, and after that it is the school that he works

for, and finally for the whole world. One must learn to work for the good

of all and not for selfish purposes. Colonel Parker says that tTiose people

who have worked for their own ends, special ends, we do not remember

;

that it is the people who have worked for mankind at large who are

always remembered and loved; that "the memory of Alexander, Caesar,

Napoleon,—although they were indirectly of great use in progress—and all

honor is given them,—is cold and dead in human hearts; while the exalted

lives of Socrates, Froebel, Pestalozzi, Horace Mann, John Bright, Florence

Nightingale, Washington, and the greatest of all, Lincoln, will ever be bright

and pure, the beacon-lights of mankind." Colonel Parker himself was that

sort of a man; he was unselfish, and his work was for the good of all. This

is what he said in one section of his book, "Talks on Pedagogics" :

"I have said these words 'with malice toward none and charity for all.'

Fighting for four years, as best I could, for the preservation of the demo-

cratic ideal, a teacher of little children for nearly forty years, I believe four

things as I believe in God—that democracy is the one hope of the world

:

that democracy without efficient common schools is impossible ; that every

school in the land should be made a home and a heaven for children; that

when the ideal of the public school is realized 'the blood shed by the blessed

martyrs for freedom and will not have been shed in vain.'
"
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Lorainc (tenth-grade). Colonel Parker, as Charlotte has told us, be-

lieved that education should have social service as its highest aim, and the

question is—how are -wt. to attain social efficiency?

Social service, as v^^e understand it, consists in making our own lives

and characters of the greatest possible benefit to others. We can become
efficient for social service by having for our aim the good of all, putting

self aside, and considering always the whole. We should be attentive, should

not interrupt, should be quiet and punctual, in order to conduce to the good

of the School. Colonel Parker says over and over again, "Each for all,

and all for each."

In our recitations there should be an effort not only to bring knowledge

to the one reciting, but an effort to benefit the whole. It should be an

effort in common, each contributing his share to the lesson. Our constant

thought should be for the comforts and rights of others. How much better

is this way of carrying on our school work than the strife for prizes or

marks,—each one trying to outdo the other in gaining approbation from the

teacher. This causes jealousy and general bad feeling among the pupils. If

this method of work were followed, the love among us would be destroyed.

Colonel Parker says : "Great force of character or genius, combined

with selfishness, inordinate ambition, and all-controlling avarice, leads often

to great political power, to wealth, to bloody victories, but beyond it~ can-

not lead."

In connection with the Civil War, he says: "If the people of the North

and South had known each other in 1861 as they do now; if they had been

bound together by railroads and telegraphs as in 1894, no power on earth

could have led them to drench the land in fratricidal blood. The foundation

of most evil is misunderstanding, distrust, repulsion, or hate—the baneful

products of isolation. People, in order to love each other and work for

each other, must live together in communities, must be bound together by

common interests."

"Our coming together in the morning exercise period, and our being

bound together by common interests, is a direct training in citizenship—in

the habit of working for the best good of the whole." And again he says:

"There never was a bit of true art, music, song, painting, or poetry, destined

to immortahty, that did not spring from inspiration born of love."

To become efficient in social service, it is very necessary that each one

work out alone his or her own problems. "Every step in personal develop-

ment is through original inference and its practical application. No human
being can find a truth for another; the highest aim should be to discover

conditions that will enable others to reason in the right direction. The com-

mand is, 'Work out your own salvation.'

"

Colonel Parker left for us our great word, "Responsibility." If we try

to live up to the things which that word stands for, we shall not only be

helpful members of our school, but in later life, we shall be helpful to the

society in which we may be placed. In order to help society in the best way,

our love must be broad, and our responsibility unselfish in spirit. It seems
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to me that we get a great inspiration from Colonel Parker's words which were
brought out by last year's class in the "Melting Pot."

Principal. Our exercises have been long enough, but they would not

be complete without a word of encouragement which comes from the reports

of the social work which our graduates are doing. In the "Commencement
Recorder" you will find the details of some of their work, but I think you

would like to know that ten members of the Alumni have found time, while

maintaining their scholorship standards, to enter actively into some form of

social service outside of their regular college duties.

We do not doubt that there are others of the school family whose work
deserves mention because of its practical usefulness in the community to which

each belongs. The work need not necessarily be of a kind one can observe

and measure.

All who are working unselfishly for good purposes have entered the path

of social service. It is a path full of hard work and sacrifice, yet we rejoice,

for it is this path, preeminently, which leads to the greatest happiness and

satisfaction which the human spirit knows—that of being of genuine service

in the world.

Closing Song. "America."

Anarch. "When Johnny Comes Marching Home."

Morning Exercise—Memorial Day-

May, 1912

"r^i-



TOWN MEETINGS

The "Town Meeting/' so-called, is held occasionally in the morn-

ing-exercise j)eriod, and is devoted to free discussion of rules and

regulations or of wider civic projects affecting the school community.

Among the questions considered at the town meetings have been the

following

:

Conduct in Morning Exercises.

Need for Rules for Securing Kecessary Quiet in the Halls.

Adoption of School Courtesy Code.

Regulations for School Parties.

The Creation of a School Membership in the Big Brother and

Sister League.

The Taking Part as a School in the Saving of Niagara Falls.

The Formation of School Humane Societies.

Pupils from the fifth through the twelfth grades take part in the

town meeting discussions. Sometimes the chairman of a committee

of pupils presents the question for discussion and gives the report of

the committee.

The meetings have always stimulated a sense of social responsi-

bility and have resulted in a better attitude, and always in a sincere

even if short-lived attempt to live up to the higher standards pre-

sented. The full possibility of this form of exercise has not been

realized—the children have responded actively and cheerfully to all

demands, but they have not, as yet, taken the initiative to any great

extent in asking for such meetings and discussions. Parts of two

town meetings on morning exercises are given verbatim, because they

are typical of the character of the discussions carried on in such meet-

ings, and because they are directly related to the subject-matter of

this Year Book.

Morning Exercise—Town Meeting

October 13, 1905

Associate Principal. For four years now we have had these morning ex-

ercises, and all of you, when you are asked, are more than willing to take

part, but the teachers have been responsible. It seems to me the time has

come for you to take up the work, and initiate things for yourselves. 1

think the plans for morning exercises ought to come from you and that

the people who are to take part ought to be selected by you. I suggest that
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a committee of pupils be appointed to select the subjects and carry out the

plans.

Douglas (tenth grade). I think that is a splendid idea, and I suggest that

a committee of pupils be appointed for a while to select the subjects and

carry out the plans themselves. I think the pupils would then take an

active interest in the work. I think that not only the High School should

have a part in the morning exercises, but that every grade ought to con-

tribute—every pupil in the grades should have a part. I don't mean every

day, but I don't think the exercises should be confined to the High School.

I think every grade should have a part in it sometime.

Charlotte (eighth grade). I think that such a committee ought not to be

from the High School, but that the high-school pupils ought to work with

the children frprn.,the .g,rades. . •.
, t, .^ ..^^

. _.- Emmons (tenth grade). Would it riot be better for each grade to have

a committee and the teacher from that grade help out on the exercise?

I think it would be better than to have a committee for the whole school.

Beatrice (twelfth grade). Why not have one member of the committee

from each grade, and have each in that grade suggest to him what he wants

to do?

Fanny (tzvclfth grade). I think the pupils who have taken an interest

in the exercise today would be a good committee, but we need time to think

about it.

(New topic irdroduced as to what pupils enjoy in morning exercise.)

Elmer {tenth grade). I enjoy the morning exercises when dififerent peo-

ple from around the country come and talk to us.

Katherine (twelfth grade). I think one of the most interesting morning

exercises is when the little children take part. It is nice to know what they

are doing and what they are thinking about.

Joe (tenth grade). I don't care much about that; it doesn't seem to

interest me. I like the exercises that Elmer does, where people from around

the country come and talk to us.

Elmer (tenth grade). But I think it is our duty to come even when we
don't enjoy it. It gives the little people a chance to talk before an audience,

and that is always a good thing.

Clarence (eleventh grade). The Httle children say a lot of things that

they feel more than the older ones do.

Emmons (tenth grade). I like the morning exercises. It shows us what

the other grades do, and I think we ought to know because we hardly—at least

I hardly ever look in to see what they are doing in other rooms.

Katherine (twelfth grade). I think that some of the most interesting

exercises are the plays that we have had—just acting out a little story.

Gene (twelfth grade). I think that one of the dififerences between the

exercises here and at the Normal School is that there they were always pre-

pared, and the exercises here are sometimes just what we think about at the

time. I didn't care much for the morning exercises at the Normal.
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Morning Exercise—Town Meeting

October 26, 1905

(Fifth Grade through High School)

Charlotte (eighth grade). At the last meeting it was suggested that a

committee be appointed to arrange for morning exercises. Claudine thinks

that instead of having the committee arrange for the morning exercises,

the people who want the exercises should arrange for them and then come
to the committee and see when they can have them.

Elisabeth (eleventh grade). I should think that each of the grades ought

to have a committee and let the committee for each grade decide on the

date for the various exercises.

Elliot (tenth grade). That is just about what we have been dbing. There
has been a bulletin that said that on each day some teacher would give

a morning exercise. That is just what has been done, and it has not been

a success.

Winifred (eleventh grade). I think each grade should be represented,

and then we could ask the teachers for their advice.

Katherine (tzuelfth grade). I think it would be well to have one of the

teachers on the committee until we get started. They have had more ex-

perience and have better judgment.

Eighth grade teacher. We have a committee of teachers who have been

working very long hours on these very things. I think that many of you
would like to hear the report of this committee on what they consider the

great principles involved in the morning exercises. The first is : "The suc-

cess of the morning exercises is fundamentally dependent upon a good com-
munity-spirit in all the classes." What do you think that means?

Chester {twelfth grade). What I think you mean is that instead of the

morning exercises being formal, some certain people saying a lot of things

that they have prepared, that each one is to say what he has to say and not

be afraid, and that everything, no matter what it is, should be of interest to

everybody else.

Elisabeth {eleventh grade). It seems to me to mean that everybody puts

in his efforts for the whole body of children, and not each individual for

himself, so that everyone will get the benefit of it.

A teacher read the rest of the report but there were no further remarks

by the pupils.

Elliot. I do not think a committee such as has been suggested could

have exercises every morning in the week—I believe it would be a little too

much to get ready. I know in our debating society it is hard to find sub-

jects, and it only comes every two weeks. If we had a committee of teachers

it would help us very greatly.

Elisabeth. As I understand it, the committee was not to decide, but to

let each grade select its subject. I think a good way to do would be to

have the whole school feel the responsibiHty of the morning exercises and
consider themselves a committee, and when they have something to give,

put it down for a specified time.
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Elmer (eleventh grade). Is that the object of the committee—just to

keep the calendar? Suppose, when the calendar was submitted to the com-
mittee, there were five or six open mornings in the month, would be it sen-

sible for the committee to try to fill them? Could the committee ask anybody
to be responsible at any time?

Charlotte. I think the whole school ought to be together every morning.

It seems to me it would be a good thing for the committee to have some
general subjects which would be interesting to every one, and if there was
an open morning, just go around and announce it to the different grades

and have them think about it.

Paul (eleventh grade). I think we ought to have a representative from
each grade in the School and some of the teachers. Hold the whole school

responsible for the exercises and then the committee could make arrange-

ments for the open mornings.

Beatrice (twelfth grade). I think that two committees would be rather

confusing. I should think we could have a smaller committee, say six, three

teachers, and three of the pupils from the upper grades—one from the fifth,

one from the sixth, and one from the seventh, and then two others, one from
the eighth grade, and one from the High School. Have the grades them-

selves elect the committee, and have the committee changed from time to

time, so that everj'one would have a chance to work.

Lucy (-fifth grade). I think it would be better to just have one commit-

tee; have the whole school suggest and the committee carry it out.

Gene (twelfth grade). I would have the children from the fifth grade

up elect these members of the committee, no matter from what grade they

were elected. What we are working for, is to make everyone responsible for

the morning exercises. I make a motion that three representatives be elected

by the grades, from the fifth grade up, and that three members of the fac-

ulty be elected by the faculty, and that this committee of six arrange all the

dates for the morning exercises and all the school be responsible for th«

subjects.

(This motion was seconded and carried.)
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SPECIAL DAYS

The various aspects of the spirit which is the moving power of

tlie school life are represented during the course of the year in the

special exercises. Daily morning exercises are the outcome of some

particular interest of a group or an individual; but special exercises

stand for certain conceptions which give inspiration to the life of the

community and determine ita characteristic direction and qualities.

All special exercises have the backing of tradition of some sort. It

may be one of our deep-seated racial traditions which supplies the

suggestion of validity for the celebration, or it may be a mere school

tradition which gives sanction to the content and form of the exer-

cise. Both sorts are opportunities for the clarification of ideals and

the expression of beliefs held by the community as a whole. Year by

year they restate and verify the spiritual aspect of growth, giving it

expression in the most beautiful and appropriate forms we can com-

mand.

Christmas, Thanksgiving, patriotic days, stand for love, for the

impulse of gratitude, for national spirit ; it is the renewed discovery by

the individual, year by year, of stability and unity in our spiritual

life, symbolized by these exercises, which gives them their greatest

value. Field Day is a general exercise of prime importance, when the

gymnastic work of the year culminates in a whole day given to cele-

brate our belief in the scientific and regular training of the body.

On May Day we express, in more or less traditional forms, some of

the sentiments to which our Anglo-Saxon inheritance entitles us. It

is a day greatly beloved by the children, both old and young. The

St. Valentine's-Day observance resolves itself into a party, in which

every one receives some token of affection. Hallowe'en is the day for

fairies and elves; songs, stories, games and plays, in which the imag-

ination is appealed to in all of the fun-making, tend to redeem this

degenerated holiday for the children.

The Commencement-Day exercises are described in another place

in the book, under the heading, "School Unity and School Policies."



CHRISTMAS EXERCISES

The Spirit of Giving

In preparation for Christmas, 1912, the following letter was sent

to patrons and friends of the Parker School

:

The School is this year making a greater effort than ever before to

impress upon the children the beauty of the Christmas spirit. The children

have heard Tolstoy's story, "Where Love Is, There God Is Also," and

throughout the month we hope to keep before them the essential meaning of

the Christmas season—that it is a time of kindly feeling towards one's fel-

lows. We should be glad if not one child saw any of its unlovely features

—hurry, worry, ostentation, perfunctory giving. We wish every child to

feel that a gift is nothing unless genuine affection prompts it—nothing, un-

less into it the giver has put a part of himself. The giver's own work is

of course the best, but at least careful, thoughtful selection is indispensable.

This means that a child should be allowed to give very few gifts.

We believe that you will agree with us that Christmas "lists" by means

of which the parents meet large responsibilities in a business-like way, have

no rightful place in the child's growing years, if we are to preserve the

true spirit of Christmas giving. We are very anxious to have no Christmas

gifts given in the School which are in any way forced or suggested, and

school collections for presents often have this result. We ask you to co-

operate with us in having the children understand that if they have not the

time or inclination to give in the right way, Christmas gifts in the School,

that what they really can give of themselves in helpful influence, in service,

is even more appreciated and often represents more genuine giving.

We hope that it will be understood that we want to encourage and help

in every possible way the true spirit of giving, but we want to remove those

artificial incentives to universal exchange of Christmas gifts which mar this

season of good-fellowship and place upon children, prematurely, the burden

of adult responsibility. Let us keep our children natural, simple and genuine,

and protect them as long as possible from the sophistication which certainly

has no place in the Christmas festival.

Believing that every parent will understand the spirit of this appeal for

co-operation, we are

Yours most sincerely.

Committee on Christmas Giving.

The foregoing letter indicates that in common with all thoughtful

adults, our teachers believe that the matter of Christmas giving merits

our serious attention. We desire to keep all the beauty of the Christ-

mas spirit, and combat all the unwholesome tendencies of extravagance

and ostentation which present-day conditions enhance. The morning
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exercise is an ever-ready avenue for exercising positive influence upon

the School as a whole in any such matter as this. Mrs. Thomsen read

to the children Tolstoy's "Where Love Is." The reading was very

moving to the susceptible minds of the eighth-grade hoys and girls.

Later in the year they gave a play which they had made from the

story—the play which concludes this article. This study was under-

taken at the instance of the children—that is, their suggestion that

they make a play from the story was adopted tentatively, in the hope

that a prolonged study of such a piece of literature would insensibly

imprint upon their characters some of the sweet and gentle Christ-

like spirit. But this plan was, in the teacher's mind, as I say, tenta-

tive. The great religious experience of this lonely cobbler in his little

basement-shop had inspired in the children a deep reverence. Could

they maintain that reverence through daily hard work on the style and

composition? The story covers several weeks before the great day

when Christ himself visited Martuin. All this they must bring into

the compass of one day and one scene. Much that is told as narrative

they had to turn into dialogue. They must read other of the Gospel

stories to find Tolstoy's own eloquently simple phrases. They must

try to imitate his folk-expression where wholly new sentences were

needed. Martuin's first three speeches and others through the play

were made in this way.

For this class such work meant many hours of concentration of

an unusual sort. Symptoms of flippancy or boredom would mean a

reaction, and were watched for by the teacher. Such symptoms would

be a signal for abandoning the work. Ko such signal came.

When the play was finished, parts must be assigned and rehear-

sals begun. These children were unusually inexpressive. Their speech

was appallingly unlovely. We were planning several performances,

so that every child had a part, and must share in the drudgery of

constant rehearsal, with hard drill for clear beautiful speech and easy,

natural action. Was their love for the play they had chosen to make

sufficient to lift this drudgery to a piece of service? The event proved

that it was.

I recall a discussion in rehearsal which seems to me significant.

In the story, Christ himself spoke to Martuin, saying: "Look to-

morrow on the street. I am coming." The question was whether the

audience should hear Christ speaking, or whether only the poor cob-

bler's action and facial expression should convey the impression. Their
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choice of the latter alternative was a triumph of good taste, but I

speak of it because the tone of the discussion was so naive and so

sincere.

Work on making the play began before Christmas. There were

four performances, including one at the Child Welfare Exhibit in

June. All this work Avas done on a solemnly religious type of story.

It must have been abandoned had so high a j)lane of feeling proved

impossible f^ so extended a time. The gentleness and reverence with

which the whole class regarded it showed conclusively that it was a

type of literature wonderfully adapted to the adolescent age.

"Where Love Is"
(Cobbler's shop. Two uien seated, talking.)

Ivan. God keep you, Martuin, I must start back to Troitsa in a few
hours.

Martuin. Ivan Dmiettrievitch, do not go. I am a lonely man. I sit

here in my little basement-shop. I look out through my window to the street.

All day I see only boots passing by. The rest of the people is hidden. But

by the boots, which I have made and mended, I recognize the owners. Yon-
der, now, goes a water-carrier. But only to see boots passing. What kind

of. a life is that? Do not leave me.

Ivan. Martuin, you are changed. Seven years ago you were a happy

man.

Martuin. Seven years ago I had a wife and child.

Ivan. These things are in God's hands, Martuin.

Martuin. My little Kapitoshka! He was the last. When my wife died,

my sister would have taken him. But I felt sorry for him. I said : "It will

be hard for my little Kapitoshka to live in a strange family. I shall keep

him with me." Why could not God have taken me, an old man, instead of

my beloved only son !

Ivan. But Martuin

—

Martuin. I have no desire to live. I only wish I was dead. That is all

I pray God for. I am a man without anything to hope for jiow.

Ivan. You don't talk right, Martuin. We must not judge God's doings.

The world moves not by your skill, but by God's will. God decreed for your

son to die—for you to live. Consequently, it is for the best. And you are

in despair because you wish to live for your own happiness.

Martuin. But what shall one live for?

Ivan. We must live for God, Martuin. He gives you life, and for His

sake you must live. When you begin to live for Him, you will not grieve

over anything, and all will seem easy to you.

Martuin. But how can one live for the sake of God?

Ivan. Christ has taught us how to live for God. You know how to read.

Take your Testament and read it; there you will learn how to live for God.

Everything is explained there. (Goes to shelf and takes down Bible. Sits

and slowly turns pages.) Listen

—
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"And one of the Pharisees desired Him that He should eat with him
and He went into the Pharisee's house and sat down to meat. And, behold,

a woman in the city, which was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus sat at

meat in the Pharisee's house, brought an alabaster box of ointment.

"And she stood at His feet behind Him, weeping, and began to wash His

feet with tears, and did wipe them with the hairs of her head, and kissed

His feet and anointed them with the ointment.

"Now when the Pharisee which had bidden Him saw it, he spake within

himself, saying, 'This man, if he were a prophet, would have known who
and what manner of woman this is that toucheth him; for she is a sinner.'

And Jesus, answering, said unto him, 'Simon, I have somewhat to say unto

thee.' And he saith, 'Master, say on.'

" 'There was a certain creditor which had two debtors ; the one owed
five hundred pence and the other fifty. And when they had nothing to pay,

he frankly forgave them both. Tell me, therefore, which of -them will love

him most?'
"Simon answered and said, 'I suppose that he, to whom he forgave

most.'

"And He said unto him, 'Thou hast rightly judged.'

"And He turned to the woman, and said unto Simon, "Seest thou this

woman? I entered into thine house, thou gavest me no water for my feet;

but she hath washed my feet with tears and wiped them with the hairs of

her head. Thou gavest me no kiss, but this woman, since the time I came
in, hath not ceased to kiss my feet. My head with oil thou dids't not anoint,

but this woman hath anointed my feet with ointment. Wherefore, I say

unto thee, her sins, which were many, are forgiven, for she loved much

;

but to whom little is forgiven, the same loveth little.'
"

God keep you Martuin ! (Martuin is lost in thought and does not notice

Ivan as he stops reading. Ivan watches his friend for a moment and then

rises and lays the Bible, open, on the bench beside him. He goes. After

a pause, Marttcin' takes up the Bible and reads to himself. Presently he reads

aloud to himself.)

Martuin. "Thou gavest me no water for my feet, thou gavest me no

kiss ; my head with oil thou didst not anoint."

(Long pause, while he reads to himself. He looks up, as if he heard

voice.)

Who is here? (Pauses and listens.) Christ Himself will visit me today?

(Pauses—thinking.) Well, such things have been. (Works and watches

window.) Pshaw! I must be getting crazy in my old age. Stephanuitch is

clearing away the snow, and I imagine that Christ is coming to see me. I

was entirely out of my head, old dotard that I am. I will give him some tea.

By the way, the samovar must be boiling by this time.

(Lays down his awl; rises from his seat; puts samovar on table; makes

the tea; taps on the window. Beckons to Stephanuitch.)

Come in and warm yourself a little. You must be cold.

Steph. May Christ reward you for this. My bones ache.

Martuin. Don't trouble to wipe your feet. I will clean it up myself. We
are used to such things. Come in and sit down. Drink a cup of tea. (Filling

both his own cup and his guest's.)

Steph. You have plenty to do, Martuin Avdyeitch?

Martuin. Yes. People's shoes must be mended.
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Steph. And they like to come to you. You always keep your word.

Martuin. One must try to be honest, Stephanuitch,

Steph. You keep looking through the window. Are you expecting any-

one?

Martuin. Am I expecting anyone? I am ashamed even to tell whom I

expect. I am, and I am not, expecting some one. But one word has im-

pressed itself upon my heart. Whether it is a dream or something else, I

do not know. Don't you see, brother, I was reading yesterday the Gospel

about Christ, the Batiushka; how He suffered; how He walked on earth. I

suppose you have heard about it?

Steph. Indeed I have, but we are people in darkness; we can't read.

Martuin. Well, now, I was reading about that very thing—how he

walked upon the earth. I read, you know, how he came to the Pharisee's,

and the Pharisee did not treat him hospitably. Well, and so, my brother,

I was reading yesterday about this very thing, and was thinking to myself

how he did not receive Christ, the Batiushka, with honor. If, for example,

he should come to me, or any one else, I think to myself, I should not even

know how to receive him. And he gave him no reception at all. Well,

while I was thus thinking, I fell asleep, brother, and I heard someone call

me by name. I got up, the voice, just as though some one whispered, said:

"Be on the watch, I shall come tomorrow." And this happened twice.

Well, would you believe it, it got into my head. I scold myself, and yet I

am expecting him, the Batiushka. You see, I have an idea that when the

Batiushka went about on this earth, he disdained no one, and had more to

do with the simple people. He always went to see our simple people. He
picked out his disciples more from among our brethren—sinners like our-

selves, from the working class. He says: "He who exalts himself shall be

humbled, and he who is humble, shall become exalted." "You," says he,

"call me Lord, and I," says he, "wash your feet." "Whoever wishes,"

says he, "to be first, the same shall be servant to all. Because," says he,

"blessed are the poor and humble, the kind, the generous."

Come, now, have some more tea.

(Stepharmitch makes sign of cross, turns up his glass, and rises.)

Steph. Thanks to you, Martuin Avdyeitch, for treating me so kindly, and

satisfying me, soul and body.

Martuin. You are welcome. Come in again. Always glad to see a

friend.

(Stephanuitch goes out, Martuin, zvorking, looks out of the zvindow again.

Sees wdman and child. Gets up and goes to door.)

Hey, my good woman! Why are you standing in the cold with the

child? Come into my room, where it is warm. You can manage it better.

Right in this way. (Woman enters, carrying baby.) There, sit down, my
good woman, nearer to the stove. You can get warm and nurse the child.

(She sits.)

Woman. I have no milk for him. I myself have not eaten anything

since morning.

(Martuin startled, sets a bowl of soup on the table.)
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Martuin. Sit down' and eat. (She sits and eats.) Haven't you any

warm clothes?

Woman. Now is the time, friend, to wear warm clothes, but yesterday

I pawned my last shawl for a twenty-kopec piece. When I started out this

morning, it was warm, but now it is terribly cold. (Martuin goes to the

cupboard and takes out a coat.)

Martuin. Na ! It is a poor thing, yet you may turn it to some use.

Woman. May Christ bless you! He must have sent me to your win-

dow. I am a soldier's wife. It is now seven months since they sent my hus-

band off, and no tidings. I Hved out as a cook. The baby was born. No
one cared to keep me with the child. This is the third month that I have

been struggling along without a place. I ate up all I had.

Martuin. We have all tasted hunger, we poor. It is a terrible thing.

Woman. I have just been to the merchant's wife, and they promised to

take us in. I thought this was the end of it, but she told me to come next

week. I got tired out. She lives a long way off. My little one would have

frozen to death. And He, the Lord Himself, led me to look through your

window and you to take pity on me.

Martuin. Indeed he did that. I have been looking through the window,

my good woman, not without cause. I am expecting Christ. You see, this

morning, only a little while ago, I heard a voice. You know, I had been

reading about Christ when he was on earth, and how the rich Pharisee

desired the Lord to eat with him. And then he thought about himself, and

there was not the least care taken of his guest. And who was his guest? The

Lord, Himself. And I was wondering. If He had come to me, should I

have done the same way? And then, my friend,—I myself do not know

whether I was dreaming or awake—I heard a voice call me, and it whis-

pered in my ear, "I am coming." And so I have been stitching all day, and

at the same time looking through the window. I keep thinking of Christ

and his deeds. And you will think I am foolish, but I am expecting him,

the Batiushka.

Woman. All things are possible. (Rises to go.)

Martuiw. Take this, for Christ's sake. (Gives her money.) Redeem

your shawl.

Woman. May the Lord bless you! (Leaves.) Martuin sits down to

work.

(Enter old woman. Sets apple basket near the door, while she shows a

pair of shoes to Martuin.)

Old Woman. Good day, neighbor Martuin.

Martuin. Good day to you. What is it?

Old Woman. My daughter's old shoes. Can you mend them once more?

She needs new ones, but bread is dear. God help the poor.

Martuin. Well, it can be done.

(Boy reaches in and snatches apple. Old woman catches him, and drags

him down the steps.)

Old Woman. You worthless rascal

!

Boy. I didn't take it. What are you licking me for ?
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Martuin. Let him go, babushka. Forgive him for Christ's sake.

Old Woman. I will forgive him, so that he won't forget it till the new
broom grows. I am going to take the little villain to the police.

Martuin. Let him go, babushka, he will never do it again. Let him

go, for Christ's sake. (Old woman lets go of boy.)

Martuin (to boy). Ask the babushka's forgiveness, and don't you ever

do it again. I saw you take the apple.

Boy (crying). Forgive me, babushka.

Martuin. That's right, and now, here's an apple for you. (Gets an

apple from basket and gives it to the boy.) I will pay you for it, babushka.

Old Woman. You ruin them that way, the good for nothing. He ought

to be treated so that he will remember it for a whole week.

Martuin. Eh, babushka, babushka, that is right, according to our judg-

ment, but never according to God's. If he is to be whipped for an apple,

then what do we deserve for our sins ? Remember the parable of the man
who forgave a debtor all that he owed him, and how the debtor went out

and began to choke one who owed him. God commanded us to forgive,

else we, too, may not be forgiven. All should be forgiven, the thoughtless

especially.

Old Woman. That's so, but the trouble is that they are very much spoiled.

Martuin. Then we who are older must teach them.

Old Woman. That's just what I say. I myself had seven of them.

Only one daughter is left. Here my strength is only so so, and yet I have

to work. I pity the youngsters, my grandchildren. How nice they are ! No
one gives me such a welcome as they do. Little Aksintka won't go to

anyone but me. Of course it is a childish trick. God be with him.

(Woman just about to lift bag to her shoulder.)

Boy. Let me carry it, babushka. It is on my way.

Martuin. That's right.

Old Woman. That gives my old bones a rest. (They leave.)

(Martuin goes back into the house. Takes lamp, lights it, works. Ttirns

boot around. Looks at it. Puts it away. Takes Testament.)

Martuin. But the Lord, he did not visit me. (Reads half aloud, very

slowly). "For I was anhungered and ye gave me meat; I was thirsty and

ye gave me drink. I was a stranger and ye took me in ; naked and ye

clothed me ; I was sick and ye visited me ; I was in prison, and ye came

unto me. . . . Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto

the least of these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me." (Looks up from

the Bible and repeats.) "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of

these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me." (Joyfully, to himself.) Then

my dream did not deceive me. It was the Lord who visited me.

Santa Claus Party

The Year Book of Jime^ 1912, contained an account of the

Christmas Toy-Shop and its service in promoting unselfishness in the

children by their sharing with others. That work was continued and

additional interest was given to it the following Christmas.
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December 4, 1913, a messenger came to Miss Cooke at morning

exercises, with a Marconigram (on regulation blank) from Santa

Clans at Kondiak, North Pole. (The message was really sent by

one of the boys from his amatenr station at home and received at the

School.) In this message, Santa Clans asked the privilege of renting

the shop of the School for two weeks, and the terms, if the request

could be granted. The children listened with delight and enthusias-

tically endorsed Miss Cooke's reply that the School would gladly lease

the shop on Santa's own terms and would sign the contract. The

wireless next morning brought Santa's answer that the contract was

on the way, and that he was so rushed with business that he wished

to order additional dolls, dolls' beds, sheets, mattresses, and sleds.

This extra work was promised and included in the contract signed by

Miss Cooke. The next two weeks were busy ones. All the primary

grades worked on the promised extras. The first and second grades

made simple candies, which were to serve as gifts, and the Jellies and

grape juice made in the fall were inspected. These were found in

good condition, fit for the mother's gift. The children of the gram-

mar grades could not be invited to the Santa Claus party, to their

bitter disappointment, because of the lack of space in the gymnasium,

but they mshed to have a share in the preparation, and during the last

week of the term, as there was opportunity, they came to the domes-

tic-science kitchen and popped corn in sufficient quantity to supply

the children of the primary grades. Other children made packages

of the corn by wrapping it in paper napkins and tying the packages

with gaily-colored string. These were counted out by grades, and

generous allowance made for probable visiting children; and the sup-

ply for each grade was put into a large green or red stocking, plainly

marked. These in turn were placed in Santa Claus' huge pack, this

being done that each child might receive a gift from Santa Claus.

The kindergarten children had much pleasure in trimming a

small tree with bright ornaments. They put on it some of the smaller

gifts chosen from those which they had planned to send wdth the tree

to the children's hospital.

The high-school graduating class and the eighth grade were in-

vited to the Christmas party with the four lower grades and the kin-

dergarten. They assembled in the gymnasium, where the gay little

kindergarten tree was placed in the middle of the floor. As always

there were guests, younger brothers, sisters, cousins, friends, who
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sat down with the children of the school on the rugs around the room.

The feeling of good-fellowship was most contagious, and the small

guests were as much at home as our own children.

The children danced in groups around the tree, there were skip-

ping games, and then jolly Christmas songs. During the singing of

St, Nicholas, the faint tinkle of sleigh bells was heard. The effect

upon the children was electric, and their interest was so intense as

it sounded louder and nearer that their voices were stilled, and in the

quiet, Santa's voice was heard admonishing his team to "Whoa, Dasher

and Dancer," and all the rest of the historic names. There was more

jingling and stamping, and finally Santa Claus, the traditional Santa

Glaus with his white beard, his twinkling eyes, his red fur-trimmed

suit and the bulging pack on his back, came in puffing. This most

agreeable part is usually played by one of the teachers, or sometimes

by one of the alumni who is with us to take part in the family fun.

Last year one of the former teachers, much beloved of the school, was

chosen. His first inquiry, after a greeting to the children and a rap-

turous reply from them, was as to the identity of the School, "Is this

the Francis W. Parker School ?" When the children assured him that

it was, he produced a huge order-book and found the place where

there were entries of toys. "I have here an order for twenty sleds

Are they ready?" A small spokesman came forward, "They are all

ready and are like this one, and we want them to go to the Orphans'

Home." The other items were checked in the same manner, and then

Santa Claus, who had to hurry off to another school, suddenly remem-

bered that he had some stockings in his pack for these children, and

gave them out by grades as labeled. One child from each grade re-

ceived the stocking assigned for it, holding a little conversation with

Santa Claus at the same time, thanking him for the gifts and asking

again anxiously whether the articles made to order were really satis-

factory. Being reassured, the children were satisfied, and after Santa

Claus had said, "Good-bye, a Merry Christmas to all," the children

with their guests went back to their own rooms—or their homes—with

the happy confidence that they had made some one else's Christmas

happier, and had done the thing which they had contracted to do.

This feeling of something well done, undoubtedly adds to their joy in

the real Christmas service of the next day.
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The Christmas Service

"And a little Child shall lead them"

The Birth of Christ, St. Luke 2 :7-16

First-Grade Child

Songs from "Christmas Morn/' A Musical Narrative /. Burgmein

a. The Hallowed Story, Fifth Grade to Eighth, High School Girls

b. The Shepherds, Fifth Grade to Eighth

c. The Magi, High School Girls

d. The Children, Seventh Grade to Twelfth

e. O Joyful the Story, Fifth Grade to Eighth, High School Girls

Christmas Carol, poem by Christina Rossetti

Eleventh-Grade Boy
Christmas Song, canwi in two voices Reinecke

High-School Girls

Christmas Poem, Louise Imogene Guiney

Twelfth-Grade Girl

Chorus from Christmas Oratorio Saint-Saens

Fifth Grade to Twelfth

Antiphons of Vespers in Preparation for Christmas
Twelfth-Grade Boy

O come, all ye faithful.

Joyful and triumphant,

O come ye, oh come ye to Bethlehem.

Come and behold him.

Born the King of angels

;

O come, let us adore him,

Christ, the Lord.

Sing, choirs of angels.

Sing in exultation,

Sing, all ye citizens of heav'n above;

Glory to God
In the highest;

O come, let us adore him,

Christ, the Lord.

Francis W. Parker School

Friday, December 20, at 11 :00 o'clock

^ote—This program is printed very carefully on soft, translucent Japan fibre paper,

with red lines and initial letters. The effect is beautiful. The soft quality of the paper
prevents rustling.

Preparation for the Christmas service includes much that is

difficult to describe. It is perhaps sufficient to say that the music and

readings are planned and studied, in so far as it is possible, as an

expression of the spirit of good will.
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For the service, the assembly room is decorated in green and

silver. There are two large^ beautiful fir trees, whose dark foliage

shows plainly through a network of delicate silver lines. Small elec-

tric lights shine like silver stars on the branches, and furnish most of

the illumination for the room. Evergreen and holly soften the lights

on the side walls and ceiling, and make the background for the chorus.

The children come in quietly, the girls in white dresses, during a

quiet improvization on an old carol. A little child begins the service

by telling the gospel narrative. At the close the guests rise with the

children to sing the final hymn.

The Nativity—By Douglas Hyde

Explanations and details of the presentation of the Christmas

play must be deferred until they can be supplied by the teacher of

dramatic work, but the present Year Book would be incomplete in

an essential element without some brief comment at least upon the

moral qualities of the play, its effect upon the children who act in

it, and the audience.

The spirit of the play is both poetic and genuinely childlike, and

its form is simple to the point of conventionalization. The spiritual

aspiration and humility of all the characters are expressed without

affectation or overemphasis, and all the action is extremely simple and

quiet. The play is presented with entire reverence and directness by

the various casts, each child making his best effort to be clear and

truthful in thought and action.

There have been various types of audiences. The little children

of the School, the upper grades, parents and friends, public-school

children, the children of the half-orphan asylum, a group of Italians

from the neighborhood of the Commons, have all come to see it, and

the effect upon them seems to be very nearly the same. There have

been a few slight attempts to applaud at the end of the play, but they

were quickly subdued by the audience as a whole. The play evidently

leaves an impression, to say the least, of solemnity, spiritual sincerity

and lovelines.

The Christmas Music

A description of Christmas would be inadequate without some

word of appreciation of the Christmas music. This, perhaps, can be

given best by quoting from a letter written by a visitor to the School,

Christmas, 1913.
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"I came home from the Christmas service at your school with a heart

su full of gladness that I must say a word to you.

"First I was happy because the true idea of the meaning of Christmas

comes to these children, not so much by what they say as by what they do

about it. This, it seems to me, runs like a living stream—beginning with the

preparatory work of the 'Santa Claus Shop'—growing ever clearer, through

the beautiful 'Nativity Play,' and culminating in the Christmas music. I

cannot believe that it is possible for children to sing these songs as I heard

them today without feeling that there is left with them a deep, holy, happy

impression which will be recalled whenever this music is heard.

"I realize that in the daily life of this school, music stands for a reality

in a child's life; it is not simply an art to be cultivated, it is a thing of the

heart and life that cannot be so well expressed in any other form. The
Reinecke Christmas Canon was especially beautiful in its simple rendering

and beautiful harmony.

"It was good, too, to have the privilege of joining with you all in the

grand old 'Adeste Fideles.' I am glad the great works of the past have a

place here, and that parents and children, teachers and friends, may share

the good things for which the School stands, not only at Christmas, but at

all times. Alice H. Putnam.''

Christmas Service for the Little Children

1912

Why Do Bells for Christmas Ring? Root
Kindergarten to Fourth Grade

The Birth of Christ St. Luke 2:7-16

First Grade Child

As Joseph Was a-Walking English Carol

Group, First and Second Grades

Ye Shepherds Arise Reinecke

Fourth Grade

Twenty-Third Psalm
Miss Walker

O Little Town of Bethlehem Phillips Brooks
Third Grade

Christmas Carol
'

Christina Rosetti

Second Grade

O Come, Little Children German Folksong
Second Grade to Fourth

Christmas Song Gade

Third and Fourth Grades

And in the words of Tiny Tim, "God bless us, every one."

This serious little service was not definitely planned until a day

or two before it was given. During December, in the literature classes,

various Christmas poems were read by the children, or read to them

by the teacher.
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PREPARATION FOR CHRISTMAS IN THE FIRST GRADE

The favorite of the second grade was the Rossetti carol, the third

preferred the poem by Phillips Brooks. They were kept as a surprise

for Miss Cooke, and as a contribution to the service in case they were

needed. The songs also were prepared in an atmosphere which was

free from self-consciousness and the anticipation of display. They

were learned to sing to other children and to their parents when op-

portunity should come, and when it came were given in a spirit of

self-forgetfulness and serious effort.

The Story of the Nativity

Preparation for Christmas in the First Grade

Immediately after Thanksgiving, the first-grade children began

to prepare for Christmas. In their own room they made and filled

with cotton, a mattress and pillows for a large doll's bed, which had

been mended in the shop. For this bed they hemmed the sheets and

piUow slips and embroidered a blanket. They trimmed a Christmas

tree with cornucopias which they had made and decorated; they

dipped candles, fastened them upon a tree and lighted them to see
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if their work was good. After all was finished the Christmas tree was

given to the Children's Memorial Hospital and the doll's bed was sent

to a kindergarten.

The Christmas spirit is diffused through all the children's work.

Christmas boxes and baskets are decorated ; Christmas songs are sung

;

Christmas legends are told and the story of the Christ-child is learned.

Story of the Christ-Child—St. Luke, Ch. II, 7-21

The story of the Nativity is taught because it is a beautiful piece

of literature^ which describes a series of incidents in language so clear

and simple that a little child can comprehend them, and the events

are portrayed so graphically that he sees them as he would a painted

picture. Although there are many legends and stories connected with

Christmas, the version given by St. Luke interprets the Christmas

story more beautifully than any other. It is our belief that it is the

highest expression of the spirit of the season, and tends to develop in

the child an ethical and spiritual sense.

A description of the country around Bethlehem is given, in order

that the children may have a better understanding of the story, and as

Eastern cities are so different from our own, a picture of Jerusalem

is shown, with its flat-roofed houses and its thick walls surrounding

the city. In the picture caravans are seen going to and from the city.

It is explained to the children that the camels are the only animals

that can make the long journeys across the desert and go days without

water, and pass through sand storms; and that asses are only used in*

traveling short distances, from one city to another, or from the hills

to a city or town. It is suggested that the people perhaps have come

to pay their taxes, or to bring food, or that they may have come from

distant countries with silks and spices.

Now that the children have a picture of the country and some idea

of the customs of the people, they are ready for the story of the Na-

tivity. The version used is that found in the second chapter, the

seventh through the twentieth verse of St. Luke. The word Mary is

used instead of "she" in the seventh verse. The story is presented

to the children as a whole, and each group of events is discussed

separately. Then the story is written on the blackboard, and as they

go over it picturing the details again and again, the written copy

assists them in committing it to memory. This is the method used

in developing the story.

All the children are able to repeat the story, but not with the
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same degree of feeling; some are more imaginative and more expres-

sive than others, but all seem to catch much of its real spirit. The

children are led to realize that this is the most beautiful story that

has ever been written; that it is true. And gradually there comes

a feeling of love and reverence for it, and the thought that it should be

told in the most beautiful and sacred manner.

In order to have the children enter more readily into the spirit

of the story, perfect quiet is brought about, so that all may be led to

a higher mental plane; and then through the influence of pictures,

stories and conversation, an atmosphere of sympathetic understand-

ing, even perhaps of awe, is created. In imagination they travel across

the sea to the little town of Bethlehem; they go to the inn where the

Christ-child was born.

They read

:

And Mary brought forth her first born son, and wrapped him in

swaddling clothes and laid him in a manger because there was no room for

them in the inn."

The children are told that Mary and Joseph had come here to

pay their taxes. They had found crowds of people. They had gone

from one inn to another, but at last they had come to a place where

cows, asses and sheep were kept; and here they rested and the little

child Avas born. It is explained that Mary wrapped her little son in

many folds of cloth, and that even now in some countries, people wind

folds of cloth around their tiny babies. The children look at a pic-

ture and they see Joseph standing, looking down at Mary, and the

little child lying in a manger near her.

The thought is now directed to the hillside where the shepherds

are keeping watch over their flocks. The children learn that the shep-

herds stay with their flocks night and day, for the sheep might run

away and get lost, or wolves might come and kill them. It is pleas-

ant out there on the hillside, for the shepherds sing songs, tell stories,

and watch the moon and the wonderful stars. Sometimes a star

(flashes across the dark blue sky, and then again one seems to drop

down to the ground. The night in the story was different from other

nights ; it was a wonderful night, for the story says

:

"And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field,

keeping watch over their flocks by night.

"And lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the

Lord shone round about them ; and they were sore afraid."
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The angel spoke gently and the sheplierds forgot to be afraid

and listened, for it says

:

"And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good

tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this

day in the city of David a Savior, which is Christ the Lord."

By this the angel meant: "Do not be afraid, for I am bringing

good news to every one in the world, a child has been born who will

teach all people how to be kind, gentle, helpful, and truthful." In

explaining the following verse where the angel says

:

"And this shall be a sign unto you; ye shall find the babe wrapped in

swaddling clothes, lying in a manger,"

the children were told that the thought of the angel was, that

if the shepherds found the babe lying in a manger, they might be

certain that this was truly the Christ-child.

The next verse tells of the shepherds seeing not only one but

many angels, singing and praising God.

"And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the heavenly host

praising God, and saying, 'Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace,

good will toward men.'
"

In the last verse the angels meant that there should be no more

war upon the earth, and that all men should become friends. Then

the picture changes, and in imagination the children see the shepherds

alone with their flocks. The wondrous light has faded from the sky

and the angels have gone.

"And it came to pass, as the angels were gone away from them into

heaven, the shepherds said one to another, 'Let us now go even unto

Bethlehem, and see this thing which is come to pass, which the Lord hath

made known unto us.'

"And they came with haste and found Mary and Joseph, and the babe

lying in a manger.

"And when they had seen it, they made known abroad the saying which

was told them concerning this child.

"And all they that heard it wondered at those things which were told

them by the shepherds."

A picture is shown to the children of the shepherds kneeling be-

fore the child, and another picture showing the babe in the manger

near the mother. They see Joseph looking at Mary and the child,

while the shepherds stand with bowed heads. It is made plain that

after the shepherds had seen the Christ-child they felt certain that

everything the angels had said was true, and that they went away

and told everyone what they had heard and seen. They told of their

visit to Mary and Joseph, and of finding the little Christ-child lying
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in the manger. The shepherds' story was so wonderful that the peo-

ple did not know what to think or say

:

"But Mary kept all these things, and pondered them in her heart."

This means that Mary thought over and over again of the visit

of the shepherds; of the story they told her, and of the wonderful

child which God had given her.

The last verse of this story gives a picture of the shepherds going

back to their flocks:

"And the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God for all the

things that they had heard and seen, as it was told unto them."

And we see them going up the hillside, singing songs of praise

and thanking God, because they had heard the angels and had seen

the Christ-child.

The children now leave the shepherds with their flocks and see

in imagination three kings riding upon camels. They too, have come

to see the Christ-child. They had traveled many miles to see him;

they had crossed deserts and plains; they had passed through cities

and towns and had found the little child lying in a manger—in a

stable. These kings had come because it had been said many, many
years before that a king would be born, and they had been watching

for a sign. At last they had seen a wonderful star in the east and

had followed it. It led them to Bethlehem and stood over the place

where the little child lay. The kings brought precious gifts to this

wonderful child. They worshiped him and went away rejoicing.



THANKSGIVING EXERCISES

Instinctively we are not unlike all those peoples who have ex-

pressed themselves with devotion in songs of thanksgiving at the

harvest time, or who have praised the Giver in some impressive relig-

ious ceremonial. But in experience we who dwell in cities differ

widely from the true children of the soil. We who do not plant the

seed and care for the growing corn and watch the clouds and wind

and rain, we who do not gather in the harvest, cannot appreciate

with the same emotion what the harvest means. However, we cannot

see the summer, with its rich gifts, draw to a close without some feel-

ing of gratitude. But we are impelled to higher forms of expression

of this feeling only as we multiply our experiences with nature. This

we can do in some measure, even in a city.

The varied garden activities and the annual exhibition of garden

products at the "County Fair"* are vital experiences in the lives of

the children. These activities, together with the morning exercises on

the world crops of the year and the scientific and economic problems

involved, foster a genuine appreciation of the Thanksgiving service.

Sometimes this service takes the form of a ceremonial, with

processional and music, and occasionally it is a representation of some

historical form. The programs which follow illustrate more fully

the variation

:

THANKSGIVING PROGRAM FRANCIS W. PARKER SCHOOL
1901

I Will Praise Thee

Come, Thou Almighty King

The Feast of Tabernacles, Levit. 39th to 43rd . . Col. Parker

We Plough the Fields

Prologue ........ Miss Forte

*In early October an afternoon is spent in the open, at the so-called school "County
Fair." Parents and children, big and little, gather to see the crop and general exhibit.

Each grade has appointed tables on which are heaped the ponderous pumpkins and the
gay flowers. There are tables for baked goods, made from the newly learned recipes;
others for jellies and preserves which the girls put up during the summer; others on
which are shown collections of flowers, sea-weeds, shells, post-cards, photographs, dolls,

etc., that have been made during the past summer. There are screens and tables for
needlework, where dresses, laces, embroidery, and sewing of all kinds show what the
summer's leisure time and industry have produced.

Everybody goes to the flower garden to play a game at testing himself on the 'names
of all the flowers; then he plays with all the pets—birds, cats, rabbits, dogs, ponies,
raccoons, goats, etc., that have come from the homes to spend a day at school to show
themselves to everybody. Then the young gardeners sell herbs, vegetables, flowers,
jellies, candies, and needlework, if they wish to, and use the income according to their

own discretion. A committee of judges is appointed from the faculty and children, to
generously distribute blue ribbons where they are deserved.
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Iroquois Festival .... Second and Third Grades
Dionysiac Festival ...... Ninth Grade

(Dialogue and music composed by pupils of Ninth Grade)
Old English Harvest Home..... Seventh Grade
Bavarian Harvest Customs ..... Eighth Grade
Vintage Customs in the South of France . . . Fourth Grade
The First Thanksgiving in America . . Fifth and Sixth Grades
Harvest ,Hymn
The Chilren's Ofifering

Harvest Song

THANKSGIVING EXERCISES
1905

Part I

THANKSGIVING SERVICE
(Eleven-thirty o'clock)

Sentence : The Lord shall give his people the blessing of peace.

President's Thanksgiving Proclamation
Sentence: The eyes of all virait upon Thee,

That Thou mayst give them their meat in due season.

Thou openest Thine hand and fillest all things living with

plenteousness.

Canticle of the Sun ..... Fifth Grade Pupils

Anthem : Blessed is he that considereth the poor and needy

;

The Lord shall deliver him in time of trouble.

Responsive Reading from the Psalms . . .Eighth Grade Pupils

Chorus in Unison

The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof;

The world and they that dwell therein.

For He hath founded it upon the seas,

And established it upon the flood.

Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord?
Or who shall stand in his holy place?

He that hath clean hands and a pure heart,

Who hath not lifted up his soul unto vanity.

Nor sworn deceitfully.

Lift up your heads, oh ye gates

:

And be ye lift up, ye everlasting doors

:

And the King of glory shall come in.

Who is the King of glory?

The Lord, strong and mighty, .

. The Lord, mighty in battle.

Lift up your heads, oh ye gates.

Even lift them up, ye everlasting doors,

And the King of glory shall come in.

Who is this King of glory?

The Lord of hosts, He is the King of glory.
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Review of Our National Gratitude . . Members of High School

Reading: The President's Proclamation

Reading: "Recessional" ...... Kipling

Hymn: "To Thee, O Lord" . . . . Storer

Especially useful as a beautiful literary expression of the con-

ception which even the younger children have of Thanksgiving is St.

Francis's Canticle of the Bun. The simple expression of a seventh-

grade pupil given below on the significance of Thanksgiving embodies,

with obvious similarity, the same ideas expressed by St. Francis. The

children readily adopt, with genuine understanding, this more beau-

tiful literary form.

Phoebe (seventh grade). If I were not educated, I think that the two
seasons that would influence me most are spring and autumn. I think that

in some way of my own I would celebrate those two seasons, even if they

had never been mentioned to me.

The reason I think the spring would influence me is that at that time

everything is changing; the weather is changing, it is getting warm; the

animals are getting new coats; even the birds are changing; the spring

birds are coming, and the winter ones are going back; the land is changing,

too; it is becoming green, and no matter where it is, most everyone is

happy; the crops are coming up. I think that would make me set a day

apart from other days, to pray that these crops might turn out well. I

think that the first two that I would pray to would be the sun and the rain.

I would pray for the sun to shine on the crops and make them ripe, and I

would pray for the rain to water them, because food is necessary to life.

Then in the autumn I would feel very thankful, and would set apart another

day in which to give my thanks for everything. I don't think I would think

of Thanksgiving day, but I would be thankful for a great many things. Some
of them are fire, sun, the moon, the stars, the rain, grass, beautiful birds,

flowers, and mother and father. In fact, I would feel thankful for every-

thing good and beautiful.

THE CANTICLE OF THE SUN
St. Francis of Assisi, 1182-1226

O most high, Almighty good Lord God, to Thee belong praise, glory,

honor, and all blessing.

Praised be my Lord with all His creatures, and especially our brother,

the sun.

Who brings us the day and who brings us the light; fair is he and shines

with a very great splendor. O Lord, he signifies to us Thee

!

Praised be my Lord for our sister, the moon, and for the stars, the

which he has set clear and lovely in Heaven.

Praised be my Lord for our brother, the wind, and for air and cloud,

calms and all weather, by the which Thou upholdest life in all creatures.
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Praised be my Lord for our sister water, who is very serviceable unto

us and humble and precious and clean.

Praised be my Lord for our brother fire; through whom Thou givest us

light in the darkness; and he is bright and pleasant, and very mighty and

strong.

Praised be my Lord for our mother the earth, the which doth sustain us,

and keep us, and bringeth forth divers fruits and flowers of many colors, and

grass.

Praised be my Lord for all those who pardon one another for His love's

sake, and who endure weakness and tribulation; blessed are they who peace-

ably shall endure, for Thou, O Most High, shalt give them a crown.

Praise ye and bless the Lord, and give thanks unto Him, and serve Him
with great humility.

Three Thanksgiving Days—Greek, Hebrew and American

FIRST DAY
Monday, November 27, 1911

Prologue (given by a teacher).

Is not autumn the climax of the year, and is it not the fulfillment which

the other seasons promise? Of all people, those who till the ground most

keenly feel this truth. It is the harvest toward which all their efforts have

been bent; it is the harvest that determines their future. At the garnering

worry is at end, happiness is assured, and gladness fills the farmer's heart.

He looks at the rich yield, and, remembering the small seed that he sowed,

and the many dangers that threatened the crop, he marvels at the power of

life, and his soul reaches out in thankfulness to his God, who has nurtured

and warmed the earth and quickened the seed. So it has been ever since

man first put his hand to the plow and found the friendly earth reward

him in fruits. Age after age, at every return of the garnering, men in

various fashions, according to their race and their time, have put on rich

raiment and have filled their arms with earth's bounty and have gone to

the altars of their gods to give thanks and to share the harvest. In awe

and in deep solemnity the Hebrews, after the threshing of the wheat, drew

near to Jehovah in praise. To close the gathering in of the grapes, the

Greeks, in lightness of heart, frolicked gaily before Dionysos, the "bringer

of joy," the "ripener of mellow fruits." And who shall judge how man can

best express his love?

Today, and tomorrow, and the next day, we plan to body forth, in

three different ways, the joy and the love and the thankfulness that man
feels at the harvest of blessings that the year has borne. We admonish you

not to look upon what is done on this platform as a play for your amuse-

ment, but as you behold the Thanksgiving of the Greeks today, of the

Hebrews tomorrow, and of the Americans the day after, join with them

in their rejoicing and send up your hearts to the heights.
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DIONYSIAC FESTIVAL
(Given by Fifth Grade)

(Enter three people bearing gifts.)

First. My vines hung so full that the very trees drooped.

Second. Our cellars will not hold the wine.

Third. Nay, they are overflowing, and the very ground is soaked with

Dionysos' bounty.

First. Praise to Dionysos, cry I

!

Second. This will be a joyful festival.

Third. Hither come other worshipers. Behold Milo's great jar!

(Enter three other people, bearing gifts.)

First. Ah, Milo ! Generous man !

Milo. Shall I be niggardly with him who gave us all these blessings?

Fourth. When was there ever a time that Dionysos was not lavish with

his kindness?

Fifth. Aye. But for him we should not have tables, couches, jars, the

banquet, the dance, and all the pleasant fruits. We have Dionysos to thank

for all these.

Second. Pile up your gifts ; he deserves them all

!

Third. Heap high his altar!

(Enter four other people, bearing gifts. One wears a satyr mask.)

Sixth. Greetings, neighbors

!

Milo. A satyr! A satyr!

(All cry out.)

Fifth. Art a messenger from oiir ivy-treasured Dionysos, O goal-

hoofed?

Fourth. It is Demipho !

Seventh (taking off his mask). I snatched it from the vines as I passed.

(Placing mask on' altar). To thee, uproarious Dionysos, do I dedicate it.

Eighth. Oh, the rocks and the caves of Nysa 1

Ninth. And the dancing nymphs

!

Sixth. And the romping satyrs

!

Fourth. Oh, the laughter in the high woods! If I could have lived in

that joyous time, when Dionysos led the dance on the windy mountain tops

!

Eighth. But the adventure of the pirates ! That was the great marvel.

Tenth. Give ear to the story

:

Concerning Dionysos, the son of the renowned Semele, shall I sing;

how once he appeared upon the shore of the sea unharvested, on a jutting

headland, in form like a man in the bloom of youth, with his beautiful dark

hair waving about him, and on his strong shoulders a purple robe. Anon

came in sight certain men that were pirates, in a well-wrought ship (sailing

swiftly on the dark seas. Ill Fate was their leader, for they, beholding him,

nodded to each other, and swiftly leaped forth and hastily seized him, and

set him aboard their ship, and they minded to bind him with grievous bonds.

But him fetters held not, and the withes fell from his hands and feet. There
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sat he smiling with his dark eyes, but the steersman saw it and spake aloud

to his companions

:

''Fools, what god have ye taken and bound? Surely this is Zeus, or

Apollo of the Silver Bow, or Poseidon; for he is nowise like mortal man,

but like the gods who have mansions in Olympos. Nay, come let us instantly

release him upon the dark mainland, nor lay ye your hands upon him, lest,

being wroth, he rouse against us masterful winds and rushing storms."

So spake he, but their captain rebuked him with a hateful word : "Fool,

look thou to the wind, and haul up the sail, and grip to all the gear, but this

fellow will be for men to meddle with. Methinks at last he will tell us who
his friends are, and concerning his wealth, and his brethren, for the god has

delivered him into our hands."

So he spake, and let raise the mast and hoist the mainsail, and the wind

filled the sail, and they made taut the ropes all round. But anon strange

matters appeared unto them : first there flowed through all the swift black

ship a sweet and fragrant wine, and the ambrosial fragrance arose, and fear

fell upon all the mariners that beheld it. And straightaway a vine stretched

hither and thither along the sail, hanging with many a cluster, and dark ivy

twined around the mast, blossoming with flowers, and gracious fruits and

garlands grew on all the thole-pins. Meanwhile, within the ship, the god

changed to the shape of a lion at the bow; and loudly he roared, and in

midship he made a shaggy bear ; there stood it raging, and on the deck glared

the lion terribly. Then the men fled in terror to the stern, and there stood

in fear around the honest pilot. But suddenly sprang forth the lion and

seized the captain, and the men all at once leaped overboard into the strong

sea, shunning dread doom, and there were changed into dolphins. But the

god took pity upon the steersman, and kept him and gave him all good

fortune, and spake, saying: "Be of good courage, sir. Dear art thou to me,

and I am Dionysos of the noisy rites."

Hail thou child of beautiful Semele!

All (at the end of the hymn). Evoe ! Evoe

!

(Priest enters, followed by an assistant.)

Priest. Encircle the altar, ye who have shared Dionysos' bounty.

All (as they run to the altar). Dionysos! Dionysos!

Ninth. The prince of joy !

Seventh. Lover of the dance

!

Sixth. Ripener of mellow fruits

!

Priest. Lift the hymn.

Bacchic Song.

Where art thou, god of the clustered vine ?

In high Olympos, quaffing the wine

From golden bowl, while Apollo sings.

And the muses dance, and the rich hall flings

A glist'ning light?

Refrain.

And now your heavy cymbals ring.

And still your "Evoe ! Evoe !" sing

!
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Or dost thou wander the mountain-sides,

Calling the fawn that in forest hides

And leaping panther and timid ass

To follow thee down and dancing pass

To thy temple white ?

Refr

Refrain.

Or dost thou walk the vineyard ways
To plump the grapes and spread the haze

Of mellow ripeness on the earth,

That loving men may feel no dearth

Of thy rich fruits ?

Now, hear us, O Bacchus fair

!

Behold our hands and hear our prayer

!

Rich wine doth soak thy altar-sod

To be a perfume to the god

Who gave the grape.

Refradn.

Woman.

Sweet juices drip from the heavy pile

Of luscious autumn fruits, the while

The fire leaps up, the smoke ascends.

And with it all in madness blends

Our Bacchic Song.

Put on thy ivy crown,

O Thebes, thou sacred town

!

O hallowed house of dark-haired Semele!

Bloom, blossom, everywhere.

With flowers and fruitage fair,

And let your dancing steps supported be

With branches from the oak

Or the green ash tree broke;

Shaking his joyful wand, let each advance.

And all the land shall gladden with the dance.

(All dance off.)

SECOND DAY
THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES

This scene was prepared with the assistance of a Chicago Eabbi,

and of a gentleman—an accomplished Hebrew scholar—who has chil-

dren in the School. Great care was taken to arrange the exercise so

that it should conform to ancient Jewish custom, yet should avoid

elements which were too sacred to be used in a school festival. The

children were selected not only because they could sing the unaccom-

panied chant, and could suitably represent Jewish people, but also
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because they would enter sincerely and reverently into the spirit of

the festival.

The group consisted of a boy from the second grade, a girl from

the fifth, a girl and three boys from the High School, and two post-

graduate boys.

In reading the report, it must be kept in mind that the use of

the bread and wine—a weekly observance in the orthodox Jewish

household—while it is the origin of the Christian Holy Supper, has

not, to the Jewish Church, any other symbolism than that of repre-

senting the fruits of the earth, and is in no sense a sacrament.

(Stage arranged to represent booth used by Jewish family during week

of feast. Sides and ceiling of lattice covered zmth palms. Long table with

white cloth over red one, set with jug of wine and cup, loaf of bread, and

small dish of salt. Seats around table for each member of household. Dur-
ing prologue no one on stage.)

Prologue. Joy be to you who are gathered here today to celebrate, with

thankful hearts, the harvest festival

!

And where, think you, was kept the first Thanksgiving day which history

records for us?

Not on the bleak shore of New England, when our Pilgrim forefathers

gave thanks for prosperity, peace, and safety; not in Old England, or

France, or Italy, when the youths and maidens made merry over the bringing

in of the grain and the gathering of the grapes ; not even in sunny Hellas,

when men and women danced and sang praise in Dionysos, who had made
glad their hearts with wine.

Hundreds of years before all these—before Rome was founded, or the

Greeks had conquered Troy—a thousand years before the birth of Christ,

on the hills of Palestine, the Jewish nation kept its harvest festival, the

Feast of Tabernacles.

This feast had to them a double meaning, for in it they not only gave

thanks for bounty received, but also called to mind the time when, having

been delivered from a life of slavery in Egypt, they wandered for forty years

in the wilderness, until they came into the promised land—dwelling during

these forty years in no settled homes, but in tents, or in rough shelters built

of boughs.

Therefore, during the week of the feast, every family in Israel dwelt in

a booth of branches, which they built in their gardens or on the flat roofs

of their homes, or in the streets before their doors, for so they were com-

manded by the Lord in the holy Book of the Law.

In building these booths, they were commanded to leave open one side,

in token of the hospitality which every Israelite extended to all who came
to his door, even to the stranger within his gates. In weaving the branches

over the roof, there were always left small openings through which could be

seen the sun by day and the moon and stars by night, that the people might
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remember that howsoever dark and overshadowed the situation in which they

then were, yet if they would look up, they could always find light.

For every day of the week of the feast there was prescribed a certain

observance of prayers, chants, and readings from the Book of the Law, which
took place in the home, the father of the family and the male members of

the household reciting the various portions of the service. But the first day
and the last day of the feast were Sabbath days, and in them people did no
servile work, but betook themselves, with their offerings, to the temple, where
the priests led them in songs of praise, read to them from the scroll of the

Law, and offered long and heartful prayers of thankfulness to Jehovah.

During the many years when the judges and the kings ruled the Jewish
people, it was the custom for the male members of the family, and sometimes
also the women and girls, to go up to Jerusalem to keep the three great

feasts of the year—the Feast of the Passover, which is our Easter time; the

Feast of Shabuoth, our Pentecost, commemorating the giving of the Ten
Commandments; and the Feast of Tabernacles, which was the most joyful

time of the year, so that it was often spoken of as "The Feast." People

from distant places visited their relatives or friends in the city of the king,

and all Jerusalem was filled with rejoicing. For days before the feast, the

roads leading cityward was traveled by bands of people bearing palm
branches and offerings of fruit, or leading animals for the sacrifice. As they

walked they sang chants of praise and thanksgiving, and so beautiful were
these psalms that to this day no more perfect and fitting expression of

thanksgiving has ever been written, and their words, translated into every

tongue, form part of the thanksgiving festivals of people all over the world.

Since the time when Rome conquered Jerusalem, the Hebrew nation has

become scattered over the face of the earth. Its members have been perse-

cuted by those calling themselves by the name of One who was Himself a

Jew. They have suffered loss of country, of liberty, of life, yet to this day

do the Israelitish people follow in the way that was commanded them of

old; to this day do they observe their national feasts, and on the fifteenth

day of the seventh month, according to the Hebrew calendar—about six

weeks earlier than our Thanksgiving day—they celebrate the Feast of Taber-

nacles. Even those who cannot themselves build a booth of their own go at

least once a day, for the week of the feast, to the booth of a neighbor, or to

the one in their synagogue, to join in the celebration. Where the unfavorable

climate prevents using a booth out of doors, one is built within the house.

Not everyone may be able to bring his own thanksgiving emblems, the citron

and palm branch, but he may use those of another, or the priest may wave
the lulav and eserick, as the palm and fruit are called, for his people. Even
the lowliest exercises such hospitality as he can, though he may have but a

bit of bread to offer his guests; but is not bread the chosen symbol of the

gifts for which, at this season, rich and poor alike return thanks?

And now, as we follow the observance, according to the ancient Jewish

custom, of the season of Thanksgiving, let us keep in mind that we are a

part of that procession of humanity which, through all the ages, has gone

up at its appointed season, to its appointed place, to make formal acknowl-

edgment of the gifts it has received from that Power which is, itself, life

and joy.
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(Fcmiily enters from door, r. Father leads, followed by men of group,

father and two men bearing lulavs in left hands and esericks in right. Mother
and children come last. Father takes his place in center at back of table; at

his right two men, the further one the Inlav-bearer; same at left, the Inlav-

bearer itv this case being leader of the psalm. He stands at end of table. At
his left, in front of table, is small boy; at opposite end the mother, little girl

at her right in front of table, corresponding to position of boy. All stand in

place during prayer and psalm.)

Father. Now let our prayer ascend unto Thee, O Lord, for Thou art

the sanctifier and savior of Israel.

On this day of the feast we will take the golden fruit of the goodly

citron tree, to praise Thee, whose law is more precious than gold.' With
one branch of the lofty palm we praise Thee, who art most righteous and
most exalted; with two branches of the beautiful waving willow, we praise

Thee, vi^ho causest the uttermost sphere to move ; and with three branches of

myrtle we praise Thee, who didst guide the three patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob.

With hands washed in purity, take we the perfect fruit and the

perfect branches; for how, with impurity upon us, shall we come before

Thee, who art purity; or how, with offerings imperfect and unlawfully ob-

tained shall we stand in Thy presence, who wilt consume as with fire that

which is imperfect and unlawful?

And as the goodly fruit hath scent and taste, so are there among these

people those who study the law and observe Thy precepts ; and

as the palm beareth fruit that hath a sweet taste and no scent, so are

there among them those that observe Thy precepts but know not the Book of

the Law ; and as the myrtle hath a sweet scent but a bitter taste, so are there

among them those that meditate upon the law, yet is their palate bitter; and

as the willow hath neither taste nor scent, so are there those that are per-

verse and stupid. Yet as the palm that bears fruit covers those that bear

none, so do those that are perfect shield those that are not, that all may
stand before Thee, who makest even the wrath of man to praise Thee.

Blessed art Thou, O Lord.

(During first and last verses of psalm, palm branches are waved up and

down, east, west, north and south.)

Grown Son. Join ye all in the psalm of thanksgiving, and wave ye your

palm branches, in token that in the celebration of this joyful feast all men,

whether high or low, whether from the east or from the west, from the north

or from the south, may unite to praise the Most High.

All. O give thanks unto the Lord: for he is good; for his mercy

endureth forever.

O give thanks unto the God of gods ; for his mercy endureth forever.

O give thanks unto the Lord of lords : for his mercy, etc.

Son. To him who alone doeth great wonders :

All. For his mercy, etc.

Son. To him that by wisdom made the heavens; to him that stretched

out the earth above the waters

:

All. For his mercy, etc.
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Son. To him that made great lights, the sun to rule by day, the moon
and stars to rule by night

:

All. For his mercy, etc.

Son. To him that smote Egypt, and brought out Israel from among
them with a strong hand and with a stretched out arm

:

All. For his mercy, etc.

Son. To him which led his people through the wilderness.

All. For his mercy, etc.

Son. To him which smote great kings and gave their land for an

heritage, even an heritage unto Israel, his servant:

All. For his mercy, etc.

Son. Who giveth food to all flesh.

All. For his mercy endureth forever.

O give thanks unto the God of Heaven, for his mercy endureth

forever.

(From Psalm 136.)

(All sit except father and children.)

Father. Bring hither the Book of the Law.
(Children bring scroll, and stand, one on each side of father, holding it

unrolled, while he reads.)

Father. Hear ye the commandment which the Lord gave to our fore-

fathers, as it is written in the book of the Levites

:

And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying,

Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them : When ye be come
into the land which I give unto you, and shall reap the harvest thereof, then

shall ye bring a sheaf of the first fruits of your harvest unto the priest.

And he shall wave the sheaf before the Lord, to be accepted for you ; on

the morrow after the Sabbath the priest shall wave it.

* * *

And ye shall eat neither bread nor parched corn, nor green ears, until

the selfsame day that ye have brought an offering unto your God; it shall

be a statute forever throughout your generations in all your dwellings.
* * *

And when ye reap the harvest of your land thou shalt not make clean

riddance of the corners of thy field when thou reapest, nor shalt thou gather

any gleaning of thy harvest; thou shalt leave them unto the poor and the

stranger : I am the Lord your God.
* * *

And the Lord spake unto Moses, saying

:

Speak unto the children of Israel, saying: The fifteenth day of this

seventh month shall be the Feast of Tabernacles for seven days unto the

Lord. On the first day shall be an holy convocation : Ye shall do no servile

work therein. Seven days shall ye offer an offering, made by fire unto the

Lord. On the eighth day shall be an holy convocation unto you ; and ye shall

offer an offering made by fire unto the Lord ; it is a solemn assembly ; and ye

shall do no servile work therein.

* * *

And ye shall take you on the first day the boughs of goodly trees,
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branches of palm trees, and the boughs of thick trees, and willows of the

brook; and ye shall rejoice before the Lord your God seven days.

And ye shall keep it a feast unto the Lord for seven days in the year.

It shall be a statute forever in your generations; ye shall celebrate it in the

seventh month.

Ye shall dwell in booths seven days ; all that are Israelites born shall

dwell in booths.

That your generations may know that I made the children of Israel to.

dwell in booths, when I brought them out of the land of Egypt. I am the

Lord your God. {From Leviticus 23.)

{Children replace scroll; father arranges bread and wine.)

Father. Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who
hast granted us life, sustained us, and permitted us to celebrate this joyous

festival.

Let us praise God with these symbols of joy, and thank Him for the

blessings which this Feast of Succoth brings to us. May God's providence,

which cared for our fathers in their wanderings, also protect us.

His bounteous hand satisfies all needs. May our kindness to others

show our gratitude to Him whose kindness endureth forever. {Pours wine.)

Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who hast

created the fruit of the vine.

' {Sips the wine and then passes around table to left. Dips bread in salt.)

Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, King of the Universe, who causest

the earth to yield food for all.

{Tastes the bread and passes a piece to each. After eating bread, father

goes to each child, in turn, and with his hands upon the child's head, pro-

nounces blessing. All rise.)

Father {to Urst child). May the God of our fathers bless you! May He
who has guided us unto this day lead you to be an honor to our family.

{To second child.) May He who has protected us from all evil, make you a

blessing to Israel, and to all mankind. Amen!
{All sing the chant through once, and then go out, singing it the second

time.)

Chant. And it was said, and the Lord remembered Jacob, and redeemed

him from the arm that was stronger than his.

Blessed art thou, O Lord

!

Thou hast redeemed Israel.

^
. . . . ^

^t^o^ge^ than his, BJe.ssed art Thou O Lord,Thou hast re-deemed I'^ra-el.
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THIRD DAY
Wednesday, November 29, 1911

The children came into the assembly room and stood dur-

ing the processional. The girls of the upper grades led, singing "Come,

Ye Thankful People, Come," followed by the seventh- and eighth-grade

boys bearing sheaves of grain, baskets of fruit, or sprays of autumn
leaves and flowers. They were followed by the tenors and basses. The
'seventh- and eighth-grade boys went up the steps to the stage, which

had as a background dull green curtains, and was furnished with a

large plain chair at one side and a bench in the center. As the boys

took their places on each side of the stage, Marguerite, one of the

graduates, came in and stood by the chair. The basses and tenors,

who were in groups on each side of the steps, sang an opening sen-

tence, "The eyes of all wait upon Thee, that Thou mayst give them

their meat in due season. Thou openest Thy hand and fillest all

things living with plenteousness." The boy who carried grain then

delivered the following speech as he placed his grain against the bench

:

Alfred (seventh grade). Behold the weahh of the field! How the

valleys have put forth their strength and fruited. The sons of men ask for

bread, and the ground is clothed with richness. The slender stalks are bent,

and the heads hang down with fatness. Our bins are running over. These
kernels shall make the strength of man's body and the fortitude of his heart.

Shall not our souls be lifted up with joy? Shall not our mouths sing? And
let not one lack nourishment when the earth is full. Then bring the sheaves

in token of our joy, and bestow comforting grain in proof of brotherhood.

Then came a child with fruit, followed by children carrying

leaves and flowers, making a carefully arranged mass of color and

form. Each child in turn gave his offering.

Russell (seventh grade). Bring the fruit of the trees and the wealth of

the vine! The earth has brought forth beauty, and the garden of the world
has grown food. We that dwell in plenty, we that sit in full storehouse,

how blessings are heaped upon us ! Set them forth, that we may see how
abundant is our good fortune ! Heap up the fruits and let him that is

anhungered and has not, come hither and feast with us. And let the whole

earth sing "hallelujah"!

Ogden (seventh grade.) There grow up from the earth fruit and grain

for the support of man's body, but what shall feed his soul? Look forth

upon the hills and the meadows, how the earth is caparisoned in beauty!

The great forests flame, and every clod has blossomed. The eyes behold,

and the shades of sorrow and the burden of dullness are lifted ! Bring

hither, then, leaves and flowers. Deck the barren places. Let the dark city

and the bleak houses bloom ! And sing for joy that our minds are open to

beauty, and sing that there is so fair a world to feast upon.
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The speech of Marguerite then summed up the whole

:

"What shall I bring in gladness ? Not grains that nourish man, nor fruits

that solace him, nor flowers that cheer him. But does the earth labor and

bring forth harvest, and do her works perish utterly? Does man consume

them and go down to the grave barren? Rather do earth's seeds take root

in men's hearts and there come to fruition in joy and gentleness and love.

And are not these to be prized above all other things? Of these, then, I

bring the memory to crown our heaped-up blessings. And my heart sings in

joy for my brother man, with feet that run upon errands of mercy, with

hands that serve in loving charity, with souls that suffer long and are kind,

with minds that soar up into the high places of the universe."

This was followed by the "Benedicte/' "Oh, all ye works of the

Lord, bless ye the Lord
;
praise Him and magnify Him forever," sung

antiphonally by the older boys. The children then read the following

litany* responsively, after which the boys led the recessional, "We
Plow the Fields."

LITANY OF THANKFULNESS
For days of health.

For nights of quiet sleep,

For seasons of bounty and beauty.

For all earth's contributions to our need,

Good Lord, we thank Thee.

For our country's shelter,

For our homes.

For the joy of faces and the joy of hearts that love,

Good Lord, we thank Thee.

For our power of growth.

For longings to be better and do more.

For ideals that ever rise above our real,

Good Lord, we thank Thee.

For opportunities well used,

Good Lord, we thank Thee.

For our temptations and for any victory over sins that close beset us,

For the gladness that abides with loyalty and the peace of the return,

Good Lord, we humbly thank Thee.

For the blessedness of service.

For the power to fit ourselves to others' needs.

Good Lord, we thank Thee.

For our necessities of work.

For burdens, pains, and disappointments, means of growth.

Father, we thank Thee.

For all that brings us nearer to each other, nearer to ourselves, nearer to

Thee,

For life.

We thank Thee, O our Father.

*Cottiposed by one of the teachers at the School,



PATRIOTIC EXERCISES

The patriotic exercises are too important and too valuable to be

left out of a year book, the purpose of which is to suggest the best

uses of the morning-exercise period. One typical exercise of this kind

—that of Memorial Day—is given under "School Unity and School

Policies/^ but on account of lack of space the yearly observances by

the School of the birthdays of Washington and Lincoln are not illus-

trated by verbatim reports.

When planning our Washington and Lincoln celebrations, we

have tried to keep in thought at least these two distinct aims: first, to

give the children a more intimate acquaintance with the lives of

these great leaders and a greater appreciation of the price they paid

in their heroic struggles to forward the ideas in which they so firmly

believed; second, to emphasize the inherited duty to the community-

welfare which their illustrious example and sacrifice demand of us.

A brief mention of some of the Washington and Lincoln exercises

may prove helpful and suggestive.

Washington's and Lincoln's own writings furnish us, fortunately,

with real literary material for our exercises, and for supplementary

prose and poetry we use only those selections which belong to the first

rank, for we believe that there is time in school to deal only with

literature of recognized superiority.

For our Washington and Lincoln celebrations we have occa-

sionally had excellent speakers come and address the School. For our

Lincoln exercises we have on several occasions had some one who actu-

ally knew the great Emancipator talk to us, and always on Lincoln's

birthday we endeavor to have the Gettysburg speech.

Programs

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY—1912

Song. "America"

Recessional. Kipling. (Selected because it contains a warning often cited

by Washington)

Reading. From Webster's "The Name of Washington"

Reading. From speech made by Edward Everett (Showing Washington's

plea for the preservation of the Union)

Prophecy. From Washington's "Farewell Address"
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY—1909

Theme. Love of Country

(Washington had perhaps more than any other man true love of

country, and the School thought it could not pay tribute to his memory
in any better way than by emphasizing through a story just what love

of country means)

Poem. "Breathes There a Man," by Scott

Reading. "Man Without a Country," by E. E. Hale

Song. "America"

LINCOLN CENTENARY—1909

A Series of Four Exercises

February 8. American Frontier. Seventh Grade

Life of Frontiersmen : Home, recreations, types of people, development

under these conditions, short account of travel between England

and America, interdependence of pioneers, etc.

February p. Colonisation. Eighth Grade

Song. "O God of Hosts"

Reading. "Thou, too. Sail On"
Theme. Immigration—The Immigrants' Attitude Toward America

Reading. "America, the Great Melting Pot"

February lo. Lincoln's Idea of America. High School

Song. "Star-Spangled Banner"

Reading. Extracts from the speeches and letters of Lincoln were read

to show the kind of a man he thought the ideal American should be

February ii. Lincoln as an Lnspiration and as an Ideal. High School

Gettysburg Speech. Lincoln

Ode. Lowell. Given at Harvard, in 1865, in memory of the men who
died in the Civil War

Reading. Beecher's speech in memory of Lincoln.

Poem. Whitman's "My Captain"





OTHER TYPES OF MORNING EXERCISES

Exercises by Outside Speakers

Group Exercises

Story Telling Exercises

Poetry Exercises

Recitals
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EXERCISES BY OUTSIDE SPEAKERS

There have been some morning exercises in which the children

have taken no active part. Some have been given by patrons of the

school, members of the faculty, and alumni; and others have been

presented by persons not connected with the School. Among the latter

there have been experts and specialists in the arts, sciences, govern-

ment, and reform.

Many of these exercises have been connected with grade activities.

The twelfth grade at one time gave a series of exercises on the gen-

eral subject of courtesy, in support of a courtesy code drawn up by

a joint committee of pupils and teachers ; and as a part of this series,

the managing director of the Playgrounds' Association of Chicago,

was invited to talk to the School on how the play activities of these

centers develop character and citizenship.

The study of Chicago's problem of sanitation, by the eighth

grade, led to a talk by the president of the Sanitary District. The

interest aroused by morning exercises on astronomy given by the sixth

grade brought about a series of talks by Professor Forest Eay Moul-

ton, of the University of Chicago.

Of similar character, though not direct outcomes of the grade

activities, are such exercises as those on Greece, Eskimos, and pre-

historic animals by scientists and travelers; a talk on the Corn Prod-

ucts Industry, by a patron of the School ; a series of experiments with

electricity by an alumnus; and an exercise on the History of Mathe-

matics by a member of the faculty.

Through many of these exercises, the School has been put in

touch with national and civic crises and events. Some years ago, the

apparently imminent danger of legislation permitting the destruction

of Niagara Falls prompted a member of the faculty to explain the

situation at a morning exercise. An immediate reaction was obtained

which resulted in the School's joining the American Civic Association,

and in the writing of letters to congressmen by the children, and, at

their insistence, by their parents. A problem of our city was brought

to the attention of the school at a critical time by an exercise on the

question of Garbage Disposal, when the city was planning to change
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its methods of doing this work. The subject was discussed by Miss

Mary E. McDowell, of the University of Chicago Settlement, who
presented the results of her studies in cities of this and other countries.

The sympathy of our pupils for less fortunate people has been

aroused and has borne fruit through exercises at which persons en-

gaged in philanthropic work have spoken to the school. Memorable

among these were the exercises devoted to the Big Brother and Sister

League of Chicago. Mr. Henry W. Thurston told of the methods and

plans of this association, and about a year later another speaker em-

phasized its work for girls. Immediately after the first address, groups

of the fourth grade, by making and selling candy to the children of the

School, earned enough money to purchase a membership in the

league. Volunteer groups were formed in the upper grades for a like

purpose.

On several occasions the School and its pupils have served the

cause of education elsewhere, when aroused by such exercises as those

describing the Hindman School in Kentucky, and the work of the

American Indian League. At these times there was a sale of articles

made by these people.

As typical of another group of exercises we might mention the

following: reports of a vacation's experience in Yellowstone Park;

an automobile tour through historic places in the eastern part of our

country; a talk by Mr. Enos Mills on the Wild Life of the Rockies,

and a similar account by Mr. Cy de Vry, Superintendent of the

Zoological Gardens in Lincoln Park.



GROUP EXERCISES

Definite efforts have been made to bring the morning exercises

into touch with the children's natural interests outside the school.

The different grades have been canvassed, and the pupils asked if

there were subjects about which they would like to have exercises

given. Airships, submarine boats, vacation experiences, Indians, and

electricity were among the topics which were requested. On one

occasion, a group of high-school boys on their own initiative, took up

the subject of airships, planned an exercise, executed drawings, and

made an interesting presentation.

The children's interests in collections have been recognized, and

profitable exercises have resulted. On a chosen morning, every child

who wished to exhibit a collection of stamps, coins, stones, pictures, or

curios, brought it to the School and set it up in some class room.

There Avere different rooms for different kinds of collections. People

who wished to see the exhibits of coins went to the coin room; those

Avho wished to see stamps went to the stamp room. The plan had the

added advantage of breaking up grade lines and bringing children of

different ages into small social groups.

At other times we have had the children divided, according to

their strongest interests, into groups for games, music, charades, and

story-telling; at other times they have chosen between hearing a talk

upon some science subject and listening to reading of some good story.

The chairmen of these groups have sometimes been children, some-

times teachers.

As the study of Ftench and German begins in the first grade,

another form of divided exercise has been to have all the pupils of

the School who understand French meet in one place for French

games, songs, and dramatizations, while the German groups met in

another place for a similar exercise in German.

On one day a week the school divides at morning exercise period

into two groups, so that the primary and upper grades may have

separate music rehearsals for the morning-exercise singing.

At one time a question box was placed in the hall, and children

placed in it requests for exercises, or questions which they would

like to have answered in morning exercises. The plan failed because

no one undertook the complicated direction which was necessary.



STORY TELLING EXERCISES

They seemed a little hazy in the Ivanhoe class about Shadrach

and his famous brethren of the fiery furnace. "What Bible stories

do you know?" brought hesitating replies.- Charles had seen some

moving pictures of Samson the week before. "There's something/'

mused Mary, "about David in the lions' den." "I can't remember

it very well," drawled Edna contemplatively, "but I have a Child's

Bible, and I know there's a story about seven good queens and seven

wicked queens, and the seven wicked queens blew out all the lights,

and the seven good queens couldn't see their way home." Evidently

we had not kept our lamps trimmed and burning. These children

had missed part of their birthright.*

The French have a useful saying, to the effect that if every man
were doing what he is fitted to do, the cows would be well tended.

ISTot all children are fitted, in this day of universal book education, to

revel in what Stevenson calls "purple passages," or to esteem "Lyci-

das" the most beautiful poem in literature; but no child is unfitted

to love a good stirring story. Let him be artistic to his finger tips;

or let him be stolid as inheritance and environment can make him,

still a few deathless tales are his heritage. Who shall dare substitute

a mess of pottage and condemn him to be forever an Edomite, a

reader of best sellers and magazine fiction ?

Good parents see to it that their children know these tales. Good

teachers see to it that other people's children know some of them.

Sometimes, in the Francis W. Parker School, a class tells one in the

morning exercise; a group of orientals, robed in gay, rich garments,

listens breathless to one of Sinbad's stirring adventures; and their

eager interest at the crisis only mirrors the interest of the rest of the

audience—in our seats in the hall; or the much-enduring Odysseus

tells his sad tale to King Alcinous and his court; or a Virgil class

represents a Punic feast, at which Aeneas pours forth his eloquent

story to Queen Dido.

*It is a sad fact that the children quoted in the first paragraph of this article are
not more ignorant of Bible literature than our average eighth-grade boy or girl. We
wonder if our experience is uncommon—if other schools find that Bible stories are told
in the homes. As most of our children have good homes and many attend Sunday
school, it is difficult to account for the ignorance which prevails in this form of the
world's great literature.
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Sometimes a grade makes illustrations for a story. We have tried

three ways of showing these pictures to the School—by blackboard

drawings, by pen-and-ink sketches shown in the reflectoscope, and

by drawings on ground glass for the stereopticon. In every case,

each pupil selected some part of the story which he wished to illus-

trate. After making the first rough sketches, they found that they

needed to have more practice in drawing people, so they spent some

time sketching one another in different positions, studying carefully

the position they expected to use for the morning exercises. Black-

board drawings are in some respects the most satisfactory for this

purpose. These drawings may be used by natural light. The children

use simple lines and draw very freely. Sometimes, after much prac-

tice, they draw while the school looks on. Every pupil in the eighth

grade made a blackboard drawing for "Pilgrim's Progress." Then

they told, in Bunyan's dramatic words, the wondrous adventures of

Christian on his way to the Celestial City. For "Kobinson Crusoe"

they tried sketching on ground glass, with pen and India ink. This

process proved difficult and was not very satisfactory. Other members

of the school have had experience since then, and we have found that

sketching on ground glass with a soft pencil is more effective. These

sketches are used in the stereopticon. The story of. Gulliver in Lilli-

put has been told with the aid of the reflectoscope. The drawings

were made large at first, as it seemed much easier, and finally they

were reduced to the required size, finished with pen and ink, and

neatly mounted. At the close of the story one of the boys pointed

out the political significance of the satire. The accompanying illus-

trations show the character of the children's drawing.
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CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS ILLUSTRATING GULLIVER'S TRAVELS



POETRY EXERCISES

Poetry is an ally of the music in the lightening and brightening

of the morning exercise. It plays its part in several ways. One role

is the introductory reading. The teacher in charge of the exercise

will choose an appropriate piece of verse to follow the opening song.

Happy is he, indeed, if he can find one that will add a touch of fancy

to the topic of the morning—Miss Mulock's "Green Things Growing,"

for an exercise about the school garden; "The Sandpiper," when

"Birds" is the subject. Most often, however, he must take something

on an unrelated theme, chosen for its general appeal, its enduring

beauty, its inspiring message—Stevenson's "Celestial Surgeon,"

Wordsworth's sonnet beginning "The world is too much with us."

Repetition here is a virtue, for by rehearing well-selected pieces of

verse, the school gradually comes into possession of part of its poetical

heritage. A seventh grade once printed a little book of morning-

exercise readings which had proved to be favorites with children or

teachers.

The present class has printed a revised edition. The table of

contents runs thus

:

Bible

Beatitudes, St. Matthew, Ch. V
Corinthians I, Ch. XII

Corinthians I, Ch. XIII

Psalm XXIII
Psalm XXIV

. .,_ Psalm XC
From St. Francis

Canticle of the Sun

Blake, William 1757-1827

The Piper and the Child

The Shepherd

Brown, Sir Thomas 1605-1682

My Garden

Browning, Robert 1812-1889

Home Thoughts from Abroad

A Song from Pippa Passes

Epilogue to Asolando

Burns, Robert 1759-1796
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A Man's a Man for a' That
To a Mountain Daisy

To a Mouse
Up in the Morning Early

Carman, Bliss, 1861

A Vagabond Song
Carroll, Levins 1832-1890

Jabberwocky

Cunningham, Allan, 1784-1842

A Sea Song
Emerson, Ralph Waldo 1803-1882

Forbearance

Duty
Kipling, Rudyard 1865

From a Song of the English

Recessional

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth 1807-1882

Nature, the Old Nurse

Martin, William 1834-1896

An Apple Orchard in the Spring

Miltow, John 1608-1674

Song on May Morning

Mulock, Dinah Maria 1826-1887

Green Things Growing

Nashe, Thomas 1567-1601

Spring

Rands, William Brighty 1823-1882

The Wonderful World

Riley, James Whitcomb 1853

When the Frost is on the Pumpkin

Scott, Sir Walter 1771-1832

My Native Land, from The Lay of the Last Minstrel

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616

Ariel's Song, from "The Tempest"

Puck and the Fairy, from "Midsummer Night's Dream"
Polonius to Laertes, from "Hamlet"

Under the Greenwood Tree, from "As You Like It"

The Quality of Mercy, from "The Merchant of Venice"

Stevenson, Robert Louis 1850-1894

A Camp
The Celestial Surgeon

The Land of Story Books

Tennyson, Alfred 1809-1892

Flower in the Crannied Wall

The Eagle

From The Golden Year
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Whitman, Walt 1819-1892

Captain, My Captain

From the Song of the Rolling Earth

I Hear America Singing

Wordsworth, William 1770-1850

The Daflfodils

The Rainbow
The World

Yeats, William Butler 1865

The Lake Isle of Innisfree

During the year every grade is studying poetry in the class room

—the first, Mother Goose, perhaps; and the twelfth, Milton. This

study, like history and geography and all others, finds its forum in

the morning exercises. After a class has become acquainted with sev-

eral poems that they like, they generally want to present them to the

school, for verse is song and must be vocalized to be completed, and

people who are trained into social feeling must share what they find

good. Perhaps the program is quite heterogeneous, with each child

giving his favorite
—"Charge of the Light Brigade," "The Daffodils,"

"A Sea Song," "Ariel's Song," "The Destruction of Sennecherib."

Or a class in the seventh grade has been reading Scotch ballads. On
one morning, the children show pictures of Scotch costumes, Scotch

peels, and Scotch scenery, and describe the border life and border

feuds of three centuries ago. Before this background, on the follow-

ing morning, they read "Kinmont Willie," "Chevy Chase," "The

Douglas Tragedy," and sing "Lord Randal" to a tune of their own
making. Or the fifth grade, hearing Burns' "To a Mouse," becomes

interested in the Scotch dialect and asks for more. After a month,

the study eventuates in their reading before the school, "To a Mouse,"

"To a Mountain Daisy," "Up in the Morning Early," "I Love My
Jean," "A Eosebud by My Early Walk," "The Highland Lassie,"

"Bannocks of Barley," "Bannockburn," "Here's a Health to Them
That's Awa," "Auld Lang Syne." Or a teacher of the sixth grade

has called upon the poets to aid her in lifting into a clearer air the

childish hunger for wandering, for adventurous travel, that she finds

among her boys. The children, finding their own dumb emotions

expressed, throw themselves with ardor into the rendering of another's

verse. There results a morning exercise in which pupils of the grade

read Gerald Gould's "Wander Thirst," "The Buccaneer," Kipling's

"Explorer," Bjornsen's "Over the Mountain High." As a part of the

same program the boys of the High School sing Schubert's 'Zander-
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ing" and a biiccaueering song to an air composed by one of them-

selves, and a mother of one of the pupils sings Eleanor Smith's "Fly-

ing Kite." Or in another class there accumulates about "Paul Ee-

vere's Eide," as a nucleus, a small collection of famous rides
—"Sheri-

dan's Eide," "The Diverting History of John Gilpin," "The Eide

from Ghent to Aix." The class, having enjoyed these stories, give

them again at morning exercise. Perhaps on the other hand, a grade

becomes interested in an author, his personality as well as his poetry

—

a second grade in Stevenson, a seventh in Scott, a fourth in Blake.

Such an exercise is reported among "Exercises Showing Types of

Preparation." As May-Day approached, a fifth grade once read a

sheaf of spring poems that they themselves liad made. The following

one Avas a favorite of the class

:

Spring

With May-Day comes the lovely spring,

The ground is ready for the seed,

The father-bird begins to sing;

The mother-bird her young does feed.

The robin redbreast, fat and round,

Is tapping softly on the ground,

The foolish worm the signal hears,

And from the ground he soon appears.

Leonard M.

All the exercises thus far described were planned by grades and

were carefully prepared. At other times we have mornings open to the

school. There is no preparation by the pupils, except such as in-

dividuals may make voluntarily after an announcement the day before

that, "Tomorrow will be a 'Favorite-Poems Morning.' " The leader,

however, must prepare very carefully. He ransacks his memory and

written grade-reports to find what pieces of verse certain classes

learned in certain years. At the morning exercise he gives the first

line of a poem and says, "Who in the tenth grade can finish that?"

If he has chosen Avisely, and if the Muse of Memory is propitious, a

pupil rises and finishes the poem, or perhaps goes on for a few lines,

and then must give over and let some one else continue. Next, the

teacher will perhaps start a nursery-rhyme for the first grade to finish

;

for it is more diverting if the exercise is a potpourri of young and old,

of beauty and nonsense. Sometimes the leader will call for any poem

by a certain author—Scott, Longfellow, Stevenson, Shakespeare. Or
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he will ask that some one in the audience start a poem. Perhaps

there will he given a sonnet of Milton, learned the week before in the

high-school class ; or the "Jabberwocky," brought from home reading,

or some old favorite remembered from a primary grade. The idea is

by any means to make the recalling and reciting of verse a pleasure.

An exercise in which poetry is given lovingly and joyfully is

possible only, be it observed, when the teaching of it has been right,

when children have been free to like or to dislike, when they have not

been permitted to read aloud unless they have had something to

express, when they have had an interested audience wanting to get

something new from their reading, when a rich background of imagery

and emotion has been built up, when imagination has been stimulated

and then has been given liberty to grow after its own manner.



RECITALS

Artist Recitals

The program of each concert is supplied in advance to the chil-

dren. In some of the more musical groups, class discussions give to

the children a few fundamental ideas of form, of themes and how

they are developed, of different ways of thinking and listening. In

other groups, preparation may consist chiefly in playing over and over

melodies which they hear, in telling stories of composers, and in

presenting the "program" or explanatory notes of music, whenever

such notes are supplied by the composer.

Discussions after the recital are principally for the purpose of

discovering as much as possible about the effect of the music upon the

children. The only dissatisfied group I ever encountered (there are, of

course, wearied individuals in many groups), was a sixth grade which

too conscientiously discharged the onerous duty of sitting in the front

row, where their least movement would disturb the artists. Hereafter

musical older children will be seated in the front.

Among the older children, there are those in whom a habit of

imitating grown people's discussions on the subject begins to obscure

and confuse their genuine reactions to music. Distinctions have to

be drawn for them between opinions about a few details of technique

which they are competent to discuss and those judgments which re-

quire experience and independent musical understanding.

At these recitals, the primary grades are seated near the doors,

and are obliged to keep perfectly quiet during the music, but are per-

mitted to escape at will during the applause. Usually about half of

them remain until the end of .the program.

Artists are chosen largely for their sympathy with the children's

needs and experiences. The question of personality is of the utmost

importance. A yearly appropriation of money for these recitals testi-

fies to our belief that hearing beautiful music is an important ele-

ment in education. For two years past subscriptions by the parents

have materially increased the fund.
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ARTIST RECITAL
Friday, March 14, 1913, at 11:00 o'clock

David and Clara Mannes

violin and piano

Program
Grieg ---------------- Sonata in P major op. 8

Allegro con brio

Allegretto quasi andantino

Allegro molto vivace

Bach -__------_ Air on the G string

Beethoven ------.-__ Menuet
Brahms ----------- Intermesso

Debussy ----------- £w bateau

Wagner ------ Prise song from Meistersinger

Mozart -------- Sonata in G major. No. 11

Adagio—allegro

Tema con variazione

This is an ideal program. Variety is one of its obvious character-

istics. The two sonatas, at the best, gave great joy to the musical;

to the unmusical they gave, at least, the suggestion of an ideal kind of

pleasure which others have and afforded some training in listening.

The rest of the numbers are either short, simply melodious and rhyth-

mical, or of the obvious "program" type. The encores were not mere

appeals to popular taste, but were beautiful, though "light" music.

We have not found it necessary to resort to "catchy" music, as will

be observed from the following programs

:

MORNING EXERCISE IN ANTICIPATION OF CHRISTMAS

Monday, December 2, 1912, at 11:00 o'clock

Mrs. Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen

Miss Julia Mary Canfield

Piano :—Christmas Morn, A Musical Narrative - _ - Burgmein

Composer's Notes:—
The shepherds assemble, playing their different instruments in token of joy.

Maidens and youths gather flowers.

The youths gather in front of the cabin while the shepherds advance, playing their

pipes.
The girls kneel and lay flowers near the cradle of Jesus.
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First caravan—at a great distance—drawing nearer—first caravan arrives.

Second caravan

—

Third caravan

—

The crowd gathers from all directions.
The three caravans unite; the Magi offer their gifts.

The crowd departs; the caravans prepare to depart.
Departure of the Magi Kings.

Story:—What the Bells Said

RECITAL
BY

Mr. Arthur Burton

Wednesday, October 25, 1911, 10:20 a. m.

Where'er You Walk . - - - Handel

Faithfu' Johnie ---------- Beethoven

Lord God of Abraham (Elijah) ----- Mendelssohn

Nahe des Geliebten )

Faith in Spring L -------- - Shubert

Who is Sylvia?
)

Die beiden Grenadiere ------- Schumann

The Hills o' Skye --------- Harris

An Irish Love Song --------- Lang

A Fable
^ .... Old English

I Will Give You the Keys of Heaven
f

A CAPELLA CHOIR
OF NORTH W^ESTERN UNIVERSITY

Mr. p. C. Lutkin, Conductor

Friday, May 13, 1910, at 2:25 o'clock

Program

Motettes

Alia Trinita Beata - - Mediaeval Hymn
Gloria Patri . PalestrirM
Adoramus Te

\

Motettes

Creation's Hymn ----- . - _ Beethoven

God so Loved the World ------- Stainer

Christmas Carols

Hail, all Hail the Glorious Morn
^ _ _ . . Old Bohemian

The Angels and the Shepherds (

Christmas Song --------- Cornelius

Solo, Miss Mary Mulfinger

A Joyful Christmas Song ------ Gevaert

Madrigals

Since First I saw Your Face ------ Morley
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All Among the Barley Sterling

Part Song—Night Whispers ----_. Mollendorff
Folk Songs

Swedish Folk Song
Silent, O Moyle -- Irish

Come, Dorothy, Come ----__. Swabian
Choral Blessing ..__ Lutkin

EIGHTH ARTIST RECITAL
Monday, February 13, 1911, at 11:00 o'clock

Mabel Fames Woodworth, Violinist

Hans Hess, 'Cello

Marie C. Bergersen, Pianist

Program

Trio, op. 11 - - - - - - - - - - - Beethoven
Adagio

Variations

Sonate in D Minor -----_-__ Corelli

Prelude

Allemande

Sarabande

Giga Allegro

Prelude -_-_--_._.. Debussy
Romanze in F major --___-_. Beethoven

Bouree ------------- Weidig
Trio .----....... Schiitt

Andante Cantabile

Scherzo

Children's Recitals

These occasions provide the kind of audience that is so stimu-

lating to effort. They satisfy childish curiosity about the attain-

ments of others, and a craving for a gauge by which to measure their

own and others' progress. Giving pleasure is the motive emphasized

in preparing the programs.

The instrumental recitals given by the high-school students are

often managed by the students themselves. The plan suggested to

them includes the co-operation of the private teachers, and the provi-

sion of thoroughly good selections. These recitals are recognized by

the children as fine opportunities of testing one's courage and ability

to concentrate. Following are three typical programs

:
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SCHOOL RECITAL
Tuesday, February 27, 1912, at 10:20 a.

The "Duet" - - -- - - - - - - Reinecke

Fifth and Sixth Grade Girls

Violin obligate (Tenth-Grade Boy)

Dreamy Lake -_--__-- Henry K. Hadley

Treble Clef Club

Two Sentences

a. Words by Matthew Arnold, composer unknown
b. Words by Longfellow, adapted from Beethoven

Parker Quartette

The Violet, canon in two voices _ _ _ _ _ Reinecke

Seventh and Eighth Grade Girls

Italy ----___---._ Mendelssohn

Eleventh and Twelfth Grade Girls

Look Upward, canon in two voices _____ Reinecke

Ninth to Twelfth Grade Girls

RECITAL

February, 1913

Violin : Mendelssohn - -..-..- - Concerto, first movement

Songs : Schumann The Snowdrop, and 'Tis He, from "Songs for Children"

Piano : Beethoven - - - - Op. 14, Sonate I., first movement

Song : Reinecke _ _ _ _ - Spring Flowers, with obbligato

Given by three members of the eleventh grade

PROGRAM OF ORIGINAL SONGS

February 4, 1910

Drawing near the Light (reading of text)

Words -_-_-.--- William Morris

Melody --_-__-__ Ninth Grade Boy
Hellas

Words --__-____ Fourth Grade Child

Melody .-__-_ Group of Fourth Grade Children

Chorus for Fourth-Grade Puppet Play

Words -- --. Jennie Hall
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Melody -_-_- ___ six Fourth Grade Girls

Slumber Song of the Shepherds

Melody - - - - . - _ Fowr Sixth Grade Girls

Soldier, Rest

Words _ _ . _ Sir Walter Scott

Melody --_-.-_ Three Eighth Grade Girls

In Mid-Atlantic

Words ---------- Eugenia B. Mabury
Melody -------- Five Eighth Grade Boys

Buccaneer's Song

Melody ------- - Two Eighth Grade Boys

Note—Volume I of the Year Book contains an article on melody writing.
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A CLASSIFIED LIST OF TYPICAL MORNING EXERCISES

The reports of exercises, fully or partially given in the main

body of this book, indicate the underlying purposes of those exercises,

and their connection with the actual class-room work and other activi-

ties of the School.

It is the belief of the School that each type of exercise has a

certain purpose or value, aside from the subject-matter presented.

It is hoped that the following list of exercises will fulfil a two-

fold aim; first to show the broad general purposes that govern the

presentation of various types of exercises by the pupils of the School

;

second, to indicate by means of the classification, the scope of the

subject-matter presented.

The list here given contains only a comparatively small number

of the many exercises that have been given during the twelve years of

the School's life, and only the exercises that are typical. In each case

the grade of elementary-school pupils giving the exercise is indicated

by a number in parentheses. Thus (4) printed after an exercise

means that it was given by fourth-grade pupils. Exercises given by

the high-school pupils are indicated by (H. S.).

Type I. Exercises Which Have as Their Underlying Motive the

Development of the Esthetic Sense

EXERCISES ON ART
1. How we Planned the Christmas Play; Sketches and Color Schemes (8)

2. Sketching Nursery Rhymes before Audience ; Titles Guessed by Audi-

dience (H. S.)

3. Decorating the Kindergarten Room (H. S.)

4. Flower Sketching and Designing (H. S.)

5. Block Printing and Stenciling (H. S.)

6. Cartoons (H. S.)

7. ^Japanese Art (H. S.)

8. *Greek Vases (4)

9. *The Parthenon (H. S.)

10. Pictures of Emerson, Ruskin, etc., presented to the School (4 to H. S.

incl.)

Note—While most of the exercises devoted exclusively to art have been given by

high school pupils, art has had a very prominent, though incidental, use in a large propor-

tion of the exercises on other subjects given by the elementary grades.

*The starred exercises are especially good examples of this type.

189
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EXERCISES ON LITERATURE
1. Stories

—"Three Billy Goats Gruff," "The Gingerbread Man," "Black

Sambo," "The Old Woman and her Sixpence" (1)

2. ^Shepherd's Poem (2)

3. Books that we have Read (4)

4. Story of Odysseus (4)

5. *Autumn Poetry (8)

6. *The Little Flowers of St. Francis (7)

7. *Stories of Siegfried, with Wagner Motif (4)

8. Norse Sagas (Stereopticon) (5)

9. The Lady of the Lake (8)

10. Poem—Herve Riel (7)

11. Gulliver's Travels (Illustrated by drawings of pupils) (8)

12. Ancient Mariner (H. S.)

13. Milton's Poems (H. S.)

14. American Poets (Entire school)

15. Marcus Aurelius' "Meditations" (H. S.)

16. *Spontaneous Stories (Entire school)

17. *Spontaneous Poetry (Entire school)

Note—Many spontaneous exercises on the children's favorite poems have been given.

MUSIC
3. Weekly Rehearsals (5-12, incl.)

2. Weekly Rehearsals (Kindergarten to 4, incl.)

3. Extra Rehearsals for Special Exercises

4. School Musical Programs

*Song Recitals by Various Groups

bcotch Ballads (8)

Spring Poems
Folk Songs

i *Parker Composers' Mornings (Pupils' original compositions)

High-School Boys

Fifth Grade to Tw^elfth Grade Boys

*Violin Recital (H. S. Boy)

*Part-Song Recital (Older children for younger ones)

^Instrumental and Vocal Recitals (H. S.)

5. *Artist Recitals

Violin and Piano—Mr. Leopold Cramer and Mr. Ernst Console

Song Recital—Mr. Arthur Burton

Sonata Recital—Mr. and Mrs. David Mannes
A Capella Choir of Northwestern University, Mr. P. C. Lutkin,

Director

DRAMA
1. Aesop's Fables (Dramatized by class) (1)

2. *The Hunchback (A Hallowe'en Play) (2 & H. S. Boy)
3. Scenes from Uncle Remus (Dramatized by class) (3)

4. *Return of Odysseus (Dramatized by class) (4)
5. La Salle (French) (5)
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6. *Hansel and Gretel (German) (Folk Songs from Humperdinck's score

used) (6)

7. *Ivanhoe (Dramatized by class) (7)

8. *Lady of the Lake (Dramatized by class) (8)

9. Cricket on the Hearth (Dramatized by class) (H. S.)

10. *Tom Pinch (H. S.)

11. The Melting Pot (H. S.)

12. *As You Like It (H. S.)

Note—The Pottery Exercise, fully given in text, is one of the best examples of
the esthetic type.

Type II. Exercises That Have as Their Purpose the Awakening
of a Social or Civic Consciousness

A. With Reference to the School Community

EXERCISES ON SCHOOL PROJECTS
1. Making Play-Houses for Hospital Children (1)

2. Our Hen-House (1)

3. Santa Claus Toy-Shop (Entire school)

4. The Pet Animals of the School (1-4, incl.)

5. Recorder, Our School Paper (H. S.) -
j

6. Our "House" (8)

7. The Camera Club (Entire school)

8. The Humane Society (Entire school) 5

9. "Investigation Lane" (4) ,i

EXERCISES FOR ENTERTAINMENT
1. Valentine Party (Entire school)

2. Skipping Party (Entire School)

3. Shadow Pictures (8)

4. Charades (H. S.) '

l

'

5. Old-Fashioned School (5-8, H. S., Faculty)

6. Sleight-of-Hand Performance (8 boys)

7. Alice in Wonderland (H. S. girls)

8. Original Animal Songs for School to Guess (6)

9. Christmas Parties (Entire school)

10. Reminiscences (Alumni)

EXERCISES ON SUMMER EXPERIENCES
1. Spontaneous Exercises on Miscellaneous' Summer Experiences (Entire

school)

2. The Sea Shore (5-6)

3. Camping and Fishing (Entire school)

4. Camping on Lake George (Stereopticon) (Group from various grades)

5. Yellowstone Park (Group from various grades)

6. The Seattle Exposition (8th Boy)

7. The Grand Canyon (6-7)

8. The Indians of Wisconsin (H. S. Girl)

9. Jamestown Exposition (H. S.)

10. A Summer Trip to France (H. S. Girl)
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exercises in the form of town meetings
1. The School Paper

2. Courtesy

3. Morning Exercises

4. Passing of Classes through the Halls

Note—For exercises of this type see also:

Exercises on Special Days 3, 7, 13, 14
Exercises on Art 1, 3, 3

Exercises on Handwork 14, 15
Exercises on Music 1, 4

B. With Reference to Larger Community, City, Nation and World

EXERCISES ON CIVICS
1. Milk—A Visit to a Model Dairy and to the City Hall; Ordinances Re-

garding Pure Milk (8)

2. Bonds—Excursion to Drainage Canal; How such Great Public Works
are Paid for (8)

3. Taxes—What Constitutes a Good Tax? (8)

4. Drainage Canal—The Fight for Health in Chicago (8)

5. Child Labor (H. S.)

6. Preservation of Niagara Falls (H. S.)

7. Chicago's Water Supply (3)

8. Immigration (H. S.)

9. The American Fleet (H. S.)

10. School Election Day (Entire school)

11. Registration and Election (Preliminary to Mock Election by School)

(Faculty)
EXERCISES ON CURRENT EVENTS

1. Spontaneous Exercise on Current Events (Entire school)

2. Events of the Day (H. S.)

3. The Chinese Revolution (H. S.)

4. Norwegian Independence (Faculty)

5. Opening of Congress (H. S.) •

6. The Fifty-Ninth Congress (H. S.)

7. The President's Inaugural Address (Faculty)

8. The President's Thanksgiving Proclamation (H. S.)

9. The Progressive Platform (H. S.)

10. The English Budget (H. S.)

Note—A large number of the exercises on current events have been those dealing
with miscellaneous important events of the day.

EXERCISES BY OUTSIDE SPEAKERS
1. Stories—Mrs. Thorne-Thomsen

2. Siberia—Miss Zonia Baber

3. *Abraham Lincoln—Mr. Du Bois

4. *The Social Settlement—Miss Jane Addams
5. *The Juvenile Court—Judge Ben Lindsey

6. Astronomy (Series of Illustrated Lectures)—Dr. F. R. Moulton

7. *The Big Brother League—Mr. H. Thurston

8. Alaska—Dr. Giffin

9. Corn Products (Stereopticon)—Mr. Wagner
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10. Animals of Lincoln Park—Mr. Cy DeVry
11. The Academy of Sciences—Dr. Wallace Atwood
12. "Chicago" (Plans for Beautifying It) (Stereopticon)—Mr. F. A. Delano

13. Gymnastic Dancing—Miss Russell

14. *"Social Service"—An Alumnus
15. The Fortress Cities of Argolis (Stereopticon)—Miss Florence A. Stone

EXERCISES ON SPECIAL DAYS
1. Opening Day
2. County Fair Day

3. *Chicago Day
4. Columbus Day
5. Thanksgiving Day

6. Christmas

7. Valentine's Day (Parties)

8. ^Lincoln's Birthday

9. *Washington's Birthday

10. May Day
11. ^Memorial Day
12. Field Day
13. Commencement
14. Special Memorial Exercises for Former Pupils and Teachers

Note—For exercises of this type, see also:

Exercises on Mathematics 1, 3.

Type III. Exercises Which Have as Their Purpose the Reviewing,

Intensifying and Widening of Experiences; the Sharing of

Experiences; and the Imparting of Knowledge

EXERCISES ON DOMESTIC SCIENCE
1. The Growing and Marketing of Tea; Most Healthful Way of Preparing

It (Stereopticon) (H. S.)

2. The Use of Lightening Material in Cooking (H. S.)

3. Flour Milling

4. Sugar (H. S.)

5. Shredded Wheat (7th Boy)

6. An Experimental Study of Foods (2)

Note—Domestic Science has formed a part of many of the exercises on other sub-
jects given by the elementary grades.

EXERCISES ON GEOGRAPHY
1. The Comparison of the Great Ice Sheet to this Winter's Snow Sheet (5)

2. The Great Lakes and the Ships that Sail Them (4)

3. The Miscissippi (the Levees, Loops, and Cut-Offs in Detailed Maps) (6)

4. The Jefies at the Mouth of the Mississippi (7)

5. The North Shore of Lake Michigan (8)

6. The Highs and Lows of the Weather Map (6)

7. Forest Areas of the United States, with Detailed Map (Faculty)

8. River Valleys, Illustrated by Diagrams of North Shore Ravines (6)

9. The Indiana Sand-Dunes (Based on Excursion) (4)

10. The Grand Canyon (Stereopticon) (8 and H. S.)
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11. Topographic Maps—Method of Plotting, Illustrated by Field Work done

in Lincoln Park (8)

12. "Our Geography Books"—Post-cards, Maps, Stories, Arranged by Grade

(4)

13. "Six Thousand Miles in an Auto" (Stereopticon) (Faculty)

14. The . Geography of Norway (Stereopticon) (5)

15. The Philippines (Illustrated) (6)

16. The Trans-Siberian Railroad (7)

EXERCISES ON HANDWORK
1. Wool—Complete Processes of Washing, Spinning, and Weaving Holders

for Cooking (2)

2. Dyeing—Results of Experiments with Vegetable Dyes (2)

3. Rugs—Rugs made by Pupils Described; Navajo and Persian Processes

Described; Legends (2)

4. Looms—Made by Pupils, Described to School (5)

5. History of Pottery (3, 4, and H. S.)

6. Results of Experiments with Clay—Shrinkage, Color (4)

7. Models of Greek Vases; Casting, Applying Handles, Decorating (4)

8. Printing—A Visit to a Printing Plant; Description of Process and

Machines (8)

9. History of Development of Boats, Primitive to Modern (Stereopticon)

(5)

10. Aeroplanes—Experiments with Various Forms of Propellers (6 and

H. S.)

11. Bridges—Stereopticon showing bridges and bridge-building (5)

12. Experiments to show Effect of Truss (5)

13. Freight Trains—Description of Train Made for Kindergarten (3)

14. Doll-House—Made by Pupils for Children's Hospital (3)

15. Doll-Houses—Made and Furnished for Kindergarten by Pupils of (1,

2, 6)

16. Metal Work and Jewelry—History of; Description of Pupils' Work

(H. S.)

17. Visit to Refinery and Kalo Metal-Shop (H. S.)

EXERCISES ON HISTORY
1. Fur Trading (3)

2. Indian Hunting (3)

3. Early Chicago (3)

4. The American Frontiersmen (7)

5. The Virginia Plantation as a Type (6)

6. Causes of the American Revolution (6)

7. Battles of the Revolution as Affected by Geograx->ny (6]

8. Forests and their Relation to American History (6"*

9. Olympian Games (4)

10. Vikings (5)

11. Modern Greece (H. S.)

12. Magna Charta (8)
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13. The Middle Ages (H. S.)

14. The Persian Wars (H. S.)

15. Mediterranean World, 450 B. C. (Three Exercises) (H. S.)

1. Conversation of Athenian, Persian, Phoenician and Egyptian, Each

Praising his own Country

2. Athenian Shows Wonders of Athens to Phoenician, Persian and

Egyptian

3. Visit to Socrates' Prison, Visitors Overhear Crito pleading with

Socrates to Escape

EXERCISES ON INDUSTRIES

1. Soap-Making (5-7)

2. Hemp (6)

3. Lumbering (2)

4. Cod-Fishing (7)

5. Cotton—Raising, Ginning, Baling (a, 5)

6. Cotton Manufacture, Illustrated with Spinning-Wheel, Warping-Frames

and Looms and Knitting-Frames (5)

7. Blast-Furnaces (6)

8. Threshing (2)

9. Flour-Milling (5)

10. Rug-Making, Navajo and Persian (2).

11. Salt-Mining (7)

12. Farming (1)

13. Fish Hatcheries (7)

14. Manufacture of Cement (H. S.)

15. Refining of Copper (H. S.)

EXERCISES ON LATIN

1. Roman Stories—Stories which Helped Train the Roman Boy (H. S.)

2. Hannibal—From Latin Reading Lessons and Roman History (H .S.)

3. Trojan Games (H, S.)

4. Caesar's Campaign, 57 B. C. (H. S.)

5. Caesar's Expedition into Britain (H. S.)

6. Cicero's First and Third Orations against Catiline (H. S.)

7. Description of Troy's Last Night, as given in Book 11 of Aeneid (H. S.)

8. How Latin became the Language of the World (H. S.)

EXERCISES ON MATHEMATICS
1. Cost of War and Peace (6)

3. Ancient Methods of Computation (5)

3. Surveying (7)

4. Practical Applications of Algebra and Geometry (H. S.)

5. Field Work in Geometry (H. S.)

6. History of Geometry (H. S.)

7. History of Arithmetic (Stereopticon) (Faculty)

ATote—Arithmetic has been a prominent but incidental part of a large number of
the exercises given by the elementary grades.
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exercises on modern languages

1. Games and Song Games for Children (1 French)

2. "Biron," "Petite Rosine" (Dramatized by 3 French)

3. Old Folk-Tale (Dramatized by 4 French)

4. In Paris (4 French)

5. Trip to Paris (5 French)

6. French Schools (8 French)

7. French History (H. S)

8. Folk Songs and Games in German (3)

9. "Die Wichtelmiinner" (Play) (5)

10. Berlin (Stereopticon) (7)

11. Letters from Pupils in Germany (H. S.)

12. The Rhine (H. S.)

13. Niirnberg (Stereopticon) (H. S.)

14. Current Topics in Germany (H. S.)

EXERCISES ON SCIENCE

1. Fur-Bearing Animals (With Exhibits) (3)

2. The Making of Crystals (Experimental) (Separate Exercises by 1, 4,

6, H. S.)

3. How Soils are Made (Experimental) (4)

4. Clouds (Experimental) (5)

5. Astronomy (Series of Exercises) (5, 6)

6. The School Vegetable-Garden (7)

7. Artesian Wells (8)

8. Coal and Oil (Separate Exercises by 2, 8)

9. The Testing of Common Minerals (Experimental) (H. S.)

10. Wireless Telegraphy (H. S.)

11. Physics of Mechanical Toys (Experimental) (H. S.)

12. Magnetism (Experimental). (H. S.)

13. Manufacture of Illuminating Gas (Experimental) (H. S.)

14. Chemistry of Air (Experimental) (H. S.)

15. Spontaneous Exercises on Science Observations (Entire School)

16. Hygiene: Talk on Digestion (Faculty)

EXERCISES ON EXCURSIONS

1. Trip to Ravina to Study Flowers, Birds, etc. (4)

2. Trip to Yerkes Observatory (Stereopticon) (5)

3. Trip to Field Museum (1)

4. Trip to Art Institute to Study Greek Sculpture (4)

5. Trip to Pushman's Rug Store (6)

6. Trip to the Chicago River (3)

7. Trip to the Sand-Dunes (4)

8. Trip to Whiting—Oil (H. S.)

9. Trip to a Farm (2)

10. Trip to Northwestern Terra-Cotta Works (5)

11. Trip to a Steel Mill (6)
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12. Trip to a Book Bindery (7)

13. Trip to Stony Island Quarry (8)

Note—See also Exercises on Summer Experiences.

PHYSICAL TRAINING

1. First-Grade Singing Games (1)

2. Folk Dances (German, Swedish, Norwegian, Bohemian) (1-8,

3. Original Dances (5)

4. Rubber-Ball Exercises—Bouncing and Tossing (H. S. Girls)

5. Club-Swinging (H. S. Girls)

6. "Calisthenics—Dumbbell (5, 6 Boys)

7. Calisthenics—Saber Drill (H. S. Boys)

8. Gymnastics—Horse, Buck (H. S. Boys)

9. Gymnastics—Parallel Bars (H. S. Boys)

10. Gymnastics—Floor Work and Mats (H. S. Boys)

Note—For exercises of this type, see also:

Exercises by Outside Speakers 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14.

incl.)



MARCHES

Piano marches are used for the assembly and dismissal at most

morning exercises. In the selection of the music for these marches,

an attempt is made to use melodies which have an easy and flowing

rhythm and real musical values. The tempo is such that both the

large and small people are able to walk in quickly and comfortably.

The marches written by the best composers are often unsuited to

practical uses because they demand intelligent listening and are in-

tended for program performance. When the morning exercise is given

over to visiting musicians, or in the event of serious religious festi-

vals, such as Christmas, the march is omitted. The children are

given some simple training, at class, in walking; they are taught an

easy carriage of the body to avoid stiff or swaying marching.

The character of the exercise determines the selection of an

entrance march, and at the close something in keeping is played when

possible. The publication of other than the most mediocre marches

is so limited, that lacking the gift for improvisation, we are driven

to sources varying from organ composition to grand opera. Good

patriotic songs and folk music are arranged easily and furnished

excellent march material.

The following suggestive list is drawn from our records of the

past five years

:

Lenore—^Raflf

Tannhauser—Wagner
Flag March—Hollsender

Processional—Ashton

Five Marches—arr. for the Kindergarten—Eleanor Smith

Marche Romaine—Gounod
Polish Fatherland Song—Gade

Christmas March—Gade
Military March—Schubert

Pomp and Circumstance—Elgar

When Johnny Comes Marching Home
Aida—Verdi

March—HoUaender

Marches Celebres—P. Lacome

Festal March—Calkin, op. 80

Birthday March—Schumann, op. 85
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PREFACE

"To know that the greatest men of earth are men who think as I do,

but deeper; and see the real as I do, but clearer; who work to the goal

that I do, but faster; and serve humanity as I do, but better,—that may-

be an incitement to my humility, but it is also an inspiration to my life."

/. M. Baldwin: Social and Ethical Interpretations.

Each year, as the time for the piiblication of the Year Book ap-

proaches, the teachers contributing the articles to it insist that at least

another year of critical study should be given before the material be

presented to the public. Doubtless such a delay would improve the

book somewhat, but every year the faculty has given much time to

considering a certain phase of education, under the stimulus of the

idea that the best and most suggestive material available at the time

should be published in the Year Book. Therefore, it has seemed

wiser frankly to put forth at the end of each year what we have thus

far achieved, however crude the results prove to be.

"A man's reach should exceed his grasp,

Or what's a Heaven for?"

This stand is more easily taken because not one year nor many

years can be expected to furnish wholly satisfactory examples of the

application of the most cherished principles of the school. On the

other hand, each attempt at expression necessarily serves to clarify

our ideas, causes us to renew neglected vows, and makes us conscious

of lacks and weaknesses in our practice. In fact, the unity of purpose

which dominates our discussions and study, the critical examination of

our teaching which results from trying fittingly to represent certain

fundamental principles of our school, the motive of trying to share

our school experiences with other teachers, constitute the chief value

of publishing the Year Book.

The fact that this united effort each year results in a widening of

vision for so many of our teachers seems to bear evidence to the truth

of Colonel Parker's theory of expression, which is that "working un-

selfishly under an inspiring social motive always results in the greatest

measure of growth to the individual."



Preface

The present volume of the Year Book is issued as a part of a

series upon the training of motive, which we hold as a chief aim of

education. Examples of various types of children's expi'ession have

been selected for publication. The limits of the book have restricted

the use of material to forms of expression which lead directly to the

development of taste, i. e., to the more esthetic forms of expression. We
contemplate presenting next year the results of school practice in

placing stress upon the importance of the impression phase of the

"organic circuit/' by setting forth the belief which exists in the school

that strong mental imagery and vigorous, self-actuated observation and

experiment depend, not only upon expression, but also upon wide and

varied sense impression, upon the child's early and continued contact

with actual materials.

Through the introductory article to this volume of the Year
Book we hope to give a broader point of view concerning the value

of expression in the development of motive than has been illustrated

by the concrete examples in the book, hoping thereby to stimulate our

readers to a closer study of what has been a chief source of our inspira-

tion for this book and for our teaching,—Colonel Parker's chapters

on "Expression" in his Tail's on Pedagogics.
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Man's thinking is organically connected with his conduct.

Knowledge about life is one thing; effective occupation of a place

in life, with its dynamic currents passing through your being, is another.

James: "Varieties of Religious Experience."

The objects of Fine Arts, and all objects called aesthetic are such as

may be enjoyed by a great number; some, indeed, are open to the whole
human race; . . . they draw men together in mutual sympathy and
are thus eminently social and humanizing.

Bain.

The loss of these tastes (i. e. for pictures, music and poetry) is a loss

of happiness, and may possibly be injurious to the intellect, and more
probably to the moral character, by enfeebling the emotional part of our
nature.

Darzifin.



INTRODUCTION

Colonel Francis W. Parker's theory of expression, as he states

it in "Talks on Pedagogics/' as he taught it, and much more, demon-

strated it, in the Chicago Normal School, has been the working basis

for the development of the social ideal in the Francis W. Parker

School.

Purpose of this Year Book.—It is the intention of the faculty

to describe in the present Year Book representative examples of work

in expression as it has developed during the last thirteen years under

the influence of this theory. The teachers realize that it can probably

be made thoroughly intelligible only to those who have seen it worked

out, in this school or elsewhere, to a reasonable degree of effectiveness,

but the attempt will be made to present, as clearly as may be, certain

characteristic examples of methods and results. The point of view

throughout is that of the person who believes our human relationships

to be of such vital importance that all measures for the education of

children are to be judged by their results in conduct.

The Conditions Necessary for Expression.—There has been op-

portunity to test the theory by more or less consistent practice under

favorable conditions in this school. It is a small, independent school,

in which a fair proportion of the students begin in the lower grades

and remain with us a number of 3'ears. Most of the classes are small,

twenty being considered a satisfactory maximum for a grade. Many
of the groupings result in much smaller classes, a few in larger ones.

Intimate acquaintance with every child is essential to our scheme.

The atmosphere of the school has always been one of great freedom

and good spirits for both teachers and pupils, with the smallest ele-

ment of arbitrary rule and the greatest possible stress upon motive.

A certain flexibility in the program, secured through skilful arrange-

ment of periods, and through the co-operation of the faculty with

special teachers, has provided for expression in every form, and has

made it an organic part of the whole growth process. The grade

teachers have contributed much towards this end, both through their

own skill and through their understanding of the special teacher's

functions and problems.
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The school is a practical working democracy, whose inconsist-

encies are not due to its organization and government. These in-

consistencies can be attributed to the causes which underlie the fail-

ures of any democratic form of organization, the chief of which are

the failure to accept full responsibility on the part of the individuals

who constitute the organization, and the difficulty of ridding ourselves

of our undemocratic prepossessions. However this may be, the

policy of the school leads toward the development in every member of

our school-community, without exception, of the intention and the

power to achieve the amalgamation of all the various elements rep-

resented, so that usefulness to the community/ shall be the one criterion

of the value of each individual. Progress toward this essential de-

mocracy is indispensable; it is the supreme test of the worth of any

private school to the community it serves; and it is a very necessary

contribution of the private school to our imperfectly developed na-

tional ideal.

Opportunity for growth of each individual through great free-

dom and corresponding responsibility, under conditions tending to

develop the highest type of choice, is the ideal of the school. This

ideal presupposes the ability and willingness of each member to learn

to serve the general good in the ways for which he is best fitted. No

one can comprehend what this means without living up to it at least

a part of the time. It cannot be learned from hearing others talk

about it or by reading about it or even by seeing others work it out;

but in the course of years of opportunity, during which the social mo-

tive appears in a multitude of reasonable and appealing forms, the

habit of response to the demands of this ideal can be established. As

a matter of experience, the faculty of the school have seen that the

habit is established in the grades. In the high school, where college

preparatory work must be made the chief consideration, conditions

are not very favorable to growth of initiative and self-forgetting serv-

ice;* but in the elementary school, where accepted standards of skill

need not affect the children very definitely, it is possible to secure

socialized incentives, to encourage a growing habit of satisfaction in

the success of others and the feeling that good work always means

*To be sure, our high-school organization and curriculum are not entirely regulated

by college entrance requirements. Art, music, manual training, outdoor play, physical

education, and the great number of parties and community enterprises of many kinds,

take time and energy for which no credits are given. Nevertheless, college examina-
tions stand before many children as a threat, and interfere seriously with development
of motive.
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service to others in some form. The children are energetic, happy,

often strenuous. They thrive in an atmosphere of spiritual democracy

whose laws Colonel Parker formulated for them many years ago in

the motto, "Everything to help, and nothing to hinder," and in the

great word, "Eesponsibility."

The Source of our Pedagogical Greed.—Colonel Parker could

never separate the power of the children's minds to develop logical

habit, from spiritual and moral growth—their power to proceed logic-

ally plus the power to act wisely and effectively in every-day rela-

tions. A greater optimist never lived. There was for him "But

one grasp of happiness—from that uttermost pinnacle of wisdom,

whence we see that this world is well designed." He saw every child

as a child of God, in his everlasting relations to a glorious past and a

still more glorious future. He was an idealist—one whose perception

of the ideal conditions for the children was always a challenge to a

most doggedly practical side of his mind. His vision of the "higher

salvation" of teacher and child together, both developing under con-

ditions based upon his powerful application of motive as the funda-

mental principle of growth, is the source of stimulation and encourage-

ment to great numbers of teachers all over this country.

Colonel Parker's chapter on "Modes of Expression" was a talk

to teachers on certain possibilities of children not commonly recognized

at the time, and not yet commonly credited. A careful study of the

whole series of talks is necessary for a full understanding of his theory

of expression, found in Chapter X, "Talks on Pedagogics." The fol-

lowing is offered as a first attempt to state and explain briefly the basis

of our work, as outlined in this chapter. Colonel Parker's own words

have been freely appropriated; whole paragraphs have been inserted

wherever their brevity aids the purpose of clearness and condensation.

Motive Defined.—Colonel Parker never uses motive in the sense

of end, need or u^e in the ordinary meaning, but always in the broader

and deeper sense, implying the outlook toward the ideal and the per-

sonal energy in action. The ethical or religious sentiment, in its dif-

ferent phases or stages of development, is nearly always present in

his use of the word. These stages are all one to him; if the tendency

is toward the realization of the best motives, any sort of crude result

or even apparent failure is seen as progress.

Motive.—"Attention and expression are organically related by

motive. Motive is the impelling power of all human action ; the higher
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the motive,, the higher the action. Expression is fundamentally a means

of developing this impelling power to action." Motive is the one

point of attack in the education of the human being; we grow only as

we correspond to the highest aim we can conceive of at any given

moment. "Our failures to correspond mean negation of action and

disintegration of thought processes." Growth, advance, development,

means that the individual is moving towards his personal ideal;

growth proceeds in no other way. If we fail to act in accordance with

this ideal, if we accept our second best, we do not grow. It is only

by the use of the vantage ground already gained, that we can move

higher. "The motive of all action is, at its origin, the instinct of

self-preservation; it culminates as self-abnegation."

The social, unselfish motive opens up the vision of what we must

know in order that we may work more effectively towards its realiza-

tion ; the more effectively we act, the better we know how to do so, the

stronger the will to do so becomes, the surer we are of the ideal toward

which we move. The greater the motive, the better the action ; the bet-

ter the action, the greater the motive; and so we move on toward the

"higher salvation," in which the will for good is being perfected. The

fundamental thing pedagogically must be the fundamental thing

spiritually. There are always a few rules for the whole school, very

few indeed, which are carefully explained, but must be obeyed, whether

their importance is understood or not;* and there are always a few

children in whom sheer obedience is the next step in development.

But the constructive way is the stronger. We accept the child's pres-

ent best motives, show him aspects of them upon which he can act

=>=IDEAi;S OF CONDUCT, KUI.ES, AND KEGXTIiATIONS
FRANCIS W. PARKER SCHOOL—1913-1914

Jvjst as in the world the people of a city or nation must have ideals and laws to

regulate the actions of individuals and groups of individuals for purposes of public
welfare, so in the school certain ideals and special regulations are necessary for the
growth, rights, safety, and comfort of the pupils.

IDEALS OF CONDUCT
The principle of courtesy, of "Everything to help and nothing to hinder," governs

all the conduct of the school.

1. In morning exercises, this means respectful attention, active participation in

the exercises, and refraining from all disturbing acts, such as communicating with a
neighbor and studying while the program is in progress. And it means, also, no talking
above a whisper before the opening song or during such intervals as between the acts

of a play.

3. In passing to and from morning exercises, this principle means that the pupils
march in orderly double file, and that any necessary communications be not above a
whisper.

3. As regards quiet in the halls, it means that pupils during school hours pass
quietly and courteously, without crowding, hurrying, scuffling the feet, or speaking above
an undertone.

RULES OF CONDUCT
Play Periods: Every pupil must spend the entire play period out of doors, unless
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successfully. That gives him a sense of power. We keep on forever

insisting upon his growing vision of his own strength, helping him

constantly to act upon the impulses of his stronger, instead »f his

weaker self, and planning all sorts of interesting social enterprises in

which he may express himself effectively. , If we could, be wise enough

to understand each child, and could do all this without creating self-

righteousness in him, it seems as if we might develop the social self to

almost any degree.

Every act of expression must be preceded by certain definite

conscious activities determined by motive. In the training of skill in

expression, we train motive, the essential quality of our personality.

The kind of needs we feel, the kind of thing that appeals to us as

useful in the widest sense, the reasons for our actions, the ends we

seek, make up the peculiar quality of our individualities. Training

motive means arranging conditions and providing abundant oppor-

tunities for the child to learn his own power of right action, and to

get the feeling of the advantages of co-operation, so that he may grow

in the habit of acting from his best motives, his most useful and ef-

fective ones—namely, the social ones.f These give him the perspective

of himself in his relation to others. He finds himself more com-

pletely in the role of "assisting audience," learning to do many things

excused by Miss Musselman or Mr. Wright. All pupils are responsible to their regular
playground directors during play periods.

Fire Drills: There must be absolute self-control—no talking—during fire drills.

Study Periods: The study period should develop habits of concentration upon the
work in hand, hence there must be no talking or interruption of any sort, except by
permission of the teacher in charge.

SPECIAL PERMIT REGULATIONS
1. No pupil shall leave the study room for work or play appointments without

permission of the teacher in charge.

3. No pupil shall remain for work after school without the supervision of a

teacher unless he has a written permit.

3. After dismissal from the grade room at the close of the day's session, no pupil

may return to the second or third floors without permission from the officer of the
day or from the office in case the officer of the day cannot be found.

(For officer of the day see small bulletin on east wall in lower hall.)

4. All pupils who stay for outdoor play, or who have written permits to stay for

work, must leave the school premises by five o'clock. A warning bell will be rung
at ten minutes to five, at which time every pupil shall stop work or play, in the build-

ing or on the grounds, and make preparation for leaving. There are a few permanent
exceptions to this regulation. These names are on file in the office.

Pupils may place books and materials in the first grade dressing room during after-

noon play.

5. On Saturdays a group of pupils, including the Weekly staff and tlie boys

working for the school, have permanent permits. Pupils who wi^h to work in the

shops or with special teachers on Saturdays must provide themselves with permits

signed by these teachers. Other pupils who find it necessary to come to the school

on Satdurdays are welcome, but they mu?t report at the office when they come aiid

when they go, leaving definite word where they will be in the building.

6. Every pupil must eat his luncheon in the lunchroom, unless he has on file in

the principal's office a written reauest from his parents for other arrangements.

t"We do right by habitually imitating a larger self, whose injunctions run cov.nter

to the tendencies of our partial selves."

—

J. M. Baldwin.
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through understanding sympathetically, as well as critically, the

effort of others.

Expression.—Colonel Parker limits the term expression to "the

manifestation through the body of thought and emotion." The uni-

fied movement of body and mind in the communication of meanings

trains the body as an instrument of attention and expression, under

the influence of motive.

'"'Expression is essentially doing. It is that toward which all

human action moves, and indeed should move. Expression is ethical

action ; it should be the application of truth. Expression concentrates

and focuses the soul ; it reveals personality. The motive that controls

attention and reflection is the motive to make others feel, think, and

act in accordance with personal ideals. The motive of expression im-

pels the soul to its best effort in observation, study, and reasoning."

Clmsification of Modes of Expression.—The modes of expression

are classified as Gesture, Voice, Speech, Music, Making, Modeling,

Painting, Drawing and Writing.

Function of Modes.—The specific function of the modes of ex-

pression is the training of motive ;
just as the specific function of the

modes of attention is the training of logical habits of thinking in as

many directions as possible, and that of the central subjects, bringing

the child into a knowledge of the facts of history and science. This

distinction with reference to function of these three aspects of educa-

tive activity must not be understood as implying more than emphasis

upon the characteristic advantage of each. In field work and experi-

ments, in listening to others during a recitation, or in silent reading

and study, the feeling of value to the child results chiefly from the

successful accomplishment of a definite piece of thinking, or the acqui-

sition of facts more or less interesting in themselves. The prime ob-

ject from tlie teacher's point of view is the exercise of activity in

which the mind is trained to be a good tool. But, of course, there are

no lessons in which consideration for others is not called for. "Every

moment of life is an ethical moment;" every excursion and experiment

and recitation brings the need of training motive. But the exercise of

skill in expression is essentially, first and last, training of motive.

Expression does undoubtedly train thorough habits of thinking, and its

subject-matter, wisely chosen, is valuable, looking toward the educa-

tion of the higher sentiments. But its peculiar advantage is that it

implies constant necessity for action under a motive of the social
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type. Heading aloud, singing, acting, are for an audience, not for

oneself.* The joy of a skilful performance lies primarily in the fact

that one conveys to others his understanding and feeling of a beau-

tiful poem or song or an interesting character in a play. One natur-

ally makes useful things for one's friends, paints, draws, and models

to communicate feelings to others and to satisfy the conscious or un-

conscious need of a public to judge of his production, so that he

may estimate his value among his fellows.t One writes normally, in

order to send one's thoughts to another. Each of these modes of

expression affords constant opportunity for showing the children that

matter is more than manner and spirit more than form, and that all

good manner and all good form are to be valued for the sake of gain-

ing in ability to give to others finer matter and spirit.

Skill Defined.—Colonel Parker states the educational values of

the skill-gaining process in a paragraph which seems to need further

explanation. It may be well to state that he uses the term sMll in a

relative sense; he does not consider skill from the point of view of

certain conventionally regulated results. Skill, in children, means

growing effort and ability to express the content of the mind truth-

fully. The skill of each individual is simply a question of his own
progress towards more and more nearly adequate expression, deter-

mined by his individual imagery, judgment, feeling. Eesults are

not esteemed according to any set standard. Power enough to convey

an idea vividly, arouse esthetic pleasure, or secure dramatic illusion

is uncommon. It is evoked only by comparatively rare combinations

of circumstances.

Motive Developed in the Skill-Gaining Process.—"Growth of skill

in expression has a developing influence upon motive." In the modes
of attention and in the study of the central subjects, motive may
be developed; but in community life, with all that it implies ideally,

and even with all its failures in actual practice, growth of skill in-

evitably is bound up with the social motive. The social ideal of con-

duct presents itself to different people in many different ways. It

may begin as a mere trading of favors; it may be interpreted as co-

operation instead of competition, ethical consideration of one's be-

havior, doing unto others as one would be done by, loving one's neigh-

*"To call into life the energy of a sentiment which is not destined to manifest itself
by any deed, how can that be otherwise than baneful?"

—

Tolstoi.
tJudicious praise or criticism in the privacy of the grade or department room is

safe, and the give-and-take among the children themselves is often very useful. Applause
in the assembly room is rarely permitted.
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bor as oneself. The result in unselfish conduct is the undisputed com-

mon factor. With this motive as a basis, either conscious or un-

conscious, manifold needs for expression are continually revealed in

school life. Motive, the impelling power to expression, is trained

in response to these needs. Nothing but the personally felt need or

use, whether dim or clear, can make the starting point of educative

action ; and who would believe that anything less than the highest pos-

sible need or use should be chosen for this starting point ? Democracy

demands high service.

Reaction of Skill Upon Thought.—"The skill-gaining process re-

quires certain definite mental action" (imaging and reasoning), as con-

trasted with the vaguer type characteristic of the process in which no

definite expression is involved, and the leverage of the child's own

motive is not made use of. The impetus to expression brings about

an intensification of these mental processes and of the emotional ac-

companiment. Expression (the outgoing impulse) reacts upon the

mind, enliancing all conscious activities and providing opportunities

necessary for criticism, conscious or unconscious, by which advance in

skill is secured.*

The Will in Expression.—In the process of gaining skill in ex-

pression, under the personal motive, the will is trained. It is only

when the child is acting with an end in view felt by him as desirable

that his habits of persistence are strengthened.

*An analysis of the skill process as it was observed in the acquiring of a technique
in singing is given: "I remember that there was almost no difficulty about acquiring
the details of technique of those voice and speech habits which are under conscious
control. Vowel and consonant position and movements, the relaxed jaw, the tongue
positions, tension, movements, were mere matters of conscious imitation of an easily

observed and rem.embered example. Certain very slight movements of tongue, jaw, or

head, and feelings of resonances, were comparatively easy to bring under conscious con-

trol; in a little while they could be neglected and would go on of themselves, like

any other automatized movement. But the more subtle differences in tone quality,

vowel color, and resonances, in the production of which there is no apparent physical

agent, required great concentration. The effort to image these differences and to exter-

nalize the vocal equivalent of the right image was a peculiarly exhausting kind of
work, physically and mentally. The process seems to have been accompanied usually

by feelings of effort or pleasure or disappointrnent, and of the determination to do
or not to do the same thing again at the next trial. The thought of one of these more
difficult matters would be very vague for a long time—example and explanation went
on, lesson after lesson—before the idea finally took the desired outward form. I

could not always do the same thing a second time without going over some of the

original steps by which I had arrived the first time, but one successful effort always
cleared the idea and finally led to a secure control of the form. There was constantly

in this sort of work a critical attitude of mind and a more or less deliberate com-
parison of memories of sounds and of slight differences in the feelings they produced.

Much of the control of a voice is gained so slowly as to be only vaguely perceptible

to the learner; it sometimes remains apparently subconscious for a long time. One
very often does not image his ideal tone until he has actually reached it, through the

skillfulness of his teacher in adajjting series of exercises to his particular need, and
through the power of suggestion. However, the skill gained in this way must be ana-

lyzed and controlled consciously before it reaches a high stage of usefulness, either for

singing or for teaching." Only growing motive makes such drudgery possible to the

hurried, strenuous majority of our city children.
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The Body in Expression.—"The body also is trained in all the

modes, through the effort of the will to make skill in expression ade-

quate to the thought; it depends mainly upon the variety, kind, and

quality of acts of expression for its health, growth, development, and

elaboration, as an instrument of attention and expression."

Expression, Attention, Action.—Expression implies attention.

The consummation of attention is action. Thinking is not for itself

alone but for the action which results from thinking. Even the most

purely metaphysical thinking, the most abstract reasoning processes,

may be said to have reference to human action. "Thought which does

not end in action dies, or stagnates."

We all know the kind of person who suffers from habitual self-

repression. Many people talk or write to find out what they "really

think." I am sure that in the history of our school are hundreds

of examples of children whose first triumphs over personal limitations

in expression have been won in the effort to make a morning exercise

interesting, or to communicate thought or feeling in some form to a

class.* This effort means holding in the mind the content to be ex-

pressed ; thinking it more clearly by the effort of the. will in the

anticipation of communicating it to others; getting it said or painted

or sung, or written in some form ; criticizing and amending both form

and content, and finding both cleared and vivified in the mind as soon

as it has been said or sung or painted or written. The social motive is

at the bottom of the freedom and power gained in this way. If,

during the preparation of that act of expression, emphasis should be

put, not upon its value to others, but upon the egotistical motive, the

child's thinking and expression would be hampered by the interven-

tion of the idea of himself, or of other unimportant elements in the

situation. The center of consciousness would be occupied at least a

part ofthe time, by his feelings of personal vanity, by the craving for

his own success.

Many examples might be cited of children whose natural im-

pulses to action had been inhibited in a thousand petty ways before

they came to the school, whose power to do the simplest necessary

thing was crippled from, lack of practice, and who had never felt the

little pleasurable glow which comes from being of use to others. To
such a child, clay-modeling, or g3'mnastic work, or moving freely about

*An idea of tlie number and variety of opportunities given to children to express
themselves to an audience may be had from the Second Year Book.
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the stage in a play, presents almost insurmountable difficulties. Place

this child in a group of children who are constantly acting upon their

own thought, give him something to do which he can do effectively

as his share of a social enterprise, and sooner or later he will develop

initiative and skill. He will lose his timidity and feeling of im-

potence, and gain power to think more vigorously, to help organize

work and play and to become a useful member of the community.

The exceptions are too rare to need mention.

MODES OF EXPRESSION
Gesture.—Gesture is the primitive mode of expression. It in-

cludes all of the changes in the body manifesting thought and feeling

excepting the specialized changes characteristic of the other eight

modes. The hand writes and paints and draws and models, but it is

also expressive in itself. Gesture of the whole body in dramatic work

is seen in its perfectly spontaneous form in the vividly imaged Mother

Goose dramatizations of the first grade. Complete spontaneity of

gesture has been shown also in little plays written and acted by the

children under the stimulus which came as a result of a course of

interesting work in history, art and literature; in English, French,

or German. Pantomime, in which the child cannot rely upon speech

to help him define the character he impersonates to the audience, re-

quires great intensification and clearness of gesture. A phase of ges-

ture appears in the spontaneous games of the younger children, an-

other in organized games and folk-dancing. Dancing is the gesture of

music. The articles on the dramatic instinct and on physical develop-

ment deal with phases of gesture.

Voice and Speech.—Voice, both in talking and singing, has great

significance for teachers. It is the medium through which different

shades of meaning are communicated by singing, oral reading, and

dramatic work. Quality and habits of voice are often important items

in understanding a child. A pure quality of tone in immature voices,

both in speech and singing, is nearly always '^ight," both as to color

and volume. There is very little variety possible, either in tone-color

or dynamics. It follows, of course, that much warmth of emotional

expressiveness or satisfying volume, such as we look for in the mature

voice, is very rare. Whatever variety exists must be gained by the

child in a perfectly spontaneous way, not through imitation, but

through imagery aroused by words or music. Voice must express the

child's real thought and feeling.
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as a mode of expression is represented in six different

kinds of work in the school: plays, oral reading, singing, extempo-

raneous speaking, dialogue, and the languages.

The bearings of speech and voice in dramatic expression are dis-

cussed in the article on dramatic expression in this volume. Oral

reading also implies much training in voice and in speech habits.

These habits are not acquired as isolated problems in speech-forms, but

are gained under the stimulus of the desire to express thought and

feeling. In singing, advance in clearness and beauty of speech is

slower than in talking and reading. It is complicated by the de-

mands of the singing tone. Impure vowel sounds in singing are easily

observed and analyzed by children, being more sustained and conse-

quently more prominent in singing than in the speaking voice. Clear

consonants also are easily seen to be important in singing. Without

them, singing effects are reduced to mere emotional sounds, conveying

no clear thought. Dialogue and speaking to a large audience ob-

viously require good speech, since one must not only be heard, but

heard easily and with pleasure. A correct accent in a foreign

language necessitates a degree of training both of ear and speech

organs which must react favorably upon the ability to discriminate

between good and poor speech in English, when it is a matter of

real interest to the children. A variety of vowel colors, consonant

sounds, inflections, and quantities are acquired in French, German,

and Latin. Whenever this training comes as a result of a real im-

pulse to convey thought or feeling, the work classifies under voice as

a mode of expression. The little children often express the simplest

sorts of ideas in French or German, and the advanced pupils some-

times use the language as a means of self-expression.

Mmic.—"The educational function of musical expression is to

cultivate and enhance those emotions which influence in the highest

degree the motives of man." Colonel Parker spoke over and over

again of the cultivation of the spirit, the higher development of the

soul, through music. He saw in chorus-singing the best opportunity

in the school for the expression of our common ethical and religious

aspirations, and he believed in serious singing in morning exercises

and on all important occasions. "Whatever is best for the soul is

ever and ever best for the body. Music is an aid to development

through the effect of rhythm upon both body and mind."

Many children have anticipatory emotional experiences of great
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ideas—of God, of the universe, of brotherhood, which they cannot

as yet express in words of their own. In the "Varieties of Eeligious

Experience" James speaks of these intuitions in connection with

the ''strangely moving power of passages in certain poems when we

were young—irrational doorways as they were, through which the

mystery of fact, the wildness and pang of life stole into our hearts

and thrilled them" "We are alive or dead to the eternal inner

message of the arts, according as we have kept or lost this mystical

susceptibility." The recreative arts* waken and vivify this suscep-

tibility; they present perfect models for the children to interpret ac-

cording to the power of imagination and the emotional response of

the individual. The creative artsf originate in the impulse to embody

imagination and feelings which have taken new forms in the individual

mind. And it is this susceptibility which we may hope to stir, if we

choose poetry and music and plays for the children with enough care

and insight, and keep them free from the self-consciousness which

hinders expression.

Making.—Making has a very important function in the develop-

ment of bodily co-ordinations. A sharp difference emphasizes the

functions of music and making; for the motive of music is the exalta-

tion of the spirit, while the motive of making is to supply the material

basis for life, the means by which spirit makes itself manifest in

creation. In making, the complete externalization of the individual

concept is effected. Making, therefore, differs from modeling, paint-

ing, and drawing, in which certain aspects only of the concept are ex-

pressed, each through its appropriate material. The motive of mak-

ing is the practical use of the object made, an easily appreciated mo-

tive and peculiarly adapted to primitive states of development, though

not confined to them. The motive is, so to speak, a tangible one.

Concentration is comparatively easy; for the carefully drawn plan is

there to be consulted, parts are soon made and are there to be handled

and looked at as much as is necessary, so that any vagueness in the

concept may be cleared up quickly and perfectly. Step by step the

parts must prove their adequacy to the purpose of the plan. Persist-

ence is obviously necessary; the use of the product is there before

the mind, requiring that the product shall be an adequate one. The

body is trained under this urgency of the will in its demand for ade-

*Drama, oral reading, music.
tModeling, painting, and drawing, imaginative writing, making tunes.
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quacy : and there are the parts, there is the whole product, finally,

standing for criticism.

Manual training offers the greatest range of choice in making.

From the tiny fence pickets, sawed out and used by the youngest chil-

dren in the kindergarten for protecting their flowers, to the fine music

cabinet, with insets of tiles, made by seniors ; from the third grade desk

sets to the cabinet work in the eighth grade room ; from the dolls' beds

made in the "factory method," to the wonderful original bridges;

from crude spears and shields for a play to a carefully constructed

nine-foot boat; woodwork presents endless opportunities for develop-

ing skill in expression under genuine motives. The articles on rug-

making and metal-working in this book illustrate a type of making

in which the esthetic element is a prominent feature.

The Art Modes.—Colonel Parker's conviction that the art modes

(by which he meant modeling, painting, and drawing), must become

one of the most important j)hases of educative activity in the curric-

ulum, is stated below in his own words. The quotations are grouped

to suggest his development of motive and of the psycho-physical proc-

ess in the province of the art modes.

1. Motive.—"Making is related to the art modes because indi-

vidual concepts in each of these modes constitute the bases of the ex-

pressive acts. In making, the concept is completely realized in an

external object. By the other conceptive modes, modeling, painting

and drawing, the concepts are partly realized. In modeling, the con-

cept is expressed in outward form of three dimensions; in painting,

by colors; in drawing, by lines and shading. Making has for its mo-

tive practical use. The design of art is limited to the expression of

thought; the individual concept is a mental means or medium of

thought expression ; motive and thought are embodied in an individual

concept." .... "Mere expression of the concept in itself has little to

do with art ; it is the character, the life, the power expressed by means

of this thought-embodiment that is the all-controlling motive.". . . .

"Mere imitation of art has no relation to art itself, and no educative

influence. Imitation, whatever its kind or quality, is essentially

making, minus the best thing in making—motive." . . . "In manual

training, the one motive of making is the function of the thing made

;

in art the one motive is to give to others a great controlling thought,

—

to embody this thought in an individual concept, and to externalize

that concept by skill." . . . . "Art shows to man things which he can-
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not otherwise see." .... "The particular educative use of the art

modes of expression is the concentration and idealization of thought,

the expression of the most exalted states of the soul in the most defined

way, appealing directly to all that is in other souls.'' "When art

conies to its own and is used to reenforce and intensify the highest

thought of the soul, its preeminence as a means of education will be no

longer a matter of doubt or question."

2. Skill.
—"The variation in materials used demands an immense

difference in mental power, or power of concentrating thought. The

thought itself in each mode of art expression is similar, if not identical

;

but the less the quantity of material used in realizing thought, the

greater must be the concentration of thought." .... "The physical

training in art expression is of the highest and most delicate quality.

It can be all comprehended in the word grace. Adequate skill in the

manifestation of thought is the most exalted function of the human

body. Skill is wholly acquired by exercise in thought expression. The

nature of the conscious activities to he expressed determines the quality

of the skill. In the striving of the soul to make the expression adequate

to the thought lies the highest possible and most educative exercise of

skill." .... "Modeling exercises the greatest intellectual sense

—

touch—in an incomparable way
;
painting requires still finer handling

;

and drawing, the most skillful exercise of muscular power."

Writing.—Writing as a mode of expression is considered in the

light of "a simple means for communicating thought to those not

present." Penmanship develops out of the necessity for this communi-

cation, the main difficulties lying not in the formation of the written

characters—the movements involved are simple and soon become auto-

matized—but in unphonetic spelling and in the nature of the thought

to be expressed. The difference between speech and Avriting in the

matter of the conscious effort required for a sufficient technique is

much greater than it would be if every opportunity for expression of

thought in writing were used. In speech, the stimulus of the desire

to make oneself understood immediately, brings about a greater effort

to concentrate and an intensification of the emotion. In writing, this

immediate stimulus is lacking. On the other hand, writing demands

connection, relation, and expansion of thought. In speech, the effect

upon the audience may be noted immediately, and expression may be

adjusted to the need perceived; in writing, the whole effect must be

imagined. Speech is effective when impulsive even if not clearly
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thought out; the emotional warmth conveys ideas through the voice.

Writing must be steady, controlled, and cannot depend upon the

personal magnetism of the speaker for its effectiveness.

The teachers have worked out Colonel Parker's theory of writing

as a mode of expression to the point where a great deal of the children's

writing has a genuine motive. The difference is world-wide between

written English developed on the basis of a demand for thought-com-

munication (a real demand in the child's mind) and composition for

the sake of training the children to avoid mistakes in form. The

teachers- believe that discrimination in the choice of words^, as to their

exact meanings and beauty of sound, can be developed through

written English, which is a natural outcome of self-motivated work of

many kinds. A complete list of school work requiring expression in

this mode would be a large one. The "Recorder" and the "Parker

Weekly" are always with us, needing stories, poetry, reports, editorials,

jokes. Writing plays necessitates vivid imagery under the special

demands of dramatic coherence. Writing lesson-material, fables, and

texts for songs for a younger grade, or for a future class of the same

grade, enlists very good thinking. Making geography, science, history,

civics, and domestic arts books gives a dignified reason for good

writing. Speeches and poems for May Day pageants. Thanksgiving

exercises, prologues of plays, require the best possible effort. Eeports

of addresses heard, or of discussions of important grade affairs, or of

Morning Exercises, serve useful purposes, especially as subjects of

letters to absent pupils. Many letters are exchanged between older

children and the primary grades, and between teachers and pupils

during vacation, or for some special reason during school time. Non-

sense poems, songs, and speeches for parties and "larks" tax the in-

genuity to make a perfectly free kind of fun go with good feeling and

good taste.

The faculty offer their testimony to a moving idea and habit of

mind, acquired in working under the ideals of Colonel Parker as we

understand them. Quoting one of the faculty, "To be sure enough of

a thing so that one dares to teach it to a child means a great deal."

But it is one of our strongest beliefs that we may confidently venture

to teach a child to express himself in a great variety of ways. This

can be safely accomplished only under conditions which insure against

self-consciousness and over-stimulation, the chief condition being an

atmosphere in which ideals of usefulness to others are taken for
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granted. Assurance of reality in our efforts comes to us in various

ways^ particularly in daily instances of a generous attitude of mind,

self-control, and high standards of work, brought about in the children

under the ideals of service and of responsibility. Little enough, at

best, can be known of the inner life of a child; nothing deeply useful

can be known unless his motive is respected and given endless oppor-

tunity for expression, under influences which tend to illuminate the

vision of his fellowship with man and his kinship with God.



PLAY AS FUNDAMENTAL IN EDUCATION

Perhaps one of the most interesting and significant movements

of our day is the reawakened interest in play as a factor in education.

Municipalities have come to believe that it is unwise and exceedingly

dangerous to allow young people to seek recreation in dance halls, pool

rooms,, and saloons, and to force them to depend upon commercialized

amusement as their only means of enjoyment. We have been forced

to provide play facilities for children and youths, not wholly because

we have recognized the physical demand for a legitimate means of ex-

pending the abounding energy of adolesence, but because of the un-

mistakably close relation between repression of this force and youthful

criminality and vice. We have begun to count the cost of playgrounds

and parks as gain in morality and good citizenship. Centuries ago

Plato said : "If children are trained to submit to law in their plays,

the love of law enters their souls, never leaves them, and helps to de-

velop them Education should begin with the right direction of

children's sports." The Greeks believed that "man is whole and entire

only when he plays." By means of games, sports, swimming, dancing,

etc., the Athenian and Spartan youth were brought to a degree of

patriotic fervor and physical strength, beauty, and grace which have

since been scarcely approached.

At a much later period Eichter, of Germany, said : "The plays of

children are as serious and full of meaning to themselves and in refer-

ence to their future as ours are to us." Froebel wrote : "Play is the

purest, most spiritual activity of man at this stage (childhood), and at

the same time is typical of human life as a whole. It holds the source

of all that is good. The plays of children are germinal leaves of all

later life. Play is not trivial. It is highly serious and of deep signifi-

cance." To Froebel belongs the distinction of having found the real

place of properly directed play in education, and of so coordinating

play and work that the joy, freedom, and spontaneity of the one might

be carried over into the other.

Stanley Hall has said : "The history of motor culture shows that

the neglect and decline of i3lays and sports are a measure of the de-

cadence of nations ; for nations rise or fall as the body is well developed
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or neglected, and the stability of culture rests upon the sanie condition.

To try to educate the mind apart from the body is an approach to the

dark ages and asceticism where this basis was lost. Indeed, the best

test of the value of body-training is its effect upon the higher culture

for which it opens new possibilities."

Biologists tell us that each human life goes through in its de-

velopment the whole story of the development of the race. We are

told that we owe our present physical form to 'certain great funda-

mental physical activities which were necessary during the long ages of

evolution from the lower to the higher or human type, to provide food

and shelter, to escape from or to pursue enemies, and that these oft-

repeated, racially old activities have left their "never-to-be-forgotten

mark in the very organization of our brain and muscle fiber." These

ancestral work movements are the play movements of children. They

constitute the mass of "inner impulses" or hereditary instincts for

which we must provide expression and upon which true education must

build. Given a suitable environment and the opportunity for play,

the very young child will, through his instincts of observation and imi-

tation, educate himself up to a certain point. For example, the little

girl in her doll play imitates the manners, expressions, customs, some-

times even the tone of the voice, of her own mother. The doll is bathed,

dressed, fed, read to, taken out walking or riding, put to bed, scolded,

punished, in all ways receives the treatment to which the child herself

is accustomed or which she has observed in others. She plays house,

sweeps, scrubs, washes dishes, washes and irons her doll's clothes, bakes

bread and pies; she dresses up, makes calls, etc. She enacts in her

own small sphere all the activities which she observes in the larger

world about her, and by so doing is educating herself in the duties and

conventions of life. Likewise the small boy, when he plays at being

a carpenter, an expressman, an engineer, a horse, etc., is acquainting

himself with the customs and actions of people and things about him.

The motive back of the physical expression of these mental images is

desire for and love of activity, pleasure in movement. The results, in

terms of education, are growth in the power to observe, to imagine, to

accumulate and organize knowledge of environment, and to express

these in body movement, a training of the motor machinery of the

body. As civilization advances, and we become more and more a city-

dwelling people and, worse still, a population of dwellers in apartments,

in which there is neither space nor provision for children's play, we
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grow farther removed from the environment in which self-education

beyond the earliest years of childhood is possible. We are, therefore,

to a greater or less degree, obliged to substitute for nature's way,

schools, courses of study, planned exercises, supervised play. That is,

planned and organized efforts to educate take the place of the spon-

taneous education of earlier childhood.

We have made only a beginning toward recognizing the biologic

development of the human species in the planning of our courses of

study and other school exercises. In this rapidly moving, utilitarian

age, our educational systems are swept along in the hurrying stream of

man's restlessness. We are overanxious to advance children's educa-

tion rapidly; we begrudge the time it takes to develop normally and

naturally; we resort to kindergarten and pre-kindergarten methods of

shortening the period of self education. We hurry the children through

this stage and hasten their entrance into the artificial atmosphere of

the school. We have not heretofore understood nor appreciated the

meaning and value of play. We are only beginning now to believe,

and only in a few places do we believe to the point of providing ample

time for it, that play is a great means of real education for the young

child. We are far too prone to regard play only as a means of expend-

ing superfluous energy; a safety-valve, as it were, for pent-up steam;

as amusement or recreation only. Play is all of these, and it is vastly

more. It is a tremendous power in the advancement of the educational

trinity—physical, mental, and moral development.

Education in earliest childhood is begun spontaneously and with

abounding joy. It finds expression in physical activity—work—carried

cheerfully to the point of fatigue. It appears as if our scheme of

education has somewhere gone wrong, as if some cog in the machinery

of our school system has slipped, when this joy in work degenerates so

soon into mere lip service; when education becomes an irksome task,

a kind of drudgery, a thing to shirk and escape from, and, because of

the failure to maintain the natural balance between mental and

physical activities, results so frequently in the physical deterioration of

the young people who pursue our school courses to their prescribed

length. But children must learn to do hard work. Some one has

said, "The measure of the value of play is the amount of work in it,

and the measure of the value of work is the amount of play in it.'' To
this another has added, "It is doubtful if a great man ever accom-

plished his life work without having reached a play interest in it."
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So, if from the early childhood period^ when work is all play, we could

carry over the joy, zest, keen interest, intense desire to create, to ex-

press, into that period when, under our present system, work is apt to

become all drudgery, we should be able to make the connection between

work and play and so preserve for our children some of the real love for

and pleasure in work for work's sake that they have now in play for

its sake.

We recognize distinct periods in the growth of a child: infancy,

first dentition, second dentition, pre-puberty, puberty, adolescence,

post-adolescence, etc. There are likewise stages of irresistible impulses

to actions of certain kinds; periods when certain activities are so

prominent as to appear almost instinctive. Professor James in his

chapter on "Instinct" speaks of the transitoriness of these instincts.

He says : "If environment is favorable for the manifestation of these

instinctive acts, a habit will be formed, but if the environment is un-

favorable, the instinct fades away, and no habit is set up, however

favorable the environment later may be." He says also (Vol. II, p.

400) : "We see the law of transiency corroborated on the widest scale

l)y the alternation of different interests and passions as life goes on.

In all pedagogy the great thing is to strike while the iron is hot; to

seize the wave of the pupil's interest in each successive subject before

its ebb has come, so that knowledge may be got and a habit of skill

acquired The natural conclusion to draw from this transiency

of instincts is that most instincts are implanted for the sake of giving

rise to habits, and this purpose once accomplished, the instincts them-

selves as such have no reason further to exist in the physical economy,

and consequently fade away."

From the above quotations we may certainly conclude that the

play impulses of children serve the great purpose of setting up habits

and,giving rise to permanent interests. There is a time when children

are keen in their desire to learn to skate, dance, swim, play ball, etc.

They will expend an enormous amount of energy and endure fatigue

to the point of exhaustion to become expert in these sports. This,

then, is the age when they should learn these things or be afterwards

deficient in them and the particular training they give. There is a

time when the habit of physical activity, the habit of work and the

enjoyment of work, the habit of industry, may be formed. The great

opportunity and responsibility of parents and teachers lies in recogniz-

ing this and in setting about to form a right connection between play
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and work. The interests, impulses, tendencies, and activities of chil-

dren of a given age become intelligible to ns if we can believe with Dr.

Gulick that "children in their plays live over the historic activities of

their race, harking back through countless generations of human evolu-

tion." Our sympathetic understanding of children's play will be

greatly broadened if we can realize how basic it is to their physical,

moral, and mental deevlopment, and how bound up in play are all the

thoughts, emotions, feelings, acts, imaginings, expressions of childhood.

Grroos has shown two entirely distinct ways of using play in educa-

tion: the one, by introducing the play spirit into otherwise more or

less uninteresting school subjects; the other, by employing play itself

as a means of development. Kindergartners, from Froebel to Mme.

Montessori, employ the first method when they utilize the play element

in the occupations, games, and gifts used in the kindergarten. Many

successful teachers make use of the same instinct further along in the

school course. They are able to seize the dominant interest of the

children, and so to carry over into the piece of work to be accomplished

the enthusiasm of play. This, however fundamental it is, must not

be confused with real, genuine, spontaneous play used as a means of

development. For obvious reasons, we shall omit from this discussion

the plays of infancy, through which children gather during the first

three or four years of their lives, by observation, imitation, and contact,

an enormous fund of knowledge of their environment. We shall begin

rather with children as we find them when they first come to school.

At the age of five or six years the children's impulses express them-

selves in free, active, spontaneous plays. Their individual concepts are

very simple and crude. They are strongly individualistic, have no

interest in group games of any kind. They are essentially non-social.

Interest is centered in the activity itself. The motive is joyful use of

their own. bodily powers for the pure fun of the doing. They care not

at all for the rule of the game. They are not respecters of traditions.

Each is a law to himself. Frequently one must guess long and hard

to interpret some pose or movement which is very evidently a source

of joy to the small performer, as when in playing soldier we had

looked for the firing of the traditional gun and were given instead a

frantic waving of the hand over the head. The expression mystified us,

until we were gleefully told, "The soldier is wig-wagging." Or when a

little girl playing "When I Was a Lady," fumbled mysteriously with

her hands. We guessed everything a lady could be doing but could not
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hit upon the right things and were demurely told, "I am going out

calling and am putting my handkerchief into my purse." Their native

interest at this age is in such race-old activities as running, climbing,

jumping, pulling, pushing, throwing, digging, etc., through which the

large fundamental groups of muscles are developed. Given a favorable

opportunity, these instincts will find expression in self-made games

and plays. In city communities, however, where space is restricted,

where there are large groups of children or where other circumstances

make it impossible to enjoy unrestrained liberty, we may have to substi-

tute various games of chase, as running tag, hopping tag, stooping tag

for the free running. In lieu of fences and trees to climb, we may have

ladders, poles, swings, and ropes. Instead of throwing stones, we may

throw balls and bean bags. The imitative impulse may express itself

by playing horse, bear, fireman, soldier, circus, musician, train, auto,

etc. In these varied dramatizations of the countless things about them,

the children externalize concrete mental images. The result is true

individual expression. Children of this age are imaginative and inven-

tive to a marvelous degree. They enjoy games with much repetition

but of short duration, in which the climax is quickly reached, which

make very slight demand upon the attention and require very small

endurance.

At eight or nine years of age, children are still quite strongly

individualistic, but the motive for physical activity is no longer purely

a love of motion. The interest in play shows a sign of shifting a little

from mere joy in activity itself to some interest in the end to be at-

tained. Here we have a vague dawning of the "social consciousness."

The desire to become recognized members of the group leads them to

notice their companions more and to compare and measure themselves

somewhat by the attainments of others of the group, and results in

greater effort to acquire skill. Free, spontaneous plays still hold the

largest share of interest. There should be provided ample opportunity

for running, climbing, jumping, swimming, skating, dancing, etc. En-

joyment of spontaneous dramatization and love of imitation find ex-

pression in such singing, acting, and rhythmic games as "The Jolly

Miller," "Oats, Peas, Beans and Barley Grow," "Go Pound and Pound

the Village," "Musicians," "Merry-go-round," "Shoemaker Dance."

In these, customs, manners, and occupations are mimicked or faithfully

reproduced. The love of running, dodging, chasing, and escaping is

satisfied by such games as "Fox and Geese," "Cat and Mouse," "Run
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Sheep Eun," "Frog in the Middle," "Black Man," etc. In games of

this type there is a very slight advance in organization, in that there

are "sides" more or less loosely bound together, one of which is the

chasing party, while the other tries to escape. All players are equally

active, one "side" merges into the other during the progress of the

game. The rules are few and simple. There is the added appeal to the

imagination. At this period also, if opportunity is given for expres-

sion, there will be found considerable interest in constructive play.

This is manifested in building crude houses, huts, tents; in digging

caves; in cutting and dressing paper dolls. It is the time, too, when

girls delight in such games as "Hop Scotch," "Jacks," and jumping

rope, while boys take to marbles, tops, kites, and the like, by which

the finer motor coordinations are exercised and established. Here also

guessing games, riddles, and puzzles, games in which ear-training, ob-

servation, and the touch sense are prominent, are favorites. Now is

the time to make use of this interest, to educate the senses and de-

velop concentration of thought. "Blind Man's Buff," "Euth and

Jacob," "Simon says : 'Thumbs Up,' " "Trades," "Beast, Bird or Fish,"

etc., are games of this type.

In the next age-group—ten or eleven to twelve or thirteen years

—

there is a more marked change in the trend of interest in games and

plays. The children are less individualistic, the motive for the activity

is more subjective, there is the dawn of the desire to organize, that is,

to have "sides" or "teams." The end to be attained takes on equal

importance with the joy in the activity itself. Games with "real rules"

are desired, and the game must be of such a nature that one side may
win. The real "team spirit" is, however, still quite vague. Each boy

believes himself to be the team. Experience points to the conclusion

that girls linger much longer in the individualistic, selfish play stage,

and as a rule develop team spirit—the submerging of self for the good

of the team—more slowly than do boys. This is the more curious be-

cause girls of this age are nearer to maturity than boys of the same

age, and for this reason we might expect a broader development of the

social motive in the girls.

The free, unsupervised activity of boys of this group expresses

itself in a desire to test strength, skill, speed, and endurance with their

companions in running, climbing, jumping, wrestling, racing, skating,

swimming, etc. Ambition to attain pjiysical fitness, to excel their

mates, supplies the motive for practice in these activities. Both boys
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and girls should have attained a reasonable degree of proficiency in

such accomplishments as swimming, skating, and dancing by the end

of this period, as this is the age most suitable for acquiring skill and

perfecting such co-ordinations. Afterwards they are achieved, if at

all, literally by "the sweat of the brow."

Interest in games of chasing and hunting and the like is still

keen, but the game content expands, and the motive changes. There

must be difficulties to encounter, obstacles to overcome, which will test

the skill, speed, endurance, and strength of the players as never before,

so that they may measure themselves with others. Hence, we have

the more co-operative games and group contests, such as relay races,

"Prisoner's Base," "Stump the Leader," "Hare and Hounds," and the

countless varieties of ball games. The boys at this age delight, too,

in doing "stunts" which display and develop skill, as hand-springs,

cart-wheels, head-stand, wrestling, tumbling, and things of the kind.

"We have at this age opportunity for fostering native interests in

solving riddles and acrostics, acting proverbs and charades, by provid-

ing opportunity for full, free, spontaneous expression of such simple

dramatizations as the children can initiate. We observe, however, a

divergence of boys' and girls' interests. Boys find outlet for imagina-

tion and creative impulse in playing cireus, Buffalo Bill, minstrel

show; in organizing clubs and gangs; in the boy scouts; in forming

wig-wag groups, etc. Girls show a preference for the traditional or

occupational games and dances—playing house, playing lady, dressing

up^ acting, etc., all of which present suitable opportunities for expres-

sion of the dawning emotions of this pre-adolescent age.

In the next age-period—twelve or thirteen years to fourteen or

fifteen years—as boys begin and girls complete the physical manifesta-

tions of the sex characteristics, we notice great divergence of the play

interests of the two groups. We may admit many advantages resulting

from having boys and girls of this age play together, but experiment

and experience in this school have proved that the necessity of pro-

viding means for the best development of each group demands that

the boys and girls now be separated for their play. Boys will now put

into their games that degree of energy, skill, inventiveness, and sheer

physical force required for building up muscle bulk, physical courage,

and endurance for the demands which the future will make upon

them. Such physical and nervous stress and strain the girls at this

critical period of their development should not be allowed even to ap-
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proach. Unwise interference with this law of nature results either

in an expurgated style of game which retards development and kills

interest for the hoys, or it forces girls, in their ambition to equal the

boys, to expend energy fruitlessly. Boys are now immeasurably in

advance of girls in skill, endurance, speed, and team spirit, and age

for age girls do not catch up again. The girls of our high school

illustrate the point. They play basket-ball and baseball with great

enthusiasm, unusual skill, and considerable technical knowedge. Few
girls of the same age could outplay them. Yet each year, a group of

seventh or eighth grade boys challenges the girls to a game of base-

ball and beats them or makes it exceedingly difficult for the girls to win.

There lingers still at this age a tendency to imitate. It is mani-

fested now in hero worship, or in growing attachments for older pupils

or teachers. The glamour with which they surround members of

school athletic teams, the attempts to walk, speak, gesture, or "use the

eyes," as some older associate does, are expressions of the same instinct

which in the earlier period were expressed in playing soldier, fireman,

etc. The tendency now, however, is to set up ideals and to be greatly

influenced by the words, acts, and manners, of these heroes and

heroines. So we observe here a tremendous broadening of the "social

consciousness." Individualism merges into group, class, team, or

school feeling. The games enjoyed express this expanding of the self

and take on the more highly organized, competitive features in which

teams and clubs are formed, and the individual is lost in the desire to

further the interest of the team. Baseball, football, volley-ball,

basket-ball, tennis, and games of the sort predominate. These test the

ingenuity, strength, courage, endurance, and prowess of the players

and engender respect for these qualities in others.

Constructive play, if allowed expression, here reaches its climax,

the motive for creating being now to make something which can be

used. Boys delight in making or building such things as bird houses,

canoes or boats, engines, bridges, automobiles ; in fitting up dark rooms

for photography, print-shops, telephone or wireless stations, gym-

nasiums. The girls' natural instincts flower in making fancy work,

embroidering, decorating or rearranging their own rooms, modeling in

clay, making articles of personal adornment, making or retrimming

hats, devising new trimming for dresses or waists, etc. It is an age

of considerable emotional instability, of physical awkwardness in boys

and self-consciousness in girls. Newly awakened feelings and ambi-
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tions run beyond the skill adequately to express; hence we find less

freedom of expression, more sensitiveness to ridicule, greater fear of

failing in an attempt, and consequently reluctance to try new or un-

usual things or those which have the appearance of difficulty. The

tendency is to engage in the sports and play the games for which one

has natural aptitude, and in which a certain degree of success is as-

sured, and to neglect or even to dislike others in which one has de-

veloped no proficiency. This marks the beginning of the desire to

specialize. If this is the desire merely to escape from effort which

for the time seems disagreeable to the individual, it should not be in-

dulged. The ingenuity of a teacher will very probably be taxed to

keep alive sufficient interest in games and sports to carry the boy or

girl over this period of loss of confidence in self. We cannot allow

failure for want of effort. Frequently, the only motive for trying at

all is the word of appreciation or praise from a teacher or the shout of

approval from companions. When whole or partial success crowns

repeated trials, wholesome self-assurance is restored, belief in one's

ability revives. It is easier to make the effort next time, for nothing

succeeds like success.

Beyond this age, through the high-school and college period, play

interests grow more and more specialized. Fewer games, these more

highly organized and strongly competitive in character and played

with intensity, is the rule. Competition is highly individual and at

the same time intensely co-operative. Team play reaches its height.

Ambition to win the cheers and approbation of fellow students, to be a

part of a victorious team for the glory of the alma mater, acts as a

powerful stimulus which impels to enormous output of energy. If this

were always under the guidance of men and women directors of high

morality, who would keep this tremendous motive pure and direct it

toward the high goal of personal service and self-sacrifice, and who

would preserve integrity and honesty at any cost, we should have

growing up a body of young people who would learn not only how to

succeed but how to bear defeat cheerfully, to value energetic action,

fair play, courage, perseverance, individual effort, and co-operation.

With this training in their plastic youth, we might trust them to act

well their part in the adult game of life, with its emergencies and

endless anxieties. Without this careful guidance, it is not difficult to

imagine the reverse of this picture.

Later still, in middle life, if games are played at all, there is a re-
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turn to the individual type of which golf is a good example, the motive

being usually one of preservation of health in counteracting too

sedentary employment.

This is in a general way the story of the play interests of children

as manifested in the different periods of their growth and development.

The word play has throughout been used in a comprehensive way, as

including free play, games, dancing, athletics, and all that group of

physical activities in which the muscles of the body are used vigor-

ously, and through which the present conformation of the body has

been achieved and maintained. Viewing play interests in some such

light as is here presented, we cannot believe them to be casual, inci-

dental, without purpose. We are led rather to feel that nature has by

these means provided for the education of her children. Through

play they learn the use of the parts of their body and grow strong,

vigorous, and enduring in the learning. Senses are quickened, obser-

vation is stimulated, action and reaction toward environment is intensi-

fied. Sluggish, inactive, lethargic children become alert and resource-

ful and learn to subdue or overcome, or to act in harmony with people

and things about them. There is no better way to develop and train

self-control than through play and the quick response that is necessary

in adjusting oneself to the evershifting chances of the game.

For adolescent children, in the height of a lively game of

basket-ball, to remember that they must play only when their turns

come and to be ready instantly to seize the ball, to choose without

hesitation the best play to be made, to decide, without time for reflec-

tion, which is the fair, which is the unfair thing, and to act with the

rapidity of thought on that choice, is to possess a balanced power of

impulse and expression which goes far toward the development of re-

sourceful, dependable, controlled citizens. In games, therefore, we

see the finest possible opportunity for inculcating in our young people

prompt, unquestioning obedience to law, honesty, generosity to an

opponent, fairness, justice, co-operation, contempt for fraud, disdain

of subterfuge or evasion of the law, loyalty, recognition of the rights

of others, appreciation of strength and nobility in others. To have this

foundation of right thinking and right acting laid in the habit-forming

adolescent years of youth would count incalculably toward the uplift of

the community. When children's play is better understood, when we

realize what intrinsic power for character-building lies in rightly con-

ducted games, we may look for less selfishness, greed, corruption, and
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graft in the larger civic affairs of the community ; for the morality or

immorality of the one is very closely bound up with the morality or im-

morality of the other.



ORAL READING

Are we not well on our way toward establishing a sound literary

habit when the children of the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades have

acquired an appreciation for the best literature that is within their

grasp, and also have memorized understandingly a collection of verse

with wdiich they may express, in higher words, their gladness, sorrow,

wonder, and aspirations? They then have, as their own, verse that

will serve as an outlet to their emotions.

Children in these grades, having a keen enjoyment in reading

orally a group of poems, have been found to retain their pleasure, and

also their power to move others in the reading, throughout the high

school. I am asked to tell some of the things that go into the teaching

that perhaps help to fix this habit of expressing forcibly, and with un-

diminished delight, the lines of the poets.

To begin with, only that which has recognized literary worth is

given the children. The teacher is thoroughly familiar with the lines.

Indeed, after considering the purpose of the poem and the maturity of

the class, she chooses largely from the poems she likes best. This, not

to impress her interpretation upon the children, but (aside from all

pedagogic reasons) because, having herself some sentiment for the

selection, she will not permit a dazed, obscured imagery or accept a

half-rendering.

As a rule, the poem is first read aloud by the teacher in a genuine,

convincing manner, that the class may hear it as a whole. If it re-

quires a setting, an introduction, the explanation of unusual or un-

familiar words, this is given before the reading. The presentation of

the poem may differ with every class.

In the sixth grade, Gerald Gould's "Wander Thirst" was the first

of a group of poems on wandering. Each child had a copy. The in-

formal introduction was somewhat as follows

:

"I found this poem in England. The first line sounds as if the

poet, Gerald Gould, might have written it there
;

'Beyond the East the sunrise, beyond the West the sea,'

but the longing, the thirst to wander, comes to people of every nation.
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I recognize parts of the poem as my own experience. Perhaps you

will."

WANDER-THIRST
Beyond the East the sunrise, beyond the West the sea,

And East and West the wander-thirst that will not let me be;

It works in me like madness, dear, to bid me say goodby;

For the seas call, and the stars call, and oh ! the call of the sky.

I know not where the white road runs, nor what the blue hills are,

But a man can have the sun for friend, and for his guide a star;

And there's no end of voyaging when once the voice is heard,

For the river calls, and the road calls, and oh ! the call of a bird.

Yonder the long horizon lies, and there by night and day

The old ships draw to home again, the young ships sail away;

And come I may, but go I must, and if men ask you why,

You may put the blame on the stars and the sun and the white

road and the sky!
Gerald Gould

One child, who during the vacation had developed a longing to

wander down the country road or off into the narrow woods along the

beach to explore, and who had confided in his mother, asking to be

trusted to go alone at times, found an expressin here for his vacation

longings, which were normal enough. The poem also served, in a

way, as a link to the school-life. To this day (four years later) he

reads the lines with great power and charm. The poems of wandering

seem to fill a need for children of the sixth-grade age, the craving for

adventurous travel, the yearning to explore.

When we read Bjomstjerne Bjornson's "Over the Mountains

High," we have before us a large, inspiring colored print of the

Geiranger Fjord and mountain walls. In a few words we discuss that

mountainous country, Norway, where the people of one valley may
differ in customs and costumes, even in speech, from the folk of the

next valley; how with the lure of the ever-present water, the fjord,

lake, river, or sea, and the grim ranges, it is natural enough to want

to know what is on the other side ; and when one gets to the mountain-

top, there stretches out, as far as eye can reach, range after range of

mountains. How one longs to know what is beyond

!

OVER THE MOUNTAINS HIGH
What shall I see if ever I go

Over the mountains high?

Now, I can see but the peaks of snow,
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Crowning the cliflFs where the pine trees grow,

Waiting and longing to rise

Nearer the beckoning skies.

The eagle is rising far away,

Over the mountains high,

Rowing along in the radiant day

With mighty strokes to his distant prey.

Where he will, swooping downward.

Where he will, sailing onward.

Apple tree, longest thou not to go

Over the mountains high?

Gladly thou growest in summer's glow.

Patiently waitest through winter's snow;

Though birds on thy branches swing.

Thou knowest not what they sing.

Birds, with your chattering, why did ye come
Over the mountains high?

Beyond, in a sunnier land ye could roam.

And nearer to heaven could build your home;
Why have ye come to bring

Longing, without your wing?

Away! I will away, afar away,

Over the mountains high!

Let me in freedom fly!

Not beat on the walls and die!

Bjornstjerne Bjornson

Much questioning does not reach our end. The questions come

from the children. The teacher need not ask one, unless the reading

shows lack of comprehension. Often, reading as though he were the

Norwegian down in the valley, the self-conscious child loses himself

in the semi-impersonation.

A magazine plate of a lumbering galleon, and a gallant pirate or

two, give color to "The Buccaneer."

THE BUCCANEER
The Sailing

Greet ye the morning, laugh her up

And sing the sun below,

For it's out wi' me to the Carib sea

Where the scented east-winds blow;
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Oh, the day is new, and the galleons few

That cling to the desperate rendezvous

We know, we know,

So lay your lingering steel away
And seamen be for another day,

For another sun, and our goal is won.

Out on the Carib sea.

For Harnadino Harbor lies

But fifty leagues ahead,

So an' we speak no sail this week
We dine on Spanish bread;

So an' we grip no scented ship

There's a fairer goal to our golden trip

r the bay, the bay;

So handle your hemp as ye polish your steel,

—

There's gold in the ofifing. War's at the wheel,

And you're out wi' me to the Carib sea,

Out to the Carib sea!

The class recognize in this a different type of wandering. There

is a pleasant little chill that creeps up one's back when he reads the

pirate captain's words, but they are hearty, vigorous, dramatic words,

with a glint of good humor. The girls are glad they don't live in those

days; the boys, instead of inhibiting their pirate tendencies, ease their

souls in a free expression. Who will care to be Willie or Johnnie or

Ann, when it is a live pirate who speaks ?

The historical times are briefly recalled when vessels, laden with

gold from South America, or with other rich cargo, were often seized

l)y the buccaneers and when even wealthy ports were in danger of their

daring attacks.

The Caribbean Sea, with the spicy east winds, the lonely, desperate

meeting-place, the surety of the captain that if they fail to get this,

they will fall upon that booty, the eager cutlass that one sees glistening

between the handling of ropes and other seaman duties, the certainty

of the fight, evoke clear images. Questions asked- by one child are

answered by half a dozen others, but the interpretations must be based

largely upon the words of the poem. He who offers an opinion reads

the lines that make him believe as he does.

Some years ago two of our ninth-grade boys set "The Buccaneer"

to music. When the children are familiar with the lines, they are told

of this high-school achievement, and they hear the piece played on the

piano. By the second time it is played, every child is fitting the words
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to the music. Then there comes the day when we are invited to the

music room to hear the high-school boys (bass group) sing it for our

benefit. The deep bass voices always impress. The big boys know their

power here, the little boys make up their minds to sing like that some

day; we really must hear it sung a second time, there is a ripple of

appreciation, and "The Buccaneer" is ours.*

In preparing a poem for morning exercises, the children are con-

cerned chiefly with getting others to understand and care for that

poem as they do. Self-consciousness is lost, or at least controlled, in

the joy of the thing and in the desire to share it at its best. Under

these conditions, the voice grows richer and fuller and more beauti-

fully modulated. The class becomes convinced of the importance of

everybody's hearing what is said. Since it has taken some study to

get at the meaning, and the audience is to get it at one reading, they

must make the pictures clear and must read convincingly; and in

order to read convincingly must themselves clearly understand. The

reading should be slow enough not to crowd the images upon the

listener. The thought to be expressed should be kept uppermost, but

the rhythm should not be obscured, since the poet strengthens his

appeal by the form he chooses.

The following shows how a class tried to state the succession of

pictures in Browning's "Home Thoughts from Abroad," using when

they could the words of the poet. Each picture was offered by a dif-

ferent child. Such words as "bole," "chaffinch," "dower," etc., were

well understood.

IN APRIL
Oh, to be in England now!

Some morning, before you are aware, spring has come.

The lowest boughs and the brush-wood sheaf

Round the elm-tree bole, are in tiny leaf.

The chaffinch sings on the orchard bough.

IN MAY
The whitethroat builds, and all the swallows.

Do you see my blossomed pear tree in the hedge, that

leans to the field?

It scatters on the clover, blossoms and dewdrops.

*In the Second Year Book you have been told how these very poems, with Yeats'

"Lake Isle of Innisfrae" and Kipling's "The Explorer," were given in a morning
exercise, the high-school boys singing "The Buccaneer" and Schubert's "Wandering,"
and a parent of the grade singing "The Flying Kite,' by Eleanor Smith.
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In that tree, at the bent spray's edge, sits the wise thrush.

He sings each song twice over (lest you should think he

couldn't again sing the first fine careless rapture).

The fields look rough with hoary dew.

The noontide will waken the buttercups.

Everything will then be gay.

The gold buttercups are the dower of the little children.

They are far brighter than the gaudy melon flower.

At a second effort, the lines of the poem were used with no inter-

polations.

APRIL IN ENGLAND
Oh, to be in England

Now that April's there,

And whoever wakes in England
Sees, some morning, unaware,

. That the lowest boughs and the brushwood sheaf

Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf.

While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough
In England—now!

And after April, when May follows.

And the whitethroat builds, and all the swallows!

Hark, where my blossomed pear tree in the hedge

Leans to the field and scatters on the clover

Blossoms and dewdrops—at the bent spray's edge

—

That's the wise thrush; he sings each song twice over,

Lest you should think he n«ver could recapture

The first fine careless rapture!

And though the fields look rough with hoary dew.

All will be gay when noontide wakes anew
The buttercups, the little children's dower,

Far brighter than this gaudy melon flower

!

Browning

Notice the succession of pictures breathing Spring in Thomas

Nash's lyric

:

SPRING
Spring, the sweet Spring, is the year's pleasant king;

Then blooms each thing, then maids dance in a ring.

Cold doth not sting, the pretty birds do sing

—

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!

The palm and May make country houses gay,

Lambs frisk and play, the shepherds pipe all day,

And we hear aye birds tune this merry lay

—

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!
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The fields breathe sweet, the daisies kiss our feet,

Young lovers meet, old wives a-sunning sit,

In every street these tunes our ears do greet—

Cuckoo, jug-jug, pu-we, to-witta-woo!

Spring, the sweet Spring

!

THE EAGLE
He clasps the crag with hooked hands;

Close to the sun in lonely lands,

Ring'd with the azure world, he stands.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;

He watches from his mountain walls;

And like a thunderbolt he falls.

Alfred, Lord Tennyson

We are illustrating the poem. We go to the Academy of Sciences

to draw the mounted eagles there. Some, put energy upon the hooked

claws ; others the beak and the cruel, clear eye ; others the outstretched

wings. These are practice sketches for the main picture which each

works out for himself. Lines are quoted here and there to explain the

drawing. A child, indicating his work, will say to the teacher, "He
clasps the crag with hooked hands" ; or, with a dramatic sweep of his

brush, "^'Einged with the azure world, he stands." At Lincoln Park

we paint or sketch live eagles. Some of us go over to the high bridge

to look down upon the wrinkled lake. The second stanza from "Over

the Mountains High" is recalled. We hear MacDowell's "The Eagle"

played on the piano. The majesty of the bird, as we have come to

know him, is unfailingly well expressed in our reading of Tennyson's

lines.

Clearing images does not mean that the poem will lie before the

child in shreds; it does not mean over-analysis. There will be regions

free for his imagination to soar, and for further discovery. His joy

in the poem is all essential. Usually, the selection contains more than

the child's present power can wrest from it. But the main ideas, the

big pictures, are to be clear.

Sometimes the rhythm, the illusive fancy, the music of the lines,

lend the charm.

Where the bee sucks, there suck I:

In a cowslip's bell I lie;

There I couch when owls do cry:

On the bat's back I do fly
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After summer merrily.

Merrily, merrily, shall I live now,

Under the blossom that hangs on the bough!

Shakespeare

In the reading of Browning's "How They Brought the Good News

from Ghent to Aix," the onward movement of those horses must be

maintained: the galloping hoof-beats ring throughout the poem (this

without hurried reading or monotonous sing-song) ; towns are sighted,

reached, passed ; nor gallops less steadily Eoland a whit through any

part of that terrible journey.

To show how large a part this rhythmic beat may play in a poem,

and to help the class recognize its place and importance, tlje teacher

reads, after appropriate setting and explanation. Browning's "Through

the Metidja to Abd-el-Kadr," omitting perhaps the third stanza. The

text is not put into the hands of the children.

At another time, and for a different purpose, the teacher reads

to them Browning's "Muleykeh." The text of this they will not see

until they reach the high school or later, but the story is thoroughly en-

joyed. The experience of hearing the teacher read easily and well,

undoubtedly influences for good the timid and self-conscious.

Those who read joyously and intelligently are often called on to

read first, not only for the example but that the others may warm to

the joy of self-expression. The poorer readers are given a few lines

to begin with, the interpretation of a line, which many others will also

interpret, or perhaps in answer to a question, they read a line. But

this must be well expressed, and time may be taken here to get such

expression, since the movement of the whole story is not interrupted.

Frequent opportunities of this kind make for ease and assurance. It is

the honest, successful self-expression that helps create a sentiment for

oral reading.

After the first reading of Browning's "Herve Eiel" (which is the

only time the teacher ever reads it to the class), the members of the

group piece out the story, the essentials of which are unfailingly stated,

but differences of opinion and general difficulty with certain passages

demand study of the poem.

HERVE RIEL
I

On the sea and at the Hogue, sixteen hundred ninety-two,

Did the English fight the French,—woe to France!
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And, the thirty-first of May, helter-skelter through the blue,

Like a crowd of frightened porpoises a shoal of sharks pursue,

Came crowding ship on ship to St. Malo on the Ranee,

With the English fleet in view.

II

'Twas the squadron that escaped, with the victor in full chase;

First and foremost of the drove, in his great ship, Damfreville;

Close on him fled, great and small,

Twenty-two good ships in all;

And they signalled to the place

"Help the winners of a race!

Get us guidance, give us harbor, take us quick—or, quicker still.

Here's the English can and will!"

Ill

Then the pilots of the place put out brisk and leapt on board;

"Why, what hope or chance have ships like these to pass?" laughed they:

"Rocks to starboard, rocks to port, all the passage scarred and scored,

Shall the 'Formidable' here with her twelve and eighty guns

Think to make the river-mouth by the single narrow way,

Trust to enter where 'tis ticklish for a craft of twenty tons.

And with flow at full beside?

Now 'tis slackest ebb of tide.

Reach the mooring? Rather say,

While rock stands or water runs,

Not a ship shall leave the bay!"

IV
Then was called a council straight.

Brief and bitter the debate:

"Here's the English at our heels; would you have them take in tow
All that's left us of the fleet, linked together stern and bow,
For a prize to Plymouth Sound?
Better run the ships aground!"

(Ended Damfreville his speech.)

"Not a minute more to wait!

Let the Captains all and each

Shove ashore, then blow up, burn the vessels on the beach!

France must undergo her fate!

V
"Give the word!" But no such word
Was ever spoke or heard;

For up stood, for out stepped, for in struck amid all these
—A Captain? A Lieutenant? A Mate—first, second, third?

No such man of mark, and meet
With his betters to compete!
But a simple Breton sailor pressed by Tourville for the fleet,

A poor coasting pilot he, Herve Riel the Croisickese.
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VI
And "What mockery or malice have we here?" cries Herve Riel:

Are you mad, you Malouins? Are you cowards, fools, or rogues?

Talk to me of rocks and shoals, me who took the soundings, tell

On my fingers every bank, every shallow, every swell

'Twixt the offing here and Greve where the river disembogues?

Are you bought by English gold? Is it love the lying's for?

Morn and eve, night and day.

Have I piloted your bay.

Entered free and anchored fast at the foot of Solidor.

Burn the fleet and ruin France? That were worse than fifty Hogues!

Sirs, they know I speak the truth! Sirs, believe me there's a way!

Only let me lead the line,

Have the biggest ship to steer,

Get this 'Formidable' clear.

Make the others follow mine.

And I lead them, most and least, by a passage I know well.

Right to Solidor past Greve,

And there lay them safe and sound;

And if one ship misbehave,

—Keel so much as grate the ground.

Why, I've nothing but my life,—here's my head!" cried Herve Riel.

VII
Not a minute more to wait.

"Steer us in, then, small and great!

Take the helm, lead the line, save the squadron!" cried its chief.

Captains, give the sailor place!

He is Admiral, in brief.

Still the north-wind, by God's grace!

See the noble fellow's face

As the big ship, with a bound.

Clears the entry like a hound.

Keeps the passage as its inch of way were the wide sea's profound!

See, safe through shoal and rock,

How they follow in a flock.

Not a ship that misbehaves, not a keel that grates the ground,

Not a spar that comes to grief!

The peril, see, is past.

All are harbored to the last.

And just as Herve Riel hollas "Anchor!"—sure as fate

Up the English come—too late!,

VIII
So the storm subsides to calm:

. They see the green trees wave
On the heights o'erlooking Greve.

Hearts that bled are stanched with balm.

"Just our rapture to enhance,
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Let the English rake the bay,

Gnash their teeth and glare askance

As they cannonade away!

'Neath rampired Solidor pleasant riding on the Ranee!"

How hope succeeds despair on each captain's countenance!

Out burst all with one accord,

"This is Paradise for Hell!

Let France, let France's King

Thank the man that did the thing!"

What a shout, and all one word,

"Herve Riel!"

As he stepped in front once more,

Not a symptom of surprise

In the frank blue Breton eyes.

Just the same man as before.

IX
Then said Damfreville, "My friend,

I must speak out at the end,

Though I find the speaking hard.

Praise is deeper than the lips:

You have saved the king his ships.

You must name your own reward.

'Faith, our sun was near eclipse

!

Demand whate'er you will,

France remains your debtor still.

Ask to heart's content and have! or my name's not Damfreville."

X
Then a beam of fun outbroke

On the bearded mouth that spoke.

As the honest heart laughed through

Those frank eyes of Breton blue:

"Since I needs must say my say,

Since on board the duty's done.

And from Malo Roads to Croisic Point, what is it but a run?

—

Since 'tis ask and have I may

—

Since the others go ashore

—

Come! A good whole holiday!

Leave to go and see my wife, whom I call the Belle Aurore!"

That he asked and that he got—nothing more.

Robert Srowning

A stanza such as the fifth, which at first seems bristling with mis-

placed words and punctuation, proves simple enough upon study and

can never again be read without thinking. Heading is thinking.

"What happened that the word to destroy the fleet was never

given? AVho stood up, who stepped out. who struck in? Was it a
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captain? Was it a lieutenant? Did a first mate, or a second, or a

third mate speak out? No such man of distinction and equal to com-

pete with his betters ! Who was it ?" Every member of the class knows

it was a simple Breton sailor who spoke, and some will explain that he

had been pressed into service by Tourville—this poor coasting pilot,

Herve Kiel, of Croisic Point. "And what did he say to the astonished

officers and men ?"

The children live in his words, and in the events that follow.

They fairly hold their breath until the last ship is anchored. How
they laugh with the French, as they rock up and down on the Elver

Eance, safe from the English bombardment ! How they join in that

shout of gratitude and praise ! How they admire the man as he

stands before them ! Herve Riel's reasons for asking anything what-

ever in return for his services are eagerly worked out. That he does

not name a substantial reward always brings about lively discussion.

A third, fourth, and fifth reading may discover new difficulties,

new questions, most of which are elucidated by the class. But there

has been given a background for sympathetic and intelligent oral

reading, and the dramatic possibilities, too, make the poem the great

favorite it becomes.

So it is that with clear, growing images, with the joy of the

poem at heart, and with the desire to share this treasure, the child

overcomes obstacles. The whole child is engaged with the matter in

hand and revives what threatened for a time to be a lost art, the art of

oral reading.



THE VALUE, PLACE, AND USE OF THE DRAMATIC
INSTINCT IN THE EDUCATION OF

YOUNG PEOPLE

The complexity of modern civilization has made its demand

keenly felt in the school. If a study is to hold a place in the crowded

curriculum and is to share the value and limited time devoted to

school life, it must establish its claim by proving that it is of real im-

portance in the true education of the individual.

What is the value of the dramatic instinct in the education of

young people? How great a place shall it occupy? How shall we

best use it ? The claim that the exercise and direction of the dramatic

instinct is essential to self-realization and to the development of the

efficiency and power of the individual as a member of the social group

can be substantiated from the standpoint of psychology, pedagogy,

ethics, and esthetics.

As we shall use the term dramatic, we shall not refer merely to

the giving of a play, but shall use the word in a much broader sense,

that of the dramatic instinct, exercised as a mode of thinking, of

feeling, and of study, as well as a mode of expression. We shall con-

sider the part which the dramatic element plays in the development

of the self, for we find upon investigation that the dramatic instinct

is a much more fundamental and potent factor in the education of the

individual than most people imagine.

How does the child develop and become conscious of himself a?

an individual ? It is not through introspection, analysis, or conscious

intellectual valuations, but through the building up of a consciousness

of the people and things about him, stimuli to which he responds.

Consciousness of other selves precedes consciousness of self. When the

young baby cries, there is no consciousness of meaning in the cry, but

this consciousness of meaning gradually arises when the mother re-

sponds with sympathetic voice and takes measures for the child's relief.

After many repetitions of the cry of the baby, followed by the sympa-

thetic voice and comforting ministration of the mother, the child be-

gins to associate his feeling of relief with the sympathetic tones of the

mother which are brought forth by his cry, and a dawning realization
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of the consciousness of meaning is arising. The child first builds up

a consciousness of the people about him in the social group, the

mother, the nurse, for instance, and he becomes, so to speak, the

mother and the nurse before he can become cognizant of himself as

an individual. His conscious adjustment to other people who act as

social stimuli, and his ability to be or to play the other selves, makes

individual consciousness possible. The child puts himself into the

objects about him and identifies himself with them. He does not play

soldier; he is a soldier. Josephine Preston Peabody illustrates this

idea in The Bmy Child:

I have so many things to do,

I don't know when I shall be through.

Today I had to watch the rain

Come sliding down the window pane.

And I was humming all the time

Around my head a kind of rhyme;

And blowing softly on the glass

To see the dimness come and pass.

I built a city on the floor,

And then I went and was a war.

And now I have the boat to mend,

And all our supper to pretend.

I am so busy, every day,

I haven't any time to play.

Stevenson's The Land of Story Boohs also contains an excellent

exposition of the play instinct in the child's thought. Through this

play activity the child develops self-organization, for when he acts the

prince, the soldier, the tradesman, he realizes the difference between

himself and these characters, and establishes an appreciation of mean-

ing. Consciousness of meaning grows out of knowledge of the rela-

tion between stimulation and response. It is this consciousness of

meaning that separates us from the animals, and we become cognizant

of meaning through a consciousness of our attitude toward the world

of people and things about us. The horse or the cat never plays the

part of another self; hence, lacking a consciousness of meaning, they

have no true self-consciousness. The child builds up his conscious-
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ness of self, his apperceptive reservoir, through this projection of self

into external objects. Children are making, and must constantly make,

valuations, and thereby set up standards for future activity. And so

we see .that from the first this dramatic power, this inborn impulse

towards imitation and self-expression, is present and active and is the

means through which one comes into possession of his individual social

consciousness. The extent of this social consciousness depends upon

the fullness of one's experience; all phases of education are bound up

in the utilization of the dramatic instinct, and in the work of ex-

tending individual experience for the purpose of securing the fullest

development of the social consciousness.

The child can think only in personal terms, in a dramatic form.

You have observed the working of a child-mind, and have seen how

the child plays or unconsciously educates himself, creating imaginary

companions, carrying on imaginary conversations, and building up a

world of his own. This was indicated in the little poem of Josephine

Preston Peabody and is well illustrated in many of the poems of

Stevenson's Child's Garden of Verses, Grahame's Golden Age, and

other pieces of literature that come readily to one's thought. Children

play with imaginary companions, and give personality to inanimate

things because they can think only in personal terms. Analyze through

introspection your own mental activity, and you will perceive, perhaps

to your amazement, that your thinking and even your dreaming nearly

always takes the form of a conversation, a dramatic style. Indeed,

the process of thinking is in the form of word and reply. All reflec-

tive consciousness arises in social environment, and without its stimuli

a consciousness of self would not arise, and we should have, doubtless,

such an individual as Casper Hauser. Words were originally expres-

sions not of an idea but of an emotion. The act of expressing an idea

helps to clarify thinking and vivify and fix the idea; the more com-

plete the expression, the keener and more permanent the idea becomes.

(For illumination of this subject, see Colonel Parker's paragraph

on "Skill"

—

Talks on Pedagogics, page 228.) Then, to develop the

reflective consciousness, one must go through the development of con-

sciously putting oneself in the place of those who make up the social

group around one, and legitimate expression, clarification, and direc-

tion must be given to the emotion.

Only through introspection can we know ourselves, and it is only

through the cognition of other selves, and things in relation to other
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selves, that we have the material for introspection. The child is gain-

ing through the imagination the consciousness of meaning and a fund

of experiences which result in the building up of his own individuality.

The inborn dramatic instinct is always demanding food and seeking

an avenue for expression.

I have spoken rather briefly on the psychology of self or individual

consciousness to make it clear that the warp and woof of the social self

is the dramatic instinct and power; to show that our cognition of life

is in proportion to our ability to project ourselves into the objects

about us and into the other selves. We build up our concepts through

the consciousness of our attitude toward people and things, and our

habits of mind and of body are affected by our conscious interpreta-

tion of the life of those about us. These concepts are built up through

reaction to real or ideal personages; that is, the personages which

the great writers have evolved for us, or that our own imaginations

have created.

The exercise of dramatic power as a mode of thinking, of study,

and of expression is an instinctive recognition and estimate of values,

the drama, per se, answers to the actual drama going on in the mind of

the individual, and the play is the bodying forth, the making concrete,

of that which is going on in our own consciousness. That is, the drama

and acting do not furnish vicarious experience, but they put concepts

and knowledge of life into a sequential whole.

Every individual has a limited and unique environment. He sees

life at an angle, and he can gain an appreciation and true estimate

of life only when he gets a perspective and sees things in their true

relationships. When the dramatic attitude toward life is atrophied,

then self-realization and self-progress are arrested. We need, then, to

recognize this dramatic instinct, not only in the primary school, but all

through the educative process, for the direction and development of

the real self grows, broadens, and develops through the weighing and

testing of social activities and conditions, and the putting of oneself

into another's place. Dramatic experience is a necessary part of the

education of every individual,, and is not to be reserved for a few

specially gifted, any more than music, art, mathematics, or ethics.

Every great leader has a largely developed dramatic mind, the result of

true dramatic training. "The taproot of selfishness is weakness of

imagination. We can sympathize only with what we can picture to

ourselves, and the inability to feel for another simply means inability
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to grasp by means of the imagination the experiences through which

others are passing." (Hudson, in The Church and the Stage.) The

Golden Eule is the recognition and declaration of true dramatic power

as a requisite of complete living and perfect self-development. Jesus

was a great leader because he knew through sympathy the problems

of his fellow men. His parable sermons were preeminently dramatic.

In an age or in a community where self-will, narrowness of view,

and intolerance are predominant, the drama and all arts, of necessity,

fall into neglect.

The really great men and women are those in whom the power

of sympathy and imagination have been fostered or at least permitted

to develop. "The man of imagination lives all lives," says IngersoU.

Through the imagination we get an insight that cannot be obtained in

any other way. For example, commentators of Shakespeare often fail

to see what actors, through their keen sympathetic imagination, intui-

tively perceive. Mr. Rolfe and Mr. Hudson have expressed them-

selves as indebted to some of the great actors for not a few of their

best interpretations of Shakespeare's text.

Children are naturally dramatic, emotional, and imaginative, and

normal and progressive men and women are too. Then why do the

young people in our secondary school sometimes become more or less

self-centered—frequently selfish? Is it not partially because their

imaginative dramatic nature has been discouraged by their artificial

social life and by the somewhat academic and undramatic methods of

the secondary schools? Their thoughts have been turned inward and

narrowed instead of outward and broadened.

Educators are appreciative of the drama as a potent factor in edu-

cation. Ex-President Eliot of Harvard has said: "Here is this tre-

mendous power over children and over fathers and mothers that ought

to be utilized for their good. It is true that the dramatic instinct is

very general, and it can be used to put into the hearts and minds of

children and adults all sorts of noble and influential thoughts. That

is the use that ought to be made of it. . . So I say that this power

developed in a very striking manner by Miss Alice M. Hertz,* in the

Educational Theater, is one that ought to be at least in every school in

this country, and, moreover, I believe that it is going to be."

Professor Baker of Harvard, Professor Phelps of Yale, Professor

Burton of Minneapolis, and many other leading educators of the day

*Mrs. A. Minnie Hertz-Heniger, New York City.
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have been keen in their appreciation of the drama as an educational

factor in the development of young people. Jane Addams has asserted

that : "The drama epitomizes and puts the incidents of life in sequence

;

it helps to straighten out the problems that are all around us. When
young people enter into the spirit and the action of it, they derive these

benefits from the effort. They try to produce not ideas and abstract

conceptions, but life itself, as they see it, and they strive to see it

clearly when their interests are engaged in reproducing it. The emo-

tions are vivified when spoken by young lips, and the message which a

good drama carries is more visual and effective than the spoken exhor-

tations of a teacher or lecturer."

Perhaps enough has been said to convince the reader that a con-

sciousness of meaning grows out of our knowledge of the relation be-

tween stimulation and response, that our self-cognizance and the de-

velopment of the social self depend upon the organization and ex-

tent of our social consciousness, and that our ability to exercise fresh

choice requires a reasoned situation and a selection in response to

stimuli, and to suggest that the dramatic impulse is a potent and

primary element in human mind ; that it lies at the heart and soul of

the development of human power, and consequently demands recogni-

tion and development.

The play is but one aspect of this great subject, drama. It is

a tremendous power for good when rightly used, and when not legiti-

mately used, a gi-eat force for evil. How the innate dramatic tendency

and the dramatic mode of developing a consciousness of self is to be

best utilized for the richest and fullest development of the social self

has not been fully worked out, but we know that as time goes on

educators are recognizing more and more the importance of this aspect

of education.

Let us now come to the consideration of the use of this dramatic

instinct in the primary school. An understanding of children, as well

as a knowledge of social psychology, reveals the fact that the dramatic

attitude of thought is particularly alert in the early years of a child^s

education; it is most plastic and receptive, and requires- the choicest

sort of food, selected with the most discerning appreciation of a

child's needs.

Our subject is one of great depth, and within the limits of this

article it will be impossible to do more than touch upon some of its

aspects. Perhaps the reader is already saying, let us not have this
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exposition of theory, but rather practical and helpful suggestions as

to what material to use and how to present it. But I have spoken thus

much to try to make clear that if one is to utilize his dramatic instinct

wisely and for the real growth of the individual, he must study and

strive to understand more fully the principles which underlie it. If

I can lead the teacher to investigate and appreciate more fully the

laws which demand and the principles that underlie the exercise of this

dramatic instinct and expression, the teacher will be far better pre-

pared to work out the problem of the application to his own school

situation than if I should cite only how we have tried to use these

ideas in the work of this or that particular school. We are quite safe

when we understand a principle and follow it. Principle never changes,

but application must fit the particular need. I wish to offer a warning

against the copying of the actual thing done by another and to urge

the finding of the purpose and method which produced the successful

results.

The first period of development is one in which the child expresses

his reactions solely in the form of inarticulate voice and gesture, but

this stage is passed when the child enters school and is growing in the

power and use of articulate speech. Nevertheless, his expression is

largely pantomimic during the kindergarten and first-grade periods.

Although the dramatic instinct vitally touches all of the child's

activities, 3^et it will be necessary to limit our brief discussion to its

use in literature.

The work in literature should give the child the complete oppor-

tunity for free and full expression of his play instinct. Growth in

understanding of people and things gained through observation, ex-

perience, and imagination, demands untrammeled expression, because

expression is necessary to evolution in skill, to permanency in impres-

sion, to a more complete realization, and to the development of Judg-

ment and of the social consciousness.

Since our literature is to serve as a part of the stimulation used

to bring out the social self, and is to help to expand the social environ-

ment out of which reflective consciousness always arises, it is of pri-

mary importance that the literature selected shall stand the severest

tests as to content, form, and sound ethics.

All our higher intellectual and voluntary habits are afi'ected by our

conscious interpretation of the inner life of our fellows, and also by

the interpretation of our imaginary companions.
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Such a book as Mrs. MacClintock's The Teaching of Literature in

the Elementary Schools should be a guide to all teachers of the grades.

Percival Chubb's The Teaching of English should be in the hands of

every secondary school English and literature instructor.

I speak of this matter of choice of literature because I find that

some of the material used in the schools will not stand the tests, for it

is false in psychology, pseudo-sentimental, poorly constructed, unsuit-

able to the needs or experience of a child, and therefore uneducational.

We shall find our best source of material for selection among the

literary products of the early story-tellers, because the self arose in

primitive man as it arises in the child. Hamilton Mabie, in his in-

troduction to Famous Stories Every Child Should Know, says of the

early folk tales which have been told and retold for generations, that

they are "records of the free and Joyful play of the imagination, open-

ing doors through hard conditions of the spirit, which craves power,

freedom, happiness ; righting wrongs and redressing injuries ; defeat-

ing base designs; rewarding patience and virtue; crowning true love

with happiness; placing the powers of darkness imder the control of

man, and making their ministers his servants."

The best in Mother Goose makes a splendid beginning for our

work, provided we select a version that has not tampered with the beau-

tiful rhythm. Supposing we have selected

—

"Jack be nimble

And Jack be quick

And Jack jump over

The candle-stick."

What shall we do with it after the class has heard it once or twice?

To be a permanent impression, there must come expression on the

part of each child. This early expression when they first play it will

be largely physical; that is, pantomimic, and with but little dialogue,

either original or taken from the poem. At first they will see only

Jack jumping over a candle-stick, but if their natural desire to talk

about the poem is given freedom for expression, they will wonder who

says "Jack be nimble." Then some one will perhaps say, "Why, it is

the father sending Jack off to bed." "Why does he tell him to jump

over the candle-stick?" "Because Jack is so sleepy that the father

wishes to awaken him, so that he can find his way up-stairs ; the father

knows that jumping over the candle-stick will arouse Jack." And so

in some such conversation the children go on, relating the story to

life, and as they play it the little poem takes on a spirit of reality.
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One is the father, perhaps reading the evening paper, Jack sits beside

his father dozing, the mother is preparing Jack's bed, she calls for

Jack. No reply. Then she calls to the father to send Jack up-stairs.

The father looks at Jack, sees he is almost asleep, and says

:

"Jack be nimble

And Jack be quick
' And Jack jump over

The candle-stick."

Now this little poem is given by the one who is playing the father

with the ring of reality because it is said with a purpose—^he is the

father for the time being, he is thinking in personal terms, and only

by thinking in personal terms do our ideas evolve and become valuable

in our development. Jack rubs his eyes, picks up the candle-stick, and

makes his way up-stairs, and his mother puts him to bed. Dramatic

expression of some similar nature works out from the children's own
free and spontaneous thinking. At first there are a few children who
are reticent about actually playing, but this unnatural attitude soon

wears away, and they enter freely into the spirit of the thing, and

through this play activity I have frequently seen children who for

some unfortunate reason had become somewhat limited and irrespon-

sive find their God-given freedom again. As soon as free expression

tends to atrophy, progress and development cease. Eemove the, re-

straint, and normal growth of the child will continue. We must use

the true dramatic expression in our schools if we would have the well-

rounded development of the individual.

Children will attend to a thing as long as they get something new

from it. This should be borne in mind in teaching, and should de-

termine how much time is to be spent upon a piece of literature. The

value of the dramatic study of literature is that through the joy in

repeated expression the literature which we have chosen for its inherent

values becomes a permanent part of one's experience.

Do not expect the children of the first grade to hold an impersona-

tion. They most frequently do not because they are in a way both

actor and audience at the same time. That is, the thrill of pleasure

that they experience in the playing of a character often causes them

to drop the impersonation to contemplate and to enjoy their own feel-

ing. For example, the act of being the spider that frightens Little

Miss Muffet often causes the child to drop his role of spider and laugh.

The child has had a new experience and a novel sensation and stops
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to interpret and enjoy it. This is a step in the acquirement of the

consciousness of meaning and in the gaining of skill.

Let me give one more illustration of the way we may present

dramatic material in the first grade. When the leaves begin to fall in

the autumn and one has the feeling that the summer is really over

and the winter is close at hand, we frequently take up The Swallow by

Christina Rossetti.

"Fly away, fly away over the sea.

Sun-loving swallow, for summer is done;

Come again, come again, come back to me.

Bringing the summer and bringing the sun."

The season leads naturally to a conversation about the departing

summer and the signs of approaching winter. The children talk about

the going of the song birds and the reasons for their going. The

Swallow is again said for the class, and they begin to feel a delightful

sense of satisfaction in finding their own images of thought expressed

in beautiful form and set in rhythmic verse ; for example, "sun-loving

swallow" says so fully and satisfactorily the thing which they had

imagined and yet had not been able to formulate in words. Presently,

several of the class can say the first stanza. Then we play it. Some-

one wishes to be a swallow. Then someone is invited to go out for an

imaginary walk. He sees the swallow perched on a fence rail, all alone

in the chilly autumn air, and he says to the swallow

:

" 'Fly away, fly away over the sea.

Sun-loving swallow, for summer is done.'

"

And off flies the swallow. Then perhaps, we have two children out

for a walk, and they find the swallow or perhaps two or three swallows.

We increase the number in order to make the playing a more far-reach-

ing social experience. This playing of the story is a right way to gain

true interest; an excellent way to fix the valuable imagery and the

charming poetic form; and it also leads the children to think in per-

sonal terms which, as has already been stated, is the only way in which

education proceeds. When one has lively images he has the tendency

to express his full attitude toward the object, in action and behavior

that is fitting. This means greater permanency of the idea than could

follow a less vivid image and a less complete response; the group of

images that constitute the core of self-consciousness is thereby en-

larged.

The first stanza having been vitalized and made a part of the

child's experience, we proceed to image the coming of spring, and then
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our birds are called back in the words of the poet. One should not be

discouraged in the work, for it is about the middle of the year before

a marked growth in the power of expression is noticeable. During the

first half of the year, the expression is intermittent, incomplete, with-

out much freedom in conversation, and is largely pantomimic. The

teacher must be patient and in no way try to force the dramatic ex-

pression, but after perhaps three or four months, a decided advance

takes place, much freer conversational expression is added to the

physical expression.

The teacher's work now, as always, is to make sure that the child

has the right stimuli, and to make conditions right for the child's

freest and fullest expression of his mental concepts ; and also when his

ideas have been expressed, to help clarify, vivify, and enrich these

concepts through wise discussion, questions, and added opportunities

for reexpression of the widening impressions. Let the teacher's sug-

gestions be positive and not negative, constructive and not destructive.

In the early spring, the first graders do the little poem of Chris-

tina Eossetti in some such manner as this. One of the children volun-

teers to call back the swallows. He perhaps goes to one or two of his

classmates and asks them to take a walk in the fields with him; they

discover signs of spring, and decide it is safe for the birds to come

back ; then he says,

"Come again, come again, come back to me.

Bringing the summer and bringing the sun."

Now the children, when they play it all, do it in some such typical

dialogue of their own fancying as the following:

"It is getting chilly."

"Yes, and the flowers are gone."

"The days are short."

"I hope the little birds have gone south."

"So do I, for they will find the sun warm there."

"Yes, and they will have plenty to eat there."

(One sees the swallow.)

"Oh, there is a bird."

"Is it a robin?"

"No, it is a swallow."

"He ought to fly south before winter comes."

"Let's tell him to go."

" 'Fly away, fly away over the sea.

Sun-loving swallow, for summer is done.'
"

The children are not troubled about stage conventions, the plans-
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ibility of time and place, but they do suggest frequently the lapse of

time, and conversation perhaps continues thus

:

"How cold it is."

"The snow is very deep."

(The delightful flexibility of child imagination is shoivn in their rapid

transition to spring.)

"Now it is getting warmer."

"There I see some green grass."

"And here is a violet."

"It is time for the swallows to return."

" 'Come again, come again, come back to me,

Bringing the summer and bringing the sun.'
"

In trying it recently the swallows hidden away in the far south

(the dressing room in reality) did not obey the summons. I kept per-

fectly silent to watch developments, to see how they would adapt them-

selves to the unexpected situation. The leader began again, even more

distinctly and clearly than at first,

" 'Come again,' " etc.

His companion joined to make the message more clear to the

far-away swallows; but still no swallows appeared. Assuring himself

that it was warm enough for the swallows to return, he started a third

time, and the class with one accord added their voices and the result was

that the appeal was so earnest and insistent that the swallows flew

north. I asked them why they had remained south so long, and they

said they were afraid it might be still cold in Chicago.

The folk tales selected for the first grade must be simple but yet

like all of the literary material used throughout the elementary school,

must obey the laws of literary form, and must contain nothing small or

questionable in incident or in outcome. Not only is our literature to

help interpret the world to the child, give direction, food and an

avenue of expression for his emotional concepts, but it is also to serve

as an effective introduction into imaginative art, and as the beginning

of the formation of an unconscious appreciation for literary perfection.

Therefore, every story must be perfect in form as well as in con-

tent. As an illustration in point, let us consider The Three Billy

Goats Gruff. The structure of this little tale, as given in Dasent's

Popular Tales From the Norse, is as perfect in its way as that of any of

the great novels. First, there is exposition; the three Billy Goats

Gruff are introduced—then comes the problem; they wish to get to

the hillside for food—then arises the complication; they must cross

the bridge, and an ugly old troll that eats Billy Goats keeps watch
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under the bridge—now comes rising action; the Little Billy Goat

Gruff, starting to cross the bridge, is challenged, but superiority of

wit and intelligence win him safety through the suggestion that his

brother will make a larger dinner. The next incident is thus pre-

pared for and thought is directed to it. The second Billy Goat Gruff

comes, and is challenged and likewise proves equal to the, situation,

and thought is again directed to the incident to follow. Then we have

the climax; the Big Billy Goat Gruff steps onto the bridge and utterly

overcomes and destroys the aggressive, stupid old troll. The obstacle

being surmounted, we have the resolution; and the Gruff family get

the food for which they started.

The story is a unit; there is not an incident that does not serve

the central idea; cause and effect are perfectly balanced; the arrange-

ment of the incidents is perfect. The problem is suitable to children

;

the outcome is ethical, for intelligence defeats stupidity and mere

physical bulk.

All of our stories must be just as perfect in form as this, because

now is our time to give the impressionable child-mind unconscious

feeling for true literature. We are engaged in something more than

recreation and delightful play when we are telling the class or having

them act, for example. The Old Woman Who Found the Sixpence, as

told by Joseph Jacobs in his English Fairy Tales.

A visitor to a class this winter asked why we should spend time

on "That little old story that every one knows." An endeavor was

made to show that it was because every child should know this old

accumulative tale, that we were teaching it, and that it is a valuable

old tale to have in one's mental possession, because the delightful

comedy incidents of it are put together with nice adherence to the

same literary principles that Shakespeare obeyed in the making of his

best comedies, even to having the turning in the exact center with an

equal balance of steps in the ascending and the descending action.

The story is a little masterpiece : there is an interesting situation, an

attractive atmosphere, movement, humor, repetition, rhythm, and

perfect form. I am afraid the visitor did not get the point of view of

the instructor, for she asked if these points were explained to the

children.

The two vital points to be kept in mind in our selection of our

literary materials are: first, requisite suitability to the child's need

and capacity ; second, requisite literary form.
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Most of our material for the first grades will be found among
the early stories, because those who told them were on a plane with

the child's development, and they too were, striving to understand

themselves and their environment, which was far less complex than

ours. We also select largely from this folk material because the prim-

itive people generally told their stories without over-complexity of

incident and with the artist's appreciation for the logic of form.

There is, too, a refreshing democratic spirit in the material used

in many of these early rhymes and mdrchen. True worth counts more

than position, the poor but brave and worthy lad is felt to be no un-

suitable match for the King's beautiful daughter ; labor is dignified

—

the lassie washes out the shirt of the Prince, and the Queen is entirely

at home, cooking in the kitchen. The emotions of most of these old

tales are child-like, courage, loyalty to home, Justice. Then too, they

give personality to the things of the inanimate world, reveal beauty of

character, the ugliness of evil, and the certainty of reaping what one

sows.

The mere fact that a story is an old folk tale, myth or fable, is

not, however, a proof of its suitability. Many of these old stories were

told not to children, but to grown-ups; and many of them have not

come down to us in their true form. Little Red Riding Hood has been

distorted and sentimentalized out of all reason and has very few forms

at all suitable for children. Not a little of Grimm is unsuitable, and

most of Andersen.

Well, then, having learned how and where to find the greater part

of our literary material and having gained a knowledge of how to

present it vividly and dramatically, we are ready to proceed on our

way, always remembering that everything cannot be acted. Our rule

should be to use dramatic expression when it helps to bring out the

picture and make images clearer.

Our literature and the teaching of reading in the first grade are

separate pursuits except that the children are allowed during the mid-

dle of the year to have a copy of Mother Ooose (preferably one not

illustrated because illustrations, unless done by a true artist, tend to

limit the child's imagination) . Then when, through their own volition,

they are attracted to it and show a desire to read, we are, of course,

glad to have them do so. Teaching children to read is not at all

the purpose of teaching literature.—More of this important subject

anon

!
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Our material for literature and for dramatic expression in the

first grade, then, might well be made up of selections from the best of

Mother Goose, the work of Stevenson and Christina Eossetti and other

carefully chosen verses, and such tales as Briar Rose, The Elves and the

Shoemaker, The Johnny Cake, The Old Woman Who Found the Six-

pence, and one or two fables—for example: The Crow and the Fox,

The Wind and the Sun—and also a saga such as How Arthur Drew

the Sword.

The second grade finds the children with a noticeable increase in

power, a larger fund of experience, and rapidly developing freedom in

expression. They are now in the second period of development, in which

they are especially attracted to the parts of the larger whole, and these

parts are interesting, not especially because of their relation to a perfect

whole, but because of their intrinsic interest as wholes in themselves.

This is the melodramatic period, and an appreciation of this fact will

enable the teacher to understand certain manifestations which other-

wise might cause bewilderment. I mean by the melodramatic period

that stage of development in which the interest is almost wholly in

incidents; this bias of interest leads to the combining of happenings

without due consideration for cause and eifect.

The playing of a fable or a tale that was given at the close of

the first year may well serve to start the new school year and prepare

us to go on with literary units which have a larger number of incidents.

The children will be glad to review an old favorite, and, if there are

new members in the class, we have a motive and an audience for the

re-playing. But this motive is not necessary, for children enjoy re-

petition. And the frequent return to that which they love is far bet-

ter than the modern tendency to excess of variety. Children delight in

the acting of their old story friends, and such activity will not be

monotonous, because they have grown in imaginative power and see

something new each time they play.

Literature is still to the children what it was to the primitive

people, something to be heard, told, and acted with the greatest per-

sonal joy and satisfaction, not something in a book to be read; this

is a later stage in development. Having chosen our literature wisel}',

we should allow the child freely to follow his natural inclination to play

his stories.

The unit should still be a comparatively short one ; there can be

more incidents, but during the second year, it is well to leave the
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longer pieces of literature and give the child the best of the little mas-

terpieces. We might do well to select from some such list as the

following: Briar Rose, Grimm; The Little Red Hen, Jacobs; The

Musicians of Bremen, Grimm; Cinderella, Perrault; Why the Bear Is

Stumpy Tailed, Dasent; Boots and His Brothers, Dasent; Hans in

Luck, Grimm; Gudbrand on the Hillside, Dasent; The Land East o'

the Sun and West o' the Moon, Dasent; Why the Sea Is Salt, Dasent;

Little Blach Sambo, Potter; Just So Stories, Kipling; the story of

Abraham and Euth from the Modern Readers' Bible, The Children's

Series, Moulton ; Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp, or The Fisherman

and the Genie, from the Arabian Nights.

One would have to select from the list, and play only those stories

that lend themselves readily to acting. There is much to be said on

the subject of choice of stories and poems, but the discussion belongs

largely to another article. We must, however, use great discretion in

selecting our version; for example, for Cinderella we go to Perrault

as Grimm's ending of the same tale is unsuitable. Grimm has too

much blood and horror. The sisters cut their feet to make them go

into the slipper. The birds peck out their eyes, and they go through

life blind. This severe punishment is unnecessary. Perrault's happy

ending with Cinderella forgiving the repentant sisters is much better

for children.

I like to use Boots and His Brothers for one of the stories that

lends itself readily to acting. This wholesome tale of the young lad

with the scientific trend of thought second graders particularly like.

The story should come from the teacher to the children in the language

of Dasent. I heartily believe in the teacher's keeping close to the

literary style of the author, for it is not to be expected that the story

teller can create as fine a literary expression as that to be found in

Dasent. And most of those who have put this and similar literary

stories into readers for second graders have so changed the language

and sometimes even the incidents that much of their charm and true

value is quite gone. Why do we not keep these beautiful stories intact

until the children can read them in their classic form? Why should

any one, for example, put Defoe's Robinson Crusoe into words of

one syllable ? There is plenty of material that can be used to teach

children to read. It is absolutely wrong both to the author and to

the reader to adulterate and change the literary form of the great works

of art.
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Having given the class the story of Boots and His Brothers, one

waits for the class discussion which naturally follows. Before acting

begins, the teacher should make sure that the children have the inci-

dents of the tale well organized in their own minds. Some such ques-

tions as these will be in order. "What characters shall we need?"

—

They always select the tree as one of the characters.
—"Where does the

play open?" "What, then, will be the second scene?" The children

soon show much skill in selecting and in organizing the incidents, and

when it comes to actual playing, in dividing up the room into suitable

places for each scene: "This will be the home of the three boys,"

"Here will be the place where Boots finds the ax," "and there the

King's palace." Now leave the children free to work out and express

their own conception of the part chosen. At first there is a seeming

confusion, conversation goes on in the home of the brothers and in

the palace simultaneously, and the digging of the spade and the chop-

ping of the ax add to the confusion until we realize that this is indeed

the melodramatic period of growth. But before long, the desire to

make the rest of the class see the pictures and get the story, will bring

about the subordination of self to the group in a perfectly natural and

educational manner. You will begin to note delightful and very

pronounced bits of characterization and true suggestive power more

frequently manifested than in the first grade. One little fellow who

was chosen to be the tree that grows larger at every stroke of an ax

was seen to mount on a stool that stood near, then upon a chair, and

finally upon the sand table in order to manifest the rapid growth of

the tree.

The following incident from the playing of the Old Woman and

the Sixpence in the first grade will serve as an illustration of the

seriousness and the keen thinking of the children, as well as the power

of characterization. Once when the distressed Little Old Woman
begged the little fellow playing the part of the Fire to burn the Stick

that refused to beat the Dog that would not bite the Pig, the little actor

became the perfect suggestive embodiment of the spirit of fire, his

hands stretched high over his head with spread fingers moving like

flames mounting skyward, his eyes sparkled and his whole body

vibrated. When the story had been played through, the class was

asked what was pictured with particular clearness, and many of them

replied that they liked Fire because it was a real fire; however, one

lad said, "No, it was not the Fire at all." He was told that he might
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be Fire, so he took his turn and instead of putting his hands in the

air, over his head, he crouched slightly and held his hands close down

by his sides with his iingers constantly moving. When asked what

he pictured to us, he replied, "Why, the Fire refusing to burn. You

know the Fire said he would not burn the Stick ; so you cannot see the

(flames much." Now here was thinking and imagery that would put

many an older person to shame. The child was a truly smouldering

fire. And here we see clearly in the first years of school the difference

between real acting and the harmful artificial method which many

mistake for acting. Throughout our school life, we must sge to it

that acting shall come from an idea that so fills consciousness that it

floods into expression. Acting accompanies and grows out of intensi-

fied thinking. Conscious, calculated impersonation is not at all the

thing we are aiming for, and is not the natural development of the

dramatic instinct. The teacher then, must never say, "Do this or

that." "Stand thus or so." The teacher's great duty is to help the

child to image more and more clearly, feel more and more deeply, and

then to make conditions right for expression.

There is no need for properties, for dressing up. It is criminal

to stifle the child's fertile power of imagining, by the use of specially

selected accessories and costumes. Better no teacher at all than one

who fails to understand the needs of the child, and the way in which

the dramatic instinct operates.

Just as the child, in Stevenson's The Land of Story Books, played

at books that he had read, so there are certain poems used in the

second grade that the children enjoy playing. First the pupils must

be got into a receptive mood, have heard the poem, and have talked

about it. Then if it is suitable, they are often permitted to play it.

Through a sane dramatization the images in the poem will be more

vividly impressed upon the children's minds.

Who has seen the wind?

Neither I nor you

:

But when the leaves hang trembling,

The wind is passing through.

Who has seen the wind?

Neither you nor I

:

But when the trees bow down their heads,

The wind is passing by.

—Christina G. Rossetti.
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In using this little poem why not let some child eager to find

out if anyone has actually seen the wind, go out of the room and

presently come in and put the question to the class, "Who has seen

the wind ?' " Then let the questioner select someone who seems ready

to reply in the words of the poet,

" 'Neither I nor you

:

But when the leaves hang trembHng,

The wind is passing through.'

"

The leader again asks the question, and someone makes the sec-

ond reply,

" 'Neither you nor I

:

But when the trees bow down their heads,

The wind is passing by.'

"

This simplest of dramatizing gives vitality and variety to the

presentation of the poem.

In using Stevenson's Where Go the Boats f after we have reached

the point where a fresh motivation seems necessary before the slower

children have the entire poem as a part of their mental content, we

have sometimes tried the scheme of pretending that we are out look-

ing for a good place for a picnic. The one who says the poem plays

that he has come upon the ideal place and, in the words of Stevenson,

vividly describes the "dark brown river" with its "trees on either

hand," its "green leaves a floating," its "castles of the foam," and

so forth.

One day, a little girl who was saying Windy Nights by

Stevenson, on coming to the place where she tells of the

man riding by in the dark and wet, turned and looked toward

the board. It was clear to the teacher that the brown board, which

oak panelling separates into spaces of about three feet wide by five

feet high, suggested a window to the child; the dark brown of the

board was to her the darkness without; utilizing the suggestion, we

proceeded to play Windy Nights. Two chairs were placed by this

"window," someone volunteered to be a child going to bed and some-

one to be the mother, and the children proceeded to work out their

own salvation—however, not as the Bible has it, with fear and trem-

bling, but rather with absolute confidence. Usually the only fear and

trembling is on the part of the teacher who does not comprehend the

mysteries of the child's unfolding, or else has an undue regard for the

opinion of some visitor or parent who may be expecting entertainment

and may not appreciate the crude indications of true child develop-
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ment. But unhampered, the play proceeds and in a similar manner.

The mother tucks the child in bed and puts out the light—the actors

working out their own ideas of appropriateness. The child goes to

sleep but presently awakes and sits up in bed, tries to look through

the imaginary window, and wonders why a man keeps riding by.

There are remarks about the darkness and the child frequently uses

Stevenson's own images, "the moon and stars are set," "the wind is

high" and "the trees are crying aloud." Then the child calls the

mother; she comes and asks what the matter is. The child replies

that a man keeps riding by ; the mother looks out, but sees no one, and

tells the child to go to sleep for there is no one there. The child in-

sists and says that the man often goes by; and then comes the first

stanza or perhaps both.

" 'Whenever the moon and stars are set,

Whenever the wind is high,

All night long in the dark and wet,

A man goes riding by.

Late in the night when the fires are out,

Why does he gallop and gallop about?

Whenever the trees are crying aloud.

And ships are tossed at sea,

By, on the highway, low and loud.

By at the gallop goes he.

By at the gallop he goes, and then.

By he comes back at the gallop again.'

"

The little mother says that it is only the wind and again calms

the child, pulls down an imaginary window shade, extinguishes tlie

imaginary light, and retires. The recital of the poem in this dramatic

setting becomes very real, and every image is clearly and vividly ex-

pressed. There is no singsong, no mere saying of words. Children

educated in this way will always be expressive in their speaking and

reading, and we shall, I am confident, develop a body of readers who

will be able to get the thought from the printed page and to whom it

will be a pleasure to listen when they read aloud. There are not many
grown people from whose reading one gets unalloyed esthetic delight.

Some of our readers may have questioned whether this dramatic

expression is going to be good for children who are already con-

sidered over-imaginative and over-dramatic. My reply would be that

true dramatic development is helpful to all. It leads the so-called

undramatic child to free himself and thereby gain the opportunity for
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more rapid development, and the child whose imagination is most

actively expressive is led to channel and control his images and his

emotions. I have frequently seen this result in the case of. an un-

controlled imagination; the child who was dissipating and indulging

his emotitons found that in his playing of a story with others he

had to select and direct his thoughts and actions to accord with a

logical and definite whole^, and as a result the child in time became

normal.

An accompaniment of this playing of the poems and the stories in

the second grade is the desire on the part of the children to learn to

read better so that they may freely have the material to use for their

acting. I recall one pupil who at the middle of the second year was a

very poor reader ; but whose eagerness to join in the playing of "Up,

up ! ye dames, ye lasses gay !" led her to seek help in her reading at

home and extra aid from the grade teacher, in order that she might

master the material that she wanted and which the other children got

readily from the printed sheet containing the poem.

Eeading becomes a tool to the reaching of the goal of free and full

enjoyment of the imagery hidden in the text. I have frequently seen

the tool mastered through this natural incentive.

We may, I believe, by the middle quarter of the second grade put

Volume II of The Heart of Oak Books, by Charles E. Norton, or

Fables and Folk Tales, by Horace Scudder, into the hands of the

children. Here we have literature treated with due respect. The

teacher will have to use discrimination in choosing the material

that is suitable for the acting, and not too difficult for reading purposes.

We frequently select from The Heart of Oak Books, Volume II,

The Lark and Her Young Ones, primarily for its literary and dramatic

qualities rather than for the purpose of teaching reading. The ap-

proach in the teaching of literature is very different from that in the

purposeful teaching of reading.

The time has come when the children are able to read for them-

selves the simple stories in their unadulterated literary form; the

"simplified" stories should now and always be avoided.

The questions and problems that arise from the playing of The

Lark and Her Young Ones will send the children back to the text

again and again to find out what happened next or exactly what this

or that character said (because, as we have already stated, they are

particularly interested in the individual parts of the story and wish to
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be quite exact). What is more splendid practice in reading than this

natural desire to find out the answer to some real question that has

arisen in the playing of the story, such questions as "For whom did the

farmer send, the first day ?" or "What did the mother Lark say to her

young ones when they told her that the farmer had sent for his

relations ?" The text is eagerly read over with a real motive so many
times that the words become functioned and the incidents of the story

are fixed indelibly in thought; we have secured excellent practice in

reading as a by-product of the true and joyous study of literature. We
are able by this varied use of literature to sustain an interest in a

few* worth-while stories and avoid the dissipation of power and energy

that results from flitting from story to story.

A recent incident impressed anew upon my thought the realiza-

tion of the extreme sensitiveness of the child mind and the lasting

efl:ect made upon it by that which we give it. A group of second graders

were asked what we could play for a group of children from another

grade, and someone suggested Little Boy Blue which they had had in

the first grade. We had not happened to mention this little poem for

a full year or more, and I had almost forgotten how the children had

imaged it in their playing. I asked the class how we had played it,

and several eagerly replied, "Why, don't you remember, Little Boy

Blue was visiting his grandmother in the country and—," and so they

went on with every detail. One little lad in the third grade objected

to being read to, and it was a long time before his mother was able

to discover the reason for the objection. It was found that the sensi-

tive little fellow was afraid she might read something that had a

pathetic incident in it. I can well remember how miserable and un-

happy I was made when a child, by the story of Blue Beard. These

are simple illustrations, but they show unmistakably the lasting qual-

ity of the child's impressions and make it quite clear that those who

attempt to educate the child should be carefully prepared for their

sacred trust. Many people think that it does not greatly matter what

the child sees or hears; but experience shows that it does greatly

matter and that one should choose only the best and most suitable

things for them. Why are we so much wiser about our caring for, and

feeding, the body and so much less careful and wise about our feeding,

and caring for, the mental and spirituaL needs?

The Francis W. Parker School makes much of the natural desire

on the part of the young people to share with others that which seems
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interesting and worth while to them. The preceding volumes of the

Year Book have shown something of the place the daily assembly

holds in the social and educational development of the students.

The work in story-telling, literature, and dramatic expression give

much admirable material which the children are eager to share with

the other grades of the school.

Our morning exercises are so frequent and so much a part of our

daily life that they have long since come to seem the natural place for

sharing that which is of mutual interest, and consequently do not

savor of mere entertainment or show. There is no applause; no cur-

tain calls nor other manifestations that turn attention to personality

or make the children think that they are doing anything other than

to present clearly and adequately their material to the school. Ex-

pression becomes a natural thing, and self-consciousness gives place

to poise and self-command. Each individual is a part of the group

and realizes that

"All are needed by each one ; Nothing is fair or good alone."

Since th^': " Jing dctuates our assemblies, it is a perfectly

legiiimate and educational thing for the younger children to present

something from their work in literature, it may be the telling or play-

ing of some of the rhymes, fables, or stories that they have heard. In

a larger school, discretion would have to be manifested in limiting

the size of the audience before which first and second graders should

appear, for there must be no straining of voice or undue effort. A
school was visited this winter where the little children were spoiling

their voices by trying to make themselves heard in a very large audi-

torium. Eadiation of voice to fill a large space is a matter of special,

mature knowledge and is the result of skill and practice.

I have said something about the danger of costumes, especially in

the work with the younger children. I do not mean to say that even

the first grades on such an occasion, let us say, as the acting before

the whole school of Mother Goose, shall not have such simple costume

accessories as may help to make the idea more real : a crown of gold

paper for King Cole, an apron for the Pie Man or a bowl and spoon

for Little Miss Muffet. Simple articles of dress that shall suggest

the character and distingaiish the individual part on the occasion of an

exercise before the school are allowable. Actual costuming in the

first grade is unnecessary because it tends to make the children think

about "the outward shows," which Shakespeare says should "he least
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themselves/' and may serve to make children a trifle dissatisfied when

naturally they are happy in the exercise of pure imagination. The

play and the development and preservation of the child's dramatic

instinct is the thing to be borne in mind.

In the second grade on such an important occasion as the presen-

tation of some little play for a special-day exercise, appropriate sim-

ple costumes are permissible. For Hallowe'en, the second grade gave

a delightful little folk tale, and the costuming went so far as to putting

the little dwarfs into carefully designed and chosen jersey suits of

brown, with caps to match. The use of scenery is to be avoided for

many reasons, of which we shall speak later. Simple curtains of good,

unobstrusive color make the best and most pleasing setting for the

stage. Footlights are not to be thought of at this stage of the child's

development.

It does not seem possible that one should have to speak about

this matter of over-costumed and over-staged play for little children,

but all over the country there are frequent examples of hannful things

done in the name of education. .. v^. <.^

A performance of Hansel and Qretel will serve to illustrate the

bad practice. This performance seemed to have for its keynote en-

tertainment for admirirg parents and friends. The costumes were

2. HANSEL AND GRETEL
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featured^ the setting fussy and not beautiful ; there were objectionable

fairies and angels with impossible costumes. Now the ordinary stage

fairies are not the fairies of the child imagination, and angels are

almost impossible to represent in any artistic manner. There are

many things that must be left to the imagination, and in representing

Hansel and Gretel (basing the story preferably on the libretto used in

the Humperdinck opera), the whole presentation should be kept sim-

ple and suggestive, and with nothing to distract thought. The great

value of the play is to the player. It is the sympathetic inner realiza-

tion of a character in relation to the whole story that makes for good

acting. Angels, fairies, golden stairs to heaven, not only are difficult

to present, but they serve to make the play ornate, over -complex, in

fact, unchildlike.

I have heard teachers object to having their children take part

in school plays. Asking why they objected, I have generally found it

was because they had had experience with the production of plays that

were extraneous and were worked out and presented uneducationally.

The plays were not the natural outgrowth of the legitimate literature

work of the grade, but were "pretty" plays or cantatas of little intrinsic

value; and the time spent for rehearsals and making costumes was

naturally a burden. I am glad the teachers do object to this sort of

thing for it is not valuable and is not the real development of the

dramatic instinct. As has already been said and will be said many

times in the course of this article, we must have greater enlighten-

ment on this subject of the evolution and use of the dramatic instinct,

and the teachers must have a knowledge of the subject before they can

attempt to use it wisely with the children.

The third grade finds the children much more proficient in their

reading ability, and in their power to comprehend longer and more

complex story units. They have taken a great step forward in fuller

and more detailed portrayal of the characters that they impersonate in

their acting; this growth is partially due to the fact that they have

made rapid advances in their understanding of people and of tlio

world, and have advanced in actual skill because of frequent expres-

sion. The children at the end of the third grade should have acquired

a large reading vocabulary and a fair mastery of the technique of

reading; at the end of the fourth year they should have very fully the

power to get the thought readily from the printed page of not too

difficult text, and should be able to give thoughts easily, clearly and
picturesquely to others.
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During the third and fourth grades, the work in literature will

more and more help to develop the power of reading, but this is not its

primary purpose, for the child's ability to understand and appreciate

is far ahead of his ability to read from the printed page.

The work in the presentation of the literature proceeds much as

in the first and second grades. The children should now each year

have one of the longer masterpieces of literature, and Defoe's Robinson

Crusoe is the large unit that seems to fit this period of development

It gives, however, little or no opportunity for acting because of the

few characters. In using Robinson Crusoe, it is, of course, under-

stood that only the original should be used, the reflective portions

being omitted. The Jungle Book, Volume I, of Kipling should hs

a part of the literary material of the third grade, and there are some

delightful experiences in the life of Mowgli that the children love to

act. Selected tales from Reynard the Fox, and Uncle Remus natur-

ally develop into active presentation of the stories. Actual dramatiza-

tion may be used in the third grade to great advantage. This work

in dramatization, besides making the literature a vital, permanent,

and joyous impression, has many by-products in the way of practice

in reading, organization, composition and writing, and there is always

the social motive in the desire to act these little plays for the school, or

to have them, printed in order that the next year's class may have

them to read and enjoy.

The following dramatization of a story from Uncle Remu^ will

show the result of such an effort on the part of a third grade. The

work is the composite effort of the class, guided, but in no way dictated,

by the teacher. The class got the material from hearing Uncle Remus
read ; the negro dialect of the original story, which is difficult to read,

makes it unwise to try to have the children do any reading for them-

selves, as is usual when they are dramatizing stories. It is interesting

to note that in the telling as well as in the dramatizing of Uncle

Remus, the children never attempt to keep the dialect, but always put

the story into idiomatic English.

BROTHER WOLF COMES TO GRIEF

Characters : Brother Wolf, Brother Rabbit, Mrs. Rabbit, The Little

Rabbits.

Scene: The home of Brother Rabbit. Brother Rabbit is standing before

the mirror fixing his hair. Mrs. Rabbit sits in a chair knitting. The little

Rabbits play about on the floor.
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Mrs. Rabbit. Brother Fox and Brother Wolf have not troubled us

much for some time.

Brother Rabbit. We have had some peace and quietness since we

built this plank house with rock foundations.

Mrs. Rabbit. I shall never forget how Brother Wolf tore down our

straw house and carried off one of our poor babies.

Brother Rabbit. Then after we built the house out of pine tops he

made another raid, tore down the house, and carried off another of the

children.

Mrs. Rabbit. And the same thing happened after you made the bark

house.

Little Rabbit. Oh, how the cold chills run down my back when I hear

Brother Wolf go galloping by.

Brother Rabbit. I think we are safe now. But if Brother Wolf should

ever come while I am away, you and the children can go down through

that hole into the cellar; there you will be quite safe.

Mrs. Rabbit. What are you fixing up for?

Brother Rabbit. I am going to call on Miss Coon.

(Sounds are heard outside on the road.)

Brother Rabbit. What is all that noise on the big road? (He goes to

the door and looks.) Why it is Brother Wolf. (Brother Wolf rushes in.

Mrs. Rabbit and the little Rabbits go through the hole into the cellar like the

blowing out of a candle.)

Brother Wolf. Oh, do pray save me, Brother Rabbit 1 Do, please.

Brother Rabbit! The dogs are after me, and they will tear me up! Don't

you hear them coming? Oh, do, please save me. Brother Rabbit! Hide

me somewhere where the dogs won't get me

!

Brother Rabbit. Brother Wolf, jump into that big chest, jump in there

and make yourself at home.

(Brother Wolf jumps in, and down goes the cover. Brother Rabbit softly

locks the chest, then sits down and thinks.)

Brother Wolf (from within the chest). Are the dogs gone, Brother

Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. Seems to me I hear one of them smelling around

the chimney corner.

(Brother Rabbit goes and gets the kettle. He iills it with water and

places it on the Are.)

Brother Wolf. What are you doing now-, Brother Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. I am fixing you a good cup of tea, Brother Wolf.

(Brother Rabbit goes to the cupboard and gets a gimlet and begins to

bore holes in the chest lid.)

Brother Wolf. What are you doing now, Brother Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. I am boring little holes so that you can get more air,

Brother Wolf.

(Brother Rabbit goes and gets some wood and throws it on the Are.)

Brother Wolf. What are you doing now, Brother Rabbit?
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Brother Rabbit. I am fixing the fire so that you won't get cold, Brother

Wolf.

{Brother Rabbit goes doivn into the cellar and brings out the children

and whispers to them.)

Brother Wolf. What are you doing now, Brother Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. I am telling my children what a nice man you are.

Brother Wolf.

{The children put their hands on their mouths to keep from laughing.

Brother Rabbit gets the kettle and begins to pour the hot water on the chest.)

Brother Wolf. What is that I hear, Brother Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. You hear the wind a-blowing, Brother Wolf.

Brother Wolf. What is that I feel, Brother Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. You feel the fleas a-biting. Brother Wolf.

Brother Wolf. They are biting mighty hard, Brother Rabbit.

Brother Rabbit. Turn over on the other side, Brother Wolf.

Brother Wolf. What is that I feel now, Brother Rabbit?

Brother Rabbit. Still you feel the fleas, Brother Wolf.

Brother Wolf. They are eating me up. Brother Rabbit ; they are eating

me up.

{There is silence for a feiv moments. Then Brother Rabbit peeks

through one of the holes.)

Brother Rabbit. Brother Wolf has spoken his last word and will never

trouble us again.

{The little Rabbits dance about for joy.)

Children are particularly interested in human activity, and they

love to dramatize the experiences of brave and noble people. The

overcoming of Goliath by David, an adventure of Arthur, or of Sieg-

fried, a true incident from the life of some explorer or pioneer, are

the sort of experiences that the third-grade children may profitably

dramatize and play.

There is so much ground to cover that the treatment of our

subject must necessarily be very sketchy. Volume II of the Francis

W. Parker School Year Book contains an excellent article on the

Making of a Play in the fourth grade, and I would recommend all who

wish light on the actual steps in play making, to consult this article.

The published plays for children are so generally lacking in liter-

ary qualities that, with but a few exceptions, there is nothing the

teacher can use. But as far as the school is concerned, the dearth of

published plays should make very little difference, because the greater

educational value in the dramatic work is the play-making of the

children in their own dramatization of the classic literary material.

Occasionally, after the fourth grade has been reached, a well-made

little play is serviceable, to show the children how a good play should
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be constructed. I wish to warn teachers against using the plays which

other teachers have worked out Avith their pupils. These plays are

necessarily crude if they are the actual work of the children. Have

your class make its own play, for the value lies, not only in the acting,

but in the intimate knowledge and appreciation of the piece of liter-

ature from which they get their inspiration and material for dramati-

zation. If we do not pass on the paintings and drawings of the pupils

for the contemplation and study of others, why should we pass on

their efforts at play-making? Unfortunately, the teacher often has

too large a part in "doctoring" the efforts of the children, but even

then, the fairest results in the way of a play will seldom stand the test

of close examination. It is evident that young people, particularly in

the grades, are almost without exception unable actually to create a

plot for an original play ; this requires a real artist.

When a piece of literature is being dramatized in the fourth

grade, and the class has advanced through the stage of outlining the

scenes, each pupil writes out the dialogue for some scene that he selects.

The best of these efforts are read by the writers, and the class selects

from the various papers the speeches that they think will best convey

the idea of the story to the audience. The power of organization in

the fourth graders, provided they have had the proper development

of the dramatic instinct in the. lower grades, is astonishingly keen.

A fourth grade took a fancy to dramatize The Nose Tree by the Grimm
brothers. They found upon careful study of the text that the scene

and time of action changed frequently. The class decided as the

result of their own observation and discussion that a large number of

scenes are bad for a play because they break the action, cause the audi-

ence to lose interest, and the like. They then set about organizing the

material of the story with nice care, skill, and appreciation, and the

result was a splendid scenario of four scenes.

Scene I. A forest. The three old soldiers receive the three magic gifts

from the forest dwarf.

Scene II. In front of the king's palace. The three old soldiers, now
dressed like princes, visit the king and the princess. She gets possession

of the three magic gifts. The old soldiers separate.

Scene III. A wood. The old soldier discovers the nose tree and its

magic power. The little dwarf gives the old soldier an antidote.

Scene IV. In front of the king's palace. The princess buys one of the

magic apples from the nose tree. Her nose grows to an unpleasant length.

The old soldier, disguised as a doctor, cures her and gets back the three

magic gifts.
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The first scene will show how the class gave the necessary exposi-

tion and overcame the difficulties of a lapse of time, still preserving a

sense of probability.

THE NOSE TREE
SCENE I. A FOREST

(Enter three old soldiers.)

First Soldier. Oh, I am so weary.

Second Soldier. So am I.

Third Soldier. We have walked since early morning.

Second Soldier. And are still "& long way from home.

first Soldier. I am hungry as well as tired. We have had nothing

to eat but the berries we found by the roadside.

Third Soldier. Let's sit down and rest.

Second Soldier. Yes, let us do so. (They sit.)

First Soldier. It is hard on old fellows like us to be turned out of

the army penniless.

Second Soldier. Yes, after we have served our country so faithfully for

many long years.

Third Soldier. I am glad the wars are over, but it will be hard to

earn a living.

First Soldier. Especially when there will be so many soldiers looking

for work.

(It has been getting darker gradually.)

Second Soldier. Well (he sighs), I suppose we would better start

on our way.

Third Soldier. Look how dark it is getting.

Second Soldier. I am afraid we shall not be able to reach any village

tonight.

Third Soldier. We shall have to sleep here in the woods.

First Soldier. I don't like the idea of sleeping in this lonely forest.

But I guess you are right—we shall have to spend the night here.

Second Soldier. As long as we have no food, we may as well lie down

and get some sleep.

Third Soldier. I think so, too. I am terribly weary. Sleep will make

us forget how hungry we are. (They prepare to go to sleep.)

First Soldier. I wonder if there are not wild animals in these woods.

Third Soldier. It looks as if there might be.

Second Soldier. Sleeping here won't be very safe.

Third Soldier. One of us will have to sit up and watch while the

others sleep.

Second Soldier. We can take turns watching.

First Soldier. Yes, a good idea. I will take the first turn.

Second Soldier. All right. Call me when you are tired.

(The second and third soldiers lie down. The first soldier makes a fire.)

First Soldier. It is damp and chilly in the forest when the sun goes
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down. This fire will help to keep us warm and at the same time serve to

keep any wild animals away. {He leans against a tree, yawns, and looks

anxiously into the gloom.) It is lonely and dark.

{A little man in a red jacket appears in the distance among the trees.

The soldier starts and rubs his eyes.)

What is that red thing moving among the shadows? (The little man

of the forest enters.)

First Soldier. Who's there?

Little Dwarf. The Little Man of the Forest. Who are you?

First Soldier. A friend.

Little Dwarf. What sort of a friend?

First Soldier. An old broken soldier with his two comrades who have

nothing left to live on. But come, sit down and warm yourself.

Little Dwarf. I am sorry you have been so unfortunate. I will do

what I can for you. Take this and show it to your comrades when they

wake. {He gives the soldier an old cloak.)

First Soldier. Thank you kindly.

Little Dzvarf. Whenever you desire anything, put this cloak over your

shoulders, wish, and your wish will immediately come true.

First Soldier. Thank you, my good friend. If that be so, you have

made an old soldier happy. May heaven reward you for your kindness.

(Little dwarf bows and walks slowly away.) I will wake the others and

tell them of our good fortune. (He starts to awaken them; then pauses.)

No, I will wait and show them in the morning. But it 'is time for the second

soldier to take his turn at watching. (He azmkens the second soldier.) It

is your turn to watch now.

Second Soldier. Very well ; have you had a safe watch ?

First Soldier. Quite safe, thank you. Good night. (The Arst soldier

goes to sleep.)

Second Soldier. A gloomy spot this in which to spend a night! I shall

be glad when morning comes. (Little dwarf is seen among the trees.) Do

I see something moving there in the shadow of that oak tree? (He rubs his

eyes.) My eyes are still heavy with sleep. I certainly see something moving.

Who are you?

Little Dwarf. The Little Man of the Forest. At your service!

Second Soldier (to himself). He evidently means no harm to us. (To

the little dwarf) Come to the fire and warm yourself. I would we had

something to offer you to eat, but, alas, we have nothing, for we are only

poor discharged soldiers.

Little Dwarf. You shall not go on your way empty-handed tomorrow.

So pray accept this purse. Guard it well, for it is a magic purse and will

always contain gold. I may not tarry now, so farewell. (He goes.)

Second Soldier. Am I dreaming or is this reality? Surely, this purse

is real.

Third Soldier. (He awakes and sits up.) My nap has refreshed me,

so I will take my turn now.
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Second Soldier. Very well, if you so desire. {Aside)l will save the

good news until morning. (To the third soldier) Call me if you need me.

{The second soldier prepares to go to sleep. After an interval a faint sound

of a horn is heard in the distance.)

Third Soldier. What is that sound ? Listen! (The sound comes nearer.)

Who is there? (The little dzvarf appears.)

Little Dwarf. Do not be alarmed. I am only the Little Man of the

Forest.

Third Soldier. What can I do for you, Little Man of the Forest?

I have not food to share with you. But enjoy our poor fire with me if

you will.

Little Dzvarf. I cannot tarry here. But before I go I wish to give

you this horn. Play upon it, and it always will draw a crowd and make
everyone forget his business and come and dance to its beautiful music.

Third Soldier. And you give this wonderful horn to me? Little Man,

I would I could repay you, but, alas, I have nothing to give but my
gratitude.

Little Dwarf. Use it wisely and I am well repaid. And now farewell.

Third Soldier. I must awake my comrades and share with them my
good fortune. (He rouses them.) Awake, comrades, and hear what has

chanced. (They awake.) Here I have a magic horn which gives forth

most lovely music; but that is not all, its notes have power to draw after

them the crowds of the street and set them dancing.

First Soldier. And where did you get it?

Third Soldier. But now", from a little dwarf in red.

Second Soldier. The Little Man of the Forest! He visited me while

T watched and gave me a purse which never lacks of gold.

First Soldier. The same little man visited me and gave me a cloak

that one needs only put over his shoulder and wish for anything his heart

may desire, and the Little Man says the wish will come true.

Third Soldier. This is a fortunate night for us surely. Tomorrow

we will try our gifts and share our good fortunes.

Second Soldier. Let us travel together and see the world and make

use of only the magic purse for a while.

First Soldier. Then when we find a spot that suits us and are tired

of roving we will try the magic cloak and wish for a home of our own.

First Soldier. Now,' comrades, go back to your slumbers and I will

act as guard for an hour and then call one of you to take my place.

Second Soldier. Well, so be it. Once more, good night.

Third Soldier. In truth, it has been a good night for three old soldiers.

(The second and third soldiers go to sleep and the first soldier sits silently

on guard as the curtain sloxvly closes.)

The succeeding acts offered even greater difficulties but the

dramatization was equally successful. The dramatization which has

for its keynote improvisation is used sometimes in the fourth grade
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with success. After the story has been carefully read and studied by

the class and they have decided the needed characters, the scenes, and

other necessary details, then instead of writing out the play, we let

them improvise as they go along. This was recently tried with

Grimm's The Golden Goose with real profit to the children and great

pleasure to the audience. The presentation was most simple in its

staging and in its use of properties, and there were no costumes.

In Scene I the door at the back of the stage was supposed to lead

to the home of the three brothers, while the front of the stage was the

forest. (Having the various parts of the stage represent different

places is a natural and an excellent idea in the plays given by the

younger children for it tends to preserve simplicity and the unities

of action and of time.) The tree which concealed the Golden Goose

was a music rack with a brown table cover thrown over it. The hatchet

which wounded the two older brothers and with which the younger

felled the tree was a six-inch iron hatchet which one of the class had

received with a box of candy as a souvenir of Washington's birthday.

The lad's luncheon box contained a roll, a tin cup, and an empty bottle.

The Golden Goose, a really magnificent bird, was planned and con-

structed entirely by the children. They made a life-size drawing

with a real goose in the park for a model. They then drew a pattern

on cardboard, cut the goose from golden-hued flannel, stuffed him, and

gave him eyes, and the most realistic of feet. In the second scene at

the front of the stage on the left was the veranda of an inn, with a

stool and a bench for furniture. The empty back of the stage repre-

sented a street.

Yet for all its simplicity, the play was done with the greatest

spontaneity, seriousness, and enjoyment. Real acting develops and

requires absolute control of one's thinking. It is not sufficient to have

thought out and felt a thing beforehand. You must think it and feel

it at the moment of speaking. This is a wonderful discipline in the

concentration and mastery of thought and emotion.

The whole study of The Golden Goose and the presentation of its

dramatization was so filled with apparent values at every step that I

wish to enumerate some of them. The story was made the children's

forever, together with a real appreciation of its structure and its unity.

They gained a wonderful respect for an artist's work. This came

about in the following way. Some of these children in reading editions

which were really adaptations of Grimm's text, found that many
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changes had been made. They were keen enough to appreciate through

their own perception that the Grimm brothers had tokl the story better

than those who had tampered with it, and wlien they heard from

Grimm's own introduction to his collection of stories the account of

how the woman in Germany who told him the greater part of the

stories contained in Volume II had been most careful to tell the stories

exactly as she had heard them and of how, if she ever made a slip,

she went back and corrected it immediately, and how Mr. Grimm
himself had been most particular to keep the stories as they had been

told him by the German woman, then the children showed a marked

degree of respect for the artist's work, and everyone came to have

regard for the author's forms of expression.

There was splendid practice in reading which led to an increase

in vocabulary and in the power of thought giving. The reading prac-

tice came from the many references to the text which resulted from

the need they felt to make certain exactly what was said and done by a

given character at a given time. There were constant opportunities

for the subordination of the individual to the group. There were

generally several people on the stage, and, since if all talked at once

confusion resulted, the children soon learned to relate themselves

harmoniously to the whole.

The children managed the performance, and this gave them added

opportunities for initiative.

The improvising of the speeches brought out keen concentration

and resulted in dialogue that was natural, individualistic, and full of

real dramatic value.

The children were ready to play any part and not till the last

day were they sure which part each should act.

Early in the year the class had learned the secret of good acting.

We were preparing a troll play for Hallowe'en and while trying a scene

in which all the trolls were exercising their magic power, the portion

of the class that was acting as audience said that it was not as well

done as the day before; when asked why, the class concluded that it

was because they were not thinking as well, and someone said very

wisely, "Acting is really thinking," and the class heartily agreed. In

this troll play there were three casts, and the play was done twice for

the school and once for guests from other schools. There is great value

in having several casts : it gives opportunity to a larger number of

children to play the better parts, and it does away with the tendency
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to feel that one child has a better opportunity than another, because

the one who has a longer speaking part at one performance may at the

next have but a line to speak.

The Odyssey, preferably in the prose translation of George H.

Palmer, is the great masterpiece that fits the fourth grade and offers

many splendid opportunities for dramatization.

The children of the first three grades particularly enjoy sharing

with the people at home the stories, poems, and plays that they have

had at school, and this they are encouraged to do. Such a practice

does the older members of the family almost as much good as it does

the children for we all need to preserve and exercise our play spirit

which, judging by present indications, seems very largely dormant.

The young people in some of the homes have been successful in

arousing a real spirit of joyous healthful play. The teachers in t\v^

early grades especially should occasionally participate with the children

in the class-room acting of their stories. This is one way in which

they can help to preserve the social balance. It is a splendid practice

to bring two primary grades together, say the first and the third, or the

second and fourth, for impromptu story-telling and acting. This gives

the younger children an opportunity to tell their stories to an inter-

ested older audience of not too large number, and gives the more ad-

vanced grade the opportunity for reacting their old favorites. These

smaller meetings of two grades are not to take the place of the exer-

cises before the whole school which are given when a grade feels that

it has something of general interest. These meetings of two or thr^e

grades are much more simple and informal affairs.

The recurring seasonal festivals and special-day celebrations form

a social motive for the direction and preparation of literature, music,

dance, and art. These special exercises take the form of programs

of music and postry, pageants, plays, and the like. The celebration

may be the contribution of a single grade or of groups selected from

many grades. Previous year books throw some light on this subject,

on which several books might be written. Festivals and Plays, by

Percival Chubb and associates, is a suggestive volume for teachers

interested in this problem.

We shall have to pass lightly in this article over the discussion

of the utilization of the dramatic instinct in the fifth, sixth, and

seventh grades. The same principles that have guided us in the lower

grades must still govern our work. We find that this is a period when
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the children are rapidly enlarging their interests and are beginning to

have some real understanding and appreciation of how things relate

tliemselves to the larger wholes. They are capable of more sustained

effort, of truer cooperation, and a more coordinated expression; and

are beginning to feel the dawning stir of many emotions. They love

action; this love of activity should be directed into helpful channels

and the alert sentiments and emotions given wholesome expression

that they may sanely help in the process of true self-development.

The great classics that naturally fit these grades offer splendid

opportunities for dramatic expression and help to utilize wisely the

abounding activity and the innate emotions of this intermediate

period of development. Robin Hood by Howard Pyle, in the fifth

grade; Sigurd the Yolsung by William Morris, in the sixth; The Boy's

King Arthur, the text edited by Sidney Lanier, in the seventh.

The children should do fewer and fewer plays as they advance,

because they are capable of a much more complete effort. They are

in the realistic period and are less satisfied with make-believe; they

desire more and more appropriate material equipment in the way of

costumes and properties for their plays. This desire must be recog-

nized as a stage of growth, and it must be met and guided, much care

being exercised that it shall not be over-indulged, but shall have its

logical place in serving as a stepping stone to the suggestive period

which is the highest in art development. The occasional working

out of a play for presentation before the school will not be over-arduous

if there is proper cooperation in the various departments of the school,

and if groups of the class are given the portion of work which they are

best fitted to do. The study of the costumes, utensils, and so forth, of

the times may rightly be a part of the work in history ; the designing

of the simple costumes may form a real social motive in the art work

;

the making of the costumes will give much real joy to the members of

the sewing class; the construction of benches, bows and spears is the

portion of labor for those taking woodwork; such necessities as spear

heads, points, lielraets and shields, belong to those in the metal classes

;

special pottery is worked out , in . the modeling classes ; the music

department aids with the singing; the physical training department

with the dancing, if there is any ; and so by careful planning the various

departments can make their work fit into the larger social unit. The
arts are closely allied, and have a very practical relationship to the

child, who is still, fortunately, thoroughly composite and not highly
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specialized, like many adults who consequently lack well-rounded de-

velopment.

There are many shorter pieces of literature meriting the careful

study that must be given a piece of literature which is to serve as play

material. For example: Tales from Hawthorne's Wonder Boole, in

the fifth grade, The Bee Man of Orn, by Frank Stockton, in the

seventh. Rip Van WinHe, by Washington Irving, in the seventh.

The following arrangement of Hawthorne's The Paradise of Chil-

dren was worked out by the fifth grade of 1910 with the careful super-

vision and direction of the special teacher of literature.

THE PARADISE OF CHILDREN
Characters: Quicksilver, Epimetheus, Pandora, Troubles, Hope.

Scene : The home of Epimetheus. As the curtain rises Epimetheus

and the children are heard singing outside.

Quicksilver (standing beside a huge chest). The world is in its infancy

now, but oh ! what a good time in which to live ! Now everyone is a child,

and there are no dangers or troubles, and everyone is happy throughout

the livelong day. There is no quarreling, no sickness, and no one is ever

thirsty or sad. The joyous children of this earth little realize that their

happiness depends largely on the fact that they are still ignorant of the

contents of this box. Should curiosity lead any one to lift this cover, the

world would become a very different sort of place from what it now is,

in its perfect freedom from all trouble and care. But soft, here comes

Epimetheus.

(Epimetheus enters; he notices Quicksilver and hesitates.)

Quicksilver (in a friendly tone). Come in and let me tell you why
I am here. I have come from a far country, and although you don't know

me yet, I know you, and 1 have come to ask a great favor of you.

Epimetheus. And what may that favor be?

Quicksilver. This precious box that I have just brought with me I

wish you to keep very safe for me.

Epimetheus. That I will, and gladly, too.

Quicksilver. In return for your kindness, I will send you, very shortly,

a little playmate and helpmate. Her name is Pandora. Now I must go.

Remember, I shall depend upon you to care for the box until my return.

Epimetheus. You can trust me fully to care for your box. Many thanks

for the playmate you have promised.

Quicksilver. Good-by. (Quicksilver goes out.)

Epimetheus. Good-by. (Looking at the bo.v) I wonder who the stranger

can be and why he has brought the box to me. Well, I will take excellent

care of it until he shall return. It is truly a beautiful box. How dark and

rich the color of the wood is, and so highly polished that I can see my
face in it! This side is finely carved. Here are figures of children, playing

amid flowers and foliage.
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{The door opens, and Pandora enters.)

Pandora. Are you Epimetheus?

Epimetheus. Yes, I am Epimetheus, and I am sure you are Pandora,

the playmate and helpmate that was promised me by the stranger.

Pandora. Yes, I am Pandora. (Perceiving the box) Oh! What a

lovely great box! And pray what have you in it?

Epimetheus. My dear little Pandora, that is a secret, and you must

be kind enough not to ask any questions about it. The box was left here

to be kept safely, and I do not myself know what it contains.

Pandora. But who gave it to you? And where did it come from?

Epimetheus. That is a secret, too.

Pandora. How provoking

!

Epimetheus. Oh come, don't think of it any more. Let us run out of

doors, and have a merry time with the other children, or, if you prefer, let

us go and gather some ripe figs, and eat them under the trees for our

supper. And I know a vine that has the sweetest and juiciest grapes you

ever tasted.

Pandora. I am not hungry and I do not care to play. I think I should

rather remain here. (To herself) I wonder what can be inside that great

chest! You might open it, and then we could see for ourselves.

Epimetheus. Pandora, what are you thinking of? (His face expresses

great horror.)

Pandora. At least you can tell me how it came here.

Epimetheus. It was left just before 3'ou came, by a person wlio looked

very smiling and intelligent. He was dressed in an odd kind of cloak, and

had on a cap that seemed to be made partly of feathers, so that it looked

almost as if it had wings.

Pandora. What sort of a staff had he?

Epimetheus. Oh, the most curious staff you ever saw! It was like two

serpents twisting around a stick, and was carved so naturally that I, at

first, thought the serpents were alive.

Pandora. I know him. Nobody else has such a staff. It was Quick-

silver ; and he brought me hither as well as the box. No doubt he intended

it for me, and most probably it contains pretty dresses for me to wear, or

toys for you and me to play with, or something very nice for both of us

to eat

!

Epimetheus. Perhaps so, but until Quicksilver comes back and tells

lis so, we have neither of us any right to lift the Hd of the box. Won't

you come with me and meet some of my playfellows?

Pandora. No, thank you, I ^yill rest here for a little while.

Epimetheus. Well, since you will not accompany me, I will go out

and gather some ripe grapes and bring them to you, and then you shall

see how delicious our fruit is.

(Epimetheus goes out.)

Pandora. I do wish he had a little more enterprise. (She goes close

to the box.) It really is a very handsome box and quaintly ornamented
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on this side, and here, carved on the top, is a face with the oddest mischievous

expression. The box most probably contains something very valuable and

lovely. I wish Epimetheus would open it.

{The voice of one of the Troubles is heard from the box.)

The Voice. Pandora ! Pandora !

Pandora {looking about eagerly). Who can have called me? There
is no one here.

The Voice {from the box.) Do not be afraid. Pandora! What harm
can there be in opening the box ? Never mind that poor simple Epimetheus

!

You are wiser than he, and have ten times as much spirit. Open the box
and see if you do not find something very pretty!

Pandora. Where does the voice come from? I am sure I heard

some one speak. Can the voice come from the box? {She puts her ear close

to the box.) I do not hear anything stirring inside. It must have been

my imagination. Oh, how I long to know what is in the box! I am afraid

Epimetheus would be much provoked if I should venture to look in. I

wonder if the chest is locked? {She examines it.) It is not fastened by

a lock; merely by this heavy cord which is tied here in this great knot.

Why, what a curious knot it is ; it has no ends ! It must have been a very

ingenious person who tied it, but I think I could untie it. I am resolved

at least to find the two ends of the cord. I really believe that I begin to

see how it was done. ISTay, perhaps I could tie it up again after undoing it.

There would be no harm in that, surely. Even Epimetheus would not

blame me for that. I need not open the box, and should not, of course,

without the foolish boy's consent, even if the knot were untied. {As she

works, Epimetheus and his companions are heard singing without. She

stops to listen.) What a beautiful day it is! Perhaps it would be wiser

if I were to let this troublesome knot alone and go out to join Epimetheus

and his playfellows. {She glances at the face on the lid of the box.) That

face looks very mischievous. It really seems to be smiling. I wonder if it

smiles because I am doing wrong? I have the greatest mind in the world

to run away. {By an accidental twist, the cord untwines itself, and the box

is without a fastening.) This is the strangest thing I ever knew! What
will Epimetheus say? And how can I possibly tie it up again? {She

attempts to restore the knot, hut in vain.) It seems to have gone entirely

out of my mind. I shall have to let the box remain as it is until Epimetheus

comes in. But when he finds the knot untied, he will know that I have done

it. How shall I make him believe that I have not looked in the box? I

shall never be able to do so. If he is going to suspect me of having looked

in the box, I might just as well do it at once.

{There is a murmur of voices from Tmthin the box.)

Voices {from the box). Let us out, dear Pandora, pray let us out!

We will be such nice pretty playfellows for you. Only let us out!

Pandora. What can it be? Is there something alive in the box? Well
—^yes—I am resolved to take just one peep—only one peep—and the lid

shall be shut down as safely as ever ! There cannot possibly be any harm
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in just one little peep. (Epimetheus enters softly with wreath of Aowers

and some grapes. He sees Pandora with her hand on the lid on the point

of opening the box.)

Epimetheus (aside). Since she is resolved to find out the secret, I,

too, should like to know what the box contains. (As Pandora raises the

lid the room becomes dark. Thunder is heard. She lifts the lid upright,

and there is a sudden rush of zmnged creatures from the box. The Troubles

fill the room, buzzing and darting about, and stinging Epimetheus and Pan-

dora.)

Epimetheus. Oh, I am stung ! I am stung ! Naughty Pandora ! Wh>
have you opened that wicked box? (Pandora lets the lid fall and starts

up. A Trouble stings her, and she begins to cry with fright and pain.

Epimetheus runs and opens the door to let the Troubles escape. When they

have all departed. Pandora -Rings herself on the Hoar, and with her head

resting against the box, cries and sobs. Epimetheus, quite out of sorts, sits

sullenly in a corner with his back to Pandora. Suddenly there is a gentle

tap on the inside of the lid.)

Pandora. What can that be? (Epimetheus does not answer.) You are

very unkind not to speak to me. (She sobs again. The knock is repeated.)

Pandora. Who are you? Who are you inside this naughty box?

Voice (from within—sweet little voice). Only lift the lid and you shall

see.

Pandora. No, no, I have had enough of lifting the lid ! You are

inside of the box, naughty creature, and there you shall stay ! There are

plenty of your ugly brothers and sisters already flying around the world.

You need never think that I shall be so foolish as to let you out. (She

looks toward Epimetheus, expecting him to commend her for her wisdom.)

Epimetheus (mutters). You are wise too late.

Voice. Ah, you had much better let me out. I am not like those

naughty creatures that have stings in their tails. They are no brothers and

sisters of mine, as you would see at once, if you were only to get a glimpse

of me. Come, come, my pretty Pandora! I am sure you will let me out!

(Pandora is cheered by the pleasant voice. Epimetheus turns half round

and seems to be in better spirits.)

Pandora. My dear Epimetheus, have you heard this little voice?

Epimetheus. Yes, to be sure I have, and what of it?

Pandora. Shall I lift the lid again?

Epimetheus. Just as you please. You have done so much mischief

already, that perhaps you may as well do a little more. One other Trouble,

in such a swarm as you have set adrift about the world, can make no very

great difference .

Pandora. You might speak a little more kindly. (She wipes her eyes.)

Voice (from within the box). Ah, naughty boy! He knows he is

longing to see me. Come, my dear Pandora, lift up the lid. I am in a great

hurry to comfort you. Only let me have some fresh air, and you shall

soon see matters are not quite so dismal as you think them.
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Pandora. Epimetheus, come what may, I am resolved to open the box.

Epimetheus. And, as the lid seems very heavy, I will help you! {He

runs across the room and lifts the lid. The room becomes light again.

Hope, a sunny and smiling little personage, comes forth. She flees to

Epimetheus and lays the least touch of her finger on the inflamed spot where

the Trouble stung, and immediately the anguish of it is gone. She kisses

Pandora on the forehead, and the hurt is cured.)

Pandora. Pray, who are you, beautiful creature?

Hope. I am to be called Hope. And because I am such a cheery little

body, I was packed into the box to make amends to the human race for

that swarm of ugly Troubles, which was destined to be let loose among

them. Your one wrong act of opening the lid of the box entrusted to your

care by Quicksilver has brought calamity to the whole world.

Pandora. I am very, very sorry.

Hope. Sorrows, diseases, cares, and many kinds of naughtiness have

gone forth to affect mankind and to bring many tears and heartaches where

formerly existed only joy and happiness. The flowers which have never

been known to fade will now begin to droop and shed their petals in a

day or two, and the children who seemed immortal will grow older and

older day by day, and become youths and maidens, men and women.

Pandora (sobbing). Oh, I am indeed sorry! My wrong act has brought

pain not only to myself but to all the world.

Epimetheus. It is largely my fault, for I should have prevented you

from lifting the lid. My curiosity made me false to my promise. (He

seems quite repentant.)

Hope. Never fear, we shall do pretty well in spite of them all.

Pandora (drying her tears). Your wings are colored like the rainbow.

How very beautiful

!

Hope. Yes, they are like the rainbow, because, glad as my nature is, I

am partly made of tears as well as smiles.

Epimetheus. And will you stay with us forever and ever?

Hope. As long as you need me—and that will be as long as you live

in the world—I promise never to desert you. There may come times and

seasons now and then, when you will think that I have utterly vanished.

But again, and again, and again, when perhaps you least dream of it,

you will see the glimmer of my wings on the ceiling of your cottage. Yes,

my dear children, and I know something very good and beautiful that is

to be given you hereafter

!

Pandora. Oh tell us—tell us what it is!

Epimetheus. Yes, tell us what it is

!

Hope (putting her finger on her rosy mouth). Do not ask me. But

do not despair, even if it should never happen while you live on this earth.

Trust in my promise, for it is true.

Epimetheus. We do trust you.

Pandora. For you bring us hope and joy again.

(Curtain)
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The stage as arranged for the performances was very attractive.

Curtains of soft gray-green formed the background. A large chest

stood at the left of the stage, one end partially concealed by the cur-

tains; this end was open, and the Troubles were able to get into the

chest without being seen by the audience. The chest was decorated in

pastels by members of the art department to suggest a richly carved

and ornamented box. Careful search was made through the work of

the artists and illustrators to get the best ideas for the chest. At the

right of the stage was a single beautiful Greek bench. The simple

costumes were thought out with care to insure beauty of line and

charm of color.

There were two casts in order to give a larger number an oppor-

tunity to participate, and the play was given several times that the

children might have the value of more than one performance before an

audience.

It is always wise to have more than a single performance. When
one has had the actual experience of trying to impersonate a character

and picture a situation before an audience then he is ready and able to

take a step further, to penetrate deeper into the more subtle mysteries

of the character and the play. The very act of expression clarifies the

vision and sends one back to the literary text of the play for a fuller

knowledge of the character, and with the second playing comes growth

in skill and a deepening grasp of the individual part in its relation to

the whole play.

Plays in the elementary school should be simple in nature, up-

lifting in thought, dealing with situations and emotions suitable for

the wholesome contemplation of children. The play should grow na-

turally out of the work of the grade, and not be an exotic growth. The
only literature that should be put into dramatic form is that which

will gain in effectiveness by dramatization and by acting. The simple

epic or heroic stories best meet the needs of the elementary school.

Complexity of plots, sub-plots, an over-abundance of incidents should

be carefully avoided. The unities of time, place, and action, should

be adhered to as much as possible.

Many of the plays prepared by or for the elementary schools

violate the principles of unity. I find half-hour plays divided into

three or four acts, with two or three scenes each. This is bad art and

is disconcerting to the participants as well as to the audience. The
dramatization should serve as a training in judgment and discrimina-
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tion and give the children an unconscious feeling for proportion and

play structure. Keen suspense should not be a great factor in school

plays, especially in the lower grades. The audience should early be

let into the secret. Children should not be permitted to incorporate

into a play any and all dramatic material they may have at hand. Such

a procedure would be most deleterious, and in extremely bad taste.

Every play must have a vitalizing central idea, and every part, every

incident, every character must logically serve this dominating central

idea. Imagine an artist saying, "Now I will throw off all restraint,

and on this canvas I will put all the charming picturesque bits that I

have observed of late." Would the result be a picture ? Would it be

art? No, rather a "vaudevillistic hodgepodge." And yet we see plays

injured by the introduction of alien material. I remember a Greek

play in which there were Dutch dances. Our standard is education,

and not entertainment. The drama is one of the fine arts and must

be so taught. A good play, then, must have a clearly defined and

worthy purpose, a clash of forces, a sane sequence, an inevitable issue,

and an artistic and literary form.

There are available for the first seven grades practically no plays

of sufficient literary merit to justify their use. It is a great mistake to

give the children plays that are over-mature for them, and it is not

wise to break the unity of a literary masterpiece by taking out a scene.

Children are long-suffering, and an enthusiastic teacher can make them

interested in almost any story, but this is not a proof that it is good

for them. There is an abundance of real literature suited to their needs

and abilities without discounting the future. The iise of Milton's

Comus or Shakespeare's plays, before the eighth grade at least, is a

grave mistake of judgment.

When the eighth grade is reached, we find a few literary dramas

that will meet the needs of the students, who are now in the adolescent

period and are outgrowing their complete satisfaction in the simple epic

heroes of the preceding grades; they show a fast-maturing interest in

the real and more complex problems of actual life. A Pot of Broth

by Yeats, The Nativity by Douglas Hyde, with the cutting of two or

three sentences, Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, for example, are plays

which the children can understand and will take great pleasure in pre-

senting. Such plays as The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth, As You
Like It, are too mature in content and should be left to the high-school

period when the pupils are older and better able to understand and

appreciate.
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Julius Caesar is admirably suited to give eighth graders an intro-

duction to Shakespeare. Having become acquainted with the play, the

class often shows a desire to act portions of it. This is frequently done

informally in the class-room, and occasionally some of the scenes are

presented before the entire school. It is not necessary to costume the

characters. Also the portion of the play selected should not be too

long. The scene in which Flavins and Marullus address the rabble,

and the forum scene, have been done most successfully by our eighth

grade. The scene in the garden is good but not so interesting to young

people as such stirring scenes as the assassination of Caesar,

The literature used in the eighth grade is full of dramatic inci-

dents. Ivanhoe has been a source of much material for our dramatiza-

tions.

The presentation of a play has been for some years a part of our

Christmas work. The Nativity by Douglas Hyde seems to be well-

nigh ideal for our particular needs, and has for two Christmas seasons

been presented by the eighth grade. The play is beautifully written

and is about the length that an eighth grade can easily sustain. The

characters are of proportionate importance, thus giving every one an

equal opportunity. The setting and costumes are picturesque and

beautiful. Before the play is first read to the class, several lessons are

spent preparing the way by creating an atmosphere and making an

intelligent setting for the fullest possible understanding and apprecia-

tion of the play. This is done in part through the story of how the

drama had its origin in the church, the description of the first dra-

matic presentations and the development of the drama. This whole

story of the rise of the English drama if simply told with concrete

illustrations is of great interest to high-school classes and even to

eighth graders. Bits from the old moralities and miracle plays are

read to the class. Each member of the class is given a copy of The

Star of Bethlehem, a miracle play by Alice Corbin, which they read

aloud and discuss. The teacher reads the Bible account and many of

the children read at home the coming of the wise men from Ben Hur
and The Other Wise Man by Van Dyke. Copies of the great pictures

of the Nativity are displayed about the room, and in the music work

they hear some of the great musical compositions that have been in-

spired by the coming of the Messiah. When we feel that the class is

prepared, then The Nativity, by Douglas Hyde, is read.

The work leading up to the first reading will differ with each play
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and with each class. But the general statement of method of procedure

is the same and the principles laid down for the preparing of The

Nativity will apply equally well to high-school plays. This first read-

ing should be as vividly dramatic as possible, so that the imagination

of the pupils may be stirred and their first impression be a deep and

lasting one. It is needless to say that the teacher must do much work

preparatory to the reading of the play before the class ; the scenes must

be visualized, the characters understood even to the point of actually

hearing the tones of their voices and of seeing their movements. Every

teacher of literature should be able to read with real dramatic power.

The reading of the play to the class is naturally followed by a

general discussion of the story and of the characters. This discussion

should not go far the first day, and the recitation period should close

with the class enthusiastic over the play as a whole.

At the next meeting, the pupils are given texts of the play and

each one reads a part. Questions arise in the minds of the pupils and

other pupils answer them. The questions and discussion lead to a de-

tailed study of the text in order to prove and illuminate the point

under discussion. There is no difficulty in arousing the desire on the

part of the pupils to present the play before the school.

When the class has a fair understanding of the whole play and a

certain amount of freedom in reading the text, then we are ready to

try the play in action. The teacher must have a very clear mental

image of the general setting, movement, and business of the play be-

fore the children are allowed to act. I always strive, in my preparatory

work, to catch the dominating spirit of the drama and devise the set-

ting and furnishings to carry out in line, color, and arrangement this

keynote. I use in working out every play, a miniature stage set with

furniture of proportionate size, and inanimate players which I move

about as I read the play through. In this way, I get a fairly definite

idea of effective arrangement and artistic grouping. I make careful

note of all that I work out, so that when it comes to actual rehearsals

the pupils' minds may not be distracted by the planning of stage ar-

rangement, which is a problem too complex for them to evolve. It is

valuable for them to give expression to their conception of the scenes

and their arrangement, but the real work of planning the larger move-

ment and arrangement of the play belongs to the director. At the

first informal acting it is sufficient to set the stage so as to give a fairly

clear image to the actors of entrances, and of the placement of things.
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At this time, no definite action or stage business need be given them,

for the main purpose of this first rehearsal is to leave the actors free

to express as fully as they are able their conception of the part they are

playing. At a second rehearsal the main arrangement of movement

and of business may be made clear. The minor details of action will

come from them individually as they grow in activity of thought.

The selection of the players is a difficult problem to most teachers.

It is possible, by having more than one cast, to give in our school, where

the group is never larger than twenty-four, each member of the class

an opportunity to act. This is the ideal condition, for every child is

innately dramatic, and needs this development, and two casts give the

children an opportunity to see at rehearsals the needs as well as the ex-

cellencies in the work of those doing the same part that they are to

portray.

The teacher conducting the class should have the actual choosing

of the players. The "try-out" system with the other teachers and pupils

as judges is a great educational mistake. Only the person who thor-

oughly knows the children, their needs and their latent capacity, can

make a wise selection. The outwardly clever pupils who impress the

listener unskilled in the pedagogy of acting, are often those who should

not be chosen for a leading part. We need to remind ourselves fre-

quently that the purpose of drama in the school is education. The

matter of the selection of the players is of the greatest importance and

requires much experience. Oftentimes, the person who at first seemed

most unpromising has done the best work and gained the greatest

personal growth.

The members of the class are always asked what part they would

like best to play, and in the high school they are frequently asked to

make out a list of what they think would be the best casting of the

parts. While this information will doubtless aid in the selection of the

players, yet the final decision must be left to the wise choice of the

teacher. This choice will depend largely upon the pupil's intellectual

power to conceive the part, his need for playing it, and somewhat upon

a fair physical fitness for portraying the character.

The players should never be allowed to memorize their part or

even read aloud frequently by themselves until they have a clear

understanding of the thought. False emphasis and mechanical reading

of lines are often due to the teacher's allowing the pupil to get the

words before he has secured the thought. The mis-reading of a line

quickly becomes a habit which is more or less ditficult to get rid of.'
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The whole play must be gone over very thoroughly before we at-

tempt to have it acted. Every speech and situation should be perfectly

clear to everyone. If a player finds difficulty in saying a line let him

put it into his own words until the thought is perfectly clear; then he

is usually able to give the thought readily in the author's own words.

I always give the players individual rehearsals as soon as the parts have

been assigned, in order that I may help them with their particular

needs and make sure that they are working with understanding. When

the children are perfectly familiar with the thought and with the

author's peculiar mode of expression, then memorizing is a simple

matter and should be the next step.

I do not believe in the practice of allowing the players, after the

first few rehearsals, to use their texts while they are attempting to act.

The mind and body should be free to express themselves in action.

Bodily expression cannot come in any free way until the players are

unhampered by the playbook.

The text mastered, then comes the valuable work of developing

the players in their conception and jwrtrayal of their parts and in

weaving the individual parts into an artistic and well-balanced whole.

It is not necessary in most plays to call everyone to each rehearsal.

Special rehearsals for groups having scenes together is an economy

of time and eifort. In The Nativity, the two peasant women can be

rehearsed alone; also the shepherds and the kings by themselves.

The teacher's place in rehearsing a play is to stimulate, feed, and

direct the imagination of the actors, make conditions right for freest

expression, and then leave the players unhampered to express them-

selves through the medium of the character portrayed. Do not expect

more dramatic action than they have activity of thought which de-

mands dramatic expression.

The stage as fully as possible equipped with setting and proper-

ties should be used from the time that the parts are memorized. How

can the actors gauge their final action when rehearsing in a room which

is not of the same size or proportions as the stage where the play is to

be presented? Or how can a king know how to bear a jar supposed to

contain precious ointment unless he has the jar when he is rehearsing?

The use of the important properties and furnishings tends to give

freedom to action and stimulation to the imagination. There must be

many costume rehearsals in order to make the actors feel perfectly

at home in their strange clothes.
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Do not attempt to show the players how to do a thing, for the

result will usiiaHy be artificiality.* Never teach formal gesture. Keal

gestiire proceeds from an active desire to act, and the individual is and

should be largely unconscious of the physical movement. Gesture to

be true and effective must be spontaneous. Bodily expression and stage

business will develop naturally as the players ' become more and

more identified with their characters, and with each unconscious ex-

pression in their effort to portray will come a growth in skill. There

is always a period when the results seem crude, most inadequate, and

uncorrelated ; this is when the director must have faith, born of the

knowledge that this is a step in the process and he must wisely refrain

from doing the part for them to copy. The true development of the

dramatic instinct is from within the individual. Clarify the player's

thinking and lead him on but do not "coach" him. Before long the

actors will emerge into a period of realism, and from that stage of de-

velopment, the artist can lead some of the players to enter the first

stages of the suggestive realm which is the highest in art.

Sometimes it is helpful to make the players do a part of a scene

in pantomime; being deprived of reliance upon mere words, which

have become so predominating a factor in the transference of thought,

the players of necessity have to rely wholly upon bodily expression, and

this helps to free the more or less unresponsive physical agents.

About twenty-five rehearsals are necessary to get a play into really

good condition for serious worthy presentation. Some one in a recent

educational journal told of getting an elaborate production ready in

a week, and gave as a reason for so doing that a longer preparation

would cause the children to become weary of the work. I have never

found that adequate preparation had this effect. If the play we are

preparing is worth while, and we have determined to do it for an

audience, then it is deserving the best production that the children

can give. One must learn to respect art, and hasty and imperfect work

is conducive to low ideals and bad habits of thought and behavior.

The work will always be interesting provided the children are con-

stantly growing in insight and in the power of expression. We need

intensive work and extensiveness as far as the children are capable of

going at that period in their development. The feeling that they have

done their best and have given a truly excellent presentation will be an

umending source of joy and satisfaction to them.

1 have spoken in another place of the value of more than one
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presentation of a play. The anditorium in which the pupils produce

their dramas should be intimate because the young people have im-

mature voices and are unskilled in the art of radiating and projecting

thought to fill a large hall. The performances should be short because

young amateur actors cannot build up and sustain a long sequence of

incidents.

Really fine copies of the pictures done by the great artists were

frequently referred to in the work of designing the costumes of the

Nativity Play, in arranging the stage, and in evolving effective group-

ing of characters. The children often were seen studying The Star

of Bethlehem by Burne-Jones. They were deeply impressed by the

way in which the kings expressed in every attitude their wonder and

reversnce. The shepherds in Larolle's picture made those playing the

part uf shepherds wish to express awe and humility Just as fully. By

observing another cast practicing, the children perceived that those who

at the moment of speaking a line felt most deeply and sincerely the

thing they were saying came nearest to having the whole body talk as

was true in the pictures by the great artists.

The matter of designing and making of the costumes for The

Nativity, was discussed in Volume I of the Year Book.

The problem of stage setting is always freely talked over by the

class, for it is their presentation of the play, but young people are so

filled with our modern realistic methods of production that they need

to be educated and directed in the subject of good taste in the matter.

It will often take considerable wisdom and tact to get the young

people to feel satisfied with the idea of a sane artistic setting. One

class was unanimous in its desire for a realistic stable with large

wooden doors opening toward the audience. Realizing that a person

convinced against his will keeps a tenacious hold of his opinion, I,

like Polonius, "went round to work." I said "Very well, let us con-

sider how we can carry out your plans." We looked at our stage and

the class found that it was in truth extremely small. I asked them to

indicate on the floor with chalk where the stable would stand, and

where the doors would swing when opened by Joseph. Someone soon

said after due consideration, "Oh, we cannot have doors swinging out,

because the shepherds and kings would be in the way." All agreed

that our stage was too small for swinging doors and actors at the same

time. Sliding doors were found to be impracticable even if they

were really in use at the time of The Nativity. The final stage setting.
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born out of the adaptation of the material to the space, was wonderfully

beautiful and suggestive, and moreover was a great satisfaction to the

actors who gained through it an education in taste. The stage was

hung with soft gray-green curtains which made a far more pleasing

background than could have been obtained by an attempted realistic

landscape which would have failed to harmonize with the spirit of the

play. The idea of the stable was indicated by two upright logs of

some twelve inches in diameter which supported a similar horizontal

THE NATIVITY

log. The silver-gray tones of these weathered logs blended beautifully

with the gray-green of the stage hangings. There were no realistic

stable doors, merely curtains of the same material as the background.

These curtains opened in the middle and could be pushed back out of

sight. The interior of the stable was most simple. On a platform

raised some seven inches so that all might see, was a rude manger; at

its left stood a simple bench on which Mary sat. Joseph stood at the

right, and just over Mary's head hung an old lantern. The placement

of the manger, bench and lantern were nicely calculated so that

Joseph at the head of the manger and Mary seated at the foot, made a

lovely balance of line and space.

The lighting I worked out with great care. Carefully distributed
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concealed blue light gave the appearance of early morning to the por-

tion of the stage in front of the stable. When Joseph drew the curtain

at the stable entrance to reveal the mother and child to the kings and

shepherds, one saw that a l^rilliant light came from the manger and

illuminated the portion of Mary's face that was turned toward the

child. This idea of having the illumination emanate from the face

of the Christ Child was suggested to me by Correggio's Holy Night.

A chiaroscuro effect was gained by the dim light from the old lantern

that hung to the left of Mary and. cast wonderful shadows. The idea

of having the whole picture dominated Iw a' central liigli light was the

4. THE NATIVITY

result of a long period of observation of the methods of lighting used

at the Eoyal Opera House in Dresden. A play appeals to the eye as

well as to the ear; tlierefore simple artistic effects are always appro-

priate, provided they help to make the play more clear in its idea and

spirit.

Let us say a few words, before passing from this brief considera-

tion of the use of the dramatic instinct in the elementary school, about

the problem of the playgoing of young people. Children demand and

will have an avenue for the exi>ression of dramatic instinct and their

innate love of play, and they also sincerely desire to see stories pre-

sented in actual dramatic form. The theater, however, is no place for

children, under the age, let us say of eleven. Seldom does the commer-

cial theater present a play the content of which is at all suitable for
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the contemplation of children, and even when a play appropriate for

young people is given, I believe it is wiser to keep the younger children

away. The large theater, the crowds of people, brilliant lights, music,

elaboration of staging, ornateness of costume, and the excitement of

the acting, are over-stimulating for young children.

The moving picture houses are surely no place for children, and

yet thousands under the age of eleven are going daily with the consent

of their parents. They see picture plays of things that never could or

should happen. These young children in the formative period of

growth, who are gaining a knowledge of things that shall serve to

interpret the world to them and form their criteria for action, are given

by the average moving-picture show ideas and standards of conduct

that are false and baneful. Children need emotional development,

but not thrills and nervous excitement.

The school must help largely to handle the problem. The child's

need for the expression and direction of his dramatic instinct and his

desire for seeing human nature portrayed in play form, must be met

by simple, artistic presentation in the school auditorium of plays Avhose

content is suitable to the child's stage of development. After the age

of eleven, there can safely be an occasional visit to a good play well

acted, but these visits for elementary school children should be few

and far lietween, and the plays chosen with greatest wisdom. Between

the age of eleven and the time when a child reaches the high school, an

artistic, properly arranged and well-equipped school auditorium should

meet nearly every need for dramatic expression, and for tlie witnessing

of plays. The average moving-picture house is no place for any young-

person, for it is very like the first page of a sensational and sentimental

newspaper and is productive of about as much harm.

The high schools have in a large measure failed to recognize and

wisely use the dramatic instinct of the pupils. Almost the only attempt

in many high schools is through the dramatic club, but this club which

is to be found in most high schools, does not meet the need in any

satisfactory way. The membership of these clubs is limited, and so

everyone in the school does not get the needed opportunity for the

development of his dramatic nature. The work of tliese dramatic or-

ganizations is not infrequently of a low standard. There may be an

occasional presentation of a worthy drama but more often the energy

is spent on the preparing and giving of some musical comedy or trivial

farce. This sort of work has no merit as education. Even the value
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to be derived by the few in the giving of the occasional good drama is

lessened by the uneducational manner of its study, preparation, and

presentation.

Legitimate dramatic expression in the high school as in the grades

is indissolubly connected with the study in literature, and is the na-

tural outgrowth of this study. Literature has been too frequently

taught as if its main purpose were the training in English or philology.

Every educator should realize that literature is essentially dra-

matic in essence and should be treated in a true dramatic spirit. Litera-

ture cannot be truly appreciated when it is studied in a purely selfish

and self-centered way. To make a beautiful piece of literature one's

own, it is necessar}^, not only to be moved by it, but it is imperative that

one should strive to make others feel what he feels; every impression to

become permanent and valuable must have a motor expression.

I once heard Dr. Eichard G. Moulton say: "In most subjects,

all you need is facts. Facts are the most barren things in literature.

The emotional nature must be aroused or you are outside literature, the

soul must be stirred to love or to hate."

In literature we have the expression of that which is finest, noblest

in human thought and endeavor. A sympathetic appreciation of litera-

ture and a desire and effort to make others feel what we feel is a great

educational force.

A worth-while acquaintance with literature demands that its study

be dramatic in spirit and that the individual be moved to give some

expression to the thought received, for the effort to make others see

and feel enhances one's own perception of truth and beauty. An idea

is thwarted, if it is not allowed to bud and blossom according to the

law of its nature. I do not mean to suggest that every piece of litera-

ture should be dramatized, or that every drama is to be acted; this

would be the height of folly. I do mean to say that imaginative litera-

ture should be approached in a dramatic frame of mind and that it

should be given vocal expression.

The drama itself is one of the fine arts and as such deserves our

serious recognition and attention. Most drama was of course written

with the idea that it should be acted. It is not necessary that all the

drama we study should be acted in costume, and before an audience, but

at least we should have an impromptu acting before the class of a por-

tion of each drama. Every student some time during the four years of

the high school, should participate in the thorough preparation and
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presentation before an audience of at least one really worthy play. A
carefnl study and performance of one of Shakespeare's plays does more

to make the students understand and love Shakespeare's art, and to

give them a real feeling for true drama, than months of less interesting

silent stndy and analysis of the text. We think we know through mere

intellectual perception what we feel, but we cannot fully know until

we have given our emotions expression. Each expression fills us with a

consciousness that all is not expressed, and this leads us to further acts

of expression which tend to clarify, deepen, and fix the ideas and

emotions. Thus the body becomes a more responsive agent of thought,

and the mind becomes capable of clearer thinking and of deeper

feeling. '

We cannot reasonably question the place of the drama as a form

of expression and the value of the use of the dramatic instinct as one

mode of gaining an understanding of the world and of self. Macready,

the great actor, said that the art of acting is "to fathom the depths of

character, to trace latent motives, to feel their finest quiverings of

emotion, to comprehend the thoughts that are hidden under words, and

thus possess one's self of the actual mind of the individual man.''

The art of acting requires keen sympathy, a wide experience, and

a fine intelligence, for to present a person thinking aloud is a most

difficult achievement. In the beginning of this article,! tried to make

it clear that social and genetic psychology have demonstrated that we

come to a realization of the socially efficient self through a process that

is essentially dramatic. There are many ways in which in the high

school period, we can feed this dramatic instinct. But literature per-

haps gives us our best opportunity. Without some sort of dramatic

expression to give force, life, and true being to one's ideas, these ideas

remain for most people, mere airy abstractions. How permanent and

vivid an impression have you of the details of the great dramas and

novels you read five or ten years ago ? Those masterpieces of literature

which stirred your imagination deepest have left the most lasting im-

print. But if you have had the good fortune and joy actually to act

a great play you will realize how potently and subtly it has become a

part of you. The general impression which one gets from the first or

even second reading of a drama is very different from the deep, inti-

mate, permanent knowledge and emotional experience which belong to

one who has given a sympathetic interpretation to a character in that

great drama.
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If the instructor understands the manifestation of the dramatic

instinct, and knows how to direct it and use it in its true association

to the study of literature, then many advantages will accrue to the

individual. We have proved through several years of practice that the

following are some of the values which are sure to accompany the

legitimate use of dramatic expression.

The development of a social consciousness may be illustrated by

the preparation and giving of Zangwill's The Melting Pot. The gradu-

ating class of 1908 chose this play because it expressed their conception

of true brotherhood; and throughout the long period of preparation,

the spirit of citizenship was uppermost in their minds, and a lasting

lesson was brought home to them in such a forcible way that its es-

sence can never be wholly lost. The composite nature of a play leads

through its active rehearsal and presentation, to a careful adjustment

of the individuals to each other. The exercise of the spirit of subordi-

nation of self to the group for the unity and good of the whole social

body is a valuable training for life and is another aspect of the develop-

ment of a social consciousness.

The stimulation of human sympathy is another product of the

development of the dramatic spirit. The act of striving to appreciate

another's point of view and understand his problems in order that we
may justly present that person in thought, speech, and action tends

to widen one's own mental horizon and enlarge one's sympathies in the

problems of others. This leads to a deeper insight into hidden depths

of human action and develops insight into character.

The adolescent, no less than the child, wishes for a fuller experi-

ence of the manifold phases of human life. Young people yearn to

share the activities and emotions of those who live outside their own
limited environment. The utilization of the dramatic feeling helps to

bring about one avenue for the wholesome multiplication of personali-

ties.

Dramatic art gives a right exercise and direction to the emotional

nature through the cultivation of the imagination. Through the exer-

cise of imagination in acting, we can get a certain type of emotional

experience that we need and that does not come to us in our own
experience. One reason why some people are led to indulge in stimu-

lants is because of the monotony of their lives, resulting from a limited

environment and from a lack of the legitimate imaginative and emo-

tional experience which is necessary to the harmony and balance of
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understand human experience and see the results of human conduct,

tliereby gaining an understanding of life. This helps to establish moral

ideals.

The work of preparing and presenting a play gives splendid oppor-

tunities for the exercise of initiative. The following illustration shows

how great this initiative is and how well able the young people are to

assume large responsibility. A group of high-school students, when an

accident deprived them of the presence of their director, carried

through successfully the complicated presentation of a performance of

Shakespeare's As You Like It. It was the first time this particular

cast had acted the play, and they had never had an opportunity to re-

hearse on the stage where the performance was given.

The development of concentration has been mentioned frequently.

The successful portrayal of a character before an audience necessitates

that the speaker feel the emotion while he speaks. This requires a high

degree of concentration. In many arts one can go back and try things

over if he does not feel satisfied with the results of his first expression

;

or he can wait until he is in the mood for his work. But in acting, the

audience is at hand, and one must do the best he can then and there,

and he has only his voice and bodily expression to rely upon. The ac-

tor's medium for expression is much less material and far more mental

than that of any other art except singing.

One is al)le in a large measure, under the cover of playing the part

of another, to succeed in the overcoming of self-consciousness. A
fine art, to be appreciated, needs to be understood in all its aspects

and through actual experience. The work in dramatic expression, when

carried on as it should be, helps to give young people a realization of

the power and place of the theater. Staging, costuming, and lighting

are subjects to which some of the foremost modern artists are giving

much careful study and experimentation. Through the work of dra-

matics in the secondary schools, the young people should gain some

little insight into this art movement. The commercial stage gives

what the public wants, and to raise the tone of the stage you must

raise the ideals of the playgoing public. Our young people who are

to make up the audiences of the future, should be led to recognize the

true scope and place of the drama and of the theater.

Dramatization certainly helps in the cultivation of literanj feeling

and power. The anticipation of presentation which actuates the pupils

in the making of a play results in much enthusiasm. The actual work
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of dramatization, therefore, reaches a higher mark of excellence than

is to be obtained in composition work that has a less compelling social

. motive. Writing of real vigor and power is developed, and the con-

stant reference to the piece of literature that is being made into a play,

together with the study of the work of a great dramatist, to find out

how he has constructed his play, helps to create a real literary appre-

ciation and feeling.

The acquisition of information is one of the minor accompani-

ments of the work. The intelligent giving of an historical play, for

example, necessitates not a little acquaintance with the habit and cus-

toms of the period.

A very practical result is the training of the memory. Therefore,

the plays given ought to be worth while, for it is a pity to fill the

thought with material that has no literary value.

Improvement in speech follows the work in acting, if properly con-

ducted. The bettering of the speech of most Americans is a "consum-

mation devoutly to be wished." I know of no time when young people

are so willing to work to improve speech and overcome defects as when

they actually find that bad habits of voice production are hampering

them in expressing themselves and in getting their thought "over the

footlights." Pupils are at such times ready to strive patiently to over-

come weakness of voice, throatiness, bad articulation, poor enunciation,

and the inability to radiate. Voice exercises are now not a bore, but

an avenue to desired freedom and beauty of expression.

Acting helps to give bodily control and freedom.

These are some of the values that follow the legitimate and true

use of the dramatic instinct which is innate in every one. The great

good that comes from a thing rightly used implies that it is most

dangerous when wrongly directed and misused. So it is with the

drama, but this danger from wrong use does not signify that we should

abandon it, but rather bids us to be more careful to use it well. Fire

keeps us warm and cooks our food when rightly used, when not kept

under control and direction it burns our homes and destroys life.

Let us consider some of the pitfalls which have been ascribed to

work in dramatic expression and suggest how they may be avoided.

It has been said that dramatic study is apt to make one disinclined

for less interesting work. Well, this is not the fault of the drama, and

it should not be condemned because it is a pleasant study. The old idea

that because a thing is delightful it must be baneful has long since
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given way to the belief that work that is worth while brings abundant

joy and satisfaction.

Dramatic study when educationally and artistically pursued is not

"the primrose path of dalliance" but means hard, conscientious, un-

selfish work.

Excellence is attained only by arduous labor, unswerving pur-

pose, and unfailing discipline. Experience has proved that the legi-

timate and right use of dramatic study does not make one disinclined

for other work; rather it makes one feel the necessity and value of

other forms of study, and realize that success in art depends upon a

well-rounded body of knowledge, freedom of physical expression, and

a large efficiency.

(Here is a simple example of how this subject relates to the more

technical work. On one occasion when a pupil in the seventh grade

read very poorly because of a failure to recognize the logic of the

thought, I asked the class about the grammatical construction of the

sentence, and we analyzed it into subject, predicate and modifiers. It

was soon patent to the class that this technical knowledge was indis-

pensable before the power to read well could be acquired. Just a few

days before, some of the children had been asking what real value

grammar study had. They received a very practical answer.)

Over-stimulation of emotion is frequently mentioned as a pitfall.

Here is a real danger, and it must be guarded against as carefully as

the teacher of physical culture, in his effort to develop the muscles of

the students, has to guard against over-taxing and straining them. The

study of expression should stimulate and develop the higher and

nobler emotions and should bring under control the baser feelings.

Over-stimulation can and must be carefully avoided.

Over-training is a danger. How far should the teacher go in the

matter of training ? What is the norm which determines this ? Some
people claim that there should be no training; "let the child feel the

emotion and then express it and leave it." To me, this is to stop far

short of the educational goal and would, I believe, be a failure to

promote the child's growth and would lead to a more or less selfish and

purposeless indulgence of emotional feeling. The student, having per-

ceived something of the truth, beauty and emotional content of a piece

of literature, feels the desire to express that which he has perceived.

When this necessary expression has been made, the pupil is sensible of

its inadequacy, due partially to lack of physical freedom and flexibility.
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and partially to a meager grasp of the thing to be expressed. The

pupil should then go back to the piece of literature to gain inspiration

and truth and should again give expression to the truth perceived.

How many times may the process be repeated ? Until the student has

come up to some mature ideal held in the teacher's mind ? No, this

is assuredly not the criterion, but the process should be repeated until

the pupil has done the very lest that lie is capable of at the time.

Unless this goal is held, art study tends to become a form of pleasant

indulgence rather than a factor in the education and development of

self. It requires sane judgment on the teacher's part to recognize

when the pupil has come up to the best he is capable of at the time.

The student must not be allowed to imitate the teacher. Artificial imi-

tation is not education ; self-expression is. The pupil's expression must

follow the conception of an idea on his own part. It is perfectly legiti-

mate for the teacher to try to deepen the student's thinking and to

stimulate his feeling. A teacher who has dramatic ability may oc-

casionally find it wise to illustrate in action but such illustration should

be true and should never be repeated often enough for the student to

imitate. Keep clearly in the pupil's mind the fact that his aim is to

make his audience perceive and feel those things which the author per-

ceived and felt and expressed in literary form. This purpose will tend

to keep the thought away from self and will destroy imitation. It is

far better for the student to be able to say with Touchstone, "A poor

thing but mine own" than to be over-burdened by artificial methods

which have no educational merit.

Blighting the imagination is charged against dramatic study.

Every evil charged against the drama is due, not to its use, but to its

abuse. Imagination is blighted because the children are permitted to

attempt to present thought which they have not assimilated and have

not made their own. Imagination is blighted when we attempt to

produce in dramatic form material not suitable for dramatic purposes.

The true play stimulates the imagination, and any play that blights the

imagination is frankly a bad specimen.

Here we realize that much that is dramatic in spirit is not suitable

for the stage. Browning's Herve Biel, Tennyson's Tlie Revenge, or

Coleridge's Ancient Manner, for example, are not possible for dra-

matization; the material difficulties cannot be overcome. Th.e Blue

Bird, I think, is far stronger in its appeal to the imagination when

read than when acted, but the reverse is true of Shakespeare when
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adequately done. Imagination may be hindered because the teacher

fails to perceive that suggestion and not realism is the purpose of all art.

Apply this test to your prospective play ; will its appeal to the imagina-

tion be enhanced by stage presentation ? If j^our answer is "no" then

don't attempt it. Avoid plays that depend upon mechanical effects for

their success, for if these effects come off tardily "the unskillful laugh"

and "the judicious grieve."

Some people claim that dramatic work fosters self-appreciation

and conceit. Well^ if there is one thing that acting will do when

rightly used, it is to produce humility; only the person who can lose

sight of his own personality and can, through sympathy, put himself

in another's place can do satisfactory work. Let us make this clear by

means of a practical illustration. I conducted at the University High

School of Chicago, a course in the study of the drama. Our first play

was one of the Irish National Theater plays. The Turn of the Road,

a drama of true ethical and literary merit. The parts were assigned.

Several of the young people were possessed of much natural ability and

made an excellent showing at first. Others were naturally stiff and

unresponsive, but yet eager to do their best. After a short time some

of the really gifted but somewhat self-satisfied people found that they

were making no progress; they could not get away from themselves,

while some of the less gifted, through intelligence, earnestness, and

selflessness, were forging ahead. It was not long before those who were

gifted but self-centered recognized the truth of the situation and lie-

came humble and teachable. Tlicy init self aside and began to work

out their own salvation. One fellow, who for several weeks appeared

to be hopelessly undramatic, through intelligent perseverance gave at

the last one of the best character portrayals I have ever seen done by a

boy of his age. Had the play been presented before all had had an

opportunity to mature, the naturally gifted would have been injured

through self-satisfaction, and the real students would have failed to find

themselves.

Extravagance of costume is another objection raised. This is a

matter on which our school feels very strongly. If there is any ex-

travagance of costume it is the fault of those in charge of the dramatic

work. We must never lose sight of the fact that the play is the thing

and that the drama should never be a show. Costumes have their

place, but they must serve the story which the drama seeks to tell.

Costumes should be simple and beautiful in color and in line, they
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should never be so conspicuous that they take attention from the

drama itself. Most people need to be taught that every costume must

be subordinated and related to the whole picture.

The drama appeals to the eye and to the ear; it is the only one of

the arts that appeals to two senses. Since the drama for part of its

effectiveness depends directly upon what is seen, it follows that a

sane amount of illusion is demanded. It is necessary to have a proper

setting that shall serve as an appropriate, unobstrusive, and beautiful

background for the story whose unfolding through speech and action

is the main design of dramatic presentation.

The real purpose of scenery is to help create an illusion through

the appeal to the imagination; only beautiful scenery can do this,

and as a rule adequate scenery is a very expensive accessory and is ruled

out of school plays on the grounds of expense if on no other. The

useful and most generally satisfactory background is a chaste wall or a

beautiful curtain of neutral tone. We have three curtains which are

used as they best seem to fit the spirit of the play; one of gray-green,

one of soft gray, and one of blue. Canton flannel makes a satisfac-

tory and inexpensive material. Purchase it in white and have it

dyed the color you wish. The dyers will give you the exact tone of

any sample you may furnish them. For interiors it is a simple and

inexpensive matter to have a set of carefully proportioned screens made

after the Craig idea and covered with some beautiful material that

shall make a very adequate and artistic background. If high schools.
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14. THE TURN OF THE ROAD

instead of renting exterior sets made up of ugly back drops and impos-

sible wings, or unlovely interiors of painted canvas, would spend a small

sum on curtains and screens they could with the skillful use of light

and shadows stage their plays much more cheaply and artistically than

at present.

Appropriate costumes, the necessary properties, and stage fur-

niture should always be chosen with greatest care. Suitable costumes

are more important than a realistic background. Stage furniture

should be kept down to the minimum required by the actual demands

of the play and should be chosen with due regard to the canons of taste

and appropriateness. Adequate properties cannot be dispensed with.

A thoroughly realistic presentation of Shakespeare's plays is a

mistaken undertaking for any high school. The right settings can-

not be obtained, and the change of scenes make an amateur perform-

ance most tedious. We produced As You Like It at Mandel Hall,

University of Chicago, in a very simple but most effective manner.

Speed of action and concentration of attention were gained by having

but one intermission. We acted as a group all of the scene which takes

place out of the forest; brief pauses indicated lapse of time without

the dropping of the curtain. The stage for the first setting was hung

with a soft burlap curtain of natural color; the floor was covered with

a blue-green cloth; in the center of the stage at the back was placed

a tall piece of statuary with a half-circle of box and bay trees for a

background; at the right and left of the stage were two quaint iron
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lawn seats backed by Iiox trees. Tbc stage was carefully lighted, and

the result was a scene tliat was not only suggestive but exceedingly

lovely. The second group of scenes comprised all of those in the

forest; again lapse of time was indicated without dropping the cur-

tain. For this scene in the forest we used for economy's sake the

same brown background—could we have afEorded it we should have

liked to try a soft blue curtain—and we set the stage with real ever-

green trees, placing an old log or two in the foreground.

These two settings framed the pleasing proscenium, and grace-

fully draped crimson curtains of Mandel Hall made effective and un-

obtrusive backgrounds that lent atmosphere to the whole play and

served to bring into relief the carefully costumed players. For an out-

door scene painted scenery should not be used unless one is able to

procure (and that is rarely possible) a back drop that is painted so

beautifully that it is really picturesque. If such a panorama drop

can be obtained, then it should be used with curtains or tall screens

covered with green cloth at the sides of the stage. Avoid the ugly,

inartistic painted wings that never did and never will create an illusion

of reality or add in any way to the picture.

Lighting is an important consideration in staging a play for we

cannot always place our stage, as we do a picture, so that we may have a

good natural light upon it. We shall need artificial light in order

that we may see what is being acted. Today people are learning to

handle illumination so that lieautiful, subtle effects of light and shadow

are gained, and illumination has come to play a very important part in

a performance. Footlights are to be avoided because they tend to

draw an unpleasant and inartistic line across the lower edge of the

picture which often bothers both audience and actors. Border, side,

and bunch lights furnished with dimmers, together with a baby spot-

light, are to be found on a stage well equipped for artistic perform-

ances. I believe in the darkened auditorium because of the effect upon

the actor. Unable to see the audience distinctly, he is not distracted

by them; and the well-lighted stage takes the actor away from the

outside world and gives him the feeling of the realm of play and of

fancy.

People often ask if it is not injurious for a person to play the part

of a bad chai'acter. There is no danger to be feared because every part

is played for tbe purpose of bringing out the constructive central idea

of the play. In every good play the issue between good and evil is

unmistakable, and the certainty of the triumph of right is constantly
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16. TOM PINCH

the yearning of many for acting and save them from taking up the the-

atrical profession only to be disillusioned and bitterly disappointed.

There may once in a while be a person who should take up acting

as his life work, and it is of great value that the one talented person

should be discovered early because the way of art is long.

It is claimed that artificiality is an evil that results from dramatic

work. Artificiality results only from poor teaching. We cannot ex-

pect people who are not specially qualified and trained, to handle

wisely the dramatic development of young people. We no longer ex-

pect every teacher to be able to teach all subjects. We have specialists

to teach drawing, music, domestic science, physical training. Why
should we not have people who at least have some understanding of

the value of the dramatic instinct and the method of its development?

School theatricals and dramatic art are not synonymous. The average

person knows almost nothing about preparing a class for the presenta-

tion of a drama. Some very intelligent people watching an early re-

hearsal of The Melting Pot said, "Why is there so little action? Why
do not the characters do more?" These people, had they been con-

ducting the work, would have then and there introduced action and by
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so doing have helped to make the children artificial. Activity came in

due time in the educational way as an evolution, as a result of a de-

mand within the actors for a fuller expression of a thought perceived,

an emotion felt. Players must think more before they can do more.

There is a real danger from having untrained and unskilled people

directing the dramatic work. It is an avenue of education that can be

productive of the greatest intellectual, physical, and spiritual good to

young people if it is in the hands of one who comprehends the sig-

nificance of the dramatic instinct and know how to develop it. The

normal .schools and the colleges of education should give their graduates

a better preparation for the teaching of this subject which is at present

in its infancy.

A full statement of the way in which the training of the dramatic

instinct is to be handled in the high school would require a volume in

itself. I shall be satisfied if I have given some of my readers a better

appreciation of the great good that can come through the right de-

velopment of man's dramatic instinct, and if I have encouraged the

teachers of literature to give special attention to this valuable branch

which is bound to be recognized as an integral part of all well-rounded,

educational development. The regular course in literature needs

only to be carried to its logical conclusion to give the needed exercise

of the dramatic instinct, and I hope I have suggested the way in which

to begin to develop this instinct. The study of literature should be

dramatic in spirit; there should be a considerable amount of dramatic

expression which is not necessarily a formal play, but yet serves to

stimulate imagination, free the agents of expression, and prepare the

children for formal play-giving.

As children grow older, they should look upon the plays presented

before the whole school as serious pieces of work, demanding a high

degree of effort, and painstaking and thorough preparation. This

means there will be few stage presentations in the high school. To

get the real value out of the production of a play, a great deal of time

and energy is demanded. If we are to fit children to become efficient

members of society, we must not put an over-emphasis on any one sub-

ject. The wise educator should be able to recognize the intrinsic

value of every study, and be able, through a sane perspective, to give it

its due place. The educational pendulum often swings widely from

extreme to extreme, because in our enthusiasm, or in our crystalized

beliefs we lose our sense of proportion.
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Not all literature is to be dramatized, nor every drama to be

staged. The presentation of a play represents a social contribution,

resulting from much study and preparation. A play done with cos-

tumes and properties before an audience seems to me to correspond,

in a measure, to a picture framed for contemplation. No art teacher

would permit a student to frame a rough sketch that he had made, no

matter how patiently he had worked. There must be the period of

apprenticeship. De Maupassant, under the direction of Flaubert,

turned out manuscript after manuscript that was consigned to the fire.

I believe that children should realize that a large appreciation of

truth and a considerable degree of freedom, gained through practice

in expression, should precede a formal presentation in costume and

with properties. We must elevate the pupil's standards of judgment

and hold him to his best. Therefore, I say few plays, as the children

grow older, and these plays as carefully worked out as possil)le. Then

the children will have that satisfaction and that development of power

that comes from a thoroughly painstaking and beautiful bit of work.

I believe that many of our pupils at the Francis Parker School

are beginning to see that costumes and scenery do not make a play.

They a.re beginning to appreciate that it is possible to stand before a

group of people, and by voice and bearing make a story so real that

the listener gets a vivid picture. They are beginning to understand

that their ability to perceive a thought or idea vividly is a necessary

step which must precede acting. They thoroughly enjoy doing scenes

from great dramas without scenery or costumes.

Let us have as much literary study as we can afford time for

in the high school; let the study be dramatic in spirit; let us have

occasional scenes done without costume; let us have readings, recita-

tions, and story-telling; let us make use of charades, impersonations,

pantomimes, and uncostumed plays by one group for another, by one

grade for another; but let us have occasionally a really beautiful and

adequate play or pageant, done in the assembly-room, and so con-

scientiously and beautifully done that it shall linger in the thought of

the school as a standard which it is a high privilege to maintain.

The importance of the occasion should determine the question of

scenery and costume, just as the importance of the occasion determines

what clothes a person shall wear. If the play is a grade exercise, we
need the simplest accompaniment. If it is for a morning exercise,

comparative simplicity again, not too dressed up. If we are present-
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ing a play as a celebration of some festival, or as a graduating exercise,

then we may utilize such properties and costumes as will enhance our

picture.

"Costly thy hal)it as thy purse can Iniy,

But not expressed in fancy; rich, not gaudy."

The purpose of education is to help one to gain a true conscious-

ness of the real self, and to acquire an understanding of one's relation

to his fellowmen. To accomplish this end, education must set the

imagination free from limitations of accidental environment and de-

velop the whole self, physical, intellectual, esthetic, and spiritual, and

thus help man to arrive at the real beauty and truth of life, the king-

dom of heaven within, the consciousness that man is one with the

beautiful and the true. The full development of the higher self re-

quires more than physical and intellectual attainment; it must in-

clude the development of the esthetic and spiritual nature. The fine

arts play a large part in this development. Dr. John Dewey, in his

psychology, in a paragraph on the fine arts, writes : "Art is the attempt

to satisfy the esthetic side of our nature. As the esthetic side of our

nature is the feeling of the ideal as such, it follows that art can com-

pletely satisfy admiration only when it completely manifests the ideal.

And as we have seen that this ideal is the completely developed self,

we may say that the end of art is to create that in which the human
soul may find itself perfectly reflected. Or as the essential factor in

beauty is harmony, harmony with self, we may say that the end of art

is to produce a perfectly harmonized self. The various fine arts are

the successive attempts of the mind adequately to express its own ideal

nature, or, more correctly stated, adequately to produce that which will

satisfy its own demands for and love of a perfectly harmonious nature,

something in which admiration may rest." And in another phrase he

says of drama: ^'It consunnnates the range of fine arts, because in

dramatic form we have the highest ideal of self, personality displaying

itself in the form of personality. The ideal and the mode of its em-

bodiment are both personal, and beyond this art cannot go, for in this

man finds himself expressed."



A TEACHERS' MEETING

Notice to Teachers, Thursday, October 16, 1913.

Gi-ade Meeting (Literature Room), 7 :10 to 8 :30 P. M.

Topic

:

Written Expression in the Grades.

1. What stimulus have you seen the cause of interesting and

valuable written expression?

2. Is imaginative expression worth striving for ? Is it better left

to adolescence?

3. Our children are all fair newspaper reporters. ' Can we supply

any stimulus to esthetic expression ?

It is a cherished custom in the Francis W. Parker School for all

the teachers to assemble in a weekly meeting Thursday evening, to

consider applications of pedagogic principles to the work of the

school. On rare occasions the teachers divide into two or more groups

for special purposes. It was such a group which, on October 16th, dis-

cussed the matter of written English in the grades. The group included

all the grade teachers and a few others. Practically every one aided

in the discussion. In response to question 1 (above) all the grade

teachers had handed children's papers to one of their number who, in

the absence of Miss Cooke, the principal, had charge of the discussion.

The report here given is from the stenographer's notes, but the steno-

graphic report has necessarily been amplified considerably in places

and cut in others.

'Leader.—A good teachers' meeting should be like a good recita-

tion: every one should be stimulated to think; every one should con-

tribute voluntarily to the discussion; the leader should have a result

in mind, but should be glad to find at the end that the result is far

difi^erent from what he planned—and far better. There is another re-

semblance also : that every one should have made some preparation and

should use this intellectual material for further thinking under the

stimulus of other minds and skillful guidance.

Miss H.—I suppose it was with that in mind that we were asked
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to think about this question: What stimuli have you seen result in

valuable written expression ?

Leader.—Yes. I can't promise the skillful guidance, but the

papers on the desk are evidence that every one has contributed material

for discussion. We might very well begin with the book of "Spring

Poems" written by the fifth grade, if Miss will read some of

the poems and tell us how they were made.

Miss M.—-These verses were written in the fifth grade several

years ago. The printing was done by a seventh grade. There are

sixteen poems in the book. I will read one or two

:

THE AWAKENING OF SPRING

The sleeping fields and meadows,
At the call of spring,

Awaken after winter's doze,

And the birds begin to sing, to sing

Of the spring, the glorious spring.

The cattle all are grazing

In the pastures green,

Their smooth old heads are never raising.

In every flower can be seen

The joy of spring, the glorious spring.

And when the spring is gone,

Comes summer and her beauties

In the garden and on the lawn.

But the spring is best for all.

Oh, the spring, the glorious spring!

Doris

SPRING IN THE FOREST
The grass is green.

The robins are here.

And birds are thick in the air.

The animals hunt.

The wild bears roam
Far away from their native home.

The fields look green,

The trees make shade

In the far away, lonely forest glade.

Frank
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The children did all this writing in school. The literature periods

on the days preceding were spent in reading to the children all of the

l)est lyric poems I thought they could understand and enjoy. Then

we spoke of the coming of spring and our pleasure in it and the ex-

pression of this pleasure in our May Day Festival. Then each chose

some favorite ideas or group of ideas and wrote about them. Each

child worked independently until he had produced the best result he

could. Then the poems were read to the class. JSTecessarily the subject

of rhythm and rhyme came up. The children suggested the rereading

of the "beautiful" poems, so that they might observe more carefully

the rules of rhythm and rhyme as there exemplified. Once more they

went back to improve their work. When they had exhausted their

own power, they called on the class for final criticism.

Leader.—-Can you recall what was the chief stimulus to writing

in this instance ? Was it from the thought that May Day was coming,

or from the emotion spring arouses in everyone? Or was it chiefly

from the reading?

Miss M.—1 think the reading gave them a feeling for the form;

the thought of writing just for May Day was not so very important.

The inspiration came mostly from the joy of the spring. But since

it has become a custom of the school to celebrate May Day by crowning

a queen, planting a tree, and dancing round a May pole, the queen

has annually awarded a chaplet to the most successful poet. Most of

the spring poems of late years have been written very definitely with

the idea of competing for this honor. The chosen poem is usually set

to music by some class and sung in the May Day exercise of the fol-

lowing year. From this custom have resulted some fairly acceptable

verses, some written in the high school and more in the grades.

Leader.—Of course the children who wrote the verses in that

book of spring poems have done creative writing always. One of the

teachers had some verse from them when they were in the fourth

grade.

Miss L.—Yes. This is a stanza that George wrote after a de-

lightful excursion to the Des Plaines river—a geography excursion:

The river was all golden

As the sun shone down
On every little wavelet

By the June winds blown.
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The children wrote poems, some while they were there. They

received no assisraneo. In that grade everyhody put his emotions into

words. Frieda and Kathorinc were in the habit of writing, and they

wrote some cliarming bits. Prank wrote some really worthy things.

Even before they came to the fourth grade they made poems. Owen

had written one the year before, and his mother had supplied one word.

header.—That same class in the eighth grade wrote the play of

"True Thomas," which is the most poetic thing in prose any of our

children ever did. It may be, therefore, that they are outside our

discussion. We are trying to find what stimulus we have supplied

that led to creative writing. The stimulus here almost seems to be in

the children themselves.

Miss D.—Still, the example seems to have spurred on others who

had perhaps as much imagination but less initiative. Granting that

we seldom have a class in which so many children write readily, with

a genuine sense of beauty of form, is it not true that there is some

one in every class; in fact, that the capacity is in every one, and that

if we used the one or two as example and stimulus to the others, we

should have more of this sort of thing?

Miss A.—The fourth grade, in connection with their Greek

work, learned a number of Homeric hymns and poems. These had

led to a discussion of choice of words, and often we spent the greater

part of a period selecting from the poems passages which were par-

ticularly beautiful and then trying to repeat the same thought in our

own language. Just before the children began writing their poetry,

we had in a simple way something about meter and rhythm. Then

each child selected a topic and wrote. For several days we did this,

always devoting a part of the period to criticism of the poems that

were handed in, and then we began a group poem. The first problem

was the subject. Every child wanted to write about Odysseus, but

there was such a variety of themes suggested that the selection was

difficult. Finally they decided to write a song that might have been

sung by Odysseus as he was going home. One rather interesting point

in the poem is the last line of every stanza. The children thought

they would like these lines similar and in spite of all difficulties they

clung to their point. It took us four days to write the poem. Nearly

every child contributed something.
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SONG OF ODYSSEUS
Our good ship speeds across the deep,

The white waves dashing high;

A careful watch my men do keep,

And at the wheel * am I.

I would that I might see the shores

Of our dear native land;

My men they smite with shining oars,

While at the helm I stand.

Now blows the good wind more and more
While swift and true we fly;

Before us lies the longed-for shore,

And at the prow am I.

With eager eyes I've longed to see

That unforgotten land.

Away we sail on past the lea

While at the bow I stand.
• — -?"

.

For many a year we fought in war
But now toward home we fly.

We'll soon be safe upon the shore,

My noble men and I.

Leader.—Are we going to consider only verse? Isn't it worth

while to try for imaginative writing in prose also? I mean in the

grades.

Miss L.—The insuperable difficulty, to my mind, is that we our-

selves cannot write. Writing is a gift, an art. We teachers stand

appalled before the idea of the Year Book, because we cannot write.

Bernard Shaw says, "He who can, does; he who cannot, teaches." Of

course, we should not attempt seriously to teach what we cannot our-

selves do.

Leader.—I differ from you on both points. It is true we cannot

make artists; they are born. But writing, as Weber Linn points out,

is not only an art but a craft. Any one can learn to use the tools

with some skill. Words are the common material. Our teaching

should be such that we give to every pupil adequate skill in manipulat-

ing this material—at the same time fostering the exceptional gift.

*The untoward fact that a Greek ship had no pilot's wheel was pointed out to the
class, but the young poets' fondness for their own literary invention overrode their

respect for historic realities, and the line must remain unchanged.
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Every one of iis could have Ix'cii taught to write acceptalily, with some

ease and some (niisli. It is not adding something extraneous when

we teacli a ehild to use liis own language beautifully; it is merely

bringing him nearer to the normal man by developing his natural

jjowcrs. As to the other pointy

—

Miss D.—I should like to hold up your hands on this latter point.

I cannot write—I cannot write a letter. But it appears to me that

I was robbed of my birthright. I should have been encouraged to

express myself daily in writing, to express my ideas and feeling and

not merely the facts I had acquired. If we avail ourselves of all

possible stimuli, if we are constantly on the watch for them, if we

guard against too much writing of the newspaper paragraph sort, these

children will not be so aghast at attempting to set their thoughts on

paper.

Leader.—Our children are not particularly aghast, to my mind.

Nothing in the way of daily surprises is so unfailing as the ease with

which every pencil moves. I say, "Every one write the first two or

three speeches for our play." Scarcely one hesitates an instant. But

the result is poor. I deprecate their "fatal fluency" as much as our

paralysis at the idea of writing. We need to curb this readiness and

train some skill, a nice use of words, pleasure in cadence, a critical

taste that rejects the dull and superfluous. But mere writing, with-

out criticism and training, does not give these things.

Miss C.—This story of Arnold's shows some results of criticism.

It shows too, how the children's reading may stimulate them to write,

and how their writing may quicken their appreciation of literature.

"This is a picture of me. I was about four and a half years old. In

one hand I have a vase, in the other a picture book. The vase I am
going to send crashing to the floor; the picture book I am going to tear

into shreds; the chair I have already knocked down; the lamp I am
coming to next. I had a right to do whatever I could—my mother had
taken my brother to the theater and left me at home. I would show
them that I was not to be fooled with. With that I went to work, throw-
ing pillows off the bed and doing whatever I could. Then the sudden
thought came into my mind, 'What would mother do when she got
home? What would she do?' Not that I had the least doubt as to what
my mother would do, but I kept repeating, 'What would mother do
when she got homr ?' Then I hit upon a bright plan. They had left

me at home to get me angry and make me cry. If I appeared content
and straightened everything -up and sat down with my picture book
they would be disappointed. With this thought in mind I straightened
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everything up, I put the chairs in place, put the pillows back on the bed,

did whatever I could to make the room look shipshape. Then I sat

down in my little chair, looking at the picture book. When my mother

and family came home they said: 'Why, we can leave Arnold at home
any time. He does not mind at all!' Thus ended my great plot for

revenge against my cruel family."

Arnold's grade, in the Dickens centennial year, were all reading

Dickens with great enjoyment. When Harriet looked np his life for

them, they were all greatly interested in the amount of autobiograph-

ical material he had used in the books they had read, and especially

in his tender sympathy with the hardships of little children, due to

his vivid memories of his own unhappy childhood. They agreed to write

stories, more or less close to fact, about their own early experiences.

In a morning exercise, they told eight or ten of these stories, as you

perhaps remember, and made drawings to illustrate them. Arnold's

was interesting because he remembered the psychological experience

and embellished the facts to make his points more strongly—a piece

of technique acquired from Dickens. All of the stories were re-

written after very careful criticism. We worked for a fitting voca-

bulary and omission of the non-essential. In that same class is

Henry, who loves to write, and whose intention in those days was to

be a writer. When he was very little, he intended to be a king, but

he gave that up later, and of course, he may have abandoned the idea

of authorship by this time and turned his mind to business, as his

father so ardently wished him to do. Henry couldn't write an accept-

able reminiscence of infancy, though he tried, and I tried to help him.

He was steeped in Dumas that year, shocking as it may seem, and was

consciously and almost successfully imitating Dumas' style. He
wrote, if you remember, two or three historical sketches for the "Re-

corder," attributing the defeat at Waterloo to a general's delay for a

cup of chocolate, and that sort of thing. But he used his imagination

once in a very interesting way. He and his mother went up north

in the summer to escape the hay fever season. His mother told him

that they were going to a French Canadian town, and his imagination

set to work at once ; but when he arrived he found a coarse, hideous,

frontier town, utterly devoid of everything he had hoped for. To

console himself, he wrote a story of the town he had imagined—a town

utterly French, utterly cut off from the influences of modern civiliza-

tion. The story had a very unusual quality of imagination. Henry's

French class dramatized it afterwards, but we have never had it played.
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Now I believe that Heni^ shows a better way to use vacation ex-

periences than we generally follow. Can we not teach the children to

treat the actual fact as imaginative material? What is the value of

their writing vacation stories unless they learn something from it?

Suppose that one story suggests a chance for beautiful description.

The writer should see how a good author would use that material.

Another story offers an opening for telling, vivid phrasing. Eead the

writer one of Stevenson's driving paragraphs, full of verbs, all striking

home, and set him to work again. Lois, in the sixth grade, wrote

such a. story this fall. You could see, as you read it, how another

child who had had the same experience might have failed utterly

to put the life and motion into it that Lois did. But if the other

child had the material, he should have been helped towards its better

expression. Too often the product, though carefully written, is dis-

couragingly dull. But we accept it. The child wasted his time writ-

ing it; he learned nothing about how to express himself.

Leader.—The fault is partly in the kind of writing we allow. A
bare report of the facts observed on a science excursion is of far less

value to many children than would be an attempt to voice the feeling

aroused by the beauty of the scene. Children must learn to report

accurately, but it is the lowest form of written expression, and we

allow too much time to be spent upon it. That Dane who wrote a life

of Shakespeare says that in Shakespeare's day every one was a fair

poet and dramatist, just as in our day every one is a fair newspaper

reporter. People have not changed; stimuli have changed. And
think what we rob the children of if we do not awaken their apprecia-

tion of imaginative and descriptive writing. Nothing will so awaken

this appreciation as the habit of trying to express adequately their

own emotions and their philosophical ideas.

Miss D.—Then let's talk a little more about how to teach it. Is

it better to leave it to adolescence? Children of thirteen to eighteen

years are supposed to be full of surging emotions struggling for ex-

pression, of a feeling for beauty that ought to manifest itself in a "love

for lovely words." We leave the training in composition largely to

the high-school teachers now. Isn't it as well ?

Miss L.—No. The attempt to express, results in keener observa-

tion, both of sensation and of emotion. The adolescent period some-

times begins as low as the fourth grade. Esthetic experience is one of

the earliest experiences. A taste for words often appears as early at
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least as the fourth grade. Witness the Greek pla}"- written by the

fourth grade in 1908. (See Year Book II.) Five or six of that class

had a very strong appreciation of the l)eanty of words—even their

cooking papers showed it.

Miss H.—In my opinion, no children in the school are too young

for training in this direction. If by written expression you mean

composition, and you do of course, the first and second grades can

do a great deal to teach choice of words and beauty of sentence by

means of story telling. The fifth grade, in preparing the story of

Sinbad for the morning exercise, did work that was pretty careful

preparation for composition.

Miss L.—In our discussion of stimuli to imaginative writing, we

must not forget literature. Children must be familiar with the

highest, finest forms; they must have some background, not only of

out-of-door experience, but of great literature.

Miss C.—May I read the story Drummond wrote last year ? He
succeeded fairly well, partly because he reads a great deal and partly

because nothing could be read in class that his mind did not seize

upon.

THE PRIOR FALLS ILL

Alas! It seemeth that King John's visit hath caused the Lord to

inflict a terrible penance on our beloved brotherhood. No longer ago

than this morn the good prior, Father Anselm, was beset by an evil

spirit, which caused him to writhe and roll upon the floor, making
ludicrous faces the while he uttered pious supplications for relief.

The good Jew, Isaac, who is a learned leech, saith there is small

hope for our noble superior, for in his present condition (which is, to

tell the truth, more than comely roundness) the disease by which he is

beset is more to be dreaded than under more happy form.

Alas! This will be a sad blow. But who can tell? Is it not possible

this is a special intervention of God in my favor? Is it not possible

that by the aid of good, fat, jolly Father Jaques and some of my other

merry companions of the chessboard and bowling green, I may succeed,

by the death of the prior, to the post of treasurer, where I may have

a goodl> horse to ride forth to the manor house on my business of col-

lecting rents and seeing to the business of the monastery?

While walking in the cloister, inhaling the fragrance of the flowers

growing in the garth and listening to the doves cooing in the dovecote,

I pondered this matter with myself, and although it is indeed an unholy

thing to wish a man's death, it would be pleasing to me to have the

handling of that business, which is now seen to by that great rogue.

Brother Alfred. The matter made me anxious and uneasy, for at one

moment I hoped for the good prior's death, at the next was saying aves
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and pater nosters for him—enough to save the soul of an ordinary man,

all for the ease of my own conscience.

Thinking of my promotion caused me to make two great blunders

in my work in the scriptorium, in penance for which I am wearing a

v/reath of thorns on my head.

I laid the subject before my friend and adviser, Brother Edmund,

who, it seems, is troubled by the same thoughts of another office, and,

indeed, throughout the whole brotherhood disquiet reigns.

It is not seemly that such plotting and scheming should be going on

in our holy retreat, and if I do reach my desired position it shall be

my first attempt to change the system.

Miss S.—It sounds as if he had read Browning.

Miss H.—^We need to know how much you did in the stinuilating

of that. How nearly does that represent the grade?

Miss 0.—I tried to have them thoroughly familiar with the

period of King John. It is a period important to Americans on

account of Magna Charta. Then we tried to imagine the character

of a monk in John's time. We studied a monastery, and how the

monks kept annals and were familiar with the news of the day. The

children tried and tried and tried again to write a part of a monk's

diary or to write some story which should be useful to succeeding

classes studying the time of John. This story was not much better

than Hermon's or Ted's or one or two others. It was Drummond's third

attempt. He could not write a tale, as most of the others did, so I gave

him part of Carlyle's "Past and Present" to read—the part about the

Monk Samson. The psychological idea appealed to him, and he did

better. I have kept most of the stories for later grades to use.

Leader.—Was it important for every one to try to write such a

story? Why should you have Barrett, for instance, whose power of

expression is so atrophied, struggle with that task ? Why not select a

few people who express themselves readily and give Barrett and others

like him a different kind of work ? Then we should not be satisfied with

a mediocre result from an able pupil, as we are too prone to be. The

able pupil can do far better than the poor one without putting forth

all his powers, and we forget that the product is not the best he is

capable of. It is democratic to ask all to do it, but such a course

accounts for the fact that democracy and mediocrity go hand in hand.

Miss C.—I do not believe that neglecting Barrett will make Drum-

mond a better writer. It is we teachers who must see the possibilities

in every one and stimulate all to their best. We should suggest a task

and keep it in their minds, but not hurry it. Let an idea grow and
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ripen through a week or two weeks. Don't think a child idle because

he is not writing or drawing or figuring. It is the crowding at school

and at home that militates most strongly against satisfactory imagin-

ative writing.

Miss H.—The present seventh grade seems to have a gift for

language expression. I hoped at the beginning of the year that some

of the grades might have something ready for the "Eecorder." I

thought of the seventh grade, who remembered the incident in con-

nection with the Pictured Eocks which I had told them three years

before. I thought it might make a good plot for a story and asked

them to write one. They asked many questions about details, and

then their grade teacher talked with them about points of view from

which they might tell the story. They asked if they had to tell every-

thing as it happened. I said, "JSTo." They all wrote. It was a won-

derful set of papers. Out of twenty-three papers, there were ten or

twelve that were so good that they ought to have been read to the class.

They criticized these stories, and then I did. Eight or ten of them

wanted to rewrite their stories. The remainder felt no inward im-

pulse to further effort, and since I know of nothing more deadening

to good writing habits then to drudge against desire, I seconded the

idea that only the volunteers should go on with the stories. I trusted

to future occasion to stimulate the others. I made individual sug-

gestions to those who had chosen to write again, and they began to

work. Finally, the stories were completed, I read the best five to

the class, and they chose one for the next issue of "The Recorder,"

and they chose wisely.

ON THE LAST BARGE
(A True Story)

On the southern coast of Lake Superior is a wall of rock. It is

very beautiful, with gorgeous colors marked on it in streaks and spots.

These rocks are called the Pictured Rocks. They are high and very

long. Toward the beginning of winter there are bad storms on Lake

Superior, and it is especially dangerous near this cliff, as there is no

landing place for nearly forty miles. The rocks are almost perpendicular

save for little ledges made by the breaking ofif of the soft sandstone.

A steamer towing two barges plowed its. way through the water

opposite the Pictured Rocks. Night was near, and there was a bad

storm. Most of the men on the last barge were in a group on the deck

looking at the wall of rock, the outline of which could be dimly seen

through the gathering dark.

"It'd be mighty dangerous near them in a storm," remarked one.
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"Looks mighty rough, don't it?" said another.

On the other side of the barge, leaning against the side, stood a man,

seeing nothing, hearing nothing. Life had been a long, hard struggle

for him, and he was defeated. He still worked, but he had no ambition,

he cared for nothing.

"It don't seem hardly fair," he thought. "There's Jim now. What's

he ever done to be always getting higher? I don't see. Yesterday, it

seems he was working at my side; tomorrow like as not he'll be too

high to be my boss, as he is now. I'll be like the dirt under his feet."

These were his usual thoughts. In fact he was so taken up with

self pity that the men called him Sleepy Sol. Jim was even now discuss-

ing him with M'randa.

"If he'd only wake up and take notice, a feller'd have more patience

with him. As it is, he's too busy doin' nothin' to think o' anyone else,"

said Jim.

"Now, Jim, don't be too hard on him. Many's the time he's peeled

my taters when you was too busy. An' I reckon he does his work as

well as you," was the cook's reply.

Jim laughed as he took a knife and vigorously attacked the big bowl

of potatoes standing at M'randa's elbow. M'randa, besides being the

cook, was the only woman on the barge. Therefore the twelve men
whom she fed regarded her with respect.

"Now, M'randa, don't get het up. I only—What's the matter?" For

a man, ghastly white, had run into the kitchen.

"Where's the megaphone," he cried wildly. "The megaphone, where

is it? The hawser's broke."

"Here it is. Come on," cried Jim, and the two men dashed out.

"Loose, and in such a storm!" came from M'randa's white lif)S, as

she sat still, almost too dazed to think.

Outside, the storm raged more fiercely every moment. The great

waves lifted the barge high up into the air, only to let it sink quickly

down, down till it seemed that the next wave would never come to

lift it out of that deep chasm. The men shouted in vain through the

megaphone. Above the din of the storm nothing could be heard. At last

they gave it up. Slowly the night passed. The little group on the barge

huddled miserably together. The storm, instead of abating, grew fiercer.

At length the men saw signs of light in the east. As the light grew
stronger they saw something which made them gasp with horror.

Scarcely thirty yards away from them, towering high above them, were

the Pictured Rocks. That wall of rock, so beautiful on a calm day,

now was the most terrifying sight they could imagine. And every great

wave brought them nearer. In a few minutes

—

"We're getting nearer every moment," shuddered M'randa.

Nearer, nearer—it was terrible. There was surely no way of escape

from those rocks. Suddenly Jim sprang up and got a rope.

"I'm going to jump for that ledge," he said quietly. "If I reach it

I'll climb up and let down the rope."
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Ledge! Yes, there it was, a little ledge with a few shrubs on it.

It was over half way up, but the monstrous waves lifted the barge nearly

on a level with it. Jim waited till the boat was on the crest of a wave,

and then he jumped. The men held their breath. Would he get it? A
groan of horror escaped, for Jim had clutched the shrubs for one short

moment and then, slipping, had fallen with a cry to be dashed against

the rocks.

The men stood silent. So simply, so nobly, had this man given up
his life in the effort to save his companions that even in this time of

danger they were impressed with his heroism.

Then one man, large and strong, spoke.

"I don't call myself a coward, but I wouldn't jump after seeing that."

Then Sleepy Sol stepped forward.

"An' I don't call myself particular' brave, but I ain't much to live

for anyway. I'll try."

Fearfully the men watched him as he tied a coil of rope around his

waist. He, too, waited. Then he jumped.
A mighty cheer arose. He had landed safely on the ledge. But

there was still the difficult climb ahead of him. That, too was dangerous.
A slip would mean instant death. But he reached the top safely. He let

down the rope, and the men, preceded of course, by M'randa, climbed up.

Then they rested a few moments before going to Munising, the nearest

town. As they walked slowly along, Sleepy Sol saw a new respect for

him in the eyes of M'randa and the men.

Elisabeth

Miss H.—I think many times we are afraid to make enough sug-

gestions. For instance, Mary wrote a story for "The Recorder" and

it lacked climax. It was weak at the end. I talked it over with her

and made some suggestions. Later, she came to me and said, "Would

it be right. Miss H., for me to do just as j^ou said? I didn't know

whether I had a right to do that. Geneva said I ought not." It

seems to me that to give a cliild help is riglit. If the plot falls down

at a certain place, surely it is not wrong to show exactly how to bring

it up. Moreover, it is individual help that counts. If I personally

•am shown how to retrieve a certain awkward sentence that I have

struggled with, I am encouraged more than I could be by the best

of group lessons.

Miss C.—There is another stimulus to which we have barely

alluded that has much in its favor. This is the writing of a play.

The motive is so strong that every one is roused to his best creative

power. No one has to make a sustained effort, as he does in writing a

story, but speech after speech must be made, and as each speech must

aid the movement of the play, a basis for criticism is afforded.
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Leader.—Wc have illustrated a few stimuli which we have seen

result in interesting written expression—May Day, an excursion, vaca-

tion, the Avriting of plays, literature, history, tlic example of others.

Preparing for an important morning exercise is often an incentive

to dignified, adequate writing among the older children. The chil-

dren's summer letters to us, i£ we knew just how to use them, might be

a genuine expression of something more than a belief in our

interest. The \¥eekly affords a chance to write briefly, with an eye to

freshness of material and freshness of expression. In short, I be-

lieve that the number of possible stimuli is very great, and that we

are culpably neglectful of our duty, when we allow such a vast bulk

of unimaginative writing. If we can close the meeting with everyone

somewhat stimulated to effort, some views slightly modified, some

practice slightly changed, it is as much as w^e can hope from one dis-

cussion of training in esthetic expression.



CLAY MODELING

Clay modeling is by no means a new factor in the school curri-

culum, yet for some reason educators have devoted less time to dis-

cussing it, at least in print, than to almost any other subject taught.

To one who believes strongly in the educational value of model-

ing, the realization of this dearth of literature on the subject comes

with some feeling of shock. Psychologists, teachers, and artists have

discussed drawing and painting as a means of expression and thus of

education, and have produced a considerable volume of material con-

cerning the value of those studies in elementary and secondary grades.

Then why is there not more discussion of modeling?

This question forces one to analyze his own point of view, to

search for reasons for his confident belief that clay modeling can do

some things for the pupil which cannot be done by any other study in

the curriculum and can do other things better than they are done by

any other study.

The acquisition of any new art means acquiring a new way of

seeing, thereby widening one's possibilities of expression—increasing

one's expression vocabulary, as it were. But what does clay modeling

do in particular?

In trying to answer this question to myself, I have made a list of

arguments which seem to me valid for the use of clay in schools, con-

sidering first, modeling in general; second, figure modeling (sculpture

seems too dignified a term for the childish shaping of animals and

people, in the round or in relief, which we do in school) ; and third,

pottery. I have also cited quotations from thoughtful students of

the subject to corroborate my arguments, and I have further reenforced

them by experiences we have had in this school. In this list, the first

reason given is the children's reason. The other points are the teach-

er's motives for putting this study into the school. Under the head of

modeling in general, there are eight points; under figure modeling

there are five points, three of which apply to modeling in the round,

and two to modeling in relief; under pottery work, there are eight

points.
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I. CLAY MODELING IN GENEEAL

1. In considering -wliether or not a subject has a place in the

curriculum, one has to begin by asking whether it is one in which the

children can see real value ; for if they have no sense of vitality in the

thing they are doing, that thing cannot be really educative. The an-

swer to this question is so obvious in regard to clay work that it seems

almost unnecessary to state it, but, since it is as important as obvious,

it must be written down.

Almost all children love to manipulate cla}^, and they take great

pleasure in using it either to illustrate some point in their work for

other departments, or to make objects which they may keep for their

own use or present to their relatives and friends or to the school.

The love of manipulating a plastic substance is a race heritage, a

natural instinct of all ages, peoples, and times. Clay invites punching

and shaping, just as a smooth surface invites marking. This instinct

is one form of the "sense-hunger" born in man to lead him into de-

veloping the artistic and utilitarian possibilities of his environment

and thus raising his own social plane.

Making objects for gifts is a thoroughly social motive which re-

sults in vigorous effort to produce good work ; and many really attrac-

tive articles, especially in pottery, are made by the children. Among
the gifts they have made to the school are jars, bowls, and vases for

flowers ; a chocolate pot and set of cups to be used at faculiy committee

meetings (a boy in the metal department made a copper tray to go

with the chocolate set) ; desk sets; casts of various subjects in relief

and in the round. Among the latter is a bust of "Mr. Pecksniff,"

made by an eleventh-grade student (in 1912—the Dickens Centennial

Year) for use as property in the Senior play, which was a dramatized

version of "Martin Chuzzlewit."

2. Modeling is a great creative activity.

The exercise of the creative instinct gives one a sense of power

that cannot be equalled by any other sort of activity. The more of

this creative power the individual possesses, the more he can con-

tribute to society. Therefore all possible creative avenues should be

opened to him, that he may choose the one that offers him the freest

opportunity for expression. Modeling has been one of the great me-

diums of expression of the world, and we have no more right to close

doors of opportunity before the embryo Michelangelo than before tlie
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embryo Shakespeare. We should think it a crime to give a child with

a literary gift no cliance to put his thoughts into writing. It is just

as truly a crime not to give the child who neither speaks nor writes

fluently, but whose fingers can speak freely with clay, no chance to

say his say to the world. It is mere justice to give a boy who is pain-

fully embarrased when he has to stand up and talk before the school

the chance to show that, though he cannot do that easily and is not

strong enough to shine in athletics, there is a field in which he can l)e

a leader in the class and can make a sort of contribution to the class

work which no one else is able to make, or, at least, to make so well.

3. Since knowledge of form depends chiefly upon the tactual

sense, it. must follow that to train that sense to delicacy of perception

and execution must correspondingly enhance one's sensitiveness to

form.

Dr. O'Shea* says, "Form is mainly a iiiotoi- thing, so to speak;

the retina alone gives but signs which must be filled out from

motor experience." Modeling affords excellent opportunity for this

motor "filling out." It records the actual shape in contrast to drawing,

which records one aspect of the shape—a reduction from three dimen-

sions to two. That this reduction is a complex process is shown by the

curious drawings of children and primitive people, in which they at-

tempt to express, by a combination of full face and profile views, facts

that can be expressed properly in drawing only by an understanding of

foreshortening.

There is no possibility of "bluffing" about form with clay, for

one cannot hide any ignorance of form by change of position of the

object. Modeling gives opportunity for the motor-minded child, just

as graphic art does for the eye-minded and music for the ear-minded.

This applies even more to children having defective eyesight than to

those who merely have the predominating learning channel through

the fingers. A certain high school pupil who has about one-third nor-

mal vision and writes and draws very poorly in consequence, can make

quite acceptable pottery.

4. Clay is the simplest and most direct medium for expressing

the great majority of three-dimension images.

Colonel Parkert says, "Modeling stands next to making in the

nearness of its realization of the actual object to be represented." But

*Dynamic Factors in Education, p. 163.

tTalks on Pedagogics, p. 343.
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making, although a truer realization of the concept in some things

children want to express—furniture, boxes, sleds, etc.—is impossible

in the entire realm of nature, where clay, on the other hand, can realize

the concept in a very satisfactory manner. Moreover, materials used

in making, such as wood and cardboard, are much less tractable than

clay. Mistakes in them are difficult to correct—in clay, very easy.

Clay requires no preliminary mastery of tools, such as is demanded for

wood-working, for a great deal of very satisfactory modeling is done

without other tools than the fingers.

That clay is a simple and natural material for expression is

proved by its almost universal use, even in the most primitive stages

of society, and also by the readiness with which kindergarten children

learn to use it successfully.

5. Clay is a convenient material for illustrative use because it

is available both for quick sketch work recording immediate impres-

sions and for careful analytical study.

6. Modeling is, in itself, a quieting, restful occupation, free

from the nerve-wearing noise of wood or metal shop.

Miss E., a teacher, who was in a highly nervous. state, found clay-

modeling the most soothing occupation she could work at; Mrs. M.,

a high-strung society woman, suffering from nervous break down, was

advised by her physician to undertake clay work and was much helped

by it.

7. Clay is a material so universal and inexpensive* as to be

available anywhere.

When glazing is impracticable, the ware may be biscuited (fired

once) in brick, earthenware, or china kilns,t and finished with shellac

or wax. If no kiln is available, plaster-casting can preserve the best

work, especially reliefs, and for remaining pieces mere drying is often

adequate for school purposes. Our kindergarten children sometimes

make paper weights in the form of fruits. These are fired once, then

the children paint them in the natural colors with water-color paints

and finish by coating them with thin shellac. Older children may

make pots decorated in Indian style, using for paint eartli colors and

metallic oxides applied upon the moist clay and, when the ware is

*We pay one cent a pound and carrying charges amounting to nearly one cent
pound. We buy by the barrel, which weighs 400 or 500 lbs.

tNot when china is being fired, lest the raw ware harm the decorated pieces.
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XDIAN JAR MADE BY I'l ;IXTH GRADE

dry, firing it once. Greek jars may be made of red clay,* the designs

being painted with metallic black (copper and iron oxides), and the

vessels fired once; or, if the child's skill is not equal to using this

heavy pigment on fine details of pattern, the jar may be fired first

and then painted with black water-proof ink. (See figs, 17, 18, and 19.)

The shaping of clay has significance, not only pedagogically and

physically, but also as a symbol.

Edward A. Spring says:t "The moral efi:ect of this occupation is

special- the yielding nature of the clay seems to develop conscious

power, and to prophesy the dominion over material nature—while the

indestructibility [he means of fired clay, here] reveals the inexorable-

ness of law—truths which are opposite but not contradictory."

There is certainly something of marvel, magic, mystery in the

feeling one has as one watches a skillful modeler with a few touches

*Where good natural red clay is not available, as substitute use: 100 parts com-

mon gray clay, thoroughly dried, 10 parts burnt sienna (dry powder), 10 parts yellow

ochre Cury powder), 3 parts barium carbonate (powder). Grind up with water to make
slip, which may then be dried to consistency lit for modeling.

f'Clay Modeling for Kindergartners," Barnard's "Kindergarten and Child Culture

Papers," p. 685.
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18. GREEK JARS CAST, FINISHED AND DECORATED BY FOURTH GRADE
PUPILS FROM WOODEN PATTERNS TURNED BY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

19. GREEK JAK MADE B\ EU-A KM'H GRADE PUPIL
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20. SKETCHES FROM LIFE BY NINTH GRADE PUPILS

transform a meaningless lump of clay into a figure full of action or

into a charming piece of pottery. The sense of magic is especially

strong as one watches a potter at his wheel. Even when one is the

potter oneself, there is still a feeling of wonder at the instantaneous re-

sponse to the least touch ; and added to this there is the joy of the maker

—the artist—in his power over his medium, combined with a grateful

appreciation of the cleverness in the brain of man that enabled him to

think out and apply this particular harness to nature's forces, that

they might serve his need. Longfellow has expressed^ these feelings

in his poem, "Iveramos," and Browning in "Ealibi Ben Ezra," but such

expression is by no means limited to the modern poets. Horace, writ-

ing "De Arte Poetica," uses the shaping of a jar as a symbol of unity

and fitness in endeavor; and in Jeremiah XVII, the Prophet draws

a lesson from watching the clay in the hands of the potter. If this

lesson has been worth while to people of such widely differing ages,

may it not be worth something for our children ?

II. ILLUSTEATIVE MODELING

(a) Modeling in the Round.

1. Modeling in the round gives opportunity for the same kind

of dramatization that children delight in when playing with a toy

village or doll's house. It has, however, the additional values of in-

creased range of subjects (farm, Indian village, Arab camp, animal

habitat groups, etc.), and a new fund of information gained by the
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MEMORY SKETCHES BY PUPILS OF SIXTH GRADE

children through observing and recording in their own handiwork

facts they know, instead of merely playing with ready-made toys.

2. This sort of modeling demands careful observation; much

comparison of type with type; study of proportion; details of anatomy

and costume, etc. (See figs. 20 and 21.)

A boy who came into our school in the second grade drew very

well, but had never modeled. His first clay animals—some pigs

—

—were flat, like animal crackers ; for, having made many flat drawings,

he retained the impression of that flat expression in spite of having

seen the real thing. But after he had once felt the roundness of a

clay pig made by another child, he began to shape his properly, and

then his drawings, which had previously been outlines only, began to

show details within the outlines: the limbs stood out from the body,

near and farther legs were distinctly indicated, etc.

3. Figure modeling leads to an acquaintance with, and love for,

the great sculpture of all ages, one of the greatest fields of estlietic

enjoyment and culture.

Children having modeled various well-known casts, find them-

selves greeting these as acquaintances when seen at the Art Institute

;

the originals seem old friends when encountered in European galleries.

Postcards come back from London, Paris, Florence, or Eome, saying

:

"Saw the Spinario (or Venus de Milo, or Jeanne d'Arc, or the Medici

tom])s) today and thought of you and of the class." Having them-

selves tried to make figures, the children have great added respect for

real sculptors and are immensely impressed when given the opportunity

to see a sculptor at work. Such remarks as these are common : "I
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had to wait an hour down town Saturday, so I went to the Art In-

stitute and looked again at tlie statues we saw last week, when the

class went there. How could the Greeks make such beautiful figures,

when they hadn't many beautiful statues to look at first ?" "How long

did it take Mr. Lorado Taft to make 'The Great Lakes' fountain,

and did he have to try over many times before he made it so beau-

tiful?" "Mr. Taft has very beautiful dreams, and I hope he'll be

able to make them all come true in marble."

(b) Modeling in Relief.

1. Eelief modeling affords opportunity to represent certain sub-

jects which are difficult to execute in the round, such as certain his-

toric scenes, or illustrations representing flying creatures, trees, flow-

ers, ships, etc. (See fig. 23.)

2. This kind of work affords a rich opportunity for the study

of decorative design, especially in the application of plant form to or-

nament. Charming decorative plaques or panels may be made in this

mediumx for wall decoration or for insets in window boxes or other

furniture.

III. POTTERY
1. Pottery work demands a degree of accuracy and care in the

manipulation of material (lest the lopsided vase upset or the ill-welded

one burst in firing) not to be looked for, especially from young chil-

dren, in illustrative work.

Even little children will work for several lessons on a piece of

pottery without showing fatigue or lack of interest, for they can see

constant progress toward more perfect form. The habit of making

the expression correspond exactly to their image strengthens and

clarifies the latter, Avhich in turn produces better expression. But in

modeling animals or people, the form is much more complex; there

are so many details that all but the most prominent ones are lost sight

of; and when these few salient features are expressed to the child's

satisfaction (which can be done in a few moments), he has done all he

can do with the object, till a new experience of the thing he is trying to

express—another visit to the farm, the Zoological Garden, or the

museum—makes him conscious of the presence of other factors than

those he had previously recognized, or of inaccuracies in his recording

of them.

2. Pottery making uses both hands in the same coordinations

more than any other departments except that of physical training,
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thus developing in the left liand the deftness usually limited to the

right, and thereby strengthening the sense of bi-symmetry.

Mr. Spring says : "Many children are rendered clumsy for life

by using only the right hand. Modeling necessitates a skill of both

right and left, and children acquire it rapidly."

3. The designing and making of pottery awakens a sensitiveness

to symmetry, beauty of proportion, subtlety of curve, especially to the

fitness of the object and its decoration to its use, which few other

arts can equal.

Dr. Montessori,* after speaking of the historical and religious

significance of the potter's art, continues : "Besides the civil and moral

importance of the vase, we have another and practical one, its literal

adaptability to every modification of its form, and its susceptibility to

divers ornamentation; in this it gives free scope to the individual

genius of the artist."

4. Pottery affords opportunity for many kinds of decorative

treatment: stamping; incising; inlaying; decorating in relief; and

painting with slip, with under-glaze color, or with glaze. It thus lends

itself to skill of any degree.

5. The potter's art gives opportunity for the child, especially tlie

boy, who has a gift for mechanical accuracy but lacks the imagina-

tion to express himself freely in illustrative modeling or drawing, to

work in a medium less rigid than wood or metal, and so to give grace

and flexibility to his ideas of form without turning him adrift on the

—

to him—uncharted sea of imaginative modeling. It also affords a

chance for older children, whose critical faculties have developed be-

yond their executive powers, to make really beautiful and useful de-

jects when they cannot make sculptural studies that satisfy their

esthetic ideals. (See fig. 23.)

6. Pottery arouses an interest in the history of civilization as

handed down in the almost universal records of the potter's art. It

correlates closely with the other work in history, nature study, com-

mercial geography, and, in the subject of glazes, with chemistry.

Dr. Montessori,t following Professor Eandone, has much to say

upon the value of pottery as a means of teaching respect, apprecia-

tion, and love for objects, monuments, buildings, etc. She considers it

a really important part of civil education.

*Montessori Methods, pp. 1G4-5.

tMontessori Methods, p. 163, ct seq.
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POTTERY MADE ]!V CHILDKKX EROM EOLRTIl •WKLFTII GRADES

7. The terra cotta iudustr}', including building terra cotta, brick

and tile making, and pottery, is the third mineral industry of the

United States, only coal and iron surpassing it in importance. There-

fore, it deserves consideration in the school curriculum. An industry

affecting so many people ought to be a means of lifting national esthe-

tic standards and, through esthetic, moral ones. This cannot be done

except by the trained .manufacturer's responding to, and in return

stimulating, an intelligent and refined public taste. By developing in

children high esthetic standards for clay forms, we help to produce

national good taste and, thereby, good morals; for, as Euskin says,

''What we like determines what we are, and to teach taste inevital)ly

determines character."



METAL WORKING

Metal work, one of the oldest handicrafts of the world, has but

recently been introduced into the schools. In it the children of the

present day have an opportunity to show their individuality through

working with the metals and to develop a familiarity with and an

appreciation for this most interesting branch of artistic expression.

The exquisite gold and silver work of Egypt and Greece show

to what perfection the art was developed in ancient times; especially

in the Mycenaean age great ingenuity was displayed in creating new

and beautiful designs in all sorts of ornaments for personal adornment,

as well as in articles for domestic use and weapons for warfare and the

chase.

In exhuming some of the great treasures buried in Greece, many

varieties of hair ornaments, rings, pins, necklaces, bracelets, and

diadems of pure gold, intricate and artistic in design, have been found.

In the Middle Ages the 5^oung boys were early apprenticed to gold-

smiths and worked for many years, side by side with the master, to

gain perfection and skill, taking great pride and enjoyment in their

work. Today metal work proves very attractive to most pupils and

interests them more than working with other materials. In addition

to the natural desire for personal adornment, the artistic, technical,

historical, and social value appeals to them.

What could be more interesting than beating up an artistic form

from a piece of sheet metal or making a beautiful piece of jewelry of

artistic design and fine workmanship? In the first place there is the

big, free stroke of the hammer, which, properly directed, will stretch

or thicken the material at will, until it is the shape planned or one

even more pleasing. For often the worker, like the early crafts-

man, is inspired by the quality of the material and creates his design

as he works. In making the piece of jewelry there is the pleasure of

selecting the right stone for a pendant or ring and developing the

design; then follows the careful work of bringing out the beauty of

the idea in the metal. For, however simple, artistic expression in

any material must be beautiful, and in designing articles of copper,

silver, or gold there is a chance for gradual growth in good taste.
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24. ARTICLES OF COPPER

It has proved interesting and valuable also to the metal classes

to visit museums, studying the charming old pieces of work which

have been brought to light after being buried so many hundreds of

years, and comparing them with the arts and crafts exhibits of the

present day. The history of the goldsmiths of mediaeval times is

intensely interesting as exemplified in the directions given by The-

ophilus regarding the preparations of the work room, the benches, and

the kinds of "instruments" necessary; and in his instructions to his

craftsmen on "^'How to make the handles of the chalice," or "How to

prepare a silver vessel to be beaten with a design." The treatises

of Benvenuto Cellini are full of charm and also contain valuable in-

formation on the processes of metal work.

Almost invariably the pupil just beginning to work in metal

expresses a desire to make an ornament of silver or gold for personal

adornment. He knows nothing of the comparative value of the

metals, the texture or responsiveness of the material, the use of the

tools, nor the relation of designs to metal forms. These things must

be explained to him, and laboratory experiments by the teacher are

often necessary. He is brought to see that a piece of gold would be

too costly to use for his first effort, as it might be spoiled in the

making. He soon sees that it is unreasonable to use this beautiful

material for unskilled work. Moreover, gold and silver as generally

used are not in their pure state, but alloyed with other metals, and

therefore are harder to work.
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It is, then, suggested that it is best not to attempt work with

the precious metals at first, Init to make some simple though useful

articles in copper. There is much of interest in the copper ; the hard-

ening of the metal by pounding, and the consequent resistance to

handling ; the softening by annealing, and the resulting pliability

;

the manner in which it responds to the touch of the hammer and

tool; the durability; utility; and the wonderful fire colors. The

worker becomes enthusiastic over these characteristics of the metal

and enjoys making a simple article which he was perhaps loath to

begin, but which he finds most interesting and well worth while.

The more skill he has acquired in these first pieces, the more

l>eautiful will be the ornaments of silver and gold which he will later

produce. A particular charm of the jewelry is the realization that

the completed article is worthy to he worn as a personal ornament

by oneself or a friend.

The education of a j^upil is broadened in many ways by his con-

tact with the metals. He gains in comprehension and appreciation of

artistic expression in form and design. The concentration of mind,

the patience required, the appreciation of others' work, the ability to
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26. JEWELRY MADE BY SENIOR CLASS

bring into play the fine and complicated organization of the hand,

all develop character as well as good workmanship.

Perfection in technique is not expected before Avork in silver and

gold is permitted, but there must be a certain amount of drill in

order to learn the use of tools and to get some idea of the construc-

tion and the different processes of working on these metals.

The first articles made have little or no design beyond the gen-

eral shaping of the tray or bowl, but an effort is made to keep these

in as good proportion as possible. When the children begin designing

for metal tliey are told to. keep in mind the character of the material,

the shape of the article, and the spacing of their patterns. At first it

is difficult for them to see just what kind of design is suitable for this

new material, but it is not wise to be too critical of their first efforts,

lest they become discouraged hj heing held to a mature standard. But

they are shown as many pleasing articles and good pictures as pos-

sible, and they presently come to feel that a design which would be

suitable for wood carving or the decoration of textiles would be

inartistic when used for chasing or embossing the precious metals,

and that it is out of place to use one material to imitate another.

When actually doing the work on the metal the pupil learns to
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understand its nature and becomes more and more able to express

his ideas in an artistic way. For design and workmanship must

act and react on each other. As he continues in his work, he becomes

more critical and makes a greater effort to express his own individual-

ity in appropriate designs.

Not every child that works in the metals will necessarily become

a great craftsman, but through his efforts he learns to appreciate the

work of others and to estimate artistic values. It is not unusual to

see pupils examine a piece of work done by an expert craftsman and

to hear them exclaim over the beauty of the article and the method

employed in making it, saying to one another, "I never used to notice

how handles are put on, or how a stone is held in place;" or "How
much work there is in making a ring!" It seems that the more the

pupils gain in appreciation, the more respect they have for their

own work, and the more willing they are to strive for the ability and

skill to make something- of real artistic worth.



MAKING A RUG

lu the second grade the undertaking in weaving for several jeaxs

past has been a delightful cooperative problem. Once it was a ban-

ner to be carried on May Day. A proud white cock adorned the center

of the green background^ and the delighted weavers crowed lustily as

they saluted their May queen. Again, when there was money to

spare in the egg purse, the children bought a downy pillow and wove

for it a pretty cover. This cushion is in daily use in the office, where

mothers tuck it behind their backs when conferring with Miss Cooke,

the principal, and at parties, where it helps make the big settle in

front of the open fireplace cozy. Best of all, perhaps, at least in the

eyes of some children, is its appearance on the stage at morning-exer-

cise hour, whenever a play requires the use of such an article. This

year we are making individual rugs for the baby group in the kinder-

garten to sit on when playing on the floor. But the article to be

described in this paper was woven the first year we attempted the

cooperative scheme.

That year the second grade decided it would be fun to surprise

Miss Cooke with a new cover for her couch in the office, one that

should be useful, durable, and as pretty as we could make it.

Such a problem was made possible by the work in the first

grade, where the children's desire for individual ownership had been

satisfied through the making of tiny rugs for individual play houses,

and where some practical experience in weaving and in dyeing had

been gained. In planning their rags, each child had played with bright

colors to his heart's content; boiling strawberries, dandelion blossoms,

onion skins, etc., for dye materials, and using them without regard

to their durability. The children therefore felt, when we began discus-

sing plans for our new cover, that they knew how to make pretty colors.

We decided, however, that a real blanket sometimes needed to be

washed, and that it would not be pretty if its colors faded. The chil-

dren offered to wash their rugs and bring them to school the next day.

Many showed faded colors. Nearly all were woven unevenly. We won-

dered whether we could arrange these little rugs into one large rug.
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We placed them on the table, side by side, and end to end, but the

effect was very funny indeed, for no two were the same size ; moreover,

there were impossible gaps between the adjoining sides, and the de-

signs, while very pretty as separate rugs, did not fit together at all when

we tried to make a big one. The experiment, however, taught us

several things to avoid.

But there remained many other points to consider, if we were to

make a useful blanket; in particular, the size of the blanket, the num-

ber of parts into which we should divide it for convenience in weav-

ing, and the kind of material we should use. Furthermore, there was

the question of looms, and also the size of the loom, which depended

upon the size of the different weaving sections; therefore, we had to

stop and settle some mathematical difficulties. Finally, after three

weeks of planning and measuring with ruler and yardstick, an outline,

first roughly chalked off on the floor, was transferred to a large sheet

of Manilla paper and hung up for reference.

Meanwhile, during the history periods, the children had begun

their study of materials. They raveled threads from samples of

loosely woven cloth, pulled the fibers apart, and, aided by simple sense

games, identified each piece as wool, silk, or cotton. Then they further

identified these fabrics, both in their clothing and in various household

articles displayed for the purpose. At last they decided to use wool

as their weaving thread, because they thought that clothes made of it

were warmer than cotton, less expensive than silk, and more durable

than either cotton or silk. One boy said: "If the cover is warm

enough. Miss Cooke can use it in summer time for trips on the lake,

or she can line her hammock with it and sleep out of doors at night."

The looms, when planned, were made in the shop; but just how

they were made, how the colors were chosen, and how the yarn was

dyed, are details told by the children in the following letters written

to Miss Cooke after the cover was finished and just before it was pre-

sented.

The day the letters were written, the children planned in class

what part of the story each should tell. Then they went by twos into

the hall, where they talked together. On their return they wrote inde-

pendently, but when the letters were finished, teacher and child together

corrected English and spelling. The corrections made, however, were

almost all in the spelling. (I make this explanation here, because

the papers may appear surprisingly well expressed for children so
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young. This is due, I think, in part to the fact that throughout our

school pupils are given unusual opportunities for free written expres-

sion, and in this grade particularly the children, for three or four

uionths, had beeu making frequent written reports upon the chickens.)

Dear Mi£s Cooke:

We slipped in your office to see the couch. We brought up the pad

to measure it. I covered my mother with a shawl, so that we could see

how big to make it. I found out what it would take to cover her. It

took 5 feet long and 3 feet wide. We made ours 3 feet 6 inches so it

would hang over and look nice. We did not put fringe on, because we
thought it would tickle you.

Edward

Dear Miss Cooke:

We planned to divide the cover into 20 pieces, because there are

twenty children in the room. We wanted each child to have a piece

to weave. We thought the cover would look nice if we made a border

and center to the cover. We drew some designs the size of the border.

We decided that it would be best to have the border 6 inches wide. Each

piece is 6 inches wide and 15 inches long. There are 12 pieces in the

center. The pieces in the center are 15,inches long and 10 inches wide.

Margaret

1 5^
"

V
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Dear Aliss Cooke:

We went down to your office to look at the colors. The colors in

your room were brown, yellow, green, and tan. Miss Clements helped

us to make some designs for the rug. We went down into your office

again to see if your colors were like the colors we made. We found that

ours were too bright and that the colors in your office were soft, so

we made some designs again. We decided that the border should be

brown, green, yellow, and the middle, tan.

Juniata

POURING WATER ON ASH HOPPER MADE BY CHILDREN
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Dear Miss Cooke:

Miss Dewey helped me make my loom. First I took two pieces of

wood and measured them both 17 inches long, and two others 13 inches

long. The 17-inch pieces are sides. The 12-inch pieces are ends. We
nailed the pieces together. The side pieces are 1 inch and J4- The ends

are 1 inch thick. Then I drew a line across the ends and made J^

inch dots. Then I hammered nails in the dots. Then I put a wire across

the sides.

Barbara

My dear Miss Cooke:

We made a rug for you. This is the way we dyed the colors. First

we took the walnuts and took the husks off of them. Then each child

measured 1 quart of walnut hulls and put it into 2 quarts of cold water

and let it boil for 30 minutes. Then we took 4 ounces of white yarn

and dipped it until it was a pretty tan color. Miss Larrabee helped

us to dye.

LiSETTE

Dear Miss Cooke:

I am going to tell you how I made ash lye for dyeing yellow. First

I put straw in the hopper. Then I put ashes in the hopper. Then I

poured water over the ashes. Then in 2 days it began to drip lye.

Barrett

Dear Miss Cooke:

I would like to tell you how we made yellow dye. There are two
ways of making it, one of which I will tell you. We boiled black oak
bark and put some alum in it.

The other way: We put a straw or two in the bottom of our ash

hopper; then poured water on it slowly. Copperas mixed with water

makes copperas water. We dipped the yarn first in the lye water and
then in copperas. (If it was not dark enough, we dipped it in another

time. It looked green, but when it had dried it looked yellow.)*

Dear Miss Cooke:

This is the way we dyed our dark brown yarn. First we put 2 cups

of walnut shells with 2 quarts of water and put it in a large saucepan.

After that we put it on the stove and let it boil for a half hour. Then
we put the walnuts in a large piece of cheesecloth and let it drain.f

The way we did our weaving: Each child made a loom. We strung

our looms.**

The piece I wove is in the border. We started this piece of work
the first of the year and just finished it. We have taken very much
pleasure in making this and have woven our love in with the stitches.

With very much love from your dear friend,

Starr

•If you first burn the copperas, as you would parch coffee, and proceed as above,
the color made is a lovely dull orange.

tFor this color the yarn was left in the dye over night; otherwise, it would have
been tan.

**The warp was an extra-heavy cotton cord, bought of the Thomas Charles Co. We
boiled it first to soften it and then dipped it into weak walnut dye to make it

inconspicuous.
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II K I-INISIIED RUG

The children's letters do not explain how the parts were put to-

gether. After the twenty sections were taken off their respective looms,

the question was to connect them so that the seams would not spoil

the harmonious, unified effect of the blanket. Finally I hit upon a

method of interlacing these pieces that was simple enough for the

children to do. Using a long weaving needle, threaded with warp, the

child picked up first a woof loop of a border section, then one from a

center section, and continued thus, interlacing back and forth down

the fifteen-inch length. Tlie wires on the looms had kept the weaving

straight, so that there were no drawn or puckered seams when the

child pulled his thread taut, and to our great delight, the woof loops

slipped loosely and evenly over the lacing thread. As a result the

rug had the pleasing appearance of having been woven on one big

loom. Frequently, however, one section was woven a little more closely

than another; that is, it had more woof threads than did the one to

which we were lacing it. If this difference was slight, we now and then

picked up two loops instead of one, but if there was a difference of a

dozen threads, we ripped out the undesirable fullness. The twenty

sections we began with were thus reduced to four, each 42 inches by
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15 inches. At this point, my ingenuit}' failed me, and I scAved the

tliree crosswise seams that nnitcd the four sections.

Tlie cliildren had kept this secret for nearly five nionilis, ami

Ihey felt that snch a lovely gift shonld be fitly presented. One cliikl

suggested giving it to Miss Cooke at morning-exercise hour; another

said, "Ko, let's do it when we give our party to the seniors;" but a

more thoughtful child objected, saying, "Perhaps the seniors will feel

bad because the blanket is not for them." This suggestion of a pos-

sible disappointment to another entirely cured their thirst for pub-

licity. So with joyous spirits they carried out the following naive

plan. One child went for Miss Cooke ; another met her at the door and

blindfolded her; in silence two others guided her to the central chair

in a big circle, where the class, on tiptoes, seated themselves. Then

a little girl, who had begged this as a special favor, placed the big

package, containing both the cover and the precious letters, on Miss

Cooke's lap. Still another child loosened the bandage. From every

chair a radiant little face beamed upon her, gleefully watching her

untie the bundle. Soon each child proudly pointed out his own par-

ticular square. Miss Cooke had to read all the letters aloud, and with

CLASS WATCHING WOMEN SPIN
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childish frankness the}^ corrected her every time she made sly efforts

to omit repetitions.

So it was in this happy way that the children finally realized the

goal toward which they had worked. But my realization ran

deeper still, for along with their weaving the children had caught a

slight appreciation of the weaver's art, of its difficulties and possibili-

ties, of some of the joys and sorrows of the primitive peoples who

practiced the art. For instance, when the children first began weaving

they were greatly hindered by the frequent breaking of their woof or
•

weaving thread. Some colors seemed always breaking. At first I at-

tributed these annoyances to the clumsiness of the weavers, but later,

when the more skillful workers also complained, I suggested that we

investigate the yarn. The children took up two threads of different

colors and compared them. They found there was more twist in one

than in the other. The better thread they next compared with a piece

of our undyed yarn, and here, too, found a difference in strength and

in the amount of twist. They remembered that some colors had been

very troublesome to dye and in consequence had been redipped, washed

and rinsed over several times. Then they decided that the repeated

handling had worn the thread by separating the fibers and destroying

the twist. These breaking threads* were causing the trouble.

The following day, a yarn better than carpet-woof was shown the

children. They admired its strength and smoothness and wondered

how it was made. I told them that long before Christ was born, people

knew how to make beautiful threads. I also told them that when she

was a young girl my mother had been taught the process and that

they too could experiment, if they wished. I gave them a large sheep-

skin, from which they clipped off bits of wool. Immediately each child

became an inventor. Soon an ingenious lad fastened his piece of wool

to the drawer handle of his desk and, pulling and twisting with his

fingers, produced a thread that would hang together fairly well. An-

other, failing in this method, tied one end to his pencil and with this

as a weight twirled the other end between his palms, thereby surpass-

ing the achievement of the first boy. Forthwith others improvised

weights. At this point some primitive spindles were distributed, and

their use explained. With one of these a little girl spun a fairly long

*This carpet yarn was bought at the Garden City Educational Co., 110 Wabash
Avenue, and cost CO cents a pound. I do not recommend this quality of material.
Another year I got at the same place an excellent yarn at 90 cents a pound. It was,
however, very greasy and had to be thoroughly washed before it would take the dye;
but the superior quality compensated for the trouble of washing.
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thread, but like the poorer ones, this, too, untwisted the moment she

laid it on her desk. "I'd try that again," said she, "if the wool wasn't

so sticky. I hate the smell of it." A receipt for washing greasy yarn,

worked out by a class two 3'ears before, was written upon the black-

board. Next day the class approved the efforts of the committee which

had washed some wool after school. Our Greek janitor next showed

the class how to use a pair of old-fashioned hand carders. Again

they attempted thread-making. Though pleased with a better result,

they were not satisfied. To have them observe skillful work, we visited

Hull House Museum, where they watched an Irish and an Italian

woman (shown in the accompanying picture) dexterously ply spindle,

distaff, and wheel. For the third time the class experimented. At
the end of half an hour, a boy dolefully exclaimed, "It looked awful

easy yesterday, but I can't work the trick." So with increased respect

and admiration for expert skill we ceased our effort.

Meanwhile, the science period had been given over to a study of

sheep raising. Miss Larrabee, with whom the children dyed the yarn,

and Miss Dewey, who supervised the making of the looms, showed the

class lantern slides illustrating various activities observed by them on

a modern sheep ranch.

The following letter written to an absent child, after one of these

talks, hints at the nature of the information gathered

:

Dear Juniata:

We are studying about sheep. Miss Dewey showed us some pic-

tures about sheep. She showed us how they sheared sheep. It took
them 3 minutes to shear one sheep. Some men can shear a hundred
sheep in a day.

Carl

In order to contrast and broaden their impressions, the children

read stories about primitive shepherds ; such as the nomadic Bedouins,

the Navajo weavers, Persian dyers, Persian rug makers, etc., written

by Miss Hall for our second grade. The following lesson, selected from

a little group of stories on the shepherd in Greece, reveals the spirit of

these reading lessons.

A LOST* SHEEP
A shepherd stood on the mountain-side.

He was counting his sheep.

One was gone.

Across the valley was another mountain-side.

Here was another shepherd with his sheep.
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The first shepherd called across to him.

He had to call very loudly and slowly, I>ecause it was far away.

He said, "I have lost a sheep. Is he with you?"

"I will see," called the other shepherd.

He counted his sheep.

There was one too many.

Now all sheep look very much alike.

How could he tell which one was not his?

The sheep all had their heads down, eating.

The shepherd gave his call.

All his sheep knew that call.

They raised their heads.

But one sheep kept on eating.

The shepherd shouted, "Yes, I have one strange sheep."

Then the other shepherd gave his call.

It floated softly across the valley.

The strange sheep heard it and lifted its head.

"He is yours," called the man who was watching.

Then the other shepherd left his dog to guard his herd.

He came across the valley and got his lost sheep.

Further to vivify their work in reading and literature, slides were

shown of shepherds with flocks ranging the rocky hills of Palestine.

These pictures, together with blackboard drawings, copied largely from

Knight's "Song of our Syrian Guest/' helped build a suitable setting

for stories of Abraham, and David and Goliath, which were read to the

children by Mr. John Merrill. The class also learned to love and to

repeat a number of beautiful little shepherd poems, which they told

to the school at morning exercise period, and later some of the loveliest

ones they repeated again on commencement day.

Though the rug was woven to make one person happy, the spirit

of the undertaking permeated every phase of the class-room work and

even beyond, for through the giving of the shepherd songs and poems,

the grade made its contribution to the larger social life of the school.

NOTE
As so many questions have been asked about the dyeing, it may

be helpful to those who are interested, to print the recipes used in the

second grade this year. We are also printing some of the home experi-

ments. These were done upon the children's own initiative and before

the class-room dyeing was begun, the motive being to see how many
pretty colors they could make for the rugs they were to weave for the

kindergarten. These experiments show how the interest in last year's
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weaving done by these children in the first grade carried over and gave

a basis for this year's work, which takes them a step further by using

mordants and a greater variety of vegetable dyes.- Some of these ex-

periments are repetitions of work done in the first grade, while others

are wholly original.

HOME EXPERIMENTS
I dyed with preserved strawberries, but the color did not take. I

boiled the cloth in the berries fifteen minutes. I dyed another piece of

cloth in beets, but the color was not good. After the beets had boiled

I put in the cotton cloth and some salt.

I made an experiment with jelly tablets that come in each box of

Knox's gelatine. First I melted the pellet in hot water and then put in

a piece of white cotton cloth. Then, after it had boiled five minutes
I put in some salt. It made a pretty red. When I washed it, why, it

faded to pink.

Mary
I made an experiment with onion skins. I boiled it five minutes.

It turned brown.

John
I experimented with grape juice. I put some woolen yarn in a pan.

It turned purple. Then I washed it. Rut it faded.

Jack
Red

1 teaspoon damsons
1 cup water

1 lump washing soda

Boil about ten minutes. Then add wool yarn. Boil about one-half

hour. Wash it, and it will fade.

Burnt Sienna

2 teaspoons blackberry jelly

1 cup water

1 lump washing soda

Boil about ten minutes. Then add wool yarn. Boil one hotir. Wash
until water is clear. It will not fade.

Gray

1 handful catkins

4 tablespoons water

Boil about ten minutes. Then add cotton material. Boil until water
is used up. It will be a dirty gray. I did not wash it because it was
so ugly.

Roberta

We are making rugs. I made some brown with tea and salt. I

boiled it for five minutes. Then I left it all night on the stove. Then
I brought it to school and washed it. And it didn't fade.

Janet
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We are making experiments. I tried to make a brown dye with

lavender leaves. It made a light yellow. I took one glass of leaves.

I had three glasses of water. I put one teaspoonful of pepper to set it.

It boiled fifteen minutes. It made a light gray.

I tried to make another brown with some sandal wood. I took two

tablespoonfuls of sandal wood and a glass of hot water. I left the cot-

ton cloth in the dye over night. The color was pink. It did not fade.

Jack

CLASS-ROOM EXPERIMENTS

Blue Dye
1 oz. indigo '

y^ oz. zinc dust

^ oz. lime

I ground the indigo. Then we sifted it. Then we added the zinc

dust and one gallon of cold water. We added the lime. The lime was
mixed with a little warm water. Then we let it stand 24 hours. We
stirred it every little once in a while and skimmed of? the scum. We
washed the yarn. Then we dipped it in the dye until it was dark enough.

Then we hung it up to dry. Then Miss Larrabee washed it.

Roberta

Yellow

1 tablespoon copperas

1 quart warm water

First wash the yarn in warm soapy water. Then dip yarn in lye

water. Wring yarn well. Then dip yarn in copperas water. Wring
yarn well. Then dip it in lye water again. Wring yarn well. Then
let the yarn dry, and it turns yellow.

Louise

Orange

We burnt two tablespoonfuls of copperas. We had two pans. One
had one quart of water. Another had one quart of lye water. Then we
put our burnt copperas into the first pan of water. We washed our

yarn and then put it in the lye water, and it turned yellow. Afterwards

we put it in the copperas, and it turned green. We hung it up, and it

turned orange.

Alicia

Red
2 cups madder

l4 cup of alum

% cup of cream of tartar

Ij/z quarts of water

1 pound of cotton yarn

Wash yarn in soapy water and boil it one hour. Then wring water

from yarn and put it into the pan of alum and cream of tartar and two
quarts of water. Boil one hour. Then put the madder into the kettle

of water. When the dye is hot, put in the yarn and keep it below boiling
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for fifty minutes. Boil hard for fifteen or twenty minutes. Then hang

yarn up and wash it after it is dry.

Jack
Green

We took one-quarter pound of indigo blue yarn. We dipped it in

the yellow dye. We dipped it in the dye about eleven times. It turned

greener and greener. We hung it up.

Tommy
Green

i%. oz. fustic chips

^ oz. logwood chips

2 tablespoons copper sulphate

1 lb. cotton yarn

We put the logwood, the copper sulphate, the fustic chips in a bag.

We put the bag in about two gallons of water. We boiled the yarn one

hour in soapy water before we put it in the dye. We boiled it in the

dye until it got dark green. We let it dry over night. Then we washed
it. It turned a lighter green.

Frederick

Brown

First of all I helped Jack measure two pints of walnut hulls. Then
we tied the hulls in a bag. We got the water. I got two quarts, and

Jack got two quarts, and that made one gallon. We put the bag in

the water, and the walnut shells made the water turn brown. When the

water was dark brown we put in the yarn. We boiled the yarn one hour.

It stayed over night in the dye.

Jessica

Turkey Red

1 tablespoonful diamond dye

>2 tablespoon baking soda

2 quarts water

5 ounces yarn

We weighed our yarn, and it weighed five ounces. Then we washed
it. We first wet our dye. Then we poured some hot water on the dye

and stirred it. We strained it through cloth. Then we poured another

quart of water on it. Then we put in our yarn. Then we boiled it a

half hour, and it turned red.

Alicia

Our experience has shown us that more satisfactory results are

to be obtained from the vegetable d3^es if one is dyeing wool ; if cotton,

one may get soft, pretty shades, but the results are less pleasing to the

children. In order to satisfy their love for strong colors, we often use

the aniline dyes. We recommend the use of these because of the diffi-

culty of obtaining the vegetable dyes and also because one is more sure

of good results and a wider range of color.



THE SOCIAL APPLICATION OF PAINTING AND
DRAWING

Art is the true and full expression of the soul in forms of beauty.

The highest art is the result of a perfect surrender to motive. With

the little children the expression is more or less concerned with self,

but the child's horizon enlarges; and as he gains experience and

images, if the conditions are right (i. e., if the environment is rich

enough to stimulate his emotions and beautiful enough to create

ideals), the naturally artistic child will progress in his expression be-

yond the stage of self-interest and group-interest, even beyond that

wider community-interest, where most of his mates find their limit,

until finally his expression embodies the highest vision in an ideal of

universal interest, which differentiates the great artist from the rest

of humanity.

The opportunity to discover a great artist in the making is an

opportunity ever before the teacher. America, so far, has not called

upon her children for true and beautiful self-expression, and therefore

she has produced few great artists.

The purposes of art education are to reveal the soul ; to foster the

child's enjoyment of nature and the great works of art ; to cultivate his

taste, which will enable him to Judge of artistic values in art; and to

teach him to be a creator of art.

The child is stimulated by the beautiful or interesting object ho is

studying and vizualizing. His motive is to express his impression.

Miss Puffer, who has the chair of psychology at Wellesley, in her book

called "The Psychology of Beauty," says : "The esthetic experience is

caused by the beautiful object, but the beautiful object itself is caused

by the possibility of the esthetic experience." A little child may have

this esthetic experience in a degree. So far as he can objectify his

ideal, his expression is art. The little child's expression cannot be

understood or appreciated by people who are looking for finished,

conventional results. They cannot realize that the crude daub or out-

line may be the child's full expression at the time, and that it is vital

and necessary to him.
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33. THE ANIMALS GOING INTO THE ARK

THE LAD THAT WENT TO THE NORTH WIND
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The new expressions of beanty made by such men as Eedon and

Matisse should make us grown-ups pause before we criticize the spon-

taneous expression of our little children, who, like these men, are not

hampered by rules and conventions. These men are great artists, and,

after much study and experience and work in the accepted and con-

ventional methods of expression, they have turned their backs on the

traditional and accepted style, that they might be free to receive visions

and to express themselves fully and adequately. They have truly found

themselves anew and have attempted to show to us their visions of

beauty, line, and movement in naive simplicity and originality. Let

us then not be too hasty in criticising the work of a child because he

has not yet found and does not follow the rules which these artists

have discarded.

The child's power is constantly developing and growing under

the demand which art makes for expression. Consequently the little

children's work should not be kept long before them. It should be

destroyed or put out of their sight as soon as its use is over. Their

images should be made clearer at times by seeing the teacher draw or

paint before them, and they should also see some really beautiful pic-

tures, showing how other people have expressed themselves on the same

or similar subjects. They will not copy, but they will get an impres-

sion and adapt it to their needs.

During the year the first-grade children needed curtains for their

dressing-room door. A pair of ring doves live in the room, and the

children care for them and love them. Therefore for the decoration of

the curtains they used drawings of doves, arranged in a border at the

top. Some of their first sketches on the blackboard had four legs and

heads and bills unrecognizable, but these images were quickly im-

proved by a suggestion that they go and look at the doves and find out

about these things. No further direction was necessary. The chil-

dren hurried to the cage, made the observations they needed, and

eagerly made corrections. The final drawings which we used were not

perfect in form, of course, and could not be if they were the child's own

work ; but the form was as good for each one as was possible for him to

make at this time. To insist upon perfection or to go one step too far

in this demand would crush out the spontaneity. On the other hand,

it is the teacher's business not to allow the child often to repeat the

same mistakes.
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much interested in the way the patterns were woven in and thought

they might try to do theirs in the same way.

To cultivate motive is the teacher's aim in art as it is in all other

study. A child's motive at first is primarily taken up with the im-

mediate activity. This develops into an eagerness to tell something

to others and a desire to work with others. The older children share

the motive with the teacher, and the work grows in power and quality

as the motive is adequately and fully expressed. In the early grades

most of the children come to us with vague, undefined images and ex-

periences, and they have little or no knowledge of the tools used in

expression.

The medium of water colors gives the children great freedom.

They soon learn to control the pressure of the brush and find out what

effects they can get. The colored crayons are not so good, since they

are poor in color and are hard and small and are necessarily held in a

tight, cramped way by the fingers ; therefore, the results must be un-

satisfactory. The pupils have to get acquainted with the brush, colors,

scissors, and the blackboard. I believe the large free work is the best

for little children. Consequently, we use pads 20 x 14 inches and

brushes number 4. In this way the colored pictures can be made as

large as those on the blackboard. At first a great deal of blackboard

work is desirable, but color should be used often, because little children

respond to color impressions much better than to form, and through the

use of color, a child finds closer observation necessary, and his sense of

both color and form develops rapidly through use. A child's work

should usually not be criticized by adults except in the form of con-

struciayje suggestion, but the children should be led to see whether the

meaning is clear. A child understands another child's criticism, and

each is eager to make his expression adequate. In this way the chil-

dren gradually develop keener observation and grow in skill. In these

early pictures action is a thing they love and never hesitate to express.

This can be encouraged by dramatizing a story before asking the chil-

dren to make pictures of it.

In the middle grades the art expression is less spontaneous and

less truthful to the pupil's own esthetic impressions. The reason for

this is that he is less satisfied with his own efforts; his critical sense

has developed, and he is more influenced by other children's expression

(often that of his immediate neighbors). He wishes to be like others

and tries to make his expression conform to the ideas and thoughts of
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others. The main cause for this critical feeling, or feeling of self-

dissatisfaction, is that the child's technique has not kept up to his

ideals, and this is because the schools do not give children sufficient op-

portunity for art expression. When the emphasis is put on the acquir-

ing of technical skill in these grades, the spirit and beauty are often

lost, and consequently the pupils' work is not true self-expression.

There may be an advance in mere skill, but the work has no esthetic

value as art expression. This emphasis upon skill usually begins to be

evident in the fifth grade; sometimes earlier. After this the children

are more or less hampered, until, with much training, spontaneity and

real expression become again supreme. Colonel Parker says: "Art

forms of expression are adapted to the needs of the soul at every step.

They grow with thought, conform to thought, and are therefore

genuine, adequate means of expression."

The great aim in all of the art expression is to inspire the pupil

to assimilate what he can of beauty in nature and life and to transform

these impressions into visions or ideas and to give the pupil oppor-

tunity for creative individual expression—to do this repeatedly, im-

proving and making the expression as full, satisfactory, and beautiful

as possible. The teacher should have wisdom and sympathy sufficient

to guide each child and to know when and liow to determine what is

the best expression possible at the time being. The pupils must know

something about values in line, tone, and color. Thoughtless effort is

not art expression. The pupils must understand something of the

beauty of arrangement. Then, again, there may be a danger of

esthetics being carried too far, bej^ond the power of the real apprecia-

tion by the pupils, which results in refined but often worthless lines

and tones, in affectation and sentimentality. This power to express

cannot be given to the child nor easily gained by him alone, but it can

be developed in many children by the right training. The reaction

upon the individual of his own art expression in contrast with that of

a piece of cut-and-dried drawing without thought, should receive great

attention and consideration in art education. The reaction of true

art expression will always be inspiring and joyful, a real satisfaction.

It cannot fail if it is an adequate expression, technically and spiritually.

But there will always be pupils whose habits of work are bad and have

been so for a long time, so that they themselves are not able to dis-

criminate between good and bad. Habits are slow of growth. This can
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be helped only by showing the child what is good and by making a con-

tinuous demand for expression which appeals to the child as worth

while. The motive will arouse effort, will cause him to study, compare,

and discriminate; and these processes will gradually result in beauty

of expression.

In the grades from the third through the sixth, the chidren

gradually gain in skill and appreciation, and their expressions are

much more full of interest in detail and show keener and greater dis-

crimination in color values. The proportion of people to trees, houses,

and animals, is usually noticed first and expressed in the third grade.

And in the fourth many of the children begin to express their appre-

ciation of aerial perspective, and their work shows more variety and

delicacy. A little later follows the demand for linear perspective. In

the fifth and sixth grades the children are critical of form, proportion,

and details, in their own and others' work. They are much interested

in details. As suggested before, they are decidedly in a realistic stage.

In the seventh and eighth grades the pupils also enjoy realism.

Their interest in detail is still strong. They enjoy working from ob-

jects and from nature. The seventh-grade printing and hand-lettering

and illumination satisfies this demand and develops skill and taste as

perhaps nothing else could do at this time. In the eighth grade the

pupils enjoy illustrating historical subjects for use in plays or morning

exercises, and they look up with great interest the exact costumes,

weapons, and implements of the period they are studying. This is

an opportunity to get further skill and also to study accurate back-

ground.

In the first grade of the high school the entire year is given to the

study of design. There are many real demands made by the school for

designs, and the following illustrations show some of the interesting

social motives for this work. The pupils are always eager to attempt

a new problem; such as designs for the school paper and school pro-

grams* and for different articles made in the shops. Practically all of

the designs are utilized in fulfilling some social demand for the school.

This study of design includes different principles : subordination,

variation, opposition, balance, and repetition. Subordination in art

expression is the relation of the parts of the design or of the less im-

portant parts to the more important parts. It includes the principles

*The tailpieces used in this book were made by pupils of the eighth grade.
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45. DESIGN FOR TRAY TO BE MADE IN SHOP

of variation or transition and of opposition, which means severity and

poise, not merely right angles; of balance, which has to do with the

constructive stability and unity of the expression ; and of repetition, or

the rhythmical arrangement of lines, spaces, and tones. A harmonious

design means the consideration of all of these principles.

As a rule, the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades wish to express

some idea or illustrate some poem or story : in other words, to compose.

They show much feeling for design in their desire to use the knowl-

edge and creative power in some complete expression. The tenth-grade

girls wished to decorate the first-grade room walls. They decided to

use the familiar Mother Goose rhj-mes as the subject. In order to do

this well enough, they studied and sketched from life and composed

the designs many times, until they were satisfied with the arrangement

and* positions. Then these sketches had to be enlarged to about one-

half life size, and the color planned. The lighting, as well as the color

used on the walls and woodwork, was considered, and sketches were

made using different schemes of color. At last the girls decided to use

a gray-green background with gray-blue, browns ,and a bit of orange in

the tie and the candle flame of Jack-Be-ISTimble. We used a prepared

paper and fresco colors to do the work. These panels are to be ar-

ranged on one side of the room as a frieze.

The question of a school uniform was the subject of many dis-

cussions in several of the grade meetings of parents and teachers.

The children were much interested, and very decided in their opinions

against the idea. The eighth-grade girls were eager to find out why
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LITTLE MISS MUFFET—DECORATION FOR FIRST GRADE WALL

individuality in dress was desirable. We gave the art time to this

study and discussion for four weeks in this grade. The children made

sketches illustrating the good and bad points in costume. The eleventh-

grade girls took up the study later and with their added experience

and skill carried the work further. The two grades took a morning

exercise period to tell the school what they had learned on this subject

—their conclusions and the reasons. The following is an account of it.

Sarah. The girls of the eleventh and eighth grades have been

studying about good taste in dress during their art periods. I am going

to read something from Colonel Parker to you. Colonel Parker makes
no mention of dress, but we feel that everything he says in the quota-

tion about individuality is just as applicable to beautiful costume as

to any other form of art: "There are no typical forms in nature, the

great storehouse of art studies, and the realm of the beautiful; here

every shape deviates from perfect form; it is irregular and individual;

it expresses a definite character which differs from all other characters;

it is art to find that character and express it." "The theory of con-
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48. LITTLE MISS MUFFET—DECORATION FOR FIRST GRADE WALL

centration brings art home to every child; makes it an incomparable

means of personal education; discloses hidden springs of beauty; turns

its vast influence upon intellectual power; cultivates the most exalted

emotions and noblest motives; leads to an absorbing love of the beau-

tiful in nature and art; unites it with all other conditions of educa-

tional work; but, best of all, it takes art from its isolation and renders

it a common good."

Helen. During the winter, at several meetings of the parents, a

uniform for the school was discussed. The eighth grade was very much
opposed to a uniform, but were unable to discuss or argue the subject,

so we asked Miss Clements if we might study about costumes and call

it good taste in dress. We believe there are three important points in

a good costume—simplicity, durability, and suitability. We cannot say

much about durability of dress without samples to show you, but we
know that a good quality is desirable, and the texture of the cloth has

an effect upon the beauty of the costume. For a school dress we should
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choose materials that clean or launder well. The color should always

harmonize with the color of the individual's hair, eyes, and complexion.

The same colors or combinations do not look the same on all people.

A set uniform would not look well for all, because people are not built

the same. This is a very strong point against uniforms. We believe

each one should choose a style and the colors which are becoming and

suitable and should know how to do so for different occasions, as school,

parties, or street. A dress should be cut on simple lines, and it should

he free, so that the wearer's actions are not limited to the cut of the

dress. It is of as much importance that the principles of art be applied

to dress as to the furnishing of a house. If we had a school uniform we
should have no choice in dress, and that is another strong point against

it. Since all of our teaching tends toward the cultivation of individual-

ity, why should we have our clothes chosen for us?

Margaret. As Helen has said, the colors are very important in

choosing a costume. They should be harmonious, not only with the

individual, but with each other. You can tell if the colors are harmonious

in this way. If you choose brown as your basic color, the other colors
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should have brown in them ; for instance, tan, orange, and darker browns.

Again—contrasting colors are good; for instance, bits of yellow trimming

on a gray gown, subordinating the smaller yellow mass to the larger

gray mass of color. People often judge your character by the clothes

you wear. If you see a person with beautiful clothes that harmonize

you know she is educated in color sense, but if you see a person with

colors on that do not harmonize, you know that her taste is not educated.

Of course, if brown does not suit you, you can choose another color,

such as purple or blue or green. (Holding up color chart.) These

colors do not go very well together. They are all different colors. There
is no main color in them as a basis. (Holding up another color chart.)

These colors go well together. Green is the main color, and each of

these colors has green mixed with it.

La Jeune. The same principles which govern in art should be

applied to dress, especially by people of education and good taste. The
most important of these principles is subordination. By subordination

we mean the relation of the various parts of a dress—the unimportant
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lines, masses, or colors, to the important part. This dress (pointing to

colored sketch) is an example of subordination, because the colors are

so related. You might almost say that the other principles are included

in subordination. We often confuse repetition with subordination itself.

A good example of repetition of lines is in this sketch (showing the

repetition of these lines, in waist and overskirt). Repetition is a careful

and rhythmical arrangement of lines and spaces and tones, shown in the

lines of costume or sometimes in the repetition in trimming or design

in embroideries. Balance is another important principle, but it is more
often felt than actually seen. A good example of this would be the bal-

ancing of the amount of trimming or draping on the skirt with that of the

waist.
. You must also have a balance of colors and tones. Opposition is

another principle. It is really the most difficult to explain. An example
of this would be the use of lines on a waist, as in this drawing, not lines

running at right angles, as is the ordinary understanding of the prin-

ciple. A harmonious costume must have all of these principles applied.

Bertha. It is just as essential to know about bad lines as it is to

know about good lines, and some people who have perhaps the correct

fundamental ideas of dress ruin the effect by some incorrect line or some
disagreeable feature. It is very well illustrated in the outline we have
here. This dress as it is here is graceful, except for the skirt, which is

so narrow that it is neither useful nor ornamental. By carrying down the

lines of the overskirt in this way (sketching on blackboard) and making
it fuller, you have a much more pleasing effect, and the entire costume
is much better than it was before. In the other sketch we show the neck

of a shirtwaist. This is very bad, because there is a conglomeration of

lines, and the sleeve also is a bad length. Now by erasing these poor

lines and changing the outline (on the blackboard) and sketching in a

more circular neck and changing the length of the sleeves, we have a

more pleasing effect, and the whole waist is improved.

People also make the mistake of thinking that because a costume is

beautiful on one person, it will look just as beautiful on another, regard-

less of individual figure. Here are two sketches which illustrate that

point very well. This costume on a slender person is attractive, with

cross lines at the waist which give the desired width. It makes a pretty

costume, while on the stout person it is most unbecoming, because it

exaggerates width, which is the point the costume should minimize.

Enid. We also studied what a school dress should be, and we found

that a school dress should be suitable, durable, and beautiful. Now by
beautiful dress we mean a dress that has a harmonious color scheme and

good lines. These two sketches show what we think the correct school

dress should be. This sketch shows an appropriate party dress for

school. We believe that every girl should express taste in her clothes

and should have experience in choosing when young. Some of the maga-

zines have published interesting articles oJi dress. The national conven-

tion of the Women's Club which met in Chicago recently had a division

given to the discussion of good taste in dress, and the Craftsman has
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published a series of articles on good dressing, so you see there are other

people thinking about the same thing.

We do not believe in a uniform for the Parker School. Everything

here tends towards cultivating our individuality, and we think that our

taste in dress certainly brings out our individuality and that it should be

cultivated by having individual, suitable costumes.

When one is comfortably and suitably clothed, he is not conscious

of his apparel and can give his whole thought to other things.

To be of value in education, the art expression cannot be isolated

from the child's experience. Modeling, painting, and drawing—each

mode of expression^must be used to enrich or make clearer the

images in the subjects studied, and if this medium is daily used to

make the work more beautiful and more interesting, no time need be

spent on drill. All the drill and technique would be gained as a neces-

sity under the stimulus of thought. If this were done, understood, and

appreciated, literature, history, geography, science, and ancient and

modern languages, would all be benefited by the ministry of art.

All through the grades there has been growth in the social motive

in expression and also in general power and courage to attempt new

problems and sustain them through the necessary drudgery. The social

motive in a child develops gradually through the demands made upon

him. As I have said before, the child usually goes through different

stages in his esthetic expression, and he may reach the place where he

is able to express himself adequately ; in other words, often a class has

had a motive big enough to hold over and give courage and hope

through all kinds of drudgery until a final self-satisfying production

has been finished, until the big social demand has been answered. The

feeling of self-satisfaction is justified and balanced by the feeling of

having fulfilled a useful part in the community.
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PREFACE

Schools have ever been attacked for their iuefficiency and the

incompetence of their human product. The demand for education

which shall be real and inspiring, for methods which shall make for

more efficient teaching, and for greater economy of time and effort

is today more pressing than ever before. For this reason the articles

in this volume of the Year Book describe school activities and phases

of its practice which appear to have resulted in improved motivation

of work, increased interest of the pupil, and a more adequate outcome

in terms of individual and social efficiency. Especially do these

articles emphasize the importance of direct and continued experience

with materials and in constructive activities of a practical and applied

character, as an essential condition of educative effort.

That knowledge is the sole end of teaching is universally denied,

but this idea still dominates too completely our practice, reducing

teaching to the mere transfer of superficial information from books

to the pupil's fleeting memory, destroying interest, and substituting

false motives for true. This conception of knowledge as a body of

facts, fixed, ready-made, apart from the child and his experience, l3ut

still necessary to his well-being, must yield to the conception of

knowledge as changing, mobile, growing out of previous experience

and resulting in a demand for further knowing. Teaching which is

inspiring and true, which provides the conditions for real mental

growth, has a higher purpose than the development of mere knowl-

edge of facts. Units of study and methods of presentation which are

chosen solely with reference to their influence upon the pupil's power

to assimilate facts, must fail of that higher purpose, the training of

motive, which is the true end of education. If our teaching is really

training motive, the pupil is moving steadily toward an ever wider

conception of what facts mean and is gaining an ever larger measure

of individual power. The body of knowledge which the pupil needs

for this growth and expansion comes from a variety of sources, not

simply the teacher and the textbook but the whole field of his own

activities. Hence, as a fundamental condition of right education, the

pupil must come into continued contact with real materials. His
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concrete experience nuist be rich and varied if his mental advance-

ment is to be full and free. One educator has said

:

"Concrete experience is essential to the thought processes, to

the interpretation of the thought of others, and to the enrichment of

one's own activities."

It is not sufficient that our teaching be based upon contact with

concrete materials. Experience with materials, however concrete,

is valueless unless it has appreciable significance in the lives of the

pupils. Organic connection must be made between the pupil's mind

and the facts of his experience, and this connection can be made only

by the pupil himself. Unless we as teachers put the emphasis on

motive and not on subject-matter, we cannot expect the pupil to

make this connection, nor can we expect to develop in him any large

measure of initiative, of power, of inspiration.

The curricula of our schools have reached the limit of expansion,

and the possibility of increasing the time to be devoted to education

offers but slight hope for reducing the pressure. In fact, the tend-

ency is to reduce rather than expand the number of years allotted to

instruction. The value of each of the available hours must be in-

creased by the elimination of the formal, the useless, the traditional,

the merely desirable, the merely informational, and by the retention

of the useful and essential. The connection between the pupil's expe-

rience and the subject-matter based thereon must be constantly main-

tained. The problems growing out of experience must be real, and

the participation of the pupil in them genuine, if he is to be actuated

by that impelling motive which results in growth and a yet higher

motive.

Colonel Parker says : "The absolute dependence of the imagina-

tion and tlie powers of apperception upon those concepts which come

into the mind by observation, is probably the l^est known and the

most undeniable fact in psychology." "Strength of apperception de-

pends mainly, if not wholly, upon the clear and vivid concepts gained

by observation." "The student must have the means, the mental

power, to judge for himself, and the bases of that judgment are the

products of his own observation." Observation, experiment, and

other methods of contact with real materials, train the senses and

result in the clear mental images and concepts so essential to devel-

opment. More and more the school is called upon to make good the

deficiency in sense-training formerly supplied by the home life of 'the
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child and his more natural environment. Several articles in this

volume of the Year Book show how the school provides opportunities

for observation, for personal contact with actual materials, for in-

dividual experiencing through which adequate mental images are ob-

tained and the basis for future work laid.

Another and equally important use of concrete experience is

found in constructive activities and projects where the application

and use of knowledge already gained is demanded. The criticism of

schools for their failure to give practical instniction is partly due to

the obsolete and un})ractical subject-matter which clings tenaciously

to textbooks and courses of study, and also in large measure to the

lack of opportunity to use in concrete ways knowledge which is di-

rectly useful and susceptible of immediate application to problems in

the pupil's home and school life. This shortcoming may also be laid

at the door of that false conception of the object of education as mere

knowledge. Such a conception defeats its own end, as knowledge

is defined as past experience organized to meet the demands and

problems of new experience. Instruction is not complete until ap-

plication of facts learned has been made and their usefulness demon-

strated by the solution of problems of a practical character which

develop out of the study itself and which possess a powerful appeal

to the pupil. A number of articles describe activities of this sort,

where the pupil utilizes the information he has acquired in the solu-

tion of real and vital problems.

No attempt is made in this volume to state in any complete way

the basic educational theory concerning the place of concrete expe-

rience in school work. Educators are so well agreed upon the impor-

tance of concrete experience and teachers on every hand so actively

engaged in improving practice in this regard that any restatement

of what is generally accepted is unnecessary. Rather, it is the hope

of the faculty that the work described, selected as it is from many
grades and departments, may show forth in some degree both theory

and practice, and may be of some help to other teachers who are

attempting to make their teaching more effective and their pupils

more efficient through the introduction into the schools of a large

measure of concrete experience.
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MENTAL IMAGERY IN GEOGRAPHY

What is the origin of onr mental imagery of the world as a

sphere? Do we get it from the earth itself? The view on a large flat

plain, or on an extended water surface where the shore line is out of

sight, has, it it true, a visible circular horizon. If, however, we seek

to extend the view by gazing from a mountain top, or from an aero-

plane, even at a height of two or three miles, we see nothing that

looks to the eye even remotely like a sphere. Although we have an

enlarged circular horizon, yet we do not get far enough away from the

earth to see its real shape. In other words, we cannot include enough

of the earth in our view to see that it is a sphere.

If, however, we watch the boats pass out of sight over the horizon,

or come up into view on the lake or ocean, while it is still tnie that

we do not see any round earth, we are, nevertheless, forced to imagine

a sphere in 'order to explain what we do see. This image, however,

even here, cannot come from the view we get of the earth.

If, further, we circumnavigate the globe, do we thereby get a

sense-impression of a round earth? We may, indeed, by this expe-

rience, increase tremendously the vividness and the trustworthiness

of our mental image of a spherical earth. For example, nothing else

will so much aid us in thinking correctly of the huge size of the planet.

But even that much is due entirely to an effort of thought in connect-

ing our experience of travel with our preconceived mental image of a

sphere. Columbus, with an exceedingly wide experience on the ocean,

concluded that the earth was pear-shaped.

We are not here concerned with the proof that the earth is round,

but with the question whether we can get a sense-impression of a

round earth from the earth itself.

If we observe an eclipse of the moon, we see the shadow of the

round earth pass over the disk of the moon. We see, it is true, that

the shadow is circular in cross-section. Does that give us an image of

the spherical earth ?

The moon is the most favorably situated of all the heavenly

bodies for our observation. It is near enough for us to see its shape.

To the naked eye it does often look like a flat disk, it is true. Through

a telescope, however, it certainly looks spherical. The changing phases
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of the sun's illumination emphasize the appearance of roundness.

The relief of its bespattered surface helps to make the appearance of

sphericity more clear and vivid. We may use our sense-impression

of the moon in making our mental image of the earth.

It will scarcely be questioned, however, that for most of us our

mental image of the spherical earth is derived by sense-impression

from pictures, maps, or globes. If we image the earth as a sphere at

all, it is a model of the earth that we image instead of the earth itself.

If, now, we ask ourselves whence come our mental images of con-

tinents, oceans, and countries, we must again confess that they also

are all too large for our eyes to see as a whole, and, even though Ave

may travel over every square mile of their surface, their shape still

eludes us, until w^e construct an outline or a model of them on a scale

small enough for us to take in at one glance the whole of the region.

It is perfectly true, however, that we may associate into one

mental image innumerable sense-impressions by constructive imagina-

tion without the intervention of an objective model. Perhaps this is

the true origin of the mental image most people have o^f their home

town or country neighborhood. Many a person, though well ac-

quainted with his neighborhood, cannot find his way on the map, and

not infrequently finds, on consulting a map, that his mental image

was greatly distorted and even false in many respects. It is, of

course, quite impossible to build up, test, and correct the mental image

by measurement of lines and angles, observations of latitude and

longitude, triangulation of the area, etc., as the drawn map is built

up, tested, and corrected.

We may, therefore, safely conclude that all accurate and correct

mental images of the shape of tlie earth, shapes of continents, oceans,

islands, peninsulas, bays, gulfs, lakes, river courses, boundary lines,

states, mountains, plateaus, as well as the geological formations, loca-

tion of cities, harbors, parks, railroads, canals, etc., are developed in

our minds from the study of maps and models. These images cannot

be had by a study of only the things themselves. Except in the matter

of small details which concern an area small enough to be seen at once,

it is even impracticable for an ordinary person to check up a map and

test its accuracy. He depends on the map, rather, to correct his ob-

servations than vice versa.

I believe, therefore, a radical fault in our geography teaching

lies in the neglect of maps and models. They should claim a much
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larger share of careful study in order to provide these elementary

mental images of geography, since these latter cannot be obtained

from the study and observation of the great outdoors itself.

It is a well-known fact, moreover, that a large proportion of our

maps and models are distorted reproductions of the real things. For

instance, the projection of the spherical earth on to a flat map neces-

sarily distorts its shape. All the methods of projection are struggles

to minimize an inevitable difficulty. The Mercator projection for

world maps is the worst distortion in shape that is used. The flat

map oh any possible projection, for even so large a portion of the

earth's surface as a continent, is a serious distortion. Hence, flat

maps should be limited to areas at least as small as the United States,

in order to preserve, approximately, the actual shape.

Moreover, teachers should be very suspicious of the value of the

false images children obtain from working out exaggerated relief on

sand-tables or putty maps. It is usually pleaded for these that it has

been explained to the pupils that the relief is exaggerated, since it

would be too slight to represent at all on the same scale as is used for

horizontal distances. Distorted mental images thus obtained are,

nevertheless, not "corrected" by such verbal explanation, and persist,

since they cannot be tested by comparison with reality itself. For

these small models themselves are the source of our mental images in-

asmuch as the actual world features are inaccessible to our observation

on any possible scale that would enable us to see them. Hence our

false distortions are not recognized as false, since we have nothing

true to compare them with. Even learned geographers have some-

times defended these distortions, on the ground that they represent

the earth as it really looks to us at close range. The heights of moun-

tains, they say, seem exaggerated in comparison with horizontal dis-

tances in a landscape. The slope of a hill seems much steeper than it

really is when measured. Nearly every one draws a mountain far

steeper than any mountain-slope usually is. On the other hand, how-

ever, I believe the truth to be simply that our distorted relief models

and exaggerated diagrams have caused these misconceptions of the

mountain-slope and heights that have, in turn, been urged as a reason

for continuing the use of the distortions.

On the same ground I question the wisdom of the exaggeration of

any physical features whatever in a map or model. In this connection

it is to be recalled that practically all our school maps at present
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greatly confuse the images they present by the mass of names printed

on them and grossly misrepresent the width, shape, and number of

rivers, the number and the size of railroad tracks, the size and shape of

cities, and the prominence of political boundaries; at the same time,

they usually fail to bring out the facts of soil, geology, wooded and

farming areas, industries, trade-routes, etc., that are closely con-

nected with the geographical mental image that we should get from a

map. Of course, special maps must be used to show separate features

in detail, but still it is very desirable also to combine in one map, large

enough to avoid confusion, every sort of characteristic possible to as-

semble that is intrinsically necessary to the understanding of the life

of the inhabitants of the region. A large detailed map with a mul-

tiplicity of data may indeed be so arranged as not to be confusing if

prominence be given to large things, and minor things be kept in

proper subordination. In, general, everything should be on the scale

of the map. Instead of making names so large as to be read across

the room, I would have the names on a key map only, or so small

on the other map that they could be seen only close at hand, as signs

on buildings are seen. I would have three series of maps; namely,

first, detailed maps to show specialized features with names; second,

maps on a very large scale without names, or with only the smallest

details named in very fine capitals, these being planned more as bird's-

eye views, with everything in proper proportion, to be viewed close at

hand for detail and at a distance for the general view and for larger

features; and third, key-maps with names for reference, much as our

usual maps now have the names on them.

What part of our mental imagery, on the other hand, can be

traced to direct sense-impression of the actual world about us?

First, the landscape as we travel over the surface of the earth is

undoubtedly direct sense-impression of the real world. It should, how-

ever, always be interpreted by maps. An observer with a map can see

more things and note more relations than one without, because by the

map he perceives at once whence and whither roads lead or streams

flow. Thus he sees beyond the mountains or the woods that obstruct

the view, and corrects the mistaken appearances due to the foreshorten-

ing of objects. In this way the map at once gives an exactness to his

observation that even months of study without a map could not give.

We must, therefore, never forget that, while it is undoubtedly true

that the first-hand study of the surface of the earth is indispensable
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to all geographical imagery worthy the name, still, nevertheless, many
or even most of the relations can be brought into our sense-perception

only by maps or models. Instead, therefore, of field trips, excursions,

or travel taking the place of map-study, they are, on the one hand,

what make map-study possible and profitable ; and, on the other hand,

they are themselves enriched tenfold by having their direct observation

rectified, extended, and related to the thousands of other facts which,

though set down on the map, are not observed in the landscape.

Thus only can we make a success of our excursions and field-trips.

By preparing for excursions through a study of maps and by tracing

out one's course during and after the trip, by representing in picture,

diagram, and model what we see and have seen, we may associate into

one related whole the sense-impressions that belong together, even

where these were either too large or too disconnected in observation for

the relations to be perceived. Thus, a field trip to a mountain fold

may give in half an hour all the sense-impressiona of the outdoor

scene that are later to be worked over in map, drawing, and delta-table

modeling for days thereafter. The reproduction shows parts of the

earth's crust and represents portions of the landscape that were not

seen in the field-trip, and hence it supplements and interprets the

scenery of the field-trip.

The ordinary landscape view that a traveler gets from the car win-

dow or from a country road is not very extensive. However, as the

train crosses a mountain pass, or as the road leads around or over a

hill, the view broadens. In general, the more we can see in one view,

the more interesting and instructive it is. When a great valley, with

cities, railroads, rivers, farms, woods, mines, factories, etc., lies spread

out before our eyes, as from the top of Lookout Mountain in Tennessee,

or at Grand View on the Allegheny escarpment in Pennsylvania, we

have in such an actual view of the real earth's surface a combination

of what we otherwise would have to piece together from a succession

of detailed near views by careful map study. These bird's-eye views

are ideal maps, except for two reasons: first, we should look down
on the country vertically to avoid the foreshortening of the sidelong,

horizontal view; and, second, the haze and clouds usually obscure the

view, and the distance renders objects indistinct. These faults are

remedied in a map that shows everything as it would look from a point

directly overhead.

Just as such views are valuable in getting a true idea of a great
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stretch of country visible from one point of view, so it is very desirable

that minor outlook points be visited for the view of smaller areas.

The view from the Woolworth building in New York or the City Hall

in Philadelphia or the Bromo-Seltzer Tower in Baltimore or tlie

Washington Monument in Washington, D. C, or the Eiffel Tower in

Paris, gives a sense-impression of a great city that cannot be ob-

tained in any other way. Such views bring things into association be-

cause they are combined in one observation. For other areas, however,

we must think the thousands of things in question into relation by the

study of maps. The mental imagery of a map is the concrete basis of

our thinking these thousands of relations among the hundreds and

thousands of facts represented on a map.

If, on the one hand, the earth is too near for direct study with-

out maps, so, on the other hand, the stars and planets are too far away

for study without models. Thousands of observations are necessary to

collect the facts expressed in a model of the solar system. The model

shows the relation of the facts directly to the senses. In the heavens,

however, those relations escape our observation because of the size and

distance of the objects and the limitation of our siglit to but a small

part of the heavens at any one time. It helps, therefore, our concep-

tion of the daily rotation of the sky about the earth if we step into

the Atwood Celestial Sphere* and see that model of the heavens rotate

in five minutes.

When we consider how little of the fundamental imagery of

geography can be had merely from direct observation on trips, excur-

sions, travels, bird's-eye views from outlook points, or observation of

the heavenly bodies, we are likely to be more duly impressed with the

indispensable role played by maps and models in the creation of

geographical imagery.

In our school, therefore, we supplement our excursions and field-

trips with not only ordinal^ maps, but floor maps. In our fifth-grade

room the floor is covered with plain linoleum in which is carved a

map of America north of the equator. The scale is twenty miles to

an inch, for convenience in measurements. The rivers are tooled

out of the linoleum by small gouges. The cities are represented by

brass shapes nailed on. The mountains are also of metal, while the

pointed tack-heads symbolize the heights of mountain peaks. There

*Tlie Atwood Celestial Sphere at the Chicago Academy of Sciences is a great hollow
globe into which one enters to see the apparent rotation of the heavens about the earth.
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are no names, but literally thousands of facts are represented. The

relations of these facts to one another are better represented than in

an ordinary wall map, because: (1) The map is ten times as large

as any ordinary wall map. (2) It lies in conformity with the points

of the compass. North on the map is north on the earth out of the

window. (3) The pupils can walk over the map, thus getting their

muscular sense and sense of direction associated with the regions on

the map. They can step from state to state, can walk from New York

to California, or from Alaska to Panama, and get an orientation that

is impossible from a map that is merely looked at on the wall. (4)

Standing at Chicago on this map, the pupil has spread out around him

a direction hey to all North America. He has but to point in the di-

rection of New York, Hudson Bay, San Francisco, Cuba, Panama,

South America, or the Bermudas on the map, and further out over his

horizon in the real world lie any or all of these in precisely the same

direction as he is pointing. (5) The floor is where children naturally

love to play, and hence on the floor map. It lends itself to numerous

forms of play, permitting a whole elasfe to participate at once in active

exercises on its surface. Thus rail and water transportation

routes, with toy trains and boats, make the real appeal of sense-impres-

sion. The corn, wheat, and cotton areas, forest areas, geological for-

mations, mining districts, manufacturing cities, etc., are chalked in

by pupils from reference maps, and for history the routes of explorers

and areas of claims and treaty boundaries are similarly marked.

Colored cords on pins, stuck in the map, are also used to show explor-

ers' routes, ice-sheet edge, snow-sheet extent from week to week, iso-

bars, or storm areas. The weather of the United States has been rep-

resented by the children, each taking a station—a boy for cloudy

weather and a girl for fair—standing to face the direction in which

the wind was blowing, as reported on the United States daily weather

map. i A standard marked "High" or "Low" is placed over the area

around which centers the anticyclone or the cyclonic storm. Thus

the ascending spiral bringing rain or snow, and the descending spiral

l)ringing fair weather, may actually be pictured through the senses

and made clear to a fifth or sixth grade pupil. We sometimes cut

out circular discs to scale, to represent state areas or population of

states or cities, the number of bushels of wheat, corn, or other crops

produced in each state, and then have the fun of laying them out on

the proper part of the map, thus giving a sense of relative values of
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regions, such as is afforded by the maps in the Statistical Atlas of

the Census. We have illustrated the growth of population from decade

to decade, by using small dolls to represent inhabitants, by placing

them on the map where their number would correspond to the increase

of population.

For the campaigns of the Colonial Period, the Revolution, and

our later wars, the floor-map lends itself as the theater for representa-

tion, with lead soldiers and other toy forms as natural aids.

When the opportunity for using a half acre of ground as a school

garden presented itself some years ago,* it was laid out as a map of

the United States, with paths on the State boundaries. To some

extent, the idea of the growing-crops map at the St. Louis Exposition

was followed. Cotton was raised in Georgia, tobacco in North Caro-

line, wheat in the Dakotas, corn in Iowa, orange trees in California

and Florida. In general, however, the children renting the states

raised what crops they chose.

The fundamental concepts of direction and distance are obtained

most clearly from large models over which one may walk. Both con-

cepts are derived from the sensation of movement, and are far clearer

and more usable when that movement is locomotion. When we are

on the map, just as we are on the surface of the earth, then we may

actually see the sun rise in the east over New England, south at noon

over Chicago, and set in the west behind the Rocky Mountains and

California. The north star is north on the garden map, and the

heavens revolve around it. This gives association of experience with

the different portions of our country akin to those of actual travel.

Every morning, when the children came to the garden, they saw the

sun shining on the map in the east, and pointing his shadows toward

the west. They would often sit on the Pacific coast in the evening and

see the lengthening shadows thrown eastward by the orange trees that

they themselves had planted and irrigated.

After twilight they would watch the North Star in the north from

different positions on the garden map. The moon traveled across the

heavens above our model states, just as she sails over the real ones of

earth.

The children grew used to tracing the state Iwundaries as they ran

about the map. They became expert in thinking of the direction of

*At the Practice School of the Southwestern State Normal School, California, Penn-
sylvania.
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one state or city from another, because they had so often stood at the

city in one state and looked or run in the direction of the other city

or state. Similarly, with distances. When they are daily running

about the states, they get the relative sizes of the states and distances

from point to point fixed in their mental imagery by muscle memory

as well as by eye memory.

This sort of motor sense-impression is very different from that

derived from little book maps held in the hand, or from maps hanging

on the wall, w;here all sense-impression associated with a map is false

and has to be laboriously corrected by reasoning from memory images.

Most of these false associations of maps are never considered by teach-

ers, and few children ever consciously correct sense-impression by

memory images.

Far greater interest attaches to the large map, not only because it

is clearer but because the children can play with it and on it. Even

a little boy in the lowest primary grade learned the states by hunting

apples hidden in the different states. The children readily . invented

games to play on the map, and found an added zest in the freedom

of learning. They played hide-and-go-seek, follow-the-leader, or lo-

cated cities, mountains, rivers, etc.

The added clearness was very forcibly shown by the many ques-

tions the children asked about details of the large map that never

would have occurred to them in even the most detailed study of book

maps.

A .large map of the United States in relief, laid out as, a park

with some attention to the growing crops and mountain flora, with

actual water in the great lakes and the Mississippi River, with the

cities marked in cast iron models, as they are in that charming model

of- Palestine at Chautauqua, New York, would teach more geography

than all the other apparatus ever made, and while not too expensive for

any city of over fifty thousand people, would make any such park

a world-famous spot until such models become common in other large

cities. It should commend itself even to landscape gardeners as far

to be preferred to formal geometrical gardening, just as pictures are

preferable to wall-paper designs.

The apparatus, however, that is nearest to being a living model

is the delta-table with running water. Here is seen, first, river erosion

with shifting channel, the formation of sand-bars, bank erosion, cut-

ting down of the bed of the channel, delta-formation, flood-plain,
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meanders, and cut-offs, wearing of down-stream side of curves, to-

gether with the erosion of the outside and deposition on the inside

of stream curves. Secondly, the destruction of lakes is shown by fill-

ing up from all inlets and draining off by cutting down of outlets.

Thirdly, the recession up-stream of waterfalls and rapids can be

watched from day to day. Fourthly, the shore lines of former lakes

and old lake bottoms can be traced here on the delta-table, so that

excursions to the old shore lines of Lake Chicago become intelligible

even to fifth-grade children. Fifthly, we study the action of running

water in sorting sand and gravel and the bedding of the resulting

deposits. The whole subject of underground water, springs, and wells

can be made clear by demonstrations on the delta-table. We made
a working model of a canal-lock, and took toy boats through. We have

used the table for miniature landscapes in staging battles and frontier

scenes, the plantation life of the Colonial Period, as a model of

Niagara Falls, to show tidal changes, etc. The delta-table is indis-

pensable as a means of sense-impression for all of these various geo-

graphical images which otherwise could come to the pupils only by

extensive travel, long continued adult observation, in widely sepa-

rated parts of the country, and with enormously increased expenditure

of time.

For the development of the imagery of a spherical earth, it is

necessary that young pupils have daily familiarity through both sight

and touch with as large a globe as practicable. We have a very

serviceable home-made model (diameter, 52 inches) of the northern

hemisphere. This is so suspended as to turn readily. It is large

enough to make plausible to the senses the idea that a round earth can

be so large that a limited area will look flat. We calculate the size

of a manikin standing on this model and representing a man six feet

tall as only seven-millionths of an inch in height. A railroad train

half a mile long would scale down to three-thousandths of an inch on

the model. The head of a common pin is larger than the ordinary

horizon of our model manikin. This sort of building up of accurate

scale imagery should accompany the use of all maps and models. It

has a fascination, too, for the imagination of the child akin to that

of the story of Gulliver among the Lilliputians.

Accurate relief models without exaggeration need to have as large

a scale as practicable, and hence must represent but small areas.

Such can be built up by cutting out folio maps of the geological sur-
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vey oil the contour lines and building up the elevations by layers.

Some few relief models, those by Howell, for instance, are available

that do not very grossly exaggerate height. The pictured relief-map,

JSTystrom's for example, has been greatly improved in recent years

by Thorne Thomsen, and has some advantages over actual relief

models.

After all, however, the greatest dependence in geographical teach-

ing must be on large, accurate, detailed maps with everything drawn

to scale, and with nothing, even to the lettering of names, out of pro-

portion. For convenience in using such maps, they must be suspended

vertically, as their nature makes it impracticable to walk over them.

Tliey are for reference, hence names in small capitals should be found

on all details, as roads, towns, railroads, parks, factory plants, rivers,

locks, lakes, hills, mountains, bluffs, islands, bays, forests, mines,

quarries, etc. These names should not be so large nor so conspicuous,

however, as the representation of the objects themselves.

On the other hand, for the development of the mental imagery of

a region, no maps with names are so well adapted as are blank maps,

graphically showing the features of the country in great detail, but

having no names on the larger features. The map names are un-

doubtedly a great distraction to the attention. Most people give their

chief attention to the names on a map and fail to see many of tlic

relations shown. More of us would know the states in the United

States if maps more usually omitted their names. No one knows a

region very well, if he cannot find his way on a good map without hav-

ing the larger features named. There is no excuse for covering up the

surface of a map with the state names, names of cities of over one

hundred thousand inhabitants, names of the great lakes, the large

rivers, the chief mountain ranges, etc. Anybody who does not know

these should study a smaller key-map of reference. Any map should

have only such names on it as the users are not expected to know

without being told.

To sum up, I have pointed out the fact that the mental imagery

of even the most fundamental geographical concepts originates in

maps and models, not merely in observation of the actual world about

us, and that it is maps and models that give accuracy to all our out-

door observations in traveling or on field-trips. I have, therefore,

urged that we improve our material by providing larger maps, making-

true models free from exaggeration, giving far greater detail and ac-
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curacy, and subordinating name to representation. I have used floor-

maps and garden maps for their size and clearness in orientation. I

have used the delta-table as the most va,luable means of presenting the

action of running water. I have urged the constant presence of the

largest available spherical globe for the building up of a usable mental

image of the round earth. Lastly, I have urged the importance of

blank maps to show places and surface features in due proportion, free

from the distraction of the large lettering in printed names.



A STUDY OF FOODS AND FOOD SUPPLY

This paper was written, not by the domestic science teacher, but

by other teachers who, in their classes in history, geography, and

nature study, have found need to use material generally composing

a part of the domestic science course. An article must be so writ-

ten only when cooking is not an isolated activity but an intrinsic part

of school living, when the problems of the kitchen are solved in the

classroom, and when the social demands of the class are ministered

to in the kitchen.

The school plans, for example, to give candy at Christmas

to people who are in danger of having none. In consequence of that

plan and in response to the motive impelling it, the cooking teacher

and the children devise ways and means of making the candy. Per-

haps the best time was when the second grade, having made fondant,

invited the ninth to help them mold it. The little children and older

ones paired off and gaily chatted together while they modeled bon-

bons and graced them with nuts or raisins, wrapped them in pretty

boxes, made Christmas cards to enclose with them, and neatly tied

up the parcels. Again, there is a yearly Saturday garden-party,

where, instead of wandering in white flannels among blooming flow-

ers, or instead of sipping chocolate under the pergola, as the name

"garden-party" implies, the boys of the high school and the men of

the faculty doff their coats and vigorously ply spades and rakes to

prepare the garden for the spring planting. But hearty gardeners

need hearty food, and the girls of the high school enter the kitchen

and cook and serve a luncheon. During the spring quarter, too, there

is a schoolwide honoring and feting of the seniors. Usually two or

three classes want to express their good fellowship by luncheons,

and again the social demand molds the domestic-science course, and

the kitchen is full of young cooks learning to make the dishes thought

to be most pleasing to senior palates. Frequently, too, grades make

sandwiches or little cakes for mothers' meetings held in the after-

noons. In many such ways the utensils of the kitchen prove them-

selves the tools of a socialized group besides being the furnishings

of a laboratory, and the cooking teacher becomes a servant of the

communitv as well as a scientist.
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Under such conditions what is the purpose of the teaching of

domestic science? ISTot the mere acquiring of skill with egg-beater

and mixing-bowl. That skill is needed and is gained, but gained

as an incident, not as a prime object. Eather, the great purpose is

to encourage social action. Secondary to that follow more academic

aims, academic, yet tinged with social meaning and intent—to dem-

onstrate by example and exposition the principle of social coopera-

tion among men ; to show the economic and historic significance of the

world's food industries; to cultivate a habit of inquiring into phys-

ical causes and relations and a habit of making associations, of see-

ing farther than one's breakfast plate.

The outline of a course with these purposes differs from that

of one with purely academic or purely utilitarian aims. It does not

have for its main topics, mineral salts, proteins, fats, carbohydrates,

and water. Perhaps the outline would read somewhat like this

:

Sources of food

:

Natural products.

Cultivated crops.

Geographical locations.

Conversion of raw foodstuffs

:

Harvesting.

Milling.

Packing.

Preserving.

Transporting of foods.

Cooking of foods.

The best way to learn of the sources of food is to produce it.

Children who have planted corn, harvested it, converted it into corn-

meal, made it into johnny-cake, and eaten it, know what corn-meal

is and where it came from. Experience with a school garden, while

it may not be quite satisfactoi7, on account of the lost summers, yet

makes very clear that the fruitful earth is indeed our nourishing

mother. Every child in our elementary school gets this sort of expe-

rience with fructifying seed and productive soil. For there is the

flower-garden, enclosed in a picket fence, which the whole school

helped to make and paint. In the center of it, in a little plot of

grass, stands a sun-dial, the gift of a graduating class. For this lit-

tle area the seventh grade every year devise arrangements of beds,

making their experiments on water-color charts. When they finally
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settle on one plan, the high-school geometry class stakes out the in-

tricate system of beds. In another comer of the school grounds is

the less romantic vegetable garden, the scene of the boys' garden-

party already mentioned. In these two places every grade below the

eighth owns beds and plants crops, sometimes as individual prefer-

ence dictates, sometimes according to concerted class plans—cotton

and flax among the textile workers of the fifth, corn among the poul-

try-raisers of the second. Many children of the upper grades, too,

apply for space and plant their heart's desire. Part of the garden

Avork is done in class time, but much of it at odd moments and dur-

ing play periods. There are lazy gardeners, to be sure, and uninter-

ested ones, but there is also a goodly number of loving hands at work

and eager eyes Avatching, enough to make the garden "a lovesome

spot." In addition to these two places, there is a border about the

front laAvn, filled with shrubs and bulbs and perennials. Here the

sixth grade preside, introducing every spring new and attractive

things. The kindergarteners seek out little neglected spots that need

beautifying with crocuses and sunflowers. The first grade plant a

forest of corn around their playhouse. The seventh care for hot-

beds, where they start flowers and vegetables for the school garden

or for gardens and window-boxes at home.

In the autumn we have our harvest-home festival on the lawn.

Every grade garners its corn or cabbages or thyme or beets or Job's

tears and piles them attractively on tables. Gradually this display

of crops has attracted to itself other exhibits. Cooks from among

faculty and children bring their jellies and canned fruits, needle-

women bring their laces and embroideries, collectors their stamps

and post-cards and pressed flowers and specimens of minerals, ani-

mal-fanciers their cats and dogs and rabbits and birds and ponies,

and young mothers their dolls. Children and teachers and parents

spend a gay two hours at "The Francis W. Parker County Fair."

Every year when the children are themselves harvesting their

crops, the seventh grade make a study of the world' yield. Such an

investigation gives significance to our little project of a school gar-

den, puts it into its place as an unimportant exemplification of a

universal industry. The children's personal garden experience makes

a very real basis for the true imaging of the larger situation. A
child who has himself put into the ground a dry, dead-seeming seed,

all the time marveling at the mystery of its coming revivification,
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who has himself cared for the tender sprout aud created the right I

conditions of soil and water to bring about its growth, has some of

the mental material for appreciating the astounding spectacle of a

world at work in field and garden.

SPECIMENS FROiM SCHOOL GARDEN USED AT "COUNTY FAIR" EXERCISE

On the day of the Count}' Fair the seventh grade report to

the school some of the results of their study. It has been the aim

to present dilfeient phases in different years. At one time the

subject was the world's wheat crop, with an account of the countries

exporting and those importing; again it was the chief world prod-

ucts and the share of various countries in raising them. At another

time the report dealt with the comparative value of the chief world

products. A fourth topic was the significance of oVer-production and

under-production. We here give a morning exercise, combining the

seventh-grade presentation of the world situation and the report upon

our own garden.

MOENING EXEECISE: THE COUNTY FAIE

Friday, October 4, 1912

SONG. "Now Sing We a Song of the Harvest."

Mr. Mortensen. After the reading the several grades will tell us what

the yield has been from the garden this year, and the seventh grade will tell

us of the world crops for 1912.
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Starr (reading). "Autumn in a Garden."

Mary W. (first grade). Last spring we planted sonie popcorn, and this

week we gathered it. We counted the ears, and there were 73 ears of corn.

Here are two of the ears that we gathered (holding tip two goodly sised ears

of corn.)

James (second grade). Last fall we went to Mr. Hoy's farnr, and he

gave us two long ears of corn about this big, (measuring off about ten inches

between his forefingers), and we saved them and planted them later on, and
then yesterday we picked the corn and shelled it. These are the longest ears

that we got (showing two rather small samples). We .got a half gallon of

corn, and we are going to feed it to our chickens.

Caroline (third grade). Last spring we planted our garden. We planted

peppers and corn and cabbage, and this fall we gathered the corn, and here

are the cabbages, and here are some beets, and here is the corn. The longest

ear that we got measured eleven inches. Here it is, this long one.

Miss Musselman. I think the boy who raised the largest head of cabbage

should tell us about it. I weighed it this morning, and it weighs nine and a

quarter pounds. It is a very fine head of cabbage.

Henry (fourth grade). I think we have had a fine crop of potatoes this

year. We sorted a lot of them when we dug them, and we have large ones

and middle-sized ones and little ones. Here are some of the little ones. We
are going to give them to the kindergarten, so they can feed them to their

dolls. We are going to build a bonfire and roast the middle-sized ones, and

the big ones we are going to sell, if we can get a price for them.

Mrs. Webster. The Lunch Room will be very glad to buy large potatoes.

Henry. Here is a lady that we made out of potatoes. Here is one of

the middle-sized potatoes and here is one that looks like a pair of glasses

(fitting it to his eyes).

Charlotte (fourth grade). Here are the beets that Caroline told about,

and these two are curious shapes that we found. These on the stage are our

whole crop. This is our very biggest one. And these are our prize carrots.

These little ones we intend to give to the kindergarten. When we have our

bonfire, we are going to cook potatoes and carrots. Each one is going to

have one cooked in the fire, and then we are going to send the rest to Mary

[the cook in the lunch room] to cook for dinner.

Mary P. (fourth grade). Our peanuts this year were a very disappoint-

ing crop. This is all we got (holding a plant up with one nut on the root).

It was the only ripe one.

Christina (fifth grade). Last spring the fifth grade planted beans, peas,

flax, and cotton. The beans came up very slowly, and the men [the garden-

ers who do the work during summer vacation] thought they were not going
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to come up at all, so they planted tomatoes around them. The beans came
up after a while, but although the plants were quite large, there were not

many beans on them. The peas came up nicely, but there was no one here to

eat them, and now the plants are all dried up. Only three of the cotton

plants came up ; and, probably on account of the cold weather, there is no

cotton on them. We have taken them up and put them in pots and we are

going to see what results we get.

Alfred (sixth grade). Last spring the sixth grade planted some herbs

—

twenty or twenty-five different kinds. Among them were thyme, rosemary,

sweet marjoram, sage, dill, wormwood, and aniseseed. This is dill for the dill

pickles. This is aniseseed. This is sweet marjoram. Most of the things came
up very well and strong for the first year.

Polly (seventh grade). Here are some of the flowers that the seventh

grade planted last year. We planted six hotbeds fiill of seeds. We tried to

plant them so that we would have a yellow and blue garden, and one of

mixed colors, and we tried to plant gardenflowers that would bloom in the

fall.

Helen (seventh grade.)

north of Anita Terrace:

This diagram shows the girls' baseball field

N.

360 ft.

E.

44,880 sq. ft.

43,560

1,.'520 sq. ft.
10 ft.

W.

Anita Terrace

S.

We measured it the other day, and found that it contained 44,880 sq.

ft. An acre contains 43,560 sq. ft., so if a strip 10 feet long is cut off one

end, the remainder will about equal an acre. The third grade told about the

corn they planted. They planted it on 56 sq. ft. of ground and got one-

seventh of a bushel. If they had planted the same seed on one acre of

ground, that is, this much of the north field, they would have got 111

bushels.

Mary (seventh grade). There are three main classifications of farm

crops—igrain, truck (vegetables) and fruit. The seventh grade made charts

of the different grain crops in the different continents. There are so many
kinds of vegetables that we did not have time to make a comparison of vege-

tables. This chart shows the number of bushels of wheat produced by the

different countries in 1911

:
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WHEAT CROP OF 1911

Bushels.

Europe 1,805,605,000

North America 864,262,000

South America 170,174,000

Asia 516,521,000

Australia 106,644,000

Africa 88,589,000

EUROPEAN WHEAT CROP OF 1911

Bushels.

Belgium 15,745,000

Bulgaria 48,295,000

Denmark 4,466,000

Finland 125,000

France ?.15,126,000

Germany 149,411,000

Greece 8,000,000

Italy 192,395,000

Montenegro 200,000

Netherlands 5,511,000

Norway 271,000

Portugal 11,850,000

Roumania 93,724,000

Russia 447,038,000

Servia 15,312,000

Spain 148,495,000

Sweden 7,945,000

Switzerland 3,524,000

Turkey , 20,000,000

United Kingdom 66,289,000

Europe, as you see, has a little more than twice as much as North

America; North America, a little less than twice as much as Asia; Asia,

more than twice as much as South America. The two heaviest wheat-pro-

ducing countries in Europe are Russia and France.

Erna. This is a chart showing, the value of products in the United

States. The value of the corn crop is $1,565,258,000; wheat, $543,063,000;

cotton, $859,840,000; coal, $716,286,000; gold, $96,890,000. Some people be-

lieve that gold is of the most value' of all the products of the United States,

but corn is far ahead of it. The value of iron is $327,334,000. It is about

the smallest of those of great importance to our country.

Harnden. This is a chart showing the world's corn crop for 1911,

3,481,700,000 bushels. North America had 2,740,673,000; Europe, 585,732,000;

South America, 32,539.000; Australia, 13,933,000. You see the difference be-

tween Europe and North America. The corn crop of North America is
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the largest, and you will see that corn is the principal crop of North America.

Helen. Another important crop is rye. Europe raises the most, because

they use principally rye bread. We raise so little because we use principally

wheat bread.

One way to become conscious of the source of food, as we have

said, is to produce it; another is to see it growing, as this report by

the first-grade children and their teacher shows them doing.

THE FAEM EXCURSION

Each autumn, after the children of the first grade have gath-

ered and husked the popcorn which they planted in the spring,

they make a trip to a farm. Many of the children have already

visited a farm and have experienced the joys of riding on a hay-

rack, sliding down a straw-stack and picking clover blossoms. They

have undoubtedly observed the various kinds of work which are

needed in caring for animals, and which the farmer finds necessary

in the cultivation of his grain or vegetables, but the school excursion

does more than repeat former experiences. It is not only one of

sensuous pleasure, but it is related to essentials closely connected

with the child's owai life. This visit affords an opportunity for a

variety of experiences, and through their interpretation is found

an answer to many questions which have arisen from the work in

domestic science, the study of primitive man, and the work in the

school garden; and the visit aids the child more clearly to under-

stand his work in literature. For instance, when the class was

learning the rhyme,

'"Little Boy Blue, come blow your horn,

• The sheep's in the meadow, the cow's in tlie corn,"

this question was asked: "Why should Little Boy Blue drive the

sheep out of the meadow?" The children answered: "Because the

sheep would trample doAvn the grass, and the farmer wants it for

the horses and cows to eat in the winter." Then they were asked,

"Why do they want the cows driven out of the corn?" And Jean

replied : "Because they need the corn for the pigs, or to put in the

silo for the cows in cold weather." The trip solves such problems

as this: Where do cream of wheat, rolled oats, corn-flakes, and

flour come from, as well as cream, butter, eggs and the various meats

and fruits that appear upon the table? It raises, too, new matters

for solution relating to other social activities.
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As the children step out of the car, they see the sun shining

through the clouds perhaps, but not through smoke; they feel the

cool, clean air, and smell the dry leaves and grass; they jog along

the road in a hay-rack, wondering how long it will be before they

slip ofE; and upon arriving at the farm they jump, run and shout.

Here there is plenty of room, something to do, and many things to

see and think about. The children visit the apple orchard, and,

with the help of the farmer, climb an apple-tree and experience

first hand the fun of shaking down the fruit. After doing this they

more fully appreciate where their apples come from, and how they

grow and are gathered. They see the great flocks of geese, turkeys,

ducks, and hens and realize that the home of their Thanksgiving

turkey was on a farm and that the eggs that they have for break-

fast have taken a journey before reaching their plates. They now
understand that the feathers or down in their pillows come from

fowls, and the great number of feathers lying on the ground makes

them realize the real meaning of moulting and why the fowls get

fiieir thick, warm winter covering.

The children now hasten to the pasture, near the barn, to look

at the fine herd of cattle. The farmer has given them permission

to go into the long, low, dimly-lighted stable; and with great

delight they walk very quietly and with subdued voices so as not

to frighten the little calves and the great bull fastened in one of

the stalls. They enter the pens where the calves are walking about

and gently stroke their soft backs and pretty faces. They look into

their large round eyes and smell their fragrant breath. Then with

something of awe and trepidation they slowly walk down to where

the bull is bellowing because of the unaccustomed sight of so many
visitors. They watch the farmer as he gently strokes the animal's

broad back and with an assuring tone speaks to the great creature,

which ceases to bellow when he knows his friend is near. The chil-

dren see that this warm stable is where the cattle are kept during

the long, cold nights and days of winter. The farmer has consented

to milk a cow, and the process is watched with great interest, because

some of the children have never seen a cow milked and only know
of milk as it appears upon their tables or as it is seen in bottles

brought by the milk man.

The machinery that is standing about is a source of curiosity.

They examine the plow, harrow, hayrake and all other machinery
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that the farmer may have. Touching the various implements, look-

ing them over, and climbing upon them tends to fix in the child's

mind not only the machine itself, but its uses as well. Later this

knowledge helps to form a basis of comparison, for when the child

begins to use a spade and a hoe to loosen the. soil in his garden, if

he knows that the farmer is using a plow in his great field for the

same purpose, and if he learns that the Indian simply scratched

FIRST-GRADE DRAWING OF FARM

the ground with a stick, he begins to look for a reason for the great

difference between the white man's implements and those used by

the Indian. He appreciates, too, that the primitive man with his

crude tool must live almost entirely upon animal food, while he

himself has the benefit of all that the soil produces. He can see

that this difference is due to the men who thought out ways of

making better tools and to the hard work of the farmer, who he

feels is his very good friend.

In the schoolroom the different experiences gained on the excur-

sion are organized and related to bits of knowledge similar to the

examples already given. The children give the names of the various

meats they eat—pork, veal, mutton and beef. This list is accom-

panied by the names of the animals to which each kind of flesh

belongs. The food and shelter of animals are topics which are sep-

arately discussed, and the following points are also considered:
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Why do fowls moult in the fall?

Why do animals shed their hair or fur in the fall or spring ?

Why does the pig have such a long nose ?

Why is the food in the silo good for cattle?

How do we prepare food for our own winter use?

The experiences and facts gained are written upon the board

and used as reading lessons. The children draw pictures of animals

upon the board, writing the name, of the animal and its food. Other

pictures of the farm are drawn and painted, showing the corn-field

and apple-orchard, and as another form of expression a farm is

made in the sand-table, the animals being modeled in plasticene.

All this helps to make a beginning for the work in domestic science,

nature-study, and industrial history.

This year we summed up the experiences gained in visiting a

faiTn in a morning exercise given to the entire school. The ver-

l)atim report of it follows. To the reader this may seem very choppy

and disconnected, lacking in rhythm and beauty, but if he had seen

the faces of the children, heard their piping voices, and felt how
intense was their desire to make everyone understand what they

saw and did at the farm, he might think differently.

MORNING EXERCISE—FAEM EXPERIENCES .

Tuesday, January 19, 1915

Bobby. We took the Northwestern train and got off at Lombard. Mr.

Hoy met us with a hay-rack, and we rode to a corn field, and then we came
back and got off.

Joan (showing stcreopticon picture). Here is the hay-rack with the

mothers and children on it, and Mr. Hoy driving.

Fred 11'. Then we went and saw the horses. Horses are used to draw
the hay and the corn and everything needed around the farm. In the sum-

mer the horses eat grass, but in the winter they eat corn and hay.

John. A long time ago they had a big thing like this (shoiving a picture),

called the scythe, and used it to cut the grass. But the man .got so tired, and

he said, "Oh, my, I wish I had a long scythe out here to cut the grass, and

some horses," and a man made something like that (showing). A long time

ago there was a rake like this used on big farms and little farms. And the

man got so tired, and he said, "Oh, my, I wish I had a big machine just

like this, with two wheels and horses," and soon a man made something like

that. And they had a rake like that at Mr. Hoy's.
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ARRIVING AT THE FARM

517/31. This is the way they stacked the hay up. They stack it up with

pitchforks, and this is the way they load the hay on the hay-racks. They

load it up with pitchforks. And sometimes they stack the hay up with the

hay-loader on the hay-racks. And they load the hay in stacks with pitch-

forks like this. We saw the hay at Mr. Hoy's and slid down in it. And we

told stories.

Fred R. This picture shows a mowing-machine used to cut wheat. This

big wheel goes around and drops down under the knives. This is the way

they stack the wheat, so the rain won't ^et in. They put a stick in the top

and tie some of the wheat to it, and that makes a little roof, for if the rain got

on the wheat it would make bad flour, and if it got in the oats it would spoil

the oats so the cows and horses would not like it.

When we were at Mr. Hoy's we were on a straw-stack. When it rains

out in the pasture, the cows and horses go up beside it so they won't get wet.

Norman. This is a picture of the straw-stack. We climbed up on the

straw-stack and slid down.

These are the cows in the field (shozving picture). Those are the chil-

dren with the cows.

Elisabeth. When we were at Mr. Hoy's we saw a cow milked, and the

boys are going to show you how to milk it. (Boys give pantomime.)

Betty. When we were at Mr. Hoy's we saw the calves, and when we

saw them they were afraid. We saw them wash the bottles and strain the

milk in the bottles.
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ON THE STRAW STACK

INTERESTED OBSERVERS
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John L. They put the milk in the can, then take it to the train and put

it on the train, and then the train takes it to the city, and they take it off and

take it out of the cans in some bottles and go around and sell it.

Billy. First they take it off the train in cans and shoot it down a little

chute like this, and shoot it right into the milk-wagon and put it in the bottles

and go around and sell it.

Fred W. This is a separator (shozviny picture). We saw a separator

out in the barn, and they piit the milk in there and turn a crank, and cream

comes out one side and milk out the other.

Joan. This is where we told stories in the barn (shoiMiig picture), and

this is the big silo to put the winter food in.

Joan. When we were at Mr. Hoy's, we saw the corn put in stacks like

this (showing picture), and here is a corn-cutter. And we saw a silo. They

put corn in it, cut in fine pieces, to feed the cattle in winter.

Billy. At Mr. Hoy's we saw cattle, cows, horses, and pigs. The pigs

give pig's feet, sausage and bacon, and when they eat out in the pasture, they

eat roots and dig with their noses, and their noses are long. And they drink

milk and eat corn.

Charles. This is a plow. They use these plows for little farms, for

plowing up the earth. Another kind digs up potatoes. When we were at

Mr. Hoy's we saw a plow, but it was not working. Way out west they use

this kind of plow for big farms. (Picture of steam plow.)

Avis. When we were. out at Mr. Hoy's we saw turkeys, chickens, and

ducks and geese. And the feathers fall off in winter, and they get warmer

feathers.

Fred. My mother got some feathers to trim the baby's bonnet.

Wharton. Mr. Hoy put us up on the limb of an apple tree. Some of the

children shook the limb, and some of the apples fell down, and some of us

gathered osage oranges. There were osage oranges from the hedge. Some-

times they get ripe, but osage oranges are not good to eat. They are green.

This is a picture of the apple orchard (shoiving picture). The children

are out there gathering apples at Mr. Hoy's.

Miss Cooke. You must have had a very nice time. How many have

been at that same farm? (Many hands.) Then you know just how nice it is.

Is there anything else to add about a farm?

Child. When I was out at a farm—I think it was 8,000 acres, I went to

a dairy and saw the man milk the cows, and there was a white cat there.

We saw some horses, and I think there were some chickens.
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Miss Cooke. That makes me think of a farm I visited last year, where

the oldest little girl had learned to milk the cow. She had two kittens.

Every morning when she went out to milk the cow, she would have the

kittens sit up on her back, and they would open their mouths, and she would

milk into them.

Child. When I was out at the farm, we husked corn. When you husk

corn you have to use gloves, or else you will get your hands cut.

Mary. When I was out at a farm, I saw them hiisk corn. They had a

great big husking-machine, and the corn that was not husked I helped to

husk.

Elizabeth. One summer I was on a farm where they had three cows.

There was a little nest of birds up in the eaves at the top of the barn, and

one day when the farmer was milking the cows, the birds got out on the edge

of the pail and drank the milk out of the pail. I thought it was very queer

that birds would drink milk.

In the fifth grade, beside the garden experience and the excur-

sions, goes a more careful study of one of the most important sources

of our food, which adds breadth and completeness to the memories

carried from the first grade.
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^' CORN AS A TYPE OF THE GRAINS

¥ Corn is clioseii for the study as a type of the grasses, not only

because it is historically and economically our greatest American

COTeal, but also because it exhibits in greatly enlarged form and

variation the characteristics of the other grains. Its size aids greatly

in gaining attention and giving clearness to the characteristics of

grasses, while the comparison with other grains secures accuracy and

breadth to the study.

"We compared the corn with grass and trees," says one pupil. "The

roots of the corn are called fibrous roots, and are very long, slender, and

numerous. The roots of the pine-tree have one main tap-root and many

other branch-roots growing out from it. The corn cannot live all winter as

the pine tree can. The latter stores up food in the roots and trunk for

winter."

"Corn really is a grass," says another pupil. "The fibrous roots, nodes

in the stem, and long slender leaves are like those of the grasses. The corn-

blade has no stem, as most leaves have, but has what is called a sheath. This,

instead of fastening to the stalk as a stem does, encases the stalk. Dirt fre-

quently collects between the sheath and the stalk. Rain wets it, and

smut develops in the corn. The long leaf has a much stronger attachment

to the stalk, however, and helps to strengthen it. The corn leaf is a great

deal longer than ordinary leaves, so it must have something else to help hold

it up besides the sheath. It has what is called the midrib. That is a stiflf

kind of rib, which runs through the middle of the leaf. This helps hold

the leaf up to the sunlight a great deal better. The veins in the corn-leaf run

lengthwise. There are very minute veins, also, that run crosswise that are

so small they cannot be seen by the naked eye. We looked at them through

the microscope."

"The veinin,g of the leaves and the construction of the stalks," writes

Henry, "are as interesting to me as the construction of a locomotive is to an

engineer. When you get to know the plants, you feel as though you ought

to have a garden where you can take care of real plants and study them."

"Plants move," writes Ruth, "though many people do not know it. It is

true that they do not move with a jerk, but they move very slowly. When

the corn gets beaten down by a heavy rain or hail storm, it gradually works

itself up again, although it never gets perfectly straight as before. When

we move, we bend our joints. That is the way also with the corn. It bends

at the nodes."

"Plants absorb water from the ground through their roots. If we

sprinkled water only on the leaves of a plant it could not live. A plant also

must not have too much water. A tree would not grow in a lake. Sand or

gravel never gets so wet and soggy as clay does. That is the reason we find

trees growing on the sand-ridges of the Chicago plain."

"When we eat apples," writes Ruth, after the class had made a com-
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parative study of various seed-forms, "we are really eating the pistil of the

plant. The bananas, peaches, and plums we eat are also just the flower

pistils. The pistil is the part of the plant in which the seed is developed. In

the case of the wheat, the chaff is the corolla and calyx, surrounding the

kernel, and the stamens which hold the pollen."

In the fifth grade the children get a more comprehensive view

of the subject of food converting than they did in the second. There

they add to their own crude hand-milling visits to grain elevators

and flour mills, and the use of printed information.

FLOUE MILLING

For the type in flour milling, we turn to wheat. Barbara says:
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"The first thing I did was to mash the wheat with a potato masher as

fine as possible, and then to sift it through a wire sieve. Then I ground

some more wheat as fine as possible and then sifted it through a piece of

cheese-cloth. Then I put the material in four bottles : in the first, unground
wheat; in the second, what was left after the first sifting; in the third, what

went through the first sieve; in the fourth, what went through the cheese-

cloth."

DIAGRAM OF THE EXTERIOR OF THE OLD DUTCH GRIST MILL

Another pupil, writing about an excursion to a grist mill, says

:

"We went to visit an old wind mill near the Des Plaines river. When we
got close to it, we saw that one of the driving-wings was broken off. The
mill is about forty years old. There are five floors, counting the top, which

will turn around. The inside of the mill looks much better than the outside.

In a great many places the shingles have come ofif, and the balcony, which

may be entered from the second floor, is tumbled down on one side.

"A wagon drives up to a little platform about three or four feet broad.

Then the wheat, which is in bags, is carried in and dumped into a hopper

through an opening in the floor.
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"The grain elevator passes through the first floor, and consists of a num-
ber of tin cups fastened to an endless belt and the whole boxed in. When
the wheat reaches the top floor of the grist-mill, it is dumped down a chute

to the receiving-separator. This separator is made of two sieves, cylindrical

in -shape. One of them is within the other. The inner one extends a little
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further out at the end than the outer sieve and empties into a chute. The
mesh of the inner sieve is large enough to let the wheat through, while the

outer sieve is too fine, but will let mustard seeds or cockle go through. The
wheat, chaff, and screenings then fall each into a different chute.

"On the second floor the wheat is ground and sifted. It is ground by

millstones, as was all wheat forty years ago. There are only ladders from
one floor to another, and they get steeper from story to story. A door at

one side leads to the balcony, from which the miller can reach the rope to

operate the brake on the top floor.

"The grinding-stones were imported from France, and are incased to

keep the wheat in and the dust and dirt out. The upper stone, or runner,

turns, while the nether millstone is stationary. There is a bell in the bottom

of the feeding-hopper that will ring as soon as it is no longer covered with

wheat. It thus gives the miller warning when the wheat has run oUt. There

are two sets of millstones in this mill. They are turned by an iron axle

running vertically through the mill and geared to the power-windwheel on

top. After the wheat is .ground, it is taken up in an elevator to a chute which

puts it into the middlings grader. The wooden frame of this reel is covered

with silk bolting cloth of two grades,—the first three-fourths is real fine and

the last quarter is coarse cloth. Through the first goes the flour, through

the second the middlings, while the bran is dumped into a separate chute.

There is a screw conveyor under the reel to shove the flour and middlings

along to one end and down the chutes to the first floor, where the bags are

filled."

"On the third floor there is one .great big wheel, thirteen feet in diameter,

which has cogs on the rim of it, and which is geared to the power-wheel.

On each side of the big wheel are two small pinion-wheels which turn the

axles of the grindstones on the floor below."

"There is nothing on the fourth floor. On the top floor there is machin-

ery to make the axle of the big wheel turn, changing from the horizontal

to the vertical shaft. Here, too, is the brake to stop the mill, and the

smaller windwheel to furnish power to operate the wheels on which the cap

turns. There is very little iron in the whole mill. The wheels and many
of the shafts are of oak.

"Leaving the mill, when we got on the main road again, we had a very

picturesque view, and felt as if we were in Holland."

After this we made an excursion to a modern roller-process

mill. Here the operation is more complicated, but by the aid of

our earlier experience at the grist-mill, and by the study of working

models on the walls of the classroom, the children gained a very

clear conception of the process. One of them thus writes of the

differences between the two mills

:

"In some ways the patent roller-mill and the old grist-mill are very differ-

ent. In the grist-mill the wheat is ground only once, while in the patent

mill it is .ground from four to eight or nine times. The advantage of having
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the wheat ground more than once is that the more grindings the wheat goes

through, the freer the bran gets from the starch and gluten. In the grist-mill,

the middlings are used for feed, but in the patent-process mill the middlings

are ground again and made into flour. In the old grist-mill the millstones

are, of course, made of stone, but in, the roller-mill the grinders are made

of steel. The steel rollers have corrugations on them, though some of the

rollers are perfectly smooth. The old grist-mill had no middlings purifier.

This is because they have no use for the middlings. But the patent mill has

a middlings-purifier."

Thus is the subject of the source of our food-supply opened

up, to be continued in the commercial geography of the high school.

The earth produces vegetables and grain, and our children have

seen the miracle happen. But they need to know how great a task
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DIAGRAM OF THE EXTERIOR OF A PATENT PROCESS ROLLER MILL

DIAGRAM OF THE INTERIOR OF A PATENT PROCESS ROLLER MILL

it is to prepare the natural product for man's consumption. How
shall they be shown? A morning exercise given by a second grade,

after three or four months' work with foods, illustrates how those

children learned by actual experience about food conversion.
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MOENING EXEECISE—FOOD

April 3, 1913

Judy. The second grade has been talking of the many kinds of food

that people eat. Last fall we gathered the corn that we planted in the first

grade, and we husked it and fed it to the chickens. And we have been to

the grocerj^ to see what kinds of food people get there. And then we went
to the truck-gardens, and we saw radishes and lettuce and different kinds of

things, and we wondered how these things got to the groceries in different

parts of the city. Then we went down to South Water Street and saw the

railroad tracks and the trains going back and forth to Chicago. And there

were different kinds of fruit there, and all sorts of vegetables. Our mothers
had been canning fruit and putting it in the cellar, and in the kitchen she has

a bin for flour and meal, where she mixes bread every day, and we wanted
a chest for our own, and we made one.

James. My chest is all filled, and in each little place there is one bag of

flour—wheat flour, rye flour, corn-meal, oatmeal, buckwheat, and barley flour.

Before we made our flour, we brought different kinds of breakfast food from
home—oatmeal, Quaker oats, and lots of other kinds. We knew our fathers

and mothers would not give them to us to eat unless they were good for us,

and we wondered what was in them. We tested them, and poured a little

iodine on them, and if it turned blue, that showed there is starch. This is

Quaker oats (holding up a glass tube and performing a test). This is corn

flakes (again making test). That turns the same way, and that happens to

all the others.

Dickey. Mrs. Webster told us that starch helped to make us fat, and

we thought it ought not to make us fat only, but strong and grow and have

muscle, and that it ought to have something in it besides starch, and so we
got some bags and string, and we took the flour that we had in the chest,

and we put one kind in each ba.g-, and we tied it up and got a cup of water

and set it on oiir desks. And we put the bag into the cup. Only once in a

while we would shake it up and down, and the water would turn white, and

that was the starch in it. We left it there all night, and the next morning we
opened our bags, and every one looked sticky, except the cornmeal, and the

cornmeal would just crumble, and I wonder if you can guess which was the

stickiest—buckwheat or wheat flour or rye or cornmeal or barley? Can
you guess which was the stickiest? Yes, the wheat flour was the stickiest.

It was so sticky you could just puU it like gum. That showed that it had

gluten in it, and gluten makes you grow and have muscle and be strong.

Robert. I'm going to tell you how we made flour. We took some of

this wheat, and we threshed it with our hands, and then we blew the chaff

away like this. Then we took some oats and threshed it like this (rubbing it

between his palms). But the oats are much harder to thresh. And this is

much easier. The husks stuck to the kernel much more than the wheat did.

We decided that we would not thresh it all with our hands ; it was too hard,
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so we went over to Mrs. Webster's. She had some that was threshed with a

great big threshing-machine. So we ground the wheat with a mortar, but it

was not fine—we could not make it very fine. And then we sifted it through

cheese-cloth, and then we sifted it through silk—like the great big mills use.

And we could not sift it all, because it would be too hard, so not all of our

boxes of flour are pure.

Olga. When the second grade made their corn-meal, they tried to make
it like the Indians made it. The Indians had big stones, with rough ridges

across the stone. But we did not have a stone with rough ridges, so we
used a grater. We rubbed the corn on the grater, but the grains of corn

were too dry and rolled ofif. Then we tried a coffee-mill, which was better

and easier than a mortar and pestle or a grater.

Robert. There is something nice and useful that is written down on a

piece of paper and folded up under each little bag of flour. It is for our

mothers, and not only for our mothers, but for other people who want to

cook. Can anybody guess what it is

!

A Child. A recipe.

Robert. The first time we went over to Mrs. Webster's, we had the

recipe written on the board, so we studied it carefully, and then we did our

cooking. Then when we came back to our room, Miss Enoch did not know
what the recipe was, so one child would tell it, and if he made a mistake,

the other children would correct him, and in that way we got it right. And
the first one we wrote wasn't good. It had too many "Fs" and the people's

names in it, so we took a pencil and put a circle around each word we did

not need, and then we took the recipes over to Mrs. Webster and showed

them to her. She said they were only big enough for one person, and we
wanted them big enough for a whole family. And so we made them four

times bigger. I will read you one. This is chocolate caramels

:

2 cups of brown sugar.

1 cup of butter.

% pound of Baker's chocolate.

H cup of Karo corn-syrup.

^ cup of milk.

1 teaspoon of vanilla.

Put all together except the vanilla, and when the candy is done, you can

put the vanilla in. Try it in some water, and if it is hard, it is done. If it is

not hard, it is not done.

William. After we had done a lot of baking with Mrs. Webster, we

visited a big bakery. We visited Mr. Bartel's bakery and saw Mr. Bartel

make a cake. He put it in a mixing bowl this big (measuring it off with his

arms), and then he put it in a barrel. He put lots of things in, and each

time he put something in, he stirred it up with his hands. After he had put

all the things in, he made different little cakes, and there were twenty-nine

altogether. Two of them were birthday cakes. He threw the dough over
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into the pan, and I thought it would go all over the floor, but he didn't make
a muss, and after he had put the cakes on, he put the shovel into the oven

and shoved them far in. While the cakes were baking, he thought he would
make chocolate frosting, and when the cake was done, he put English walnuts

on it, and then we took it home and had it for lunch.

Elisabeth. He bakes a hundred and fifty loaves at a time, and three

hundred rolls. He bakes his cake in the daytime. He sends over thirty

loaves of bread to Mrs. Webster every day.

We took all our recipes that we had used this year, and we thought it

would be nice to make a cook-book of them, and we thought what kind of a

cover we would like to make. We wanted something that would be pretty

and something that would make you think of what was inside. Here is one

of the books (shoming various books). On this cover there are some loaves

of bread, and there is a hig mixing-bowl, and a barrel, with a baker. And
there is another with the long shovels, and this is a birthday-cake, and this

is a man cooking. There are ten little recipes in here—grape jelly, grape

juice, Quaker oats, rye muffins, corn-starch pudding, johnny-cake, bread-

making, chocolate caramels, barley muffins, and cup-cake.

D'Orsay. This is the white corn that we used to make hominy. And
this is the hopper that we made the lye in. The hopper has a hole in the bot-

tom, and on it we put straw to keep the ashes from spilling out, and then

Mr. Hendry saved some wood ashes for us, and we filled the hopper and

then poured water on the ashes. And we measured the water, and we found

that we had thirty-six cups of water and three cups of lye. It took four days

to make the lye.

Benjamin. This is the way we made the hominy. We had one and one-

half cups of white corn, and it weighed nine ounces. We soaked it in three

cups of lye for three days. And then we took it out and washed it thor-

oughly so it would not make our hands hurt when we touched it. It looked

yellow inside. But that was just the skin. Then we rubbed it to take the

skin off, and then we sent it over to Mrs. Webster, and she cooked it for six

hours. When we brought it back again, we weighed it, and it wei.ghed

twenty-one ounces. We measured it again, and there were almost four cups.

We had it for lunch.

Miss Cooke. That was very good hominy, too.

Stephen. There is something good and dry and sweet, under the tray

in my chest. Can anylwdy guess what it is? It is made out of grapes.

Child. Raisins.

Stephen. We put our grapes on the radiator to dry, and it took fourteen

days to do this. The first day we had five pounds. The first time we
weighed them, they had lost three ounces (shozving the weights). Then we
put them back and changed them around, and the next time we weighed

them, they had lost two pounds and four ounces (again holding up the
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weights). And the last time we weighed them, they had lost six ounces.

Altogether, they lost two pounds and thirteen ounces, and we had left only

two pounds and three ounces.

Alexis. There are dried apples in the bottom of my food-chest. When
we weighed the apples, before we dried them, they weighed two pounds and

seventeen ounces. After they were dried, we weighed them, and they weighed

one pound and seven ounces. They had lost altogether one pound and ten

ounces, and when we had dried the grapes and apples, we wanted to taste

them and see how they were. We tasted the grapes and they all said they

were sweet, and when we tasted the apples, some said they were sweet and

some said they were sour, and some didn't like them and some did like them.

And we wanted to make a test, to see if the sweet had gone out or not. We
had two pans, one a wide, shallow pan, one a deep pan. We took a half cup

of sugar, half a cup of water, and we stirred them up, and put one-half in

each pan, and set them on the radiator. And then, in three days, the water

was all gone, and we measured the sugar, and it measured a half a cup, and

that showed that the sweet didn't go out of them, but that it stayed in.

There remains, of course, the large subject of the actual cook-

ing of foods. This is a cumulative experience in our school, beginning

with the popping of corn in the kindergarten and ending with the

preparing of a three-course luncheon in the high school, continuing

from the making of butter and cottage cheese in the first grade to a

careful study of milk and milk-handling in the tenth, and from

the baking of tiny bread loaves in the second to a study of yeast

and doughs and batters in the sixth. But we have nothing new to

tell on a matter so well worked out in schools all over the country.

The purpose of this paper has been, rather, to point out the larger

activity of which cooking is but one phase, to suggest that we put

emphasis upon the ideas associated with cooking, that wc give it an

intellectual and social background.



EXCURSIONS

"Human knowledge has two forms : it is either intuitive knowl-

edge or logical knowledge; knowledge obtained through the imagina-

tion or knowledge obtained through the intellect; knowledge of the

individual or knowledge of the universal; of individual things, or of

the relations between them : it is, in fact, productive either of im-

ages or of concepts,"* To produce both images and concepts is the

object of the excursions Avhich are so prominent a part of the work

of the school, and which form a continuous experience in the life of

the pupil. From the kindergarten through the high school he goes

out on excursions to gather material for study or to make more con-

crete to him the knowledge he gains from the printed page or from

other secondary source. Sometimes, as in the high-school excursion

of the Art Department to see an exhibit of Japanese prints, exquisite

in line and color, the purpose is to heighten consciousness through

contact with esthetic values. The result of such an excursion for

the pupil must be an increased sense of beauty and form whether

or not he bring back an incidental knowledge of the difference l)e-

tween a Hiroshige and Hokusai. This "heightening of conscious-

ness'' is the object, I think, in that school activity which is closely

connected in theory with the excursions, the artist recitals; although

in the exact sense of terms these recitals are "incursions" rather than

excursions, their purpose seems to be the direct bringing of primary

experience to the life of the pupil—the making of a contact, as

physicists say, between the pupils and fact, which is in this case

strong, beautiful composition and fine artistry. For this reason I

liave included the artist recitals in the list of this year's excursions,

))ecause their contribution to the pupils seems to l)e identical in qual-

ity with a certain type of excursion.

In excursions where knowledge gained by the intellect is the

thing sought after, heightening of consciousness is incidentally in-

cluded, (See Miss Cleaves' article on Eighth-Grade Field Trips in

Physiography, in this volume,) On an industrial excursion to South

Water Street the second grade brought back for classroom work

material much more real to them, prolialily, than that same material

*Bendetto Croce, Theory of Esthetic, tr. by Douglas Ainslie, Macmillan & Co.,
London, 1909.
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would have been, presented through leaflets or other indirect means.

(See quotation from morning exercise by second grade in article of

this volume on A Study of Foods and Food Supply.) The second-

grade children may have brought back a sense of the vastness of the

city's industry. But the things they saw, the freight-sheds and the

refrigerator-cars, fb^- banana storage-rooms at Garibaldi's and the

fruit-stores along Soudi Water Street, gave them directly through

their senses the stuff to which they applied their minds in the class-

room. To a twelfth-grade chemistry class, the excursion to the

Cement Mills may serve two purposes : their fund of chemical knowl-

edge may be increased, and they may see proven practically the things

they have learned from a textbook and tried, in less practical fash-

ion, in the laboratory. The usefulness of the laboratory is extended

:

in the commercial plant there is suggestion of great possibility. New
activities are glimpsed which cannot be sensed in the laboratory,

which is in itself a more direct way of gaining information than the

textbook. The pupil comes back to the laboratory with an increased

sense of its rpose.

The value of both types of excursion lies, of course, in the direct-

ness of the experience. For either sort there must be definite, care-

ful preparation. The industrial excursion, which is a type of the

intellective excursion, brings an increased knowledge of the particu-

lar industry studied; the thing gained is actual quantitative increase

of knowledge, whether the excursion be of the third grade to a cold-

storage plant or of a high-school class in commercial geogl-aphy to

the Stock Yards. Also, there is usually an increased sense of lack

of knowledge: a pupil comes back from an excursion asking ques-

tions; new fields are open to him; he sees new possibilities in the

subjects he has been studying. He may acquire intellectual curi-

osity. The successful excursion brings out a sense of initiative in

children. They learn that there are new things to know, and from

this they are moved to try to see and feel and correlate with their

already acquired knowledge the new sensations and experiences they

meet.

There is no modifying medium; the material itself is the thing

that the child touches, sees, and learns to know. He gains his knowl-

edge through his senses and it becomes vivifying fact to him, not

dull abstraction. The first-grade child who has built a brush house

in Budlong's Woods has a factual knowledge of the difficulties of

primitive peoples who built without tools. From an Eskimo hut in
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the Field Museum he gets sure knowledge of the structure and look

of this sort of domicile that gives him a standard of criticism for the

model he makes in clay. He knows what an Eskimo house should

be, not merely from a flat picture or an attenuated model, but from

the thing in its setting; though it might be better if he could go to

Alaska to see it in reality. Very often, howeyer, the pupils bring

more tangible things from the excursions than knowledge or criteria.

The fourth grade go to the sand-dunes and to Eavinia. Back to school

they come, laden with flowers and fruits. They learn to know the spring

flowers, and press them to keep in herbariums, and from the fruits they

make jelly and preserves. The making of thorn-apple jelly out of

thorn-apples one has collected has something of the flavor of a great

adventure and the savor of the dignity of toil. Fred's paper About

Jelly shows a spirit of high seriousness in matters culinary.

I am going to tell you how to make thorn-apple jelly. Cut out the worms
and bad places, because they are bad to eat. Wash them because they are

dirty. Boil them to make the juice come out. Put a cup and a quarter of

sugar into 1 cup of thorn-apples, to make them good. Boi|, 'hem again, to

make them be jelly. Let them jell one day and one night, ihen it will be

jelly. Pour some parafine on them. Then it will be done.

The use of first-hand observation in science teaching in the

fourth grade is brought out in an article in Vol. II of the Year Book.

(See Miss Hall's article on A Nature Excursion, p. 75.) This and

another morning exercise of this grade showed how diversely the

experience of the sand-dunes may be used.

MORNING EXERCISE: SAND DUNES

Herman. We haven't much to tell this morning, but we have lots to

show. (Miss Hall holds up a glass jar with a large frog in it.) We are

going to keep him in the third-grade aquarium.

Elizabeth. We went to the sand-dunes yesterday and found quite a great

many grapes. We got three pans full. These are the sorts of grapes. I am
going to tell you how we found them growing. There was a big vine grow-

ing on the sand. We are making grape juice out of the grapes this morning

(holding up a quart jar about half full of grape juice). This is what I have,

and all the children will have about that much.

Clara. We found some cactus growing. They grow right in the woods

in the sand. This is the plant and fruit. We are going to make jelly out of

the fruit.

Thedore. We got some rose-hips that we are going to preserve. Miss
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Hall made this (shozving a small jar of preserves) out of them. And there

are parrots out at Millers, Indiana. Did you ever see any of them? (He

holds up a imig imth two niilkiwed pods perched amongst the branches.)

Phyllis. We found a plant called "dogwood." You can always tell this

plant, because it always has a red stem, all winter long.

Alfred. This is tumble-weed. (He shozvs one small green plant and a

large brown one.) This is the tumble-weed when growing and this is when

it is dry. When they are out of the ground, the wind blows them down the

hill and out into the road and all over, and that scatters the seed.

FOURTH-GRADE GROUP ON A FIELD TRIP

It can be seen that the excursions are an organic part of the

school course. In one or two instances^ however, they have devel-

oped into an extra-curricular activity. One of the teachers announced

once that he was willing to demonstrate Mr. Atwood's "Celestial

Sphere"* to anyone interested. The time agreed upon for the excur-

sion was the usual play-period : so many pupils were eager to go that

a schedule which covered a period of two weeks was arranged. Many
pupils begged to be allowed to make several visits to the sphere

:

*The "Celestial Sphere" is a piece of astronomical apparatus which represents tlie

heavens and is so arranged that a number of persons may stand within the globe and
see the winter and summer constellations.
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mail}' watclu'd the heavens nightly to identify the eonstellations they

had learned to know during their visits. Perhaps some pupils devel-

oped a lasting interest in astronomy. An instance of the voluntary

excursion altogether free from scholastic touch is the "Saturday

hike." Four or five times in the course of the year any of the high-

school boys who wish to, go out on an all-day walk with one of the

instructors : the girls take two or three such hikes. In the course

of the walk the boys usually cover about fifteen miles, stopping at

noon to cook luncheon over an open fire. The expedition has some-

thing of the spirit of camping : certainly the conscious ideal of the

teacher is to stimulate that craving for things out-of-doors which is

characteristic of the camper. Perhaps an occasional informational

word slips in innocuously, but it comes as the result of a genuine

<]uestion on the part of the students, who become interested enough

in natural phenomena to manifest curiosity. The fact that the pupils

ask for these excursions in their out-of-school time makes one be-

lieve that they have a definite value, though from the point of view

of solid preparation and school importance they are secondary.

Through direct contact with academic material the pupils learn more

vividly to experience, to know more keenly, and more largely to enjoy

living.

LIST OF EXCURSIONS FOR THE YEAR 1914-15

This list of excursions, made by grades and classes throughout

the school, shows many kinds of excursions and a great variety of

places visited. Many of them are to near-by places, like Lincoln

Park and the Chicago Academy of Sciences. This sort of excursion

is possible for any city school, as are many of the industrial excur-

sions. The list is only approximate, since the excursions have not

yet all been taken at the time of the writing of this report. In the

case of the fourth and fifth grades, the excursions listed are those

taken by last year's classes; they are practically duplicated each year.

Kindergarten

A Grocery Store.

Lincoln Park (including special trips to The Chicago Academy of Sciences,

conservatory and lake shore).
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First Grade

Budlong's Woods Nature Study

Farm Nature Study

Lincoln Park (many trips to the "Zoo" and other special features) ....

Nature Study and Clay Modeling

The Field Museum (two trips) History

Second Grade

A Grocery Store Industrial Study

A Truck Garden Industrial Study

South Water Street Commission Market Industrial Study

Fox River Butter Company Industrial Study

Hull House (to see weaving) Handwork
The "Zoo" in Lincoln Park Clay Modeling

Third Grade

The Sand Dunes at Millers, Indiana Science and Nature Study

Garibaldi, Cuneo & Company (wholesale fruit house) Industrial Study

Booth's Fisheries (cold-storage plant) Industrial Study

South Water Street Commission Market Industrial Study

Haymarket Square History

Water Works Pumping Station History

Boat Trip on Chicago River (to see harbor improvements and entrance

to Drainage Canal ) History

Fourth Grade

The Sand-Dunes at IMillers, Indiana Science and Nature Study

The Art Institute History

The Field Museum Geography

Boat Trip on the Chicago River (to see the industries bordering both

branches) Industrial Study

Stony Island Geography

Fifth Grade

In twenty-seven excursions, made chiefly by automobile, the following

points of interest were visited in connection with the different subjects of

study under which they are listed.

History

—

Site of Ft. Dearborn; Columbus Memorial Building; Massacre Monu-
ment, 1812; Statue of Leif Ericson; Marquette Bowlder Monument.

Summit; LaRabida and Columbus Caravels; Washington Statue; Drake

Fountain of Columbus ; Statue of Columbus in South Chicago ; Columbus

Statue at Sixty-fourth Street and Wentworth Avenue ; Chicago His-

torical Society ; Water Tower, Chicago Avenue Water-Works ; State-Line

Monument; House where Great Fire Started in 1871; Marquette Build-
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ing, tablets and reliefs; Central Trust Building, mural paintings; Mar-
quette Cross, foot of Robey Street; Field Museum; Colonial Houses in

Winnetka, Evanston, and Kenwood
;
Joliet Statue, Joliet ; Statue of La

Salle, Lincoln Park.

Physiography

—

Sand Bar at Sinai Temple ; Summit, Calumet, and Tolleston

beaches ; Riverside, meanders of the Des Plaines ; Oak Park spit ; Austin

spit ; Rocky Led.ge Park ; Calumet Beach on Parkway to Riverside

;

Glenwood spit on Des Plaines Avenue ; Garfield Park Conservatory

;

Rose Hill sand-bar ; Tolleston beach—Clark Street, Michigan Avenue,

West Pullman ; Mount Forest ; The Sag ; North Shore Drainage Canal

;

Blue Island ; Washington Heights—beaches and sand-bar ; Field

Museum; relief maps; Cragin, Calumet beach; Mount Clair, Glenwood
beach ; Glenwood blufif at Winnetka ; Stony Island, mountain-fold

;

County Line, ravines and Indian tree ; Ravinia, lake shore.

Industrial Study

—

Twenty-second Street lumber yards: Old lock of Illinois and Mich-

igan Canal ; Union Lime Works Stone Quarry ; Grand Avenue Stone

Quarry ; Outcrop west of Palmer Square ; Hull House Museum ; Dutch

Wind Mill on Des Plaines; Lockport Power-House and Canal-Locks;

Tetzner's Warping Works ; Flour Mill ; Field Museum, exhibit of

textiles.

Art and Architecture

—

Fountain of the Great Lakes and park statuary; St. Paul's and St.

Michael's Cathedrals ; Fourth Presbyterian Church ; Field Museum

;

German Building in Jackson Park; The LTniversity of Chicago buildings;

Buildings of the Illinois Athletic Club and University Club.

Sixth Grade

The Art Institute (to see exhibits of water colors, Japanese prints,

statuary, pottery and handwork) Art

Lincoln Park (many visits to conservatory, bird and animal houses,

grandmother's flower-garden, etc.) Science, Art and Geo.graphy

Jackson Park (to see Wooded Isle, Columbus caravels, La Rabida,

etc.) Science and History

Hull House (to see exhibits of textiles, spinning and book-binding) Art

The Kalo Shop Handwork
Burley and Tyrrell Co., Pottery. Handwork
Pushman Brothers, Oriental Rugs Handwork
Newspaper Office of the Chicago American Civics

Meeting of the City Council Civics

Life-Saving Station Civics

The Polls on Election-Day Civics

Engine-House of the Fire Department Civics

Illinois Brick Yards at Purington, Illinois Industrial Study
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The Bristol Mineral Springs Company Industrial Study

Illinois Vinegar and Yeast Company Industrial Study

John F. Jelke & Company (manufacturers of butterine) Industrial Study

The Ward Baking Company Industrial Study

Sub-basements at Marshall Field & Company Industrial Study

Ice Plant of The Consumers Company Industrial Study
Lindsay Light Company Industrial Study
Land Show at the Coliseum Industrial Study

J. E. Tilt Shoe Company Industrial Study

Northwestern Terra-Cotta Company Industrial Study

Yerkes Observatory at Williams Bay, Wisconsin Science

The Chicago Academy of Sciences (many trips) Science

Peterson Nursery Science

Seventh Grade

The band-Dunes at Millers, Indiana Nature Study

Marshall Field & Company Industrial Study

Donnelley & Company (printing plant) Industrial Study

Newberry Library (illumination of books) Art

Eighth Grade

The Drainage Canal to Lockport Civics

Winnetka Physiography

Village of Gross Point Physiography

Mount Forest Island and Sag Physiography

Cragin and Galewood Physiography

Thorne Creek Physiography

Worth and Palos Park Physiography

Stony Island Physiography

High School

General Science

—

Fifteen excursions to typical localities in the Chicago region, such as

:

Beverley Hills, Stony Island, Mount Forest, Glencoe.

Theater to see Salisbury's Moving Pictures of Wild Life.

Theater to see Williamson's Submarine Moving Pictures.

Domestic Science

—

Bowman Dairy Distributing Station in Chicago.

Bowman Dairy Receiving Station, Barrington, Illinois.

Physics and Chemistry

—

Gas-Plant of the People's Gas Light & Coke Company.

Power-Plant of the Commonwealth Edison Company.

The Illinois Steel Company, South Chicago.

The Universal Cement Works, Buffington, Indiana.

The Standard Oil Company Plant, at Whiting, Indiana.
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The Illinois Vinegar and Yeast Company.

A Central Heating Station in the Downtown District.

Ice Plant of The Consumers Company
Thomas J. Dee & Company (metal refiners and assayers).

Commercial Geography

—

The Union Stock Yards.

The Wisconsin Steel Works, South Chicago.

The Standard Oil Company Plant at Whiting, Indiana.

The Chica.go Board of Trade.

Literature

—

Theatre (to see Sir Johnstone Forbes Robertson in Hamlet).

The Art Institute (to see Mr. Samuel Hume's exhibit of modern stage

craft).

Current History

—

Lecture on Jl'omcn and War, by Mme. Rosika Schwinuner of Budapest.

Hull House.

Theater to see Uncle Sam at Work (moving pictures).

Hearing of Federal Commission of Industrial Relations.

The Art Institute to see Exhibit of American Artists.

O'Brien's Art Gallery to see examples of contemporary Spanish Art.

French (special class)—
Lecture : M. Eugene Brieux by Mme. Brugnot.

Lecture : The Freneh Theater by M. David.

Theater to see Suzctte, one-act play by M. Eugene Brieux.

Lecture: Contemporary French Theater by M. Eugene Brieux.

Lecture: Romain Roland by Mile, de Lagneau.

French Protestant Church service.

German (twelfth-grade class)—
Theater to see Minna von Barnhchn.

Clay Modeling

—

The Art Institute (to see Arts and Crafts Exhibit).

Marshall Field & Company (to see Syracuse Pottery Exhibit).

Studio of Mr. Mulligan and Mr. Taft.

Metal Work—
The Art Institute.

Thomas J. Dee & Company (metal refiners and assayers).

The Kalo Shop.

Artist Recitals (Music Department)—
Mrs. Robert Mclnness, piano.

The Misses Fuller, folksongs.

Mme. Melville Liszniewska, piano.

Miss Amy Emerson Neill, violin.

Mr. Ludwig Baur, bass.



EIGHTH-GRADE FIELD TRIPS IN PHYSIOGRAPHY

And Nature, the old nurse, took

The child upon her knee.

Saying, "Here is a picture book

Thy Father has written for thee.

Come, wander with me," she said,

"Into regions yet untrod.

And read what is still unread

In the manuscripts of God."

—

Longfellow.

Nowadays Olga, the young nurse, takes the child upon her knee,

saying, "Here is a picture show, I've paid a nickel to see." So his

perambulator sits outside, and in the ill-ventilated, highly-lighted

film theater is begun one branch of his education—his education in

the seductive attractions of light, and noise, and movement, of artificial

sentiment and crowds. A "soft" education they say we give the

children in these days. .Not in the schools, I think. But in the

home sometimes, on the streets always, is furnished pleasure without

effort. Though, after all, can you call it pleasure? Is it not rather

a filling up of vacancy ? A greater or smaller part of every day most

of us spend in labor. For most women—teachers and housewives

—

and for the fortunate few among men, this labor is life ; it is pleasure,

interest, self-development, service. But for many this cannot be.

Their labor is for means to enjoy leisure, and the way is made smooth

for them to lose their leisure, not use it. "Life," yawned Lord

Palmerston, "would be quite tolerable if it were not for pleasure."

Here we have the thoughtful protest of the man who knew the satis-

faction of achievement; who had climbed the mountain instead of

buying an engraving of the view. His lordship had in mind, ob-

viously, the social occupations that rob a man of leisure, rather than

pleasure as the psychologist defines it. What is pleasure, indeed?

No man is on his way to the Celestial City who turns aside at Hill

Difficulty, yet the Pilgrim's whole progress is attended with alluring

invitations to give up struggle and turn aside to sloth. Says the old

Greek poet, "Of gods, of men, each maketh still his choice." That is,

each maketh still his choice of what man he shall honor and strive

to become. He formulates this ideal of himself and thereafter every-

thing that brings him toward that goal gives him pleasure; every-
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thing that leads him away from it gives him pain. The most pressing

problem of the school is to help every child to choose the self that is

satisfied only with growth, with the pleasure springing from success-

ful effort.

Waldo sat on the edge of the gravel-pit, where a construction

company had dug a hole thirty feet deep. He had tramped a mile

across a ridge to reach this point. He knew that an automobile road

at least twenty miles long followed this ridge. Twenty miles long,

a mile wide, thirty feet deep—this is an immense amount of gravel.

He was asked to eonsidei' how it got there. He looked about ruefully.

"The only theory I have,'' he drawled, "is that when God got the

earth all finished, he had a lot of sand and gravel left, and he dumped

it here."

This was our first excursion at the beginning of the eighth-grade

year. Suppose that at the end of the year Waldo looks at such a

ridge. Suppose he says to himself : "This has not always been here.

One of six or seven forces made it. The water-worn pebbles indicate

that the force in this case was wave-action. Their variety indicates

that they came from a promontory of glacial drift. The cross-bed-

ding tells the story of storms and explains the same phenomenon in

building-sandstone. This hill of pure sand on top was made by

wind. The fact that I am five miles from the lake shows that the

lake once covered a far greater area than at present. The fact that

my map shows an elevation of six hundred and forty feet, while the

lake now stands at five hundred eighty feet, shows that the former

height of the lake exceeded the present height by sixty feet. This

liigh gravel road, running off to the northeast from the main bar and

gradually sinking to the level of the plain, must be a spit, showing

where the bar was deflected by storms while it was in process of

building. That rich loam to the west looks like the remains of a

swamp which was made when the bar cut off part of the lake from

the main body. The current I judge to have been southeasterly. I

think I'll follow this l)ar a few miles and see whether it joins an old

promontory of glacial drift." Suppose he tramps along a few miles,

past other spits and sand-dunes. He sees truck patches at either side.

He sees that the sand and gravel of his ridge is utterly unproductive,

but provides the farmer with a high, well-drained, hard road and the

tramper with a goodly vantage point for observation. Suppose he

sees, where the thrifty farmer has yet left a patch of woods uncleared,
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great beautiful elms, with basswood and a few maples. At length his

gravel road almost suddenly ends. He is walking on clay. "Aha/'

says Waldo, ''just as I expected." The trees are oaks. There is a

ridge, but it is sharp and steep. It grows sharper and steeper. "Only

waves could have cut this cliff," says Waldo. "The flat where I am
walking must have been a beach. The cliff, I see, is glacial clay and

boulders. Here, from this post hole, I confirm my suspicion that I

am walking on beach-sand and gravel." He turns to his right, goes

down a steep cliff, exactly similar in outline to the other, and is on

the present beach, where the waves are repeating the process of ages

ago.

Has not this conception, that every landscape has a past and a

future, added meaning and beauty to Waldo's world out of doors?

Has not this notion of great forces working slowly, steadily, through

endless ages, widened his horizon? Does not the intellectual activity

that made him want to tramp along until he found out the rest of

the story provide a wholesome corrective to a slavish dependence upon

books? This is power, not information. This is thinking in terms

of evolution.

"Gee, I wish," complained Frank, "that I could have been alive

a hundred thousand years ago, to see whether this canyon started as

a cave, and the roof fell in, or started as a creek on top of the ground."

And after a pause, "Yes, and a hundred thousand years from now, to

see whether it ever cuts down to ground water and gets a stream of

its own and some tributaries." Such thinking is stimulating to the

imagination. It is, moreover, possible for the boy to whom books

are rather meaningless, or to him who cares little for other forms of

expression. This pleasure satisfies him. He feels himself thinking.

It involves physical effort and mental effort. This is real pleasure.

If this boy, when he has an afternoon, says, "Let's go to the river,"

instead of "Let's go to the movies," something has been- gained.

In the field ideas take form. Dullness and mistiness and be-

wilderment are dispelled by the clear light of actuality. The chil-

dren are alert, often very gay, in spite of some hardships. One misty

day, I remember, we went to Cragin and Galewood, "Our Famous
Excursion to Mudville," the children always designated it. We had

luncheon in a half rain, near the village of Cragin, on one of a re-

markable group of small spits, driven off from a bar which after-

wards became the Calumet shore-line. Each of these little spits
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PROFILES DRAWN IN THE FIELD ON CRAGIN EXCURSION

rises very slightly above the surrounding plain. Each is character-

istically marked by a line of scrub-oaks—significant little groups of

trees in an otherwise treeless plain. On the main ridge is a road,

along which the oldest houses are built. The ridge afforded elevation,

drainage and trees, and our maps showed that the location of Austin,

also, further to the southwest, had been determined by these advan-

tages.

From Cragin, despite uncertain weather, the class went on to

(ralewood. The car at the end of the line climbs a fifteen-foot hill.

As far as we could see, northeast and southwest, this hill met the flat
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plain of the old lake-bed. A few steps from the car line a clay-pit

showed that we were on glacial soil. Here, evidently, was the border

of the old lake—the Glenwood shore line. From here we were to

walk two miles north to Dunning. ("Dunning will be full," Paul

said.) The class splashed good-naturedly along a country road.

"Mudville Avenue," they christened it. Gwendolen afterwards de-

scribed it as "a boulevard between Galewood and Dunning, paved

with rich, black, slippery, oozy mud." Mudville Avenue runs as

near as possible to the shore-line, and it was worthy of note that

all the oldest houses were built at the top of the cliff, now indeed

a gentle slope, but high enough to afEord those early settlers air and

view. Gwendolen averred afterward that the "boulevard had beauti-

ful streams on either side, commonly called ditches," and that "if

you had good eyes, you might be able to discover a footpath between

the ditch and the mud." Turning these good eyes to the left, we saw

vegetation, and the irregular topography of the border moraine. To

the right was the seemingly abnormal flatness to which the waves of

the old lake had reduced its bed. Gwendolen's further statement that

every few minutes some attentive student, gazing upon these things,

gave a shriek, clutched at a bush, and disappeared into a ditch, only

goes to show the philosophical attitude of a class in the field in the

face of genuine handicaps. The map showed that the elevated land

was once a long narrow peninsula, lying between old Lake Chicago

and a bay, now occupied by the valley of the Des Plaines river.

From the southern point of this peninsula, the children reasoned that

a long spit must have been built by the waves and current, and their

map showed the town of Oak Park built on this spit. They an-

nounced that the next day they should have to stay at home to clean

their shoes, but if keeping their eyes on topography so plain as this

caused them now and then to stumble into the mire, it is not to their

shoes alone that some memories adhered.

That memories do adhere to their minds could be shown most

convincingly by the children's own papers, but physiography excur-

sions have for their purpose the opening of the ears to hear "the

songs of the universe," opening of the eyes to read "the manuscripts

of God," opening of the minds to the great conception of mighty

forces molding landscape, slowly, irresistibly. Such profound im-

pressions few people can put into adequate words. No child could do

it as a set task; or, rather, perhaps this is our great opportunity for
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stimulating a certain form of imaginative and beautiful writing

—

an opportunity hitherto neglected. Perhaps Jimmy would have

writteu a poem after that day in Bowmanville woods if we had nour-

ished the habit of giving beautiful expression to stirring emotion.

We had come out to see the enormous spit that termiiuites the Eose-

liill bar, and the deep, rich, black loam where this spit cut off a bay

and made a swamp. The deep, rich, black loam, on this spring day

was a garden of beauty, alight with the most delicate blue blossoms

of spring. All of us were happy, but Jimmy's face was filled with an

unspeakable joy. If he could have written a poem that but faintly

expressed what that sunlight, filtering down through the tender green

of the young elm leaves into the depths of those flower-filled woods,

meant to him,—even that lost poem would scarcely have taken ac-

count of the lake currents and storms' of remote ages that made this

beauty possible. Writing is not the natural, necessary expression of

the result of the psysiography excursion.

In preparation for such an excursion, a class must do close, care-

ful map-work. Of course, in the field, they constantly use their

topographic maps, but from the train are to be seen many important

physiographic features. Here it is impracticable to call the class

together. It is futile to point out these features unsystematically to

the children who happen to be at hand. But every child who has

spent an hour or more the day before tracing the railroad route,

studying soils and contours, estimating distances, and writing car-

window directions, is fairly certain to use to advantage his time on

the train. Dorothy's paper shows what she intended to see from

the train, on an excursion to Thornton, June G.

EXCURSION DIRECTIONS

1. Between Auburn Park and Gresham, look west for Tolleston shore

line.

2. One and a half miles west of Gresham, train crosses Calumet shore

line.

3. Near Morgan Park, look for boulder deposits.

4. Near Blue Island, look west for Calumet shore line, and Glenwood

shore line as a terrace.

o. At the end of the Blue Island ridge, look for sand and gravel.

G. Near Homewood, beyond the Calumet shore-line, look for peat-lx)g

and sand-dunes.
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PROFILES DRAWN IN THE FIELD ON BOWMANVILLE EXCURSION

If Dorothy checks in her iiotel)ook each psysiographic feature

that she identifies, so that on the retnrn trip she can ask to have the

others pointed out, there is no need for her to write a paper. By
June 6 the class has seen all the shore-lines at divers points. Phyllis

says : "Wherever we have seen the Glenwood shore-line, it was marked

l)y a rise in the land. All the ground beyond was clay and boulders.

The calumet and Tolleston shore-lines are also marked by a rise

in the land. Except where all the shore-lines come together, as they

do in the bluff at AVinnetka, these two are always made of sand and

gravel. If you did not know the elevation, you could not tell the

difference between the Calumet and Tolleston shore-lines, but as we

always have our map with us, we have no difficulty."

Since we have our maps always with us, and our pencils and our

eyes, there are more natural forms of expression for the mere facts

observed than a written paper could be. When every one has picked

up a handful of sand from the hill which the road cuts through, and
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lias noted that it is pure sand, without the smallest pebble, dune

sand, he has a mental image of the wind piling up a sand-dune here

when the lake was cutting a cliff at this point. When every one

has shown, by a quickly-drawn profde, the abrupt change from the

plain, flat as his palm, that the car has just passed over, to the varied

topography and wooded area where our tramping is to begin, why

need he put it into words?

We walk two miles east on a sandy road, past a cemetery.

Abruptly the road changes to a natural macadam. An enormous

f[uarry gapes before us. We sit down to reason together. The lime-

stone here is at the surface. At the Sag also, forty feet lower in

elevation, we have seen limestone at the surface. If all the ground-

moraine -and border-moraine could be removed, here would be a

rounded hill of limestone, there would be a valley. Where were the

other hills in preglacial times? Evidently where the rock is now

quarried. What made these hills? Evidently erosion was the chief

agent. How could you ascertain the topography of preglacial times?

Evidently, again, from the depth at which limestone is found by

well-diggers and excavators. It is a profound idea, this erosion by

long-extinct rivers, before arctic conditions permitted the ice sheet

to shave off the soil, cut down the hills, fill up the valleys, alter the

drainage. Sitting on the crest of the highest of these hills, which

formed a bold headland when the icy lake lapped these shores, we get

the great thought as we scarcely get it in the classroom.

Thorn Creek, which is the end of our walk, is not merely a

pretty little winding stream with an attractive bridge and a more or

less picturesque and odorous old brewery in view. It is a little creek

that has transported tons and tons of earth, as the high banks of its

wide valley show. The luncheon place is not merely a fair plain,

affording an excellent baseball diamond for those who have finished

their milk and returned the bottles. It is also the flood-plain which

the creek leveled off in Glenwood times. Here we have a terraced

stream, now making a flood-plain at its new level. No sooner has

every pupil sketched a profile of its cross-section than he recognizes

its significance. It is identical with such profiles as that of the

Colorado River, which he has made from the topographic map.

Mentally he can reconstruct the V-shaped valley of its extreme youth,

its slow change to a meandering stream, building a wide flood plain,
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and its sudden renewal of yonth, and repetition of its history, when

the lake dropped.

A little farther down the stream there is a phenomenon which

some of the class interpreted with astonishing promptness. It was

a hanging valley. Evidently, in Glenwood times, the brook was

meandering at the extreme right of its flood-plain. From this part

of the creek, a tributary had cut back a considerable distance. The

sudden drop of the lake gave the slow stream new swiftness and cut-

ting power. It had straightened its course, abandoning the old curve,

and left the tributaiT high and dry and distant.

There remained the anticline, in anticipation of which we had

invented and made klinometers. "Originally," writes Fred, "the

limestone was all in horizontal layers, and later some force pushed the

rock from both sides, or from the middle, into a hill" (dotted lines

in his diagram show a clear image of the ancient hill). "By a river,

perhaps, the hill was worn to its present shape. We measured

the angle of the rocks. It measured twenty-two and a half degrees.

Then we went across the creek and measured the angle of the rock

on the other side, higher up. The angles were nearly the same, and

the rock at both sides slanted toward each other (sic), and it is sure

that a hill was there at one time."

Fred's hill—those few, dingy, slimy, shelving stones on the

muddy bank of Thorn Creek—was to him, with his sober conception

of tremendous earth movements and long-continued erosion, "the

foster child of silence and slow time." To him it told a tale more

richly than any book could have told it. His expression of the tale

is crude and childish enough, to be sure, but clarity of image is the

first essential to clarity of expression and must precede any striving

for beauty and elegance. And it is clarity of image that these excur-

sions l)ring. Furthermore, they bring these clear images as the re-

sult of concentrated intelligence, painstaking labor, careful observa-

tion, physical exertion, and carefully-supervised study, for which

every pupil is held strictly responsible. Let us not confuse this sort

of work with a "soft" education. Education should afford pleasure,

but I repeat that pleasure is the sense of satisfying one's ideal of

himself, and that our chief problem is to make this a high and fine

ideal. If the school, besides recognizing and nourishing the "in-

satiable desire of the human mind for knowledge" has nourished also

a desire for intellectual power, a child's education will be a pleasure
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as he sees liimself gaining that power. If we smooth out all his

difficulties, if we allow him to stop always just short of effort, then

we do give a "soft" education indeed, involving a loosening of moral

fiber. But children, happy in hard work and real thinking, furnish

a most hopeful prophecy of the success of democratic education.

Field work, to be sure, does not contribute the major part in this

ethical training, but we believe that it contributes a most importanl

element.



A PIONEER PARTY—A STUDY IN LOCAL GEOGRAPHY
AND HISTORY*

The story of the third-grade study of Chicago as it cuhiiinated in

the "•pioneer party" for the parents is given here with the thought

that the prohlem of local history and geography is universal. It will

he noted that the selection of units of study was the plan adopted, and

that the point of contact was found in the present needs and comforts

of the child. From this point of contact, the children became much
interested in the study of the food and water supplies of Chicago ; and

this interest opened the way for many kinds of activity—for invention,

for experiment, for trips to points of interest in local history, geogra-

]3hy, and industry, and for acquaintance with numerous stories and

traditions connected with pioneer life. This was done with the belief

tluit a chronological order means little or nothing to the third-grade

child. True, he is passing from the fairy-tale age, but so slowly that

he is still eager for the '"Once upon a time," rather than, "One hun-

dred years ago," for the reason that with his short experience he is

unable as yet to form a judgment of the events that might happen in

so vast a period as a century.

Such a study is even more feasible in smaller communities than

in the complex situation of Chicago. For the teacher the problem of

selection is smaller; for the child the unit of study is less complex,

and the material is at hand in tradition and story. So many points

of contact are available in such a study that, yearly, different phases

of the work could be taken, as opposed to the stereotyped course of

study in local history and geography, where each year the teacher must
teach a certain group of facts regardless of the interests of the chil-

dren, which may vary widely from year to year.

At the beginning of the third-grade work after listing many of

the foods used by the families represented, it became evident that to

many children the source of supply went no further than the automo-

bile-truck that daily delivered food supplies to the home. With chil-

dren of wider experience this supply came from a grocery or food

supply house; but from where the grocery received its provisions be-

*This report has been prepared by Miss Josephine F. Leach, Director of the State
Normal School, Toledo, Ohio, who until recently was a member of the faculty of the
[•"rancis W. Parker School.
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came a problem. Some one volunteered the information that his

father often went to the wholesale market for fruit, and it soon became

evident that there were great establishments that supplied the local

grocers all over the city with their provisions.

But even these great storehouses must have a source of supply,

and with this problem in mind a visit was made to Steele-Wedeles'

Wholesale Food House. Where do Steele-Wedeles get the food supplies

that they sell to grocers? With pencil and paper in hand the children

solved the problem to their own satisfaction, by listing the names of

local-ities that they found printed on the hundreds of boxes, as they

passed up and down the long aisles, hedged in by crates of foodstuffs

from all over the world.

Xote that the problem is said to have l)een solved to the children's

satisfaction, not necessarily to the teacher's. This does not mean that

the work was without direction. Each child was allowed to do his

best alone, and when he had gained the information he wished, it was

accepted by the teacher, even though imperfect in the form in which

it was gathered.

Eeturning to the school after this visit the children listed these

localities and found that the foods at the wholesale house readily

grouped themselves into two divisions, those grown or made in the

United States, and those that came from other countries. A more

thorough grouping was then made, supplemented by pictures, cut and

brought from home, from various cans and labels on packages, until

a classification called "Domestic and Foreign Foods" was judged to

be the best title for the division made.

While listing these localities and also in all the work tliat fol-

lowed, the children themselves realized that they were hampered be-

cause they had to stop constantly to ask for the spelling of words that

were needed. The spelling for these days was well motivated, for the

children made the spelling-lists when the teacher put the question,

"What words are needed before we can write an account of our trip ?"

The children had an awakening during this grouping of foods.

Many of them had hitherto accepted and eaten food with no thought

of the great number of people who daily ministered to their needs.

One child was especially impressed with tlie currant-cleaning machine

he had seen at the wholesale house ; books were consulted to find what

had been done to the currants before they made the long trip from
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Greece to America; and the result of his investigation was set forth

thus

:

We saw many currants at the wholesale house. Most of these currants

grew in Greece. They are planted in vineyards, in long rows so they can be

picked easily. Men and women go down the long rows, picking the currants.

After the currants are picked, they are dried in the sun. When dried they

are packed into crates. They are then shipped to other countries. At the

wholesale house they washed and cleaned the currants, then packed them into

small boxes and sold them to grocery stores.

When the division of domestic and foreign foods had been made,

the children made a further grouping of the foods they had seen on

their visit, classifying them as meats, cereals, fruits, vegetables and

beverages.

Willie at the wholesale house the visitors were taken in the ele-

vator, far down below the surface of the street, and there given a

glimpse of the freight switchyard. Here they saw many ears laden

with food supplies. They were told by the guide that this switchyard

led into the great freight subway of Chicago, that each car was loaded

with food to be sent to some other city, and that each track led to a

different railway freight station. Back again in the schoolroom the

children began to search on a large map of Chicago for these various

railway stations. When these were located, it was clear to the children

that the great city of Chicago underground was a network of car

tracks that enabled the city to re.ceive and send away its foodstuffs.

In searching for these stations, a city map was found to be a

complex affair. Once the stations were located, however, the children

were asked to show "how Steele-Wedeles send their supplies to the

railway freight stations of Chicago," and a simple plan (with no

thought of scale) of one branch of the subway, with the switch-yard of

the wholesale house as the point of departure, was the result. After

consulting a city directory the children found that they had studied

Imt one of many wholesale food houses in the city of Chicago, and that

all were busy taking care of Chicago's food.

In all this study the children were gradually seeing that Chicago

was very large and had to have many ways of taking care of its people.

They had in a small way solved the problem of how Chicago takes

care of its food question. In what other ways must a city care for

its people?

)Such questions as how Chicago gets its water supply; how the
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CHILD'S DIAGRAM OF FREIGHT SUBWAY

city takes care of the health of its people; how Chicago protects peo-

ple against fire, all became topics of conversation. Many topics were

suggested by the children. However, after the food supply of Chicago

had been discussed, the question of how" Chicago gets its water supply,

and how Chicago protects its people against fire were selected for

further study-. Miany reasons could be given for the selection of these

two questions. Both the water system and the fire department con-

tained the human and dramatic element as the evolution from the days

of Fort Dearborn were traced, abundant material was available, and

the appeal of the fire engine is still strong to the third-grade child.

The problem of the water supply had its beginning within the

child's experience. How is water brought into your own home, became

the question. The water was traced underground through the streets

of Chicago to the pumping-station. Many children knew of pumping-

stations near their homes. How many stations were needed to supply

the water for the city ? Where to find this information was the next

problem. Some suggested asking at home ; others, going to a pump-

ing-station, but at last the telephone directory was accepted as author-

ity, and the question of the number was solved. But numbers meant
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CHILD'S DIAGRAM OF CRIB AND PUMPING STATION

little unless it could be found how much water one pumping-station

supplied. This was answered when one girl brought in the following

written report to the class, after a visit to a pumping-station in her

neighborhood

:

The Lake View Pumping-Station

I went to the Lake View pumping-station this afternoon. There were

four pumping-engines. On Sundays they have two eagines going because

people do not use as much water on Sundays as they do on week-days.

I asked the man how much water they would pump today, and he said,

"Fifty million gallons."

One engine would pump twenty-five million gallons a day, so on week-

days the four engines pump one hundred million gallons of water.

Elizabeth G.

The construction of the water-cribs in Lake Michigan Avas next

discussed ; information was brought in from every source ; old histories

were collected at home; children sought information from parents

and friends, and during the reading period, Miss Hall's "Story of

Chicago" was read, discussed, and parts of it dramatized, until finally,

to use the words of an observer who had watched the work as it

progressed

:
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"Those cliilclren know more than I ever expect to learn about the

settling of the city, the growth of its streets, the drainage, the water-

supply, etc. JSTot only did they know it, but it was vital to them. One

boy voluntarily spent a large part of a morning making comparative

maps of old and "now-a-days" Chicago, as he termed it, and another

was so possessed with the idea and image of Fort Dearborn that he

drew or chalked or painted- it on everything he did."

Much more space could be taken in showing the further develop-

ment of the problems set. The children were constantly gathering

information, and valuable information always awakens a desire to

impart it to some one. One of the children suggested having the

parents come to school some day so that all these interesting things

al:)Out Chicago might be told to them. The idea grew, and at last

plans began to be made for a Pioneer Party to be given to the parents.

Mrs. Alice Putnam, the kindergartner, had made Chicago her home

since the days of Fort Dearborn, and the children M'ere highly de-

lighted to invite her as a guest of honor.

From the day the pioneer party was suggested all was excitement.

The whole grade became a cluster of committees. One of these planned

the invitations, which read as follows

:

Dear Mother and Father :

—

Tuesday afternoon, May 5, at 2 :30 o'clock we are going to have a

Pioneer Party. We want both of you to come. If you know something that

happened in Chicago a long time ago, will you tell us about it?

Olga B.

The invitations were written, folded and then decorated witlt

scenes from "Early Chicago." The envelopes were addressed, stamped,

and each child had the joy of sending his own through the mail.

A program committee labored over the selection of material

worthy to be given at the party. The members finally decided that

each child should select some phase of the subject, such as Chicago's

water supply, the early settlement of the city, the fire department, and

should write out his material at home. The English period was used

for a discussion of these papers. Three of the best, after much criti-

cism, were given place on the program.

The refreshment committee after much deliberation decided to

waive appropriate refreshments in the form of johnny-cake, and serve

lemonade and cup-cakes. Another group of children folded and dec-

orated the paper napkins with appropriate pioneer pictures.
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INVITATION DECORATED WITH EARLY CHICAGO SCENE

The first real thrill came when Mrs. Putnam's acceptance of the

invitation arrived. The children had asked the parents to tell inter-

esting things abont Chicago, and several came with pictures and rare

old books, ready to tell of personal experiences.

On the eventful day all was in charge of the committees. Each

child had some task to perform, and each felt such responsibility that

he well knew the party would be a failure without his cooperation.

That each child fitted into the scheme was evident when the refresh-

ment committee returned from the domestic science kitchen and said,

"Mrs. Webster says she always wants Eobert to help, for he can squeeze

lemons so that all the juice is saved." Eobert's face beamed, for up

to this time his part in the scheme had been doubtful. Now he had

found his place.

The details of the party are best told in the accounts written by

the children. The charades played were thoroughly enjoyed by both

parents and children, as is evident from tlie following accounts given

bv two of the bovs:
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On Tuesday, May 5, our .grade gave a pioneer party. We had many

things to do, biit I am going to tell you about the charades we gave. We
played tive charades, Illinois, cabin, pioneer, Indian and Dearborn.

To play Illinois we had an ill person and a father. The father called a

doctor for the ill boy. He came and gave the ill boy some medicine, then

went away. Some boys then came and said, "Get up ! It is time for school."

But the ill boy said, "Don't annoy me, don't annoy me," and the father sent

the boys away.

MRS. PUTNAM'S ACCEPTANCE

To play cabin, we had two horses hitched to a chair for a cab. Richard

and James were the horses. The driver drove to a lady's house. Judy was

the lady. She had called for him to come. The driver said, "Step in, step

in," and the lady said, "I am in the cab."

Our parents could guess all the charades.

William C.

Tuesday, May 5, the third grade had a pioneer party. We acted out

three charades, Illinois, cabin and Dearborn. Besides we had two puzzles.
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We had an ear of corn with a pie made out of paper. The ear of corn was

sticking through the pie, and the puzzle was pioneer. On the blackboard we

had a big D cut out of white paper, with the word an written inside of it.

The answer to this puzzle was Indian.

Robert H.

The awe, wonder and enjoyment that shone in the faces of the

children as Mrs. Putnam told of childhood experiences in the old city

of Chicago and around Fort Dearborn, was a fitting climax to tlie

work each cliild had done in preparation for the event. Later, in

writing an account of the party for the school paper, one boy made
manifest the spirit that had animated the entire group all through the

work. The boy had himself drawn the map of Chicago ; and yet note

the impersonal way in which he refers to his work:

The Third Grade Pioneer Party

The third grade had a pioneer party on Tuesday, May 5th. They had

a lot of things there. One boy drew a map of early Chicago and one of

now-a-days Chicago and explained them to the parents. Stephen wrote a

paper on Early Chicago. He read it. This is his paper

:

Early Chicago

*Tn the early time, Chicago was only a swamp, with a few Indian tents

around the river. Trappers from Canada trapped the woods for fur. They

trapped beaver, minks, fox and marten. These they traded to the Indians

and made their living. The trappers were French. Shiploads of fur went

back to France every year.

"Soon the English came and carried back the wonderful stories of

Chicago. Some of them stayed and built houses and lived here. A young

man and his wife who had lived in Detroit for some years came down on

pack-horses, his daughter first, his wife second, and he came last. They

trailed the woods for many miles. When he got here he bought a cabin. His

wife and daughter set to work scrubbing the floors. He set up his bench in

the corner of the room and began to make furniture for his house, for he

had not been able to carry much with him.

"One day the Indians came to see their new friend, John Kinzie. He
took them in and began to work with his silver, for he had learned to do it

when he was a boy.

"It was a cold winter. In the spring they set to work building the fort.

It was soon finished. It was all whitewashed. Some of the soldiers came by

water and some by land. Then John Kinzie made a little veranda, and when

Mrs. Kinzie sat on the veranda and looked across the river at the neatly

whitewashed fort, she thought it was a protection.

"Soon a ship came into the mouth of the river, and everybody ran to

see it. 'That ship must be bringing us help if we need it,' the people thought.

But thev were mistaken. Those men on board had a sickness, and they had
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come to get well. The people outside were not permitted to go near the

fort, but the soldiers were soon well, and everyone was glad.

"People along the river were taking up more land, and the Indians were
almost crowded out. They did not like this and thought they would make
war, so one day they attacked the white people. Everyone ran to the fort,

and the people were kept in there for three months.

"One day news came that Black Hawk, the .great chief, was captured,

and this ended the trouble. ,,^,^ ,
„ .,

Stephen R.

Elinor read her paper on Chicago's water-system. The boys and

girls. played charades and served refreshments. Warren told riddles

about early Chicago. Just as each child was going to do his part,

Alexis told what that child was to do.

Mrs. Putnam, our guest of honor, told many stories of what hap-

pened to her when she was a little girl in early Chicago. This is one

of the stories

:

When I was a little girl, Chicago was supplied with water from a water-

cart. It was driven by a very big man. One day he asked me if I wanted
to ride on the water-cart. I said, "Yes, I did," so he lifted me on the top of

the cart, and I rode around the block.

This is another story she told

:

The commander of the Fort Dearborn army had a little girl aliout my
age. I used to visit her. There were some rusty cannon-balls in the fort

that were never used. We made gardens and houses all of cannon-balls in

Fort Dearborn. We had to put them back, but that was a part of our play.

This is the third story she told

:

In the time of early Chicago there were no bridges. People used ferries.

These ferries were strong ropes' fastened at each river-bank. There was a

little car running across on the ropes. One day the ferryman said to me,

"Do you want to draw me across?" I said, "Yes." It took a long time to

draw him across, he was so heavy, but at last I did it.

To the adult observer the pioneer party might have been a crude

outcome; to the child who had a part in its achievement, it was per-

fection. The idea was to encourage self-expression, to foster inde-

pendence, and to set a community or cooperative project so large that

each child might have a share in it ; to develop a sense of responsibility

through a' division of labor, for tbe child realized that his failure to

perform some task assigned to him brought disaster to the pleasure

of the entire group; whereas in a series of duplicate undertakings

without the cooperative enterprise the child's failure affects liimself

alone.



THE SCHOOL MUSEUM

The museum holds an important place in the scientific life of a

school. To be sure, it is of subsidiary importance as compared with

a collection of scientific specimens in their natural habitat out of

doors, but it has the advantage of being always available, and of

presenting material in a concentrated and unified form.

The modem museum is seeking to add the naturalistic flavor

by setting forth its contents in habitat groups. By this means the

specimen is taken from its isolated position and put down in close

relation to its natural neighbors, among which its real significance

may be more nearly appreciated. For a school museum, then, the

need is to present material in a natural way.

In addition, the museum should be related by personal ties to

the life of the school. A striated bowlder collected on an eighth-

grade excursion bears a vastly greater significance than one shipped

in from a moraine in Iowa. And a vireo's nest collected by Lizette

during her summer vacation means far more to her fellow-pupils

than the more beautiful nest of a weaver-bird from Africa. Self-

activity, then, is of utmost importance in the gathering together of a

collection of specimens for a school. In many cases, materials used

in the work of the grades are those prepared previously by the chil-

dren of the school. Examples of this sort of cooperative work are a

series of bottled samples showing the different stages in the manu-
facture of flour, cards with dyed cloth, and samples of the dyes and

mordants used, bottled soils with data showing the composition as

determined by the children, and pressed and mounted specimens of

wild flowers. Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the value

of work of this sort. And its products, though often crude, have a

truer place in the school museum than other kinds of specimens.

To be associated closely with the life of a school, the museum
must be so placed as to command more than casual observation. Its

isolation in an imfrequented room cuts it off from any natural use;

and its position in a corridor may go quite to the other extreme, the

very intimacy of its presence giving it no more significance than the

walls and furniture. Plainly, the ideal location for a museum must
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be a compromise between seclusion and conspicuousness, l)etween aloof-

ness and familiarity.

Our museum is moderately well constituted, both on the bases

of naturalistic arrangement and of personal association. It is located

in the corridor of a second floor, through which a large part of the

school passes many times daily. It is as successful a formal exhibit

as one may usually find in a school. The question as to how it may

HALI, EXHIBIT OF SPRING FLOWERS AND BIRDS

come into a fuller relation with the individual pupil has led to tlie

adoption of the following practice. Each week there is prepared a

special exhibit which is placed on a table near the main entrance in

the lower hall. The exact position may vary, as may the time of ap-

pearance. Thus the factor of position is made more efhciently favor-

al>le. The material of the exhibit is selected on the basis of seasonal

interest when possible. This selection is particularly fortunate in the

case of birds, insects, and plants. The blue jay and downy wood-

pecker are in close focus for a January exhibit, while the warblers

and flycatchers take their places in May; the early buds and blossoms

have a real significance in March, which is shared later by the various

spring flowers which are available to the Chicago region. These may
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be brought in b}^ the children from excursions or from holiday trips.

The selection of an exhibit may likewise be based upon its relation

to the regular science work of the grades. If the fourth grade is

studying volcanoes, their appreciation of the subject may be fur-

thered by the realization that the whole school is looking at igneous

rocks in a hall exhibit. The study of ore and ore-deposits in the

eighth grade leads naturally to an exhibit of ores, especially since

THE CORN-PRODUCTS EXHIBIT

Victor has ])rought in a number of specimens of sphalerite which he

has secured at a zinc smelter.

Grade science work draws extensively on the materials of a

museum for illustrative purposes, and the presentation of similar

specimens to the school as a whole should give the subject under dis-

cussion a seemingly more cosmopolitan significance. Among the

calls for specimens from the museum in the course of a year's work,

the following may be mentioned. The first grade has need for the

Eskimo and Indian curios, as well as for samples of the common
rocks ; the second grade uses samples of grains, and birds ; the fourth

requires specimens of igneous rocks, and textile and food products,

to be used in connection with the study of geography; the eighth

grade makes constant use of rock specimens; the high-school classes

in chemistry and commercial geography take advantage of industrial
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exhibits to illustrate the methods of preparation of corn-products,

salt, mineral oils, and cotton.

All specimens of the special exhibits are lal)eled plainly and fre-

quently have in addition a short statement purposing to stimulate

interest or to emphasize importance. If by this means the "out of

doors" may be brought close to the lives and thoughts of the pupils,

if by an association with more or less artificial material the true sig-

nificance of the natural may be made clear or emphasized, the school

museum has gone a long way in fulfilling its purpose.



CARE OF ANIMALS AT SCHOOL

"I think it's mean to wish the bees on the kindergarten for pets.

They can't have near the fun with the bees that we can have with

Billy," was the comment of a fourth grader, hitching up the fourth-

grade goat for his daily stroll along the borders of Lincoln Park.

But in spite of the fact that there can be no pleasurable personal con-

tact between the kindergarten and its pets, there is an observation-

hive in the kindergarten room where the children may see the bees

working during the fall and spring. Watching the bees' activity is

merely an incidental part of the kindergarten work. The children,

of course, have no share in caring for them. All during the winter

months, the bees are hibernating away from the kindergarten room,

but with the coming of spring the hive is returned and the children

watch through the glass sides of the hive the bees bringing back pol-

len from the park flowers.

The special pets of the first grade are doves and fishes, but they

have other pets occasionally, such as tadpoles, turtles, and crayfish.

In taking care of these living things, the children gain some sense

of responsibility. John said, "It is only my business to take care of

the fish, but I know how to take care of the doves, too." The work
is always sought after and seldom neglected. During the nesting

season the doves are watched with much interest, for the father-dove

takes an active part in sitting on the eggs and feeding the little ones,

and as they grow very rapidly, they require a great deal of attention.

Giving fresh water to the fish, and watching them devour the bits of

food thrown to them is always enjoyed, but real amusement is de-

rived from a visit from the mother Crayfish, for it is such fun to see

her sweep the air with her antennae or nip a pencil in* her great

clumsy claws, or take her food in them and push it into her mouth

with little mouth-feet. The children love to watch her as she walks

backward, and look at her with wonder as she draws in her bead-like

eyes if she thinks danger is near, or pushes them out to see if she

can escape. The most curious thing of all is the neat little nest which

she makes by curling up her tail under her. Sometimes the clay

models of animals are very nuich alive in the imagination of the

first-grade children. One day Kobert had made a "great" walrus
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of clay, and had put it in the sea in the sand table. He said, "Now
there will I^e something doing, since my walrns has come." Benja-

min replied, "Well, something will be doing when I put my killer

whale in there."

The rabbits are taken care of by the third-grade children under

the supervision of a teacher. Two children are appointed to the rab-

bit committee and then make a report to the grade each week. One

of the earlier "reports" bears the title Bablits, and is as follows

:

We have Rabbits. The hutch was wet and they were not to be seen.

There is a tunnel that leads to a house under.ground. We called them. The
straw was on the floor. John and I had put in foods. I had brought cab-

bage and they jumped around me. When I put it down, they jumped at it

and ate it.

One journalistic third-grade child writes:

Third-Grade Rabbit News

Our rabbits have cute and cunning ways. One day when I went in their

pen, I found that they had gnawed at the timber of the door, and at the

strip of the wood that kept the door from going in too far. Once we put in

a lot of straw. The next day when I came in, it was all gone ! They had

eaten it all up.

The rabbit news does not always come in this dramatic form.

Many reports take the diary fonn.

Our rabbits were so glad when we came back from vacation. When we
came to the door, they jumped up on us, and they were so hungry they could

hardly wait. When I opened the door, one of the rabbits ran out and I

could hardly catch him, and he had quite a little run. At last we got him

into the pen.

* * * *

We got the rakes and cleaned the pen and put the fresh hay in. I enjoy

taking care of the rabbits very much.

* * * *

When we went out to the rabbits, they were as lively as ever. We gave

them two boxes of oats, so that if they should be fed late they would have

enough to eat.

iVnother diary, somewhat later, goes as follows

:

When Jean brought the food from the kitchen, it was lettuce. And oh

!

how those rabbits did eat. We could hardly keep them away while I cleaned

the pan.
* * * *

Today the rabbits were so funny. They would march around the hut
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one after another, till at last it got so narrow up jumped one of the rabbits

on the roof.

With practice in tending the rabhits, the third-grade pupils ac-

quire what may be called "rabbit technique." When the rabbits were

donated, someone observed, "rabbits nibble all the time," so for the

first few days the committee felt obliged to visit their charges twice

a day. Presently, larger pans for the water, grain, and green foods

were bought at the suggestion of the committee, and a lesson in econ-

omy of energy had been gained. But more than economy of energy

is learned; commercial thrift is acquired, for the children maintain

a thriving business in the sale of young rabbits to members of the

scJiool.

Rabbit Report, ISIarch 18, 1915

We have new bunnies down in the hole which never appear above

ground. About once two days ago I saw one of them. We expected them

before, as I have already said, and now we have them. But we are selling

them fifty cents apiece.

The fourth-grade goat, to his shame be it said, is not self-sup-

porting as are the rabbits. In former years, his predecessors have

achieved economic independence by dragging the second-grade chil-

dren in a cart under the guidance of the fourth grade. Owing to

inconvenient arrangements of play period and to certain accidents

to the wagon, this has been discontinued for the present. Although

the children this year are losing this particular sort of business ex-

perience, in tending the goat there is chance for developing a large

interest in work, sense of responsibility, and a practical enlarging of

experience. The work, from its novelty, gains a certain charm and

is on the whole much desired by the children.

The third-grade plan of choosing a weekly committee is fol-

lowed. The reports are written up without supervision, and are filed

for the grade to see.

The first day we fed him a nieasuref ul of oats ; we got some fresh water

for him; then they took him out at half-past ten and played with bim until

a quarter to eleven. Then when the other group brought him back, we gave

him some alfalfa. That is all I know, because I had a cold and could not

go out.

* * * *

Billy Goat's Report

We have to buy some oats for the goat, and we feed him out of a box,

and he eats the rabbit's oats. ' And the wagon is broken. I think the goat
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has grown fatter, and wc ought to fix his knees, lie is a nice .goat. His
horns have grown longer.

* * * *

The first daj- Rudolph and myself were sent in to get water. When we
got back, the goat and the girls were running along the sidewalk into the

school grounds. Next day Miss Greenebaum sent me in to ask Percy for a

box. I did not know where to find one, but Roland went and got a big

clumsy box which Miss Greenebaum did not approve of, for she said it had
a top on, and it ought not to have a top on. Roland and I took it back, but

could not find a topless box. The next day I could not .go to recess, but the

day after, when Miss Greenebaum, Eleanor and myself went into the park,

we could only go to the curbstone, for the goat lagged back, and Miss Greene-

baum had to slide him by the horns, and he kept saying "Ba-aa-aa." Next
day I noticed that his footprints looked like that of a deer. When we came
back, Eleanor saw that the goat's water had frozen. I ran hot water on the

ice and it took a strange form. I threw the loose piece of ice on the

ground, afterwards getting fresh water.

We fixed the barn up and cleaned it up on Monday. The goat jumped
over the gate when he saw us coming with his food. The wagon is broken

because it is not strong.

* * * *

When Louise and I had charge of the goat we took him out for a walk

almost every day. We took him up to Fullerton and back through the park

to school again. Every day we gave him fresh water and some fresh oats.

Then we cleaned the goathouse and hung the harness up on a nail after we

had taken the goat out for a walk.

The goat got a bad sore on his side, and the wagon is broken, and we
ought to tell the third grade not to throw stones or snowballs. Everything

is all right in the goathouse, except the boxes ought to be moved.

Monday

I got the water while Helen fed the goat. I drove him over to the park

and I drove him back. He did not like to leave his house, so, going over, we

had to pull him, but going back he went so fast we had to run to keep up

with him.

Tuesday

Helen got the water while I fed the goat. We took him over to the

park. Helen took him back and I took him over.

Wednesday

I got the water while Helen fed the goat. We took him over to the

park.
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Thursday

We fed and watered the goat and ran him.

Friday

We fed and watered the goat and ran him.

* * * *

When I was on the goat committee I had a better time than I thought

I would have. Stephen Robey and I was on the committee. I was glad to

have Stephen on the .goat committee because Stephen is one of my best

friends. We took turns in carrying water and we fed him every day. Once

in a while we would forget who got the water the day before. When such a

thing would come up, we both would get the water and we would start all

over again. Before we knew, the week was over and that was the end of

our turn.

THE GOAT AND HIS ATTENDANTS

Since the beginning of the year there has been a great growth

in the children's affection for the goat : it has developed in some cases

to the point of jealousy. "I think Billy likes Eoberta," remarked the

generous Helen. "Oh," Eleanor answered pettishly, "that's only be-

cause Roberta wears a plaid dress every day." William, with a mind

for philosophic truth, after looking for a long time at the goat, once

stated gravely, "You know, I like Billy a lot, now that I'm acquainted

with him." And Roberta, whose attraction for the goat had been

questioned, murmurs daily, "I do love Billy."
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That there is a moral and a social motive in this sort of work

is the reason for its being undertaken in the school. In Vol. I of

the Year Book Miss Enoch's article on Care of the Chickens expresses

the general pedagogic principles which apply to the care of animals

in the school. In the work throughout the grades there is a con-

certed effort toward developing the social virtues. It is made of

course without obviousness, and to the children the care of animals

seems a natural part of the school work. The first grade use the ani-

mals in their regular activities; they draw pictures of the doves and

model in clay the sea animals. Charming water-colors of the fish, they

make, too, and formal stencil designs of birds or fish for the cur-

tains which decorate the room. It seems that first-grade children

must accept as part of the school environment these creatures, and

take them without further analysis. This is true of the second and

third grades. The fun of caring for the chickens and rabbits is so

engrossing that pedagogic motive is probably unquestioned by the

children. In the case of the goat, expediency is the answer to the

question which comes forth : "Why do we have to take care of the

goat?" "The school accepted him as a gift, and someone has to

take care of him," is not a very profound answer, but so far has

proven satisfactory. So long as the aspect of the care of animals

does not seem strange and queer, the benefits are great to the chil-

dren. They acquire a sense of administering real things from order-

ing food for the animals, and from managing the arrangements hav-

ing to do therewith. Their intimacy with animals develops a sense

of responsibility. The work on committees furthers the comradeship

between the children which has a dignity greater than that gained

on the playground, because it is based on serious constructive work.

Perhaps the highest good that comes to the children is the oppor-

tunity to know animals. They develop an interest that is more than

passing. One of the little boys, a wild, rather unruly child, became

so fascinated by taking care of the chickens in second grade that

during the summer he saved money from his allowance, foregoing the

pleasures of easy-spending, to buy chickens for himself. All during

the next year he cared for them conscientiously and earnestly. The

growth of serious purpose, the quality of altruistic interest in live

things, is the greatest contribution to the child which this type of

work can give.



THE PUPIL'S EXPERIENCE AS THE SOURCE OF HIS
PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC

In attempting in this school to utilize the sense-impressions and

imagery of the individual pupil in the teaching of arithmetic, we have

not only drawn upon the fund of objective experience which is com-

mon to all children in their life outside of the school room, but have

endeavored as far as possible to make use of school activities and expe-

riences of the children which incidentally entail a large amount of

mathematical work and supply a body of imagery that becomes the

basis of their mathematical knowledge.

Utilizing objective experience and imagery of the individual pupil

in arithmetic applies both to the formal phase of the subject and to

the selection and solution of applied problems. It would be a very

exceptional and backward school which today did not attempt to ra-

tionalize the tables, formal processes, and rules of arithmetic by pro-

viding opportunity for each individual pupil to discover or formulate

these for himself out of his own concrete experience. It has been the

ideal, since the time of Pestalozzi, thus to free the pupil in the formal

work from the mere slavish following of rules, by building, through

objective teaching, a body of imagery in his mind upon which the

processes of arithmetic are rationally based. But has the ideal pre-

vailed in the selection and presentation of the problem material of see-

ing that the pupil is really provided with adequate experience and

imagery for its interpretation?

In order to make the applied problems of arithmetic concrete to

the pupil, they must be made to relate to his own activities and expe-

riences. The trouble with the problems of textbooks is that they arc

not local in character and do not appeal to the experiences and interests

of the individual pupil. They are written for use throughout the

whole country, and hence must be of only general appeal. Further-

more, many of the problems of most textbooks are mere puzzles, and

not the real problems that are encountered by any one in actual life.

The chief danger lies in the fact that the textbook problems are to a

great extent the problems of adults and not the problems of children

at all. They deal with the business of the adult's world, and with

matters with which children have as yet had no contact. The imagery

86
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necessary for their interpretation is not possessed by chiltlren, because

of their lack of experience with the things with which the problems

deal. This is what makes the interpretation and solution of applied

problems so difficult for children. The inference is inevitable. If the

problems of arithmetic are to draw upon the imagery of the pnpil, the

textbook must be supplemented by problems that are local in character

and that have to do with the pupil's own activities.

There is another weighty reason for the problems of the textbook

]:)eing supplemented in every school and in every community by local

})roblems of personal appeal to the pupil. In practical life the prob-

lems which one encounters are not already formulated and printed,

but are involved in practical, concrete situations. Success in practical

life, then, demands that he who faces a problem shall first interpret

the situation involving it and formulate the problem for himself. It

is training in this power, rather than in tlie power to interpret an

already formulated problem, that is needed. We need to teach the

pupil the art of problem making as well as the art of problem solving.

It follows that if the fundamental principle of "learning to do by

doing" is to be applied in the teaching of arithmetic, pupils must have

o])portunities of acquiring the ability to interpret and formulate their

own problems from concrete situations by practicing work of this

character in the school. Training in the solution of book problems

alone will not develop this ability. That this is a significant truth is

attested by the universal complaints of business men that boys and

girls who are the products of the public schools cannot put into prac-

tice the knowledge which they have acquired. They are trained to

do one type of thing and in practical life are called upon to perform

another. It is evident, therefore, that the school life of the pupil must

include activities which involve a great deal of mathematical experi-

ence and imagery, and which demand incidentally the formulation

as well as the solution of arithmetical problems. This mathematical

exj)erience should parallel and supplement the textbook work.

The following examples show how the children in the second

grade formulated and solved problems connected with school activities

in which they were engaged. Thus, these children were personally

caring for chickens at the school. The problems aliout chickens, eggs,

and chicken-feed grew out of this personal experience. The problems

about looms and rugs also were formulated while the children were

engaged in making looms and using them in weaving rugs.
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My father brought me two dozen little chickens. I was down town and

I said to my mother, please buy me some more chickens. She did and there

were four dozen. Altogether I had forty-eight little chickens.

Alice.

I had 16 eggs and the hen could not sit on so many eggs, so I took from

her 4, and how many did I have left? 12.

Sophy.

I had a bag of grain that weighed 20 ounces, and a rat came and ate 10

ounces. It left 10 ounces.

Frances.

I wove a rug which was twenty-six inches long. I had to take out two

inches. How many were left? Twenty-four inches long.

AHce.

I had 12 balls of yarn. I wove 4 balls of it. How many balls did I

have left? Eight. Janet.

I had a rug. I made a camel in the center of the rug. He was 10

inches high. I made a mistake. I had to take 7 inches out. How many
inches were left? Three. H. P.

We made looms in school for our rugs. We needed 35 nails on one

side. Yesterday I put in ten. I will need twenty-five more.

Katherine.

I had 47 nails in my loom and Miss Dewey said I could not have so

many nails. I took out 12 of them. How many are left in my loom?

Thirty-five. Anna.

Many of the activities which the .school should use as a natural

basis of arithmetic work are those in which the pupils are engaged

outside of school. We believe that it is the foremost function of the

school to teach the child to do efficiently, or better than he could do

without such guidance and instruction, those things which he is trj'-

ing to do and wishes to do in the home, in his play, etc. This it can

do only if it utilizes the child's own experiences and activities as the

basis of teaching. Such appeal to the pupil's present activities not

only enables him to do better those things which make up his life in

the present, but also provides the best kind of development as prepara-

tion for his future.

Among the free activities of children outside of school that may
thus be continued in the school room is the playing of various kinds

of games, which is the main business of childhood. These games are

of several different types. Some involve the principle of contest, and

include various scoring games. Others involve imitation of real

community activities, such as keeping store, playing fireman, etc.

Other games are primarily games of activity, such as, "Pussy wants a
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corner." Tlie idea of utilizing so-called number games in school is

now generally accepted, and this type of mathematical work is done

in many schools. This form of activity has been utilized in onr

school to a greater or less extent in most of the elementary

grades.

A discussion with our third-grade children of the kinds of mathe-

matical experiences or activities which they engage in outside of

school revealed the fact that most of them are provided with allow-

ances of money by their parents. This illustrates another type of

quantitative experience of children outside of school that might be

made the basis of mathematical work in the classroom. A great va-

riety of problems and drills may be devised that will make the chil-

dren more efficient in their use of these allowances, and at the same

time make them more proficient in certain formal work of arithmetic.

Thorough investigation by the teacher of any grade should reveal

many such quantitative experiences of children which might provide

a body of concrete problems and drills based upon the children's active

personal interests, such mathematical work possessing the highest

value in that it helps the children to live more efficiently the lives

which they are trying to live in the present.

The correlation of arithmetic with the other subjects of study,

such as handwork, household arts, elementary science, and geography,

provides, of course, a rich fund of objective mathematical experience

and imagery. In addition to the foregoing, in this school more or

less extensive projects are carried on in different grades as part of

the regular school activities which afford admirable means of learning

arithmetic by using it, and of building up incidentally a body of

mathematical imagery which the pupil does not bring from outside

of school.

Some projects or activities in our school that involve the building

of mathematical experience and imagery have been described from

other points of view in former volumes of the Year Book. Among

these is the care of a number of chickens at the school by the children

of the second grade, described in Volume I. That report shows the

character of the number work involved in this grade activity. Tn the

same volume is an article describing the building of a "club house," or

play house, as a project of the eighth grade. That report indicates

how the children of the eighth grade learned the relation between

the sides of a right triangle, and mastered board measure and square
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root incidentally as a part of the project. Other articles in the present

volume, while written from a different point of view, show still other

examples of activities in the school involving a large body of arith-

metic work based upon real experience. See, for example, the article

on the study of foods and food supply. See also the article on bank-

ing by the pupils of the seventh grade.

The activity described in the last named article is illustrative of

a type of activity that may be provided at many points of the arith-

metic course. It consists of a dramatization of business processes.

Many of the topics of business which must be taught in the element-

ary school are beyond the experience of the average boy or girl, espe-

cially the latter. For example, the dealings with a bank, borrowing

or lending money at interest, discounting bills, or dealings with stocks

or bonds, are matters with which pupils of the elementary school have

had little or no vital contact. If these topics are to be taught, it is

imperative that the school shall provide the experience and mental

imagery which are lacking. One way to supply these is to take the

pupils on excursions to visit banks, business houses, brokerage offices,

etc. But this alone is not sufficient. The most effective way is to

apply the principle of ''learning to do by doing" by having the pupils

perform the business processes in make-believe fashion. Thus, in the

third grade they may operate a make-believe city gas company, elec-

tric light company, or water company, and pay their monthly bills at

the "office" of the company. In the fourth grade they may, as our

fourth grade has done, conduct a store, and write, compute, and pay

for bills of goods at this play store, etc.

This school conducts a store through which the pupils purchase

practically all of their supplies, such as books, writing tablets, pencils,

erasers, drawing instruments, etc. It conducts a lunch room also, at

which the lunch is paid for by lunch tickets. In order to avoid the

necessity of the children carrying spending money, the parents of all

pupils are required to keep at tlie school a deposit upon which the

pupils draw by checks in making purchases of supplies or lunch

tickets. This constitutes a school bank account, and is operated like a

real bank of deposit. Each pupil is given a check-book which provides

blanks for carrying forward his balance from stub to stub. Monthly

statements are issued as at a regular bank. Pupils whose balances do

not agree with those of the bank are required to find their errors and

correct them. The process operates in all grades above the second.
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In the first and second grades, the teachers have to fill out the checks

for the children. This plan gives all children ahove the second grade

not only knowledge of the nse of checks on a hank of deposit, hut a

large amount of practical experience in computation throughout their

school course. It has the special value that the activity is genuine

and not artificial in any sense, that it is motivated by the vital personal

activity of each pupil, and that it affords a body of mathematical expe-

rience extending continuously throughout the elementary and high-

school life of the pupil.

The chief effort in the teaeliing of number in the lower primary

grades of our school is given to building, through various forms of

])urposeful activities of the children, a body of mathematical imagery

that shall form a basis for the formal number facts and of the prob-

lems. The general character of this imagery-building may be indi-

cated by the following outline of some of the sources of mathematical

experience in the second grade.

The care of chickens at the school and the sale of the eggs by the

children of the second grade, to which reference was made above,

provide a large fund of experience running throughout the year. This

includes buying and paying for the feed, measuring out and feeding

the chickens the daily ration, collecting and selling the eggs, and mak-

ing and repairing various articles used in and about the chicken

quarters. The latter develops a working knowledge of the foot rule

and yardstick. Each day the children take to the henhouse a definite

quantity of grain. When a new fifty-pound bag arrives, it is delivered

to the class-room, and before school each day an appointed child

weighs out the daily ration. This power is developed during class

drills, when the children learn to handle and name 1 lb., I/2 ^^-^ Vi lb.,

y^ lb., and 1/16 lb. weights. During the winter and early spring the

children conduct an egg store in the lower hall of the building, selling

the eggs on hand each Tuesday immediately after morning exercise.

The two sales people in charge of the store must know the prices of

eggs from one to a dozen, and also must know how to accept and re-

turn proper change. For example, if a customer buys a dozen eggs for

36 cents, the salesman must select the change from his money-drawer.

Of course, drills on the number tables precede the weekly sales, and

between times the children in class play store with one another so that

the sales people may be chosen wisely.

In addition to drills on number tables, the work with the chickens
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demands a knowledge of the different coins, of the writing of dollars

and cents, and of the addition and subtraction of dollars and cents.

For developing this knowledge, use is made of artificial coins which

the children make of cardboard. This toy money is used also for teach-

ing the idea of the decimal notation of numbers, by letting pennies-

stand for units and dimes for tens, and for teaching the processes of

carrying in addition and of changing from higher to lower denomina-

tions in subtraction. The chicken expense items are counted with this

toy money until real money is earned from the sale of eggs, when it

is discarded for real currency.

In the fall the children make boxes to hold their toy money. This,

too, provides experience with the ruler. During the making of their

boxes the children have occasion to name, find on their rulers, and use

%? Viy ^^^tl %. This and other uses of the ruler, and work with

weights of different fractions of a pound, give considerable knowledge

of fractions up to 1/16 and of their relations.

The table of liquid measure is learned in various ways. Some
use of it is provided in the work in cooking, some in connection with

the chickens, and some in experimental work on making lye and

dyeing yarn for weaving rugs. A favorite exercise is to "picture" how

much milk each class drinks at luncheon during one school week.

Each day during tlie week they "picture" with water the amount of

milk drunk, and when they see the week's amount measured by water

in a tub, they are delighted.

Another activity of the second grade which affords much mathe-

matical experience and imagery is the study of foods, discussed in an

article of this volume, and still another consists of a study of shepherd

life which is carried on in this grade, a part of which involves the

dyeing and weaving mentioned above. Of course, the activities here

mentioned do not include all of the sources of number experience in

the second grade. Among other activities employed have been various

number games, such as playing store, playing fireman, and such stand-

ard scoring games as bean-bag.

Another type of mathematical experience of the elementary

grades, which does not run throughout the school year but is provided

by activities of a temporary character that arise in the life of the school

or of a grade, is illustrated by the following examples

:

Every ^-ear each grade provides clothing and supplies for a

Thanksgiving dinner to a number of poor families of the city. Some
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mathematical work is clone by the children in this connection. For ex-

ample, one year the third grade undertook to supply five families with

clothing and Thanksgiving dinners. Lists of the members of the

families were given to the children. These lists were written upon

the blackboard, so that the children could see the size of each family.

From these lists the children made tentative food lists of what they

thought was needed for each family. A price list was then secured

and the children made the food bills for the families.

Bill for First Family Bi^l for Second Family

2 chickens $1.36 1 chicken $0.68

1 bu. potatoes 96 ,'^ bu. potatoes 48

2 cans corn 18 2 cans corn 18

1 can tomatoes 06 1 can tomatoes 00

1 lb. coffee 25 1 lb. coffee 25

1 lb. rice 08 1 lb. rice .08

y. lb. tea 23 i/^ lb. tea 23

J lbs. sugar . . . ; 25 5 lbs. sugar 25

5 lbs. flour 18 5 lbs. flour 18

Nuts 18 Nuts 18

Fruit 55 Fruit 40

Total $4.28 Total $2.97

The total cost of the food of the five families was then found.

The grade contributed $18.00, and finally from this amount the price

of the food was subtracted. The food bills were then taken to the

office, where the children actually paid for the food which they sent

out to the families at Thanksgiving.

Every year the school sends out with its toys and other

packages to poor children at Christmas a large amount of home-

Tuade candy, made by the children of the school. Each child to whom
the candy is sent is allowed one-half pound. The mathematical work

connected with this project is performed for the school by the children

of the third grade. The first problem given to the grade is to devise

some way in which this candy may be sent out in a clean, attractive,

and sanitary way. The following is an account of the work done by

the grade one year

:

The children of the grade planned and made enough candy boxes

to supply all of the children to whom the candy was to be sent. First

there was a period of experimentation to determine the size and kind

of boxes to make. The children made different kinds of boxes which

they thought would solve the problem. These were made with sepa-
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rate covers. Since 150 boxes were needed, this scheme really meant

the making .of 150 boxes and as many covers, really 300 I)Oxes. The

children saw the impracticability of such a scheme, and went back to

their experiment with new vigor. Sample boxes of many sizes and

shapes were brought to school, the children finally accepting one in

which the cover was a part of the box itself.

CHRISTMAS CANDY P.OXE;

With the pattern decided upon, the problem of size next arose.

With inch cubes, a block the size of a half-pound box was built up on

the table. Much drill in square measure was afforded by this. For

example, how many square inches on the ends of a box, on the bottom,

on the top, etc. Next came the construction of a working pattern from

these cubes. As the children gave the dimensions of base, sides, ends,

top, the pattern was drawn the exact size on the board. The bottom,

sides, ends, and top were drawn.

Experiment showed that there must be something more to the box

if it were to hold together properly. Consequently, paste-flaps were

added. A flap that would fit into the box when closed was added to

the top. With this pattern before them, the children were asked to

determine the smallest square from which the box could be cut, and

found it to be an eleven-inch square. The cardboard to be used was

Ijought in sheets, which were 221/2 inches by 26 inches. After raeasur-
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ing, the cliildren found that four boxes coiikl l)e made from one sheet

of cardboard, with some waste. All this work again afforded excellent

drill in addition, subtraction, and square measure. Next came the

estimating of the number of sheets of cardboard required to make 150

boxes.

Before the children were allowed to work with the red and green

cardboard, each child had to demonstrate that he was capable of

making a perfect box. These trial boxes were made of brown wrap-

ping-paper. When the children had thus proved their ability, work

was begun with the red and green cardboard.

After the boxes were planned and cut out, and before they were

folded and pasted, the problem of the decoration of them was taken

up. Pieces of cardboard, three inches by five inches (this being the

size of the top of the box) were given the children for experimentation.

Borders, three-eighths, one-half, and five-eighths of an inch wide, were

drav/n. As another problem in design, the children were told to mark

off on white drawing-paper two one-inch squares. The first square

was divided into four one-half inch squares; the second was marked

off into one-half inch squares, and, in addition, diagonals were drawn.

These four small squares and eight smaller triangles that resulted

from the cutting were then arranged in many original designs by

the children, examples of which may be seen in the picture.

In addition to the great amount of arithmetic incidental to the

planning and construction of the candy boxes, such problems as the

following also were given to the grade in connection with the Christ-

mas work

:

Families for Whom Christmas Candy is to be Made by the Francis W.,

Parker School :

family number in family

Mrs. Lane 11

Mrs. Ruffin 5

Mrs. Stesmak 5

Mrs. Kotells 5

Mrs. Baylie ; 8

Mrs. Spurling o

Mrs. Langlus 4

Mrs. Smith 4

Mrs. Morse 10

Mrs. Mascarello 7

Mrs. Ferguson 9

Mrs. Warnick 9
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(List of families, continued.)

Mrs. Lucas 5

Mrs. Minkond 9

Mrs. McMahon 9

Mrs. Franklin 4

Mrs. Freundt 4

Mrs. Cutrara 8

Mrs. Calucci 4

Mrs. Thorson 4

Mrs. Delver 4

How many in all are to be provided candy?

Allowing one-half pound of candy for each, how many pounds must we
make?

To tlie Third Grade:

Some of the children who are to make candy for Santa Claus will make
it at home and bring it to school. The rest of the candy will be made at

school. You found that the whole amount to be made was seventy-one

pounds. The children who will make candy at home have agreed to make
the following amounts : 3 lbs., 4 lbs., .3 lbs., 4 lbs., 2 lbs., 5 lbs., 2 lbs., 3 lbs.,

4 lbs., 4 lbs. and 4 lbs. We want to know how many pounds the other chil-

dren must make at school.

How many pounds will the children make at home?
Then how many pounds must the other children make at school?

(Signed) ,

Chairman Candy Committee.

In addition to such problems as those given above^ other kinds of

pro1)lenis arise in connection with the Christmas candy-making from

year to year. Each year the second-grade children weigh out the

sugar for the school to use in making the candy.



SEVENTH-GRADE BANKING

Each year the march of world events adds so -iiiimeasuraljly to

the Jieritage of man that the most optimistic among teachers must
approach his work with a daily increasing sense of responsibility—

a

responsibility which takes into account the fact that, in spite of the

increasing complexity and richness of the life surrounding us, and

our natural curiosity to understand it all, the time devoted to the

l)uilding of the character and the training for social efficiency is not

at al], or at best only slightly, increased. It leads us to ask, what is

the value of every hour of childhood or adolescence in terms of what

we call education? How can education proceed scientifically and

economically ? What adjustment can pedagogy make between the dic-

tates of tradition, of preconceived notions of the function of the

school, of what the mature mind considers essential knowledge and

power, and what the child longs to know and will consider worthy

of his attention and effort? This momentous question is now attain-

ing sucli definition of detail for us all. that we may soon hope for the

1)ridging over of the great gap between the psychologist's laboratory

and the schoolroom. Observation and teaching experience, however,

point to the lead of Dr. John Dewey, who says in Interest as Belated

to Will:

''But just as our psychology shows us that ideas arise as the

definition of activity, and serve to direct that activity in new expres-

sions, so we need a pedagogy which shall lay more emphasis upon

securing in the school the conditions of direct experience and the

gradual evolution of ideals in and through the constructive activities;

for it is the extent in which any idea is a projection of natural ten-

dencies that measures its weight, its motive power, its interest."

Even in the most modern schools, where an effort is made to

bring every possible contribution to pedagogy to bear in the educative

jirocess, there is still heard the cry that the teaching of the mechanics

of the three E's requires far too great a proportion of time. Why is

it? If it is true, it must be that these obstacles to richer childhood

are still being taught as ends instead of means. What is meant by

motivation of the subject-matter to be taught must still be misunder-

stood. The real inner motive power in the child must often be lack-
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iiig when we think it is present. A seemingly genuine participation

in the activities about him may still be a very superficial one after all.

Are we giving liim every opportunity to occupy himself with activities

which will prove to him intellectually and emotionally that the

three R's are only means to a great wealth of ends; that in exchange

for the precious time saved in their mastery he will have leisure to

hold communion with the workers who search the everlasting truth?

Are we constantly helping him to measure definitely his own efforts

and growth in terms of efficiency, not marks? Does he look upon

the hours given over to drill as an opportunity to perfect his efficiency

for real activity ? Does he look upon the recitation period not as a

time to repeat for the teacher what he has studied in a book, but an

opportunity to organize, with the help of all the class and the teacher,

ideas or groups of ideas into working principles or experience for the

regulation of his actions?

With these and other questions in mind, a plan was organized

for use in the seventh"" grade by which business arithmetic and its

applications could be more satisfactorily taught. The children seek

from among their number two boys and two girls, who in a series of

tests on the four operations in whole numbers, fractions, and decimals,

and their application in common problems of denominate numbers,

mensuration, etc., prove themselves most accurate and quick at com-

putation. These fortunate ones act as paying and receiving tellers,

tlie girls working in the "Woman's Department," of a play bank. The

other children represent retail firms of all kinds, excluding depart-

ment stores for obvious reasons. They spend several weeks in gather-

ing information from trades people about their wares and prices and

expenditures ; compile catalogs, make copies for distribution, and

plan advertisements, rates of discount on large or cash sales, etc.

The bank is a case resembling a bookcase, containing the account

Ijooks, and boxes for coin and currency, blanks of all kinds, deposit-

slips, individual bank-books, check-books, drafts, bills, receipt-books,

etc., and a cash box for each teller. Below is the "vault," where

each firm stores its cash box for the night. While the firms are pre-

paring to open up business, the tellers are taking stock of all the

currency and coin and preparing generally for rush hours at the bank.

They readily foresee impending difficulties and plan to overcome

them; they soon learn that the rapid and accurate counting of

money, which seems a negligible task, is really a difficult one. One
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class invented what they called a "money-counter," to aid in handling

larger sums.

SEVENTH-GRADE BANKING

As soon as the class has tested itself on the making and bal-

ancing of a cash-account, the writing of orders, bills, receipts, etc.,

operations begin. Each firm starts with a capital of some two or

three hundred dollars, which is later on increased as necessity de-

mands. The currency is play money bought at a school-supply house,

and the coin is printed by the children on different colors of heavy

bristol-board. All the business forms used, such as check-books,

bank-books, drafts, promissory notes, bill-heads, etc., are also printed

by the children. (Some of these are shown in Volume I of the Year

Book, p. 100.) To simplify operations in the beginning, the factors

of business competition, supply and demand, running expenses (such

as rent, insurance, license, or tax) are all eliminated—merely dis-

cussed. ISTo actual materials aire bought and sold, this phase of the

work being wholly a matter of imagination. To insure a successful

start, each firm makes out only three or four orders per day, the

number being increased only as the children become more expeditious

and accurate. Each child owns a list of the firms, and orders are

made out in rotation to simplify the checking of errors. The cata-
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logs which are used as guides in making out orders are often unique,

revealing to the teacher undiscovered traits in the children.

To control the quality of the formal English used in this work

an extra charge of ten cents is made for every mistake discovered by

the recipient of any document. For any mistake found on advertise-

ments displayed before the public, any beholder may collect ten

cents.

At the opening of the period the orders are delivered, where-

upon bills are made out and collected. At a given time, the market

closes and cash accounts are balanced. All firms whose cash accounts

agree with the cash on hand may deposit boxes in the vault. Those

who cannot balance accounts seek for the errors and are not open

for business until they are found. The first few days of work bring

a flood of mutual advice which is often put into written form for

reference. Following are some points noted by the novices in the

backs of their cash books.

1. If your cash-box does not agree with the '-'cash on hand" in the book,

look for errors in the following ways

:

a. Count your money on a money-counter, add up the debit and

credit columns, first from the top and then from the bottom, then sub-

tract several times and prove the subtraction.

b. If you cannot find your mistake and are willing to give up, ask

some one to count your money for you.

c. If you still cannot find mistakes, look up the orders and bills for

the day. You may have forgotten to record a sale or an expenditure.

d. Look at the "cash on hand'' of the day before—that is, the num-
ber you carried over for the balance. You may have carried over the

proof instead of the balance.

2. Deposit as much money as possible in the bank. Then you will have

less to count every day.

3. Enter all transactions immediately in the cash book. Do not depend

upon your memory at the end of the day.

4. Never pay or accept money without counting it.

5. Have a place for everything. You are less apt to make a mistake and

do not have to take time to hunt when customers are in a hurry.

6. Do not talk to people who are counting or adding.

7. Warn those who leave money lying about or who drop it. It will

avoid mistakes.

8. Never talk so your neighbor can hear; he may be counting.

9. Hurry makes mistakes. Do not hurry others, and do not wait for

them. Do other things while you are waiting. It will save your time.
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For a few days, just at tlie beyinnini;-, all business is suspended

until all errors for the day are checked. The children's comments

are an indication of the effect on their attitude toward accuracy and

other matters. "It wouldn't be so bad if my mistake didn't make

other people's accounts go wrong." "I'm going to watch myself.

Sometimes I can't remember what I did." "A man who doesn't

make mistakes has more time to do business." "You have to do

numbers in your head if you want to be quick." "It seems that the

faster you think, the fewer mistakes you make." "Some people talk

too much to buy just a little. Do storekeepers lose money that way?

Sometimes other customers are waiting. Wliat can the storekeeper

do ? Because, if he gets cross, the customers may not come back."

A careful record is kept by the children of the quality and quan-

tity of the work accomplished each day. As soon as there is evidence

of more power in. either or both directions, new phases are introduced.

As soon as checks are handled with ease, savings are opened. Sur-

rounded by the simpler elements of trade conditions, the children

look upon the. great variety of business forms, such as deposit-slips,

receipts, retail and wholesale billheads, checks, drafts, sight-drafts,

promissory notes, bank-notes, etc., not as burdensome and confusing

bugbears, but rather as friendly aids in simplifying and promoting

business operations. In time some retail firms go into wholesale busi-

ness when it becomes necessary for all the merchants to understand

the more intricate business relations which involve discount, invest-

ments, etc., and which lead to discussions on such topics as the clear-

ing-house, banking methods, and their development, reserve banks,

international trade and loans, tariff, and so on. This constructive play,

carried on so simply and in such modified form, but nevertheless Avith

great earnestness and absorption, seems to afford sufficient contact

to bring from even the slower members of the group questions which

do not stop short of political economy itself. So far no group has

failed to ask, "Wliat does it mean to make money? With us money

only changes hands. It never grows more when you add up what

everybody has. It isn't that way with people and countries, is it?"

"What's the difference between money and wealth?" The answers

come, some promptly, and some after many days of thinking, with

just as little suggestion and interference from the teacher as possible

at first. "Money comes from work." "No, I think some of it comes

from trading. The more and the faster you trade, the more you
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make." "But who makes the things you trade?" "The crops that

grow every year must be the wealth, then?" "And what we get

from the earth other ways, like from mines." "Yes, but we use up

the food that is raised every year." "Yes, but you have to work to

earn the money to buy the food." "The farmers and miners must be

the real workers then." "When prices go up, does it mean there are

too many people in cities and not enough on farms?" The fore-

going comments give only a glimpse of. the whole fabric of questions

of this and other types. It becomes the duty of the teacher and the

class to choose from the mass such subjects for discussion as will

give the fullest satisfaction for the time allotted. The choice may
fall, for example, between a question of coinage and one of ethics.

One group of children asks : "How do they ever know how much of

each denomination of money to coin ?" "Why don't we have one-half

cent or three-cent pieces, too ?" "Does a country have to coin or make
just as much money as its wealth represents?" Another child asks:

"If a man buys a lot cheap because he knows another man wants it

very much, and then sells it to the other man for much more, is that

fair ? He didn't have to work to make that money. Should trading

bring as much money as work?" It has happened when a lack of

time demands that a choice be made, that a child says, "We could

read up about coining money and such things in a government book

outside of class, couldn't we ? But we couldn't read about what's fair

in a book, I think. Please tell us about that." This, though gratify-

ing to the teacher, does not mean that he would not have found it

much easier to discuss the questions of coinage than the matter of

business ethics and the significance of the term "success in business."

It has occurred several times that our visitors from foreign coun-

tries have looked upon this work in business arithmetic as a very

questionable undertaking, voicing fears that it might over-emphasize

the commercial instinct already commonly associated with Americans,

at the expense of higher and more spiritualizing culture. On first

thought, this seems a natural inference to make. Closer observation,

however, bears out the conclusion that by this constructive association

with the ethics of business it is possible for deeper and more lasting

impressions to be made before the finer and more instinctive moral

reactions of some children are dulled or before the judgments of

others are formed at all. This early acquaintance with business oper-

ations may help to place this subject in its correct perspective.



EXPERIENCE-BUILDING IN THE TEACHING OF
GEOMETRY

111 this school we have ventured to deviate from the traditional

teaching of geometry in several ways. In the change from the time-

honored course, some material has been eliminated. The sequence

of subject matter has been greatly altered. The traditional Greek

division of sreometrv into five books has been abandoned. In addition

PUPILS LAYING OUT A RIGHT AXGLK
SQUARE

i:V MEANS OF THE OPTICAL

to the compasses and straight-edge to which the constructions of

geometry have been limited since the time of Plato, use is made of

the other instraments that are employed in geometrical constructions

in modern times. The subject has been simplified by assuming, from

construction or observation, some of the difficult theorems at the be-

ginning of the subject that it has been the custom to have pupils

prove. Instead of the common method in which pupils merely

memorize the proofs of theorems as they are given in the book, the

suggestive method is employed, in which mere memorizing is made

impossible and pupils are taught to think things out for themselves.

The barriers between geometry and other subjects, such as algebra
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and trigonometry, are broken down, and some degree of correlation

of all these subjects secured. And last, but not least in importance,

the content of the subject matter is vitally affected in the effort to

relate the subject to the real and practical experiences of the pupils.

It is with this last phase of the teaching of geometry that this report

is to deal.

The attempt to relate geometry in the secondary schools to the

concrete or practical experiences of the pupils, which has in the last

few years attained the magnitude of a national movement, has resulted

from the newer view of the nature and aim of true education and from

the recognition of certain fundamental laws of psychology in harmony

with this view. In true education the mere acquisition of knowledge

is not the end. Eather, knowledge should be acquired as the result

of purposeful action, and should in turn become a means to action.

From this view of the place of knowledge in education two corollaries

follow : First, true knowledge on the part of an individual must grow

out of his own experience. Psychologically, knowledge to be real

must have as basis a body of clearly defined mental imagery; this

I)ody of imagery in turn must result from some form of experience.

It is out of this body of imagery that creative imagination is built,

which is the basis of all purposeful conduct, all initiative, all origin-

ality, all constructive action. Second, the complete educative process

includes not only the acquisition of knowledge but also its functioning

in action. Knowledge is not complete until it functions. Psychologic-

ally, knowledge to endure must be provided opportunity to function

through use. Knowledge not nsed, and used promptly, tends to

atrophy. The violation of these principles in teaching constitutes not

only the lost opportunity, or even stupidity, of formal education, but

its gross wrong to childhood. Formal education has too persistently

lost sight of the real, natural activities and experiences which consti-

tute the very sum. of child life and out of which alone true knowledge

can grow, and such knowledge as does result is too often a valueless

and fleeting thing because it is afforded no opportunity to function in

action.

To the traditional teaching of geometry this criticism applies.

The three essential psychological steps in the educative process are

laying a foundation of experience upon which to build, organizing a

body of knowledge out of this experience, and finally applying the re-

sulting knowledge to some kind of practical use in the concrete world.
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Of these three stops, in the traditional teaching of geometry the first

and last have been omitted and only a step corresponding to the

middle one supplied. In the first place, the geometrical concepts and

principles with which the pnpil is to struggle are not thoroughly

grounded in his personal experience. They are largely intellectual

abstractions. In beginning geometry the pupil is immediately intro-

duced to two difficulties at once—to reasoning about abstract things

beyond his mental horizon, and to struggling in the attempt to master

PUPILS MEASURING HEIGHT OF BUILDING BY MEANS OF GKOMl
SQUARE

the intricacies of an exacting logical demonstration. And again, once

the pupil has gained a mastery of these difficulties, if ever, ho is not

allowed opportunity to put the knowledge acquired to use in the solu-

tion of real practical problems or in purposeful action of any kind.

In teaching geometry in this school we have attempted to supply

all three of the steps in the educative process. In the first place,

formal demonstrative geometry is preceded by a considerable amount

of inductive work, in which, through constructions, measurements, and

observations, many of the fundamental concepts and principles of

geometry are developed in an objective way. For example, the pupil

gets a clear mental image of complementary angles, and discovers the

principle that complements of the same or equal angles arc equal.
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through constmctions and practical uses of such angles, before he is

introduced to the formal demonstration of theorems in which the use

of the principle of complementary angles is involved. In addition to

building thus a foundation of concrete experience and imagery upon

which later to base the work of formal demonstrations, the pupil

becomes familiar with the various drawing instruments and their uses

in the construction of some of the principal geometrical figures which

later are involved in the theorems.

Again, many of the theorems of formal geometry are approached

concretely, so that a body of experience and imagery is built about

them before their logical demonstration is undertaken. For example,

the theorem that the sum of the angles of a triangle equals one straight

angle is shown ol)jectively in a number of ways. One way is to cut

out a paper triangle, then tear off the three corners and place them

adjacent, so that they form a straight angle. This is actual physical

addition of the angles. Another method is to turn a ruler through

the three angles of a triangle in succession, and note that the ruler has

just been reversed in direction, or turned through a straight angle. A
third is to measure the angles of a triangle with a protractor, and

find their sum arithmetically. Similarly, the proofs of theorems on

the congruence of triangles are preceded by geometrical constructions

and physical superpositions, which supply adequate mental imagery

for the logical demonstrations that follow. In addition to such

methods as these for grounding the knowledge of geometry on the per-

sonal experiences of the individual pupils, it will readily be seen that

applications of many of the theorems of geometry to practical prob-

lems, as will be described in the subsequent part of this report, sur-

round those theorems by a body of imagery that gives clearness to

their meanings.

Applying the general principle that knowledge of geometry, to

be real and permanent, must be afforded opportunities to function

through immediate use, we have attempted, with considerable success,

to make applications of the constructions and theorems of geometry

to practical problems, usually immediately following the demonstra-

tion of them. While direct practical applications of some theorems

have not been found, suitable, and in some cases excellent, practical

prol)lems have been found for applying many of the theorems of geom-

etry.

These applied problems have been selected from many fields of
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human activity, such as siirveying, hridge-building, carpentry, design-

ing, architecture, physics, astronomy, the construction and use of

\'arious measuring instruments, etc. The following miscellaneous

typical problems will serve to show their character and also their

relations to the standard theorems of geometry.

Eroblem.—The angle FAD oi f
elevation of the sun may be ob- 0^
tained as follows: A quadrant is ''-.,^

held in a vertical position so that

a plumb line AE, fastened to a

pin at the vertex A, falls upon 90°.

The pin casts a shadow on the

scale at C. Show that the angle

of elevation is obtained by reading

the number of degrees on the

quadrant from B to C.

The proof is based upon the

theorem

:

// tii'o straight lines intersect,

the vertical angles formed are

equal.

Problem.—The latitude of a

the earth may be found by observing the alti-

tude of the. North Star. Prove that the lati-

tude of the observer equals the altitude of

the North Star; i. e., a= b. (AB is the equa-

tor, and CD the axis of the earth. If the

observer is at P, the direction PQ to the North

Star is parallel to the axis, because of the

great distance of the star from the earth.)

The proof is based upon the theorem

:

// tivo angles have their sides perpendicu-

lar, each to each, and both are acute, they are

equal.

Problem.—Every one is familiar with the

fact that if an object is placed before a plane

mirror, its image appears to be as far behind the

mirror as the object is in front of it. Prove that

this must always be so. (M is an edge view of

the mirror. The image of the object A is B.

Light from A strikes the mirror at D, and is re-

flected to the eye at E. The mind projects the -^

ray ED to B. The angle at which light is reflected from a mirror equab

the angle at which it strikes. Prove AC:=BC).
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D

The proof is based upon the theorem

:

// two triangles have tivo angles and a side of one equal respectively

to tzvo angles and the corresponding side of the other, the triangles are

congruent.

Prodlem.—A ship, going in the direction BD passes

the lighthouse A. From aboard the ship the angle ABD
which the lighthouse makes with its course is observed.

Later the position C of the ship is noted, from which the

lighthouse makes with the ship's course an angle twice

as large. Prove that the distance the ship has moved
equals its distance from the lighthouse when in the second

position.

The proof is based upon the theorems

:

The exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the

tzvo opposite interior angles.

If two angles of a triangle are equal, the sides oppo-

site the equal angles are equal, or the triangle is isosceles.

h

Problem.—A method used sev-

eral centuries ago for determining

the distance from a point A to an

inaccessible point B was to erect a

vertical staff AC, place upon this

:» an instrument resembling a carpen-

-o ter's square, direct one blade to-

ward B, and note the point D on the ground toward which the other blade
pointed. Show how to find AB by measuring AC and AD. If AC = (^ ft.

and AD = 3 in., find AB.

The proof is based upon the theorem

:

// tii'o triangles are similar, the homologous sides are in proportion.

Problem.—Prove that the center of

any circular object may be located by

means of a carpenter's square, as follows

:

Lay the square on the object, with the

heel at the rim, and mark the points A
and B where the blades cross the rim.

Now, by placing a blade of the square on

A and B, find the middle point of AB.
That is the center.

The proof is based upon the theorem

:

An inscribed angle of a circle has the ^anie measure as one-half of the

intercepted arc.
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Problem.—The instrument

called a center square is used

for locating the centers of cir-

cular objects. It consists of a

steel bar or blade M, upon

which slides an attachment A^.

The edge AB of the blade M
bisects the angle between the

two prongs AC and AD of the

attachment A''. When the cen-

ter of any circular object is to be found, the instrument is placed so that

the prongs AC and AD are tangent to it. Prove that when this is done the

edge AB passes over the center of the object.

The proof is based upon the theorems

:

Tlic locus of points zmthiii an angle and equidistant front its sides is

the bisector of the angle.

The radius draivn to the point of contact of a tangent is perpendicular

to the tangent.

Problem. —An important

problem in marine surveying is

to determine the position F of a

boat from which soundings are

being made along a coast. The
boat moves from place to place,

and it is necessary to locate

these positions on the chart.

Three stations, A, B, and C, are

located on the shore. Angles .v

and y are observed from the boat. A, B, and C, are located on the chart.

P is located on the chart by the intersection of two circles passing through

A, B, and C. Show how to locate their centers. Suppose .i"= 40°, v = 70°.

The construction and proof depend upon the theorems

:

An inscribed angle has the same measure as one-half of tlie intercepted

arc.

The angles opposite the equal sides of tin isosceles triangle are equal.

Problem.—In railroad survey-

ing, curves are laid out by turn-

ing ofif equal angles and setting

stakes every 100 ft. If the curve

begins at A, angle PAB is turned

off from the tangent AP, and AB
measured 100 ft., then angle BAC
is turned off and BC measured

100 ft., and so on until the curve

ends in the tangent DQ at D. Since the curve is to be the arc of a circle.
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show that angles PAB, BAC, etc., must be made equal, and each equal to

one-half of the central angle subtended by a 100-ft. chord.

The proof depends upon the theorem

:

An inscribed angle of a circle has the same measure as one-half of the

intercepted arc.

Problem.—In laying out switches on a

railroad track, a "frog" is used at the in-

tersection of the rails to allow the flanges

of the wheels moving on one rail to cross the

other. The angle of the "frog" that must

j / be selected for any place depends upon the
''

central angles of the two tracks. If one track

is straight and the other curved, prove that angle / of the "frog" equals

the central angle c of the curved track.

The proof depends upon the theorems:

The angle between a tangent and a chord has the same measure as one-

half of the intercepted arc.

A radius perpendicular to a chord bisects the subtended arc.

>C/

sccajit are draivn, the

secant and its external

Problem.—In architecture it is required some-

times to draw an easement cornice tangent to the

straight or rake cornice at B, and ending at a given

point A. Explain the construction, and make such

a drawing. (Note.—The same construction is used

in laying out the easements of stair rails.)

The construction and proof depend upon the

theorems

:

The perpendicular to a tangent at the point of

contact passes through the center of the circle.

The perpendicular bisector of a chord passes

through the center of the circle.

Problem.—Galileo measured the heights of the

mountains on the moon as follows: ACB was the

illuminated half of the moon just as the peak of the

mountain M caught the beam NM of the rising or

setting sun. He measured the distance AM. Show
how he was able, by using the known diameter of

the moon, to compute the height of the mountain.

The computation and proof depend upon the

theorem :

// from a point zmthout a circle a tangent and

tangent is a mean proportional between the zvhale

segment.

In addition to sneh miscellaneous applied problems of geometry

as those described above, there is a special group of applied problems
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used by our classes in geometry which should be described on account

of their exceptional value and interest to boys and girls. The special

value and interest are due to the fact that these problems involve

activity, involve doing as well as reasoning on the part of the pupils.

They relate to the construction and uses of various instruments for

measuring, surveying, etc.

For a number of years, the pupils of the geomett7 classes have

made certain simple instruments, and then used them, mostly out of

doors, in doing certain practical work. All of the instruments have

been made in the manual training room at school, most of them out-

side of regular school hours.

A number of the instruments made by the pupils are similar to

the simple instruments that were used in practical surveying, leveling,

etc., centuries ago, before the modern delicate and more complicated

ones were invented. While many of them have been superseded in

practical life today, they possess special interest in showing how the

world's work has been done in the past, and a special value in that

each, in its construction and use, involves a simple, direct application

of one or more of the standard theorems of geometry.

A description of some of these instruments and of the kinds of

practical problems in which they are used, and the theorems of

geometry underlying their construction and uses, follow

:

The Plumb Level.—This instrument,

which was used for leveling before the

modern spirit or bubble level was invented,

takes its name from the plumb line, which

is the significant part of the instrument,

just as it was in most of the measuring

instruments used in early times. It con-

sists of three boards, AB, AC, and BC,

which are fastened together so as to form

a triangle. AC and BC are of the same

length. A mark D is placed at the middle

point of AB. A plumb line is suspended _4

from C.

When being used the instrument is held with AB upon the surface to be

leveled. If the plumb hangs directly over the mark D, the surface is level.

Since a level object must be horizontal, that is at right angles to vertical,

and since the plumb line marks a vertical line, the proof that the surface is

level consists of proving that AB is perpendicular to CD. This is an appli-

cation of the theorem:
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In an isosceles triangle the median to the base is perpendicular to the

base.

The Pantagraph.—
The pantagraph is an in-

strument for drawing a

plane figure similar to a

given plane figure, and is

useful for enlarging or re-

ducing maps or designs. It

consists of four bars, par-

allel in pairs, and joined by

pivots at B, C, D, and E. A turns on a fixed pivot, and pencils are carried

at D and F. BD and DE are adjusted so as to form a parallelogram BCED
. , .

AB
^ CE

and so as to make any required ratio equal to^^—

.

AC C F

When used for enlarging a drawing, the pantagraph is placed over the

drawing, and when it is turned about the fixed pivot A, the pencil D is

moved around the boundary of the drawing. At the same time the pencil F
traces an enlarged drawing, similar to the given one.

The use of the instrument requires the proof (1) that A, D, and F are

^4D
.

, ,remains constant and equal
AF

in a straight line, and (2) that the rati

AB
,

to the given ratio
,
-

, so that if D traces a given figure, F will trace a
AC

similar figure, the ratio of similitude being the fixed ratio
AB
~AC

The proof

depends upon the theorems

:

Tile opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal.

If t-u'o triaiifjles have tzvo sides of one proportional to t-ivo sides of the

other, and the included angles equal, the triangles are similar.

MtP The Quadrant.—The quad-

"'^^ rant consists of the fourth of a

"">, circle, with the arc BC gradu-~
ated into 90°. The radius AB
bears two sights. A plumb

line, suspended from a pin at

the center A, crosses the arc

at D.

•-M The quadrant is used for de-

termining angles of elevation or

depression. Tycho Brahe (1546-

IGOl), a Danish astronomer,

used such an instrument for

finding the altitudes of stars,

i. e., their angular distances

above the horizon. Our pupils
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use it for iinding the altitude of the North Star, in order to determine the

latitude of Chicago. They use it also in problems to find the heights of

objects in the neighborhood, by measuring the base line and using a table

of tangents, or by drawing to scale. The number of out-of-door problems

that may be solved by measuring angles of elevation or depression with the

quadrant is almost unlimited.

When the angle EAP of elevation of an object, as a star P, is being

measured, the quadrant is held in a vertical plane, and the radius AB, by

means of the sights, pointed toward P. By reading the arc CD the number
of degrees in angle EAP is obtained. Since the plumb line AD is at right

angles to the horizontal line EF, and angle BAC is a right angle, the proof

depends upon the theorem

:

Complements of the same or of equal angles are equal.

The Optical Square.—The optical square is an instrument used in field

work, such as forestry, for laying out right angles. It consists of a box with

triangular top and bottom, and but two side walls, which are set at an angle

of exactly 45°. In these walls are cut openings or windows, W and V.

Below the windows, mirrors, M and A'^, are fastened against the walls.

When a line is being laid out at right angles to a given line at a given

point, the instrument is held in a vertical position at this point, and the

observer, looking directly into the box through the open side, turns the box

until he can see, through one of the windows, say V, an object marking an-

other point in the given line. Then an assistant with a target rod takes a

position such that the ima.ge of the target appears in the mirror N just below

or vertically coincident with the object seen through window J'. The target

rod and the position of the observer then mark out the required perpendicular

line.

The diagram shows the path of the line of sight through the optical

square. Light coming from the object at P strikes the mirror at A, is re-

flected to the mirror at B, then reflected to the eye of the observer at E.
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B

The mind projects the image of the object to R. Then ER is at right angles

to AP. Assuming as hypothesis that the angles of reflection and incidence

of the light are equal at A and also at B, and that angle C is 45°, the proof

depends upon the theorem

:

The sum of the angles of a trianyle is a straight angle.

One of the practical uses that

we have made of the optical square

in out-of-door work has been in

the problem to continue a given

A line AB beyond an obstacle, one of

the practical problems frequently

encountered in civil engineering. By means of the optical square, the offset

BC is run at right angles to AB, then DC is run beyond the obstacle at right

angles to BC. Then the offset DE is run equal to BC and at right angles to

DC, then EF at right angles to DE. The proof that EF is a prolongation

of AB depends upon the theorems

:

Two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel.

If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal and parallel, the Ayiire

is a parallelogram.

Another out-of-door use that we have made of the optical square is in

playing pirates. One geometry class, playing that it is a band of pirates,

by using the optical square, a tape line, and target rods, surveys a line with

many turns and runs, and at the end of it buries in the ground a silver chest

of treasure (possibly a tin can with something in it). A description of this

survey prepared by the class is given, possibly the following day, to another

class, which re-surveys the line to find the treasure. Boys and girls enjoy

this game. The play instinct of pupils of this age is by no means dormant.

The Transit.—We gave this name to

the instrument because of the similarit}'

of its uses to those of the modern engi-

neer's transit. The transit consists of a

board mounted horizontally upon a tripod

(a converted plane table), the board

bearing a pointer revolving over a circle

marked off into 360°. The instrument

can be used in all kinds of out-of-door

problems that involve the measurement or

construction of an angle in a horizontal

plane.

We have used it in playing the game
of pirates, where the line surveyed turned at angles of different sizes. We
have used it also in the problem of civil engineering to continue a line AB
beyond an obstacle by the 60-degree method. The transit is set up at B,
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and the line BC run beyond the ob-

stacle, at an angle of 60° with the pro-

longation of AB through B. Then the

transit is set at C, and line CD run equal

to BC and making angle BCD 60°. Then

the transit is set at D, and DE run at

an angle of 60° with the prolongation

of CD through D. The proof that DE is a prolongation of AB depends upon

the theorems

:

The sum of the angles of any triangle equals a straight angle.

The angles opposite the equal sides of an isoseeles triangle are equal.

Among other uses that we have made oi B^
the transit in out-of-door problems, is to find ^^^
the width of the lagoon in Lincoln Park, near

the school. To determine AB, the operator sets

the transit at A. A right angle BAC is turned !

~^ =^===—

^

'^'^

off with the transit, and a stake set at C. The A ~ C
transit is then removed to C, and the angle ACB measured. The length of

AC is found with a tape line. Then AB is computed by use of a table of

tangents. It might be found also by drawing the triangle ABC to scale and

measuring AB with a ruler.

The Plane Table.—This instru-

ment consists of a drawing board

mounted upon a tripod. A straight-

edge is placed upon the board for

sighting and drawing lines. It is em-

ployed for making maps of small

areas, and for determining the dis-

tances and directions between inac-

cessible objects.

One field problem in which we
have used the plane table is to find

the distance between two points with-

out approaching either of them, such

as the distance from the conserva-

tory to the animal house in Lin-

coln Park. To find the distance

from M to X, the operator sets

the plane table up at any conven-

ient point A. A sheet of paper is

fastened on the board, and a pin

stuck through the paper into the

board at a point a, directly over

A. The ruler is placed against

the pin, and a base line ab drawn

on the paper toward a second

point B. Lines an and am are

M

1N
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then drawn toward A^ and M, respectively. The plane table is

then removed and set up over point B, so that the line ab on the paper

is directly above B and points directly back to the old station A. The
pin is then removed to a point b, directly over B, in line ab. Lines

bn and bm are then drawn, again toward A'^ and M, respectively. The
distance from ^ to 5 is measured with a tape line. Lines an and bn meet

at n, and ant and bm meet at in. Then mn is drawn and measured. Also

ab is measured. From these measurements the distance MN is computed by

^, . MN mn
proportion. The proportion is —-— = . The proof of this proportion

AB ab

depends upon the theorems

:

• The homologous sides of similar triangles are in- proportion.

If tivo triangles have tzt'o pairs of sides in proportion and the included

angles equal, the triangles are similar.

We have used the plane table also for making maps of small surfaces,

such as the ponds in Lincoln Park. The procedure is somewhat similar to

that described above. A description of the method may be found in the

text book (Stone-Millis).

The Cross-Staff.—The cross-staff was

used centuries ago in practical surveying

for finding heights and distances. It con-

sists of a vertical staff which supports a

horizontal cross-piece that may be lowered

or raised at will. We have used it to

measure heights and distances in various

problems out of doors.

When the height of an object MK is

being found, the cross-bar AB is raised or

lowered until, by sighting along A and C,

the points A, C, and K, are brought into a straight line. Then the lengths of

AB and BC are noted and the distance AH measured. HK is computed by

use of the theorem

:

// two triangles arc similar, the homologous sides arc in proportion.

The height BD, which equals HM, is added to the result to obtain MK.

^ When the distance from

a point A to an inaccessible

point B is being determined

by means of the cross-staff,

the cross-bar is raised or

lowered until points C, D,

and B fall in one line. Then,
^''-'' holding the cross-bar in po-

E sition, the instrument is re-

volved about AC as axis, and the point E noted at which the line of sight CD
strikes the ground. AE is measured. AB equals AE. The proof is based

upon the theorem

:
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// two right triangles have a leg and acute alible of one equal, res['t

lively, to a leg and acute angle of the other, the triangles arc congrtcent.

Such a problem as

to find the distance AB
f

across a stream, or of a

ship from shore, is

solved by use of the

cross-stafif as follows

:

The instrument is placed

with both the staff and

cross-bar in horizontal positions, the staff being pointed in a line parallel to

the shore line. The cross-bar is adjusted until D and B. fall in line with A.

Then aji assistant is located at C, directly inshore from A and in line with

D and F. BC is measured. AB equals BC. The proof depends upon the

theorem above and the following

:

Tzuj'o right triangles having the two legs of one equal to the two legs

of the other are congruent.

The Geometrical Square.—The geomet- p
rical square is one of the instruments most-

extensively used a few centuries ago for

measuring heights, depths, and distances.

It consists essentially of a square frame

along two adjacent edges of which is marked

a scale, and from the opposite corner of

which a plumb line is suspended. A pair of

sights on another edge aid in sighting the

instrument toward a given point.

We have used the geometrical square

for determining heights and distances of various objects in the neighborhood

of the school. One group used it also for determining the depth of a quarry

in the suburbs of the city, which an elementary grade wished to know.

When the height PR of an object is to be found, the square is held in a

vertical plane, and, by means of the sights A and B, the edge AB is pointed

toward P. The plumb line crosses the graduated scale along one of the

edges at C. The lengths of the sides of the right triangle thus formed on

the instrument are noted. The horizontal distance BQ is measured. Then
PQ is computed by proportion. The height of the instrument, which equals

QR, is added to the result to ohta'm PR. The proportion used depends upon

the theorem

:

// two triangles are similar, the homologous sides are in proportion.

When a horizontal distance PQ
is to be determined by use of the

geometrical square, the instrument is

held directly over P, and the edge

AB is sighted toward Q. The read-

ings on the instrument are noted as

in the problem above. The height

Q
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BP of the instrument above the base Hne PQ must be known or found. Then

PQ is computed by a proportion, which is determined from similar triangles.

We are positive that the boys and girls in any secondary school

would gladly and easily make such instruments as those described

above, and that the interest and geometrical insight which would at-

tend the practical use of them in out-of-door problems would more

than repay the effort. We unreservedly recommend such work to

teachers of geometry.



SOME LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING
REAL CHEMICAL PROBLEMS

Many pupils look upon chemistry as an occult science. It is asso-

ciated in their minds with curiously shaped apparatus, explosive mix-

tures, evil smells, a maze of formulae, and most uninteresting lessons

in a text book entitled "Elementary Chemistry." Such pupils have

failed completely to make connection between their class work and

experiments on the one hand, and the world of applied chemistry be-

yond the laboratory. True, certain so-called applications of chemistry

may have been pointed out, usually as a kind of afterthought follow-

ing an especially bitter dose of chemical theory. The pupil's feeble

spark of interest has been too completely destroyed to be rekindled to

any consuming flame by such a method. So he fails to see in what he

is called upon to learn, anything which will help him solve his own

individual problems.

Several reasons for this condition may be pointed out. Teachers

as a class are loaded down with a burden of subject-matter. So many

pages of text must be covered, a corresponding number of laboratory

experiments performed, and accompanying notebooks written up.

Under this burden the teacher tends to emphasize completeness rather

than suggestive methods of presentation. To the teacher, with his

thorough knowledge of the subject, the natural order of presentation

seems to be : first, theory, text-book assignments and recitations ; sec-

ond, experiments to show how the theory works or to illustrate the

topics studied; third, applications, if any. Is this order adapted to

the immature mind of the pupil? Chemistry, from the standpoint

of pure science, may demand such a presentation, but does not the

science of teaching chemistry to growing young people demand the

reverse order of presentation ?

Facts persist in memory only when fixed by extraordinary condi-

tions, or when a keen live interest which perceives their usefulness is

appealed to. The successful chemistry teacher is the one who can most

completely supply his pupils with a large variety of such keen inter-

ests. It is the duty of the teacher to arouse the interest in his pupil,

and it is the function of the laboratory work, recitation, and text, to

provide the food and stimulus under which this interest may thrive..

119
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In the laboratory the pupil should find himself purposefully working

out the solution of real problems which he feels to be worth while

because they are his own. Once the pupil feels this, he is not only

willing but eager to repeat his work until satisfactory results are

obtained and tasks which seemed rigorous are accomplished with

enthusiasm.

If this be true, the method of presentation which will best arouse

the interest should be the teacher's first concern. Hence the starting

point should be made with the discussion of values and applications in

relation to the facts of every-day experience in the home, school, and

immediate surroundings of the pupil. Here is a motive which will not

fail at the first difficulty, which will help the pupil over the hard

places with a minimum of effort on the teacher's part. On all sides,

the chemistry teacher is surrounded with excellent material for experi-

ments which will deal with real problems possessing this powerful

appeal.

No more direct method of arousing interest and securing enthusi-

asm can be found than asking the pupil himself to secure the

materials for experiments, bringing them from home, from the

grocery store, or any other source that he chooses. This chance to l)c

of real assistance to the teacher gives him the dignity of a co-worker,

and puts the work at the outset upon a higher plane than that of a

formal set task.

Early in the year members of the class are asked to investigate

the kitchen, pantry shelves, medicine cabinet, and prepare a list of

chemicals in daily use. This list is kept and, as the course proceeds,

the various items are checked off after more intensive study. This

list is easily made, and often helps the pupil in connecting the facts

he is learning with every-day experience, and thus it aids in arousing

his interest.

The following experiments have been tried in this school and

found successful in no small degree in supplying and developing inter-

est and a strong motive for pursuing topics further than the next

examination. No claim for originality is made. Many teachers are

using similar experiments and with like inspiring results. The num-

ber of conventional textbook experiments is still too great, but it is

diminishing and will diminish as fast as the other kind may be

devised.
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TESTING THE HARDNESS OP SPRING AND MINERAL
WATERS

Tills experiment is performed after pupils have learned simple

tests for the salts most commonly found in ground waters. Each pupil

is asked to secure a suitable sample, water from a spring, artesian

well, or a bottle of mineral water from the drug-store. A great

variety of samples, from widely different sources^^ always results. At

least one pupil may be asked to test the water used in the school

boilers. " The laboratory directions follow in full

:

(a) Weigh a clean, dry, porcelain evaporating-dish. Weigh into it 100

grams of sample. Place on the steam-bath and evaporate to dryness. If nec-

essary, finish the evaporation in an air-bath at a temperature of 120° C.

Again weigh the dish and its contents. The weight of the residue is the

amount of total dissolved solids.

(b) While evaporation is going on, to separate portions of the water,

apply tests for chlorides, sulphates, nitrates, carbonates. Perform any other

tests which the instructor may suggest, to suit individual problems. Record
the tests as very positive, positive, trace, or negative.

(c) Fill a burette with a soap solution made by diluting ordinary liquid

soap (used in the school) with three times its volume of distilled water.

Place 100 c. c. of the water you are testing in an Erlenmeyer flask. Add a

few drops of the soap solution and shake. Continue adding the soap solu-

tion, a few drops at a time, and shaking until precipitation ceases and suds

form. The number of c. c. of soap solution used indicates, comparatively, the

hardness of the water.

(d) Dissolve the residue in the porcelain dish in a little dilute hydro-

chloric acid. Note whether a gas (carbon dioxide) is liberated. This will

check the test for carbonate. Using a clean platinum wire and the hydro-

chloric acid solution, examine the spectrum of the residue. What elements

are indicated by this test?

(e) What reasons can you see for softening the water to be used for

laundry purposes and in steam boilers? What method can you suggest for

softening the water which you have analyzed? Write equations for any reac-

tions that have taken place in this testing.

DETERMINATION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF AMMONIA
IN HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA WATER

This experiment accompanies the study of acids, bases, and salts,

and serves thoroughly to fix this important topic. It has to do with

real material of importance in daily use, and the reaction of the class

towards this experiment is far different from that towards the analyses

of test solutions made up in the laboratory to practice upon.
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Bring from home or purchase at your grocery store, a sample of com-
mercial household ammonia. This sample should be not less than one-half

pint in volume and should be brought in a tightly stoppered bottle. It is also

necessary that it be part of a fresh bottle, not a portion of one which has

stood any length of time unstoppered. Using the burettes and cochineal as

an indicator, determine by the method of titration the number of c. c. of

10 per cent hydrochloric acid required to neutralize 25 c. c. of sample. The
exact amount of HCl in 1 c. c. of the standard acid solution has been deter-

mined and is given onjhe board. Write the equation and calculate the exact

amount of NH3 in the 25 c. c. of sample used. Express the result in

per cent.

Tabulate your result with those obtained by other members of the class.

Note the brand, manufacturer, cost per quart, as well as its value expressed

in per cent of ammonia. Determine the cost per quart reduced to a 1 per

cent solution, by dividing the cost per quart by the per cent of ammonia
found. This enables you to compare the value of various brands directly,

that giving the lowest figure being the most economical to buy. Record the

results of your titrations and give your calculations in full.

Report the results of your analysis to your family and to your grocer,

with recommendations as to the best brands to purchase.

DETERMINATION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF ACETIC ACID
IN VINEGAR

The preceding experiment on the analysis of ammonia water

aroused snch interest that the class wanted more work of the same

character, and they were given the following experiment on the

analysis of vinegar:

Bring from home or purchase at your grocery store, a sample of vinegar;

preferably of the variety that you use at home. Fill a clean, dry burette with

a portion of the sample. Fill a second burette with a solution of sodium

hydroxide containing exactly 50 grams of NaOH to the liter. Draw off

exactly 25 c. c. of the vinegar into an Erlenmeyer flask. Add 200 c. c. of dis-

tilled water, seven or eight drops of a 5 per cent solution of phenophthalein,

and titrate exactly with the sodium hydroxide, until the pink color charac-

teristic of this indicator in alkaline solution is just reached. Repeat the

titration until agreeing results are obtained.

One c. c. of the sodium hydroxide solution contains .05 grams NaOH.
Write the equation for the neutralization of acetic acid by sodium hydroxide.

On the basis of this equation, calculate the amount of acetic acid HC2H3O2,
corresponding to 1 c. c. of the sodium hydroxide solution. Find the number
of grams of acetic acid in 25 c. c. of the vinegar analyzed. With a hydro-

meter, determine the specific gravity of your vinegar. Now find the weight

of 25 c. c. of sample. From the weight of 25 c. c. of vinegar and the weight

of acetic acid contained in it, calculate the percentage of acetic acid. Measure
the volume of the original container and find the cost per quart. Record
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these facts, along with the brand, manufacturer, and variety of the vinegar

analyzed. Record, also, the amount of sodium hydroxide used in titration,

the specific gravity, the percentage of acetic acid stated on the label, if given,

and give your calculations in full.

An idea of the character of the results obtained by the class in

these two experiments may be gained from the following tables

:

ANALYSES OF AMMONIA

Per Cent
Brand of NHn

Elston 1.20

Elston 1.11

Kenwood .

.

' 2.41

Standard 2.1.3

Standard 2.16

Excelsior 54

Household 7.5

F. F. F. F .48

Red Riding Hood .3.10

King 90

Druggist's 9.66

Cost
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THE DETECTION OF SULPHUE DIOXIDE IN FOOD
PEODUCTS

111 much the same way a great variety of food products were

examined by the class to see whether sulphur dioxide or a sulphite had

been used as a preserving agent. The list of products examined in-

cluded dried and preserved fruits, canned vegetables, meats, and sev-

eral varieties of cooked and uncooked sausage.

(a) Weigh out 50 grams of sample, place in a large flask, barely cov-

er with distilled water, and add 15 grams of granulated zinc and sufficient

pure hydrochloric acid to produce rapid evolution of hydrogen. The hydro-

chloric acid used should first be tested for its freedom from sulphates, as

these would interfere with the test. Over the mouth of the flask place a

filter paper which has been moistened with a solution of lead acetate. Any
sulphur dioxide which may be present will be reduced by the nascent hydro-

gen and hydrogen sulphide formed. This will be indicated by a brown stain

on the filter paper, where the hydrogen sulphide will have deposited lead

sulphide black in color. The formation of such a brown stain, then, proves

the presence of some sulphite or sulphur dioxide in the material examined.

Record the test as negative, trace, or positive.

(&) Place another 50-gram portion of sample in a flask, cover with

distilled water as before, and add 25 c. c. of hydrogen peroxide. Shake

occasionally for a period of ten minutes, and filter. Test the filtrate by add-

ing barium chloride and 5 c. c. of strong hydrochloric acid. A white pre-

cipitate proves the presence of a sulphate which has been formed by the

oxidation of any sulphurous acid or sulphite present in the food by the

hydrogen peroxide. Record this test, also, as negative, trace, or positive.

(c) Record, not only your own results, but also the materials tested

and the resuUs obtained by the other members of your section. Write

equations for the action of zinc and hydrochloric acid ; sulphur dioxide and

nascent hydrogen; hydrogen sulphide and lead acetate; sulphurous acid and

hydrogen peroxide; barium chloride and sulphuric acid.

The discussion resulting from this experiment concerning food

preservatives had real experience as a background and left a per-

manent impression upon nearly every pupil.

Space does not permit of a full description of other experiments

in which the pupil provides his own material. A partial list includes

the following:

The Analysis of a Silver Coin or Scrap Piece of Sterlino

Silver

The silver is recovered from solution in nitric acid by treatment with

copper. The cement silver is washed free from copper salts, dried, and

weighed. Per cent of silver found is calculated. Per cent of copper ob-
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tained by difference. The refined silver is cast into a button, mounted as a

stick-pin, and in some cases etched with designs or class numerals.

The Qualitative Examination of Baking Powders
Directions for a qualitative examination of baking powders are found

in several laboratory manuals. The real problem lies in having the pupils

determine by the use of these tests which brand is the most desirable. The
tests are not the end of the experiment, but the means to make a real

analysis. The motive in this kind of testing is real and impelling.

The Preparation of Alcohol by Fermentation of Brown Sugar

With Yeast

The alcohol is distilled off, dried over quicklime, and redistilled. This

experiment is especially valuable, as it gives the pupil a real experiment

involving fractional distillation. He has a pure product as the result of

his work.
;

The Analysis of Liquid Soap Used in the School
This experiment grew out of a complaint about the quality of the liquid

soap used throughout the school. Samples of this soap, and of that fur-

nished by other firms, were tested by various members of the class. This

material required a real analysis. Samples of the various brands were

titrated against standard acid to find per cent of free alkali and against a 5

per cent solution of calcium chloride to determine softening power.

Not only is there an unlimited number of such experiments suit-

able for class use, if we set about devising them, but in addition

pupils should be encouraged to bring in any material which they want

to investigate, to test it, and analyze it if possible. The chemistry

laboratory should be used at other times than the assigned periods.

Such individual problems as the following are suggestive

:

Testing Tea for Dyes, Such as Prussian Blue
Testing Canned Cherries for Dyes and Benzaldehyde

Testing Powdered Sugar for Flour or Starch

Testing Candies for Coal-Tar Dyes, Glucose, and Flour

A pupil in the seventh grade became interested in testing some cheap

candy bought near the school. The chemistry department was called upon

to help. The results of the testing were given in a morning exercise. As
a result a rule forbidding the buying of cheap candy from this source was

adopted and lived up to by the entire school.

Testing the Eooms and Laboratories of the School for the
Amount of Carbon Dioxide in the Air

These tests were applied to typical class-rooms throughout the school

by a member of the chemistry class, at the request of the physics class, who
were engaged in studying the ventilation system. The results of this test-

ing are included in the article on Hcatiiig and Ventilation—a Problem in

Applied Physics.



SCHOOL HEATING AND VENTILATION—A STUDY IN
APPLIED PHYSICS

Too many experiments in elementary physics are performed from

the standpoint of the "science," too few concern directly the topics

in which the boys and girls are interested because they are immediately

practical or related to common experience. Great progress already

has been made in the elimination of meaningless, quantitative, experi-

ments. The reorganization of the experimental work so as to em-

phasize the practical and the applied aspects of physics must follow

if this subject is to occupy its rightful place in secondary education.

This paper describes one example of such applied work which proved

stimulating and instructive to a class.

The great increase in the numl)er of students has resulted in the

erection of great high-school buildings which offer unequaled oppor-

tunities for the practical study of the problems of heating and ventila-

tion. Almost all high-school buildings have systems of forced venti-

lation, differing widely in principle and still more in efficiency. The

thorough testing of such systems by a physics class not only provides

interesting, practical work for the class, but may also prove of direct

service to the school community. Definite knowledge of the short-

comings and inefficiency of a system may not mean the installation

of a new and adequate one, but very often much improvement may

result in practice through the suggestions Avhich a physics class is

al)le to make after a comprehensive survey.

The pupils were first asked to make a study of the heating-plants

in their own homes and at the next recitation to report to the class

the results of their investigation. The common methods of hot-air,

hot-water, steam, and vapor heating were studied in this way ])y

first-hand methods. Pupils of former years had prepared large colored

diagrams illustrating these fundamental systems, and these were used

in the class discussion. They served in some cases to correct wrong

impressions, and in others to bring out interesting modifications of

heating plants which investigation at home had revealed. The discus-

sion of the advantages and disadvantages, the cost of installation, the

conditions under which each system is most efficient, was spirited and

showed the interest which this personal contact aroused. A diagram
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of the home system, with suitable explanation, was required in the

notebook of each pupil, and counted as a regular laboratory experi-

ment.

The study was then extended to the school heating system. This

is probably unique, from the fact that three different principles are

utilized. The school lunchroom and lilirary are in a separate building,

which is heated by a furnace; the school proper is heated by stea'm,

while the basement rooms, used as shops and laboratories, are heated

by hot water, the condensed steam flowing through these radiators on

its return to the boilers. In addition, the ventilation system employs

the indirect use of steam heat to warm the air drawn in from out of

doors. A study of the school system thus gives opportunity to every

pupil by direct observation to become familiar with the three common

methods of heating.

The problem of ventilation was then discussed by the class and

defined as follows: "Good ventilation means the adequate supply of

fresh clean air at a proper temperature, the removal of the used and

foul air, and the maintenance of a proper amount of water vapor in

the air of all rooms." The methods of home-heating were then re-

viewed to see how they assisted in securing adequate ventilation. The

problem then put before the class was an investigation of the ef-

ficiency of the school ventilating system.

The school plant was studied that the class might understand its

work. In the attic a powerful fan draws in air from out of doors

through bags that are laundered weekly. A bag which has been in

place for a week is an instructive lesson to the student. The air is

then warmed by steam radiators and forced down through flues to

each classroom, which it enters horizontalh^ near the ceiling. On the

same side of the room, near the floor, the vent for foul air leads up

to openings in the roof. The escape of foul gases from toilet-rooms

and laboratories is assisted by the use of a suction-fan, also in the attic.

Incidentally, the pupils discovered that this system was not planned

for when the building was constructed, but was installed afterwards.

The cold-air openings, which formerly led in under the radiators, had

been closed up, though their old positions were easily noted. The

wisdom of attempting to force hot air down to the basement was ques-

tioned, and the effect of open windows and doors on the efficiency of

the system became another question well worth investigation.
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PUPILS USING ANEMOMETER AND SLING-PSYCHROMETER

The use of a standard anemometer* for determining velocity

of air-currents and a sling-psychrometer for rapid determinations of

relative humidity was explained to the class and a few practice deter-

*The Tycos type cf instruments secured from the Taylor Instrument Company of

Rochester, N. Y., was used in this work.
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minations made. The class was then divided into sections, and these

groups, working at convenient times, determined the number of cubic

feet of fresh air entering the various rooms in the school under ordi-

nary working conditions, the windows being left just as they were

found. Since the maximum number of pupils using the room at one

time was known, the number of cubic feet per person was easily

found. It is generally believed that 2,000 cubic feet of fresh air are

desirable hourly for each individual, and the results were Judged ou

this basis. Other groups of pupils used the sling-psychrometer to

determine the temperature and relative humidity at varying times and

under varying conditions. They noted the relative location of inlets

for fresh air and outlets for foul air in the various rooms, to see

whether the proper circulation throughout the room was obtained. In

several rooms dead air-space was in evidence. The windows through-

out' the school were then carefully closed, and the determinations

repeated in a number of rooms, to see whether this condition would

materially increase the efficiency of the system.

A member of the chemistry class was called upon to test the

air in certain rooms for its carbon dioxide content, using the Wolpert

carbacidometer. These tests served to complement the work of the

physics class and further confinned its results.

The following report of the class survey was submitted to the

school authorities, and shows its value to the school community as

well as to the pupils conducting the tests

:

TABLE OF TESTS FOR AMOUNT OF CARBONIC ACID
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TABLE OF RELATIVE HUMIDITIES*

Dry- Wet-
Bulb BuLu Degrees of

Tempera- Tempera- Cooling or Relative

Room ture ture Difference Humidity
Physics Lab 67.5 49 18.5 22%
Chemistry Lab 63 45 18 18%
French II 69 50 19 22%
German I 69 50 19 22%
Shop 67 49 18 23%
Kindergarten 66.5 47 19.5 18%
Gymnasium 66.5 44.5 18 19%
Third Grade 70 51 19 23%
Gen'l Science 69.5 49.5 20 19%
Eleventh Grade 66 48 18 22%
Ninth Grade 68 48 20 n%>
Eighth Grade 64 45.5 18.5 18%
Fifth Grade 66 49 17 26%
Front Study 68 49 19 21%
Twelfth Grade 67 55 12 46%
Art Room 68 52 16 31%

Upon the above tables the physics class base the following conclusions

:

1. The ventilation system is fairly adequate to the needs of the third

floor, nearly so for the second floor, but entirely inadequate for the rooms

on the first floor and in the basement.

2. The closing of all windows throughout the building does not ma-

terially increase the efficiency of the ventilation system, unless it be to make
for a better circulation of air from the ventilator through the rooms.

3. The location of vents in the laboratories is poor and entirely inade-

quate to remove objectionable gases; in fact, it serves rather to disseminate

them throughout the building.

4. The relative-humidity table shows the air throughout the school to

be extremely dry, averaging less than 25 per cent, whereas it should be not

less than 40 per cent. This may easily be corrected by supplying radiator

pans for the rooms on the first floor and basement, and by evaporating water

into the air as it enters the ventilating system. This could best be done by

using an open trough heated by a steam-coil to produce rapid evaporation.

5. The temperature of air entering the rooms from the ventilating sys-

tem is not adequately controlled, being generally too warm. Warm air pro-

duces a feeling of stuffiness and discomfort which is usually associated with

foul air.

6. In several rooms when windows are closed the carbon-dioxide content

of the air reveals the lack of adequate ventilation and in general confirms the

results obtained by other tests.

*These results were obtained during a period of severely cold weather, the condi-
tion which would best reveal any failure to maintain the proper relative humidity.
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7. If windows are used for purposes of cooling and ventilation, as

generally is the case, the expense of operating the fan system is, from the

standpoint of economy, very wasteful.

Some of the results of the class work were given to the whole

school at a morning exercise and aroused much interest. This was

especially true in the fourth grade, where considerable time was spent

in studying common methods of heating, repeating some of the simple

experiments which had been performed in the morning exercise, and

using the colored diagrams of the different systems. As a lesson in

English as well as in science the whole grade was asked to write a

description of these experiments and an explanation of what they

showed. The paper which was selected as the best is given below in

full.

No. I

We placed a candle upright on a saucer, and a triangle around the bot-

tom of the candle. Then we placed a lamp chimney over the candle, so it

rested on the triangle. In this way a draft came through the chimney from

the bottom. A piece of lighted punk was put under the chimney, and the

smoke rose through the chimney and came out at the top. This showed that

there was a draft from the base of the chimney through it.

No. II

For this experiment we used the same apparatus as before, only the tri-

angle was removed and the chimney rested on the saucer, which was filled

with water, thus sealing the base of the chimney. The candle flickered and

gradually went out. This shows that fire needs air.

No. Ill

The same apparatus was used as before; also a piece of cardboard put

upright in the chimney, dividing it in half. This time the candle did flicker

a bit, but it did not go out. This is because there is a circulation or air going

in at the top at one side and out the other. This was proved by placing

lighted punk at one side. The smoke went in and down that side and up and

out the other. Henry.

Groups of pupils in the fourth grade studied further the different

systems of heating and prepared the following statements, which were

submitted to the physics class for correction

:

Hot-Water Heating

Hot water is one system of heating. Water comes from the city main

through underground pipes to different houses. Then the water goes through

pipes that circle round the inside of the furnace.' The water is then heated

and goes up into the pipes that lead to the radiators. The reason for this is

that hot water expands. Then the water goes up to the first floor and the

second floor, and so on. The water expands and rises, thus heating the dif-
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ferent floors. When the water expands, it must have some place to expand
into, so there is an expansion-tank on the top of the roof, and if the expan-

sion overflows, there is a pipe leading to the sewer. If the water is cold

when it leaves the radiator, it goes down and is reheated by the same heating

process as before.

The steam heating is much cheaper, because only one set of pipes is

needed, while in the hot-water heating two sets of pipes are needed. One of

the advantages in hot-water heating is that the air is not so dry as steam

heating, and also it can be regulated more easily.

Robert, Mildred, Elizabeth, Walter,

Edward, Marianne, Van.

The character of this fourth-grade work reveals the general inter-

est in the problems of heating and ventilation aroused in the whole

school by the work of the phj^sics class and is further proof of the value

of such a study to the school community.

HoT-AiR Heating

Hot air is one of the ways of heating. The cold air enters in through

the cold air inlet and is heated around the fire jacket. After it is heated, it

passes through different parts of the house by means of pipes. Hot air rises,

so as soon as the air is heated it goes up through the pipes into the rooms.

When the air cools, it goes down the foul-air vent and into the furnace, and

is carried with the smoke up the chimney. This system is used only in small

buildings. It is less expensive than other systems.

Barbara, Ruth, Margaretta,

Lizette, Caroline, Margaret,

Preston, William.

Steam Heating

The steam-heating system is cheaper than most heating systems, because

only one set of pipes is needed. The water comes from the city main, and

is then turned to steam in the water-jacket. It goes up the pipes to the

radiators. Then it circulates in the radiators. There is a valve at one end

of the radiator to let the cold air out, so the hot steam will have room to get

in. The steam condenses, and the water then goes down the same pipes that

the steam comes up. When the water turns down the sharp corners, it makes

the pounding noise that is often heard. When it gets down to the water-

jacket, it is reheated.

Barrett, Peggy, Grace,

Eleanor, Juniata, Albert.



THE STUDY OF AN INDUSTRY

The study of textiles starts in the spring with planting the cot-

ton and flax in the school garden. The crop is gathered in the fall

at the time of the "County Fair." It is then threshed and retted on

the front lawn and later put in storage till January. In the winter

term the children scutch the flax, comb it on the heckle, spin it on

DIAGRAM OF A SAW GIN

the hand-spindles or spinning-wheels, and weave it on the looms.

They have made all of these implements except the Avheels in the shop

under the direction of Mr. Wahlstrom. They card wool and cotton

on the hand-cards, prepare warp for the looms on the warping-frame.

We have a dozen different styles of looms on which they weave. They
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DIAGRAM OF ARKWRIGHT'S WATER FRAME FOR SPINNING

have made a cotton-gin to seed the cotton which we get "in the

boll," unpicked, direct from the south. Thus they are brought in

direct contact with the material and the machines. They "learn to

do by doing," although the recitation is a very important part of the

process of mastering the subject.

Excursions have been made to Tetzner's Warping Works, the

Hull House Textile Museum, the Field Museum, and Fiedler

Brothers' Braid Works.
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COTTON GIN MADE BY PUPILS. COTTON PLANTS FROM SCHOOL
GARDEN AND RIPE BOLLS FROM THE SOUTH

CHILDREN WEAVING
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The work is taken up from the standpoint of the problem, how-

to overcome the difficulties of each particular process. Thus, the

improvement in modern textile machinery began with John Kay's

invention of the fly-shuttle loom in 1733. This so accelerated the

weaving that the women folks of the household could not spin thread

fast enough. The spinning-jenny was the result. The development

is followed through the automatic loom and the power-loom; finall}'',

some of the simpler points in machine spinning are studied.

These changes took the operation of the machine outside of the

home. The increase of power, the multiplication of machinery, and

the application of steam, made necessary the housing and operation

in large factories. This change from the home industries to the fac-

tory system we trace in textiles, clothing, flour, meat-packing, leather,

iron-working, etc. The industrial revolution, though one of the most

far-reaching and important of social changes, is not too difficult to

make clear enough for young children to begin to think about it.

No other line of handwork is so well adapted to children's inter-

ests and muscular capabilities as that in textiles of the home indus-

tries. The wooden machines they can re-make in the wood shop, and

the simple skill in handling them even fifth-grade children readily

acquire in a few weeks' time. This ensures real and lasting interest.

Each year we have tried to use the work of previous classes and

to carry the work a step farther than the preceding year. The pic-

tures of the class in morning exercises in successive years show what

we succeeded in doing each year. Thus in 1913, we could not spin

cotton, although we tried, and we had no flax, but we made a loom

that would weave letters. We made a knitting-frame and a warping-

frame. In 1914 we tried to make a fly-shuttle loom and succeeded

only in demonstrating it, but not in weaving with it. In 1915 our

flax crop was good, and we succeeded in really spinning on hand-

spindles and on the spinning-wheel. We also made a cotton-gin. The

fly-shuttle loom remains for its full realization to be worked out l)y

next year's class.



THE VALUE OF GAMES IN THE TEACHING OF
MODERN LANGUAGES

Play is recognized as an educative factor essential to the fullest

development of children, and the modern-language teacher finds the

play instinct a most valuahle asset in teaching in the primar}- grades.

Tlirough the game, work hecomes pla}^ for the little child, and, in play

he more easily acquires a vocabulary, and overcomes difficulties of

speech. >

Most modern-language teachers believe that the earlier a funda-

mental vocabulary can be functioned, the better, and the rote-songs

and the games, with their repetition, are the most natural means to

this end. The child, in his eagerness, will learn the words necessary

to the game with less effort.

French and German are begun in the first grade in this school

and with few exceptions, the children study throughout the elementary

grades the language chosen by the parents in the beginning. These

languages are rich in folk-songs and folk-games,' and from this fund

of material something appropriate is chosen for the first lesson. It

may be nothing more than the simple game of "Sortir" (so named

by a first-grade class). After having learned the names of a few

objects, one child leaves the room while the class chooses one of these

new words. The child then enters and asks each one: "Est-ce la

chaise?" "Est-ce la table?" until he guesses the object. The one

who answers his question by saying, "Oui, c'est la table," has his turn

at guessing. This game is quite as popular in the fourth grade as in

the first and is greatly enjoyed by the children of the sixth and

seventh grades, where it becomes "Vingt questions."

Two of the favorite games used for the increase of vocabulary

are, "Der Tisch ist gedeckt" and "La Toilette de Madame." In the

first one each child represents an object on the table such as Messer.

Gabel, Loffel. In the middle of the room stands an empty chair, be-

hind which is the child who is setting the table. He calls : "Wo ist

das Messer," and the one representing that object sits in the empty

chair. When the child behind the chair calls, "Der Tisch ist gedeckt,"

all change seats, and whoever is left is the one who stands liehind the

chair the next time.
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"La Toilette de Madame" is played in the same way by substi-

tuting the names of the objects of the toilet for those of the table and

by using such sentences as, "Ou est la brosse de Madame?" "La

toilette de Madame est complete." It is obvious that these games may
be played with a great variety of vocabularies. They may relate to

animals, fruits, and vegetables, and the child who calls out the names

may represent the gardener asking for his vegetables to plant, or the

animal-keeper calling his pets.

The game of "Promenons-nous dans les hois" functions such

expressions as, "I am putting on my shoes," "I am putting on my
stockings." One child represents the wolf in his cave. The rest

dance before him saying a little rhyme and then stop to ask, "Loup,

loup, y es-tu?" The wolf replies, "Non, je mets mes bas," or "Non,

Je mets mes bottines," and so on before he may say, "Oui, sauvez-

vous," and chase the others.

Or, again, in learning how to tell the time, the game of "Minuit"

is much enjoyed. Some child impersonates the wolf. He is asked by

each one in the class, "Quelle heure est-il?" If the wolf says, "II est

minuit," he chases the children and catches one who in turn becomes

the wolf. He may, however, say any hour he pleases, and some chil-

dren prolong the game by giving every possible hour before saying.

"II est minuit." Such a child will not soon forget how to tell the

hours in French.

Then there are the imitative singing games, which enlarge the

child's experience and help him to understand social manners and

customs and how the children of other nations work and play. Two
such games are "Die Waschfrauen" and "Wollt ihr wissen, was die

kleinen Madchen machen?" The one represents the activities of the

washerwoman, the other the activities of the home. They are both

given here:

DIE WASCHFRAUEN
Zeigt her cure Fiisse,

Zeigt her eure Schuh

;

Und sehet den fleissigen

Waschfrauen zu.

Sie waschen,

Sie wringen,

Sie legen,

Sie biigeln.

Sie ruhen,

Sie tanzen den ganzen Tag.
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At the last line the children carry out the corresponding activity.

WOLLT IHR WISSEN?

Wollt ihr wissen, wollt ihr wissen,

Was die kleinen, Madchen machen?

Piippchen wiegen, Ptippchen wiegen,

Heissa, heissa, hopsassa.

Wollt ihr wissen, was die grossen Madchen machen ?

Striimpfe stricken, Striimpfe stricken,

Heissa, heissa, hopsassa.

Wollt ihr wissen, was die kleinen Knaben machen?
Trommel schlagen. Trommel schlagen,

Heissa, usw.

Wollt ihr wissen, was die grossen Knaben machen?
Hut abnehmen. Hut abnehmen,

Heissa, usw.

Wollt ihr wissen, was die jungen Damen machen?
Knixe machen, Knixe machen,

Heissa, usw.

Wollt ihr wissen, was die alten Fraiien machen?
Kafifee trinken, Kaffee trinken,

Heissa, usw.

It may seem that games are all we teach in the modern-language

classes. It is true that play has the first place in the primary grades,

but even there some time is given to simple drill and to easy conversa-

tion based on the vocabularies of the songs and games. It is also true

that games continue through the grammar grades, but there they are

played for the sake of the games themselves, since their value for

vocabulary drill is less necessary. They are gradually given up and

in the high school are replaced by conversation and the application of

grammar to practical uses.

In the primary grades, in spite of all the repetition and drill,

there develops a love of the language and a joy in its use. Little

children take their new words and games home and repeat them to the

family, while children of the second grade come into class saying, "II

fait beau,'' "J'ai froid," "Je ferme la porte." "Petite classe aujourd'

hui." It is this experience in the use of a language that gives meaning

to it, and the child in his independent work tests his ability to use it.

When the child begins to read the language, again we find that

the games and songs have helped him, for words learned and used in

play are easily recognized and read. Verbs and idioms have been
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learned unconsciously, and now when the teacher gives a word, the

child is able to express his thought independently and build a new

sentence with the word. These sentences are written on the board

and become his first reading-lessons.

A third-grade class had heard, retold, and played the story of La
Fontaine's The Fox and tJie Crow. One day the teacher asked each

child to tell her something about the story. Here are some of the

sentences they gave which were written on the board and read later

:

Le corbeau est sur tin arbre.

Le corbeau a un fromage dans son bee.

Le renard a faim.

Le renard desire le fromage.

Le renard dit : "Je flatterai le corbeau."

Le renard dit: "Bonjour, Monsieur Corbeau.

Vous etes joli ! Votre voix est excellente. Chantez."

Le corbeau dit: "Quoi, quoi. Oui, ma voix est excellente."

Le fromage tombe a terre.

Le renard ramasse le fromage.

Le renard dit: "Oui, votre voix est excellente, mais je prefere

le fromage. Au revoir."

After a few weeks of this sort of work the children are able to

read simple connected stories in a booklet, and from then on they

make rapid progress in reading. Later they express themselves in

little plays of their own composition. Their play about La Salle was

an outgrowth of their work in history. Another was a Christmas play

following a study of Christmas customs in Brittany. It is this form

of creative work which is the best test both for the child and the

teacher. In making the play the child discovers his command of

words and idioms while the teacher sees where she has failed to make

idiomatic expressions and sentence-structure function.

After seven years of drill, of independence of speech, and of

creative work, we have seen children enter high school with a good

vocabulary, a certain fluency of speech, and a fair understanding of

sentence structure. They are then able to cope with more advanced

grammar and more difficult reading with a feeling of power and

pleasure, which children who have been given only grammatical drill

and the easy, uninteresting reading material necessary for beginners,

cannot experience. Therefore, we believe that play, through games,

has proved its value in modern-language teaching.



HOW DRAMATIZATION OF STORIES HELPS IN
TEACHING MODERN LANGUAGES

The utilization of the dramatic instinct in modern-language

teaching has attracted the attention of all progressive language teach-

ers, and there is no doubt that this practice has certain values which

should not be underestimated. The first task in the acquisition of

new langiiages, especially with young children, is to bring about a

connection between the new sound-images and the old ideas of which

the children are clearly conscious; the second is to get them to use

the newly acquired terms. To attain such results, no better way can

be found than to satisfy their desire to be active, to do something,

for naturally there is very little impulse within the child which

causes him to express himself in a language utterly foreign to him.

The first terms to be learned in German or French are the ex-

pressions of certain actions that can be carried out by the children in

the schoolroom, for instance; to open and shut the door; to put a

book or pencil on the table, on the chair, etc. But there is, of course,

a limitation to these as we are dealing with classroom instruction,

and a great many every-day activities Avould seem unnatural and out

of place if performed in a schoolroom. Therefore, to extend this par-

ticular phase of our work, and to make it seem natural, it must be

handled in a different way, and this can best be done by appealing to

the child's dramatic sense and his love for imitation. As soon as

the children begin to read, this dramatic interest is awakened. They

have no sooner finished a story than the suggestion comes: Let us

play it. Therefore we believe in beginning with simple dramatic

work as early as possible, starting with any fairy-tale or story that

lends itself to this purpose, and gradually proceeding to more elabo-

rate plays. The fact that they are talking a language difEerent from

their own makes not the slightest difference. Their strong desire for

acting easily overcomes this difficulty. Besides, we all know that a

child is always willing and interested as long as he can do something,

and a play no doubt furnishes the best stimulus for this. At the

same time it ofEers a good opportunity to secure valuable ends. Of

these the most valuable is perhaps the freedom from self-conscious-

ness, which is entirely lost through the close attention, interest and

147
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absorption on the part of the pupil. He feels that here is something

worth doing and is inspired to use his very best effort to bring about

the desired results. It must be said here that one must always bear

in mind that these dramatic presentations are studied and performed

mostly for the sake of the language and that the finished technique

of acting must be secondary. We demand only that there be a genuine

expression of thought. The play loses its chief value the minute we

begin to make it an ideal performance from a dramatic point of view,

because too much precious time must be taken from the all too limited

language instruction. We believe in presenting many good plays as

simply and informally as possible and in letting the children play them

in the true sense of the word. This especially the third-grade and

fourth-grade children ought to be encouraged to do with their stories,

as it gives them a splendid opportunity to use what little they have

acquired of the foreign language. But as the children grow older and

develop more power, the demand for a real play becomes stronger. On
account of their limited command of the language in the earlier stages

of the work a ready-made play must be provided, adapted to the needs

and interests of the pupils. But students already familiar with Ger-

man or French might do a great deal in helping to shape the play

under the guidance of the teacher, as was done, for instance, in a

French Christmas play. The sixth-grade French class was reading

some stories about Brittany. Among others was one telling of the

customs at Christmas time. The children thought they woujd like

to give a play, so they began to make one from this story. They

planned what they should have as scenes and then decided on the

dialog. Each child contributed some speech, and some children

made up many lines. After these were completed, the Christmas

songs and chorals were inserted, and the play was given. The teach-

er's part was to write these sentences correctly and help the children

arrange the dialog from sentences which were written down when-

ever they occurred to them.*

The immediate values of dramatizations for modern-language in-

struction are as follows: (1) A play is a great aid in securing cor-

rect pronunciation. The children taking part in a play in a foreign

language must be trained to pronounce and enunciate their words

clearly and distinctly so as to be understood by an audience, and

often by one not wholly familiar with the language. This result is

*See the play following this article.
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brought about by the constant repetition whicli the rehearsals demand,

and from which not only the child performing a certain part, but all

the others profit at the same time, and which in a play loses all of

its monotony, because of the intense dramatic interest. It trains

the ear to a degree of accuracy that can hardly be secured by other

means.

(2) There can be no doubt that the dramatic work is an excel-

lent means of increasing the vocabulary, and a vocabulary gained in

this way is of immeasurable value as it is not a group of isolated

words but of words learned through connected sentences and imme-

diately applied to action. Children realize that they are using the

language to express thought. Usually this vocabulary is also quite

different from the one the children have learned from their text-

books, containing more every-day expressions, and through its prac-

tical application it is mastered with great ease. Also simple idiom-

atic phrases can be most readily and naturally learned through

dramatic dialog. Thus a "Wortschatz" of great variety becomes a

permanent possession of the pupils and is used unconsciously by them

in their conversation with each other.

(3) A play surrounds the children with the most natural con-

dition of the language and affords them the opportunity to express

themselves in a very natural way. It shows them that modern lan-

guages are for practical application, that they are living languages,

in which they are to learn to express their thoughts with an ever-

increasing fluency. It awakens a sympathetic understanding of the

people and country whose language is studied and helps towards a

deeper appreciation of their literature. Through the dramatic work

they will not only have gained the language but also an insight into

another people's beliefs and customs.

The material for plays given to children for the purpose of learn-

ing German or French must be taken from the realm of children's

ideas and interests. It is always safe in the beginning to go back a

year or two in order to find the subject-matter really suitable to the

age of the child, as it has to be of such a character that it can be

expressed in very simple language. The mistake has often been made

of choosing plays which were too mature in character and the lan-

guage of which was beyond the ability of the children. One ought

to choose carefully the plays that have a distinct foreign setting

related to either language, and also a distinct foreign content, intro-
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ducing the pupils into German or French life, legends, history, cus-

toms, and ideas. From the wealth of the German legendary material,

the best that we have used which have these characteristics are those

about "^Eiibezahl," that mighty spirit of the Riesengehirge in Silesia.

Several of these were dramatized and made into charming little plays.

Once the children's interest was thoroughly aroused in this fascina-

ting personality, it did not stop after the excitement of the play was

over, but resulted in a strong demand for more tales about him. An-

other equally interesting personality prominent in the German myths

is "der getreue Eckart," who appears as an old man with a long white

beard, always ready to help children and those in need. Although he

is not generally well known outside of Germany, nevertheless he

figures in many stories which are well adapted for dramatization.

Eveiy nation has certain beliefs and traditions which usually

originated among the common people, nobody knows exactly how,

but which have stayed with them for generations. In Germany these

were mostly attached to the ignorant peasant class and are to some ex-

tent still current among them. They have offered very good material

for dramatization, of which the following is an example. Several years

ago a sixth-grade class presented a German Easter play, which was

adapted from two Easter legends about some old beliefs current

among the German people. Several girls start out on Easter morn-

ing before sunrise to wash themselves in a spring, the water of which

has the magic power of preserving them from getting sick and grow-

ing old. But they must not laugh nor talk. Some mischief-loving

boys hear of this, and by making the girls talk, spoil everything.

They now in turn want the girls' help for a trick which they are going

to play on some other boys. The latter believe a story told to them

of a treasure hidden by a knight which can be found only on Easter

day. The first party now buries a box with a sack of sand, and when

the treasure hunters come to dig for it, they discover the trick that

has been played on them, and the little play is brought to a very

amusing end.

In the same way, beliefs current among the German children

regarding certain animals can be made use of. The cuckoo, for in-

stance, is a favorite bird among them, and besides being the first sign

of spring in Germany, is considered to be a prophet. At his calls,

the child will ask: "Kuckuck, wie lange leb' ich noch" (Cuckoo,

how long shall I live), and he answers by his calls. These are counted
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by the child and represent the number of years he or she is going to

live. The fourth grade especially enjoys performing a little play

about this wonderful bird, in which the children, after anxiously

counting his calls, find out that they have been imposed on by mis-

chievous boys who imitated the cuckoo from behind a bush. They

are greatly relieved, however, for the thought of living 135 years, as

they had counted, had not particularly appealed to them.

GROUP WHICH PRESENTED THE CHRISTMAS PLAY

With little children, such as those of the third grade, for in-

stance, we try to do very informal dramatic work. They simply act

out their stories after they have become thoroughly familiar with

the text and make up their own speeches. A great favorite with the

German class is the well known story of "der Spazierritt," in which

a father and son drive their donkey to the city. They are criticised

for their actions by each traveler who meets them, until they come

to the conclusion that, in order to satisfy everybody, they must carry

the donkey home. It is very amusing to see little children interpret

this ston', and the donkey, strange to say, enjoys the greatest popu-

larity.

These examples show the kind of subjects that we choose for

our dramatic work in modern-language teaching in the lower grades

of the elementary school. Some plays of a more mature character,
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however, have had a presentation. A class once gave "Eeinecke

Puchs," which was adapted from Goethe's famous animal epic, and

also "Hansel and Gretel," the text of which was taken directly from

Humperdinck's charming opera. The outcome of both was very

satisfactory. All this dramatic work is for us of enormous value,

because it helps to give the children fluency and a certain freedom

for self-expression. The "Sprachgefiihl," so indispensable for lan-

guage study, and which is very hard to get through mere reading and

writing, is developed within the children, or at least a start is made

towards that end. In language work the child cannot learn by simply

hearing and repeating, the ear alone cannot give him the feeling for

the word. He must comprehend the thought through as many nat-

ural channels as possible and make it part of himself by actually

expressing it in more ways than one.

DER HEXENRING*

Personen. Gretel, Trudel, Erna, Fritz.

Die Hexe.

Fijnf Kobolde.

Der getreue Eckart.

I. SZENE

Ein freier Flat::: im Waldc. Vicr Kinder kommen auf die Bilhne. Zwei
oder drei von ihnen tragen Eimer.

Kinder (singend). Kuckuck, kuckuck ruft aus dem Wald

:

Lasset uns singen,

Tanzen und springen.

Friihiing, Friihling, wird es nun bald

!

Kuckuck, Kuckuck, lasst nicht sein Schrein

:

Kommt in die Felder,

Wiesen und Walder,

Friihling, Friihling, stelle dich ein

!

Gretel. Ei, hier ist es schon kiihl, hier lasst uns spielen.

Fritz. Die Eimer mit Milch konnen wir ja auf die Seite stellen.

Trudel. Ja, hier ganz tief ins Gebiisch, dann werfen wir sie auch nicht

um.

Erna. Also, schlagt vor, was sollen wir spielen?

Gretel. Den Dritten abschlagen.

Frits. Ach nein, das ist zu langweilig.

Erna. Warum denn nicht Baumchen, Baumchen, wechsle dich?

Trudel. Na, ja, wer ist es?

'Copyright, 1915, by Anna T. Gronow.
This play was written by Mrs. Gronow, instructor in German, School of Education,

University of Chicago.
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Gretel. Ich will abzahlen.

Eins, zwei, drei, vier, fiinf, sechs, sieben.

Eine Frau, die kochte Riiben,

Eine Frau, die kochte Speck.

Ich oder du ist weg.

Alle. Du bist es, Fritz.

Frits. Nun gut, sucht euch jeder einen Baum.

{Er stcht in der Mitte; die andern drei wdhlen sich drei Bdiime.

Wdhrend sie zvechsehi, stellt sich Frits unter einen der drei Bdume, so dass

Erna iibrig bleibt. Nachdem Erna aiisgerufen hat, stellt sich Trudel unter

einen verkehrten Baum und, als man es ihr sagt, zuird sie verzvirrt und stellt

sich unter den Baum, unter zvelchem sich der Hexenring heiindet.)

Baumchen, Baumchen, wechsle dich.

Alle. Du bist es, Erna.

Erna. Nun gut, Baumchen, Baumchen, wechsle dich.

Halt, Trudel, der Baum spielt nicht mit.

Gretel. Nein, der Baum spielt nicht mit.
,

Trudel. Na, dann bin ich dran. Ich stelle mich unter diesen Baum.
Erna. Baumchen, Baumchen, wechsle dich. So lauf doch, Trudel.

Trudel. Ich kann nicht.

Erna. Warum denn nicht?

Trudel. Ich kann mich nicht riihren, jemand halt mich fest.

Gretel. Stelle dich doch nicht an, Trudel.

Trudel. Ich stelle mich nicht an ; meine Fiisse sind am Boden fest

gewachsen.

Frits. O Trudel, du stehst in einem Hexenring.

Gretel. Wirklich, da ist ein Hexenring, und du stehst mitten drin.

Trudel. Was ist denn ein Hexenring?

Erna. Ja, so redet doch, was ist denn ein Hexenring?

Frits. Seht ihr die vielen Pilze dort auf dem Boden?

Mddchen. Ja, ja.

Frits. Und seht ihr, dass die Pilze einen Ring bilden?

Mddchen. Ja. '

Frits. Nun, ein Hexenring ist ein Ring aus Pilzen. Die Pilze miissen so

eng zusammen stehen, dass sie keine Offnung lassen. Wer in einen solchen

Ring tritt, ist in der Gewalt der Hexen.

Trudel. Dann bin ich in der Gewalt der Hexen?

Erna. Du arme Trudel, aber ich bleibe bei dir, ich gehe nicht weg von

dir. Gfbt es denn gar kein Mittel, urn Trudel aus dem Hexenring zu erlosen?

Gretel. Doch, es gibt niimlich irgend eine Pflanze. Ich weiss nur nicht,

wie sie heisst.

Frits. Das ist die blaue Wunderblume, sie erlost alle und offnet alles.

Erna. So geht und sucht sie, wahrend ich bei Trudel bleibe. Fiirchte

dich nicht, Trudel, wir werden dich schon erlosen.

Trudel. Meint ihr wirklich, dass ihr die blaue Wunderblume finden

werdet?
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Frita. Ja gewiss, seid nur nicht bange.

Erna. Wenn aber die Hexen kommen?
Grctcl. Die Hexen kommen nicht bei hellem Tageslicht.

Frita. Und wir sind wieder da, ehe die Dunkelheit hereinbricht.

II. SZENE

(Es ist Abend. Die Hexe erscheint, sic tragi einen Zaiiberstab, niit welchem
sie die Kreise sieht.)

Hexe. Aha, sie sind eingeschlafen. Nun habe ich beide in meiner

Gewalt. Ich ziehe einen Kreis um dieses zweite Kind, und nun soUen meine

Kobolde sie qualen. Heran, Kobolde, heran.

Kobolde. Hier sind wir, was befiehlst du?

Hexe. Seht ihr die Madchen da? So qualt und neckt sie, soviel ihr

konnt.

Kobolde. Juchhe, was fiir ein Spass

!

Erster Kobold. Ich zupfe sie am Haar.

Zweiter Kobold. Und ich kitzle sie mit einem Zweig.

Drifter Kobold. Und ich brumme wie ein Bar.

Kinder. Die Hexe, die Hexe

!

Trudel. O, lauf nicht fort, Erna.

Erna. Ich sitze auch fest. ich kann nicht fort.

Trudel. Bitte, Kobolde,- lasst uns in Ruh.

Erster Kobold. Nein, wir lassen euch nicht in Ruh.

Ztveiter Kobold. Wir wollen euch qualen.

Dritter Kobold. Und unsere Herrin, die Hexe, wird euch essen.

Kinder. O, Mutter, Mutter!

Vierter Kobold. Ha, seht, was hier im Gras steht.

FUnfter Kobold. Eimer vol! Milch.

Vierter Kobold. Kommt, wir wollen sie austrinken.

Kinder. Sie trinken alle unsere Milch.

Erster Kobold. Warum weinst du, dummes Ding?
Trudel (ihm eine Ohrfeige gebcnd). Da, du Bosewicht.

Erster Kobold. Au, sie hat mich gehauen.

Hexe. Verschwindet, Kobolde. Jetzt kommen die anderen Kinder.

Und wieder ziehe ich Kreise.

Trudel. Ach, Erna, nun kommen die andern auch in ihre Gewalt.

Erna. Sei still, sonst totet sie uns.

Trudel. Nein, ich will nicht still sein. (Laut.) Fritz und Gretel, seid

vorsichtig.

Hexe. Willst du wohl still sein, du Naseweis? Ganz still, oder ich

tote dich.

Frit:;. Ach, Trudel, wir haben nichts gefunden. Aber Erna, was hast du,

und warum sprichst du nicht?

Hexe (Erna einen Schlag gebcnd). Es niitzt dir doch nichts; er ist

schon drin.

Fritz. Worin bin ich?

Hexe. In meinem Kreis, mein Sohnchen. Hi, hi

!
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Erna. Ach, und ich auch.

Fritz. Gretcl, ]ileihe weg von hier.

Eriia und Tntdcl. Ja, blcibc weg von hier, l)leibe weg. Sie hat uns

gehort.

Here. Still, ihr Dummkopfe.
Gretcl. Ja, ich habe euch gehort, und ich werde euch erlosen, habt keine

Angst.

Hc.vc (zornig). Dafiir sollen meine Kobolde euch qualen. Heran,

Kobolde, heran.

Kobolde. Hier sind wir, was befiehlst du?

Here. Qualt diese Kinder und fangt das andere, damit ich es in meine

Gewalt bekomme.

Kobolde. Ha, welch ein Spass.

Heissa, wer tanzt mit mir?

Heissa, wer tanzt mit mir?

Lustig und munter kopfiiber, kopfunter.

Immerzu ohne Rast, ohne Ruh, von Ort zu Ort,

Jetzo hier, jetzo dort.

Viertcr Kobold. Nun schaut, was ich mit eurer Milch mache. (Giesst

sic aus.)

Fiinftcr Kobold. Und ich trommle auf die Eimer. Tromm, tromm,

tromm, tira rolla, rolla, rollala.

Kinder. Unsere schone frische Rlilch.

Erster Kobold. Ich hatte sie beinahe gefangen.

Gretel. Noch lange nicht.

Zweiter Kobold. Warte, jetzt habe ich dich.

Hexe. Und ich auch. {Will sie nach don Ring ziehcn.)

Gretel. Hilfe, Hilfe ! (Ein alter Mann* ersclieint.)

Kobold. Der getreue Eckart.

Kinder. Wer ist das?

Eckart. Lass das Madchen los. Hexe.

Hexe. Aber sie gehort mir.

Eckart. Lass sie los.

Hexe. Dann geh.

Eckart. L^nd nun erlose auch die andern Kinder.

Hexe. Aber ich will nicht, sie gehoren mir.

Eckart. Schau dich um, Gretel. Sieh, was da im Gras steht.

Gretel. Die blaue Wunderblume.

Eckart. Nun, pfliicke sie und halte sie der Hexe ins Gesicht.

Hexe. Gnade, Gnade, Meister Eckart.

Eckart. Gib diese Kinder frei.

Hexe. Ich lose den Bann. Ihr seid frei. Aber weh euch, wenn ich euch

wieder fange.

Eckart. Mach', dass du fortkommst, Hexe.

Hexe. Kommt mit, Kobolde.

See explanation .about this man on p.ige l.'JO.
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Eckart. N'ein, ihr bleibt hier und tut was ich euch sage.

Kinder. Wer bist du?

Eckart. Ich bin der getreue Eckart. Ich helfe guten Kindern und
strafe die Bosen. Kobolde, gebt den Kindern die Eimer zuriick.

Dritter und Vierter Kobold. Hier habt ihr die Eimer.

Eckart. Und nun pfliickt diesen Korb vol! Beeren. Warum weint ihr,

Kinder?

Kinder. Wir haben keine Milch.

Eckart. Fiirchtet euch nicht, ihr werdet Milch bekommen. Aber sagt

nicht, wer euch geholfen hat. Hort ihr?

Kinder. Wir wollen es nicht sagen. {Hier bemerken die Kinder voll

Erstaunen, dass Hire Eimer wieder voll Milch sind.)

Fiinfter Kobold. Hier sind die Beeren.

Eckart. Gebt sie den Kindern.

Kinder. Danke sehr, danke.

Eckart. Und nun fiihrt die Kinder nach Hause. Bringt sie bis an die

Haustiir und dann verschwindet. Hort ihr?

Kobolde. Jawohl, Meister.

Eckart. Und ihr versprecht mir, Kinder, dass ihr nicht sagen wollt, wer
euch geholfen hat?

i

Kinder. Wir versprechen es.

Eckart. Nun gut, lebt wohl, vergesst euer Versprechen nicht.

Kinder. Nein, nein, leb' wohl.

DER KUCKUCK
Personen : Emma, Frieda, Lotte, Max, Emil.

Szene : Eine griine Wiese.

Die Madchen {singend).

Kuckuck, Kuckuck, ruft aus dem Wald,

Lasset uns singen,

Tanzen und springen.

Friihling, Friihling wird es nun bald

!

Emma. Jetzt haben. wir aber wirklich genug Blumen gepfliickt.

Lotte. Meine Hande sind so voll, ich kann nicht mehr halten.

Frieda. Kommt, wir wollen uns hier in das Gras setzen und die Blumen
binden.

Lotte. Ja, hier ist es schattig. Ich bin auch sehr miide.

Emma. Hat jemand Bindfaden mitgebracht?

Frieda. Ja, ich. Er ist in dem Korb da. Und auch eine Schere.

Emma. Ich will sie holen.

Lotte. Wie wird die Mutter sich freuen, wenn wir ihr soviele Blumen
bringen.

{Ein Kuckuck schreit.)

Emma. Horch, hort ihr, wie der Kuckuck schreit?

Lotte. Ja, er scheint hier ganz in unserer Nahe zu sein.

Frieda. Wisst ihr was, Kinder? Jetzt konnen wir erfahren, wie lange

wir noch leben werden.
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Lotte. Ei, wieso denn?

Emma, Ja, sage es uns. Das mochte ich doch auch gerne wissen.

Frieda. Nun, das ist sehr einfach. Wir zahlen, wie oft der Kuckuck
ruft, und soviele Jahre leben wir dann noch. So sagt wenigstens unsere alte

Kochin.

Lotte. Das ist ja sehr nett. Aber wer will zuerst zahlen?

Frieda. Ich nicht.

Emma. Ich auch nicht. Ich will zuerst horen, was der Kuckuck euch

sagt.

Lotte. Ach was, seid doch nicht so albern.

Ich will abzahlen

:

Eins, zwei, drei, vier, fiinf, sechs, sieben,

Eine Frau, die kochte Riiben,

Eine Frau, die kochte Speck,

Ich oder du muss weg.

Du bist zuerst dran, Emma.

Emma. Na, meinetwegen. Ich glaube ja doch nicht dran.

Frieda. Horch, da ruft der Kuckuck wieder. Jetzt pass aber gut auf,

Emma.
Emma. Kuckuck, wie lange leb' ich noch? (Sie z'dhlt bis drei.)

Kuckuck (ruft). Kuckuck, Kuckuck, Kuckuck!

Emma. Ist das alles? Nur dreimal hat er gerufen. Also leb' ich nur

noch drei Jahre? Hahaha!

Lotte. Arme Emma, nur drei Jahre, das ist wirklich zu wenig.

Frieda. Nun, Lotte, jetzt bist du dran. Wir wollen mal sehen, was dir

der Kuckuck sagen wird.

Lotte. Gut, ihr konnt ja mit mir zahlen. Kuckuck, wie lange leb' ich

noch? (Zdhlt bis zehtu)

Kuckuck (ruft zehnmal). Kuckuck, Kuckuck, usw.

Frieda. Da hast du's Lotte, noch zehn Jahre wirst du leben. Na, das ist

schon besser als Emma. Hahaha!

Emma. Du brauchst nicht iiber uns zu lachen. Warte nur erst ab, was

dir der Vogel sagen wird.

Frieda. Puh, lass den Vogel doch rufen, so viel er will.

Lotte. Da ruft der Kuckuck. Jetzt, zahle.

(Kuckuck, ruft immercu bis hundert.)

Frieda. Kuckuck, wie lange leb' ich noch? (Zdhit eins, zwei, drei, vier

—bis swanzig.)

Emma. Nur weiter.

Frieda. Dreissig, einunddreissig, usw.

Lotte. Nur immer weiter.

Frieda. Fiinfzig, sechzig, usw.

Emma. Nun wird's aber lustig. Du wirst ja schrecklich alt, Frieda.

Frieda. Neunzig, hundert. Jetzt ist es aber genug. Willst du wohl

gleich stille sein, du dummer Kuckuck. Ich zahle nicht weiter.

Lotte. Hundertundzwanzig. Jetzt ist aber das Mass voll. Hahaha!
Frieda. Willst du wohl stille sein Kuckuck. Du sollst aufhoren ! Ich
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will nicht solch' eine alte Hexe werden.

(Sie nimmt cincn Stock mid laiift auf den Busch zu. Zzvci Knabcii

springen hcrvor.)

Max iind Emit. Kuckuck, Kuckuck

!

(Allc lachcn.)

A CHRISTMAS PLAY

(Made by a sixth-grade class.)

La Scene : Line salle tres simple, une cheminee, une porte, une fenetre.

La grand' mere est assise pres de la cheminee. EUe prepare de la laine filee.

Les enfants garnissent la salle avec des branches de pin.

La Grand'mere. Venez Marie, aidez-moi.

Marie. Oui, grand'mere. (EUe vient et I'aidc avcc Ic fil.) Que faisiez-

vous a Noel quand vous etiez petite, grand' mere?

La Grand'mere. II y a bien longtemps de cela, mes enfants, mais peut-

etre que je peux m'en souvenir. Voyons.

Yvonne. Oh, racontez-nous cette. histoire, grand'mere.

La Mere (qui entre a ce moment et met des plats sitr la table). Si vous

etes bien sages, grand'mere racontera I'histoire plus tard.

Yvonne (presqu'en larmes). Non, je la veux maintenant. (EUe se

cache sous la table.)

La Mere. Nous sommes tres occupees maintenant. II faut tout preparer

pour ce soir. Louise, avez-vous les noix?

Louise. Oui, ma mere. Je vais les chercher. (A Jeanne.) Venez, ma
soeur.

(Elles z'oiit chercher les noix. Revicnnent, s'asseyant an coin de la

cheminee et les cassent.)

Susette. Moi, j'irai chercher le bouquet, mere. Au revoir. (Elle met

sou bonnet, et sou manteau, et sort.)

La Mere (a Marie). Mettez le couvert, ma petite. (Marie quitte la

grand'mere qui a iini son travail et met la table.)

Marie (aprcs avoir place les cuilleres et les bols, apporte nn petit gobclet

de vin.) Voici le vin pour mon pere. (EUe met sur la table une jolie galette.)

Voici la galette. Qu' elle est jolie! Je vais la presenter a la dame de

Noel, n'est-ce pas, mere?

La Mere. Oui, petite. Ou est done Yvonne? II faut lui faire repeter

la priere. Yvonne, Yvonne !

La Grand'mere. Est-elle sous le fauteuil?

Marie (qui la cherche partoiit, la trouve sous la table). Oh, voila

Yvonne.

Yvonne. Non, je ne veux pas sortir.

Marie. Yvonne- ne veut pas sortir. Aidez-moi.

La Grand'mere. Petite Yvonne, si vous ne sortez pas, la dame de Noel

ne mettra pas de cadeaux dans vos sabots.

Yvonne. Je sors, je sors. Je vais mettre mes sabots devant la cheminee.
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Tontcs Ics pctitcs HUcs. Et moi, et moi aussi. (EUcs apportciit Icurs

sabots ft Ics tncttcnt devant la chciniiicc.)

Jeanne. Venez, petite Yvonne, repetez la priere. "Buche de Noel, portez-

nous bonheur." (Yvonne rcpcte lenteincnt les mots aprcs sa soenr, puis Ics

dit tons cnscnible.)

Yvonne. J'espere que la dame de Noel viendra ! (Susette entre, un
gros bouquet de gut a la main.)

Susette. Voici le bouquet. N'est-il pas joli?

Toufes. Oui, tres joli.

Susette. Oil est le vase?

Louise. Voici le vase. (On I'arrange.)

Susette (regardant autour de la chanibre et z'oyanf que tout est prct).

Maintenant taut est pret, n'est-ce pas, ma mere?

La Mere. Oui, mon enfant.

Susette. Alors, grand'mere, 1' histoire.

Toutes. Oui, oui, I'histoire. (Elles se groupent autour de la grand'mere.

A ce moment la cloche de I'cglise sonne. Elles rcstent deboui, la tcte courbcc,

puis font cercle pour I'histoire.)

La Grand'mere. Eh bien, mes enfants, mon pere allait chercher la buche

comme votre pere la cherche aujourd" hui. Je mettais mes sabots devant le

feu comme vous. Je cherchais toujours le bouquet comme vous, Susette, et,

comme vous, Marie, je faisais une galette pour la dame Noel. EUe arrive

toujours avec les chanteurs. J'allumais aussi la bviche, avec un morceau de la

buche de I'annee precedents

Marie. Oh oui, je vais chercher le morceau en haut. {EUe rcvient.)

La voici.

La Grand'mere. On dit que si vous frappez les arbres, la veille de Noel,

ils pousseront bien aii printemps.

Toutes. Allons frapper les arbres. (A ce moment on cntend dcs cris.)

Le Pere. Ouvrez, ouvrez !

La Mere. Ouvrez la porte mes enfants, viola votre pere. (On ouvrc.

Le pere entre avec son fils, Ils trainent une grosse buche couvertc de neige.)

Toutes. Oh pere, la buche, la buche

!

Le Pere. Comme il fait froid dehors ! Mais voici une grosse buche pour

Noel.

Le Frcrc. II etait difficile d'abattre I'arbre et de le trainer de la foret

jusqu'ici.

La Mere. Mais certainement, c'est difficile.

Le Frere. II fait beau et chaud ici, n'est-ce pas?

Le Pere. Qui peut m'aider a mettre la biiche au feu?

Tons. Moi, moi ! (Tout le monde I'aidc.)

Le Pere. Restez tranquilles, mes enfants. Nous allons benir la buche.

{Marie lui apporte le gobelet de vin.)

Marie. Voici le vin, mon pere. (II le passe a la grand'mere, elie le passe

a la mere, et ainsi de suite jusqu a la petite ]'z'0)i.nc. EUe le prend, repete

la priere et verse le vin sur la buche.)
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Yvonne (solenellement). "Buche de Noel, portez-nous bonheur
!"

(Tout le monde chante "Maria," etc. Lorsque ce chant Unit, ou entend

chanter dehors "D'oii viens-tu, bergere." Une stance.)

La Grand'mere. Ecoutez, voila la Dame de Noel, je pense. N'entendez-

vous pas la musique? (Les enfants courent a la fenetre.)

La Mere. Oui, voila la dame de Noel. Ouvrez la porte. (La porte

s'ouvre. La Dame de Noel entre, suivie d'une foule de paysans et paysannes
—le choeur.)

Yvonne (timidement) . Oh, dame de Noel, voulez-vous mettre des

cadeaux dans nos sabots? Voila les sabots.

Marie. Voici la galette pour vous, dame de Noel.

La Dame de Noel. Bon. Je suis contente de vous, mes enfants. Main-
tenant chantons, et apres chacun aura un morceau de gateau.

^ (Tout le monde chante "D'oii viens-tu, Bergcre?" et "Entre le Boeuf et

I'Ane gris." Puis la Dame de Noel passe le gateau a chacun, qui en prend et

le mange. Les cloches sonnent encore.)

La Dame de Noel. Voila les cloches. II faut aller a la messe de minuit.

La Mere. Oui, a la messe, mes enfants, a la messe. {Tout le monde
part. Le rideau tombe.)

The words of the old chant and the verses of the two Christmas

songs are given below, together with the music for one of them.

MARIA

Maria, chantons Maria.

Noel, Noel, Noel, Vierge Maria.

Mere divine de I'enfant, Maria.

ENTRE LE BOEUF ET L'ANE GRIS

,

I

Entre le boeuf et I'ane gris

Dort, dort le petit fils.

Mille anges divins,

Mille seraphims

Volent a I'entour

De ce Dieu d'amour. De ce Dieu d'amour.

II

Entre les deux bras de Marie

Dort, dort le petit fils.

Mille anges, etc.

Ill

Entre les roses et les lis.

Dort, dort le petit fils.

Mille anges, etc.
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Entre le Boeuf et TAne Gris

En-tre le boeuf et l' ane gris Dort Dort

ph - ins vol entalentour deceDieud'amour De ce Dieu d' a-mour.
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D'Ot VIENS-TU, BERGfiRE ?

I

D'ou viens-tu, bergere,

D'ou viens-tu?

Je viens de 1' etable

De m'y promener.

J'ai vu un miracle

Ce soir arrive.

- II

Qu' as-tu vu, bergere,

Qu' as-tu vu?

J'ai vu dans la creche

Un petit enfant

Sur la paille fraiche

Mis bien tendrement.

Ill

Rien de plus, bergere,

Rien de plus?

Ya, le boeuf et I'ane

Qui sont par devant,

Avec leur haleine

RechaufFent I'enfant.

IV

Rien de plus, bergere,

Rien de plus?

. Ya, trois petits anges

Descendus du ciel

Chantant les louanges

Du Pere Eternel.



A HISTORY NEWSPAPER

Upon arriving at school one morning, we found posted in the

sixtli-grade room a typewritten notice, which read:

"The Writs of Assistance" and "Revenue Laws"

We the magistrates of England hereby agree this year of our

Lord 1761 that our colonies of North America shall trade en-

tirely with England. That no American colony shall send its

tobacco, its indigo, or its rice, to France, or Holland, or any

other country than England. Neither can the colonists weave

cloth or make ploughshares. They may grow the wool and

smelt the iron, but these must be sent to England to be made into

anything.

In order to see' that these laws are enforced, we now give

out to the principal officer of the customs house and all officers

of the Eaglish government, "The Writs of Assistance."

Signed : Lionel Langford, King

Parliament

Prime Minister

People

Days before, the chiklren had chosen sides for a coming deliate,

colonists against George III and his party. Since the great ques-

tion had been decided for us by the Eevolutionary War, our decisions

were to be based upon the number of arguments offered which were

historically correct, properly applied, and which would not receive

adequate rebuttal. Among others, James Otis, Samuel Adams, John

Hancock, and Patrick Henry were to join in the debate, using, when

they chose, their eighteenth-century statements, arguments, and

speeches which are now a part of history.

Groups gathered about the posted notice. It was distinctly a

challenge. The Tories and English delightedly slapped their knees.

The colonists gravely planned to pick up the gauntlet.
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Another morning we found this:

"Molasses Act"

We the magistrates of England in this year of our Lord 1733,

put into effect the Molasses Act, in which you the colonists are

to buy all molasses from the sugar planters in the English West
Indies. If you do import -molasses from the French Islands, a

very heavy duty will be put on it.

Signed : Lionel Langford, King

Parliament

Prime Minister

People

And again:

"Stamp Act"

We the magistrates of England in the year of our Lord 1764,

give to you (the colonists) a formal notice of the Stamp Act.

This act only requires that legal documents and commercial in-

struments shall be written and newspapers printed on stamped

paper. That all the people that sell the stamped paper are to

be Americans.

Signed : Lionel Langford, King

Parliament

Prime Minister

The following month, before, during, and after our debate, an

early-rising populace ranged itself before the daily bulletins in the

sixth-grade room and eagerly devoured "news." As the teacher had

not originated the dramatic campaign of bulletin and newspaper,

nor been consulted regarding the various issues, she refrained

from giving advice and but once offered a suggestion. She also once

suppressed a set of cartoons and a bit of flippancy in the English

organ about twentieth-century suffragettes.

Mistakes in spelling and English were corrected individually

and in class. When historic inaccuracies were not detected by the
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opposing group, and immediate correction was not necessary, the

teacher assigned for home work the obscure point. As there was no

one history textbook in use by the grade, each child owning a his-

tory chosen according to his ability to get from the printed page,

there was lively interest in the presentation and discussion the fol-

lowing morning. "Forman says, 'thus and so'." "Let me read you

how Fiske puts it in his United States History." And so on. Mace,

Tappan, McMaster, Montgomery, Eggleston, Hume, Markham were

dicussed, compared, rejected, or accepted. Again and again a child

has said, "If that's the way it was, I'll have to change my yesterday's

Gazette," or he has been promptly invited to do so by a vigilant

member of the other party.

Since some of these issues are missing, and the order in which

most of them appeared forgotten, this report cannot be other than

fragmentary, depending as it does largely upon reminiscence and

with the inaccuracies of two or three intervening years. Instead,

therefore, of trying to present them as they originally came out, colo-

nists answering or defying the English (not the English people, be

it understood, but the opposing English party), all the papers still

in existence for one side will be given, and then all those for the

other.

NOTICE!!!!! NOTICE !!!!!

London England May 1767

WE THE MAGISTRATES OF ENGLAND AND PARUAMENT

PASS THIS LA7/. "THAT THE PEOPLE OF THE AMERICAN COLONIES

SHALL PAY A PORT DUTY ON CLASS, PAPER, PAINT, LEAD, FRUIT

AND TPA !!!!!!!!!!!!!

Signed

.iUccO^i^M^^ PRIME WNISTER

PARLIAMENT

FACSIMILIE OF NOTICE
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The information that the representatives of the Crown were

supported by the letter of the law brought forth this notice:

LAW
BEFORE
JUSTICE

Signed : Prime Minister

Marcia Preble, M.P.

Alma Cramer, M.P.

Margaret Keeley, M.P.

Elisabeth Greenebaum, King's Chief Adviser

Joe Pick, Sub Water-Carrier, otherwise M.P.

Lionel Langford, King

A frail, reticent, highly popular lad, represented Patrick Henry.

During the debate, at the appropriate moment, Patrick Henry, with

grim, fixed glare, teeth set, and upper lip lifted in determination,

struck the desk before him and cried, "Then we will fight!" He
surveyed his audience with deliberation and—seated himself. It was

to such an extent unexpected and deliciously dramatic, that the colo-

nists hugged themselves to keep from bursting into cheers. The

humor of it all escaped no one. Next morning both papers, English

and colonial, had cartoons of the grim Virginian as we had seen him

the day before.

COj.ONIST'S cartoon of PATRICK HENRY
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Two children representing the English point of view chanced to

have typewriters. We therefore find the King's documents, the Lon-

don Times and Spectator, neatly typed. The colonists laboriously

printed their sheets by hand, using pencil or ink, and on several

hurried occasions reverted to common script.

LONDON TIMES EXTRA

London, Eagland August 1774

RESULT IN TOMORROW'S PAPER

THE DEBATE!!!!!

At 9 .?,5 o'clock gathered in the room where

the debate was to be held, were eight people

to represent England and twelve people to

represent the colonists, and the Supreme

Judge. At 9 :36 the meeting was called to

order. A silence which lasted about one min-

ute ensued. Then the Prime Minister took

the floor and read the following:

"In our late war with France we sent over

troops to help defend the colonies and to

carry on war in America. Now that the war

is over and the French are driven out, the

land that was formerly occupied by France

is now open to the colonists. The colonists

were benefited by the war, therefore, they

should help to pay the debt it left behind it.

The easiest way to collect the money will be

to tax you.

"With part of the money we will keep a

standing army in America. We will also send

our governors and pay them out of the Royal

Treasury."

Then followed a hot debate lasting for one

hour.

Many good points were made on, both sides.

DON'T FORGET TO

READ TOMORROW'S

PAPER.

(CARTOON)

PATRICK HENRY OF

VIRGINIA DELIVERING

HIS CELEBRATED
SPEECH: "Then we will

fight"

(Colonial papers please

copy.)

EXTRA !!!!!!!!!!

BUSINESS IS AT A

STANDSTILL

MERCHANTS COM-

PLAIN

The colonists will not buy

anything from English mer-

chants. They say, "We
will not buy anything from

England until she removes

the tax from everything."

They are cutting off their

noses to spite their faces.
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LONDON TIMES -EXTRA
London, England

BALLOTS CAST TO DECIDE
THE DEBATE

Ballots have been cast to decide

the debate between the colonists and

England. If all the colonists cast

their vote in favor of their side, and

all the English cast a vote in favor

of England, the colonists will win.

The result of the debate between

England and the colonists has been

delayed because the committee to do

the work was so tired that the judge

had to call off the meeting. The
colonial paper. The Boston News',

had a picture of the Prime Minister

in it. The picture was so poor that

you could not tell it was a human.

This is because they do not use Eng-

lish-made cameras.

April 1775

EXTRA ! ! ! !

!

WAR EXPECTED WITH THE
COLONIES

!

In an attempt to get the ringlead-

ers of the rebels, the King has or-

dered General Gage to march a de-

tachment of the men in Boston to

Concord and seize the military stores

kept there. On the way they are to

seize Samuel Adams and John Han-
cock. If this can be done, the war

that is brewing may speedily be

brought to a close.

His Majesty, the King, is furious

and says he will stop the rebellion of

the colonies, and has ordered more
troops to Boston.

(Pistol)

REWARD!
FOR THE ARREST

OF SAMUEL ADAMS

AND JOHN HANCOCK
£50,000,000

DEAD

O R

ALIVE

(Skull and cross-bones)

(Pistol)
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Extra Edition. Free,

EXTRA SPECTATOR EXTRA

EDITOR'S COLIMEMTS.

Ae this is a new news-

paper. V.'e are giving a-

woy thir, first end e-

xtra edition. After

this the paper 7/ill

come out once a week,

at 2 pence an edition.

As everything is ner-

it may be a week be-

fore the paper will be

perfect.

The colonists met at

what they call The

First Continental

Congress. Here they

declared that no gov-

ernment had the right

to deprive Americfins

of their life, liberty

or property, and as-

serted that the colon-

ists had every right

that an Englishman had.

Colonies declare them-

selves indipendent from

Mother Country. General

Gage is afraid to do any-

thing. King mad with rage

More troops are going over

to the polonies.

The King is going to

send over ciore troops

with the ©rder to seize

some powder that is at

Concord also to capture

Hancock and Adams.

EXTRA
The colonists have

15,000 troops.

Don't you care we will

get them yet.

FACSIMILIE OF FIRST PAGE OF SPECTATOR
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CONTINENTAL CONGRESS

From first page

Resolutions of sympathy for

Massachusetts were passed. It looks

as though they were really angry.

As it is nine o'clock now,

And the type is running low

The editor is very large,

But his brain doesn't seem to grow.

So we will have to quit now .

And hope for a little more snow.

Editor L. L. L.

Put your want ad's in this paper.

pence London Weekly News

THE SPECTATOR

April 1775

Editor's Comment.

In this week's paper we are pub-

lishing all the news of the colonies

as far as we can find out from our

American correspondent.

Editor

{Suppressed)

DOINGS IN AMERICA

Loss of our soldiers in America

was very great. General Gage sent

out 800 men to seize the powder that

was stored at Concord ; also to cap-

ture Hancock and Adams. When

our soldiers reached Lexington the

next morning they found fifty minute

men ready to fight. Our soldiers

were a little surprised, but fifty

against eight hundred was rather

silly. We killed eight and wounded

ten.
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From lirst page.

Something still more surprising

was that when they got to Concord,

there were 400 minute men ready to

fight.

Here with the minute men on the

west side of the bridge, and the

British on the east, in Concord town

stood the two. It was a bad day for

the British, for even though there

were 800 to 400, our soldiers got the

worst of it. Finally, as the British

retreated, it was worse than the

pitched battle, for minute men were

firing from behind trees and houses.

Our soldiers fled back to Lexington,

where they found Lord Percy with

1100 men and two cannon.

Page 2

On the English side 271 were killed

or wounded. Of the minute men, 49

were killed and 36 wounded, making
S5 in all.

HARD KNOCKS SHOULD BE

EXPECTED IN ANY BATTLE

WORTH WHILE

The Spectator will save a column
every week for want ad's. As this

paper is seen by almost everybody,

it would pay people to have their

want ad's put in this paper. Don't

wait any longer. Have them put in

next week's paper.

I had rather a fool to be merry.

Than experience to make me sad.

HANCOCK-Totl^ frwT jou Imj farmeo

NEWSPAPER CLIPPING USED AS ILLUSTRATION
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The London Times was edited by the Prime Minister. Our King

edited The Spectator. Where they found the names, I failed to in-

quire; but the colonial editor said he had at home a book from the

Historical Society, and whenever in his reading he found a good

name he would use it as a title for the next issue.

There was never anything but best-natured "give and take." It

was no uncommon occurrence to have a child say, "I'm going to talk

for the colonists a while," and later, "ISrow, I'm on England's side."

If the humor was sometimes flat and tasteless, we said nothing,

but neither did we pretend to think it funny. Because they were

endured in the original, we have printed here such lapses, normal

to children of the sixth school year.

Notices and papers following, show colonial thought; as has

been said before, no effort has been made to keep the order in which

they were presented. Some, it would appear, were taken bodily from

historical sources, several were painstakingly copied in quaint old-

fashioned hand; a half dozen were decorated with skull and cross-

bones. The illustrations were drawings, copied or original, and

modern newspaper clippings.

TO THE COLONISTS

{Cartoon picturing Franklin's segmented snake)

UNITE

OR,
DIE

"It is the duty of all, humbly and silently, to acquiesce in all the decisions

of the Supreme Legislature. Nine hundred and ninety-nine in a thousand

will never entertain a thought biit of submission to our sovereign and to the

authority of parliament in all possible contingencies.

James Otis."
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NOTICE POSTED BY COLONISTS

* * * *

(Skull and cross-bones)

Although you charge us less for the tea than we could smuggle it in

from any other country for, we refuse to have

TAXATION
without

REPRESENTATION !!!!!!!!

(Signed)

Delaware

James Otis

Samuel Adams
John Hancock

Connecticut
* * * *

{Skull—representing King)

(Cross-bones—representing England)

1. By taxing the people without their consent

2. By dissolving assemblies

3. By quartering troops on the people in time of peace

4. By trying men without a jury

5. By passing the five Intolerable Acts

(Signed)

Matthew Thornton, N. H.

George Read, Delaware.

- , ' X
- Ed. Rutledge, South Carolina.

:

~
~ ~

George Walton, Georgia.

Benj. Franklin, Pennsylvania.
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DECLARATION OF RIGHTS AND GRIEVANCES

I. We Americans are subject to the British crown.

II. That it is the natural right of a British subject to pay no taxes

unless he had a voice in laying them.

III. That the Americans were not represented in parliament.

IV. That parliament therefore could not tax them, and that an attempt

to do so was an attack on the rights of Englishmen and the

liberty of self-government.

(Signed) People of Massachusetts

John Hancock
* * * *

THE DECLARATION OF RIGHTS

1. We want life, liberty, and property.

2. We want to tax ourselves.

3. To assemble peaceably to the redress of grievances.

4. To enjoy the rights of Englishmen, and all the rights granted by the

colonial charters.

These rights are being violated.

(Signed) John Hancock

Colonists of Delaware

Colonists of Massachusetts

Colonists of New Jersey

James Otis

Samuel Adams
Colonists of Pennsylvania

RESOLVED
That these United Colonies are, and of a right ought to be, free and

independent states, they are absolved from all allegiance to the British

crown, and that all political connection beween them and the State of Great

Britain is and ought to be totally dissolved.
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Philad., July 5, 1775.

Mr. Strahan

:

You are a Member of Parliament and one of that Majority which has

doomed my Country to Destruction.

You have begun to burn our towns and murder our people. Look upon

your hands! They are stained with the Blood of your Relations. You and

I were lon.g friends; you are now my Enemy,—and

I am
Yours,

B. Franklin

(flourish)

BOSTON NEWS EXTRA

THE FIRST SPEECH WAS MADE BY
THE PRIME MINISTER

(Cartoon)

Prime Minister

"In our late war with France, we sent over troops

to help defend colonies," etc.

On account of the debate, all printing offices were closed.

(Cartoon of large man representing colonists whipping

small boy, representing English.)

Patrick Henry's celebrated speech, "Then we will fight."

EXTRA

^lany good points made by both sides, but is 13-5 in favor of colonists.

London Times has a picture of Patrick Henry. Thought it was funny.

Said that all colonial papers should copy. Picture was like this. Pretty poor

picture. Wonder who made the copy.

KEEP UP NOT BUYING FROM THE ENGLISH MERCHANTS.
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BOSTON NEWS

THOMAS HARPER

Agent for

INLAND TRANSPORTATION
Receives at his store, No. 468 Market, above Twelfth Street, merchan-

dise intended for Pittsburg and any of the towns on the main road leading

thereto, and for all the principal towns in the southern, western, or eastern

states.

John Hancock sent a letter to the London Times press asking what a

CAMERA was. Reward five pounds for anybody who knows what it is.

—

'Boston Press.

The King is furious, the London Times says, biit the Colonists say, "Let

him be. We are ready for a war."

BOSTON NEWS EXTRA
**;

CAMERA

A man who said his name was Cotton Mather, a farmer, came to the

Press today and said that he knew what a camera was. He said that it was
the horse he had. Then he demanded the five pounds. He got the five

pounds. But where? Not in his pocket, BUT ON HIS BACK. And also,

how could a horse draw pictures?
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(Cartoon of Camera, the horse, and Cotton Mather.)

General Thomas Gage has been appointed Military Governor of Massa-

chusetts. Alarmed at the angry state of the people, he fortified Boston Neck,

the only land approach to the city of Boston.

pieroRB. y PS //>£
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* * * *

THE BOSTON NEWS

EXTRA from Pennsylvania

The Penn. Journal dropped its usual heading and

in place of it put an arch with a skull and cross-bones

(Cartoon) underneath and this motto, "Expiring in the hopes of a

resurrection to life again." In one corner was a coffin,

and these words, "The last remains of the Penn. Jour-

nal, which departed this life the 31st of October, 1763, of a stamp in her

vitals. Aged 23 years." The Penn. Gazette, on Nov. 7, the day of its first

issue after the Stamp Act became law.

The Colonists caught the King.

We roasted him and toasted him,

And hit him BING.
He lay on the couch

And yelled "Ouch !"

At the Enemy's approach

The King made a face like a roach.
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THE BOSTON NEWS
Jan. 29, 1776

Run away, the 23rd of this inst. January, from

Silas Crispin, of Burlington, a servant man, named
(Cartoon) Joseph Morris, by trade a tailor, aged about 22 years,

of middle stature, swarthy complexion, light gray eyes,

his hair all off, marked with a large pit of the small-

pox on one cheek near his eye. Had on when he went away a good felt hat.

Reward three pounds.

To be disposed of. A likely servant man. Time four years. Who under-

stands school teaching and reads, writes.

THE STEAMBOAT
Is now ready again to take passengers and is intended to take its trip

from Arch street ferry, in Philadelphia, every ^londay, Wednesday, and

Friday, for Burlington, Bordontown, Bristol, and Trenton, to return on

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.

To BE S' OLD

^KCH JT/^ETETT Ai- so A

goANr\TY or i/E.((Y G-ooP

a- H BAP.

'

1'

A parcel of likely negro women and girls, to be sold at Isaac Morris's

alley.
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WAR EXPECTED WITH ENGLAND

England thinks of having war with Massachusetts

and expects to win. Is mistaken.

Other colonies, mainly Virginia, will help fight if

need be.

Washington says he can raise 1,000 men, and

march at their head. No colony is going to stand by

idly and see another colony crushed.

(Cartoon)

Join or die

(Cartoon)

A call to arms. Our motto, "Be Ready."

* * * *

BOSTON GAZETTE

(Cartoon)

The last remains of

the Boston Neivs.
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* * *

BOSTON GAZETTE

Warren, with 1,500 men from va-

rious colonies fortified a hill, called

Bunker Hill, overlooking Boston,

with Putnam and Prescott. The

Americans resisted two desperate as-

saults. Then their ammunition gave

out at the third charge and had to

give way. The British left a thou-

sand dead and wounded, and the

Americans lost four hundred and

fifty. But among the dead was

General Joseph Warren.

All of the press were at Lexing-

ton, fighting, so no papers were

printed.

Green Mountain boys came to-

gether in arms when they heard

about the fight at Lexington.

Even if the Green Mountain boys

did come from the Green Moun-
tains, that did not make them green.

General Gage sent soldiers to Con-

cord to capture some supplies stored

there, and on their way arrested

John Hancock and Samuel Adams.

Paul Revere aroused the country

along the road, shouting "The regu-

lars are out." Alarm bells were

rung.

When the British troops came,

they found about fifty men drawn

upon the Lexington green. "Disperse,

ye rebels," shouted Pitcairn. "Don't

fire unless fired upon," said Captain

Parker, "but if they mean to have a

war, let it begin here."

The Americans stood their ground,

and the firing began. Eight Ameri-

cans were killed and eight wounded.

The British went on and destroyed

some supplies at Concord. At Con-

cord bridge they were attacked by

some Americans, and when the Brit-

ish fell back and started for Boston,

they found the countryside alive

with riflemen, who, from behind tree

and house, haystack, fence, and

mound, poured in a deadly fire. The

British loss was 270. The Colo-

nists, 93. —Reprint.
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(Page Two) '

ENGLISH AFRAID TO FIGHT

The king hired Hessians, which are men from Hesse-Cassel, a state in

Germany, to fight against the Americans. In May, 1776, the Americans

learned that 10,000 of these Hessians were coming to help subdue them.

They have no principle at stake, no love of country to fight for, they come
only for pay, hired by the British to fight against British flesh and blood in

America. This has aroused bitter resentment among us. It has made recon-

ciliation hopeless, and the Declaration of Independence certain.

JOHN HANCOCK'S SIGNATURE.
(Signature zuitli flourisli.)

"So big that George HI can read it."

SPY
A WEEKLY PAPER

Washington says, "When I first took command of the army, I abhorred

the idea of independence."

Jefferson says, "Before the 19th of April, 1775, I never heard a whisper

of a disposition to separate from the mother country."

Franklin says, "The colonists did not desire independence, and they did

not oppose the measures of parliament for this purpose, but as the war has

now begun, it will be hard to stop."

Congress has published for the colonists a paper called "The Causes of

Taking Up Arms." It is to defend our rights.

The colonists took up arms "In defence of the freedom that is our

birthright, for the protection of their property and against violence actually

offered. Being of one mind, we resolve to die freemen rather than to live

slaves." But we still hope to be reconciled to the mother, country, and to

avoid the calamities of war. •
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POETRY

The inner side of every cloud

Is bright and shining.

I therefore turn my clouds about

And always wear them inside out

To show the lining.

Another good poem next week.

Why the papers stopped when they did, I am unable to say.

Seven or eight children had done the work voluntarily and out of

school hours, the only stimulus they received being eager, omnivorous

interest of their classmates. I suspect that with the advent of bat-

tles of the Eevolutionary War, other dramatic forms of expression

naturally took the place of the daily press, such as battles in the

sand-pan, demonstrations from home-made maps of positions and

engagements, and spontaneous acting of impressive situations.

This report presents but one of the many expressions which

group themselves about a piece of work in liistory.

Note—In these times of terrible European conflict the question again presents
itself whether it is safe or wise to teach children about battles and warfare. Without
offering the arguments for or against such teaching, a single point is advanced which
to me carries conviction: Children's battles are bloodless. We do not permit the
imaginary stalking of wild game, the playing at Indian, the knowledge of fortress and
battle in order that we may cultivate and intensify such passing interests, but rather
that through expression we may aid in a normal outlet to such imagery and action. It

is in the inhibition and repression of instincts that we find later menace, not in the
judicious exercising of them under direction.

N. E. L.



POINTS OF CONTACT OF ENGLISH WITH SCHOOL
ACTIVITIES

In a school community, how can the children's knowledge of Eng-

lish literature, and their skill in writing and speaking the language,

be utilized so as to make the knowledge and skill more completely the

real possession of the children? Or, metaphorically, how can the chil-

dren's literary funds be invested in the community life of the school

so as to enrich as largely as possible both the community and the

individual child?

The pupil has three things to invest: knowledge of literature

—

of fiction, poetry, essays, of authors and literary history; a small fund

of literary wealth created by his own efforts—prose narratives, descrip-

tions, expositions, arguments, and a little verse that is occasionally

poetic ; ability, in varying degree, to convey his thought in language

—

to tell a story, to describe persons, places, and things, to argue, to ex-

press emotions : all this either by oral or by written speech.

This knowledge and skill come into play, of course, in the English

classes, and more or less in all classes; but in the wider field of the

community life of the school it finds useful and significant employ-

ment. We present, rather succinctly, a few of the more conspicuous

means by which the pupils increase and strengthen their literary

powers by making them serve the school community.

THE WEEKLY

The WeeJcly is the school newspaper. It originated in a genuine

common need. At the time it was established, school news was pub-

lished in the Uecorder, the literary magazine that appeared once a

month. This was an objectionable arrangement, as not only was the

news stale but "valuable space" in the Recorder was appropriated,

and the artistic unity of the magazine was impaired. The idea of

a weekly news sheet was the happy thought of a high-school boy, who

at once set about the work. He had a few assistants; among them

they wrote copy, set type, corrected proof, ran the press, got sub-

scriptions (one cent a copy, thirty cents a year), and acted as dis-

tributors. Occasionally in the several years of the paper's existence,

special issues of four and even six pages have been printed.
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At present, there is a somewhat elaborate organization, and

about a score of boys and girls are engaged in the work as reporters,

compositors, and pressmen.

THE FORUM

Like most high schools, we have had a debating society. In its

most successful form it was organized into two "camps," each with

its leader. Debating, however, seems to be a not altogether admirable

kind of intellectual exercise, and it certainly is not the only kind

that is possible in a voluntary association of pupils. Last fall it

was suggested to the boys and girls who are interested in other

activities than athletics, that they try to devise a plan for a more

comprehensive and useful organization than a debating club. Through

discussion, written and oral, there was evolved what is called the

Forum.

The membership is divided into six groups, designated as Litera-

ture, Drama, Science, Art, Music, and Discussion. Members of

the club Join whichever group they please. Each group has its

chairman and prepares its contribution for the monthly program.

As a rule, only four groups are able to be heard on any evening.

The Literature Group has contributed a number of original pro-

ductions—^essays, stories, poems—and readings from various authors.

The Drama Group has presented several short plays, one of them the

work of a member of the Group. The Science Group has performed

electrical experiments, and read papers on such subjects as copper,

the milk supply of Chicago, and petroleum. The Art Group has

given us talks on great artists, and stereopticon views of a number

of famous pictures. The Music Group has set forth the significance

of the work of Edward MacDowell, Eobert Schumann, and others,

with vocal and instrumental illustrations. The Discussion Group has

presented the two sides of such questions as the exporting of muni-

tions of war to the belligerent nations of Europe.

A typical program is as follows

:

Mendelssohn The Music Group
Original Productions The Literature Group

a. To a Blind Horse—a sonnet.

b. Music—an essay (humorous).

c. Why Billy Sunday Should Not Come to Chicago.

A Single Six-year Term for the President The Discussion Group
"The Metal Checks" The Drama Group
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THE RECORDER
A school magazine is no novelty, and ours, the Recorder, differs

little in the character of its contents from good literary periodicals

of other schools. Most of the articles are written in the course of

regular class work in English, where pujiils- are allowed free play

for their ability. As a consequence, the contents are rather more

varied than is usual in publications of this sort, and the articles

express fairly well the real sentiments of the writers.

The management of the magazine is in the hands of a committee

which is assisted by the advice of one of the teachers. The art depart-

ment of the school cooperates, also, so that the Recorder always pre-

sents an attractive appearance.

THE MORNING EXERCISES

The daily morning exercises,* which are nearly always given by

the pupils, are the means by which the more interesting phases of

classroom work and other activities are presented to the rest of the

school. Sometimes a whole class takes part, sometimes a smaller

group; occasionally a single pupil carries through the entire exercise.

Children of every grade, from the youngest to the oldest, share

in this rather pleasing form of public instruction and entertainment.

The subject-matter is biographical, scientific, historical, literary,

dramatic, industrial, and the demand on the pupil is that he shall

express his thought clearly and interestingly. For the time, he is a

public speaker ; he has a message and an audience. He rarely memor-

izes the words that are to convey his thought; usually he prepares

himself carefully and trusts his utterance to the occasion. Now and

then an impromptu exercise is given, and now and then there is an

open "poetry exercise." A special occasion, like May Day, requires

the cooperation of all the pupils of the school, who make honest and

often effective efforts to celebrate lyrically the beauty and joy of the

springtime.

As the Recorder furnishes a means of bringing the writer into

relation to the school community, so the morning exercise constitutes

a sort of platform for the speaker, while the Forum opens doors for

both writer and speaker. How serviceable these devices are in the

vitalizing of what is called English will be clear to any teacher who

knows the tendency of class work to become mere recitation, and

writing to take the form of "composition" exercises.

"The Morning Exercises are fully treated in Vol. II of the Year Book.
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PREFACE

There has been a break of two years in the publication of the

Francis W. Parker School Year Books. This was due to the fact

that the faculty deemed a new and radically improved course of study

necessary, and voted, in the fall of 1915, to devote the faculty study

iind meeting time as far as possible to the preparation of a representa-

tive school curriculum, with a view to publishing it as the fifth Year
1)00K.

The entire faculty was divided, according to their own choice,

into the following connnittees : Committee on English, Committee on

Foreign Languages, Committee on Science, Committee on History,

Committee on Handwork, Committee on Art, and the Problems Com-

mittee. This latter committee set out to find real problems, arising

naturally in the lives of the children, and to make these problems the

basis of the course of study. It reported to the faculty in a series of

meetings, and at the end of the year presented plans for reorganizing

the work of the school.

While these plans provided opportunity for the exercise of a large

measure of initiative and choice on the part of the pupil and the devel-

opment of a scheme of self-government in the high school, they did not

seem immediately practical in their entirety. The faculty discussions

were stimulating and instructive, and influenced strongly current class-

room teaching and the work of the other committees, but it was found

at the end of the year that there was nothing ready for publication.

Of the other reports, that of the science committee was nearest

to completion; and its members were asked, if possible, to get the

science curriculum of the school in shape for publication in June,

1917. Other matters of pressing importance for faculty consideration

again delayed the work, so that the fifth Year Book is not being

issued until July of the current year. It is hoped that this volume

will prove useful to teachers of science in many schools, not as a

finished, static product, but as describing the way in which one im-

portant type of human experience and study is dealt with in one school.

It is proposed that in the sixth Year Book an attempt be made

to show how the World War for Freedom has influenced the class-room

work and activities in our school. The title of tliis book will probably

be Education During War Time.

June, 1918.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE ORGANI-
ZATION OF THE COURSE IN SCIENCE

The chief value of an}^ course of study is that it provides a good

point of departure for new attempts to improve the choice of materials

and the methods of instruction. It embodies the best that has been

accomplished, clarifies the situation, and makes possible further

progress. Any tendency to crystallize the methods of working, or to

fix the content of subject matter, is to be avoided. Therefore, the

course in science which is presented in this year book is looked upon,

not as a finished piece of work but as a stepping-stone to better science

teaching. It is not a curriculum which has been written by a few in

authority with the expectation that teachers will slavishly follow it,

but it is the result of a number of years of independent, experimental,

and developmental work in all the grades of the school. For this very

reason it may be criticized as somewhat incoherent and lacking in

logical development from grade to grade, faults which made-to-order

curricula usually lack. This criticism is not dismissed as unimportant,

for it indicates the direction in which future improvement n\ay be

sought and secured all the more easily, by reason of the work which

the preparation of this course of study has involved.

The first step in formulating the course in science was to draw

up a statement of the general principles which were to control the

work. This formulation of principles, after discussion and revision

was accepted by all members of the science committee as a tentative

basis on which to proceed. When the work was nearly complete, the

statement of fundamental principles was again critically examined

and further revised in the light of what had been accomplished. The

final revision, which follows, has been presented to the faculty as a

whole and approved by them.

I.

The science course shall be organized about those problems and

activities of the child which call for study, investigation, and ex-

periment in the fields of physical- and natural science.

(a) The problem basis for organization of the science course

does not mean that the logical or formal organization, so prominent
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in most curricula will be lost to sight, but that the logical organization

will be subordinated to the natural or psychological organization,

based on activities and needs. It is reasonable to suppose that if the

problems are adequate in number and scope, and properly worked out,

the need for formal and logical organization will be felt and developed

naturally in the course of the work, rather than made the artificial

starting-point for it.

(h) The problems of the course, as worked out, should make the

pupil conscious of fundamental scientific principles, thus preventing

scrappiness and making for the proper organization of the science

work.

(c) While the problem basis for the course insures a content

with a direct appeal to the pupil, it does not follow that the full or

larger values of the work will be apparent at the outset. The work

as it develops should produce a growing appreciation of its larger

value.

(d) The problems chosen should provide for a certain amount

of overlapping, so that information gained in connection with one

problem will be used in the solution of others, and the experience

gained in one grade utilized in the work of the next.

(e) The course, in addition to formulating these problems,

should supply needful data, lists of material, sources of information,

and directions for their solution.

II.

The science course shall provide abundant opportunity for the

pupil to acquire a rich and varied experience through actual contact

with real materials. Informational topics and discussion shall give

place, whenever possible, to experiments, to the handling of materials,

to the working with apparatus, to the acquiring of first-hand ex-

perience on which inferences and conclusions may properly be based.

(a) Discussion without a proper basis of experience, and in-

ferences based on guess work, lead to a destruction of real interest

and tend to establish habits of thought which are intellectually and

morally dangerous.

(h) Programs must be sufficiently fiexible to make possible the

widest use of the shops, the laboratories, the garden, and of excur-

sions for experimental and observationalwork.
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(c) The care of pets and animals in the graderoom, or on the

school grounds provides projects of especial value. This work develops

individual and social responsibility and secures a wholesome contact

with animal life which Avould otherwise be absent from the experience

of many children.

(d) Each grade will require special science apparatus, aquaria,

work-benches, sand- and delta-tables, and materials of great variety.

Space to store and to use freely this equipment is indis])cnsable.

III.

The teaclier's freedom, individuality, and preferences, sliall be

gi\eji wide range in the matter of developing the problems suggested

in the science course, and in finding new and better ones.

(a) The science curriculum should be flexible and dynamic, con-

stantly developing and improving, not fixed and static. Towards this

end the teachers actually engaged in carrying on the work are best

able to detect weaknesses and suggest improvements. These teachers

therefore must take an important part in the preparation and framing

of any syllabus or course of study in science.

(h) It does not follow that teachers should be free to follow mere

personal opinion or that they should indulge every whim in modifying

the course of study. They should expect to justify every innovation

by sound reasons and prove by the results obtained the worth of their

ideas.

IV.

Specialized science has little or no place in the curriculum of the

elementary school.

{a) Elementary biology, botany, physics, chemistry, etc., should

not be taught as such, but much material drawn from these several

sciences will contribute to the satisfaction of the child's interests and

the solution of his problems. The necessary elements from these

special sciences will thus be fused by these interests and problems

into an organic whole, and not remain a composite of fragments taken

from the divisions of specialized science.

(b) The problem if properly chosen, developed, and carried out,

will enable the child to gain a fund of experience and knowledge which

can be stated in terms of specialized science, and so the adequacy and

completeness of the course can be estimated.
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(c) The problem basis of organization will by its very nature

prevent specialization. Few problems will be found which. lie wholly

inside the limits of a single specialized science.

V.

The natural interests of children in the elementary school call

for the study of plant life, animal life, climate, foods and food supply,

rocks and the soil, earth forms, and of simple machines and mechanical

forces. Many of the problems involved are geographical, or have

geographical causal relations. The work will gain in continuity,

effectiveness, and coherence, if these relations are emphasized.

(a) The organization of a comprehensive course in science, on

the basis of large projects with subordinate problems, experiments,

and the like, requires the inclusion of geography as an integral part

of the course of study, and makes possible problems of a more varied

character and of wider scope. It also makes for a simpler and more
flexible school program.

VI.

The science course shall be -continuous throughout the eight

years of the elementary school, and furnish a proper basis and back-

ground of experience for the high-school courses in specialized science.

(a) The problems of the pupil constantly require the study of

science and the development of scientific methods of study in order

to find their solution. For this reason, science study rightly belongs

in every year of both the elementary and the high-school life of the

child.*

VII.

The many connections and correlations which science work has

with other subjects of study shall be indicated as fully as possible in

presenting the course in Science.

(a) Science work demands accuracy of definition, the power to

organize material, the ability to think logically and to express the

thought in clear and concise statements. This training in habits of

thought which underlies clear and exact expression should render,

more effective all the written and oral composition of the school, and

is one of the most important services which science study makes to

the education of the child.

•To give such a course is at present not possible in our high school, on account of
the lack of facilities, as explained in the article on Science in the High School.
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(b) The work in science frequently requires the use of mathe-

matics and so supplies real problems for its stucl3^

(c) Much of the handwork in many grades grows directly out

of the science problems and contributes vitally to their solution.

VIII.

In the elementary school hygiene and physiology shall be taught

in connection with the gymnasium work and preferably by the gym-

nasium teacher. These subjects naturally contribute to each other

—

the work in the gymnasium offering opportunity to apply what has

been learned in recitations in hygiene and physiology, and the latter

serving to make the former more purposeful and intelligent.

(a) It is thought that these teachers will be able to connect

matters of hygiene and physiology with the problems of exercise,

muscular control, proper methods of eating, breathing, etc., so as to

furnish real motive for this study.

(&) The segregated classes will admit of freer and more normal

discussion of certain important problems connected with hygiene.

In the detailed outlines of the science cotirse which follow, it is

hoped that the reader will find the embodiment of the principles which

have been set forth. While the problem basis of organization is shown

throughout the work, it has seemed necessary to retain many topical

headings and divisions, in order to show how the problems and ques-

tions of the pupil naturally classify into topics or units of study. This

also tends to offset the objection most commonly made to problem

or project teaching, that it fails to secure a proper grounding in the

fundamental principles of science and results in a hodge-podge of

unrelated facts and ideas.

In harmony with the second fundamental principle, the emphasis

throughout has been placed on the experimental work as the chief

means of securing that first-hand experience and the actual handling

of materials which is the special contribution of science study to the

education of the child. For this reason, such purely descriptive work

as the picturesque side of geography, the study of peoples and customs,

has been largely eliminated from the outline.

The outcome of the science work in the several grades as well as

its relation to the work in mathematics, English, and handwork is

indicated by the illustrations, by representative children's papers,

recitations and morning exercises.



NATURE STUDY IN THE KINDERGARTEN

Nature experiences in the kindergarten are the outgrowth of

contact with materials brought into the room by teachers or pupils,

or from the observations made during frequent walks in the park

and trips to the country. In the park, easily accessible are a zoo,

large bird-house, conservatory, fountain, garden, the Academy of

Sciences, and the lake shore within a distance of four blocks. The

children are frequently in the country for week-ends, besides spending

the summer months on farms, at the seashore, or in the mountains.

The rich background thus furnished, with the immediate kinder-

garten environment, affords splendid opportunities for developing

definite nature imagery. The collecting instinct is much weaker in.

children of kindergarten age than the instinct to play, but they do

like to pick up things and take them to some interested person, teacher

or parent. Naturally, they do not know what to do with their col-

lections, and this is where the teacher should take hold of the budding

instinct and strengthen it in every legitimate way. We make use of

every appropriate means of expression to help the children build' up
well-defined images of the essential elements of their observations.

The older children can express more than the younger ones, but a

given experience is common to all through conversation, songs, stories,

pictures, specimens, and games. The principal nature centers we fol-

low for a little way are given herewith, together with the activities

associated with them.

Leaves.—The first center growing out of our walks is that of the

falling leaves. We obtain brightly colored leaves with which to work,

and make the impression through the activities of drawing, cutting,

painting, and clay impressions. Appropriate songs are used, and the

poem, Uoiu the Leaves Gome Down.

Bain.—Eain is talked about on some of the first rainy days. We
ask such questions as : Where does it come from ? What does it do

for us? Who likes it? Ehymes and poems about the rain are said,

songs about the rain are sung, and the story of How we First Came

to Have Umbrellas is told. The story is illustrated with clay or by

drawings. Pictures of a rainy day are drawn on the blackboard or

on paper.
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Bulbs.—Bulbs for iiuloor blooming are i)lanted in October. It is

usually the first contact with bulbs that the children have ever had.

The work consists of sifting the earth, mixing in fertilizer, and prop-

erly planting paper-white narcissus and daffodil bulbs. Drawings and
models of the bulbs are made. Drawings are made of the narcissus

and daffodils when in bloom, and plaques of the daffodils are modeled
for paper-weights.

PREPARING THE WINDOW BOXES FOR BULBS

The Fall Harvest.—The harvest idea is .built upon the children's

summer experiences upon the farms, which we vivify by pictuies and

concrete materials. We emphasize what we get from gardens, oi shards,

and fields. We talk about places of storing, using the barn as the

chief center, and how supplies reach our homes through the grocery,

by trains, and by boats. We model the better known vegetables and

fruits; build barns and bins in which to store the modeled fruits and

vegetables; lay out a farm in a sand-tray, and make individual farm!

on smaller trays. Jelly is made as r sample of the way fiuii ii s^'orec
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in our city homes. Stories embodying the ingathering idea are told

and illustrated, and harvest songs are sung.

Seeds.—The seed we usually emphasize is the milkweed, the pods

of which we model, and later we let the seeds fly outdoors. Beyond

this simple experience, seeds make almost no appeal to children of

kindergarten age.

WINTER QUARTER

Winter Sports.—With the first good snow in Januar}', we begin

active winter sports, such as tobogganing, sliding on sleds and ice,

making snow men, and shoveling snow. We look for tracks in the

snow and observe fros't pictures and snow crystals. We build to-

boggans with large blocks, make wooden sleds large enough to use,

and make snow men out doors. Pictures are used to show many kinds

of winter sports other than children can play, the aim being to em-
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phasize the fun winter affords. We have good songs about snowflakes

and snow men, and poems and stories that tell about winter time.

A Game of fox and geese

Animal Life.—Winter walks take us often to the animal- and

liird-house. As a center of interest for several weeks, the animals we

like best are used. These are the elephant, bear, lion, tiger, giraffe,

and camel. The making of a zoo is the unifying purpose, and under

its stimulus the animals are modeled, cut free hand, drawn on tJie

ANIMALS MODELED BY THE CHILDREN

board, and painted. Cages are made from pasteboard boxes. Good

pictures of the animals are cut out, mounted on cardboard, and then
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on small blocks, so they can be used to play with, as the clay models

are too fragile for this purpose. Good mounted pictures of the animals

are about the room; songs about bears, elephants and tigers are sung,

and animal stories and anecdotes are told. The children choose any

animal they like, and as many as they like, which stimulates ob-

servation,

' Sun.—Some time in March, when the power of the sun begins to

b6 strongly felt, we follow up the question. What does the sun do for

us ? It melts the snow, swells the buds on trees and bushes, starts the

grass and pussy-willows. The children illustrate the story of The Wind
and the Sun; sing songs of the sun, daifodils, and pussy-willows;

model and draw the pussy-willows, and make pictures of the indoor

flowers.

SPEING QUARTER

The activities of the spring quarter are centered mainly about

what is happening out of doors.

Wind.—In early April the problem is to find out what the wind

floes for us. It helps in sailing boats, flying kites, drying clothes, and

HLKM

turning mills. The weather-vane shows the direction of the wind, and

helps certain people to know when to do their work. The activities

include making pinwheels of paper to play with out doors; making

sailboats of wood to be sailed on the lagoon or fountain basin ; cutting
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clothes of paper to hang on clothes-lines; washing j)aiiit cloths or

doll-clothes and drying in the wind; folding small sailhoats of paper;

cutting, folding or drawing halloons and kites, and making weather-

vanes of wood or licavv cardI)oard. Tlie stories of The Foolish Wealher-

BIRD-BOXES AND GARDEN TOOLS

Vane and Little Half Gliich are illustrated hy drawings or models.

We use songs about the wind, and Stevenson's poem, The Wind.

MAKING NESTS FOR THE PARK BIRDS

Birds.—We aim to become acquainted with some of tlie birds we

see daily, particularly the robin, bronzed grackle, sap-sucker, red-
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headed woodpecker and yellow warbler. We see many more birds than

these, and the children most interested learn to know some of them.

We look for food, nesting-places, nests, and eggs. We listen for bird

songs and calls; make use of stuffed specimens of birds in our room,

and visit the Academy of Sciences. We use the stories How the Robin's

Breast Became Bed, and The Origin of the Red-Headed Woodpecher.

As our experience enlarges we talk about the good birds do, the

pleasure they give, and what we may do to attract them to our homes.

The children draw, model, and paint nests, eggs, and birds; make
bird-boxes of wood to take home; illustrate stories, and sing songs

about birds.

BUILDING THE GARDEN FENCE

Flowers.—During the winter when the bulbs in the window-boxes

are in blossom, we make pictures or models of them, and thus become

acquainted with the paper-white narcissus, daffodil, and crocus.

Later, we emphasize the tulip and dandelion, and any other flowers

we may have a particular reason for wanting to know. These flowers

are modeled, painted, and drawn. We use them for designs, or decora-

tions for book covers or May baskets. We emphasize the colors and

odors of flowers, first by actual experience and then by sense games.

Sometimes we are able to trace the pollen the bees bring to the hive,

particularly that of the oriental poppy and the dandelion. Suitable

songs and stories help to strengthen these images.
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COMPLETED FENCE AND BED OF PORTULACCA

Garden.—Gardening isn't a natural interest of little children, bnt

digging is. We have gradually reduced the amount of real gardening

to planting a bed of popcorn by the older group of children. This

furnishes a crop to harvest in the autumn when they have entered

first grade, besides being a good seed to handle in planting. The

younger children have planted climbing beans, morning-glories, sun-

flowers, and portulacca about the lunch-room and printing-shop. The

responsibility resulting from such planting is small, yet enough to

initiate them into garden processes. The work includes making garden-

stakes and labels, and, at one time, a garden-fence; laying out

plan of corn-bed in sand-tray; drawing plan of same; staking and

marking hills in the garden ; spading and raking in preparation

for planting; and weeding. We use songs, games, and finger plays to

help build up the processes of simple gardening.

Buds and Leaves.—In the spring we watch their development

through twigs brought indoors and the bushes and trees ouiaoors.

We use the pussy-willow and twigs from the cottonwood, lilac, and

oak. We draw and model the pussy-willow.

Butterflies, Moths, Dragoiiflies.—In the autumn we generally find

the common woolly caterpillars and put them in a cage to watch for

the winter house they make. Usually someone brings in the cocoons

of the cecropia moth. We have had the chrysalises of the monarch
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CLEANING THE YARD WITH THEIR OWN RAKES

and black-swallowtail butterflies and had botli come out in the kinder-

garten. Children are unfailingly interested in this development of

moths and butterflies, and to stimulate their observation, we make

pictures of them by drawing or cutting, and model the cocoons. They

gather, by conversation and observation, that butterflies obtain their

food from flowers. We generally see many dragonflies in the spring,

but do no more with them than call them by name, contrast them

with butterflies, and refute the tradition that they sew up children's

ears.

Earthworms and Ants.—We sometimes prepare a large glass

jar with varying layers of soil, have the children put in earthworms,

cover the jar to keep it dark, and watch the results. We have never

had an ant-colony, but do notice both earthworm castings and ant-

hills on our walks. The children are much interested in the way

robins extract earthworms for their -food.

Bees.—There is a hive of bees in the kindergarten room from

early spring to November. These are placed in a south window, the

lower sash of which is raised about four inches; an extra piece of

wood is fitted under it, with an opening about a foot long and two

inches high. From the hive to this opening, a runway is made of

glass, which fits closely the exit leading outdoors. This furnishes

opportunity to watch the bees as they go and come on their busy

rounds. Under these conditions, bees afford the most normal indoor
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ijiseet life wc have ob.served. ^lot^t of the activities of the bees are too

ditficult for the ciiildreii. to follow, hut thev are greatly interested in

watching the bees move about in the hive and tly to and from it.

Whenever we find bees on flowers in the park, we claim them for ours.

We do see them bring in the pollen, sometimes note the color of it,

and trace its possible source. When the young bees are hatching, we

])lace the trays containing them next to the outside of the hive, so the

cliildrc]! can see some of these activities. The knowledge gaineil con-

sists chiefly of the facts that bees make lioney from flowers, live in

hives, and are interestijig creatures.

OUTCOME

Aside from the physical activities just stated, there arc other

gaii!s from these simple beginnings of life-long interests. Gradually

tbe cliildren are increasing their power to attend; tlieir observations

are being defined; their sympathy and respect for plant and animal

life is enlarged; and they have real joy in gathering the leaves, in

finding the first opening buds, and in watching the robins build their

iiests. Nature interests are an important factor in leading the child

away from himself out into the great life around him. Certainly,

no subject in the kindergarten has greater poi»sibilities for awakening

wonder and laying the foundation for the seeing eye and the hearing

ear.

CHANGE IN PROGEAM

A radical change has been made in the matter of group work in

tbe kindergarten for the year 191T-18. Heretofore the program began

w itli a period about thirty minutes in length, which was devoted to

general exercises with the whole group of kindergarten children seated

about the director. At such times there was singing, exhibits of toys,

and other concrete materials; contributions by the children of their

experiences outside of school; a talk about some phase of the subject

forming the basis of the program, or a story. Follo\ying this, there

was a period of twenty minutes for rhythmic exercises and games.

Then the children were divided into groups, according to age and

ability, and were cared for by different teachers. These teachers

planned what should be done at the table, and chose the material with

which to work. There were two of these group periods; the second

one, being out of doors, afforded the opportunity for many excursions

to the park. The handwork previously given as the result of this
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nature contact was worked out under the direction of the grou[)

teacher. There was opportunity for creative work by the children

and real expression was afforded by this plan of work, but the teacher

chose the general subject and the materials.

This year, we have adopted a plan of allowing the children to

choose what they shall do, and the materials with which to do it, for

a period varying from forty to sixty minutes each morning. Usually

we have a general exercise, as formerly, when we come together for

an interchange of ideas and experiences; but when the children go to

their projects as soon as they arrive in the morning and are too. in-

terested to care to leave them, the general exercise may be delayed or

omitted for the day. With such a plan of work, more material is about

and more time than formerly is needed to put it away; for it is one

of the rules that the children must assist in getting the room in order.

With the plan of .allowing the children to choose what they shall

do for the given period, it follows that the teachers are not making the

demand that they express in some form their nature observations.

The result is, we have much less of that type of expression than

formerly. But what has happened has been very interesting. From
the beginning, children have been bringing in nature materials even

more than usual. We have talked about them and cared for them.

We have needed the insect cage for the caterpillars and cocoons; we

have pressed leaves, strung seeds, and have done some drawing on

the blackboard. All of the marked seasonal changes have been as

interesting as in other years. Because of the great amount of snow

and severe weather, we have had occasion to accentuate more strongly

the poems, stories, and songs about winter. Although there was a

sample sled in the room, only one child wanted to make one, and that

was not a success.

Heretofore, we have emphasized the bird-box when the birds re-

turned in April. This year, early in January, a boy came in one

morning and said he wanted to make a bird-box to take to his ranch

in Montana. There are two sample bird-boxes in the room. The

teacher, to whom the boy made known his wants, said she thought he

would be unable to make a box such as these alone, and suggested a

robin's shelter instead. The boy was satisfied with this substitute,

and proceeded with his project. From time to time other boys have

made these bird-shelters entirely on their own initiative. Recently

a little boy, who had done very crude handwork, announced that he
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wanted to make a bird-box. Upon investigation it proved be didn't

want to make the bird-shelter, but a bluebird-house. To convince the

teacher as to just what he wanted, he got the sample box and showed

her. After some talk on the ways and means of making it, it was

settled that he should have the wood to work with ; and the result has

been a remarkable gain in power in handwork and appreciation for

a piece of work well done.

The first signs of spring, the swelling leaf-buds and the "blossom-

ing grass," as one four-year-old called the first showing of green grass,

are really exciting.

The new regime has not been carried through an entire school

year, but such experiences as these lead us to expect as much real

appreciation and Joy through nature contacts this year as by the

method formerly used.



THE FIRST GRADE

In the first grade, the great problem in nature study is to help

the child understand his environment in its relation to himself; to

help him interpret the phenomena with which he comes in daily

contact; and through observation and simple experiments to enable

liim to know more of the collections he may make. These prob-

lems are related to the fundamental needs of food, shelter and

clothing.

The child has the following centers of interest near at hand

:

The garden ; the farm ; the park, with its trees and flowers, including

two type forms of landscape; the woods; and the lake shore. The

garden study answers such questions as : How are seeds planted ?

What do they need to make them grow ? How do weeds and cultivated

plants differ in growth?

The problems which are considered in the study of the farm

are related to its various activities, the work to be done, its plant and

animal life. Such questions as these are discussed: Where does our

bread come from ? Where do we get our milk ? Where do our fruit

and vegetables come from ?

The lake shore is visited for the purpose of asking such questions

as the following: What does water do to stones? What colors are

found in stones? Where does the water come from that we drink?

A visit to the woods is made for the purpose of collecting leaves

and seeds, and to become acquainted with many trees. This visit is

also to make it possible to realize that a shelter may be made from

brush. The park is also visited in order to study special trees, as the

oak, elm, cottonwood, basswood, and pine, and to recognize familiar

flowers.

Throughout the work, water-colors, drawings, and models in clay

are used to interpret the types of landscape observed, and as a means

of expression of the child's observations.

FALL

The Garden.—The child's first interest in the fall is to find out

what has happened to the popcorn which he planted in the spring
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'.CTIVITIES SHOWING INDIVIDUAL INTERESTS

while iu the kindergarten. Harvesting the corn and husking it raises

the problem of seed distribution. How did trees get planted? What

helps the planting of weeds?

The relation of structure to distribution is brought out through

the examination of the seeds of various trees and weeds. The pupils

observe that maple seeds have wings; that the linden seed is an air-

ship ; that the seed of the bladder-bush is like a balloon ; that the

cockle-burr and burdock have hooks; while the Spanish needle has

spines; and that the seeds of the thistle, dandelion, milkweed, and

goldenrod are like parachutes. They conclude that seeds are scattered

by the wind, water, animals, and people. The question is raised as to

what seeds people plant, and why?

Foods.—The general question here is, where does our food come

from? Lists of foods are made to answer this question, and an ex-

cursion is made to a model farm.

(o) Farm Animals.—The children observe the horses, cows, pigs, sheep,

calves, colts ; the ducks, geese, turkeys, and hens. They learn how the ani-

mals are cared for, and what food they need. They feed the hens and pigs.

{b) Storehouses.—Barns, corn cribs, silos, hay and straw stacks, bins",

with their stores of wheat, oats, and corn are noted.

{c) Farm Machinery.—The mower, hay-rake, hay-stacker, reaper, plow,

and corn-cutter are observed and distinguished.
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Preparation For Winter.—The preparation for winter is the final

fall topic. The questions considered here are : How do people prepare

for winter—clothing, food, fuel ? How do animals prepare for winter-

—

thicker fur and hair ? How do trees and plants prepare for the winter ?

Where- do worms, toads and insects live? What do the birds do?
In this connection, we study the poem. The Swallow.

WINTEE

At this time of the year, light, heat, and cold are influences which

are strongly felt, and are the first impressions leading toward a study

of the seasons and their causes. Seasonal differences are expressed

through water-color drawings.

Light.—The shortened day brings up the need of artificial light.

The children list and draw everything that gives light. They make
candle-holders out of clay and bayberry candles for Christmas.

EsTcimo Life.—The short dark days, deep snow, and cutting winds,

are conditions which enable the child to obtain a sympathetic under-^

THE ESKIMO IGLOO

standing of the climate of the Eskimo. An imaginary visit is made to

Greenland. The play instinct and the imagination are utilized in

making this journey, and New York is reached by traveling on a

train made of benches and a table. A boat is obtained through the
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same medium and provided with food and clothing suitable for the

trip. Lists of canned and dried meats and fruits are written upon the

board, and other necessary foods which will not spoil.

A realistic picture of the arctic region is supplied by means of

many pictures and stereopticon slides, and through the actual ob-

servation of the frozen lake, as seen by the children in passing to

and from school, A visit is made to Lincoln Park, to see the polar

bears, wolves, arctic fox, and Eskimo dogs. We also go to the Field

Museum to see the mounted animals from the north, the musk ox,

seal, walrus, and whale. The exhibits show some of the Eskimo oc-

cupations. The sledges, made of small pieces of wood and bone,

suggest not only the materials used, but the climate as well. The

kayaks, made of skin, show how the Eskimo uses what is nearest at

hand in order to meet his needs. The carvings and drawings on ivory

suggest to the child something of the Eskimo's artistic tendencies, as

well as his patience and skill.

These trips help the child to answer his own questions: What-

does the Eskimo wear? How does he catch animals? How does he

travel from place to place? How does he warm his house? Of what

does he make a fire? Wbat kind of a stove does he use?

An Eskimo village, including the animals on the land and in

the sea, is modeled in clay. Pictures are drawn and painted, and

stories are written describing the pictures. In the play period, an

Eskimo igloo is made of snow. The school leaflets, on Eskimo life,

are read.

Heat-—(a) Thermometers.—The large thermometer from The Daily

Nezvs is used and compared with an ordinary thermometer. The parts of the

thermometer are noted—the wooden back, the numbers, the glass tube, with

its mercury or fluid contents. The reading of the numbers on each side

of the glass tube gives practice in counting by twos.

Experiment—The children place the thermometer in cold water, and

then in hot, watching the effect on the mercury.

(b) The Effect of Cold and Heat Upon Air.

Experiment.—With the aid of the thermometer, we find the differences

in temperature of the air on the floor, near the ceiling, and out of doors.

The childern are aske'd to observe the furnace, or heating-plant at home,

and all observe the furnace at school. This enables them to answer ques-

tions as to how homes are heated and how the schoolrooms are kept warm.

fc) The Effect of Heat and Cold Upon Water.

Experiment.—The children boil water in glass beakers, and observe
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INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS OF HEAT ON WATER

the bubbles. Where do they go? What becomes of the "water dust" or

steam ?

Experiment (performed by the teacher).—A bottle or flask is filled half

full of water, fitted tightly with a stopper and placed over the alcohol lamp

until steam forms in sufficient quantity to force out the cork. Why did the

cork fly out? What work does steam do for us?

This leads us to a simple study of condensation and evaporation. Under

condensation the questions are: What is rain? How does the water get

into the air? What makes the mist you see over lake, pond, or river?

Experiment.—A cold glass is held over boiling water and the condensa-

tion noted. Basins of diflferent shapes, but containing the same amount of

water, are placed in the room. The children observe from which basin the

water disappears the quickest. As a result of this work they see that the

basin with the largest surface exposed to the air dries up first. Application

is made to the drying of clothes on wash-days.

Experiment.—The children place the thermometer in snow and note the

freezing-point. What is snow? What is hail? A bottle is filled full of

water and placed outside to freeze. Why did the bottle break? Why was

the cork pushed out?

Experiment.—Snow and salt are stirred together in glass tumblers until

frost appears on the outside of the tumblers.

(d) Effect of Heat upon Solids.—The class observes that ice melts,

wood burns, and metals become heated.

Experiment.—Steel and copper rods are placed in the flame, to find

which is the best conductor of heat. The ball and ring apparatus is
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obtained from the physics department, and after being used liy the teacher

each child has an opportunity to experiment with it for himself.

Cooking.—Apples and potatoes are cooked out of doors, in a

brick oven made by the children. The effect of heat upon cereals is

brought out when cornmeal, cream of wheat, oatmeal, and barley are

cooked for luncheon. The effect of heat upon sugar is noted in the

making of candy for Christmas. ]\Iaple sugar is made in March and

the rising boiling-point observed on the thermometer during tlie

evaporation.

Cakes, sandwiches, cocoa, and lemonade are made with the social

motive of preparing these things for a luncheon, a grade party, or

a inothers' meeting. Butter, cottage cheese, and ice cream are also

made in the same way. The children learn how to set the table and

serve the articles of food which they have prepared. They wash the

dishes, put them away, and set the room in order.

Crystals.—Frost crystals, snow crystals, and crystals in ice arc

observed, compared, and drawings of them are made. Mineral crystals

of quartz, calcite, and galena are in the room, and their crystal

form is observed in this connection.

Experiment.—Making crystals. Crystals of salt, sugar, alum, copper

sulphate, potassium bichromate and potassium chromate are made in the

following manner : A cup of cold water is placed in a glass beaker and

alum added, as much as will dissolve. The water is then heated with the

alcohol lamp, and it is found that more alum will dissolve in the hot water.

Alum is now added in small quantities until a precipitate forms on the

stirring-rod. Strings or twigs are then placed in the solution, on which

crystals are deposited as the solution cools. Crystals of the other materials

may be prepared in the same way. The apparatus used for this experiment

consists of ring-stand, alcohol lamp, wire gauze and glass beaker.

The following reading lesson grew out of the work with crystals

:

CRYSTALS
We looked at the snow.

We saw little diamonds.

We saw little stars.

They sparkled in the sunshine.

They were snow crystals.

We saw frost on the window.

It looked like a picture.

There were tiny white trees.

There were little white leaves.

These were frost crystals. .
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We found crystals under the ice.

We found crystals in the stones.

The kindergarten had a Christmas tree.

We thought crystals would look pretty on the tree.

We made many kinds of crystals.

We made red, white, orange, yellow, and blue crystals.

They were very bright.

They sparkled in the candle light.

SPRING

Lake Shore.—As soon as the weather is warm enough, a visit is

made to the lake shore, for the purpose of observing and collecting

stones. The children observe the action of the waves, the ripple-marks,

the color of tho sand, as wpII as that of the stones which they

TESTING STONES

collect. The stones collected include, limestone, shale, slate, quartz,

greenstone, and granite. These stones are examined and identified

with reference to color, degree of hardness, and reaction towards acid.

Experiment.—Shells, coral, bone, marble, chalk, egg-shells, and cement

are tested with dilute hydrochloric acid to show lime content.

The questions which come up in the study of stones are many
and varied. Why are some stones smooth and others rough ? Why do

some sparkle while others look like glass? How do holes get in

stones? How are stones made? What uses are made of stones? This
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latter question is carried far ejioiigii to bring out tlie use of stone in

building and street-paving.

Pebble-boxes of wood are made in the sliop to hold the stone

collection of each child.

Indian Life.—At this season of the }'ear, when nature fills the

child with the desire to live out of doors, it seems fitting to study

Indian life. The child's mental imagery is strengthened through the

use of many pictures, and his imagination stimulated through dressing

as an Indian. He becomes for the time a real Indian and desires to

know all that he can learn about the life of the red man. The first

(juestion considered is, Where would the Indian like to live? Through

pictures and stereopticon vieM's, the place is sought where the Indian

would like to live. The plains, prairies, mountains, rivers and the

country around Chicago are considered and compared as to their de-

sirability.

AN INDIAN HUNTING DANCE

The food of the Indian is the next question. What animals did

he use for food? Deer, moose, buffalo, bear, mountain-goat, and small

game animals are thought of as supplying food and serving other

needs of the Indian. The wild animals in Lincoln Park Zoo are

visited. An Indian village is modeled in clay, including most of the

animals studied. The need of the Indian for clothing, for implements,
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and for weapons is considered, and the children attempt to make

weapons like those of the Indian. An excursion to the Field Museum

is made, to get a clearer conception of the Indian's waj' of living and

the materials and methods he used in making his weapons and tools.

RICHARD'S STORY

When we went to the woods I made a bow and arrow.

I got a stick that would bend.

Then I tied a vine to each end of the stick.

I broke ofif a stick about a foot long.

I tried to make a sharp point.

This was my arrow.

The Garden.—Beds for the planting of seeds are measured off

and planned. The children plant corn for the second-grade chickens,

pumpkins to be harvested in the fall and used for Hallowe'en, and

flower-seeds including sunflowers, morning-glories, petunias, and mi-

gnonette. A tree is planted on the school grounds, special trees are

observed in the park, and some of them painted or drawn.

Animal Life.—The birds recognized on our walks and excursions

in the park, are the robin, bluebird, blackbird, woodpecker, bluejay,

yellow warbler, kinglet, flicker, and sea-gull.

A pair of ring-doves is kept in the room, and the birds are

watched and cared for by the children. The following reading lesson

indicates the. character of this work:

f:

DOVES

We have a pair of doves.

They are gray.

They have a little black ring around their necks.

They are ring-doves.

One day we saw two little eggs.

We saw first the mother and then the father sitting on the eggs.

In a little while we saw the baby doves.

They were very little.

They had no feathers.

They looked like yellow balls.

They could not see.

The father and mother took turns feeding them.

They grew very fast.

They were always hungry.

The mother opened her mouth.
;

|
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CARING FOR THE DOVES

THE AQUARIUM WITH TABLE COVER STENCILED BY CHILDREN
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Then the little doves put their bills into the mother's mouth to get their

food.

Soon their little black eyes opened.

Soon they had feathers.

They could flutter their wings.

Now they are out of their nest.

They can eat seeds.
,

We give them water and seed.

Fish, snails, crayfish, and frog's eggs are stndiecl in the school

room. An aquarium is provided for this purpose, and its contents are

under constant observation throughout the year.

Other Activities.—The play period has been utilized in digging

caves in the playground, building a brush house, rolling snowballs,

piling up blocks of ice for an Eskimo igloo, playing in Indian wig-

wams, and building a brick house and oven. These activities are in

keeping with the child's powers, and they satisfy his imagination, as

well as his desire for contact with real things. All of this work fur-

nishes much material for reading, writing, and dictionary work, for

which the children have come to feel a real need and interest.

REFERENCE BOOKS

Rocks and Minerals H. W. Fairbanks (Educ. Pub. Co.)

The Geological Story J. D. Dana (Amer. Bk. Co.)
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Farthest North F. Nansen ( Harper)

The First Crossing of Greenland F. Nansen {Longmans)

Northward Over the Great Ice R. E. Peary (Stokes)

The Cruise of The Corwin John Muir {Houghton)

Reports of the Smithsonian Institution.

Annual Reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology.

The Story of Primitive Man Edward Clodd {McClure-Phillips)

Anthropology Taylor

Origin of Inventions O. T. Mason {Scribner)

Woman's "Share in Primitive Culture. O. T. Mason {Appleton)

North Americans of Yesterday F. S. Dellenbaugh {Putnam)

American Indians F. Starr {Heath)

Indian Boyhood C. A. Eastman {Doubleday)



THE SECOND GRADE

All science work in second grade is social in motive. In scope it

offers opportunity for the care of pets and the study of animals; for

gardening and excursions; for the cooking, serving, preserving, and

testing of food materials ; and for numerous experiments with a variety

of other materials. The science work also offers many opportunities

for experience in the technique of numbers, reading, writing, spelling,

manual training, and the other special arts. One big project, the care

of a dozen chickens, continues throughout the school year. There are

a number of shorter activities, the first one being the preparation for

a school fair, including exhibits of cooking, of summer collections, and

of garden-products. Another activity is the making in clay and wood

of a miniature Ringling Brothers' Circus. As an aid to the modeling

ajid painting of the animals, the children study the habits of the ele-

])haut, camel, lion, tiger, giraffe, etc., in the Lincoln Park Zoo adjacent

to the school. Colonial industries are studied, when the children are

planning a colonial play and party for the senior class. The experi-

mental work with minerals, begun in the first grade, though not treated

as a special unit, is nevertheless included in the solution of a number

of problems. In principle, however, all the activities in second grade

help to extend the scope of the experiences created during the work

of the previous year. The work in detail follows.

ACTIVITY I—THE SCHOOL FAIR

The impetus given in first grade to the collecting instinct is stim-

ulated further by the request at the end of the year that each child,

during his vacation, make or collect something of interest to display

at the County Fair in October. The children, therefore, return in the

fall carrying packages bulging with materials ready for instant atten-

tion. Necessarily, Fair work begins at once.

(a) Summer Collections—
1. Showing to grade collections of stones, shells, mountod insects,

pressed flowers, sheaves of grain, walnut-hulls, sumach-heads,

kodak-books, etc.

2. Drawing pictures of places visited, relating experiences, answering

questions, and exchanging information.

3. Labeling exhibits and planning final disposition, as home, museum,

grade use, etc.
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(b) Fall Harvest—
1. In the garden.—Harvesting corn, sunflowers, and pumpkins in school

garden. Selecting prize plants, digging up tallest cornstalk;

largest sunflower plant, and longest pumpkin-vine. Collecting

curious and interesting specimens such as blighted ears of corn,

cobs with undeveloped grains, tiny silky ears, undeveloped pump-
kins, insect pests, etc.

2. Class work.—The garden work is followed by several informal group
lessons, so that children may have a further chance to ask ques-

tions about their specimens and to show them to each other. The
information gathered covers points something like the following:

Cause of fungus growth on corn.

How worms get inside the husks.

Use of corn-silk and of tassels to the plant.

Use of prop-roots on cornstalks, of tap-roots on pumpkin-

vines'.

Why interior of cornstalk is fibrous, while interior of sun-

flower head is thick and spongy.

Ways that insects destroy plants.

3. Measuring the harvest.—Husking corn with old-fashioned husking-

pins; shelling and measuring corn for exhibit; seeding sunflower

heads; measuring, drying, and measuring again; labeling pump-

kins, for Halloween, Thanksgiving, home, etc.

(c) Home Pets—

Finding out kind of pets children wish to exhibit and planning ways

of making them comfortable.

(d) Morning Exercises.

Recalling and organizing interesting experiences in garden work for

grade contribution to school exercise on Crops.*

ACTIVITY II—CHICKEN PEOJECT—FALL QUARTER

Statement of General Management. . The flock each year is a new

one, ordered by the children and paid for with money advanced by the

school office until this indebtedness can be settled with money got from

the sale of eggs. The daily work at the henhouse, for convenience and

economy of time, is done through committees, children serving twice

a day in groups of two. A special teacher always accompanies them,

for though keen in interest, they are weak in judgment and experience.

The committee reports to the grade each day, at a short period set

aside for tliis purpose, but whenever a problem requires a longer dis-

cussion, it is continued during the next science period, and when finally

'Year Book, Vol. IV, page 24.
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settled, the task involved is again handed back to the group for execu-

tion. For example, a self-feeding hopper planned by the grade is made

by a committee in manual-training time. The children love this flexi-

bility of method. They feel their problems are important and business-

like. They perform their duties with sincere pleasure and remarkable

carefulness and show in many ways that their dozen hens are a cher-

ished possession. The order of the work follows

:

(a) Getting Things in Order for the Flock—
1. At hen-house.—Open and air house; see that proper light, sunshine,

and ventilation are provided. Sweep floor, wash nest-boxes,

perches, and dropping-boards with hose.* Repair articles,

sprinkle lime around, and ask janitor to whitewash walls.

2. In shed.—Clean and air grain-bin, oil padlock, and put on new hinges

if needed. Hang all tools, pails, etc., on nails provided for the

purpose, and stop all mouse- or rat-holes.

3. In runway.—Nail grit-hopper in position. As precaution against lice,

prepare a sanitary dust-bath for hens, using following formula

:

One pound powdered sulphur, one pound slaked lime, one bushel

sifted ashes.**

4. Experimental work.—What is lime? Recall acid test for limestone

made in first grade; apply test to oyster-shells. Make lime by

heating oyster-shells or limestone. Slake some lime from barrel

in chicken-shed.

What is sulphur? Taste, feel it, and burn it. Smell before and while

burning. In what way is sulphur used at home?

(b) Learning to Supply the Needs of the Chickens—
1. Observations.—Recalling observations made on first-grade excursion

to farm and vacation experiences in country.

2. Food lists.—Listing available food resources; corn, sunflower seeds,

and scraps from school kitchen. Planning home contributions,

such as apple peelings, cabbage and lettuce leaves, parsley and

celery tops, and meat bones for grinding in bone-grinder.

3. Writing orders.—Learning to write orders, for bags of bran, bales of

hay, bags of mixed grain, etc.

4. Farm excursion.—Excursion to farm for winter supply of food. A
large corn shock is pushed apart, the ears hunted out, packed in

bags, and the stalks left in an orderly pile for the farmer to use.

Heads of cabbage are also bought for green food.

5. Storing supplies.—Corn is husked, tied in bundles, and hung in school

attic to dry, after which it is shelled and stored in mouse-proof

can3. Cabbages are buried in school garden for spring use. The

•Furniture for chicken-house is light and movable.

**For dirty work, such as sifting ashes, the children wear large aprons and a

head covering. The wagon used for hauling articles was contrived by a former class

and built upon a set of old baby-carriage wheels.
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following reports, written for the Parker Weekly, describe this

experience

:

First we dug a hole, one yard wide and one yard deep. Then
we put a box into the hole. Then we put some straw and paper

in the bottom of. the box, and then we put the cabbage in. Then
we covered it with boards.

Jack.
* * *

It is March. If we do not dig up the cabbage before it gets

warm, it will rot. So we went with Mr. Miller to where it was
buried. The boards were frosted, and it was hard to dig. The
cardboard was frosted, and the earth was frozen and hard. The
cabbage had not rotted. The leaves are for the chickens.

Margaret.

MODELS OF CLOSED NESTS

THE FINISHED NESTS

6. Grit.—Learning why chickens need grit and where to find it. Cut

open a gizzard, note contents, wash and count number of stotles
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found. Why are there so many? Plan ways to save money by

collecting sand and gravel from the lake shore, by collecting char-

coal from bonfires along shore, by bringing from home clam and

oyster-shells, pieces of broken dishes, dried egg-shells, etc., to be

pounded up at recess time.

7. Models.—Planning models of self-feeding grit-hopper, closed nests

and water-fountains. Discuss hoppers, nests, etc., seen on farms.

Make drawings and cardboard models at home, and construct

articles in shop according to plan decided upon in class.

The following is a stenographic record of a report period fol-

lowed by a discussion of models for drinking-fountains.

Grade teacher (to Miss B., zvho superintends children's work at the hen-

house). It looks today as if we had several more suggestions for water-

MODELS AND DIAGRAM OF DRINKING FOUNTAINS
(The model to the left is Margaret's, the middle one was made by George, while Justin-

drew the diagram on the . board)

fountains. After the children read their reports, we will listen to a descrip-

tion of the new models.

Barbara (reading). We found four eggs, two in the corner nest and

two in the closed nest. Margaret's water-pan didn't work. We looked to

se.e if there was any straw in it, and there was much of it, right where the

chickens drink. The straw had come inside where the water was, and we
had to clean it out. (Continuing orally.) After we cleaned it out and put

fresh water in, we put a box on the ground and set the water-pan on it. We
did that so the straw would not get in. I should think that the people who
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go out this afternoon would like to see if there is any straw in the pan.

Margaret. I don't see how the straw could get through.

Barbara. I saw it.

Jim. I will tell you how it could get in. The chickens were scratching

around.

Margaret. I know it could not have gotten through the hole, because

the hole is so small you can scarcely see it. It may have been in the can.

Barbara. Maybe they kicked it in.

Grade teacher. I think Margaret is right. The chickens could not kick

straw into the can unless the child who filled it with water was very slow in

putting the lid on. The real danger in her plan is that straw will get into

the water after it flows through the hole into the open pan, and to set the

fountain on a box was a good idea. Philip, will you read your report?

Philip (reading). We found a piece of brick and some sticks in the foun-

tain. We asked the children not to throw bricks or sticks or anything in

the fountain, because it might easily hit a hen and kill her. If we find any

more, we will put up a sign.

Jim. They ought not to throw stones or sticks, because it might break

an egg, you know.

Grade teacher. I am sorry the wire fence isn't higher. In the old run-

way nothing like that could happen. Of course we can put up a sign if you

think it is needed.

Miss B. We ought not to put up a sign unless it is really necessary.

People will think we are fussy. Jim has something more to tell.

Jim. It is important, too. You better not go down that door by the fire

escape, because we tripped there yesterday and cracked a whole egg.

Grade teacher. Thank you, Jim. (Addressing Mr. M., who has just en-

tered the room.) George and Justin have made some models which they wish

us to see. May we use your period to hear about them? Perhaps you can

help us decide upon them.

Mr. M. Certainly. I should like to stay.

Grade teacher. George, you may show your model first.

George (coming to front of room). Well, here are two pans.

Mr. M. But what are you making, a cake?

George. I am making a model of a water-fountain. I took two pie-tins

and I took a can-opener, and I cut a hole so I could put a jar in and then a

hole for the hen's head, and then I got another tin to put under it. Then, in

the pantry, I just got the right bottle to fit in there, and then with a knife

I chopped a rough place on the edge of the bottle so the water could come

out. I am going to make this bigger and put more holes in it.

John B. I should think if a hen put her head through the hole there she

would cut her head on the tin.

George. But this is only a model. I am going to make a better one.

Ann. If it were made out of wood it would not cut the hen.

Justin. If you made it of wood, the little pieces of wood would fall

off and get into the water, and the chickens would drink them.

George. I could make it of two pieces of wood.
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Justin. Then why don't they have wood pipes in the city, if the wood
would not break off ?

Mr. M. I will tell you something. A long time ago, in the city of Chi-

cago, they had wood pipes in the street instead of iron pipes.

George. They would rot.

Mr. M. No, so long as there was water in them they would not rot.

But the city, found it was cheaper and better to use iron pipes.

Barbara. George, are you going to have glass in your real fountain?

George. Sure.

Barbara. But suppose (touching the bottle) it falls over and breaks?

George. But the hole is not going to be so loose.

Barbara. Don't you see that wood is lighter than glass, and that would

make it fall over.

George. The real one would be bigger—it would look just li' -; an aero-

plane.

Miss B. Mr. M., if this model were larger, do you think it would work?

Mr. M. I think it would work beautifully.

Grade teacher. George has done some good work, and I am proud of

him. Justin is waiting to explain his picture.

Justin. This is a pan with a lid on it, fastened at the top to a pulley and

there is a spring down here and when the chicken steps on this spring, she

pushes it down and that raises the lid, and when rhe gets off, the lid will close

down again.

Grade teacher. I once saw a grain-hopper tiiat worked with a spring.

Mr. M. If I were a chicken and saw a spring like that, I would not get

on it.

Justin. But there is going to be a board over it.

Mr. M. Oh, then there is to be a little platform, and the spring is under

the platform. How high is that platform going to be from the ground?

Justin. Just as high as the spring will let it go. The spring will come
up three or four inches.

Gertrude. I should think the hens might be afraid. Chickens frighten

quite easily.

Justin. But the spring would not come up as quick as you think it would.

It would be the right kind of spring.

Jane. She might not have enough sense.

Justin. But she would come there, and very naturally she would learn

it. The hen would go there once in a while and she would get the water.

Henry. She would learn how to do that—like the closed nest. There

is only one door to get in. She will learn to step on the board.

Miss B. I think a hen very soon gets accustomed to a thing of that

kind.

John B. You ought not to have it up against the wall. There would be

a row of chickens around, and they would get the water all at once.

Justin. If it wasn't next to the wall, it would be next to the fence.

Mr. M. Suppose there were a number of chickens standing around the

fountain, and they had their heads in that place drinking and the hen on that
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board should step off? What would happen then?

Justin. But they would never go there if it was crowded—they wouldn't
if it once happened.

Grade teacher. Mr. M., do you think it is possible for Justin to make
such a fountain?

Mr. M. I question very much whether the chickens will want to drink

from that fountain. It might frighten them. I think Jane had the right idea.

Justin. But they really wouldn't know, because it would come down
slowly.

Grade teacher. Do you plan to make the fountain at home or at school?

Justin. I will make it at home.

Grade teacher. If Justin will make one, we shall be glad to try it, just

as we are testing Margaret's fountain now.

Kendall. Well, what if the chicken comes along here and the spring

doesn't work?
Justin. But I would make it so it would work.

Kendall. Well, see here. This is one thing—people make au':omobiles

to run, but sometimes they don't run, and it might be the same with the water

fountain.

Justin. But automobiles are not made with springs and cans.

Grade teacher. I think, however, that Kendall's caution is a good one.'

Justin. But every once in a while we would oil it up.

Grade teacher. The idea is certainly worth working on. Perhaps your

father will help you make it.

Jim. The chickens will be happy when we get all this done.

* * *

8. Observations on molting.—For a week or so mount each day on

paper the feathers brought in from the hen-house, noticing the

color, size, shape, and number of each kind. Bring hen to class,

and identify feathers on chart with feathers on hen's body. Note
way feathers overlap, and compare with fish-scales. Note glossy

appearance of coat. Compare with hairs on head, on hand, etc.

Why is a chicken's coat glossy and oily?

Experiment.—To show that sunflower seeds contain oil, in order to under-

stand why poultry-men feed them at molting time.

Apparatus necessary.—A test-tube fitted with a one-hole stopper and a delivery-tube;
Bunsen burner.

After putting sunflower seeds in the test-tube, heat the tube in the Bunsen

flame and pass the gas which comes through the delivery-tube into a bottle

of water. The children see that the gas condenses and forms a dark oil

which floats on the water.

Questions.—Why is it necessary for a hen to have food which contains

oil? How does the oily coat protect the chicken against rain? How do

canary birds behave when they are molting? Did the ring-doves in first

grade molt?

WINTEE QUAETEK
The chickens purchased each fall are early spring pullets, so that

laying may begin before Christmas, though this rarely happens. No
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doubt the hens have to grow accustomed to their new home, to the

noise of the playgrounds, and to the many little people who care for

them. The children, however, are impatient for the fun of gathering

eggs, and after molting is over are constantly asking, "Why don't the

hens lay?" From various sources they learn that men who keep hens

for eggs know the food-values of different grains, that they stress the

importance of feeding a balanced ration, and that they keep their flocks

active and contented. Experiments with grains, reading-lessons on

methods of feeding, and finally egg-marketing, which by February

assumes the proportion of a flourishing business, constitute this term's

work with the chickens.

(\i) Experimental Problems with Grains—

1. To identify grains used by poultrymen.—Display buiidles of wheat,

oats, buckwheat, and heads of Kaffir corn. Let each child thresh a

head of wheat in his hands, blow chaff away and observe the seeds.

Repeat process with oats and other grains. Which grain is easiest

to thresh? What foods are made from these grains?

To find how many different grains the commercial chicken-food con-

tains, distribute to the class a cupful of the mixed grain. Have
the children sort it into piles, collect these separately, and so deter-

mine the relative amount of each kind of grain. What grain do

the chickens eat in largest quantity? Of what grain do we eat

the most?

2. Testing grains for starch.—Show laundry- and cooking-starch, and

discuss use's. Let children make starch from each and starch

pieces of cioth. Dry and compare results. Apply iodine test to

lumps of starch and to starch solutions which have been made.

Note chemical changes. Test for starch the cereals brought by

children to school. Explain the effect of starchy foods on body.

Is starchy food good for children? For chickens?

:i li^ashing test.—Washing-test to find which grains contain most starch

and gluten. The materials used are wheat flour, rye, buckwheat

flour, cornmeal and oatmeal. Divide class into groups, giving

to each child a quarter of a cup of flour. Tie flour into piece of

cheesecloth, and wash bag in bowl of water. Squeeze bags dry,

open, and compare results. Which crumbles? Which is sticky?

Which will pull? Explain what gluten is. Which grain contains

most gluten? Which contains least gluten? Do our chickens

need gluten?

Examine bowls of water and pour off the clear water. What
remains? Pour all starch from corn-meal bowls together. Com-

pare with results from other groups. From which grain did we

get most starch? Least starch? Which grain do we feed most

to chickens? Are we feeding wisely?
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CORRELATED READING

F. W. Parker Leaflets on methods of threshing grains; en chicken-

foods and methods of feeding, mixing hot 'mashes, ways of

sprouting oats, feeding to give exercise, etc.

(b) Eggs—
With great joy, the children give the first egg to the principal, and for

weeks after they eagerly buy the eggs for gifts to parents and to

friends. Later, accounts are opened with teachers and pupils of

other grades, and at the end of each school month the class make
out egg-bills, collect the money, and receipt for same. Two of the

egg-bills follow.

Miss Hendry's Egg Bill for February

1 egg $ .06

2 eggs 12

3 eggs 18

Paid
'

Clerk,

Richard Carter, Second Grade Store

Marianne's Egg Bill for April

1 egg : $ .04

2 eggs 08

3 eggs 12

4 eggs 16

5 eggs 20

6 eggs 24

7 eggs 28

8 eggs 32

Paid Clerk,

Jane Finn, Second Grade Store

Eggs Gathered During Winter Quarter, 1918

January 33

February 143

MarcH 173

Total : 349

About this time an excursion is made to South Water Street,

to watch the men candle and sort eggs, and to visit a cold-storage

plant. In this way the children get a better appreciation of the

value of a perfectly fresh egg and an understanding of the terms

firsts, seconds, etc., as used in market quotations, which they cut out

and bring to school, in order to help decide the selling price of their

eggs. The following stories and poems were written this year for

the Parker Weekly:
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SOUTH WATER STREET
We went down to South Water Street. A man opened a box of lemons,

to show us how they were packed. There were some very big Spanish onions.
We went into the rooms where they ripen bananas. It was very hot. We
saw a man looking through eggs with a strong light. We took two of our
eggs, and he said they were strictly fresh. The rotten eggs were black and
watery inside.

Marg..ret.
THE FRESH EGG

I brought it home in my pocket. I cooked it. My mother helped me. I

ate it. It was good.
j^^^

ORIGINAL POEMS
Goldie has a cosy nest,

Where she lays her eggs in rest.

* * *

When the yellow sunshine comes,

Chickens like to play.

Scratching in the ground for food,

And sometimes in the hay.

LETTER FROM A FORMER MEMBER OF SECOND GRADE
Cambridge, Mass., Mar. 16, 1918.

Dear Aunt M.—I have 13 hens. They lay 6 to 10 eggs a day. Today I

put in half a barrel of sawdust. The chickens cleaned themselves in it. In

January, I got from 4 or 5 to 8 eggs a day. Some of the days when they laid

8 eggs, the weather was 10 degrees below zero. The hens are all well. I

want you to tell me about the chickens at the Parker School. I am getting

more eggs than any of my neighbors. Love from,

Wallace.

SPRING QUAETER

The culminating feature of the chicken project should be the care

of the baby chicks. But the thoughtful and systematic supervision

given at the hen-house during the previous terms has never been pos-

sible in the spring, and so, to insure safety to the chicks, and to pre-

vent callousness on the part of the children, because of responsibilities

inadequately performed, the entire flock, when the chicks are about a

week old, is sold to children in the grade or in the school, and the

chicks are sent at once to their country homes. The class, however,

get much pleasure and profit from the experience of planning for the

chicks and of watching them hatch.

(a) Planning How to Make a Sitting Hen Comfortable—
1. The Nest.—In class discussion, the pupils decide that the nest must

be large enough for air and comfort, easy to clean, light in weight,

and enclosed to keep laying hens away. Stationary receptacles for
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water and grain are provided, so that hen will not get restless

between children's visits.

2. Selecting Eggs.—This involves deciding whether we shall buy eggs

or use our own; the saving of the largest and best eggs for the

setting, so that chicks may be strong and healthy; and finally de-

ciding the correct number to put under the hen.

3. Food.—The problems are: What constitutes the best food for a

sitting hen? -How often should she be taken off the nest? For

how long a time should she stay off from the nest? What daily

exercise should she have?

The following written* reports were made by the children to the

class on their return from the chicken-house. The brief written state-

ments were of course supplemented by oral explanations. Growth in

power of expression is very evident from quarter to quarter.

FALL

I put a catch on the shed-door. Henry.
* * *

I put the shelf up. Carl.
* * *

We nailed the hopper up on the fence. Jane.
* * *

I washed the bin. The grain and liran had come. j^^^
* * *

We put a roof on the nest that Peggy and Richard had nailed up in the

run. Marianne.
* * *

I dug a path in the mud so the water could drain away from the shed.

Jack.
WINTER

We were going to hang up some celery, but it froze in the pan before

we could get it out. We gave some alfalfa instead.

* * * Peggy.

One egg was in each open nest, and three in the closed nest. We gave
the hens some scraps, celery and grain, grit, and an ear of corn.

* * * John M.

We found five eggs today. Sometimes the eggs are warm when we gather

them. They are different colors. Some are brown. Some are tan colored.

Some are white. Dorothy.
* * *

I found potato'es and carrots, corn-bread, meat, eggs, rice, rye and wheat-

bread in the scraps. John B.

*A list of the words that children ask for when writing their daily reports is kept,
studied for spelling-lessons, and the children (using their rubber-stamp outfits) print
the pages of their chicken dictionaries, which they refer to when writing. Later, these
words are incorporated into their individual dictionaries.
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SPRING.
We hung up six ears of corn for Saturday and Sunday. We went into

the shed. Suddenly we heard a big noise in the chicken-house. We went in

and saw that the corn had come down and frightened the chickens. We gave
them some grain, and they were all right. Margaret

* * *

We got eight eggs. Goldie was on the nest. I gave the chickens some
coarse grit. We need some pebbles. The children can find them on the lake

shore. We saw a mouse under the l)in. We think it would be a good plan

to set a trap. * * * Dorothy.

We scraped some black soil out of the holes in the garden to sprout oats.

We planted oats in the box of soil. We want someone to water them every

day. There is a leak in the roof of the shed. Somebody should mend it

after school. Henry.
* * *

Charlotte and I set the sprouted oats down in the run. At first the

chickens did not know how to eat them, but one smart hen got in the box and
pulled them up by the roots. Peggy.

* * *

I went to the hen-house, and there were two hens in the closed nest.

I patted one of them, and then I took four eggs out of the nest, so that we
got seven eggs altogether. After school I went to the hen-house again, and

I found one egg, so there were eight. J.ane.
* * *

We have two sitting hens now. Eleanor is the second one. We got

seventeen eggs. Nick said that thirteen were laid Saturday and Sunday, and

we got four this morning. John.
* * *

Eleanor has been sitting two weeks and one day. I showed her some
whole corn, but she would not get off her eggs. I gave her a drink.

Charlotte.

ELEANOR AND HER CHICKS
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When we came out, we found that Eleanor was off her nest. We looked

in the run, and there she was, all wet. Is it safe to have a sitting hen get

wet and then sit on her eggs ? Barbara.
* * *

The chicks are hatching. First I saw one little wee head stick out under
the mother's wings. Then I saw two heads stick out, a little brown one and
a little yellow one. One little chick said to me, "When am I going to have

my lunch? Am I going to have it with the other chickens?"

M..RIANNE.

REFERENCES
Principles and Practice of Poultry Culture, J. H. Robinson. ...(Ginn).

Productive Poultry Husbandry, Lewis (Lippincott).

U. S. Government Poultry Bulletins.

ACTIVITY III—COLONIAL PLAY AND PAETY FOE
SENIOES

The setting for the colonial stories is gotten largely from

:

(a) Colonial Pictures.—Showing homes; ways of heating and lighting;

ways of traveling; dressing; spinning and weaving.

(b) Experiments with Colonial Articles.—Trying to warm feet over a

foot-warmer filled with coals from furnace, to warm blankets with

a bed-warmer, to read by candle Hght, to make thread from wool,

to spin with spindle and distaff. Excursion to Hull-House museum,

to see primitive spinning and weaving.

(c) Observation of Coins, Dishes, etc.—Especially those made from copper,

brass, pewter, iron, silver, and lead.

Experiments.—Casting in clay-molds pine-tree shilling souvenirs for

seniors, made from broken toys, such as lead soldiers. Dyeing thread for

bags to be given to mothers who helped with colonial party.*

Experiments to show colonial methods of dyeing.—Dyeing with cop-

peras and iron salts (made from nails rusted in water and vinegar) ; dyeing

with copperas and lye made in ash-hopper filled with hard-wood ashes.

Dyeing with burnt copperas and lye; with onion skins, maple-bark,

walnut-hulls, sumach, peach-leaves, and sometimes with indigo, madder,

cochineal, and aniline dyes,

CORRELATED READING

Weavers and Other Workers, by Jennie Hall (Rand McNally).

ACTIVITY IV—MAKING OF MINIATITEE CIECUS

The second grader who does not attend the Eingling Brothers'

Circus is a rarity. Before the thrill of that experience has faded, the

children's creative powers are directed toward the making in clay and

wood of a miniature circus to show to the kindergarten children.

'Instead of weaving bags as usual the grade knitted for the Red Cross.
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KNITTING BONNETS AND BLANKETS FOR THE

Dressed, in improvised costumes, they tell their small auditors some

daring exploits connected with the capture and taming of their trained

animals, such as the camel, elephant, lion, tiger, and giraffe.

Excursions to the Zoo in Lincoln Park.—The Superintendent of the

Zoo allows the class to see special feedings of the animals, and personally ex-

plains and answers questions.

In class, the children study characteristic movements, habits, ways of

catching, taming, and training animals, as well as the domestic use of the

elephant and camel.

CORRELATED READING
Just So Stories, R. Kipling (Doubleday)

Jataka Tales, E. C. Babbitt (Century)

Little Black Sambo, H. Bannerman (Stokes)

Reynard, the Fox, E. L. Smythe (Amer. Bk. Co.)

ACTIVITY V—GARDENING
Assisted by the science teacher, the class dig up, manure, and sow

in oats one end of the poultry runway, which is wired off for this pur-

pose. Next, frames, covered with a strong wire-netting, are laid over

the ground, and when the sprouted oats peep well through the wires,

the chickens are allowed to range. Gourd seeds are planted, to trail

over the playground pavilion, and hollyhock seeds ordered from Mt
Vernon are sown along the fence bordering the poultry yard.



THE THIRD GRADE

The underlying motive of the work in third grade is the be-

gilifeing of the development of a civic consciousness. The problems

upon which all the work of the 3'ear is based are as follows

:

\ I. Why did men start a settlement at this particular place?

''"
V II. Why has that settlement grown into such a large city in so

t';-' short a time?

'•' III. What problems did the people have to solve in changing the

swamps and prairies of one hundred years ago into the

! city of today, and how did they meet them?

IV. What problems are tliere left for us to solve today and

tomorrow ?

In the solution of these problems, all the subjects are so closely

inter-related that it is difficult to pick out any one and say, "This is

science," or "This is history." In fact, some of the material in the

succeeding outline has already been published as part of an outline of

work on tlie history of Chicago. Its repetition here is necessary to a

complete outline of the work in science.

I. Why did men start a settlement at this particular place?

From their readings in history, the children get the fact that

the primary reason for the white men settling here was because it

was a common meeting-place for the various tribes of Indians who

lived in the surrounding region. This at once gives rise to the ques-

tion, how the Indians came to hold their councils here—a question

that can be answered best by science, in the study of the physical

characteristics of the country. By modeling this section of the coun-

try in the sand- or delta-table, and by using a large relief-map of

the United States, the children come to some realization of the

accessibility of Chicago by reason of its situation. They also note

that the various waterways were used as travel routes by the Indians,

French voyageurs, and fur-traders.

Within an hour's ride on the train, we have a good reproduction

of some of .the physical conditions that existed in Chicago when white

men first settled here. Therefore, a trip to the sand-dunes of Indiana

gives us one starting-point for the science work. The abundant life
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A SWAMP AT THE DUNES

in the swamps, both vegetable and animal, furnishes another obvious

answer to the question. Why did the Indians come here ? Plants, such

as the wild rice, besides furnishing food for the Indians, attracted

the game birds in countless numbers; and the birds, as an abundant

food supply, in turn attracted the Indian hunters.

(a) Features To Be Observed on Dune Excursion.

General Character of the Region.

Character of the Vegetation.—Color and falling of foliage.

Character and Indications of Wild Life.—Birds and animals.

Character of Swamp Soil.

Seeds and Methods of Distribution.—Milkweed (air currents)
;

acorns (water currents) ; burrs (animals) ; witch-hazel (explosive

power).

Birds.—Wild ducks, wild geese, snipe, sandpipers, kingfishers, herons,

loons, grebes, red-wing blackbird, yellow-headed blackbirds.

(b) Specimens To Be Collected.

Samples of Soil.—Vegetable mold, sand, clay, gravel.

Swamp Vegetation.—Rushes, cat-tails, wild rice, etc.

Dune Vegetation.—Foliage, fruits, grapes, prickly pears, cranberries.

Seeds.

Animal Life in the Swamp.—Crayfish, snails, turtles, salamanders,

water boatmen, larva of dragon-fly, larva of caddis-fly, minnows, etc.

(c) Supplementary Excursions.

To Skokie Marsh; source of the north branch of the Chicago river:

on Chicago river and branches (to give general idea of water ways in and
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around Chicago)

portage.

drainage canal ; Illinois-Michigan canal ; Chicago

One large aquarium, about 5 ft. x 2 in. x 1 ft. 5 in., and several

small ones, have been stocked at different times with specimens col-

lected on the excursions.

The following reports of various trips, written by the children,

show how, by means of the excursions, the interest and curiosity of

the children is aroused, and a beginning is made in training the

powers of observation.

OUR TRIP TO THE SAND-DUNES

We went to Millers, Indiana, Friday, October 9. We met at the school

at 7 :40 that morning, and went down to the LaSalle Street Station. It took

us about an hour on the train to reach Millers.

**.**«i»
•!»:,
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GENERAL VIEVi^ OF THE DUNES

On the way, we saw some swamps and great quantities of tumble-weed.

The leaves were turning red, and brown, and gold. Many trees were still

green, and many of them were pine-trees.

It was beautiful day for our trip. The sun was shining, and it was
warm. We walked about a mile along the road to the lake. On the way
we crossed the Calumet river. It looked very swampy.

We climbed some dunes, and found a place to put our wraps. We then

started out to see what the country was like. We climbed a high dune

and saw the deep blue water of the lake, swamps, and sand dunes everywhere.
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FUN ON THE DUNES

We found wild grapes, colored leaves, and many different kinds of bone

Helen found a turtle's egg on the edge of the swamp. It was white and

about one and one-quarter inch long. It was oblong in shape. Some of

the boys saw a snake.

After lunch we started to fish. We wanted to get some things for

our aquarium. Many of us had nets and the director had a dredge to use

in the swamps. We caught crayfish, tadpoles, frogs, leeches, newts, rotk-

fish and minnows. We found the larvae of the dragon-fly. We think the

dragon-fly goes through three stages, just as the butterfly does. We are

DREDGING FOR SWAMP LIFE
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going to keep it through the winter and see if it will change. One of the

tadpoles was a bullfrog poll3'wog. The other, we think, will change to a

green frog with gold buttons. We caught two kinds of snails. One was
an oval oblong, and the other a flat coil. We caught whirligigs, water-

boatmen, larvae of the May fly, and water-beetles. We also found four

kinds of water-weeds. There M'as some wild rice in the swamp. Along the

edge of the swamp we found gentians, the bottle gentian and the fringed

gentian. Along the road we found prickly pear and witch-hazel. The witch-

hazel had its flower and fruit on at the same time.

We started home at 3 :15, and had a very good time that day.

CLARK ROAD

We went to Clark Road. We took the Illinois Central and then

changed to the electric car at Pullman. Clark Road is about two miles west

of the lake, and southeast of Gary. We followed the road for a short

distance when we got off the cars, and then turned north into the woods.

We saw some alder-trees on the way. We went to get insects for our

aquarium, but the swamps were dried up. We had a good day for our

excursion. The air was cool and the sky was gray. It was a good day

for walking. Clark Road is very difTerent from Millers. There are no

sand-dunes there, but there are ridges and swamps, and swamps and ridges.

RIDGES

The ridges seemed to. be all sand. We could see that where the railroad

ctit through. On top of the ridge the soil was black. We wondered how
that happened. The trees were mostly oaks. The leaves were a deep red.

Some were ' orange colored and some brown. We brought back many
acorns. The second grade can use them to make acorn flour. Some of the

beautiful green moss we gave to the seventh grade. We found some prickly

pears. We brought back some of the fruit. The golden-rod seeds were

just ready to fly. We saw some milk weed seeds, too. We found horsemint,

wintergreen, witch-hazel, rose-hips, false indigo, bird's-foot violets in bloom

and blazing-star on the ridges. We saw two bee-trees that had been cut

down for honey.

SWAMPS

In the swamps we found swamp-reed and some wild rice stalks. They

both grow ten or more feet high. There were many cattails, and we
picked some.

The wind blew the seeds about in the air, and it looked as if it were

snowing. The button-bush grows along the edge of the swamps. We brought

back two birds' nests that we found on the button-bush. One nest had a

soft lining. It looks as if a little field mouse had made it. We found

several cocoons. They were the cocoons of the Promethea moth. We
brought back some swamp soil. It was very black and fertile looking. We
are going to try to find out why the swamp soil is so different from

the ridge soil.
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ON THE RETURN TRIP

We did not get insects for our aquarium, but we found out many things

about plants in the swamps and on the ridges, and had a very nice trip.

R. H. and M. P.

THE CADDIS-LARV4

The caddis-larva has a little house around him. Sometimes his house

is made of plant-stems and hollow seeds, and sometimes little stones. When
his house is made of plant stems or hollow reeds, he lives in a swamp, but

when his house is made of little stones, he lives in swift-flowing streams.

When he lives in swift-flowing streams, he cannot swim much, but the

things he eats come with the stream.

The inside of his house is very soft. He has two or three hooks at

the end of his body, and he hooks himself in. The caddis-larva eats smaller

animals than he, and he is so juicy that fish like to eat him, and that is the

reason he makes a house around himself. A hollow reed is not so good

as a plant stem, because the plant stem hurts the fish's mouth.

M. P.

A TRIP TO SKOKIE MARSH IN MAY

Winthrop caught some leeches. We found many small crayfish. We
caught some whirligigs in a small net at the surface of the water. We found

many small oval oblong snails. We found fresh water shrimps. We found

the larva of the caddis-fly. We heard and saw frogs. We saw red-winged

l)lackbirds, a sora rail, and a meadow lark. We saw a scarlet tanager,

red-headed woodpeckers, bluebirds, robins, and bluejays. We saw several

garter-snakes. We picked spring-beauties, marsh-marigolds, a few purple

and dog-toothed violets, hepaticas and skunk-cabbages.

G. C.
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LEECHES

The leech has a little pad at each end of its body, which is used for

sucking blood. Years ago doctors used leeches to draw blood from people

who were sick. Occasionally they are now used to draw blood from bruised

or discolored places, like a black eye.

Leeches swim with a wave-like motion. To get around the aquarium

without swimming, a leech fastens its pad at one end of the body to the side

of the aquarium, stretches out, circling the loose end of its body about until

it finds a place to fasten it, then it loosens the first end and again seeks a

place for the loose end.

W. C.

.OUR AQUARIA

In one aquarium we have some newts and snails. The snails have

hatched some eggs. In another aquarium we have a mud puppy. One of

the boys caught it in Geneva. In another aquarium we have a large, white

French snail. French people like to eat them. Mrs. Carley gave him some

lettuce, and he ate nearly all of it. He has now begun to hibernate for the

winter. In another aquarium we have some medicine leeches, and they are

hibernating for the winter and are under the sand. In another aquarium,

we have a catfish, and he is growing. In our big aquarium we have goldfish,

silver-fish, and minnows. On the other side of the glass partition, we have

a turtle, some small frogs, and a bullfrog, but we think the little frogs

are under the sand. In a pan, we have an alligator. Virginia sent it to

us from Florida.
O. T.

OUR BULLFROG

Our bullfrog has not eaten all winter long. Last week I brought a

little frog to school. We put him in the aquarium with the big bullfrog.

Mr. Meyers came in to look at the aquarium, and he said to the bullfrog,

"It's about time you were eating something, old fellow." And the bullfrog

grabbed the little frog by the leg and swallowed him before Mrs. Carley

could stop him. He pushed him into his mouth with his front paws. We
think now that the little frogs which we thought were hibernating were

eaten up. Today Mrs. Carley put a piece of meat on a thread and fastened

it to the top of the aquarium. It fell into the water. When Mrs. Carley

tried to pick it up, the bullfrog grabbed her finger and wouldn't let go.

Then he grabbed the meat and swallowed it. It is easy to feed him now,

with the meat on a thread, as he just pulls it off.

H. A.

The dune excursion gives a physical setting. From this follows

the study of Indians' homes and industries—cooking, hunting, fish-

ing. The result of the trapping and hunting of the Indians was a

wealth of furs, which led to the coming of the fur-traders and the

establishment of a trading-post and fort.
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STUDY OF ANIMALS CONCERNED IN FUR-TRADING

(a) Homes.—Food and covering; their relation to us (beaver, muskrat,

lynx, badger, bear, wolf, otter, mink, skunk, fox, squirrel).

(b) Comparison and functions of teeth of various types of animals.

—

Incisors, canine teeth, molars.

In taking up the study of the animals hunted and trapped for

their furs, after a general discussion, each child is allowed to select

one animal for intensive study. Numerous books are available in the

room, and on the blackboard is posted a schedule of definite references

to books, chapters, and pages dealing with each animal. So the chil-

dren are able to do a great deal • of individual work and find con-

siderable pleasure in learning of the homes, habits, and characteristics

of the particular animal in which each is interested. Information

gained in this way, is supplemented by frequent visits to the Lincoln

Park Zoo, where the living animals are studied and sketched, and

by the study of specimens in the Academy of Sciences.

Another helpful feature has been the exhibit of furs (some skins

and some made-up pieces) loaned by Marshall Field & Co. at various

times. The children learn to distinguish the different furs and develop

a real interest in the study. The heroic side of the life of the fur-

traders and trappers, their courage and cheerfulness in hardship and

danger, their resourcefulness in meeting difficulties, furnishes an ap-

peal that quickly arouses and holds the children's interest.

II. Why has Chicago's groioth been so rapid?

(a) Modeling in Sand-Table.— (To show importance of Chicago geo-

graphically).

(b) Relief Maps of Region of Great Lakes and of the United States.

—

Routes of French to Chicago; routes to Gulf of Mexico.

(c) Pioneer Transportation and Reasons for Coming West.—Possibili-

ties of western country; pictures of New England farms and Mississippi

valley farms, contrast; routes of travel in pioneer days; methods of travel

by prairie schooners, ox-carts, sledges, flatboats, pack-horses. What utensils

did they bring with them? What kind of men were they? Alap of United

States, showing water routes and mountain trails used.

(d) Modern Transportation.—Chicago's importance as a railroad center

;

Illinois tunnel.

(e) Industries.—Industrial life involved in supplying our needs; raw

material and sources—how prepared by us; river excursion to view indus-

tries
;
grain elevators ; lumber yards ; manufacturing districts ;

lighthouse and

life-saving station; relation of Chicago river to Chicago portage (Des Plaines

river and Illinois river).
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(f) Imaginary Trips with Francis W. Parker Fast Freight.—Stock-car

taken to Texas Ranch for cattle ; returns to Stock Yards ; refrigerator-car

to carry fresh meat east; coal-car trip to Illinois coal mine; box-car to Min-

nesota for grain and flour ; furniture-car to Michigan for furniture.

III. What civic problems arose in the development of the city?

(a) Water Supply.—Different methods used to obtain pure water;

water-tower (experiment to show that water seeks its own level)
;
purifying-

water (experiment showing distillation of water) ; visit to pumping-station

and crib.

PURIFYING SALT WATER
We tried to purify salt water. Charles suggested boiling the salt water.

We did this, but it did not purify it, because it left the salt in the beaker,

and the water evaporated. Then some one said, "Strain it." We strained it

with filter paper, but that only got it clear. It still tasted very salty. Win-
throp said to catch the steam. So we took a saucer and held it over the

beaker. The vapor gathered on the saucer. As the saucer was cool, the

steam turned into water. The water was pure.

3.- inciter Toui^r
/?.^ Four Stor̂ tiause.
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• CHILD'S DIAGRAM OF CITY WATER SYSTEM

fb) Street Problems.—Drainage (lifting Chicafro out of the mud).

(c) Illumination.—Candle-making, dips and molds ; candles made of

paraffin, spermacetti, wax, tallow, bayberry, and tested for illuminating value.

Experiment.—Heating soft coal in clay pipe, collecting the gas and

observing the oily tar and residue of coke.
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CHILD'S DRAWING OF A STILL

(d) Harbor Problems.—Current of lake; necessity for piers, govern-

ment piers, and light-houses.

IV. ^N][at are some of the present and future needs of Ctiicago?

(a) More Playgrounds.

(b) Electrification of Railroads.

(c) Better Roads.—Completion of Boulevard System.

(d) Adequate Harbor.

(c) Adequate Market Facilities.

(f) Subway.

(g) Reforming Municipal System.

V. Miscellaneous I'opics.

(a) Study of Rivers.—Experiments with water running on sand in

delta-table to show formation of gullies and of V-valleys.

Source of river; shape of basin; tributaries; canyons; flood-plains; del-

tas; use of river to man, animals, and vegetation.

(b) Study of Underground Water in Connection with Wells.

(c) Study of Soil.—Sand; gravel; clay; loam; relation of soil to

garden.

(d) Harvesting Garden Crop.—Employment of farmer; employment of

farmer's wife; preservation of foods for winter; comparison of wild and

cultivated foods.
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(e) Study of Type Trees.-Oak, elm. pine, maple poplar. Uses of

sap maple syrup and turpentine. Uses of wood; strength tests.

r7r Weather Record.-Prevailing wind learned as result of dady ob-

'^^^"ir'sunshine Chart.-Monthly summary of chart is made, and daily

painting typical of the month is kept as a record.
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THE FOURTH GRADE

The fourth grade marks the heginning of a renaissance, as it were,

for the normal child. There come^ upon his mental and spiritual hori-

zon at the age of nine and ten, the dim outlines of a new vision. World

consciousness is taking form. Because of this consciousness, there is

a desire to stretch out—figuratively speaking, with both hands and

feet—to get in touch with something new. To feed and strengthen

these yearnings, in which lies so much mental and spiritual force, if

but shaped aright, is the purpose of the fourth-grade curriculum.

For this reason, Greek history, with its wealth of beauty in art,

literature, and government, and world geopraphy, with its multitu-

dinous avenues of information, are made in this school vital parts of the

year's work. The more immediate need of expansive fellowship is met

by the school garden and grade pets. Reading, writing, literature,

English, arithmetic, art, clay, manual training, and eurythmics, are all

closely correlated with these major interests.

Geography, gardening, and the care of pets, are the studies which

legitimately comprise the science work during the year. As much of

this study as is possible is made concrete through personal experience

in experimentation. It is with the experimental phase only of the

science work that this outline deals. The other phase, that gained from

second-hand information, is outlined very briefly. This experimental

work is so closely interwoven with the other work of the curriculum

that to formulate it into a detached outline, as is here presented, is to

give a somewhat false impression. It is as if one were to pluck the

aigrettes from the heron, and, holding them forth, to say : "Behold the

plumage of this bird."

However, such an outline will arrange itself under tlie three divi-

sions :

I. Problems arising from world geography.

II. Problems arising from the making of a grade garden.

III. Problems arising from the care of pets.

GEOGEAPHY

No textbook is used in the geography work of this grade. All

information necessary is gained from reference books. (See list at end
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of article.) Imaginary journeys in search of food furnish the motive

for study. Cacao and meat are the two types selected,—they are taken

because of their direct appeal and their wide application. Through

cacao the tropical regions are covered, and through meat the temperate

and arctic. Physical, locational, mathematical and anthropo-geographic

points may well be developed from these two seemingly inadequate

types. A large, loose-leafed notebook, of rough gray paper, is made by

each child. This is the Travel Boole, and in it are kept records of the

trips, such as maps, time-tables, pictures of railroads, ships, peoples,

homes, products, etc.

The first journey starts with the search for cacao. Preparations

are made for the trip from Chicago to New York. The Great White

Fleet steamer is used from New York to Jamaica. Observations are

noted along the route and after arrival. A day's visit to a cacao plan-

tation in Jamaica is made. Full observations of the planting, growth,

gathering, and preparing for shipment of the cacao beans are noted.

At this point a real trip is taken to the Garfield Park Conservatory, to

see a real cacao-tree. A second real trip is then taken to the Bunte

candy factory, where are seen the full processes of making cocoa and

chocolate. The amount of cacao beans used by this factory raises the

question, "Does Jamaica supply the world with cacao ?" Other regions

similar to Jamaica in climate are searched for. The journey lengthens

out through the Panama Canal, to Ecuador, across the Andes, down

the Amazon, across the Atlantic, through central Africa, across the

Indian ocean to southeastern Asia and the East Indies. Position, cli-

mate, surface, differing products, people, and routes of travel, are all

developed through this study. Several actual trips are taken to the

Lincoln Park Zoo to see the animals that are met with on the journeys.

Several big questions arise in this work that only the laboratory

can answer adequately. The following pages give the questions and

the laboratory work involved

:

In the journey from New York to Jamaica, a child asked, "If we

are out of sight of land, how does the captain know the directions?"

A second pupil answered, "The compass tells him." The first child re-

plied, "But what is the compass, really ?"

Experiments.—The Compass.—Magnetizing a needle and floating it on

water. Observing the direction which a suspended magnetized bar takes.

Making a simple electro-magnet. Noting effect of electric current on the

compass. Using the compass to find directions in the room. Noting effect

of iron in the room on the compass. Locating magnetic poles on world-map.
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Having arrived at Jamaica, a pupil asked, "Why is it warmer

here than in Chicago ?'' A second child answered, "Jamaica is nearer

the equator." But the first child retorted, "I don't see what that has

to do with it, besides, I don't see why there are summer and winter

anyway—the sun is shining just the same."

The work done to answer this question is given here in rather full

detail, since its solving took many weeks and proved to have some

rather wide correlations.

Experiment.—Changing Seasons and Light Distribution.—The school

room was darkened, and with a globe, a stereopticon spot-light, a twilight

circle, and a yardstick, the differing positions of the earth, with relation to

the vertical ray of the sun, were worked out. The distribution of light, with

the varying length of day and night, was observed.

Several lessons were devoted to the summing up of the results of

this experiment. Drawings were made of the earth in its different

positions. Names were given to the four important positions : spring,

summer, autumn, winter. The words solstice and equinox were intro-

duced.

Then the question was asked by the teacher, "You have made the

statement that the vertical ray from the sun does strike the earth at

different places during the year. How can you prove that this vertical

ray does change?" From the discussion that followed, it was discov-

ered that shadows changed length and direction with changing posi-

tion of the light; hence, difference in the length of shadows would

prove the changing position of the vertical ray. Thereupon, it was

decided that a shadow-record be kept. The plans for a shadow-board

were worked out by the class, and the board was made in the manual-

training shop by one member of the class.

It was then found necessary to find true north on the school

grounds, so that the board coiild be rightly placed—also, it was neces-

sary to know the difference between standard and sun noon, as the

shadows were to be measured at 9 A. M., noon, and 3 :00 P. M. Ac-

cordingly, each child, with a pin, a piece of paper, and a sharp pencil,

recorded the shadows of the pin from 11 :30 A. M. to 12 :20 P. M. This

work was done on long tables in the school garden. True north was

found by the shortest shadow; the difference between the time indi-

cated by the watch, at the taking of this shadow, and of true noon,

gave the difference in minutes between standard and sun time. True
north was compared with compass north, and the magnetic declination

of Chicago was found.
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FINDING TRUE NORTH

The shadow-board was placed according to directions, and records

of the shadows at 9 :00 A. M., noon, and 3 :00 P. M., were made Mon-

days, Wednesdays, and Fridays on the paper plates.

The question then developed : If we can prove that the length of

a shadow really changes in Chicago, how can we get evidence that it

is at the same time changing in other places? The following steno-

graphic report of the lesson shows the result of this inquiry.

CLASS LESSON

January 16, 191S

Teacher. We worked out a very satisfactory explanation for ourselves

as to the cause of winter and summer ; that is, satisfactory to most of us.

A few were absent and may not understand it. Can anyone give, in a

very few words, just what the cause of our winter and summer is?

Parke. Well, in winter the axis, you know, is just opposite in the

south to what it is in the north, when they have summer down there. That

is because (goes to the board and draws a diagram-), here is the sun, and

here is the earth, and there is the axis, and you see, there is North America.

And here, the direct ray of the sun hits the southernmost part of the earth

—

that is, throwing most of the light and heat towards the southern part of

the earth. That leaves the north without so much heat. Here the direct ray

hits the Tropic of Capricorn.

Teacher. Can you tell, then, where the sun's rays are hitting the earth

directly now?

Parke. Near the Tropic of Capricorn.

Teacher. Then, what season are they havin? there?
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Parke. They are having summer there, and here in the northern hem-

isphere we are having winter.

Teacher. Then let us take six months later.

Parke. It would be summer here, and the sun would be shining more

on the northern hemisphere.

Teacher. And what causes the difference?

Parke. In the winter, in the northern hemisphere, the axis of the

earth is inclined away from the sun. The north pole is inclined away

from the sun, and the south pole is toward the sun.

Teacher. Some, not believing what Parke has said, might say this:

"How can you prove to me that the vertical ray does change its position,

as Parke has said it does?"

Eugene. By a drawing.

Teacher. That would explain, but not prove.

Marion. I suppose most people would think the axis pointed in the

same direction. You would have to show that by going around the sun,

keeping the axis pointing the same way, using something to represent the

sun and something else to represent the earth.

Teacher. That would be an illustration, not a proof.

Marion. We could use the shadow-plate.

Teacher. How would that prove it?

Marion. The shadow would show the way the direct ray moves.

Teacher. But we've got to have a definite proof that the shadow

actually changes its position in the south as well as the north.

Eugene. We could take a shadow-plate and ask someone to tell. what

it was on the same day in some other country.

Teacher. How could we get a shadow-record that would represent,

say, the southern solstice?

Marion. If we could get word from that place. I don't see just how

we can do it.

Eugene. Send a letter to one of the men who takes care of the weather,

and see what the weather is down there, and ask them to record it on a

piece of paper or something, and then in a month send it to us because

we are studying about it.

Teacher. That suggestion is excellent. But has anybody a criticism

about using the weather-man?

Jane. My father learns about things by calling up The Chicago Tribune,

because they know most of the things like that—because they know the

weather-men at different places.

Teacher. That would be still getting the news from the weather-man.

Is there any place where people might be interested in what we are doing?

John. I know some people in California.

Nancy. My aunt lives down in Houston, and if I wrote a letter to her,

she could find out for us. We could send a night letter.

Richard. Why couldn't we write to some schools some place and tell

them what we are doing, and ask them to make a shadow-record and send

it to us?
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Teacher. Excellent suggestion. Those boys and girls might be jtist

as much interested in recording the shadow as you are. If we could get

in communication with some schools, what are the places that we should

hear from, if we are going to get the real proof ?

Austin. I think we ought to send to Venezuela, or to Argentine.

Teacher. Why would you select a place down there?

Austin. Because it is south of the Tropic of Capricorn.

Teacher. Let us make a list of the these places (writes on the board as

pupils suggest).

Benny. One at the Tropic of Capricorn.

Pauline. At the equator.

Letha. At the Tropic of Cancer.

Howard. Between the Tropic of Cancer and the equator.

Alice. North of the Tropic of Cancer.

Florence. That could be here in Chicago.

Teacher. Very good. Now what shall we do to get cities on these im-

portant lines ?

Alice. Use our maps. (Many hands up approved the suggestion. Long-

man's School Atlas opened.)

Teacher. What map shall we use first?

James. North America.

Teacher. Who can give us the page in the Atlas?

Carl. On page 9.

Teacher. How can you recognize the Tropic of Cancer?

Parke. By the dotted line. It goes through Cuba and Mexico and

quite close to San Domingo.

Teacher. Cuba is one island in what big group of islands?

Nancy. The West Indies.

Teacher. Is there any large city in the West Indies that we might

get into communication with?

Parke. Havana, in Cuba.

Teacher. Now for a city on the equator. Does the equator pass through

North America?

Miriam. No, through South America.

Teacher. Who can give us the page for the map of South America?

Jane. Page 18.

Teacher. How can we recognize the equator on the map?

Richard. There is a line.

Teacher. What kind of line?

Pauline. Continuous.

Frederick. On the left hand side of the line it says "Equator."

Teacher. Follow this line with your finger across the map, and see

if you can find some city that it would be easy to get in communication with.

James. Quito.

Teacher. I must tell you about Quito. It is way up in the mountains.

It is very difficult to get to Quito. Isn't there some city on the eastern

coast?

John. Para, in Brazil—just a little south of the equator.
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Teacher. Now for the fourth city, near the Tropic of Capricorn.

Elisabeth. Santiago.

Teacher. Suppose we continue on the eastern coast of South Amer-
ica, because it is easier to get into communication with places on that side,

and the only cities that would be willing to do this work would be large

cities. How are the large cities marked on the map?
Miriam. They have a little square.

Alice. And large print.

Teacher. Who has a city near the Tropic of Capricorn?

Warzmck. Rio de Janeiro.

Teacher. Locate Rio.

Warwick. Southeastern Brazil.

Teacher. We must have five places, you said. We have Chicago, north

of the Tropic of Cancer; Havana, on the Tropic of Cancer; Para, on the

equator; Rio, on the Tropic of Capricorn; and now we must have a city

as far south of the Tropic of Capricorn as Chicago is north of the Tropic

of Cancer.

Frederick. Buenos Aires, in northeastern Argentine.

Teacher. If we can get a shadow-plate record from each one of these

cities, and compare their shadows on the same day with our shadow on

that day, would we have a proof that no one could question?

John. Yes.

Teacher. What do you think our next step should be?

Alice. Write a letter and get the name of the head of education in these

towns if we can.

Teacher. We will proceed tomorrow, then, to organize some plan by

which we can get these letters started as soon as possible.

Several English lessons were devoted to the compiling of the let-

ter to be sent. The following is the letter

:

February 26, 1918.

Superintendent of Schools, Para,

State of Para, Brazil.

Dear Sir

:

We, the Fourth Grade of the Francis W. Parker School, are studying

about the revolution of the earth. We want to prove that the direct ray

does change its position. We think we can prove it with your help. We
have made a shadow-board and are going to keep a record of the direction

of the shadow here. If we could get such a record from Para, we could

see the difference in the direction of the shadow.

The shadow-board is 18 inches square and 1 inch thick; it has a stick

2 inches long and J4 i»ch in diameter, standing up in the middle of the

board.

We have cut manila paper 18 inches square with a hole ^ inch in

diameter in the center. We slip this paper over the stick on to the board.

Then, on this paper, we mark the shadows Mondays, Wednesdays, and
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Fridays, at 9 A. M.; noon; and 3. P. M. On each line we mark the

date and time. When the paper is full of lines we put on a new sheet.

If some school in Para could keep a record for March, April, and May,
and send us the record at the end of each month, we would then have some
real information about the changing of the sun's position. We should be

very glad to send our records if you cared to have them.

Hoping, very much indeed, that one of your schools may be able to help

us, we remain

Yours sincerely,

FOURTH GRADE.

Copies of this letter were sent to Havana, Cuba ; Kingston, Jama-

ica ; Para and Eio de Janeiro, Brazil ; Buenos Aires, Argentine. Three

replies have been received at the writing of this report. The results of

the experiment are eagerly awaited.

The manual-training teacher followed up this shadow-work with

the making of pocket sun-dials and various contrivances for telling

time. His report of the problem follows.

A STUDY OF TIMEKEEPING DEVICES

In connection with the science and geogrtiphy work of the fourth

grade some time in the shop was devoted by the boys of the grade to

a study of timekeepers.

The movement of the earth about the sun with the attention on

the lengthening of the shadow cast by the sun could not very well be

discussed without some reference to the use which has been made of

this fact in various times and by various peoples as a means of telling

time. This gave us a point .of departure and reference was made to

the use of the sun-dial in our own country in colonial days. The com-

parison between the present and the past, between the watches and the

clocks of today and the methods of earlier times offered a very profit-

able field for investigation and study.

In the discussion which arose it was found that nearly all of the

boys knew about sun-dials. The sun-dial on the school grounds was

familiar to all, and many had seen such primitive clocks in other

places. The fact that in the time of Washington the sun-dial was still

the common means of telling time Avas a fact which one of the pupils

brought out through information which he had gathered in his read-

ing. In Roosevelt's Winning of the West was found a picture of a

pocket sun-dial such as Washington probably carried when on his sur-
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veying trips. An attempt was made to duplicate this, and each of the

boys made one and tested it and found it would tell time approxi-

mately correctly. Comparison of the sun-dial with the watches and

clocks of today brought out the fact that while watches would tell time

equally well, no matter where the watch might be, it was not so with

the sun-dials, which must be made for a definite latitude. The dial

could be iised to tell time at any point on an east and west line, but

carrying it farther north or south of the given latitude would destroy

its usefulness. No attempt was made to go into the reasons for this in

detail, merely calling attention to the fact that the nearer the equator

a person happened to be at certain times of the year, the more nearly

would the sun be directly overhead. This would necessitate a difference

in the slant of the gnomon or pointer of the sun-dial, and the angle of

the gnomon would be the same as the latitude of the place where the

dial was to be used. This meant looking up the latitude of Chicago,

which was found by consulting an atlas in the library.

Attention was called to the fact that experts were needed at the

time sun-dials were in common use, who could lay out very accurately

the various angles needed, and that these men were called dialers and

held a position similar to our watchmakers of today.

Other forms of timekeepers discussed, to most of which the pupils

had found reference in their reading, were : time-candles ; tarred string

which was knotted at intervals, these intervals marking the time when

the string was lighted or slowly smoldered; hour glasses; and water-

clocks. A list of these was made and certain of the pupils volunteered

to make some of the forms discussed.

The water-clock offered an opportunity to trace the evolution of

our modern clock and also provided a field for invention on the part

of the class in the realm of physics and mechanics. A brief description

of the method by which this was worked out might prove of interest.

1. The Malay islanders used a cocoanut shell to tell time. This

had a very small hole in it and when it was placed in a vessel of water

it gradually filled and sank, thus marking an interval of time. It was

then emptied and set afloat again. Here the science involved was that

of water pressure. An interesting class discussion as to the rate at

which it would fill ensued, some pupils contending that as the cocoa-

nut filled with wate::, the speed with which it sank would be increased,

owing to the increased amount of water which it contained. The fact

that the water which entered the cocoanut when it was nearly full
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would have to push against all the water which it then contained meant

that the rate at which it filled would be slowed down. When the cocoa-

nut was first put to float, the water entering the empty shell would

merely have to displace the air and would therefore enter more readily.

This would also be increased by the added weight of the shell, which

at that time was considerably above water. This weight, bearing down

on the surface of the water, would naturally become less as the shell

became submerged in the water. These were facts which various pupils

brought out in the discussion, and which one boy proved to his satis-

faction by making an experiment.

2. The Hindus improved upon this by using a copper bowl. The
shape was similar to that of the cocoanut, but the added advantage lay

in the fact that bowls could all be made uniform, so that a standard

unit could be preserved by several people. The same objection as in

the case of the cocoanut shell still held true : namely, that the irregular

shape of the vessel and the lack of a uniform rate made it impossible

to divide thie unit into equal periods of measurement.

3. The Chinese water-clock was an improvement upon these two

methods in that the vessel was cylindrical so that, by placing one vessel

above the other and allowing the water from the first to flow into the

second at a constant rate of speed, it was possible to divide the straight

sides of the cylinder into as many equal parts as desired and thus mark

off uniform divisions of time. The pressure was kept constant in the

following manner.

Supply is greater

than escape thereby

keeping level m'A"

constant and rate of flow uniform.

S= supply

0= outlet

E = escape

At this point in the discussion, the class was asked to give some

attention to devising means by which the amount of water that had
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flowed into the lower vessel could be indicated outside of the vessel.

Attention was called to the fact that our clocks have dials on the out-

side by which we can readily see what period of time has passed with-

out the necessity of opening up the clock. The following tre some of

the "inventions" of the various members of the class, some of which

show considerable ingenuity.

In this discussion the fact was brought out that the pressure of

the water was the power by which the various indicators were made
to move and that the size of the opening through Avhich the water

flowed was the escapement which determined the rate of speed. Some
of the devices planned were adaptations of devices seen elsewhere, such

^WmSSST

0=li

as the oil-gage familiar on automobiles, and the water-tank seen along

the railroad. Others were attempts to make the water, by means of the

power which was stored in it, move hands in somewhat the same man-
ner as the hands of our modern clocks move. The following drawing

shows the attempt of one boy to solve this problem in the water-clock.

The familiarity displayed with such devices as levers, floats,

weights and the laws of gravity shows the interest manifest in these

subjects and proves the need of more work involving elementary

physics in these early grades, especially when this work is laden with

a human interest, developed through their geography and history work

and centered around some simple device, connected with the common
every-day life of people. Carried on in this way and removed as far

as possible from the realm of the abstract experiment of the science

laboratory familiar to all students of secondary education, this science

work can not help but have a vital place in the course of study of the

elementary school.
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f'andf^are of

different lengtfi wfiicii

will produce different

speeds when spools

are revolved by

strings.

F f

A-Fldat
B-Rod
F- Fulcrum

W- Weight to balance float

5-S- Spools around which string

is wound and to which hands

are fastened.

As in much of our work, this study is to be presented to the rest

of tlie school in the form of a morning exercise. Plans for this have

not as yet been completed. Some suggestions which the class has made

as to the form of this exercise are rather interesting, especially the

suggestion that pupils taking part wear costumes of the people de-

scribed in the exercise, such as the Hindus, Malays, Chinese, and early

Colonials. Also the suggestion that Father Time have a conspicuous

part, perhaps as announcer.

At the present time, March 22nd, the study is not completed, but

it is the intention to trace the evolution of the clock as we know it to-

day from these early beginnings and attempts to divide the day into

parts of equal length. This can not be done without a certain amount

of comparison between the value placed upon time in civilized and in

uncivilized communities. This ranges from that of the lowest form of

civilization, in which distinction is made merely between night and

day or light and darkness, up to that of the modern day of the express-

train and the aeroplane, with the stop-watch and the split-second

chronometer.

The weight-clock, the spring-clock and the electrical devices for
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regulating and setting clocks and watches at a uniform time, by both

wireless and telegraph, will all be touched upon before the study is

complete.

While studying the climate of Jamaica, the question was asked

by the teacher, "Why is there more rainfall on the northern than on

the southern side of the island ?" An understanding of air movements

was necessary to answer this properly.

E::penments—Wind.—Burning a candle underneath a raised glass fun-

nel. Observing the direction of travel of the warm air. Observing con-

vection currents by the radiator. Ventilating a room properly. Using a

vacuum-pump to show pressure of air. General discussion.

Experiments—Condensation.—Boiling water in flask over Bunsen

burner. Watching condensation on upper part of the flask. Holding cold

Mason jar over flask mouth. Watching condensation. Meaning of vapor.

Condensing vapor by passing cold water through parallel tubes. Boiling

water with red rock salt in it. Condensing water—finding no salt, no color,

in condensed water. General discussion of causes of rainfall and wind

movement as indicated by these experiments.

As the journeys continue, frequent repetition of the principles of

seasonal changes and wind movement, in explaining the climate of

regions visited, is made. The pleasure of the class, in applying its new-

found knowledge, seems to increase with use rather than to decrease.

One child, in explaining the heavy rainfall on the eastern side of the

Andes, in Peru and Ecuador, said: "My mother has been in the

Himalayas, and she says there's an awful rainfall there. And 1 sus-

pect, here in South America, it is something like that. You remember

that experiment we had in the laboratory, showing that warm, moist

air condenses when it comes into contact with any cold object—well,

that's what causes the rain here in Ecuador and Peru. The warm,

moist air, comes rolling in from the east" (sweeping his hand

across the Amazon valley), "and when it tries to get over the Andes,

it condenses."

• The second geography journey starts in search of meat, with the

questions: Why have we been asked to have a meatless day? Where

does our own meat come from?

A trip to the Chicago Stock Yards is made. The lines of im-

portation of cattle, sheep, and hogs into the city are found out ; routes

are traced up, and sources of supply discovered. An imaginary journey

is then taken to the great plains, and westward to the irrigated alfalfa

farms. A modern ranch is visited. Chief centers of packing other than
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Chicago are visited ; routes of shipment to eastern markets worked out.

A shipment is followed to Europe. Chief centers of importation there

are visited. Comparisons are made with other countries producing

meat: Argentina, Chile, Brazil, Uraguay, Venezuela, Eussia, India,

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. The journey is

then continued to Australia as a typical meat-producing country.

While there, comparisons are made with the chief non-meat-producing

countries, such as Japan and China, and those producing a radically

different kind of animal—countries in the arctic regions.

TJhe science problems for this work have been covered in the cacao

journey. A review of principles with different application is all that

is necessary. This part of the geography work is developed in the

spring quarter, and the time given up to indoor experimental science

is now transferred to the garden, the real nature laboratory.

GAEDEN WOEK (AgncuUure)

The child's motive for having a grade garden this year is to aid

in the conservation movement, hence all planting is to be vegetables.

The outline of the work is as follows

:

(a) Seeds to Be Used.—What vegetables are best suited to the garden
space? Of these, which shall be planted so that the ground may be pro-
ducing from spring to fall frost? Study of seeds, bulbs, and tubers; study of

roots; study of difference between roots, bulbs, and stems.

Final selection of radishes, lettuce, and onions for early garden; these

to be harvested before close of school. Then beets, carrots, parsnips, parsley,

and horse-radish to be planted in the same space. The second planting will

grow with little care during the summer when school is closed, and will be
ready for harvesting in October.

(b) Soil.—Wlhat kind of soil is in, the garden plot? Is it ready to be

used. What is soil?—surface soil, sub-soil? Of what is soil made?
These questions are answered by a review of work done during the

preceding fall, when soil was examined and analyzed for window-boxes
for the fourth-grade room. The work then given was as follows

:

Composition of soils.—Mineral and vegetable matter? What is humus,
sand, loam, clay, iron, lime? From where does the soil get these elements?

Experiments—Mineral Study.—Making limestone by means of shells

sunk in lime. Examining beach pebbles. Examining sand. Making iron

oxide.

The difference between limestone, sandstone, and granite was brought

out in this work. One child wanted to know about igneous rocks, so a

general discussion of volcanoes and their action ensued. Much interest

centered in Vesuvius. Pumice, ash, lava, were examined. Then an arti-

ficial volcano was made in the laboratory, using a pile of sand, gas, and
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A BUSY MORNING IN THE WAR GARDEN

compressed air. This lesson was followed by stereopticon views of active,

dormant, and extinct volcanoes.

This work in soils is reviewed in the spring quarter, with the additional

experiment of testing the garden soil for humus and comparing it with

leaf-mold, loam, open field soil, and lake sand.

Experiment—Humus Content.—Dry thoroughly samples of five soils to

be tested : leaf-mold, loam, soil from open field, lake sand, garden soil.

Take equal amounts of each
;

place in tins, heat red hot in the furnace.

Weigh after burning. Note observations as to weight of ashes. Draw
conclusions. Bottle samples of soil before and after baking.

Experiment—Water Content.—Fill five glass tubes, stoppered at lower

end with notched cork, with five kinds of soil, one kind to each tube. In

a sixth tube, place dry, pulverized leaves. Have equal weight in each tube.

Pour in water from measuring-glass slowly. Note amount of water ab-

sorbed before water begins to run out at bottom. Chart observations.

Explain film moisture or capillarity. Call attention to dry farming principle.

From the above experiments, draw conclusions as to needs of garden

fed?

soil.

(c) Fertilizers.—Why are fertilizers used? How are plants

What are the chief plant foods? What are the chief fertilizers used?

Experiment—Fertilizer.—Making fertilizer from strong lye solution and

meat bones brought from home. How should fertilizers be applied?

(d) Working the Soil.—Spading, pulverizing, raking, applying fer-

tilizer.

(e) Planting.—Making rows; determining depth of planting (onion

seeds and onion sets), thickness of planting, compact or light covering.
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HARVESTING THE FIRST VEGETABLES

(f) Care.—Keeping the soil loose; sprinkling (amount and frequency)
;

thinning; weeding. Charting weeds that are troublesome. Watching for

noxious insects ; noting appearance, habits, destructive qualities, and means

of elimination. Gathering of vegetables and disposing of them (exception

onion sets). Cleaning of garden ready for second planting. Planting beets,

carrots, parsley, horseradish. Contrast depth of planting with earlier

vegetables. Why should this be so? Making arrangements for care during

summer.

The affection bestowed by the grade upon this war-garden is evi-

denced by the following writings from the class.

WAR GARDENS

The fourth grade is making a war-garden. The garden is out where

the swing used to be. We have planted radishes and beets and onions and

lettuce. In the garden there are fourteen small gardens, and two people
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work in each one. The way we planted our garden was to take a piece

of string and tie two sticks on it, one on each end; we put these sticks

in the ground to mark our rows. Then we planted our seeds. When
we got through with one row, we took the sticks out and put some other

sticks in. These sticks had no string between them. We put them there

so that we could tell where we had planted. We planted our lettuce in

flower-boxes on the window sill in our room. When it got big enough to

transplant, we put it out in the garden. Warwick.

To transplant the lettuce in the garden, we used this method: we took

a piece of wood, pointed at one end, and we hit it with a brick to make a

hole about one inch. The holes we made two inches apdrt. After the

plants were in the holes, we pressed the ground around them, and then

we watered them. Pauline.
* * *

We are trying to do our bit in this war as much as we can. The
government is asking us to plant a war-garden. The farmers are at the

job, working harder than ever. Many of us are going to stay after school

and work on our gardens. We want success in our gardens.

Wilhelmina.

GRADE PETS

From the care of pets, there come a breadth of sympathy and a

sense of responsibility toward living things which no one questions.

In fact, such a statement is itself trite in the light of recent school

work. But the experience gained by the fourth grade the present year

in animal husbandry and aquatic life has been a little unusual. It has,

on the whole, been tragic.

In the fall of the present school year, the aquarium was thor-

oughly cleaned and prepared for three goldfish, a turtle, and a mud-

puppy. The means by which fish breathe, and the fish's need for

oxygen, were observed. Hence the necessity of keeping fresh water in

the tank was duly appreciated. However, a violation of the rule not to

overfeed the fish resulted in the death of two; then a sympathetic

member of the class replaced these by two others. Later, an un-

discovered trouble with the automatic supplying of the water caused

the death of the three remaining fish. The mud-puppy and the turtle

survived. The class immediately scrubbed the aquarium with Dutch

cleanser and sterilized it with boiling water. At the present writing,

the aquarium is ready for its new occupants—types of spring swamp
life.

The following paragraphs, written by members of the class, will

give the attitude of the class toward their aquatic experiences.
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THE AQUARIUM

Once upon a time, the fourth grade had some fish, but I am sorry to

say that the fish we had once upon a time are all gone, every last one

—

yes, every last one. But we are getting along pretty well. Dr. Lukens has

given us some snails and snail eggs, and some leeches, and one of the

boys has given us two turtles, and we think we will get some tadpoles. So

you see, we are not so bad off after all. Willard.
* * *

We had some fish, but they did not like us, the water, or the room,

so they said they would not live with us, and died. Frederick.
* * *

The animal husbandry was equally tragic. In the fall a calf, six

weeks old, was given to the class. Many hours of manual-training

work, in school and out, were necessary to the getting in order of the

little barn and runway. Many examples in arithmetic developed in

measurements. Short English lessons arose from the telling of the

work. Unfortunately, the calf arrived at school at the time the milk

famine arrived in Chicago. The calf demanded three gallons of milk

a day—such a quantity was not to be had during the shortage. Cream

was one day resorted to; evaporated milk another day. A careful

mathematical computation by the class convinced the children that, as

one member wittily put it, the calf was going to bankrupt the class.

So he was sold after three weeks' ownership. But his price did not

balance the milk account. However, much valuable information, as to

how to feed a calf and what to feed, was obtained by the children.

Also, good observational work was done in reading the thermometer

when testing the temperature of the milk and water.

The Angora goat, which came later to take the place of the calf,

required little care. Water, tested by the thermometer, was given him
daily. Alfalfa was kept fresh in his box, and salt was tucked away in

a corner of his stall. But one cold February morning, he broke the

gate of his runway and disappeared ! The story of these two pets was
told by a member of the class in the following paper

:

ANOTHER SAD PET STORY

The fourth grade of 1918 was very fortunate to get a gift of a pet

calf. The calf was presented by Mrs. Seaman, but he drank so much
milk a day that we decided to give him back. Mrs. Seaman said that she

gave him to us. So we sold him. Even then he didn't pay for the milk
he had drunk. "Next," said the fourth grade, and "next" did come. Russell

Olson, being still fond of animals, brought us a goat. It was a cold

winter morning, and snow was on the ground—we found the goat was
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A BEAUTIFUL BUT EXPENSIVE PET

gone ! Our teacher said when she was on the bus she saw a goat, but

did not think it was ours. When we found it was ours, we went out to

the goat-house, found its tracks, and traced it to the park. There we lost its

tracks. Several times boys went out and tried to find him, but couldn't.

We notified the police. A policeman chased him down to Chicago Avenue,
but there lost him in an alley. Gone! And he'll never come back.

Frederick:
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THE FIFTH GRADE

As an experiment for the current year we undertook to do away

largely with the arbitrary classifying of human knowledge and school

periods into the conventional academic subjects; we planned to sub-

stitute the study of what has taken the place of the home industries

of town and farm, and of the quiet social delights of the home and

plantation life of colonial days. In the curriculum, therefore, there is

not tlie usual division into history, science, mathematics, etc. What is

here gathered together is rather the science work selected out from the

children's activities,—to some extent therefore, separated from the en-

vironment and correlations in which rest the mainsprings of motive

and interest.

In organizing the problems of the curriculum it is well to bear

in mind that the method of work will have much to do with the choice

and organization of the material. We are trying to train the children

in initiative, to choose- what they should do and to do it with all their

might; to plan to meet difficulties and overcome obstacles by thinking;

to co-operate and aid mutually without disturbing; to find informa-

tion ; to ask sensible and helpful questions ; to open up a subject for

further study ; and to see problems and interesting things to do in the

commonest circumstances of their daily lives. No outline of work done

can ever be followed strictly by a subsequent class, since the initiative

of the second class would alter the problems and the make-up of the

class would change the mutual aid and interests. Work done by a pre-

vious class never can appeal to a new group as an untried field does.

Each year's work should be different from every previous one. It is

not to be understood, therefore, that all of the following is the achieve-

ment of any one class within a year.

The children's initiative cannot start and supply all or even

nearly all of the problems of the course. One of the greatest needs of

training lies in educating pupils to find problems and recognize vital

questions of lasting value in distinction from trivial questions that

waste time and hinder progress. The teacher must, therefore, develop

large and interesting problems with the class. The seven large type-

studies that follow are intended to be of that character.

Furthermore, there should always be a convenient opportunity for

the pupils to offer whatever they will that they think is interesting.
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Such contributions are largely spontaneous in interest and initiative,

since they grow out of what the children think or do or read or hear

in their leisure time. This material will come in as unorganized

scraps or suggestions and to a considerable degree irrelevant to any

other work. The teacher is usually too preoccupied with his or her

own outline of work to give deserving and unbiased welcome to these

distracting questions. Many of them do, nevertheless, connect up with

the large type-studies and should be brought into their proper rela-

tion to these. Others that are promising in value, even if they lead

far afield from the teacher's outline, should be given time and at-

tention. Those that seem unlikely to lead anywhere should be side-

tracked. Finally a considerable number of such questions can be

welcomed and answered in a manner satisfactory to the questioner

but without taking much time, when the teacher decides they are

not worth while to develop more fully with the class. Thus, one

of the pupils announced one day that he was ready to explain the

four-stroke cycle of the gas-engine. It developed into several lessons

and started the type-study of the automobile. Many other problems

grew out of these lessons. Another pupil brought a problem in con-

struction of a meccano model of a derrick he had seen in use where

a stone building was being constructed. The point was interesting

and worth while but was not part of our year's outline. Another

pupil wanted to build a dollhouse. We saw most elaborate and

interesting dollhouses on one of our excursions, but I did not see my
way clear to encourage the making of the dollhouse further than giving

a few minutes' time to building with the wooden dometo or cement

blocks. The problems in regard to the torpedo, submarine, and net

to catch the U-boats were welcomed but quickly passed by as they did

not promise so much as other questions before us.

THE INDIVIDUAL PEOJECT

All starting is difficult, partly because the pupils do not at first

understand what they are expected to do, and partly because most of

them have no established interests. A child's motives have a much
narrower range because they are largely selfish. To develop responsi-

bility it is necessary to make a pupil feel responsible to a group, to

share what he knows and learns, and thus to be responsible for study-

ing with intelligence. During the previous summer I had corresponded

with the members of the class and had asked them what they wished

to study in the coming school year. I got them to tell me what they
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DOMETO AND CEMENT BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

did in their spare time. Later in the fall I asked them all to write

what they would do if they had an hour a day available for individual

work for a month. I also wrote out on paper many projects and posted

ERECTOR MODELS
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them for ihe pupils to see. I put a lot of meccano and erector parts

within thiir reach, some of it in constructed models. Some pupils

brought otlier models that they had made at home, e. g., meccanograph,

derricks, automobiles. I brought some partly finished jobs about the

school to their attention and asked for volunteers. Also on excursions

we always sought to find problems. Some trips were made expressly

to see the problems in the common things around us, such as the

operation of the sucker dredge in Lincoln Park, the reproduction in

models of the derricks in use where buildings were being erected. To
find how these worked and how to demonstrate their operation led to

EIsTGINE RUNNING PLANER, BAILER, AND WINDMILL

numerous problems of mechanical construction, (e. g., the grasping-

tongs of a derrick, the managing of the ropes and pulleys on a swing-

derrick, the construction of a sheer-leg derrick, that we saw at the

planf; of the Chicago Shipbuilding Company, and an adjustable swing-

arm idrill that we alio saw there). It is desirable to have the pupils

test^ frequently for> interests and to ask their parents what the

children do in their spare time. Thus I found one girl with an ab-

sorbing interest in caterpill^s. Another is genuinely interested in

the structure of the bony skeleton. As she put it, she wants to com-

parei the skeleton of a monkey with the human skeleton. We are

planning a series of, visits tof%e Field Museum for her. These strong

interests 'affect other children, and soon they are caring to plan and

to do things likewise.

Some cljildr^n, of course, sh^ considerable perseverance in their

interests, "'Whenever I find that7tf pupil is voluntarily seeking for a

chance to do some work, or is working on a job outside of school, I feel

pretty sure he will accomplish something in school. Thus, one boy got

his idea in class and the next day produced a pair of tongs that he

had made at home, out of wire. Another has followed up the study of
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some of the constellations with an evening spent in star gazing at the

school and is planning a school trip to the Academy of Science to

see the Atwood Celestial Sphere.

We started out in September by a general survey of the city, the

street plan, landmarks, routes, and sections of the city and environs.

On these first excursions much other material was collected for a start

in individual-pupil projects. The class was organized for work on

problems. Those with ideas and capable of independent work, were

given great freedom. Those needing directions and capable of follow-

ing directions, were given positions of responsibility as secretaries and

monitors. Those who showed neither originality nor responsibility

were assigned to directed tasks under the leadership of other foremen

or chairmen. Problems were written on cards and kept on file in a box

until undertaken by a pupil. Projects under way were kept in a second

box. and completed projects in a third filing-case.

STIFK-LEG DERRICK RUN BY MARINE ENGINE
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The children reproduce what they see on excursions in drawings,

models, and sand-table scenes. We use the meccano and erector sets,

supplemented by extra pieces of tin and wire and building blocks.

We build bridges, elevators, conveyors, boats, clocks, looms, derricks,

sawmills, concrete-mixers, steam rollers, automobiles, steel skyscrapers,

etc. We model in clay and paint in water-colors. We draw, model,

and locate good examples of Gothic, Romanesque, Eenaissance, and

Colonial architecture. We collect and arrange in systematic order

sets of specimens illustrating processes in the industries; also albums

of pictures of Chicago scenes, and historical and geographical scenes

in North America.

We list the foreign plants in the park conservatories, the sources

of the building materials in interesting buildings, the specimens in

the Field Museum, the chief manufacturing centers in the United

States. We collect interesting advertisements that tell things worth

while knowing and that offer pamphlets with further information.

The sorting and keeping in order of these papers, pictures, re-

ports, specimens, and models, is one of the chief means of training to

habits of order in work, and perseverance in study. The working to-

gether on committees develops the ability to co-operate with others.

As a sample of the development and treatment of a larger prob-

lem I shall take the one listed below as fifth in the outline of type-

studies. ''

The problems of machine construction for the children very

naturally associate themselves with the automobile, as that is the most

generally interesting and familiar machine in their environment.

One day in the fall term our most versatile initiator announced

his readiness to give the class a talk on the four-stroke cycle of the gas-

engine. While I welcomed the subject, I was still surprised at the

clearness with which he developed his points through chalk diagrams

:

intake, compression, power, and exhaust strokes. The essential differ-

ences between the internal combustion engine and the steam-engine

came out pretty clearly. Other problems likewise opened up : Why do

you have to crank a gas-engine? What are spark-plugs? What is the

carburetor for ? How does it work ? What is evaporation ? What is the

cut-out? What does the muffler do and how does it work? In what

ways does the steam-engine differ from the gas-engine? What is

the reason the gas-engine has so many cylinders while the steam-engine

has only one? Why does not the steam engine need cranking? Why
does the steamer have an advantage on starting on a hill ? What is the
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arrangement of valves in the steam-chest ? We had a toy steam-engine

that we operated in the room and it showed the valve action pretty

well. It also demonstrated the need of the flywheel.

We have Dyke's Cyclopedia of the Automobile with excellently

clear diagrams, but all working parts that we can bring into the class-

room or demonstrate on the running car when on school excursions, we

use.

One of the boys made one of the simpler automobile models out of

meccano. It had no differential. It took several lessons before the

class took hold of the problem at all. I found they had never realized

in their thinking any problem at all in making the driving-wheels turn

a corner. One pupil thereupon built a rigid crown-gear drive to a

single back axle and demonstrated what it could do and could not do

in turning a corner. This performance was contrasted with the con-

ditions that they all knew exist in any automobile whose rear wheels

turn independently of each other. Quite a number of the class made a

point of visiting the automobile show in the Coliseum to investigate

special problems in the dissected demonstration chassis. One of our

ablest mechanical geniuses has since constructed out of meccano parts

a good working model of a regular automobile differential that shows

perfectly how it is possible to transmit power to both wheels at the

same time or to shift the power to either driving-wheel automatically

as the car turns to the left or to the right. How is this managed when
a steam locomotive goes around a curve?

The problems of the headlight, of the lighting system, of the

generator, of the starting motor, of the speedometer, have come up
and are within the children's interest and comprehension to a con-

siderable extent.
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The universal joint is one of the most interesting and generally

useful of the mechanical problems of the driving-shaft. It can be

completely demonstrated by meccano construction. The chain-drive,

the transmission-gears, the camshaft that operates the intake and

exhaust-valves, the link-chain speedometer, driving-shaft and the

flexible transmission of power from wheel to wheel by coiled spring

enclosed in a (flexible tubing furnish absorbing problems of interest

and value.

The construction of the carburetor can be made reasonably clear

by dissected models.

One of the boys took up the problem of the construction of the

air-pump and took a pump apart to learn its internal construction.

Although it took him a good while to do the work he got a good deal

out of it, as it was the first time he had ever taken any machine to

pieces. Its action in pumping air is yet to be compared with the

action of a water-pump in raising water and of a force-pump in

delivering water under pressure in a pipe. We shall make models of

both and have already visited pumping-stations.

In the fall the class went on excursions to see gas engines at

work cutting silage and filling silos.

The work on the gas-engine has raised the question of the inven-

tion of the steam-engine and its effect on transportation and industry.

The older methods of travel on foot and by horse and wagon, by row-

boat and sailboat, are pictured and the effect on communication and

travel is worked out. The fact that we are in an age largely dominated

by the gasoline motor and electric motor is made clear. Thus, too,

the great change known as the industrial revolution from the home
industries to the factory system is illumined and seen from a different

connection beside that of the development of the spinning and weaving

mills under Type-Study No. II, Textiles.

TYPE STUDIES

I. Farming.—This study is carried out. by work in the school

garden, by visits to farms, by classwork in recitations, by the making

of models of farm machinery in the meccano sets, by excursions to

m.useums and the International Harvester plant.

Fall.—Harvesting, corn-cutting, silo-filling, winter wheat.

Winter.— Soils; plowing; harrowing; planting; cultivating; rainfall

and snowfall in relation to winter and spring crops; relation of farming

to other industries, and its relation to the winning the war.
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Spring.—The farmer's fight with insects and weeds ; spraying and

hoeing; the testing-boxes; seedlings; germination; garden work.

II. Textiles.—In this study we have made seven different sorts of

hand-looms, spindles and distaffs, warping-frame, cord-machine for

doubling thread, spinning-frame for hand-spinning; we have raised

cotton, fiax, and hemp in the school garden; we have retted and

scutched and hackled the flax; we have spun on the hand-spindle and

spinning-wheel ; we have woven designs into cloth ; we have visited the

Hull House Museum and the Field Museum. This study is reported

in Ymr Book Vol. IV, 1915.

MECCANO LOOM AND DOUBLER

III. Wheat.—In this study of the grains we take corn as the

type, because of its size and abundance, to .show the type features of

a grain, in flower, stem, and leaf; we visited the flour-mill and we

made a school model of a flour-mill ; the bread-making in the domestic

science room is followed by a visit to Schulze's bakery. The study of

the wheat harvests of the world throughout the year reviews the

seasonal relations of the great wheat areas and the mutual interest

of all mankind in the world's bread production and bread rationing

during the Great War. This study is reported in Year Book Vol.

IV, 1915.

IV. Chicago Industnes.—A different industry is studied inten-

sively each year, the other chief industries sufficiently for purposes of
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comparison and to understand Chicago's commerce, with the trade

routes to and from Chicago. Thus, while we are studying ship-build-

ing in detail as a type, the other great industries of iron and steel,

lumbering, furniture manufacturing, meat-packing, and the making
of farm machinery, are related to the ship-building, and the goods

brought to Chicago and those sent from Chicago are listed and studied.

V. Automohile.—The four-stroke cycle gas-engine ; the compari-

son of the gas-engine with the steam-engine; the problems of the

driving-wheels (differential), of the main drive-shaft (the universal

joint), of the maintenance of engine-speed (the transmission), of the

steering wheels (the steering knuckles) ; the changes in transportation

and relation to the industrial revolution.

VI. Cattle.—The cow is studied as a type of domestic animal as

well as of animals in general. Hence the study involves the general

facts of animal life and particularly the relationship of the lower

animals to man, animal products and animal training.

VII. Problems Growing Out of History and Geography.—
Demonstrations that the earth is round; how to locate a ship's posi-

tion on the trackless waste of the ocean; how to determine latitude

and longitude ; use of the astrolabe ; change of seasons north and south

of the equator; movements of the sun, moon, and the constellations;

measurement of the size of the earth ; the international date-line ; food

for exploring expeditions ; Gulf Stream ; trade winds ; fur trade ; tan-

ning; the compass with its variations; the magnetic pole; glacial

action, bending ice, moraines, and striae; sand-table constructions;

etc.



THE SIXTH GRADE

The central topic of study in this grade is transportation. Both

land and water travel are studied and as much of the historic back-

ground as is necessary for the understanding of present-day condi-

tions is taken up. It is hoped that the outcome of this study will be

a knowledge of the development of methods of transportation from

the crude log boat and the dog-sledge to the modern steamer and

locomotive, with some idea of the changing social and economic con-

ditions which accompanied the opening up of roadways and the change

in methods of travel.

Many of the problems related to the central topic are worked out

in detail in the science and the manual-training departments. For

example, the evolution of the means of propulsion of watercraft from

hand-power to steam, gas, and electric power is studied, and models

of the various types of boats of different historic periods are made in

the woodshop. The effects of heat on liquids, the conversion of water

into steam, and the use of steam, as motive power are topics worked

out in the science classes where use is made of the laboratory and its

equipment. A survey of the early methods of trail and road-making

introduces the bridge and its influences, a topic which is studied in

detail in the shop. Here the primitive bridge, its modifications after

the wheel came into general use, the development of the modern struc-

ture and the modifications it has undergone in adaptation to special

needs are studied, and models are made of representative types.

Whenever the grade discussions bring up topics which can best

be handled in the laboratory or which require special treatment, they

are worked out under the guidance of the science teacher. Since the

interest of the pupils always determines the choice of topics, no two

groups of sixth-grade children have had identical experiences in gen-

eral science; the following topics, however, will give an idea of the

field that is covered through a study of transportation and will show

how the parallel science course clarifies and intensifies the central

topic.

I. A survey of early water transportation. Exhibits of primi-

tive boats in the Field Museum are studied, and models made of special

types. Buoyancy, and weights of various liquids are the related

science topics.
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II. Beginnings of ocean travel. Science topics; the mariner's

compass, magnetism, the North Star as an aid to navigators.

III. The class becomes familiar with the leading steamship

companies by a study of newspaper advertisements and of the bulletins

furnished by the various companies whose offices the children visit.

IV. The foreign destinations and routes of travel are studied,

and the influence of ice upon the location of these routes is noted.

The problems arising from this study which required fuller treatment

than could be given by the grade teacher Avere: Why can icebergs

live so long? Why does the larger part of the berg float below the

water? Where do ships encounter the greatest danger from bergs?

Why are the North Pacific routes not hindered by icebergs ? Why are

icebergs often hidden by fogs? How are sailors warned of the near-

ness of ice-fields? Science topics: Evaporation and condensation,

the effects of heat and cold upon metals, the principle of the marine

thermometer.

V. The structure and size of modern vessels. The science topics

studied are steam, its uses, the turbine, and reciprocating-engine.

VI. The big ship-building centers and the reasons for their loca-

tions. The related science work is a study of coal, limestone, iron,

steel, and oil.

VII. The readjustment in world commerce as wooden boats

were displaced by steel vessels.

VIII. The invention of the screw-propeller and its influence on

ship-building and commerce. Science topics: Principle of the pro-

peller as applied to boats, aeroplanes, etc.

It is not the plan of the science department to adhere strictly to

the curriculum, as outlined in this report. Whenever the children

have made experiments outside of school or have discovered facts which

interest them, they are encouraged to make a presentation of their

experiments or set forth their ideas to the class. During the year

several of the children became so interested in this sort of investigation

that they fitted up simple laboratories at home.

In order that the science experience may make a lasting impres-

sion, wide use is made of models. Such models the children make out

of clay, wood, meccano, or other materials. During the school year,

each child has an opportunity to make several of these models, which

are used in class demonstration and in morning exercises.

In the hope of arousing in each pupil a feeling of responsibility
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for contributing to the body of science knowledge acquired by the

grade, a definite amount of time per week is given to silent reading on

topics under discussion. Each child is provided with a printed list of

references, from which he may make his own selection. The titles of

these articles were reworded by the teacher to make them somewhat

suggestive of material to be found in the article. The books and

magazines so used are kept on the reference shelf in the grade room,

and may be taken out for home use. Each pupil keeps a record of

the reading done, and makes a brief criticism on the helpfulness of the

article- or on his readiness to recommend it to others.

Many children have shown a tendency to read articles directly

connected with class discussion, while others have preferred reading

at length on some topic of particular interest to the individual. For

example, one pupil has read all of the articles on magnets and per-

formed for the class some suggested experiments, while another is

reading all the library has to offer on the subject of flying machines

and airships. A page from the reference list, with the children's com-

ments, is appended.

REFERENCES FOR SILENT READING
Boys' and Girls' Book Shelf

1. Icebergs, Vol. 15, p. 189. / found it very interesting.—Louise.

2. Why an Iceberg Floats, Vol. 16, p. 413. / liked both articles about ice-

bergs.—Louise.

3. Magnetism, Vol. 12, p. 413. / read all of the articles about magnets.

They are very good.—Jean.

4. Magnets, Vol. 12, p. 411.

5. Artificial Magnets, Vol. 8, p. 408.

6. Electro-magnets, Vol. 12, p. 329.
,
/ think everybody should read it.—

Marie.

7. Electro Magnetism, Vol. 8, p. 411.

8. Why an Iron Ship Floats, Vol. 10, p. 410. Short, but explained clearly.

—Beatrice.

9. Building a Great Ship, Vol. 15, p. 1.

10. On the Bridge of a Great Ship, Vol. 14, p. 401. / liked it. I studied it

for my morning exercise.—Jean G.

11. Why the Sea Is Salt, Vol. 16, p. 411.

12. Why the Sea Never Freezes, Vol. 16, p. 41.

13. Why Its Waters Do Not Sink, Vol. 10, p. 215.

14. Size of the Ocean, Vol. 6, p. 404.

15. Why Iron Turns Red, Vol. 10, p. 413.

16. Effect of Rust on Iron, Vol. 10, p. 289. {Each member of the class read

the references about iron before visiting the steel mills.)

17. Why Iron Can Be Bent, Vol. 5, p. 168.

18. Why Iron Feels Colder than Wood, Vol. 5, p. 168.
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19. Submarines, Voh 15, p. 38. / read the whole series on suhmarines.—

James.

20. A Submarine on an Ocean Floor, Vol. 15, p. 47.

21. Flying Machines and Airships, Vol. 15, pp. 139, 153. / read all about

aeroplanes.—John.

23. Airships and Balloons, Vol. 6, p. 228.

23. How a Balloon Is Sent Up, Vol. 5, p. 144. The articles were good,-

but rather simple if you understand aeroplanes.

24. Flight of a Balloon, Vol. 6, p. 415.

25. Pets on Shipboard, Vol. 2, p. 374. It is worth while reading.—Laura.

26. Warships, Ancient and Modern, Vol. 8, p. 335. Interesting and excit-

ing.—Jessie.

27. Dogs on the Battle Field, Vol. 14, p. 303. A very good article.—Murray.

28. Nature Giants That Man Has Conquered, Vol. 15, p. 7. / recommend
it to others.—Wwd.

29. Queer Things About Explosives, Vol. 16, p. 336. Easy to read and inter-

esting.—Laura,

30. Boy Who Rode on the First Train, Vol. 18, / liked it.—Thompson.

31. Triumphs of Science, pp. 147, 84, 69, 57. / read all about submarines.
—John.

32. Popular Mechanics. The article about proznsion motors is very good.

I liked it best.—Bernal.

The principal topics, with some of the detailed experiments

carried on in the laboratory as part of the sixth-grade work, follow.

It is not to be understood that these are the only experiments given,

but that they are fairly representative of the work.

I. Primitive Boats—The first problems which arise are: Why
do ships and other bodies float ? Why does a steel ship float while iron

sinks ? How are skin boats and floaters made ? To answer these ques-

tions, buoyancy is studied and the weight of various liquids compared.

(See under V. The Study of the Steamboat.)

A further problem is : How do fishermen at sea obtain a supply

of fresh water?

Experiment.—Freeze both salt and fresh water; taste both liquids and

ice from each. Note results and answer questions. (It must be remembered
that the flow ice may have been glacial ice.)

Another problem is : Since ice comes from water, why does it fioat

rather than sink?

Experiment.—Freeze water in a test-tube, a sealed Mason jar, or a closed

can. Note results and formulate a rule about the behavior of water when
it changes to ice.*

•Certain of these experiments may be left for a time later in the year, when tht
temperature ii right.
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II. Beginnings of Ocean Travel.—The questions which present

themselves are: How did early navigators know their directions at

night or when they were out of sight of land ? How did the invention

of the mariner's compass solve this problem? How is the mariner's

compass made and used?

Experiment.—Let each child take a common sewing-needle and float it on
a cork in a vessel of water. What direction does the needle take? Rub the

needle on a magnet to magnetize it, and again float the needle. Compare
this result with the first, and also with the compass. Suspend a bar-magnet
in the room by means of a thread and wire stirrup and again compare
with compass. Do other substances besides iron and steel become mag-
netized ?*

Experivient.—By means of a magnet with marked ends, identify the

ends of a floating magnetized needle. Also identify ends of the compass-
needle in the same way.

Experiment.—The electro-magnet. Place a compass in a coil of wire

and pass an electric current through the coil. Let the children see that

an iron magnet is not necessary to set up a magnetic disturbance. Discuss

the uses of electro-magnets.

As an outcome of the study of the electro-magnet, one of the

PUPIL'S DIAGRAM OF ELECTRO-MAGNET CRANE

*Some groups
answer to this questic

ill ask how a magnet can be made from a piece of iron. In
the theory of magnetism may be very simply stated.
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boys devised an electro-magnet crane and another planned an electric

reciprocating engine.*

AN ELECTRO-MAGNET CRANE
The electro-magnet crane is a new invention for lifting steel and iron

without fastening. The principle on which this works is an electric current

circling in an insulated wire, which is wrapped around a piece of soft iron.

Some men think a piece of iron or steel is made of little particles, which

have two poles, a north and a south pole. These little particles cannot be

seen even under a very powerful microscope. These poles, before the cir-

cling of electricity, are all facing in different directions, but while the elec-

tricity passes around it, the north poles all face in one direction and create

a power to draw steel or iron. The reason steel is not used for an electro-

magnet is because once steel becomes magnetized it stays magnetized for

a long time, but iron loses all magnetism as soon as the current is broken.

February 25, 1918. John.

III. Steamship Lines.—This topic has no related laboratory

work.

IV. Influence of Ice on Steamship Routes.—Why do fogs occur

about icebergs ? In order to solve this problem, it is necessary for the

children to know something about evaporation and condensation.

Afterwards, application of these topics is made to the distribution of

rainfall over the earth.

Experiments.—Heat equal amounts of water in an open dish and in a

test-tube. Which requires the longer time for evaporation? Hold a cold

plate over vapor coming from heated water. Let water vapor from a

warm teakettle enter an ice-cold Mason jar. Distill some water. Observe

all the changes in these processes.

A discussion following these experiments enables the children to

explain why mist and fogs occur about icebergs.

Why does it rain much on the windward side of high mountain

ranges and but little on the leeward side? Why do we have snow-

capped mountains in desert regions? A relief-map of the world is

put before the class. The direction of the prevailing winds is given

and the pupils are asked to predict as best they can the relative rain-

fall of various parts of the earth. Their predictions are checked by

reference to a rainfall map in Longman's Atlas.

It is logical to follow the discussion on evaporation and conden-

sation with a brief study of the effects of heat upon gases and solids.

Experiments.—Fit a flask with a rubber stopper and a U-tube containing

mercury or water. Heat the flask and note expansion of air.

•Most of the children have erector outfits and are inclined to use them as a
means of demonstration.
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Fit a flask with rubber cork and upright glass tube. Fill with colored

water. Heat flask and note rise of water in the tube.

Arrange a copper rod in a circuit with an electric bell so that the

bell rings upon the contact of the copper rod as it lengthens when heated.

The children may be asked to devise thermometers and fire-alarms

in which the principle of expansion of solids when heated is involved.

They can construct such thermometers or alarms and use them in a

class demonstration or in a morning exercise. During the year 1917-

18, the children planned a number of marine thermometers and pre-

sented the morning exercise which follows

:

MORNING EXERCISE—ICEBERGS
Friday, November 23, 1917

Thompson. One of the most northerly Atlantic steamship routes is

that of the Allen Line, which runs from Montreal and Quebec (pointing to

the map) up through the mouth of the St. Lawrence, past the northern
coast of Nev/foundland, and across the Atlantic to the British Isles. It

is from twenty to one hundred miles shorter than any other route, and
saves about a day in time. This route cannot be used except in the winter
months on account of the icebergs. In the winter, all this region (pointing

to the map) is a mass of ice, but in summer the lower part melts away,
which frees the upper part, thus giving it a chance to break up and come
down. These floating masses are called icebergs. Since the Titanic dis-

aster, a great many investigations have been made about icebergs and
their movements. This morning, we will tell you about the results of

some of these investigations.

Beatrice. When the sailors see great masses of floating ice, they are

able to recognize two kinds of icebergs. One is very level, just like

the top of a table; the other sharp and irregular, extending out of the

water like a spire. The first is formed on the water and the other on the

land. When ice is frozen on a level surface, it is always level, though it

may be many feet deep. So the level ice is that which is frozen on the

surface of the northern seas and floats off in large fields when the warmer
weather causes it to break up. The land ice diflfers from that formed on the

water, because it is frozen on an irregular surface. So instead of being

level, it is rough and uneven. As land ice is formed under great pressure,

it is also harder and bluer in color than water-ice.

William. Greenland is the largest body of land north of the arctic

circle. On Greenland there are perpetual snows. It will snow and then

thaw, and these thaws are sometimes followed by sudden freezing, which

converts the snow into ice. This is repeated until there is an ice-sheet over

the country many feet in depth. This is sometimes called the continental

ice-sheet. This ice-sheet starts to move towards the coast. What causes

this movement no one knows, but there are several theories. One is, that

when ice is frozen under great pressure, it will flow like thick tar. Another
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theory is that in winter the ice contracts and in summer it expands and
these changes cause a slow forward movement. Ice, in the interior of the

country, moves about seven inches a day, while near the shore it moves
much more rapidly,—about thirty or forty feet a day. The rate of move-
ment depends upon the steepness of the slope and upon the temperature.

During Greenland's short summer of two or three months several thousand

icebergs are discharged into the sea.

Lambert. When the moving mass of ice has crept to the sea, the

formation of the coast determines the way in which it will break off to be-

come an iceberg. If the coast is high, and steep, like this (sketching on the

blackboard), the ice-sheet moves forward, pushing the end beyond the cliff

until it becomes so heavy that a great mass breaks off and falls into tnc

water below. If the coast has a long, gentle slope, like this (sketching), the

moving glacier follows the slope and may go some distance under the

surface of the sea. As ice is lighter than water, the water always tries to

buoy it up and at last a berg breaks off, rises, and floats away.

Since ice is not very much lighter than water, a large part of the berg

floats beneath the surface. In this vessel of colored water I have placed

a piece of ice and a piece of cork. The piece of cork is very light, so that

only a small part of it is beneath the surface. The ice is almost as heavy

as water, so that only a very small part of it is above the surface, about

seven-eighths of it being under water.

Katherine. After the iceberg has broken from the glacier, it stays

around the coast for a long time. There are two forces which finally cause

it to go out to sea—the wind and the current. When the iceberg ex-

tends several hundred feet above the water the extended part acts just

like a sail. The wind catches it and blows the berg down to the sea. The

current, which helps in this work is the Labrador current, in Davis Strait.

The icebergs are caught in this current and carried down into the paths

of commerce. While confined between the shores of Greenland and Canada,

this current flows very steadily and swiftly, but when it gets to the ocean,

it spreads out like a fan, part of it following the coast of Labrador and

the other part moving outward toward the east. Thus this current carries

some icebergs to Labrador and down our Atlantic coast to the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, while others are carried out into the ocean.

James. Just off the southeast coast of Newfoundland, in the vicinity

where the Titanic disaster occurred, many icebergs are often held together in

a kind of jam. This is due to the action of the current. The Labrador

current brings the bergs down along our eastern coast, and when it spreads

out some of them are carried out to sea. The Gulf Stream comes up from

the south, and in this part of the ocean (pointing to map) the two currents

meet. Where the two currents push together with the same amount of

force, the icebergs are held in a jam, which sailors fear very much.

Philip. After an iceberg gets into the Atlantic, it lives for a considerable

time. It may live many months, and some bergs have been known to exist

for two or three years. There are several reasons for this. One is its

enormous size, and another is that on account of the hardness of glacier

ice, from which the berg was formed, it will not melt readily. The third
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reason is that icebergs do not often travel singly, but in fleets. At certain

seasons thy break off and many come down into the ocean at the same time.

The most advanced bergs cool both the water and the atmosphere around

them, so that the sun cannot easily affect them. Another protection to the

berg is the fog which forms around it, and keeps off the rays of the sun.

Later, Robert will perform an experiment showing how this fog is formed.

Ward. If an iceberg were not carried south by the wind and current,

it would live a greater length of time than it usually does. The temperature

of the air and water around Greenland is very cold, and therefore the ice-

berg would have a chance to exist for a long time. But as the iceberg is

carried south, it soon comes to a warmer climate. The air about the berg

is then warmer than the water in which it floats. But when it reaches the

Gulf Stream, the water is warmer than the air around the iceberg and

therefore the under part melts much faster than the part that extends above

the surface of the water. This thawing of the under part in time causes the

iceberg to become top-heavy. Then it will turn over. Sometimes an iceberg

turns completely over several times during the process of thawing. Icebergs

have been known to be so tall that when they turned over, they struck the

ocean floor and were held there for quite a while. This occurs in the shal-

lower water near the coast.

Robert. Icebergs are a great menace to sailors, who are continually on

the watch for them. There are many ways in which sailors can detect the

presence of bergs. I am going to tell you some of them. One is that on

a clear sunny day sailors sometimes see a curious bright flickering light on

the horizon. They know this is caused by the ice, although they may not

see the iceberg. It is caused by the reflection from the iceberg. Another

indication of the nearness of icebergs is the presence of a bank of mist.

This mist is formed from the warm moist air above the Gulf Stream coming

into contact with the iceberg, which condenses it into mist. I am going to

show you by an experiment how this can happen. The air above this jar

is warm and moist, like the air above the Gulf Stream. This Mason jar is

cold, like the icebergs (he empties ice from a Mason jar and holds the cold

jar over the one filled with hot zvater). The vapor on the inside of this

jar is formed like the fog that is around the iceberg.

Mr. M. (holding the jar up so that the audience may see). There is a

considerable amount of vapor in this jar.

Oehm. Another way to detect icebergs is by the use of a marine ther-

mometer. This thermometer works on the principle that copper wire con-

tracts when cooled. The wires are arranged like this (makes a drawing on

board). When these two wires contract, they pull a lever, which is con-

nected with a circuit. This rings a bell up on the ship's deck or shows

a red light on the navigation-bridge. I have a little device here that

works on the same principle as the marine thermometer. I have a copper

wire running from this part (holding up device constructed from a cigar-

box, with copper plates and wires) up through a spindle, and it is wound
around the spindle, so that if the wire contracts, it will touch here and will

turn the stem and will touch this and cause the bell to ring. I am going

to place this in very cold water. (He does so, and the bell rings.) That
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is the way it rings when the wire contracts. Sailors have found this a
very dependable means of knowing when they are approaching floating ice.

Margaret. We made this to represent a marine thermometer, like that

used on ships. This is made on the same principle as the one Oehm de-

scribed. When a solid is heated, it expands, and when cooled, it contracts.

So, when this copper wire is put into ice-water, the wire contracts, pulls

this lever, and that pulls the wire and a bell rings {this device was
much larger, constructed from a wooden box). This copper wire is drawn
from this spindle to this other spindle. Then there is another copper wire
from this spindle, and it connects with a battery. Then there is another

copper wire from the first spindle to an indicator. There is another wire

on the back that extends to the battery. When this copper wire contracts,

it pulls the indicator, which touches this wire and makes the connection,

thus ringing the bell.

Dorothy. Sailors on the Atlantic ocean fear icebergs, but those on the

Pacific ocean do not. The reason for this is that there are few bergs in

the Pacific ocean, because there is no great land mass extending far north

where the icebergs can form. There are some glaciers formed in Alaska,

but when these reach the coast and break off, forming icebergs, they stay

near the shores until they melt away. There are icebergs in the Arctic

ocean, but they do not come down into the paths of commerce, because the

only way they can get into the Pacific ocean is through Bering Strait, and

as that strait is very shallow and very narrow, bergs do not pass through

it. For these reasons, there are no large icebergs in the north Pacific, and

sailors do not have to be on the look out for them.

Julia. Even though icebergs are so much feared by the sailors, the
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people along the shores of the north country are never sorry to see them
come down, as they are very important to the people who live along these

places. One reason is, that when the people from Labrador and Greenland

see that the icebergs are coming down, they know that there will be plenty,

of fish. Some kinds of fish prefer very cold water, and as the icebergs

chill the water for miles around them, these fish like to swim near the

bergs. Then the people get into their little boats, go out as near to the ice-

bergs as they can and get the fish. Another use of the iceberg is that it

serves as a means of supplying fresh water. If an iceberg is passing and

the sun has melted it, the water collects in little hollows and the fishermen

can drink it. If there is no water on the iceberg, they can break of¥ the

ice and melt it. Icebergs have sometimes served as means of transportation

for animals. During the long northern winter, Labrador and Greenland

are so covered with snow and ice that the animals have a hard time finding

food. They sometimes venture out on the ice as far as they can go in

search of food or fish. Sometimes they swim so far that they find the

passage back too great, and they climb up on icebergs to regain their

strength. Sometimes polar bears have been carried long distances by

floating masses of ice. Although they are not native to Iceland, many
people have seen polar bears there, and it is believed they were carried to

that region by means of ice.

V. Modern Ships.—How is a Vessel Propelled by Steam?

The children bring their toy steam-engines an^ operate them be-

fore the class. Diagrams and models of reciprocating-engines are

used and explained as far as possible by the pupils.

In order that the pupils may realize the significance of the inven-

tion of the steam-engine and the effects of its use on the structure and

carrying power of ships, it is well to study the evolution of the boat

from primitive types propelled by hand power to modern steam-driven

craft. In our school this study is made in the woodshop as part of the

manual-training course.

STUDY OF THE STEAMBOAT

In connection with the work in Geography and History for the

year the handwork of the boys centered about the making of various

models of historical importance in the evolution of the steamboat.

These models furnished considerable material for discussion in science,

principally physics of an elementary nature.

Two years previously this same grade had been interested in the

making of boats and had become familiar with the law of buoyancy,

which they had proved by means of simple apparatus and tests which

they themselves had made. A review of this work was therefore in-

troduced at the beginning of the^ year's work.
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MODEL-MAKING IN THE SHOP

Why does an object float ? This was the question with which the

discussion opened. This seemingly simple question was quickly dis-

posed of by the equally simple answer, "because it is lighter than

water." However, objection was quickly made to this answer by one

of the boys, who cited the case of steel ships, "and steel is heavier than

water." The majority of the class seemed to be satisfied with the an-

swer that it was the air inside which held the boat up. Illustrations

were given of tin cans and basins floating in water until tipped in such

a manner that the water entered and displaced the air. To some of

the class this did not seem to be the true answer and various cases

were introduced which seemed to disprove this point. Shape had

something to do with it, according to some of the boys. To develop

the law of buoyancy the following apparatus was devised and tests were

made

:

1. Two blocks of wood were made of exactly the same size, one of

them being of Washington red cedar, which is very light in weight, and the

other of Georgia pine, which is very heavy and full of pitch. These blocks

were then gaged with lines Ys inch apart and then paraffined to make them

waterproof.

2. A cardboard box was made by one of the boys, the inside dimen-

sions being the same as the outside dimensions of the blocks. This was

then marked with lines % inch apart and paraffined.

3. A pan of water big enough to float the blocks of wood was pro-

duced.

4. A pair of scales with gram weights was brought from the science

k'boratory.

The two blocks of wood were floated in the water and the distance

to which each sank was easily noted by means of the marks gaged on

the sides. The fact that one block sank deeper in the water and took

up more room than the other was noted, and led to the term "dis-
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placement.'^ The question of accurately measuring the amount dis-

placed by each block was settled by first noting the depth to which

each block sank and then pouring enough water into the cardboard box^

to reach a similar depth by means of the lines marked on the inside

which corresponded to the lines marked on the outside of the blocks.

Now, by weighing the box with the water and deducting the

weight of the empty box, the weight of the water which was displaced

by the block was easily determined. Then the block was weighed and

the results compared. Considering that the apparatus was made by

the pupils themselves and the actual weighing and measuring was done

by them, the results as set forth in the following table were quite ac-

curate enough to prove that the amount of water displaced by the

floating block of wood equaled the weight of the block itself.

TEST OF WOODEN BLOCKS
Red cedar sinks to mark 5

Yellow pine sinks to mark 9]4

Weight of cardboard box and water displaced by red cedar block.... 193 gr.

Weight of cardboard box 25 gr.

Weight of water displaced 168 gr.

Actual weight of red cedar block 169 gr.

Difference 1 gr.

Weight of box and water displaced by yellow pine block 358 gr.

Weight of box 25 gr.

Weight of water displaced 333 gr.

Actual weight of yellow pine block 331 gr.

Difference 2 gr.

Z5Q,n. = WT. OF BOX

A trip to the Field Museum was made for the purpose of studying

primitive types of boats, the Pacific Island out-rigger and the Eskimo

kayak. Similarity in constructive principles between the kayak and

the modern boat was noted and the shape as a factor in speed and sea-

worthiness was discussed. The copying of nature forms, such as the

duck and the fish, was very evident, and some discussion was had re-

garding the effect which is produced when a boat is propelled through
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the water and the factors which must be considered, such as displace-

ment, friction, cleavage of the water (at the bow) and the swirl or

suction and eddying effect at the stern.

The next step was to classify boats as to manner of propulsion

through the water. The following outline was worked out. Con-

siderable discussion was held as to the exact chronological order of

development: Rowboats (man power); sailboats (wind power);

steamboats (steam power) ; electric boats (electric power)
;
gasoline

boats (gas power).

The length of time which the sailing-vessel had held the center

of the stage compared to the other types of boats was noted and led to

a discussion of the various types of sailing-vessels classified according

to their rigging. Pictures were brought in by the boys to show the

various types, and dictionaries, encyclopedias and books of history were

lansacked to furnish their quotas for this list,

TYPES OF "WIND POWER" OR SAILING VESSELS

Canoe with outriggers
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partial success, had failed to arrive at a practical solution. Among

these were John Fitch and John Stevens and even our own Franklin.

Thus Fitch and Stevens attempted to make the steam-engine copy the

exact motions of the hand-propelled oar, which meant the developing

of a reciprocating motion in the piston-rod of the engine, which was

transferred to a circular motion in the main shaft and fly-wheel, and

then again changed back to a reciprocating motion on the oars. Fulton

arranged the paddles or oars from the center of the shaft, and the

paddle-wheel was developed which was much more efficient.

During the time devoted to this subject several of the boys

brought sjnall steam-engines from home, and the whole class was able

to study at close range the action of the steam-engine and to become

familiar with the names of the essential parts. Diagrams were made

and terms learned, such as reciprocating, piston, slide-valve, cylinder,

walking-beam, etc.

PUPILS DIAGRAM OF STEAM ENGINE

The turbine-engine as the later and more efficient development of

the steam-engine was studied from pictures and descriptions in books.

In the shop work the attempt was made to construct some of the

types of boats studied. Fulton's Clermont was one which' was selected.

Fitch's two types, the stern-wheel and a boat propelled by horse-power

using a treadmill, were fairly successful. The size of the class (19)

was somewhat of a drawback to the successful completion of many

models requiring individual attention.

The benefit obtained from this study, however, was well worth

the effort spent on it, even though the results on the handwork side
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were crude and incomplete. The admiration for the persistence with

which such a man as John Fitch clung to an idea and sacrificed money

and friends in his effort to reach success, was an important benefit de-

rived from the study.

The daring displayed by the early explorers was also marveled at

when it was realized that these explorers sailed uncharted seas, with

crude instruments, in vessels so tiny that exact reproductions have

been picked up with block and tackle and hoisted aboard our modern

liners and transported across the Atlantic as a bit of baggage. These

are lessons quite as important to the growing boy in dealing with the

industries and work of the world as is a technique gained in the use

of certain tools.

THE HALF MOON ON BOARD THE MAURETANIA
(Courtesy of the Scientific American)

VI. Ship-huilding.—What raw materials are needed to build

ships ? Coal for heating and reducing iron ore ; iron ore as a source of

iron and steel; limestone as a fluxing material; clay for fire-brick;

wood for finishing parts of vessel. The class work' centers about the

study of coal and the steel and iron industry.

COAL

(a) Origin.—What is coal? Does vegetable matter contain carbon?

What does an examination of coal tell us about the origin? What do coal-

beds reveal about the earth's history?
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(b) Structure of Coal-beds.—How were folds made in the coal-beds?

Earth shrinkage as a possible cause of earth folding.

Experiment.—Pour a little melted paraffin on a small rubber balloon.

Allow to harden and then let some of the gas escape.

A DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENT

(c) Mining Coal.—The long wall and room and pillar methods of

mining coal are explained and compared.

(d) The Burning of Coal.—What does burning mean?
Experiments.—Make oxygen from potassium chlorate. Burn carbon,

sulphur, magnesium, and iron wool in oxygen. Explain the test for carbon
dioxide with lime water. Burn a piece of coal in a bottle of oxygen and
test the gas remaining for carbon dioxide.

lEON
(a) Iron Deposits.—Where do we get our iron? Can it be mined like

gold or silver? Where is iron found? Where are the principal iron-ore

deposits of the United States?

(b) Extraction.—How is iron obtained from hematite? In answer
to this question, the steel industry is carefully studied as it is carried on
at the Illinois Steel Plant at South Chicago. A flow sheet is made of the

entire process of steel-making, showing the purpose of each operation.

Emphasis is laid upon the following points:

1. Carbon in the form of coke steals away the oxygen from the ircn

ore so as to free the iron.

2. Limestone combines with the impurities to form slag, which is after-

wards used to make cement. In this connection the origin of limestone is

discussed, and artificial limestone is made by cementing broken shells to-

gether with lime. The product is compared with limestone specimens in the
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laboratory. The spring field-trip to Starved Rock affords excellent oppor-

tunity to study the limestone beds as they are eroded in Deer Park.

3. The Bessemer converter first purifies the iron by burning out the

impurities. The iron is then converted into steel by the addition of a specific

amount of carbon.

An excursion to the steel-mills is made and a morning exercise is usually

given.

(c) Location of Steel-mills.—Why is the iron ore brought from the

Lake Superior region to Chicago? To Cleveland? To Pittsburg? To Buf-

falo? To Detroit? Why is not the coal shipped to Lake Superior and the

entire industry located there?

The increased use of oil as a substitute for coal, especially on

war-ships, and as the source of the gasoline needed by all gas-engines

has led to a study of the oil industry, with an excursion to the Standard

Oil plant at Whiting, Indiana.

DOMESTIC SCIENCE

In the sixth grade the children all show a keen interest in the

problems related to the home. This interest, while equally strong in

both boys and girls, is centered on quite different problems. For this

reason the work is divided during the year, that of the boys coming

in the fall and that of the girls in the winter and spring.

The influence of the Boy Scout movement is strong at this age as

well as the natural desire to learn how to cook in camp. The work of

the boys is based entirely on these interests, and each year an excursion

is planned where a lunch can be cooked out of doors under true camp-

ing conditions.

The work of the girls bears directly on the home and takes up, in

as broad a sense as possible, the ideals of home-making. Although

based on different interests, the questions asked by both boys and girls

involve the same fundamental ideas of economy, sanitation, health, and

food preparation.

The need of economy and co-operation on the part of the children

lias been emphasized by the necessities which have come about through

the war. The problems studied by the boys are as follows

:

I. Economy.—What foods can best be cooked in camp? With

regard to bulk and weight; with regard to cost? How can waste be

prevented in the camp or in the home ?

II. Sanitation and Health.—What conditions must exist if we

wish to keep well? Need for cleanliness and order; proper care of

food and supplies. What food materials are needed for strength and
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A LESSON IN DOMESTIC SCIENCE

growth ? We are asked to save necessities and to use substitutes during

the war. What are the necessities ? What are their substitutes ?

III. Food Preparation.—What foods should a camper know how

to cook?
OUTLINE OF LESSONS

(a) Vegetables.—Boiled and mashed potatoes.

(b) Beverages.—Cocoa.

(c) Cereals.—Boiled rice.

(d) Meat Substitute.—Macaroni and cheese.

(e) Meat and Egg Cookery.—Bacon and egg^s.

(f) Fish Cookery.—Fried fish.

(g) Flour Mixtures.—Pancakes, corn muffins, baking powder biscuit,

ginger bread, plain cake.

(h.) Meal Cookery.—Lunch cooked out of doors.

The work of the girls concerns the same general topics.

I. Economy.—What foods are the cheapest to buy in order to

get the nourishment we need ? How does the cost of home-made dishes

compare with those bought at the store? How can we best aid the

country in its campaign to prevent waste ?

II. Sanitation.—What conditions of cleanliness must exist if

our homes are to be pleasant and healthful ?

III. Food Preparation and Service.—What are the foods that

a girl ought to be able to prepare? How can these foods be served so

as to be attractive and palatable ? How can variety be secured ?

The ideals and care of the home, personal hygiene and all the

broader aspects of home-making are introduced whenever possible



i THE SEVENTH GRADE
t
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i

: All that follows has doubtless been said many times, but must

needs be repeated. Do we wish our students. to have a live, active in-

terest in plant life and its relation to man? How important is that

interest? Would a more general and intelligent interest in plant life

make for qualities of character and points of view of which we find

ourselves in need as we consider the growing ideals of citizenship?

What emphasis should a study of plant life receive in school? To
establish a real interest, how early must we begin and how must we

proceed? It is a matter of common knowledge and experience th^t

the old traditional botany courses, as a method of teaching about plant

life, fail. Dr. John- D. Coulter sa3^s, in his preface to Plant Life arid

Plant Uses, "Boys and girls, l)y mere accumulation of organized

knowledge about plants, may never come to that appreciation of plants

as a part of life which is believed to be very desirable.'^ Though there

has long existed general agreement concerning these facts, and nature

study and school gardens have been prescribed and tried as solutions to

the problem, we still find ourselves wondering why young people,

though perhaps interested for the time being, and in some cases in-

dicating more than a passing interest, do not more generally seek

voluntarily to come in contact with plant life and its study.

Doubtless much, or most of the time given to so-called nature

study has been devoted to mere observation, not impelled by curiosity

or a keen desire to know, but directed by the teacher who was endeavor-

ing to teach certain facts required in the course of study. The school

garden remains our chief source of hope. There it is that the boys

and girls can, through their own activity, have the joy of touching

and smelling the earth and of watching the wonder of germination and

growth. There it is that they can observe living organisms, form and

color in all their diversity and variety. There it is that their craving

for beauty can at least in some small measure be fed. The need for

expression in drawing and painting, modeling -and making, singing

and dancing, is an accepted theory, well considered and provided for

in all good teaching. The addition of the art of gardening as a form

of expression needs yet to be made.

So far, the school gardens have most generally been used to teach

agriculture or truck-gardening, with emphasis on economic values, or
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to teach isolated facts about soils, plants, insects, etc. Surely, the love

of beauty is instinctive, and this we may not forget when we consider

the school garden. What other opportunity so wide and adequate offers

itself for the teaching of the esthetics which will beautify our city

windows and gardens, and our farm roadsides and dooryards? It is

only when interest in and love for plant life is part of our child-life

that it endures. Man may travel devious paths in search of those in-

terests which lead to the great vistas and inspirations of life, but his

garden is a broad and certain gateway to beauty, ever-widening

horizons, and finer human relations.

With such an activity to engage one's efforts, it remains to help

the boys and girls choose wisely from the numberless problems which

present themselves with much insistence. The making of the school

garden is the center for most of the science and geography work of the

seventh grade. However, before presenting the plan of the year's

work, it may be well, in answer to inquiries which are frequently made,

to insert some general remarks about the garden as a project in this

school.

Our membership has grown and our available garden space has

gradually decreased to make room for other outdoor activities also

necessary to the life of the school (houses for the museum, the wireless

club, first-grade playhouse, etc.). These changed conditions could not

practically and fittingly be met by the use of our old garden plan.*

The plan used then provided an opportunity to consider each

cliild's choice, so that he might express himself as an individual,

esthetically, commercially, or scientifically ; it provided space for classes

to work as such on a class problem ; it planned, for the sake of appear-

ance and better product, to have all children making similar choices

plant in the same sections; it attempted to give each individual all

necessary assistance.

Since that time many changes have occurred affecting the garden

experiences of our children. The use of the old plan meant too many
children working in too small a space, duties too limited, and inter-

ference so constant and discouraging as to destroy the respect which

any good work should receive. The old plan also required, especially

from grade teachers a high degree of co-operation, which some-

times was necessarily artificial or forced. Since neither the experience

nor the training of class teachers, except in individual cases, gives them
a vital interest in plant life, the farm, and the garden, it is a mistake

"Described in detail in the Elementary School Teacher, Jan., 1906.
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to expect them to be of great assistance. Therefore, it has been neces-

sary gradually to reorganize the work so that a better adjustment

may be made between what we can hope for from our school garden

and what we can really get.

Is the real function of a school garden different after all from

that of any other garden? If it does not make its appeal through its

esthetic, economic, and social values, is it worth having ? Is it possible

to utilize our time and space, however limited or small, so that our

boys and girls can be led to feel the beauty of the garden, to like plants

and actively to contribute to the home or the community by planting

and caring for them ? Can they be led to like appropriateness of sur-

roundings out of doors so that they can diagnose ugliness, prescribe a

remedy and obtain a fitting and beautiful result?

A school in the city must take into consideration a very short

season for gardening in the spring, and a long absence from school

during the summer months. Frequently the care given the garden in

the summer is inadequate. A greenhouse for tiding plants over the

winter is often impossible. For these and other reasons, emphasis on

garden work should be heavy in the spring. By careful planning, the

garden can be made especially beautiful in the early spring and again

in the fall, when the children return to school. Laboratory work, and

classroom discussion, can be emphasized in the winter quarter to give

more time for actual gardening in the spring and fall.

So far the school has provided some outdoor planting experience

every year for every, child through the first seven grades. Thereafter

it has fostered only special interests by giving plots to older students

who wish to give their leisure or vacation time to such work. The

kindergarten and first grade have small plots of their own and grow

corn, popcorn, pumpkins, etc., to feed to their pets; they also grow a

few flowers easy of culture. Grades two to seven plant the vegetable

garden and when called upon help to beautify neglected spots on the

school grounds. The seventh grade cares for the flower garden and

the grounds in front of the school building. They prepare and plant

the hotbeds which supply the school, home gardens, and window-boxes.

Bulbs for house culture are distributed every fall. The narcissus,

which can be grown in bowls filled with pebbles or fibre and water, and

which blooms in four or five weeks, is of course the favorite. This

fall, the hotbeds were filled with a variety of bulbs ; single and double,

parrot and reflex tulips; hyacinths; jonquils; scillas; snowdrops;
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daffodils; and Easter lilies, which were brought into the schoolrooms

in February, to be forced into bloom for Easter.

About five or six hundred two or three-year-old trees are dis-

tributed every spring for Arbor day, at a penny each. These are all

planted in home gardens. Though many do not survive, enthusiastic

reports come in from successful planters. A number of trees are now

fifteen or more feet high, and their owners, the alumni, report their

growth with pride. Some special trees, shrubs, or vines, are planted

every year by the May Queen, as the gift of the Senior class to the

school. The high-school students and men of the faculty spend a

Saturday in the garden in the spring doing work too heavy or too

difficult for younger children. They do heavy spading in the vegetable

garden, haul manure, lay out beds, make paths, mend and paint fences,

etc. The high-school girls prepare a luncheon and help to make the

day one of wholesome, purposeful labor and of genuine social worth.

The year's work in the seventh grade subdivides itself into the

following projects

:

I. The harvesting and general observation of the fall garden

lead to the giving of two morning exorcises in October. The first is

organized to make a careful report to the school of the work done in

the garden by each group and of the outcome of this work as a part of

the harvest. This exercise is directly followed by another, given by

the seventh grade, on the year's world crop reports. On the same day,

the "County Fair" takes place, described in Year Booh, Vol. IV, p. 23.

II. Clearing the vegetable and flower gardens for winter and

for planting of spring garden.

III. Planting of bulbs and perennials and covering for winter

protection. Planting of bulbs for indoor forcing.

IV. A review and organization of science experiences of previous

grades into a more orderly, complete body, using the laboratory to

answer questions.

V. Close observation and care of spring garden, and planting

of summer and fall gardens.

I. The Year's Crops.—Consideration of our garden crop natur-

ally brings to mind such questions as. How much food do I eat in a

day ? In a week ? In a year ? Can I picture concretely that amount ?

In what proportion do the great staple products appear? How much
food does my home use in a year ? Our city ? Is it possible to think.
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in terms of bulk or measure of any kind, how much food the world

needs? Who does all this work of production? Where are the great

important staple crops produced, and why?

The study of the contribution of the various countries to the

world's food supply opens the field of problems involving the inter-

relation of food production and climatic conditions. Definite ques-

tions concerning air and water relations are brought up, which are

answered in subsequent laboratory and classroom work. Geography

also has a real significance here. The study of this question includes

practically a review of the geography of the world. Climatic relations

are constantly in evidence and numerous facts are mentioned as such

without discussion of causes and relationships ; for example, barley and

rye appear in the list of certain products of Eussia and Germany. The

reasons for this are mentioned but not fully discussed in this prelimi-

nary work. The exact reasons are more fully set forth in the detailed

study of climate, air, water, and soil made in the laboratory during

the winter quarter. Mathematical geography and the history of the

development of geograpliic knowledge are topics studied in this con-

nection.

II. Fall Gardening.—The garden must be cleared before an

early frost comes, so that our planting may be done. What shall we

do first ? If we clear it before the frost shows us what will be killed,

how can we know what to pull up and what to leave? Why do some

plants die and others live through the long, hard winter? What are

annuals, biennials, perennials? Are some plants annuals in some lati-

tudes and perennials in others? Do some plants naturally require

more time to grow up, to mature, just like some animals? Why?
I)oes this difference in time show itself in the results accomplished by

the plants? What are herbaceous plants?

Shall the dead annuals be saved for covering or not? Would it

be better to burn them for fertilizer ? If they are scattered about do

the seeds sometimes self-sow? Are some plants troublesome in this

way ? To clean the fences, we must pull off the annual vines. How can

we tell them from the perennial climbers? How many of each do

we have on the school grounds? What does a plant gain by being a

climber? Shall the soil be spaded or not? Shall fertilizer be added?

What is the best fertilizer for bulbs ? For perennials ?

Our school closes about the middle of June. What plants, that

will surely blossom before school closes, shall we choose to make our

garden beautiful for spring?
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III. Fall Outdoor and Indoor Planting.—What bulbs and plants

that blossom in the spring are planted in the fall? What is a bulb?

What work does it do ? Does it do more than store food for the coming

season? Does it form its flower before the winter comes, or in the

spring? Can we, with the use of the magnifying-glass, see the flower

in the bulb when it is cut open ? If it doesn't form its flower by fall,

can it blossom in the spring? Why can we not use forced bulbs the

second season ? Why can some bulbs be forced in water in a few weeks

and why do others need to be stored in a cold, dark place for several

months before forcing? How much work can bulbs do under the snow

and ice in winter? The root growth made in winter out of doors is

always a great surprise, and so also is the rapid growth of leaves and

blossoms made after bringing the bulb into the heated room.

These observations lead to such questions as : AVliy do we have

finer wild flowers some years than others? Does nature always suc-

cessfully provide plants with protection against sudden changes in

temperature or other irregularities in the weather? If not, what hap-

pens? Are there evidences of such histories to be seen in the woods?

Are some annuals or perennials good for house forcing ? What kinds ?

Do we ever force bulbs or plants which naturally bloom late in

smumer ?

There are always questions which lead to the idea of the chemistry

of growth. These are given such attention as may encourage further

observation and which will clearly indicate the relation of chemistry

to growth.

Can we tell by looking at a plant or bulb how it should be trans-

planted ? Are there signs or marks of any kind to show how they were

planted before ? Has the size of the bulb anything to do with the depth

of planting ? What happens when the bulb is planted too deep ? What
happens when it is planted too near the surface ? A few bulbs in the

garden were found on top of the ground when the snow disappeared.

How did they get there ? What pushed them out ? What can be done

to aid a plant or bulb newly set out ? What might hinder its growth

or kill it ? What bulbs or plants can live through the winter without

covering? With covering? Not at all? What makes good covering?

Some time is spent on the study of plants, their history, the bulb

industry and its place and magnitude in the work of the world.

IV. Review and Organization of Science Experience With Lab-

oratory Work.—The urgent questions arising from the garden proj-

ect, together with a growing desire of the children to relate their vari-
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ous science experiences, require a simple organization of earlier work,

and the addition of such experience and subject matter as a more ad-

vanced attitude requires. This organization serves to widen their

mental horizon and at the same time reveals new relationships.

The children have had some first-hand contact with land forms,

plant life, animal life, agriculture, horticulture, meteorology, as-

tronomy, geography, physics, chemistry, and methematics in their ex-

cursions, travels, and activities in and out of school. But the actual

handling of laboratory apparatus, to ascertain facts and the reasons

for them, has not been very extensive. It is therefore important that

the children should become better acquainted with the experimental

method. The pertinent questions arising from the grade project offer

excellent opportunities for this kind of study.

The laboratory work is organized on the basis of the four great

divisions: atmosphere, water, life, soil. These are of course all inter-

related and are not taken up as units or in any formal order.

It is not the purpose of this report to describe all the experiments

given in the laboratory, but only to state enough of them to show that

by means of experiments the children can solve many of the problems

which confront them.

(a) The Atmosphere.—The general topic of the atmosphere and

the need of experiments in this field may be introduced by means of

such questions as these: Do our senses always tell us the truth?

Since we cannot see the atmosphere, does that prove there is none?

How can we prove there is an atmosphere? The discussion leads the

6hild to the conclusion that the only way to find out is by means of

experiment, and that the atmosphere is a fertile field for experimen-

tation. The questions raised by the children offer many suggestions as

to procedure. Of these, the following are typical

:

What is the atmosphere, and how do we know there is an atmo-

sphere ?

Experiment.—Show with a vacuum-pump what happens when air is ex-

hausted from a square gallon can.*

Experiment.—Set up a mercury barometer. Weigh the column of mer-
cury from the barometer. Measure the area of the end of the barometer-

tube, and compute the weight of the column of mercury in a tube with an

end area of one square inch. Find the pressure of the atmosphere as deter-

mined by the average results of the experiment.

"If no vacuum-pump is available, pour a small amount of water in the can and
boil for a few moments, until the steam has displaced the air. Then place an air-tight
stopper in the can. As the steam condenses a partial vacuum is formed and the can
will collapse.
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Let each child keep the barometric readings and weather conditions for

a period of time and plot a curve. Note conditions of weather on all points

on the curve. Can any deduction be made as to the kind of weather which
accompanies high and low barometer? In this connection weather-maps arc

studied.

Of what does the air consist? Is there much oxygen in the air?

Experiment.—The teacher may demonstrate the approximate amount of

oxygen in the air. Invert a cylindrical jar over a piece of wood which is

floating in water. Place a length of magnesium ribbon on the wood and

ignite. Does the amount of air in the jar become smaller? What is the

approximate amount of oxygen in the air.

Is the air all oxygen? The other constituents of air are men-

tioned.

How pure is the air, and what are some of the impurities

present ?

Experiment.—The teacher may show that the air is impure by drawing

a stream of air through a funnel, over which there is stretched a cloth gauze

and a layer of wet filter-paper. "Which is more free from dust, city or

country air? How does the lake breeze improve Chicago's air?

In addition to the above properties of air, the following questions

may be studied in like manner and a broader application made : Why
does hot air rise? What causes winds? What are cyclones and tor-

nadoes? What work does the wind do? A discussion of the latter

question involves a trip to the sand-dunes and the lake shore.

(&) Water.—The subject of water is naturally introduced

through the garden project. The amount of water in the ground

under varying conditions of temperature, soil porosity, and dryness of

the atmosphere offers many interesting problems. The subject may
be introduced by having the pupils recall the three forms of water.

Such questions as these are asked: What is the difference between

boiling and evaporation? Between water-vapor and steam? Why
does the amount of water-vapor in the air vary ? What effect has this

upon evaporation?

These questions, together with those dealing with distillation and

condensation, lead to a discussion of a number of problems such as:

Why is rain fall heavier in certain places than in others, and w^hy is

the ocean salty ? What becomes of rain-water ?

Experiment.—Let each child pour water on a box of clay and observe

that some runs off as surface water, some becomes ground water, while some
is evaporated. With silver nitrate test for hardness the water which seeps

through.
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Which kind of water accomplishes the most mechanical work?

To answer this question, use is made of the sand-table or a stream out

of doors. Discussion of work of running water naturally follows and

the reason why river valleys and deltas are fertile is brought out.

Other points to study about water are: Its chemical composi-

tion; how the small capillary tubes in the soil make it possible for a

plant to get water; atmospheric water, clouds, dew and snow.

(c) Life.—In the garden the children come in contact with vari-

ous aspects of plant and animal life, and begin to realize the wonder-

ful adaptation of this life to its environment. The natural desire on

the part of the children to know something about the life of the past

and the change from past life forms to present ones, is the reason for

making a brief study of prehistoric life. In this study the eflFect of

changing environment upon life forms is emphasized.

The purpose of this historical study is fourfold : First, to satisfy

a curiosity about prehistoric life; second, to make museum specimens

intelligible ; third, to show development of life and the dependence of

life upon environment: fourth, to furnish a background for the work

in the eighth grade.

For these reasons an outline of the five eras of earth history, and

the periods of the last three eras are given. Since the names are diffi-

cult, the derivation and meaning of each are explained.

1. Azoic (without life).—We speak of the azoic as a very long era,

in which vulcanism was probably the dominant feature. We learn to recog-

nize the most common igneous rocks; such as lava, obsidian, granite, pumice,

and ash.

2. Archeozoic (dawn of life).—This era is spoken of as one of very

long duration. Running water, the wind, and the other agencies were at

work. The era stands out as one of the great folding and faulting, also

as a period of some vulcanism. We learn to recognize specimens of gneiss,

schist, slate, quartzite, shale, sandstone, limestone, and conglomerate. Under
what conditions is each formed? ,What is a sedimentary rock? What is

a metamorphic rock? What evidence of life is there in the archeozoic era?

3. Paleozoic (very old life).—Under the paleozoic seven divisions are

mentioned : Cambrian—named after an outcrop in Cambria, England ; Ordi-

vician, named after ancient tribe of Ordivicii in Wales; Silurian, named
after ancient tribe Silurii, in Wales ; Devonian, named after outcrop in

Devonshire, England; Mississippian, conspicuous system of rocks in the

Mississippi Valley; Pennsylvanian, the conspicuous system or rocks in Penn-

sylvania; Permian, named from outcrop in Permia, Russia.

4. Mesozoic (middle life).—Three divisions are given: Triassic, named
from the three formations which occur in Germany; Jurassic, from the out-
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crops in the Jura mountains; Cretaceous, from the chalk formation in Eng-
land and Germany.

This era is remembered as the era of saurians, or reptiles. We visit

the Academy of Sciences and the Field Museum to see the skeletons and

pictured restoration of the reptiles. On our book-shelves we keep many
standard references and publications of various museums. From our ex-

WIMAI.S FOK MORNING EXERCISE
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DRAWINGS OF EXTINCT ANIMALS FOR MORNING EXERCISE

cursions and references we learn something about the conditions in which

the fossils are found and the probable conditions which caused the animals

to be entombed and become fossilized. We review certain facts which lead
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men to believe that they know something about the landscape of prehistoric

times. The entire study is for the most part descriptive.

To make clear the purpose of naming the periods under each era, it may

be well to give an illustration. A certain fossil in the museum is labelled,

Dinosaur—Triassic—Jurassic. The child at once tabulates the animal as

having lived in the mesozoic era, which is late in the world's history, rather

than that it is just "prehistoric."

5. Cenosoic (recent life).—The divisions mentioned are: Eocene, Mio-

cene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene. We speak of this as the era of mammals.

In this connection we trace the development of the horse, as shown by

fossils. We also note the apparent evolution of birds from reptiles. Em-
phasis is placed on evolution and its connection with climate and physio-

graphic conditions.

This life-stud)^ culminates in a morning exercise on prehistoric

life, or in a lecture by an authority on paleontology.

In this study we make use of the information we gained when

studying running water. We note how earth materials carried by the

streams to lakes, oceans, and lowlands can there be deposited as sedi-

ment; how this may be reworked by waves and winds, and then laid

down in beds; how animals' remains may be imbedded in these sedi-

ments, later to be fossilized ; how beds of Cambrian rocks may lie upon

Archean and all the others above in order, or how they may easily be

formed out of their regular order in the column ; how horizontal beds

may be formed on upturned beds; what the coal measures mean, how

they may get out of the horizontal position, and what they tell us about

prehistoric climate.

These questions make necessary a brief study of folding and

faulting as probably caused by shrinkage or tension of the earth's

crust.

We begin a brief examination of the United States Geological

Survey folios, choosing those which are typical of the different regions

in the United States. The children observe that the beds are practic-

ally undisturbed in some regions and very much disturbed in others.

A report of each region is made to the class by pupils who have been

in those regions. For example a child who had visited in Texas re-

ported the principal facts as she found them in the Uvalde Folio,

Texas.

The children are encouraged to study the folios of the regions

where they plan to spend their summer vacations. A number of in-

quiries have iaeen made as to whether folios of the regions to which

they are going are available.
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(d) Soil.—The garden project furnishes the next important

subject for investigation. Of the problems studied in this connection,

the following are those which are solved by means of experiments in

and out of doors. Of what does soil consist ? To answer this, we take

samples of soils from the different areas in the vicinity of Chicago and
examine them under the microscope. We note that soil is made up of

a greater or smaller amount of inorganic material, dependent upon the

source of that soil. For salt content we test one of the soils, prefer-

ably one of clay, by means of silver nitrate, as in our water experi-

ment.

How is soil formed ? We go to the lake shore and see soil being

made mechanically, and then we go to our garden and see the vegetable

matter decaying, and note that soil may be made by the- process of

chemical action.

AVhat makes the soil black? In answer to this, we pour a small

amount of sulphuric acid on vegetable matter of different kinds. We
note that they all turn black. We explain that the sulphuric acid pro-

duces a very rapid decomposition, and that the resulting product is

similar to that of the slower decay.

Does soil hold water? What does porosity of soil mean? Is a

soil which is very porous a good soil? If. so, under what conditions?

What is a thin soil ? How can a thin soil be improved ? What is a

subsoil ? How can soil be made to retain water ? Is a fertile soil with-

out water-holding power practical for cultivation ? What becomes of a

soluble fertilizer which is used on a very porous svibsoil?

What is a hotbed ? What makes it hot ? Does the decomposition

of organic matter affect the temperature of soil? Does it make any

difference whether or not the decomposition of the organic matter is

just started or is complete? What kind of manure is required for a

hotbed?

Do all plants need the same kind of soil? What is an inorganic

fertilizer? What is bone-meal? Lime? What is the purpose of each

as a fertilizer ? What is the value in deep plowing? Is it a good thing

to plow under the last year's growth of weeds, cornstalks or wheat

straw? What is dry farming? Why should the soil be cultivated?

When should one cultivate deeply and when shallowly? Under what
conditions is rolling a good thing?

These problems are merely suggestive of some of those which come
up in connection with the study of soil. The application of the infor-

mation gained is made in the garden.
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PREPARING THE VEGETABLE GARDEN

V, Planting arid Care of Garden.—What are the first signs of

growth at the return of spring? How early do we see them in this

latitude ? What is the green that you see creeping into all plant life,

even before the snow disappears? What is chlorophyl? What is

protoplasm? Can we see it at work under the microscope? What

effect has the sunlight on plant-cells? Have mushrooms and toad-

stools chlorophyl ? How do they live ? What kind of service do they

render? What is the green in water? What are algae? What is the

green on barren rocks ? What are lichens ? What are mosses ? How
do all these plants multiply ? Can we see this multiplication going on

under the microscope? What are ferns? Why do ferns have seeds

and no blossoms ? What are spores ? How do they sprout ? What

are seeds? How do they sprout? What kind of plants come from

monocotyledonous seeds? From dicotyledonous seeds? Why do some

plants have so many seeds and some so few? Can plants which pro-

duce few seeds protect them in special ways ?

What methods of protection against changes in temperature and

rough winds can we discover in the newly appearing growth? When
and how shall we uncover artificially protected plants? What can we

do to help nature to produce strong plants for early maturing in the

vegetable garden and early flowering in the flower-garden? Which

seeds should be planted in a hotbed? Which in a cold-frame? Which

in the open ground ? Which can be planted with success in either ?

.How is a hotbed made? (See IV (d) Soil.) What is a cold-

frame? How made? How must we plant seeds to get the best results?

What can be done to aid in scattering evenly very fine seeds? How
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much room do seeds need in a hotbed or cold-frame? Why does a

toad usually come and stay in a hotbed? Shall we leave him there or

try to keep him out ? How do so many weeds get into the hotbed ? Do

some seeds survive in manure? Here a study of the seed industry is

made. How can we test our seeds? How do farmers insure getting

good, clean, clear seed ? Why does it pay them to test their seeds ?

What is the condition of a plant taken from a hotbed? How do

hotbed conditions compare with those out of doors? What can you

do to prepare plants in the hotbed for transplanting out of doors?

What can be done to aid plants in recovering from the shock of trans-

PLANTING ACTIVITY

planting? What factors in transplanting cause the severest injuries

to the plant? What must we know about plant habits to guide us in

placing and spacing plants? How does speed of growth in a hotbed

compare with speed in the open air? How do conditions and appear-

ance of plants change after transplanting? Why? Are there some

which cannot stand transplanting at all? Why? Why do we find so

many grubs near the surface when we transplant ? Shall we leave them

or destroy them? What indications appear in the garden to warn us

of plant injury by insects or birds? Do insects and birds ever help

plants ?

The bulbs planted in the fall blossom in April and May, when
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the children watch enthusiastically for each blade and leaf as it pushes

up through the scarcely thawed ground. The garden early becomes a

beauty spot with its dainty crocuses, scillas, narcissi, daffodils, and

jonquils. These give place to the gay tulips, bleeding-hearts, iris of

many hues, peonies and other perennials which gladden the eye in the

later spring days.

By the end of May the spring garden is passed. The bulbs must

be carefully dug up, spread in the sun to dry, labeled, and put away

for the summer, to be planted again the next fall.

Then come the spading and weeding of the beds preparatory to

transplanting from the hotbeds and sowing in the open ground the

BEAUTIFYING A NEGLECTED SPOT

seeds of those plants which will blossom during the late summer and

make the garden a profusion of flowers in the fall when the children

return to school.

The children transplant from the hotbeds into the garden-beds,

zinnias, petunias, scabiosa, asters, cosmos, marigolds, snapdragon,

celosias, salvia, nasturtiums, bachelor buttons, poppies, and other late

flowering plants, and border the beds with sweet alyssum, ageratum,

dwarf nasturtium, etc. By the fences they plant moonflower, morning

glories, Australian pea-vines, scarlet runner, and other trailing vines.

The tender transplanted plants need careful daily watering until

they are rooted. The beds must be weeded and all be in good order by

the closing day of school. Through the summer months a few of the

children who live in the neighborhood come occasionally to weed. The

bulk of the summer work must, however, be left to the janitors.
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So, by means of careful selection and planting, and good grow-

ing weather, one can have in the school garden a succession of beautiful

flowers, from the early snowdrops' and crocuses which come with the

melting of the snow to the late flowering cosmos, hardy chrysanthe-

mums, asters and zinnias, which brave the first frosts and earliest fly-

ing snows of autumn.

SEVENTH GRADE REFERENCE LIST

Rocks, Rock-Weathering, and Soils, G. P. Merrill (Macmillan)

Geology; Physical and Historical, H. F. Clelland (American Book Co.)

Volcanoes of North America, I. C. Russell (Macmillan)

Sea and Land, H. S. Shaler ( Scribner

)

Physiography, R. D. Salisbury (Holt)

Text Book of Botany, J. M. Coulter (Appleton)

Extinct Animals, E. R. Lenkester (Holt)

An Introduction to Geology, W. B. Scott (Macmillan)

Animals of. the Past, F. A. Lucas. . (American Museum of Natural History)

Rivers of North America, I. C. Russell (Putnam)

Historical Geology Chamberlain and Salisbury

Boys' Book of Model Aeroplanes, Collins (Century)

Elementary Physical Geography, W. M. Davis (Ginn)

Aspects of the Earth, H. S. Shaler ; (Scribner)

Nature Study, W. S. Jackman (Holt)

The Log of the Sun, C. W. Beebe (Holt)

General Science, Caldwell and Eikenberry (Ginn)

Inventors at Work, George lies (Doubleday)

Elementary Physics and Chemistry Texts.



THE EIGHTH GRADE

In these days of blood and iron, the man who talks of matters he

knows nothing of is doubly intolerable. One listens eagerly to the

laundress' mother, who was a peasant on one of the Kaiser's estates

and knows well the service America has done for the immigrant from

Germany; but one turns with weariness and disgust from the second-

hand opinions of one's acquaintance and one's newspaper about the

conduct of the war, the diplomacy of our Department of State, or the

future of Eussia. If one were but privileged to be as rude as he

feels, what a deal of weariness he might avoid in ordinary conver-

sation. Instead of permitting the chance-met acquaintance to emulate

the loungers in the village post-office, settling the affairs of the world

while they wait for the late train, one could say, "What do you read ?"

"I read," says he, "The Chicago Tribune, The New Republic, The

Literary Digest, The Public, and The Atlantic Monthly." "Very

well, then I know what you think. Is there any subject that you

really know something about from first-hand experience? If you

must talk, talk about that."

To afford opportunity for first-hand experience, to make plain

how essential it is to observe and handle material, if one is to draw

conclusions on material matters, is the function of the teaching of

science from the teacher's point of view. There is no contention here

that first-hand opinions in the realms of taste and of intellect are or

are not superior in value; the writer wishes to submit that in any

realm there is a difference in quality between the knowledge gained

by one's own deduction and the knowledge gained by assent to author-

ity. I believe that giving children much of this kind of opportunity

makes citizens fit for democracy and capable of understanding and

supporting it; while long training of the other sort makes a servile

people, fit only to step into the gutter when authority in uniform

clanks by. The teacher's endeavor, when choosing science work for

the grade, should therefore be to present actual material and train

children to draw independent conclusions.

The outline of the eighth-grade science work will show what

material we present to the children. This material, we believe, has

significance at their stage of development, and will, we hope, set their
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minds actively to work. Most important, from our point of view, is

the landscape of the Chicago area. In a former number of the Year

Book, I have written at some length on the attitude of mind which

physiography teachers believe develops from rich experience in read-

ing landscape. (Year Booh, Vol. IV., p. 56.) I need not repeat these

opinions. Science teachers are agreed upon them. But I should like

to speak of three factors which greatly aid the teacher in the science

work in this grade. First of these is the mental attitude of the chil-

dren. The outlines of the lower grades show that our children come

to the eighth grade with a store of invaluable outdoor experience.

They evince a gratifying bent for finding out reasons for themselves,

calculated to make the teaching of physiography in this grade seem

more like pointing them the way where, by due effort, they may ap-

pease their appetites, than like setting them an ungrateful task. To

the class the work, beginning as it does with the making of a topo-

graphic map in the field and the reading and interpretation of topo-

graphic maps in preparation for field excursions, seems entirely new.

But from every pupil entering our eighth grade from other schools,

we have the wondering complaint that the others do this work better,

because the complainant has "never had it before." What he sees

his classmates in possession of is not knowledge of the topographic

map, but a mental attitude. Their experience throughout their school

life, in handling actual material, manifests itself in their eager relish

of a novel task, before which the new pupil is more or less aghast.

John's letter, a part of which follows, I insert, because it typifies

this joy in working out a thing for oneself, which we believe we see

in the children as a result of this year's science work. The letter

was written two years after John felt the grade, after a summer
spent in Massachusetts.

"I certainly appreciate your work in geology, physiography, etc. It

enabled me to skip the physiography course at Lane, and has made every

rock, ridge, or pond more interesting. "This week I have been reading

'The Geology of Essex County,' by John Sears, of the Peabody Museum. As
the book says; it covers every one-sixth of a square mile, first east to west,

then west to east, north to south, south to north, northwest to southeast,

etc., in great detail. With the book, and a large topographic map, with the

rocks at surface colored, together with auto rides through the county, I

got a pretty good idea of things, although I did get tangled up where

the quartz-hornblende-diorite was cutting dikes in the hornblende-epidote-

gneiss. From what I could make out, the county has first the pre-Cambrian
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sedimentary rocks, which were bumped up into mountains two miles high

by the intruding lava; that this lava was cut by more lava; that there were

mountains cut by dikes, dikes by veins; that there was layer after layer of

volcanic rock ; that the land sank, the ocean covered it and formed thin

sediments ; that beaches were formed, now high and dry miles in-

land ; then the land rose and the glacier came down from the north

;

scratches, drumlins, eskers, kames, w^re formed ; and now the land is

sinking. Trees may be seen far under water, and islands are smaller every

day (more or less). The rivers are all drowned valleys, up which the tide

runs. The book was a good deal too deep for me, but by reading 75% I

understood r5% and will remember 5%. I wish I could find a book like

that about every region I visit."

"Finding a book like that about every region one visits" is un-

fortunately not possible. But John's letter makes one hope that the

year's work results in a belief in a changing landscape; an under-

standing of how land surfaces, by their materials, show their his-

tory, sea-bottom origin, emergence, submergence, etc. ; and a power

of first-hand observation and deduction. If it does so result, find-

ing books is a secondary matter.

Some books, however, are needed through the year, and the

second of the special aids to the teacher of eighth-grade science is

the form of textbook we are working out. Of course, our primary

text is the natural landscape. But during the winter this book is

closed. A formal textbook is calculated to defeat the very purpose

of the study, to substitute authority for original deduction. One

wants to- give the child the answer when he is eager with the ques-

tion. The textbook answers questions before they are asked. The

good teacher, of course, can conquer any difficulty, but the difficulty

inherent in the use of a physiography textbook is so great that the

writer has for some years tried to conquer it by avoiding it, by using

no textbook whatever. The evil consequent upon this heroic remedy

is obvious. The pupil has not material for reference and review such

as he likes to have. Supplementary reading of great value is afforded

by the Illinois State Geological Survey, especially Bulletins 7 and 11.

We study about a hundred pages of these books with much profit.

They can be used by a pupil to test the correctness of his conclusions,

and are in so far good. But Ave are compiling a loose-leaf textbook,,

still far from complete, which will, we believe, have all the virtues

and none of the vices of the regular textbook. Most of our lessons are

reprints from the government survey papers, on representative areas.
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When pupils have studied the topographic map of Donaldsonville,

Mississippi, and have drawn a profile, and most of them are clear in

their own minds that a river of this type flowing above the surround-

ing land is impossible, and that the government surveyors are having

a joke at their expense, a lesson on the natural levees of the lower

Mississippi is seized upon with avidity. The like is true after a

study of the drumlins of Sun Prairie, or other interesting areas.

Other sheets are mineralogy tables, or review lessons on the origin

of common rocks. The sheets fit the children's portfolios, and are

interspersed with their own maps, papers, and diagrams.

Mention of the children's portfolios recalls the third factor in

making this teaching most agreeable to the teacher. It is the custom

in our school for every child to keep all of his papers for the year in

portfolios. It is also the custom for the teacher, each year, to make

a portfolio of representative papers from each child. These papers

are primarily for a record of the child's work, but they serve also as

an inspiring source of information and interest for later classes.

More than one pupil, trying to work out the meaning of the columnar

section of Chicago, has been assisted by Marcel's explanation of the

underlying works which he entitled Story of the Underworld. Ted

left us some highly colored diagrams of an imaginary region in which

every kind of rock appears, including a fabulously rich gold mine,

occupying the lava-filled gravel-bed of an ancient river. He wrote a

clear account of how all these phenomena came about, which has con-

tributed materially to some boys' growing conception of Nature's slow,

irresistible, impressive forces. Every paper contributed to the teach-

er's portfolio may be needed by some later class and merits propor-

tionately earnest effort.

Besides these papers, we have such things as a series of large

drawings of faults, copied from various government folios, and other

diagrams. Last year's class made us a plaster model of Niagara Falls.

The horizontal scale is about an inch to the mile, and the vertical

scale about 10 times as great. When it was first brought upstairs this

year, the class gathered close around it before school and plied the

teacher with questions. They read the printed sheets about the region

with the greatest eagerness, walking up constantly to the model to

clarify some point about the glacier-filled course at St. David's, the

old lake-bottom below Lewiston, Goat Island, the Gorge. Then they

attempted to make a topographical map from the model. They had
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already, at the very beginning of the year, surveyed a hill in Lincoln

Park, and made a topographic map of it. They had used govern-

ment contour-maps occasionally, drawing cross-sections, and inter-

preting the symbols ; but the baffling difficulty of this task of making

such a map from the Niagara model was illuminating to the teacher,

who had thought that that part of the subject had been thoroughly

taught. If the cast had rendered no other service than to show the

teacher how she had overestimated her success in a piece of teaching,

it would have been worth the labor spent upon it.

We found this model very useful also when we were trying to

work out the topography of the Western Front. This study was based

on Prof. Douglas Johnson's most interesting book. Topography and

Strategy of the Great War. We made a large copy of his map of the

Paris basin, and as soon as the class saw "the natural defences of

Paris" and realized the topographical reasons for Germany's advance

through the flat country of Belgium and France, they worked with

keen intelligence upon a possible explanation of these five escarpments

and the water-gaps through which all traffic to Paris must pass. The

most difficult part of the reasoning in regard to a rising area of

tipped strata comes, as physiography teachers know, when the pupil

has to image the static condition of the upper course of a river dur-

ing the period when the river is slowly sawing its way through a band

of hard rock. The children's eagerness to understand anything con-

nected with the war helped them over this difficulty, but they were

also materially helped by study on the Niagara model of the area

above the falls. Plainly, this part of the river is temporarily at base

level. The class gave a morning exercise on the Topography of th^

Western Front, a stenographic report of which I insert here

:

MORNING EXERCISE—THE WESTERN FRONT
Wednesday, April 10, 1918.

Alexis. Not only are we, and the peoples of twenty-three other nations

doing all that is within our power to help the great ideal of democracy, but

the sea, a million years ago, when it lapped its distant shores, rocking over

what is today France, was bending its mighty power towards helping democ-

racy. The enormous pressure -that folded and contorted the rock, the

majestic rivers that carved the land, all had their share in the great battle

between autocracy and democracy. The reasons for this are to be told in

wliat follows. Had it not been for the great resistance given by the

Belgians at Liege, and the way in which the rocks lie in Northern France,

the Germans would probably be in possession today of entire Europe.
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You are now asked to come to a meeting of French generals, who will

consult each other as to which way the enemy will be most likely to make
its attack.

(Group of boys enter and seat themselves about a table, with a teleg-

rapher at a desk near-by.)

First General (Charles). We are on the verge of war, and we have

come to discuss how the enemy can get into Paris—how they will first

advance on Paris. What is your view, general?

Second General (Preston). I think that a very probable way for the

Germans to attack Paris would be through the second escarpment at Toul.

They would do this, because their object is to take Paris as quickly as

possible, before any other country can come to the aid of France. In

order to do this, they will, of course, take the shortest route to Paris,

which is through Toul, the distance being only 170 miles from there to

Paris. Besides being the shortest route to Paris, Toul is also a very

important railroad center, and it would be very easy to transport troops

through Toul by the railways. Since the Franco-Prussian war, Germany

has owned the city of Metz, and if she can capture the city of Nancy

she will have two direct lines of march through Toul, so I do not believe

the Germans would have a very hard time getting to Paris by this route.

Third General (Carter). As you say, it is only 170 miles to Paris from

Mtetz. But even so, I do not think that the Germans would take this route.

The reason for my saying this is that the fortifications around Nancy

are very strong; it would mean a great loss of life if they should try to

storm these fortifications. But instead, I think they would come up the

Meuse river and attack Namur, and from there proceed up the river, even

though the country is rough and difficult. When they come to Toul, they

would have to come through Nancy, and the plan I am expecting would

save them taking these two escarpments and they would be much nearer

Paris. From the river Meuse they would then proceed to Paris by cap-

turing Verdun.

Fourth General (Walter). I do not agree with you in this. General. In

coming up the Meuse, the Germans would be going through Belgian ter-

ritory. Therefore, if they are going to violate Belgium, instead of going

by way of the steep escarpments, which are hard to ascend and very

strongly fortified, they will cut across the southern end of Belgium, going

around the northern end of the escarpments, which will bring them down

in front of Paris. They will in this way go up the Meuse river only as

far as Namur; they will plan to cut off the French army by surrounding

it on all sides. In the meantime, they will try to send another army up

through the northern part of Belgium and France and capture the seaports.

This would not only enable them to have a good range on England, but

also to keep other armies and supplies from coming by sea to help France

or Belgium. After the French army is surrounded, it would be an easy

task to capture Paris, so I think such places as Namur and Liege should

be most carefully watched and the Belgians reinforced strongly if necessary.

First General (Charles). It is altogether improbable that they would do

this, because I do not think there is a nation so low that it would risk its
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standing in the world for a small military advantage. If they did go
through Belgium, that would bring England into the war, and perhaps even

America. And as for having them go through Belgium to the coast, it is

impossible, as it is marshy and swampy in that region and heavy guns
could not go through. Another reason is that a small army in Belgium
could hold Germany for at least three days, so that England could get

her forces together and stop the drive. But just the same, I would advise

having strong forces at Nancy, Verdun, Liege, and Toul.

(The instrument on the desk ticks a message, and the operator hands

a telegram to the general.)

General. Gentlemen : Germany has thrown away her honor and has

declared war. They are coming through Belgium and are storming Liege.

(Exit generals to the defence of France.)

(Group of children on stage answering questions put by Edward.)

Edufard. We are all interested, since the United States declared war
on Germany, in the army and navy, perhaps more interested in the army
and navy than in anything else. We are going to try to show you by
twelve questions what the officers haye to learn before they go over to

France of the topography of the Paris basin, and we are going to show
you how we think the Paris basin was formed. I will put the questions.

You are to suppose that the pupils answering themi are men in the Officers'

Training camp.

First Question.—Imagine a rock surface covered through long ages by
a shallow sea. Imagine changes in the temperature, depth, stillness of the

water, and character of the incoming rivers.

William. Sedimentary rock would be formed, and the change of tem-

perature would prevent or make coral. A rushing river coming into the

sea would make conglomerate; the slower rivers coming in would make
sandstone ; and the very slow rivers coming into a shallow sea will bring

down clay and lay it in the sea bottom, and make shale.

Second Question.—Imagine earth shrinkage, causing violent faulting and

contortion of the rock, and imagine emergence of the rock in the east and

gentle bowing to the west.

John. In case of rock contortion and gentle bowing in the west, a

portion of the rock will project above the surface of the sea, and the

softer rocks will be washed away by the rain water.

Third Question.—Imagine recession of the sea from the entire area.

What would be the first cause of change?

Ruth. After the sea recedes, the rivers will be the first cause of change.

Fourth Question.—How long will these rivers work?
Barbara. The rivers will work until they cut down to the base-level.

Fifth Question.—What will be the character of the rivers at the close of

this period?

Ruth. At the close of this period the rivers will be old; they will

be slow and meandering.

Sixth Question.—Imagine a slow uplifting of the entire area. What will

happen at the mouths of the rivers?

John. At the mouths of the rivers falls will be formed.
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Seventh Question.—Where will the rapid cutting be checked, and for

how long?

Margaretta. The rapid cutting will be checked when the falls reach a

hard layer of rock, and then a slow cutting will continue until the falls have
again reached a softer layer of rock when the cutting will be much swifter.

Eighth Question.—What will happen, meanwhile, below this point?

Ruth. Below this point, the rivers and their tributaries will have been

cutting the surface down to the base-level.

Ninth Question.—What will be happening above this point?

Barbara. Nothing will be happening above this point, because the cut-

ting is checked, and the rivers can only meander in their beds.

Tenth Question.—What will happen above the hard rock as soon as the

river has sawed through and made a gap?

John. As soon as the river cuts a narrow gorge through the hard rock

and hits the soft rock, it will cut much faster. It will meander around in

this soft rock and tributaries will form and will cut away all the soft rock,

until it has the same level as the river-bed as it cuts through the hard rock.

In other words, it will hollow the entire area of soft rock out, leaving the

hard rock as a great plateau. Then it will cut through the next layer of

hard rock and repeat the action. That is, it will make a cliff, or escarpment.

Edward. This is what we meant when we said, "A million years ago

the sea was working for the ideal of democracy." These escarpments

have played a great part in checking some of the great German drives.

At Verdun the escarpment near there probably did as much as the French

army to stop the German drive. The topography of the land around Verdun

will be explained a little later.

Elizabeth. The western front today starts in the northern part of

Belgium, at Ypres, and goes straight south at the east of Lille, and then

straight on down west of Amiens. Then it goes straight east to Verdun.

It has been very hard for the German troops to take these escarpments,

because the English artillery can mow them down before they can make

any headway. They were able to get Lille because the hills were not so

steep up there and they got up the escarpment before they were beaten

back.

Caroline. One of the largest battles of the war was Verdun, and

happened in 1916. The country around Verdun is a network of hills and

valleys, very similar to the north shore of the Chicago area except on a large

scale.

The Germans attacked three different times. First over the escarpment

on the west of the Moevre. This attack was a failure, because the French

had felt that it was necessary to command the hills surrounding Verdun

instead of the city itself, and Moevre valley was heavily fortified. The

Germans could only take certain cement government roads, and consequently,

since the French had guarded the positions, the Germans could not move

without heavy losses. For this reason this swampy area is called the blood-

soaked plain of the Moevre.

Another way the net work of ravines and ridges helped the French

was in the second attack, when the Germans tried to go over the escarp-
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ment and cross the Meuse river. We do not know much about this,

except that it also was a failure.

The third attempt, the Germans tried to go up the river to Verdun and
capture it in that way, but this also was unsuccessful.

The reason that the Germans wanted Verdun was not only because of

the military advantages, but also for the prestige, because they felt that if

they were successful in this battle the war would be practically over, and

they wanted the neutral countries, of which there were a great many (our

own among the number), to come in and side with them. This battle

shows how the topography helped the French, as it has in almost every

large battle that has been fought.

TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF HILL IN LINCOLN PARK
(Contour intervals 2 ft.; scale, 20 ft. to i in.)

From this year's portfolio, I take Margaretta's paper on The

Mahing of a Topographic Map, which will, I hope be clear to suc-

ceeding classes. Before Ave mapped the hill, we had found the
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SETTING THE PLA'NE TABLE

elevation of its highest part by measuring up from the lake, datum
581. .. ^ ^

Now that we have the height of the hill, we are ready to work from
it to find the elevation of various points, in order to make a topographic
map. The instruments we use are as follows: The plane-table, which was
made by some high-school boys, and consists of a drawing-board screwed
to a tripod; a level, like a carpenter's level, with sights on it, so that another
object of the same height may be sighted by looking through the hole in

the first sight and moving the object until it is on the same level.; a chain

or tape about fifty feet long; a ruler; a pole, which is about six feet high,

painted in red and white stripes, so that it can be well seen; a plumb-line; a

compass ; a paper and pencil.

We tack -ar sheet of paper to the plane-table, set our table up a short

distance doj^n tiie hill, level it and orient it. To level the table, we put

the level on top of the drawing-board, and move the legs of the tripod in

and out until the bubble of the level is in the middle. Then the level is

placed at right angles to its former position and the table leveled in that

direction also. To orient the table, a compass is laid on the corner the

first time the table is set up, and a line is drawn north and south. Every

time the table is set up thereafter, the compass is set on it and the table

is turned so that this line still runs north and south. We worked in groups

of about five children each, so that every one could have a chance to see

and to work.

Now that our table is set up, we are ready to take the back sight.

We put our pole on the bench-mark, the top of the hill. We look through
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the sights on the level, and the girl at the pole moves her hand up and

down until it can be seen on the thread of the second sight. The distance

of the hand from the ground is then measured and if it is one foot, we
know that the elevation of the sight is 618.5 feet, because our bench-mark

is 617.5 and the sight is level with the spot on the pole, which is one foot

higher. If when we drop our plumb-line we find that the drawing-board

is three feet from the ground, and the thickness of the board and the level

up to the sight is six inches, we know that the elevation of the point

where the plane-table stands is 3.5 feet lower than the sight, or 615 feet.

In order that we may put the dot on our paper, corresponding to this

point, we must measure the distance and mark it to scale. We find the

distance to be 30 feet. We use a scale of 20 feet to the inch. Our dot

will therefore be IJ^ inches away from the dot which represents the top of

the hill. We put our ruler on the paper so that it points from the dot

representing the bench-mark directly at the pole. Then the new dot is

made, 1.5 inches from the bench-mark, and marked with its elevation 615

feet. We can now move our pole. Our next observations are easier,

because we find the elevation of the spots where the pole stands instead of

the spot where the plumb-line falls. We can move our pole and make
many dots before we move the plane-table.

The groups all go in different directions, and after they have all

covered their sections with dots, the papers are laid together with their

center dots together, and the north and south lines parallel. Then, by

means of transfer-paper, the dots are all transferred to one sheet.

Now that we have the dots all on one sheet, we are ready to draw

the contour-lines. As the top of the hill is 617 feet and our contour interval

is 2 feet, our first contour would be at 615 feet. If there are any dots at

that elevation, we draw the line through them. We draw it half-way be-

tween the 616-foot dot and the 614-foot dot, and two-thirds of the way

between a 617-foot dot and a 614-ioot dot. In this way we draw our

contours every 2 feet. Any one can see from this map the shape and size

of this hill and which slopes were steep and which gentle.

These are war times. Teachers now more than ever may be

thankful if their curriculum is elastic. Every subject—history, liter-

ature, music, mathematics—has a fresh appeal for pupils in the lurid

light of the world war, and physiography not the least. Eiver piracy

caused the great Toul gap ; the incised meanders of the Aisne cost the

British army countless lives; the Moevre is blood-soaked on account

of its impermeable clay; the Verdun region is like our North Shore;

the map of the Champagne Front shows a bewildering mass of topo-

graphic detail, every line of which may have life and death sig-»

nificance. Boys and girls want to know everything about the war.

The subjoined outline does not indicate the new emphasis that the
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MEASURING THE ANGLE OF THE ANTICLINE AT THORNE CREEK

(Here we saw also a terraced river valley, showing a drop from the former base level)
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TOPICAL OUTLINE OF EIGHTH-GEADE SCIENCE

(a) Landscape Reading in the Chicago Area.—Excursions to Win-
netka, Sag, Cragin and Galewood, Thorn Creek, end of Rose Hill bar.

Summit, Worth. {Year Book, Vol. IV, p. 56.)

(b) Making of a Topographic Map of a Hill in Lincoln Park. (See
Margaretta's paper).

(c) Study from the Topographic Maps.—About a dozen typical areas

are studied, using the loose-leaf text to verify conclusions and correct

mistakes.

(d) Use of Areal, Structural and Sectional Maps.

(e) Origin and Descent of Rocks.—Igneous rock and origin of the

earth. Sedimentary rock and its origin from igneous rock. Mantle rock,

mineral veins, organic rock. Metamorphic rock and earth-folding.

(f) Detailed Studies.—Disintegration, transportation, deposition, solu-

tion, precipitation, cementation,, crystallization, and the part of each in

rock-making.

(g) Work of Waves, Flowing Water, Winds, General Weathering, Vul-

canism, Earthquakes, Diastrophism.

(h) Physical Properties of Minerals.—Hardness, luster, tenacity,

structure.

(i) Specific Gravity.

(j) The Nature of the Hypothesis.

Note.—The work varies from year to year. The seventh-grade science

plan is new this year and the incoming class will have covered topic (e)

and thereby gained time for more advanced work in eighth grade.



SCIENCE IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

High-school science is at present in a marked state of flux and

change. The need for reorganization is generally felt, though the

character of the reorganization which shall bring about the desired

results is by no means clear. The number of sciences offered to high-

school pupils has greatly increased, but as yet little sequence or logical

development from one course to another has been developed. There

is vfide divergence in the selection of subject matter, and in the

methods of its presentation. Eeorganization is also taking place within

each of the individual science courses, in the effort to secure a better

selection of subject matter and more efficient methods of teaching.

For this reason, a brief statement of the aims and purposes of the

high-school science courses, as taught in this school, and also of the

principles governing the selection of material and methods of presenta-

tion, is in order.

AIMS AND PUEPOSES OF HIGH-SCHOOL SCIENCE

1. Science courses aim to give the pupil an intelligent under-

standing of the significance and importance of science to our modern

life. The success of democracy depends upon the intelligence, insight,

and social responsibility of all its citizens. Science instruction is in-

dispensable to breadth of view and the intelligent discharge of the

duties and responsibilities of citizenship,

2. The courses in science should develop specific interests, habits,

and abilities. Modern psychologists have seriously called into question

the possibility of training those general abilities called powers ot

observation, interpretation, discrimination, deduction, imagination,

etc., as such, but the high-school science courses do call for the ex-

ercise of specific powers of observation, for specific habits of industry

and accuracy, and for skill in manipulation of a particular sort. It

is a vital characteristic of good science instruction that it should

stimulate the pupil to more direct and purposeful activity and to a

higher realization of his own powers and abilities and the pleasure

and profit to be found in their exercise and development. The char-

acter of science material, its immediate bearing on the common things
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of every-day life, gives to science study au unusual opportunity to

develop the power of initiative and independent thought. This is the

highest of educational aims, for it is only by the increments of per-

sonal achievement that society advances.

3. Science study should supply a fund of information, useful,

practical and of immediate service in home and daily life. This

knowledge should be of direct assistance to the pupil in enabling him
to select more intelligently and surely future vocations or courses of

study, and to adjust himself more easily and wisely to new situations.

By u-seful information is not meant that which is immediately useful

only, or practical in a narrow sense, but all that which makes for a

better understanding of the conditions, institutions, and demands of

modern life.

Science study also opens the door to many useful and pleasure-

able avocations. Thus it provides for the intelligent and profitable

use of leisure time.

4. Science study possesses especial value, by reason of the ex-

perimental work which gives the pupil a varied contact with actual

materials of many kinds. This active sort of experience is in marked

contrast with the sort obtained from books, diagrams, maps, and other

symbolic materials, so prominent in most subjects of study.

5. Science study possesses cultural, esthetic, and moral values.

A false dualism would classify the subjects of the curriculum as

esthetic and cultural on the one hand, and practical and materialistic

on the other. On the contrary, all subjects are cultural to the degree

in which they develop appreciation, and all are esthetic to the degree

in which they open the eyes to the perception of new beauty and in-

crease the power to enjoy the wonders of the world in which

we live. Science study, properly conducted, develops an appreciation

of the inner meanings and connections of things and the interrelation

of facts and phenomena, an appreciation of the service of science to

the life and civilization of our time, an appreciation of the slow,

painstaking efforts and tremendous toil with which scientific progress

has been accomplished, and an appreciation of the privileges, duties,

and responsibilities which living in this age of science involves. The
natural sciences, especially, since they deal directly with nature,

sliould open the eyes of the pupil to the beauty and wonders of nature

and the divine economy which has shaped and fashioned it all. These

cultural and esthetic values of science relate directly to moral values
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and are the bases of moral concepts and the well-springs of moral

action, in the building np of individual character and the refinement

of individual ideals.

PEINCIPLES CONTEOLLING THE SELECTION OF MATE-

EIAL AND METHODS OF PEESENTATION

The most notable innovation in high-school science teaching in

recent years has been the introduction of the project-problem method.

As has been pointed out in the preceding sections of this course of

study, the questions, problems, and activities of the child have been

taken as the basis for all the science work of the school. This is sub-

stantially what is meant by the project-problem method of teaching

science, and as such it has been the method for the science work of the

school from its foundation. In the pages which follow, the attempt

is made to show clearly how this method has been worked out.

The adoption of this general method as a basis for high-school

science involves a considerable modification of the methods usually

followed. The assignment of lessons can no longer be made, as the

"next chapter" or "the next ten pages." Instead, the assignments

must be made on the basis of questions or problems which appeal to

the pupil as worth knowing. This conception of the worth-whileness

of the work is the motive which secures more purposeful and more

efficient study, a more interested participation in r.ecitations and class

discussion, a clearer understanding of the laboratory work as an in-

tegral part of the work of the course, and one of the chief means for

answering the questions and problems under consideration.

Teaching science by this method requires adequate library facil-

ities, including several copies of each of the standard textbooks, cur-

rent scientific magazines of a non-technical sort, many reference books

and articles on special subjects, written in a style calculated to appeal

to the adolescent mind. Assignments should be made to all these

sources of information, where the answers to the questions and prob-

lems selected for study can be found. This method requires a large

measure of co-operation between pupil and teacher, and recitations

which are truly socialized, because the pupils are really contributing

towards the solution of problems common to all.

From an ideal standpoint, pupils should take the initiative in

raising questions and problems, and in directing their own study and
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investigation. It has been the experience of the writer, however, that

the pupils are unable to initiate at the outset very many of the prob-

lems and projects which belong in the more advanced courses in the

high school. Their interest has first to be aroused, the subject opened

up, and the necessary impetus given to make the class realize its value

to themselves. This can be done by the wise use of demonstration

experiments, by emphasizing the relation of the work to community

needs, school and home activities, local industries, and commercial

applications. The service of members of the class, in securing useful

material for experiments, in collecting special information for class

use, in reporting on special topics or additional experiments, assists

in securing this vital element of co-operation of teacher and class.

The general condition of unrest and the search for a better or-

ganization of the science work has been reflected to some degree in

our own high school. Courses in physiology, physiography, biology,

botany, and general science, have all had a temporary place in our

curriculum, and then have been discarded, so that for the present

year we are offering domestic science, physics, chemistry, and a brief

course in hygiene. The other science courses have hardly had an

adequate opportunity to prove their worth, for the lack of laboratory

facilities and room for necessary equipment has handicapped these

courses. Tliis reduced number of science subjects is partly offset by

the fact that both physics and" chemistry are taken by a very large

majority in every class, while one of the two is required of every pupil.

Further, the science work which has been given in the elementary

school has furnished a background of experience which has made it

possible for pupils to pass into the high-school science courses with-

out the difficulties which usually attend the transition from grades

to high school. The lack of a course in biology is a serious deficiency

in our high-school science course, but one which it is difficult to cor-

rect until enlarged facilities make it possible to undertake it upon

the proper basis.



HYGIENE

The following course in hygiene has been given the past few

years by the directors of physical education to the freshmen class of

the high school, the boys and girls being in separate groups.

The study of hygiene must have for its basis some knowledge of

the structure and function of the body and its organs, hence enough

anatomy and physiology to make the subject intelligible must be in-

cluded.

Much of the course as here outlined is quite elementary in char-

acter; it could, and in my judgment should be given in the elementary

school, beginning perhaps in the fifth or sixth grades, or even earlier,

where the awakening curiosity about the body, its functions and care

would supply a direct motive for this study. There is no good reason

for postponing this study until the high school is reached, and there

are many good reasons for beginning it earlier. First, the fact that

personal habits are more easily and permanently fixed during the

plastic years of younger childhood. If study of the care of the body is

to result in setting up sound habits of hygienic living and right ideals

of physical fitness, it would seem wise to make children intelligent

along these lines before wrong or careless habits are fixed, and when
it is easier to implant good habits. Secondly, it is in the earlier grades

that there is normal curiosity and genuine interest in the body, and

children have many questions which should be answered carefully,

wisely, and definitely.

Children of the earlier grades can quite easily grasp the laws

which underlie the structure and care of the teeth, the main facts of

digestion, the choice of foods and the hygiene of eating; the reasons

for cleanliness, the value of exercise and its effects upon every part

of the body.

The seventh and eighth grades can understand the main facts of

the structure and care of the respiratory and circulatory organs, the

care of eyes and ears, the cause and treatment of common colds, the

seasonal changes of clothing, etc.

It is in these grammar grades that the majority of the girls ma-
ture and the boys enter their pubescent period, hence it would seem

that this is the place to give to boys and girls, in separate groups, care-

ful instruction in the meaning of the new functions which now develop,
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60 that they may understand the physical changes and new emotions

which now manifest themselves, and be taught intelligent care of them-

selves at this crucial time of life.

If the topics here suggested were covered broadly in the elemen-

tary school, the field would be clear for work in laboratory physiology

in connection with a high-school course in biology, to round out the

study of the structure, function, and care of the human body.

Some such course as this is the ideal toward which we are looking.

Lack of space, laboratory facilities and program difficulties have sO far

prevented us from realizing this ideal. "We have, however, hope for the

future.

I. General Talks on the Skeleton.—Anatomy : a brief study of

the general structure of the body.

•II. Digestive System.—Foods and food elements, selection of

foods for a meal. Appetite; exercise; cooking. Eegularity of meals;

mastication. Over-feeding; drinking with meals. Beverages, clothing

and posture as they affect digestion. Constipation; diarrhea (cause

and treatment) ; drugs.

III. Teeth.—Anatomy; causes of decay. Tooth powders, brushes,

mouth-washes.

IV. Respiration.—Brief anatomy of organs of respiration. In-

terchange of gases (very elementary). Care of respiratory tract; exer-

cise as it affects respiration.

V. Muscular System.—Exercise : kinds, purposes. Rest ; curva-

ture of spine ; chest deformities.

VI. Nervous System.—Brief description ; sleep, rest, and relaxa-

tion. Its relation to digestion, etc.

VII. Circulation.—Brief anatomy of heart, arteries, veins. De-

scription of the mechanics of circulation. Blood—its composition.

Adjustments of circulation to every-day needs.

VIII. Nutrition.—The sources of power and heat.

IX. Eyes.—Protection and care. Common ways of straining.

Common defects
;
glasses.

X. Ears.—Care of outer ear. Colds; inflammations; running

ear; earache.

XI. Skin.—Structure; use; care; baths (kinds and purposes).

Face-powders, lotions, soaps. Hair, nails.

XII. Common Colds.—Cause
;
prevention ; care.

XIII. Feet.—Flat foot; arch troubles: shoes.
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XIV. Beproduction.—Plants; fish; frogs; birds; mammals.

Brief description of the human organs.

{Girls' Class) The menstrual function; hygiene of this period.

XV. Infections and Contagious Diseases.—How diseases are

carried: by water supply; milk supply; common eating and drinking

utensils; promiscuous kissing, etc. Need of segregation; disinfection;

vaccination; inoculation.

XVI. Clothing.—Uses; decency, warmth, ornament. Clothing

and the conduction of heat. Clothing and perspiration. Clothing next

the skin. Outer clothing. Fabrics.

XVII. Common Emergencies.—Cuts; bruises; burns; faint-

ing; etc*.



DOMESTIC SCIENCE

Let me suggest that every housewife who practices strict economy

puts herself in the ranks of those who serve the nation. This is the time

for America to correct her unpardonable fault of wastefulness and extrava-

gance. Let every man and woman assume the duty of careful provident

use and expenditure as a public duty, as a dictate of patriotism which no

one can now expect ever to be excused or forgiven for ignoring. (Procla-

mation of April 15, 1917.) President Wilson.

The work in domestic science is given in the belief that every girl

should have before her the highest ideals of home life and the great

social service it has always rendered. It is hoped that she ^vill gain a

comprehension of the principles of home-making and the ability to put

them into successful operation. In the present crisis in our country's

history the knowledge of management and economy in the home means

for the girl service to the nation.

The course in domestic science covers two years in the high school.

The work in foods of the first year leads naturally to the broader prob-

lems of the home which form the basis for the second year's work. In

the first year of her work the girl deals with one of the big problems

of the present day, that of economy in the home. She studies the selec-

tion and purchasing of foods from the standpoint of expenditure ; she

visits markets and .related industries; she prepares and serves suitable

meals as a 'foundation for her work in food values; she performs prac-

tical experiments in food cookery and keeps a careful record of them.

Right habits of work and the importance of sanitation are especially

stressed.

The proclamation by the president, given at the beginning of this

article, forms the basis for all the problems of this year.

The following shows these problems and the opportunities for

vitalizing the work:

Problem I.—What can I learn about the preservation of food this fall

which will help in the campaign for preventing waste? Lessons

in canning and preserving fruits and vegetables.

Opportunities for Vitalizing Work—
(a) Sending products to the Red Cross.

(b) Taking products to families in need.

(c) "County Fair" and other food sales, the profits going to some de-

serving charity.

(d) Using products of class work for school luncheons, parties, etc.
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Problem II.—What can I learn this winter about preparing and serv-

ing meals so that I can really help "to practice strict economy ?"

(a) What must I know of the sanitation of foods if I am to do my
share in keeping everyone in good health?

(b) How can I buy foods and be sure that they are the best and yet

the most economical?

(c) What ought I to know of food values to be sure that I am supply-

ing the nourishment that the body needs?

(d) What must I know of the preparation and cooking of foods to be

sure that I am obtaining the best from them?
(e) What ought I to know about serving meals so that they will be

simple and pleasing?

(f) If the table is to be attractive, I ought to know about laundering

linens. What can I learn of this?

Opportunities for Vitalizing the Work—
(a) Serve meals for special groups of teachers or pupils in the school.

(b) Serve the parents a luncheon during the year.

(c) Co-operation in the home.

Problem III.—My mother is very busy with Eed Cross work. What
can I learn about the care of the baby that will make it possible

for me to take charge when necessary? Lessons in bathing the

baby and in the care of the baby's bottle.

Opportunities for Vitalizing the Work—
(a) Co-operation with day nurseries and settlements.

(b) Co-operation wherever possible in the home.

Problem IV.—Nurses are being called away every day. What can I

learn of the ordinary care of the sick in the home that will make
me feel that I ain doing my share at this time? Lessons on

preparation of invalid's tray and the care of the sick-room.

Opportunities for Vitalizing the Work—
(a) Co-operation with a hospital or institution.

(b) Co-operation with Red Cross work.

(c) Co-operation in the home.

The second year's work has been taken up only by a limited num-

ber of girls during one year. This course was given before the prob-

lem method had been so thoroughly worked out and for this reason,

merely the larger problems are indicated. These are varied in nature

and are selected as they seem suited to the needs of the class. They

include not only the application to the home of such scientific prin-

ciples as heating, lighting, and ventilation, but also an appreciation of

household furnishing and decoration. In the second half of this year

the class studies simple problems in dietetics and meal-planning, and

each one works out a budget for her own family.



PHYSICS

The course in physics is given in the eleventh grade, and con-

tinues throughout the year, with a time allotment of six periods a

week, two of which are consecutive for laboratory work. The class of

twenty-foiir is divided into two sections for the laboratory work, and

also for one of the other single periods, so that it may be utilized for

either experiment or recitation. From the standpoint of subject mat-

ter, the major topics covered by the recitations and experimental work

do not greatly differ from the standard high-school course; nor, in-

deed, can it be otherwise, since the course must meet the requirements

of colleges to which our graduates are certified, and also be an ade-

quate preparation for pupils going up for College Board examinations.

There is no need, therefore, in presenting in this article the sub-

ject matter of the course by listing the topics studied ; but rather it

will be the purpose to show wherein methods of presentation have been

developed which are in harmony with the fundamental principles

which have been accepted as controlling all science work throughout

the school, to indicate to what extent we have been successful in finding

projects and problems in physics which the pupils have made their

own and which they have pursued with that eagerness and zest which

is the hall-mark of every project. Much has been written in favor of

the project method of teaching science, and especially as a method for

better physics teaching; but lists of projects, problems, questions, ex-

periments, etc. which really work in the classroom and laboratory are

difficult to find in print, and still more difficult to discover for oneself.

Such lists will never be adequate for the needs of physics teachers until

some plan is devised, whereby there may be a pooling of information

and the results obtained by individual teachers may be made

available to all. As a contribution in this direction, and not as a fin-

ished piece of work, this article is written. It is the result of several

years' effort to break away from the time-honored method of teaching

physics by .the assignment of lessons from textbook and laboratory

manual, and to discover projects by which the interest of the pupil may

be aroused and all his powers focused for educative effort. The trans-

formation is not one which can be effected all at once. It is only by

making a beginning here and there and gradually extending the num-

ber and scope of projects that in time the whole of physics teaching

may be successfully remodeled.
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The adoption of the project method for physics teaching at once

makes impossible the usual method of assigning lessons, and neces-

sitates the use of textbooks for reference purposes, and the use of a

variety of the latter as a source of information on many topics. A well-

chosen set of reference books will not only contain the necessary in-

formation, but contain it in a way which is attractive and interesting

to boys and girls of adolescent age. It is extremely important that

assignments should be clear and definite. Nothing is more discourag-

ing to the pupil, or destructive of his interest, than to be given hazy

assignments, to come to feel that neither he nor the teacher knows

exactly what is expected. It is of vital importance that the teacher

should have gone over the ground carefully, and that assignments to

reference books should be as definite and clear to the pupil as possible.

This year pupils were asked to buy a standard textbook, in order

that they might be sure of having a reference book, one which they

might use most frequently. At the end of the article is appended a list

of books which have been found useful and which are kept upon a

special shelf in the grade room, where they are readily available for

reference and use in study periods. Each book is provided with a long

narrow strip of cardboard, bearing the title and library number of the

book. A pupil taking out the book over night, or out of the room for

study, signs his name on the slip and places it upon a spindle near the

reference shelf. On returning the book he crosses off his name on the

slip, replaces it in the book and returns the book to the shelf. This

simple system prevents the abuse of reference books, renders checking

them up easy, and at the same time keeps them readily available.

The following is a list of topics, with correlated projects, prob-

lems, questions, excursions, and experiments, which have been used in

daily assignments. A number of these are given in full, with the ref-

erences, to illustrate the method, while others are only listed. Many
questions of this sort may be found at the ends of chapters in the more

common textbooks, where they are placed for purposes of review. It is

the raising of these questions in the mind of the pupil prior to the

assignment which makes them worth while and significant. To the

degree that the student makes them his own problems and seeks the

answers by reason of his own desire to know, to that extent they become

projects and the pupil's efforts educative. This is the vital distinction

between the old and new methods. The information is sought as a re-

sult of a question which the pupil desires to answer, and the question

is not given as a test of the thoroughness with which facts and prin-
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ciples have been learned through the reading of a textbook. To this

extent, the project method is the reverse of the plan usually followed.

Measurement.—How do people measure things?

How does the grocer measure vegetables ? onions or potatoes ? vinegar ?

How does the druggist measure out powdered medicines ? liquids ?

What kind of weights does the jeweler use in determining the value of

diamonds and other precious stones?

Visit a grocery, a drug-store, and a jewelry shop, and get all needed

information.

What other units of measurement are used at home?

Make a list of all units found, and show how they are related.

Reference.—Measurements for the Household (Circular, Bureau of

Standards, No. 55).

How is the public protected from false measurements and uniformity

in weights and measures secured?

What are some coinmon ways by which dishonest merchants and deal-

ers cheat in weighing and measuring commodities?

How does the city government protect us against these practices ?

What precautions should we adopt to further protect ourselves ?

Excursion to City Sealer's office to hear of the work of this depart-

ment of the city government, and to see exhibits of confiscated

scales, weights, and measures.

Reference.—Measurements for the Household (Circular, Bureau of

Standards, No. 55), pp. 1-36, 136-143.

Why is the metric system used for all science work the world over and

constantly coming into more general use?

How many centimeters tall are you ? How many meters ?

How many kilograms do you weigh? How many grams?

What does milk cost per liter?

How many miles is it to Evanston ? How many kilometers ?

What is the meaning of the prefixes milli-, centi-, delca-, hecto-, kilo-,

as used in the metric system?

Problems 1, 3, 4, and 5, p. 7, Millikan and Gale.

References.—Millikan and Gale, pp. 1-7; Black and Dams, pp. 1-8.

Pressure in Liquids.—What kind of pressure does a submarine with-

stand ? Is there any limit to the depth to which a submarine may

descend ?

How does the submarine dive and emerge at will?
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What is the record in deep-sea diving ? What difficulties does the diver

experience in his work ? Would a diver experience any more diffi-

culty in working in Salt Lake than in Lake Michigan ? What has

the density to do with it?

Laboratory experiments to answer above questions. Determination of

change in water pressure per vertical foot, by using a pressure

gage and noting readings at taps on the various floors in the

school building. Experiment with balancing columns performed

by a part of the class.

Problems 2, 3, 6, and 8 ; pp. 14 and 15, Millili-an and Gale.

References.—Millikan and Gale, Chap. II ; Black and Davis, Chap. Ill

;

Mann and Twiss, Chap. IV ; How it Works, Chap. XVIII ; Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea; magazine articles and newspaper clippings on sub-

marine construction, operation, and dangers.

What maintains the pressure in the city mains? Why is a constant

pressure necessary?

How does the hydraulic elevator work?

How does the hydraulic press operate ?*

Excursion to visit a pumping-station in a down-town office building

to see pumps and elevators in operation.

Buoyancy or Principle of Archimedes.—When you float or swim in

water, what becomes of your lost weight?

Why does a heavy stone seem so much lighter when lifted under water ?

What is your density if you can just float in water? What is your

volume in cubic feet?

Why does iron float on mercury? (Demonstration experiment to show

it.) Are there any metals which would sink in mercury?

Laboratory experiments to find density of quartz, aluminum, pine,

gasoline, milk, and cream.

Problems 1, 2, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 ; p. 25, Millikan and Gale.

The Atmosphere.—How much pressure does the air exert?

Demonstration experiments.—A square can is crushed by boiling in

it a small amount of water, fitting with a tight stopper, and sub-

sequent cooling. A pupil is lifted from his feet by the use of

Magdeburg spheres, and other more familiar experiments.

Why does the barometer change from day to day ?

*In the class discussion of the hydraulic press, an interesting description of an oil

press for removing car wheels from axles was given by a member of the class, who
had seen it in operation at the West Side Car Shops.
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Wliat relation is there between the readings of the barometer and the

weather ? What may be expected if the barometer falls rapidly ?

Eises rapidly?

What causes a cold wave? A hot wave?

Observe the recording barometer (barograph) and the changes from

day today.

Compare your observations with the weather forecast and the weather

maps posted in the hall.

References.—Millikan and Gale, pp. 26-34; Black and Davis, pp. 75-93;

Our Own Weather; About the Weather; Book of Wonders, pp. 38, 40, 213,

243, 398, 400; Careers of Danger and Daring; Chap, on The Baloonist; Story

of Great Inventions, parts of Chaps. IV and VI ; set of weather maps showing

course of the record blizzard and cold wave of January, 1918.

Project.—Construction of a water barometer in main stairway of the

school.

Moisture in the Atmosphere.—What is the cause of the discomfort one

feels on a muggy summer day?

How do people in warm countries cool their drinking water without

ice?

Explain the "sweating" of the ice-water pitcher. Why is it not seen

in winter?

In very cold weather, any unfrozen body of water appears to be steam-

ing hot. Explain this phenomenon.

What becomes of the white cloud from the exhaust-pipe of a steam

engine? Is it steam?

What are the atmospheric conditions which produce rain, fog, dew,

frost, snow, and hail?

References.—Millikan and Gale, parts of Chap. IV; Black and Davis,

pp. 210-^17; Mann and Twiss, pp. 125-131; About the Weather, Chaps. XII

and XXI ; Our Own Weather, Chap. XIII ; Circular, Bureau of Standards,

No. 55, Chap. VIII.

Why is it desirable to have the relative humidity in school and living

rooms between 40 and 60% ?

Why is it more difficult to maintain a proper humidity in severe win-

ter weather ?

What means can be used to increase the moisture content of the air

we breathe?

Experiments on cooling by evaporation, determining the dew point,

and testing the relative humidity in various rooms of the school,

using sling-psychrometer.*

*For a fuller account of the study of relative humidity, see article in Year Book IV,
School Heating and Ventilation,—A Study in Applied Physics, p. 126.
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Applications of Atmospheric Pressure.—Why not fill automobile tires

with water ? How does a gas differ from a liquid ?

Why does a balloon go up ? What determines its lifting power ?

An observation balloon is constructed to lift a total weight of 350 lbs.

How many cubic feet of hydrogen must it contain?

Study the working of lift- and force-pumps, the air-brake, and the

siphon.

Demonstration experiments and models used in explaining these ap-

pliances.

Laboratory experiment to find out the effect of pressure on a gas

(Boyle's Law).

Force.—What kinds of force are there ? Are any of them visible ?

Gravitation is said to be the "universal" force. Explain.

What keeps an aeroplane from falling?

Why is it dangerous to stand upright in a canoe ?

What is meant by "center of gravity?" Where is this center in a

meter stick, a gate, a hoop, any body of regular shape ?

Accelerated Motion.—What is meant by the term "pick up" as applied

to an automobile?

If an automobile accelerates at the rate of 4 ft. per sec, in how many
seconds will it acquire a speed of 60 miles per hour? How far

will it travel in gaining this speed ?

A street-car has a negative acceleration of 4 ft. per sec. in stopping.

How far from the corner must the motorman apply the brakes in

order to make the stop properly, if his car is traveling at the rate

of 30 miles an hour?

Experimental derivation of the laws of falling bodies with Hawkes-

Atwood machine.

Problems 1 to 12, pp. 99-100, MilliJcan and Gale.

Molecular Forces.—Why does oil ascend in a wick and ink in a blotter ?

Why should gardens be frequently cultivated in dry weather ?

"W^y is charcoal used in filtering water and as a lining in the walls of

refrigerators ?

Why does falling water separate into small drops? Explain the ap-

pearance of a drop of water on a dusty surface.

Temperature Effects.—What kind of thermometers are there? What
kind would you take on a polar expedition

Is there any advantage in using a Fahrenheit or a Centigrade ther-

mometer ?
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How are low temperatures obtained in the laboratory?

Demonstration experiments on artificial cooling.

Laboratory experiment on finding the corrections for the laboratory

thermometers at the freezing- and boiling-points.

Why do not lakes and rivers freeze from the bottom up ?

How are fine watches made independent of temperature changes ?

Why does the school clock tend to gain time during the winter months,

and especially over the week-ends? How may this be corrected?

Why is a silver knife placed in a glass jar when fruit is being canned ?

Formerly the wires which carry the electric current into an incan-

descent bulb were of platinum. Why? An alloy is now used in-

stead of the platinum. What must be true of the way this alloy

expands and contracts?

Mechanics.—Is there any such thing as perpetual motion? Is a per-

petual-motion machine a possibility?

What is meant by "work" as this term is used in physics ?

What simple machines are used in moving heavy weights?

All complex machines are built out of simpler parts—levers, wheels,

axles, cranks, worm-gears, pulleys, etc. What ones are found in

the bicycle? The sewing machine?

Examine the mechanism of your victrola. What simple machines can

you recognize? How is the speed kept constant?

What is meant by the term "mechanical advantage?" What is the

"mechanical advantage" of the simple machines mentioned above ?

Laboratory experiments on the principle of moments, levers, pulleys,

and inclined plane.

Excursion to the West Side repair-shops to see machines of many

kinds.

What is meant by "white coal ?" How is it utilized ?

What kinds of water wheels are there? Under what conditions does

each kind operate to best advantage?

"All energy comes from the sun." Check up on this statement for all

examples that you can think of.

How is power measured ?

References.—Millikan and Gale, pp. 147-152, 156-159 ; Black and Davis, pp.

71-72, 37-39; About Engineering, Chaps. Ill, IV, and XII; Mann and Twiss,

Chap. V.

Heat.—What is heat? How is it measured? What relation has heat

to friction ? •
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What metal would you use to make a hot-water bottle?

Why is ice a better refrigerating agent than cold water?

Why does not all the snow melt when the temperature gets above 0° C. ?

What relation has Lake Michigan to the Chicago climate ?

Why does live steam produce more severe bums than boiling water?

Laboratory experiments on heat of fusion of ice and vaporization of

steam ; half of class doing one and half the other.

How is ice made? Excursion to ice plant of Consumers' Company to

answer this question.

Investigate your home heating-plant and find out how it works. Get

full information and make a diagram, with explanation, for your

notebook.

What is good ventilation ? How is it secured in the school ? What are

the difficulties in our system?

Excursion through the school plant to see boilers, intakes, humidify-

ing and ventilation devices.

Tests made on school ventilation system to determine its efficiency.*

Utilization of Heat for Power.—How is heat converted into mechan-

ical power ? Why are great losses inevitable ?

How does the steam-engine work? Why does the expansion of the

steam cool it?

What is meant by a double or triple expansion steam-engine ? A single-

acting or double-acting steam-engine ?

How is a steam-turbine constructed and how does it work?

What happens in the piston-chamber of a gasoline engine? What is

the difference between a 4-cycle and a 2-cycle gas-engine? Of

which sort is an automobile engine?

In what order are the cylinders of a 4-cylinder automobile engine

fired? 6-cylinder? 8-cylinder? 12-cylinder?

Why is a cooling system needed on a gas-engine ? What advantage has

an air-cooled motor over a water-cooled one ? Which kind is used

for aeroplanes?

References.—Millikan and Gale, pp. 185-195 ; Black and Davis, Chap. XII

;

Hall, Chap. XIX; The Story of Great Inventions, first part of Chap. Ill,

pp. 150-172; All About Engineering, Chap. V; Book of Wonders, pp. j81-190;

Hozv It Works, Chaps. I-IV, inclusive; catalogs and circulars from auto-

mobile companies, and from companies supplying automobile accessories.

*See article in Year Book, Vol. IV, "School Heating and .Ventilation—A Study
Applied Physics."
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Magnetism.—Why is iron sometimes magnetic and sometimes not?

How are magnets made ?

Why does a compass point north ? Can the compass always be trusted ?

What uses do we make of magnets?

Laboratory experiments on magnetism and magnetic fields.

Electricity.—What is electricity? How is lightning produced?

Thunder?

Why do thunder storms occur chiefly in summer?

Does a lightning-rod protect from lightning ? How does it work ? Why
are lightning-rods not used in the city?

Study the action of the condenser and the electrophorus.

How is a battery made, and how does it produce an electric current?

What difficulties have to be overcome to make a good battery ?

What are some common commercial types?

What are the merits of each type ?

Laboratory experiments on the Voltaic cell, and methods of overcom-

ing polarization and local action.

What makes the current flow in any electrical circuit?

How could you find out the direction in which the current flows in

the trolley-wire on North Clark street?

How is electricity measured? Define the units.

What factors determine electrical resistance?

Laboratory experiment to determine these factors and effect of each.

How would you determine the resistance of an electric lamp? A coil

of wire? A battery? The answers to this question are worked

out by means of demonstration experiments.

What is a shunt? How does the current divide in a shunted circuit?

How does the electric current decompose water ?

How would you silver-plate any metallic articles?

Demonstration experiments to show electrolysis in silver-plating.

How is an electrotype made ?

How may a plate of pure copper be made from an impure one ?

If two wires were connected to a source of electrical current, could you

tell which one was positive and which -negative? How would you

find out?

How does the storage-battery work? What happens on charge? On
discharge ?

Laboratory experiment on the storage battery.

References.—Millikan and Gale, pp. 267-272
; Black and Davis, pp. 348-355

;
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Electricity and Magnetism, pp. 522-528; Mann and Twiss, pp. 201-2; Elec-

tricity, Woodhull, Chap. V.

What makes an electric bell ring? How is the door of an apartment

opened by electricity from each apartment in the building?

How is the strength of an electro-magnet measured?

Make a wiring plan to ring a bell by either of two push-buttons, one

located at the front and one at the back door. Make a similar

plan by which one button would ring two bells, one up stairs and

the other down stairs.

How does the telegraph line work ? Be able to make a diagram to show

the connections in the path of the current.

A telegraph line is set up in the laboratory and used for some days by

groups of pupils.

References.—Millikan and Gale, pp. 272-278 ; Black and Davis, pp. 271-279
;

Mann and Twiss, pp. 166-169 ; Electricity and Magnetism, Chap. XII ; Hozv it

Works, Chap. VI ; Electricity, Chaps. VI and XVIII.

How does an are-light differ from an incandescent lamp?

Why are lamps in a house always connected in parallel ?

What kind of electric lights are most efficient ?

On what basis do you pay for electric light? Secure an old electric

light bill, and find out what the terms on it mean.

How much does it cost to operate your vacuum cleaner ? Your electric

flat-iron ?

Why is the consumption of electricity for heat the most expensive way

to use it?

Make a plan for wiring a four-room flat.

Laboratory experiments on determining the efficiency of carbon and

tungsten lamps, and the cost of operating them. .

How does the dynamo generate an electric current-?

What is the difference between a D. C. dynamo and an A. C. generator?

Why is the A. C. type used in all large installations ?

How is a motor different from a dynamo?

Why does a motor require more current when starting than after it is

running at a higher speed?

In the study of the dynamo, large diagrams are useful in tracing the

currents and for the applying of the dynamo and motor rules.

How does the induction-coil produce a current of high electromotive

force? For what purposes are such coils used? Why does the

spark occur at the "break" instead of the "make?"
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How is a transformer different from an induction-coil ?

What is self-induction? Why is it an important factor in all A, C.

circuits ?

Why is power transmitted long distances only at very high voltage^

and why is it always A. C. rather than D. C. current?

Laboratory experiments on induced currents, motor, induction-coil,

and transformer.

What is the meaning of the terms single phase or three phase as ap-

plied to A. C. Currents ?

How can storage batteries be charged, when the only source of supply

is A. C. current?

How is conversation transmitted by telephone? What are the steps,

connections, and circuits involved in making a call through a

central station ?

How is it possible to ring the telephone bell at a subscriber's although

the circuit is open ?

Sound.—How is sound produced and transmitted? Why does sound

travel faster in water than in air? In hydrogen than in air?

What is an echo ? Why are echoes noticeable only in large halls or out

of doors? How may echoes be prevented in halls and audito-

riums ?

Sound-proof rooms are needed in the battle-ships of the navy. How
would you construct such a room?

Why are sounding-boards used in connection with all stringed instru-

ments? What causes sounds to differ in pitch? How may the

pitch of a violin string be changed?

How does a bell, at a crossing, change in pitch as you pass it on a

rapidly moving train?

What is resonance? Under what conditions is it produced?

Why does a large sea shell always seem to be giving off sounds of its

own ?

What is the difference between noise and music ?

Why is the same note different Avhen sounded on a flixte, piano, or

violin ?

How does a bugler vary the pitch of the notes he produces ?

How is a phonograph record made, and how is it reproduced ?

Laboratory experiments on finding the velocity of sound, the pitch of

a tuning-fork, resonance.
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Light.—What produces an eclipse of the moon ? Of the sun ? Why is

a total eclipse of the sun very rare? A partial eclipse of the sun

occurred June 8. Why was it partial here, but total at Denver,

Colorado ?

What is the cause of twilight? Why is twilight short at the equator,

getting longer as you go either north or south?

How do astronomers measure the distance between the stars?

What properties would a perfect mirror possess? How is an ordinary

mirror made?

When you walk towards the mirror, how rapidly do you appear to

approach your image? Explain.

Why does an oar reaching into the water appear bent at the water line ?

How is light-giving power measured ? How is the intensity of illumi-

nation measured? How much illumination is needed for reading?

Sewing ?

How does a photometer work ?

Laboratory experiments, on finding the velocity of light in water and

in glass, and the laws of reflection.

Why do curved mirrors produce such distorted images ?

Why is a lens necessary in a camera ?

How is a microscope constructed and how does it work? Telescope?

Opera-glass ? Projection lantern ?

What is meant by magnifying power? How is it found for the above

instruments ?

Why do you need two eyes for seeing ?

What sort of lenses do near-sighted people wear ? Far-sighted?

Laboratory experiments on convex lenses, concave mirrors, the micro-

scope and telescope.

What is the cause of color? Why does a prism break up light into

several distinct colors?

What makes the rainbow ? Why is not the rainbow seen in the morning

or at noon?

What does it mean to be color-blind?

How is colored printing done ? How is a colored photograph produced ?

What is the spectrum ? What kinds of spectra are there ?

How does the spectroscope work ? How does it tell us about the com-

position of stars and the rate of motion of the heavenly bodies ?

Laboratory experiments on the spectroscope, dispersion and color.

What is the relation between light, electric waves, and X-rays ?

How are X-rays produced ? Are they dangerous ?
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What relation is there between radium and X-rays?

What indications does radio-activity give us concerning the nature of

matter ?
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CHEMISTRY

The world war has emphasized as never before the essential part

which chemistry plays not only in modern warfare, but in industry,

agriculture, and commerce as well. While chemical knowledge and

inventive genius has been concerned with the manufacture of high ex-

plosives, in the development of special steel for shells and cannon, in

the production of deadly gases, and other means of accomplishing

utter and complete destruction, it has been equally active in discover-

ing agencies for combating the effects of these terrible substances and

alleviating the suffering which they cause, in finding substitutes for

needed commodities, and in developing new industries to supply

articles, formerly imported.

The public is also coming to appreciate as never before the need

of a wider dissemination and utilization of chemical knowledge if

economic independence is to be ours in the keen competition which

will follow the advent of peace. High-school chemistry teachers have

a very real opportunity in the present situation to emphasize the need

of. more efficient use of our natural resources and of the production,

adequate for all our needs, of dyes, potash, drugs, nitrates, and other

chemicals of fundamental importance.

The increased application of chemistry to industry is likely to re-

sult in an increased interest in chemistry as a part of a complete edu-

cation. High-school chemistry instruction, therefore, should not aim

to develop trained chemists but to give to all students an intelligent

understanding of the significance and importance of chemistry to our

modern life which will serve as a basis of appreciation and future en-

couragement of chemical industry. This is the primary aim of the

course in chemistry as taught in this school.

Chemistry teachers have been slow to adopt the project method

of teaching, and only an extreme radical would affirm that this method

is applicable without considerable modification of the course in chem-

istry. The objections which are commonly raised to teaching chemistry

by projects or problems are as follows

:

(a) Many problems and questions raised by pupils involve com-

plex phases of chemistry, or ideas too advanced for their understand-

ing. For example, the difficulty in getting proper dyes makes this a

topic of considerable interest, but in the elementary chemistry course
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it can be given only a ver}' superficial treatment, and that well towards

the end of the year. The manufacture of high explosives is another

similar topic which involves technical matters of too great difficulty

for the beginner.

(&) Many of the great principles of chemistry, because of the

impossibility of direct or experimental proof, cannot be arrived at

easily by the immature mind. They are philosophic concepts, which

have to be accepted on the ground of their service to science and the

useful conclusions which are based upon them; for example, the

assumptions of the atomic hypothesis, or the rule of Avagadro.

(c) The array of principles and facts is so great that the student

is almost helpless before them, and unless the basis for establishing

relationships and controlling facts is first developed, there can be no

appreciation of the scientific method and no proper organization of

the information supplied by discussion, investigation, and experiment.

These reasons are not easily disregarded, yet some motive, some

compelling inner desire is just as essential to educative effort in chem-

istry as in elementary science. How, then, can these opposing argu-

ments be reconciled and a tentative basis for teaching chemistry be

established ? Does not the answer lie in the changing character of the

pupil's interests and in the enlarged scope which his problems and

projects may take on as a result of his growing abilities and his in-

creased power to direct and focus them ?

The test of a problem, its significance to the pupil, lies' not in its

concreteness or the useful application which it involves, nor the famil-

iar associations which relate it to other problems, but in the degree to

which the pupil makes it his own and identifies himself with it, be-

cause of his belief of its worth-whileness. Under skilful teaching,

may not that question, which a year or even a few months earlier would

have seemed abstruse and uninteresting, become a real, live, practical

problem? In other words, does not the desire come to some pupils,

and should it not come much more generally, to know what the

constitution of things really is, what the atoms are, and what prop-

erties they possess ; why the volumes of reacting gases have such simple

relations to one another ; or why the weights of equal volumes of gases

show such striking regularities ? The adolescent is easily aroused. He
is not yet encased in a shell of limited and selfish interests. Ultimate

causes and reactions appeal to him as perhaps at no other time of his

life. If the chemistry teacher can kindle this inner spark of natural

interest into the flame of real desire, then those matters which before
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seemed dry as dust may take on a new and vital aspect and become as

truly problems as any which have yet been found in the introductory

science courses.

The laboratory work especially ought to deal with problems and

questions which grow out of class and home study, problems having to

do with the home, the farm, local industries, personal and civic welfare.

Towards this end the titles of experiments can often be improved and

made more suggestive by stating them in problem or question form.

For example, instead of the title Mordant Dyeing, a better one is Why
are Mordants Used in Dyeing? or, in place of Equivalent Weight of

Magnesium, How Much Magnesium is Needed to Produce a Gram of

Hydrogen? for Analysis of Ammonia, What is the Most Economical

Brand of Household Ammonia to Purchase? The main idea of each

experiment should be given definite statement at the outset. This may
be stated as a purpose: To Shoio the Method hy Which the NaOH of

Commerce is Prepared, or as a question: Does the Vinegar of Your

Grocer Come up to the Legal Standard? The mere statement NaOH
or Vinegar at the top of the direction sheet is not suggestive and

should be discouraged. There should be a logical sequence of experi-

ments. That is, each experiment should not be all-sufficient to itself,

but should grow out of the preceding work and at the same time have

regard for the coming work.

The course in this school is given in the senior year with a time

allotment of *six periods per week, two of which are consecutive for

laboratory work. Laboratory sections are limited to twelve each on

account of the size of the laboratory. The same division into sections

is maintained for one of the four remaining periods, so that it may be

used for either laboratory or recitation purposes as required. It is

based upon the following outline which shows the organization only

upon broad lines and is followed by a number of type topics in order

to illustrate to better advantage the method of teaching.

I. INTRODUCTORY STUDIES

(a) Chemical Change. Many illustrations and demonstration experi-

ments to arouse initial interest; its chief characteristics as effecting matter

and energy; its significance in a living and complex world.

Cb) Oxidation. A type of chemical change; its varied and more com-

mon applications; laboratory study of oxygen.

(c) Reduction. Relation to oxidation and its importance in the indus-

trial world.

(d) Water. Its importance in the economy of nature, physical and
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chemical properties. Methods of decomposition, volumetric and gravimetric

analysis and synthesis. Water as a solvent; effects of temperature change

on solution. Methods of purification. Protecting Chicago's water supply.

Excursion to local pumping-station. Laboratory testing of spring and mineral

waters. Softening hard water. Industrial significance of this problem.

II. CHEMICAL LAWS AND HYPOTHESIS
(a) Laws of Conservation of Matter, Definite and Multiple Propor-

tions. Equivalent or reacting weights.

(b) Atomic Hypothesis. The fundamental assumptions justified as a

basis for explaining a large variety of phenomena and observations, and as

the keystone of chemistry.

(c) The Gas Laws. Taught for the purpose of measuring gases in the

laboratory, as required for experimental purposes.

(d) The Law of Gay-Lussac. Many illustrations from laboratory and

demonstration experiments.

(e) The Rule of Avagadro. Derived from the previous study of gases.

Determination of number of atoms in common gaseous molecules.

III. CHEMICAL AEITHMETIC

(o) Significance of the Formula and the Calculations Based

Upon it.

(b) Calculation of Molecular Weights of Gases Based.on Experi-

mental Data.

(c) Equations and Calculations Based Upon Them. Great variety

of problems, with emphasis on those of practical significance.

IV. ACIDS, BASES, AND SALTS

(a) Laboratory Studies of Sodium and Potassium as Basic Elements
Forming Hydroxides.

(b) Laboratory Study of Chlorine as an Acid Element Forming
Hydrochloric Acid. Chlorine as a bleaching-agent. Chloride of lime; its

use as a bleaching-agent and in the laundry.

(c) Neutralization and Salt Formation. Titration experiments of

a practical sort, such as determining the acidity of vinegar.

V. CHEMICAL THEOEIES
(a) Solution and Electrolytic Dissociation.

(b) Mass Action and Chemical Equilibrium,

(c) Periodic Law.
(d) Electromotive Series of Elements.

VI. STUDY OF THE MORE COMMON ELEMENTS AND
THEIR COMPOUNDS

(a) Sulphur. Sulphur dioxide, sulphurous and sulphuric acids, hy-

drogen sulphide.
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(b) Nitrogen. The atmosphere and its composition. The air in rela-

tion to health. The fixation of nitrogen. Ammonia and nitric acid. Ex-

plosives and war.

(c) Halogen Elements. Family relationships and distinctions empha-

sized.

id) Carbon. Coal, water^ and producer gas; excursion to gas plant.

Graphite and carborundum. Petroleum and its products. Coke and by-

products. Coal-tar and its derivatives. Conservation of these as a necessity

to economic independence.

(e) The Common Metals. Iron and steel; copper; aluminum; zinc;

tin ; and lead ; many comparisons and contrasts in metallurgy, in physical and

chemical properties ; excursions to available plants.

VII. CHEMICAL INDUSTEIES
(a) Lime and Plaster. Plaster of Paris.

(b) Glass and Porcelain.

(c) Cement and Ceramics. Excursion to Cement-Mill.

(d) Paint and Pigments.

(e) Photography.

(/) BREuriNG and Alcohol Productions.

(g) Electro-Chemical Industries.

VIII. CHEMISTEY IN THE HOME
(o) Cleaning-Agents. Soap and soap-powders; ^polishing compounds;

ammonia and analysis of household ammonia water.

(b) Spot and Stain Removal.

(c) Direct and Mordant Dyeing.

(d) Leavening Agents. Soda and baking-powder; laboratory testing

of commercial brands. Yeast and vinegar. Excursion to yeast-plant and

vinegar-works.

IX. EADIO ACTIVITY
(a) The Radioactive Elements and their Peculiar Properties.

(b) The Nature of Matter (as indicated by the discoveries in this

field).

TYPE TOPICS MOEE FULLY OUTLINED
OXIDATION

After the laboratory preparation and testing of oxygen, to deter-

mine its physical and chemical properties, the topics and questions for

assignment and discussion include the following

:

How was oxygen discovered ? How abundant is it ?

How is rusting and decay different from burning?

What is spontaneous combustion, and how may it be averted?

Why is perfect combustion necessary in furnaces and steam-power

plants ?

Why is imperfect combustion dangerous in stoves and grates? .
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Why is ccal dust explosive?

Questions of this sort are usually found at the end of chapters

in the ordinary textbooks, and serve chiefly for review or for making

application of the ideas brought out in the chapter. By reversing the

order, and suggesting them to the pupil before he begins his reading,

his home-study may be rendered much more purposeful and effective.

The class discussion answers the above questions and serves to

bring out many others of a similar character.

TESTING AND PURIFICATION OF WATER

The initial laboratory experiment answers the questions

:

What are the common impurities in water?

How may they be identified and removed ?

This work involves sedimentation; filtration; tests for sulphates,

chlorides, calcium compounds and other dissolved minerals; distilla-

tion, including fractional distillation ; and boiling to destroy bacteria.

In a class discussion following the experiment, the importance of

an adequate supply of pure water to every city, town, and community is

brought out, and the question raised as to which of the methods

studied in the laboratory can be carried out on a commercial basis.

The need of more efficient methods is apparent, and the assignment to

the reference books is based upon the following questions

:

Why does a laundry need soft water ?

What is boiler scale ?

How may roily river water be made clear and safe for drinking?

How is our own water-supply protected and purified?

At the next recitation these questions are answered, and many

others which are raised by members of the class. Demonstration ex-

periments of the coagulation method of water purification, and of the

softening power of commercial preparations, such as Permutit, are

included. Specimens of boiler scale, a section of an old boiler-tube,

and an old teakettle, are shown to the class. Excursions to pumping-

station and municipal water-laboratory follow.

Another worth-while laboratory experiment is to have the class

test the hardness of many varieties of natural spring and mineral

waters, supplying their own samples from springs, wells, artesian

water, or commercial bottled varieties. The work takes the plan of a

rough analysis, and includes a determination of the percent of total

dissolved solids; the identification of the mineral salts present as far

le; the determination of the degree of hardness, using a
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standard solution of liquid soap; and a spectroscopic examination of

the residue from evaporation of a sample.

TESTING FOOD PRODUCTS

This topic is introduced by asking the class how much of the food

they eat is preserved ? Copies of a few menus from the school lunch-

room are shown, which make it clear to all that food preserved in some

manner constitutes -a large percent of that normally consumed. This

suggests the following questions

:

Are foods preserved in certain ways injurious?

How is the public protected from the improper use of preserva-

tives, adulteration, and misbranding?

What are the preservatives likely to be found in various products ?

How may they be identified?

The assignment covers these questions and copies of the National

Pure Food and Drug Acts are placed on the reference shelf. The class

discussion has as its outcome a conception of the complex machinery

of national and state supervision of food products, and of the kind of

problems with which a food chemist must deal.

Pupils are asked to provide themselves with samples of all sorts

of food for the laboratory testing, which immediately follows this dis-

cussion. In order to secure a choice of samples worth testing, the

laboratory direction sheet is given out in advance. It supplies direc-

tions for testing food-products for

:

Sulphur dioxide or sulphites in dried and preserved fruits and

meats.

Coal-tar dyes in candy, preserves and ices.

Flour or starch in candy and jellies.

Alum, copper, and tumeric in pickles.

Boric acid or borax in crackers or ice-cream cones.

Eeference books for other tests are at hand to meet any particular

problems that seem worth while in individual cases.

Follo-wdng this laboratory work, the next recitation calls for a

general summing up of results, so that the scope of the testing is ap-

parent to all.

FIXATION OF NITROGEN

This topic is one of particular interest and affords exceptional

opportunity to bring home to the pupil the wonderful achievements of

chemistry in this field.
•
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After the composition of the air has been studied and determined

in the laboratory, these questions naturally arise

:

Does the nitrogen of the air serve any useful purpose ?

Can this vast quantity of nitrogen be turned into useful products ?

What compounds of nitrogen are needed, and for what purposes ?

With these questions as a basis, the class is given an assignment

to the textbooks and reference material bringing out the importance of

nitrogen compounds; of nitric acid for explosives, celluloid, and gun-

cotton; of ammonia for munitions and refrigeration; of nitrates for

soil fertility. The class discussion serves to emphasize the vital need

of all these products and their manufacture in large quantities. In

this discussion are included the following topics:

The nitrogen cycle, which is fully worked out and discussed.

The Birkland-Eynde and Haber processes for making nitric acid.

The Oswald process for making cyanamide and ammonia.

Coal as a source of ammonia. The wastefulness of the beehive

oven is compared with the efficient utilization of the full value of coal

in by-product ovens. The necessity for conserving the nitrogen com-

pounds coming from coal is emphasized.

The final question under this topic is : What is being done in our

own country to supply our needs for nitrogen compounds ?

Newspaper clippings, magazine articles, etc., are of use in bring-

ing this question right up to the minute and driving home its sig-

nificance.

SOAP AND CONSERVATION OF FATS

The demand of the government for conservation of fats as a war

measure makes an especial appeal to this topic at the present time.

Why are fats important in time of war? This question involves

the recovery of glycerine as a by-product in soap-making and its con-

version into nitro-glycerine and dynamite. Members of the chemistry

class have a real opportunity to aid in this conservation movement,

and to see to it that no fat is wasted in their homes, and that all not

used for cooking is converted into soap. The production of a good

soap, from any accumulation of waste fat, no matter how rancid, is a

laboratory experiment of special merit. It brings home the practical

usefulness of the chemical knowledge acquired not only to the pupil

but to parents and friends as well.

This experiment can be done at home as well as or better than in

tlie laboratory. In this way it tends to correct the rather prevalent

notion that chemistry experiments are limited to the school laboratory.
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•It will usually be found profitable to have pupils obtain recipes for

making soap from home and other sources, and work out the final

laboratory direction sheet as the result of testing. Pupils can be of

•real service to the cause of conservation by spreading the propaganda

of home-made soap as the best way to utilize waste fat.

The following recipe, as a laboratory direction sheet, has been

tested by a number of pupils and found to give good results.

MAKING SOAP FROM WASTE FAT

Materials : 6 lb. fat (accumulated drippings of any kind)
; Yz lb. borax

;

1 can Babbitt's lye (crude NaOH).
Dissolve the lye and the borax in 3 quarts of hot water, in an iron

or enameled dish, and allow to cool. Melt the fat and strain through two

layers of cheese-cloth, and allow to cool until pasty but not hard. Add the

lye solution slowly to the fat, a little at a time, and with thorough stirring.

After all is in, stir slowly for ten or fiften minutes, until the soap thickens. If

the soap does not thicken after fifteen minutes of stirring, give it an occa-

sional stir until it does become pasty. Pour out into a pan lined with waxed

or oil paper. When hard, cut into bars.

If a perfumed soap is desired, from 1 to 2 oz. of oil of lavender may be

stirred in before pouring out. Coloring material may also be added at the

same time. Instead of pouring into a pan, small pasteboard boxes, such as

match-boxes, may be used as molds with good results.
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PREFACE

In the preface to the fifth volume we stated that we hoped to

show, in the next nunil^er, how the World War influenced class

room work and activities in our school. After the signing of the

armistice, we found ourselves looking at the war-time influences in

the school life with a critical eye, trying to select for publication

only those which had some more than temporary meaning, some

lasting value in education. This fresh centering of our interest has

brought within the scope of the present volume certain war-time

experiences, but also many other experiences illustrating the general

idea of free adaptation of the curriculum to social and individual

needs. Recognition of a principle as basic as this causes a school to

reach out in its life to touch certain great emergencies and tendencies

of society. On the other hand, it causes each teacher intensively

to analyze his teaching, in order to make it a genuine and helpful

experience for each child.

It is the object of education to train children in social living. It

is the problem of schools to choose and present subject matter and

to arrange a program which shall so train every child. Colonel

Parker, in Talks on Pedagogics, discusses the selection of teaching

material. "But knowledge is boundless, and your pupils can get but

a drop of the ocean. What knowledge can you present them in the

years you have them under your care and guidance? What rule

shall govern you in the selection? The answer is not far to seek:

vour selections can be entirely governed by what each pupil needs

for his personal development. He needs that knowledge which will

enable him to best serve his school and the world. The two answers

are one : The needs of the school and the needs of the world are

the needs of the individual."

In speaking of the needs of the modern world, Dr. Dewey says

that a democratic society "must have a type of education which

gives individuals a personal interest in social relationships and

control, and the habits of mind which secure social changes without

introducing disorder."

The object of this volume is to suggest that the aims here

defined can best be realized by having a schedule flexible enough

to meet special and individual needs, and a curriculum adapted to the

demands of each child's mind and spirit.
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INDIVIDUAL PROJECT METHOD

An Example of Its Operation in a Seventh Grade

At the outset let me distinguish between two types of more or

less "free work," both in general parlance going under the title of

"projects." One may be exemplified by a class or group under

somebody's leadership deciding to make a scrap book illustrating

by newspaper clippings the French aviator's proposed world flight.

The other type may be illustrated by a boy saying to the teacher,

"I have a toy wireless set at home; I'd like to bring it to school and

set it up and study about it and show the class how it works—find

out who invented it, and so on." We might consider the first

example a "group project." It is, I should say, what we meant a

few years ago when we talked of "motivated work." It contemplates

the co-operation of several people, perhaps of a whole class. The

initiating and carrying out demand a leader or director of impor-

tance, probably a teacher. Its virtue lies in the interest which the

scheme arouses in the pupils and in the necessary amount of social

co-operation. The second example is of a type of work much newer

in the schools. It demands the working of one pupil, or possibly of

a very small, self-chosen group. The workers are self-directed. It

is of this second type of activity, "the individual project," that I

wish to speak.

PURPOSES

A small number of teachers scattered over the country are

experimenting with it. They all, doubtless, look to Dr. Kilpatrick

of Teachers' College and to Dr. Colin Scott of the Boston Normal

School as the developers and promulgators of the philosophy. For

a philosophy it is—an idea that stimulates thought and action, not

a method to be copied. Every one who falls under its spell sets

about forming his own purposes and devising his own scheme of

action. In an attempt through three years to act under the inspira-

tion of the theory I have felt myself actuated by the following aims

:

to increase intensity of individual action; to preserve individual

differences; to train the power of choice; to train the habits of self-

direction and of self-stimulation; to train the power of self-judg-

ment; to stimulate the habit of putting one's powers at the service

of others.
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Let nie elaborate these aims a very little.

1. Tu Increase Intensity of Individual Action.—Is it not true

that most people work for the greater part of the time at low speed

and that there are always frequent lapses of effort when the mind
wanders and time is wasted? I should like to bring it about that

my pupils work harder than they have ever worked before, that

the times of concentrated effort be longer and more frequent than

is usual, that the children have the conscious intention of applying

themselves concentratedly and intensely.

2. To Preserve Individual Differences.—There were thirty-

three people in the class described, with diffjbrent homes, different

parents, dift'erent inheritances. They had various characters, inter-

ests, and abilities. I should have liked to preserve the interesting

and valuable among these differences. I should have liked to have

these children remain, not thirty-three copies of one person, but

a variety of persons ; for a world of diversity is a more interesting,

more powerful, more effective world than one in which we might

all be alike. If we want originality in the future, we cannot get

it by training in conformity during the twelve most impressionable

years.

3. To Train the Pozver of CJioice.—Is it not true that only in

so far as we are able individually to make more or less independent

personal choice are we useful to the world? People who always

wait to follow a leader, always wait for suggestion, are a clog on

the wheels. Again, if what we want in the people of the future ia

the power of choosing, we teachers must not through twelve years

be making the choices.

4. To Train the Habits of Self-Direction and of Self'Stiniula-

tion.—In business and industry that man is a nuisance who, after

he has been given a job to do, is always referring to his superior

for directions as to how to do it and where to find the material,

and for decision as to whether he is right as far as he has gone.

He soon has to give place to a man who can take up a job, make
sure of its purposes and of the limiting conditions, and then relieve

his superior of all worry over it until it is done. Are we training

our children for this kind of self-direction?

5. To Train the Pozver of Self-Judgment.—We ought to learn

from every experience. "We fall to rise, are baffled to fight better."

But how is this possible except as we learn to judge the success

and failure, tlie value, of what we do? Few of us, perhaps, feel
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any confidence in our own judgment of anything, our own tastes,

our own efforts least of all. Therefore we accept the loudest opinion

of neighbors or platform or press. Why? Does the answer lie in

the fact that for eight or twelve or sixteen years we have been

trying to live according to someone else's judgment and have been

seeking to gain the symbol of his favorable opinion?

6. To Stumdatc tJic Habit of Putting 0)ic's Pozuer at the

Servic-c of Others.—Of late the educational world has been talking

much of the "socialized recitation." This means, does it not, that

we believe the chief purpose of education to be the making of

individuals who will be useful group members, whose ideal is one

of co-operation, of service? Is there a possibility that such socializ-

ing is only putting a camouflage roof over a very unsocial house,

that a school organized on the basis of group recitations concerning

academic subject-matter is an autocratic, unsocial organization? Is

it only as people associate themselves into continuing or dissolving

groups, directing themselves in the working out of their own pur-

poses, themselves meeting the difficult problems of the varied

temperaments and powers and faults of the members of the group,

that they are in a really social atmosphere?

CONDITIONS

The attempt I am to describe was made in a small room, hold-

ing thirty-three children of a seventh grade. Our working day was

from 8:50 to 3:30 with a half-hour every day for a general school

morning exercise, and an hour at noon for luncheon and play. A
few subjects were taught by special teachers at set times. These

were music, gymnastics, mathematics, and modern language, all

occurring in the afternoons. Let me confess that I had not the

courage to leap into the water without a good old life preserver that

I knew I could trust. So I kept a teacher-directed course in history

running through the year. Of all these directed classes I say nothing,

nor do I describe some additional important class projects-^making

desks for our whole class, hand-lettering and illuminating a quota-

tion for our gift to the seniors, a study of naturalization in the

United States, a study of the w^orld crop. It was possible for the

children to use the library, the clay shop, the manual training room,

the science laboratory. We had for our own use as a general work
shop what was originally built as a play house in our back yard.

Now' and then it was possible, in spite of crowded programs, to get

the help of other teachers in case of special need. Most of the
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time every day was unallotted, to be arranged as seemed best from

day to day. Each evening I made the program for the following

day, remembering what things were on the docket and making the

necessary arrangements. Sample programs may be useful.

8:50—Announcements and report on home work
9:00—*Report on gasoline motors

Spelling test and dictionary drill

*Report on farm implements

10:15—Individual stud}'

11:00—Morning exercise

11:30—Outdoor play

12 :00—Luncheon
12:25—Workers of the Middle Ages (history recitation)

Special group for those needing drill in writing

1 :00—French and German
1 :35—Reading of Long Will (by teacher)

2:10—Government of Turkey (by another teacher in answer to questions

previously asked by children)

2 :50—Printers work on desks

Others, home

8:50—Announcements and report on home work
9:00—Factory system (history recitation)

*Mirrors and angles. (Recitation following previous report)

*10:00—Individual study

11 :00—Morning exercise

11 :30—Outdoor play

12 :00—Luncheon
^12 :25—Report on battleships

1 :00—Arithmetic

1 :35—Reading of Long Will

*2: 10—Handwork

8:50—Announcements and report on home work
*9 :00—Report on armor

Great men (history recitation)

*10:00—Individual study

11:00—Morning exercise

11 :30—Outdoor play

12 :00—Luncheon
"12 :25—Correcting of written account of report made for record book

1 :00—Arithmetic
*1 :35—Criticism of covers for record book (by art teacher at our request)
2:10—Group 1, printing

Group 2, hand-lettering

'Connected with individual projects.
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Each morning such a program was read to the class and posted

for their consultation. It may be observed that only one hour is

more or less sacred and unchangeable, and that is the ten o'clock

period for individual study. In order to make clear what is meant

by individual study, I show a list of the class with the subjects upon

which each was working for that hour on a certain day.
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"We are everywhere at once—some in the shop making a thea-

ter, some in the library poring over books, some in the laboratory

making experiments, some in the art room printing, and still others

in the class room doing almost everything."

The following list will give an idea of the types of handwork
chosen. The whole class was' studying printing, but on account of

the large size of the group and the small size of the print shop, only

a third of the class could work there during a quarter. At the time

the group of eleven was in the print shop, the others were engaged

on their individual projects.
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A word of explanation as to the appearance of both handwork
and individual study. In my first attempt, a year earlier and in

another school, to teach according to the project method, I felt

distressed by the fact that practically all the projects were manual

ones. At first I hoped that the installing of an aquarium, the

making of a model sawmill, the drawing of different types of arches,

would lead out into intellectual activities, would send children to

books for further information, would drive them to written com-

position for the sake of record or report, would send them on

excursions qr investigation. But that kind of thing happened very

rarely. F. was satisfied to install the acjuarium and care for the

fish. A. printed her calendar and had no desire to learn about the

history of printing. At the beginning of last year, therefore, I had

a little talk with the class, in which. I pointed out the two kinds

of work that people need to do, and we agreed to have two periods

in the day for individual projects, one to be reserved for those

activities demanding chiefly use of the hands, the other for those

needing especially intellectual exercise. This little device seemed to

solve the problem, for most children really do care about getting the

experiences they think they ought to have. It is surely right for

children of this age to begin to be conscious of their mental processes

and their mental needs.

A few examples may show the kinds of projects that the chil-

dren pursued and the manner of workiTig. Two girls, L. and M.,

came to me one day and said they thought they would lil<e to make
a mimeograph for themselves like the one in the room. I said,

' A^ery well, you had better make a drawing." This they did, and

they went to work by themselves in the outdoor shop during the

handwork period. After a few days they wanted to know what

kind of a report they could make. I said, "Oh, are you going to

make a report?" for I had not thought of this handwork going

over into anything more intellectual. "Oh, yes," said they. They
thought they might give a play showing how to use a mimeograph.

I approved, and after a few days they presented three plays that

they had written and wanted me to choose the one that I thought

the best. I read them, Avrote my criticisms, and returned them. A
day or two later I found that they were not only studying mimeo-

graphs, but investigating other duplicating devices. They used for

reference "The World Book," and one of them visited her father's

office. Besides, thev were using the typewriter and mimeograph in
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the room and in the school office. After a week's absence of my
own I returned to the school to find that M. was making a hecto-

graph. She had found the recipe in "The World Book," had gone

to the store and bought glycerin, had brought gelatine from home,

and had made a hectograph. When the group gave their report

she successfully duplicated copies of the program as souvenirs.

M. decided he wanted to study about armor. He made a book

of ten drawings, illustrating armor from the time of the Greeks to

the Middle Ages, with rather full notes, calling attention to the

changes and to points that the ordinary observer might miss. The
matter of getting these notes into good form was a difficult and

serious one for a boy who has much trouble with spelling.

Three boys decided they wanted to make a toy theater. ' They
began without having planned it very definitely. The scrap lumber

which was given them was perhaps discouraging, or at least vmin-

spiring. After they had worked for several days in the outdoor

shop, I went out to inspect. The theater was a sad looking afifair.

There was not a straight line in it, there were no square corners,

the nails were too long and had been turned over, everything was

askew, and every piece was covered with "rose buds." I told

them very frankly what I thought. They said, "Well, it isn't look-

ing very well. It's hard to drive the nails." I asked them whether

they would like better wood. I suggested screws instead of nails

and reminded them of what they had learned about try-squares and

counter-sinks in making tables. They applied to the manual train-

ing teacher for better wood and began all over again. Pretty soon,

while I was out of school, I received a letter from J. saying, "We
have got the theater almost done—not a nail in it !" I do not think

that that was a waste of wood. The second theater I consider a

creditable piece of work, and the boys aver that they learned much
in making it. Whatever they learned came by experience, and that

sort of knowledge is doubly valuable.

The story of the completion and dedication of the theater is

of some interest. On a certain Friday we were to give a party for

the seniors. The theater group and the rest of the class felt that

a puppet show would add to the joy of the occasion, but the theater

was far from done, the puppets were not made, the scenery was

unpainted, and the play was unlearned. "If you would let us work

all day Thursday and Friday, I know we could finish it," said one

of the boys. The request was granted. The group worked like
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beavers, and the play was presented. It was not a great success, and

the boys found that the presentation of a.puppet show involves more

problems than they had dreamed of. Four other plays, however,

were given after more preparation, and one of the group decided

that his vocation in life was to be that of a playwright.

The theater, moreover, was used for the presentation of a play

by another group, and stimulated two other children to make a

similar building. For J. and J., both girls of considerable manual

skill and executive power, told me one day that they were making

a toy theater at home and that the puppets were to be operated by

magnets. One day, two weeks later, after school, they ruefully

said thai they were rather discouraged about their theater. "It looks

like a box." The next day they brought it to school and showed it

to me. After a little discussion, they became fired with the idea

of making a wooden front in the shape of a Greek temple. They

drew sketches and made measurements and went down to the

manual training shop for wood to take home. It was only a few

days before the theater came back, looking very interesting, with

little clay decorations, a pretty blue-and-white curtain, and a painted

scene all complete. In the meantime the girls had written a play

based on Iloratiiis at the Bridge. The only things left to do in

school were to paint the woodwork white, make the puppets—with-

out the unruly magnets, alas !—and learn the parts.

Two or three times, when given opportunity to choose his own

homework, R. K. reported "Tanks," and I made inquiries as to

how he was getting his information and what he was going to do

with it. "Oh, I read about them in the Scientific American and I

am clipping pictures of them from the newspapers. I want to make

a report to the class." After a few more days he brought me a

paper which he had planned as. a climax to his report. It was

called "A Surprise on the Germans." Soon he brought all his

pictures and asked for a large card to paste them on. The result

was a pictorial chart illustrating the different kinds of tanks.

The type of project demanding only reading for its working

out may be illustrated by J.'s study of Egypt. She expressed herself

as wanting to learn about different religions. As to the mainspring

of the choice, I am not certain—possibly it was our slight study

of the origin of Christianity. The first material I could find was

Maspero's Ancient Egypt and Assyria. The great detail and the

wealth of picture in the Egyptian chapters fascinated her and modi-
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tiled he-K purpose into that of studying the rehgion and hfe of ancient

Egypt. It happeiYed that a high school class in ancient history had
already accumulated for the school a large number of Egyptian wall

paintings. These she studied and with them illustrated a report so

full of definite detail, well classified and centered, that she held the

class intensely interested.

A boy whose uncle owned a tannery wanted to know about the

tanning processes and wanted to instruct the class about them. He
found accounts in two or three books, read them, and then took

an afternoon to visit the tannery. He brought back a piece of raw
hide, pieces of leather that had undergone different processes, and

a specimen of the tanning compound. He rigged up a box to repre-

sent a drying room, cut a piece of leather into the shape of a hide

and tacked it to a board, and in his report used all these materials

for illustration. The most gratifying thing was his search for first

hand knowledge.

REPORTS

It was our invariable custom, inaugurated with a bare sugges-

tion and no pressure, that as soon as a child considered that his

project had been carried as far as he could carry it, he should report

his work to the class. After the first few reports proved successful

and interesting, every child seemed to hold as a second purpose in

study the preparation of a good report. We had some discussion

now and then as to what constituted a good one. It was the unani-

mous opinion that "just talk" was not enough; that there must be

drawings, models, demonstration ; that it was better not to read

the report ; that everybody ought to be given a chance to ask ques-

tions ; that it was better to make the class do some work if possible.

The result was that as children worked they were planning how
to make their reports successful, were taking notes for their talks,

were making large drawings to show the class, were planning

questions that they could ask, were trying to devise interesting and

vivid ways of presenting their facts. One began his report with

the question, "Do you know what rocks are?," another with, "Do

you suppose that people have always been able to make maps like

those we have today?" The day before two girls were to give

their report on China, they said to me, "Please ask'the children to

ask questions about China that they would like to have us answer

tomorrow."

The length of the reports varied greatly, according to the sub-
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ject and to the thoroughness of the student reporting. They occu-

pied all the way from one half-hour period to five such periods

scattered over live days. A half-hour seemed to be the norm in

time for good listening, though one boy held his audience through

an hour of talk and demonstration. A verbatim stenographic

record of the report of two girls who had studied Japan will illus-

trate the quality of the best of the reports. It shows, too, the amoimt

of participation of the audience and the degree of relevancy and

value in its additions and questions. When the class heard this

record, be it said, they were surprised and disappointed. "It was

one of the best reports of the year," several said, "and this makes it

sound silly." "Those sentences sounded all right when they talked

them, but when you read them they are ugly." The group had on

display a goodly number of Japanese prints belonging to the school,

and of little objects of wood and bronze and ivory brought from

home. The person talking was constantly turning to the screen

where the picture hung, or picking up some object from the table.

In the following account, the introductory and closing paragraphs

were not spoken at the time of the report,, but were written by one

of the group when she edited the stenographic report for use in the

record book.

JAPANESE ART

Seventh Grade April 25, 1919.

(Stenographic Report, edited)

Oriental and quaint is Japan, artistic in its own art as every other coun-

try; not only in painting and sketching but in music, too, for when you

see the dark-eyed Geisha girls come bashfully along with their "Samisens,"

playing low and monotonous tones all the while, you realize Japan is quaint

and oriental in everything.

Miss Hall.—Beatrice and Dorothy have been studying Japanese art-

one of the last things they have studied in connection with Japan. They

are going to report on Japan sometime, but they have chosen to report

on the art.

Beatrice.—We are going to tell you about Japanese art. The first

Japanese prints were done in black and white, and this was done for a

great many years. The first colors they used were rose and green. We
have a print here, which is the nearest we could get to the first prints that

were made, and it shows a little green. This is a very old print. Then they

added black and then yellow and then blue and then the rest of the colors.

In 1900 they began printing one color over another. They did this with

blocks. Dorothy will tell you about the blocks later.
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I am going to tell you the names of some of the important artists, and

later Dorothy will write them on the board. They are Kiyonaga, Utamaro,

Yeishi, and two very famous ones are Hokusai and Hiroshige. Here are

some of the very best pictures that illustrate four of the eight beauties of

Omi. Omi is a little lake in Japan where the Japanese artists go to paint.

There are just eight things they paint, and they call these the eight beauties

of Omi. Among them are the bell tower and the fleet of boats. You will

see lots of pictures of these same things but they are very different. The
Japanese artists never make things natural. Here is one of Hiroshige's paint-

ings. This is a little Japanese garden that Jessica brought. It shows you

how skilful the Japanese are.

Dorothy.—Here are some blocks that Miss Clements made. She drew
the design on the wood and then cut it out. The Japanese have certain

kinds of knives that they use in making these blocks. Here is a piece of

cloth that Miss Clements stamped. She laid the cloth down and then

stamped it with these blocks. And here is another piece of cloth that she

stamped. Sometimes they use more than one block. On this piece of

goods she stamped the green first and then put the pink over it, like this.

Here are more Japanese prints, and on this screen are Japanese drawings.

They make just a few lines, but even though they do, the pictures are very

pretty. Here are some pictures that the high school boys made in imitation

of the Japanese. And here are some Japanese stencils. The way they make
these stencils is this : they have two pieces of paper and they pull some hairs

out of their head and lay them on this paper, and then" they put the other

piece of paper over it. The hair makes the stencil paper stronger.

Dorothy.—Here is one that is made without hair. They don't put hair

between the paper in all their stencils.

Here is a stencil that represents bridges. In some of their drawings

they make their objects upside down. Here is one with a bridge upside

down. This is a design of flowers, and these are supposed to be bats.

Question.—What are these stencils for?

Dorothy.—They paint through them. They make some of their kimonas

in that way.

Foulke—My grandfather and my aunt—all of my aunts—got some

Japanese stencils when they were in Japan, and when they came back they

stenciled almost all their clothes.

Dorothy.—Here are some little stencils and we will show how they

paint through them. These have no hairs in them and are made out of

a little stiffer paper.

Bernal (in audience).—You can buy those stencils any place.

Beatrice.—This is the way they use the ink. These are rubbing plates.

They take a stick and wet it, and then they rub on this plate. This is an

India-ink stick. (The two girls each take a stencil and paint through it

on paper.)

This may not be very successful.

Foulke.—That Japanese writing-box I brought to school had ink of two

colors, black and red.
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Charles.—There are some people in the lower grades that make that

kind of thing, and they use some kind of oil that they put on cardboard or

wrapping paper, and it makes it tough, and then they draw the design in

pencil and cut it out with a knife. They are making things in the little

extra room for the third grade. Their viking ships are stenciled that way.

Miss Hall.—How many have seen those viking ships? (Most have seen

them.) What kind of special oil do they use in making these stencils?

Who knows ?

A)iswcr.—Linseed oil—the kind they get out of cotton.

Miss Hall.—No, it is made from flax seed.

Beatrice.—We are doing these in black, but the Japanese l;olor them.

And this little brush is what they write with. We will show you some
Japanese writing in just a minute.

Comment.—I have heard that the Japanese make pictures of different

colored sands.

Beatrice.—Yts, they do use different colored sands and they make pic-

tures with them.

Question.—In the sand?

Beatrice.—No, they let the sand run down the paper from their hand.

Question.—How do they make it stick on?

Beatrice.—They have the paper on which they let the sand run on a

level table or the floor. See, this design is finished. {She has taken off the

stencil.) It is supposed to be wisteria. This is a little bird, but it did not

turn out very well.

Ward.—When Beatrice spoke of the different colored sands, it reminded

me of the Pacific Exposition in California. In one of the big windows
different grains were placed in such forms that they took the shape of

pictures, and the work was done by a Japanese.

Beatrice.—This is the way they write. I did this myself—I copied it

from a book. I think the Chinese is much the same. This means "Happy
New Year" in printing, and this is "Happy New Year" in script.

Question.-—What do you mean by "script?"

Beatrice.—Script is your handwriting and printing is like the printing

of newspapers" or books.

Beatrice.—T\\& Japanese prints are much different from what they were

years ago. You will notice these modern ones are in all colors. These two

are old ones.

I am going to show you a Japanese book. Instead of beginning at the

front as our books do, the Japanese book opens from the back. {Turning

the leaves .showing colored prints.) Here is one that is very modern. Here
is another. This is. beautiful, but more modern. This picture shows the

way Japanese draw roosters. It is not at all like ours. It looks more like

a pheasant than a rooster.

My father says that in Japan the pheasants are used like our chickens.

The people carry them along, dragging their beautiful plumage in the dirt.

They don't count them for anything, but they think it is perfectly horrible

for us to kill chickens.
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William.—I know that in Japan they do have roosters with long tails

just like that one in the picture. I saw a picture and they said it was a

picture of the rooster that took the prize for the longest tail. It had grown
very long. It was more than a yard long. They feed the roosters and do
everything to make the tail grow, until maybe it stops growing, and then

they bring it to a show, and if they cannot make it grow any longer, they

throw it away and try another.

Question.—I wonder if they think our drawings are beautiful?

Beatrice.—No, they do not like them at all.

Miss Hall.—Do you mean to say the rooster is not well drawn?
Beatrice.—I mean the drawing is different from ours. The Japanese

never do anything real—they try to make it fancy—according to their

imagination.

Aliss Hall.—Once in a while lately when you have been lettering and
have been trying to think of a design, I would say, "Conventionalize some
flower." I would try to explain by saying, "Don't try to make it realistic; do

something to change it, to make it fit what you want it to." Is that what

you mean?
Beatrice.—Yes. The Japanese want to conventionalize all things ; they

draw to suit their fancy.

Frederick.—Are the Japanese words divided up into letters, or is it

learned like shorthand, and then different signs for different words like

ours?

Beatrice.—Yes, each one of these is a word. Sometimes a symbol stands

for a syllable instead of a word.

Someone.—I saw an American who lived in Japan and he told us that

lots of signs that you think are letters are just syllables divided up and put

on top of each other so that they look like one letter.

Beatrice.—That is true.

Question.—Do the Chinese read from the back of the book, like the

j apanese ?

Beatrice.—Yes. They are like the Japanese. Here is another Japanese

book. This gives you an idea of their imagination. It is a book of wave
designs. They are very beautiful, but they are not true to the waves.

(Turning over the leaves.) All these are supposed to be wave designs.

Comment.—-They look more like clouds.

Beatrice.—This one is more real, and this one shows the foam on the

waves. But you see, they could not possibly be true.

John.—What is the idea of drawing things that have no meaning in

them?

Beatrice.—They think them beautiful.

Miss Hall.—I think John will get his answer without anybody's saying

anything, next month when he begins to plan the imaginative portion of

his card. It is a matter of making a space beautiful. If you decide that a

flower does not fill a space, you adapt it. Have any of you in this grade

had experience in doing just this thing?

Laura.—That thing we were making this morning.
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Beatrice.—Yes. Jessica made a cross in her stained glass window. It is

still up there. But you can see it is more imaginative than a real cross.

And it is much more beautiful. (Still holding open the book of designs.)

Do you see this design here? It looks more like a fan than anything I

can think of, but it is supposed to be a wave. It is drawn on a fan.'

Here are some more Japanese prints. This one is very old. We are

going to have these hanging around the room so that you may see them
afterwards.

-John.— I thought you said they didn't have any colors. These are in

color.

Bcatriec.—These were made after the Japanese began to use colors.

The Japanese have a different perspective from our artists. They show the

perspective by color. In this print the background is drawn in gray to make
it look far away. If we want to make an object look far away, we show it

in the lines.

Miss Hall.—Does anyone know what "perspective" means?
John.—We had it last year with Miss Claussenius.

Beatrice.—You probably remember last year, when Miss Claussenius

showed us when we tried to draw those pictures of trees. We drew a pic-

ture of a railroad straight up and down, but drew the lines closer together

at the top, and it looked far away. But the Japanese print is often colored

to look far away. You see it in these pictures.

Question.—V^^hai are those little marks on the side of the picture?

Beatrice.—Those are the names of the artists. Now, in this old picture,

the name of the artist is away down here, and in this one it is up there.

The artist uses his name as a balance, as a part of the picture. The Amer-
ican artists write their names in the corner. On this print, this is the name
of the picture, and this the name of the artist, balancing it on the other

side. This one shows you that the Japanese don't like to make things true.

A tree does not grow like that.

This one has faces of the Japanese—the artists make their faces nearly

all alike—not like real people.

Miss Hall.—We need to remember that Japanese faces are not like ours.

Beatrice.—This one is much like the others. You will notice their faces.

Here is a box, hand-made. Miss Hall thinks the wood is set in.

Miss Hall.—The Japanese have a way of shaving wood as thin as paper.

They have very great skill in this. The top of this bo.x is made of natural

woods of different colors, and , they are glued on top in the form of pic-

tures.

Dorothy.—Here are some hand-carved chop-sticks. And here is another

set w'ith little things at the end so that you can hang them to your belt. The
black ones are of ebony. I do not know what kind of wood the others are

made of.

And so, having passed through the eight beauties of Omi, the prints, the

sketches, the stencils, the designs, and the arts of Japan, and having realized

them, we awoke with the buzzer to find ourselves not in Nippon, The Land
of the Rising Sun, but in our own seats.
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I have a few unanswered questions concerning these reports.

One was put by a visitor. "Do they want to hear the reports?" he

asked.- Early in the year I had asked myself the same question,

when a class often made a restless audience, so one day I said, "We
have two reports ready today. Let's have them at the same time.

You may choose what one you will hear." There was vigorous

objection. Several people said, "I want to hear both." Some of

those who were to report complained, "Then we can't hear W.'s

'Battleships !'
"

Later in the year, however, no protests were made at such a

division. In an attempt to get a true light on the matter of the

interest in the reports, I asked the children to write on the follow-

ing question

:

"How do you feel about the interest and value of reports?"

With one exception all considered the reports very valuable. I

quote a few interesting expressions of opinion.

"I have a chance to see and understand what some of the other mem-
bers of our class are studying about and how they study their reports."

*B.

"I think from the reports I get a larger circle of knowledge in a shorter

time than otherwise." C.

"I get much information out of reports, and when I gave one it made
me recall all I had studied." R.

"I feel that reports are essential. I think reports teach all concerned."

L.

"I think that most of the reports were interesting to the class, because

I think that most children of our age are interested chiefly in the same kind

of subjects." F.

"I think that some of the reports were not interesting to me, but were

to the boys." *M.

"I think there's a lot of value in reports if the report is given well, but

I think that some of the reports have been sort of dull. One thing that

makes a report dull is to read it and not have any pictures, drawings, or

models. I think that one thing that helped the 'Battleship' report v/as the

drawings, and I think that one thing that helped my report was the model

of the real airplane." F.

"I think they are probably the most valuable things we have had, for

they have been on so many different subjects. Some of them I never

thought about, but they are interesting just the same. And others I have

wondered about but hadn't had time yet to study and perhaps never would

have gotten time for all." *M.

"I think the majority of reports are very good and that we get a great
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<loal from them, especiall}' if we have them in written form in our note

books, but on some reports I don't think the papers do justice to the report,

while in others they are told better than the report." F.

"Although a person may not be interested^ in a certain subject, if the

subject is cleverly and interestingly given it is worth listening to to get

ideas from. Most of the reports given this year have been good for two

principal reasons. First the material has been good, and second they have

been well told." *H.

" There is always a question in my mind as to how effective these

reports are for the rest of the class ; for one always feels that the

good is to the reporter and not to the hearer. A few times I gave

short tests seven or eight days after the reports were made, but with

varying results.

On these pieces of conflicting evidence, I have not been able

to arrive at conclusions. Did the children enjoy the reports? Did

they get sufficient profit from them? Did the listening to them and

the attempt to write accounts of them encourage superficial think-

ing? On the other hand, was the giving of the report so valuable

as a stimulus to those giving it that we may be willing to risk its

disadvantages? Did the listening to the variety of subjects pre-

sented do so much for the class in beginning new interests and in

arousing appreciation of one another's powers that the good coun-

ter-balanced possible ill effects? During this year I must gather

evidence on these questions.

After a very few reports had been given, I made the suggestion

that we should keep a book of written accounts. This proved to be

a very successful institution. At the end of the year it was a rather

complete and illustrated curriculum of the seventh grade of 1919.

Very rarely was the writing of these papers anything but voluntary.

I usually offered the alternative of writing So-and-so's report or of

doing something else. I give three accounts as examples. They are

made up of the best parts of papers written by children who got

their facts almost entirely from the report. In these cases I did the

choosing and editing. At other times a committee of children did

it, and such editing seems to me very good training in criticism.

HISTORY OF ART

Beauty and knowledge are the things worth while having. Another

name for beauty is art. Art is truly a wonderful thing, not a thing of

one country, but each and every country has its own original art. Egypt,

the mother of all arts, Greece and Rome with their wonderful sculpturing,
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Italy with its remarkable painting, and so on until you realize that art is a

wonderful, beautiful thing to have. Art has lived thousands of years. It is

impossible to tell how long it will live. During all the years of its life it

has been improved upon.

How could we know the history of the Egyptians if it were not for

the wonderful carving on temples and tombs? For the writing is so very

strange that it was not until the eighteenth century that a stone was found

that enabled scholars to read the writing. As I said before, Egypt is the

mother of all arts. Her art was not perfect, no, not perfect by any means,

for who was ahead of her to teach her? But Egypt is the land of columns,

carving, and pyramids.

37 [7z:)}^Mijm
DRAWINGS USED IN REPORTS

There was an Egyptian king who spent almost all his life in building

his tomb. He made pictures of his life on the walls and wrote on the walls

about himself; but when he died, the people did not bury him in it because

he had been a very wicked king. His name was Cheops.

The Egyptians made many monuments in the form of obelisks. An
obelisk is a four-sided stone pillar of one piece, tapering as it rises. It is

carved with pictures and hieroglyphics. A few years ago the government

of modern Egypt gave America an obelisk. It is in Central Park, New
York City. Washington Monument is shaped like an obelisk, though it is

much larger.

The Egyptian temples are all much alike, and so I will describe them

in general. The gate was led up to by an avenue of sphinxes and obelisks.

In this avenue the people worshipped, as they were not allowed in the
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temple. Just before the door there was a strange looking flat arch, called

a pylon. In the temple at the farthest end was the cella where the jewel-

hung god was kept. Inside the temple there was row upon row of columns

supporting the roof. This was not only for strength but for beauty also.

The largest temple in Egypt is the temple of Amnion at Karnak. This is

really a vast forest of wonderful columns. These columns are all carved

and painted. Its twelve central columns are sixty feet high and twelve feet

in diameter.

Let us leave Egypt to go to a more known and beautiful art, the Greek

art. This is very beautiful because it is so natural. In Egyptian drawings

there is a side view of the feet, front view of the shoulders, and side of the

head. They did this because it was easier to draw. The faces they made

were conventionalized. Although you could not pick out what is wrong,

it can plainly be seen that the face is stony and expressionless. But the

Greeks knew how to make the human face look human and alive. They

did not make the face and arms of their statues look dead and stiff and

cold, they made them look alive and easy and warm.

There were many, many statues of men and women, and gods, and

very beautiful, too. One of the seven wonders of the world was a statue

of Zeus. It was made of gold and ivory and had a wreath of green gold

around its head. It stood once in Olympia, but we have it no more. Another

very famous statue is the Hermes of Praxiteles. It got its name from

Praxiteles, its sculptor. Hermes is standing erect, and in one arm he holds

the baby god of mirth and wine, Dionysos. The history of Venus de Milo

is of interest. On Melos, a little island near Greece, lived a farmer. One

day when he was walking he saw a cave and went into it. Inside he saw

an ancient statue of a goddess. Both arms were broken ofif and one foot,

but all the rest was perfect. He then took the statue home and sold it to

a Frenchman. Then it was given to a king and put into the Louvre in

Paris. Another of the wonderful works of art is the Winged Victory.

Once a Frenchman went to Samothracc. He was digging and found two

hundred pieces of marble. He sent them to Paris, where they were put

together and found to be the Winged Victory. They found that Victory

was standing on the prow of a sliip. The reason that the statue is noted

among the wonderful master-pieces is that the gown is draped so gracefully

on the statue and the wings are placed so gracefully.

There is another lovely thing about Greece. That is the wonderful

columns. There are three parts to these columns, the base, the shaft, and

the capital. The capital is decorated beautifully, but on some columns it

is just plain. The shaft has grooves in it all the way down. They call these

grooves flutes. Columns are all designed in the most beautiful fashions

though somewhat alike. Let us close here with a picture of the Parthenon,

and around it altars and beautiful statues.

*B., *H., *K., *E., and *D.

LENSES
•Light! What a wonderful thing it is! The rising of the sun in the

great east brings light, and the setting brings darkness. We do not know
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bow wonderful it really is, but if it were to be shut away and all the world
was involved in darkness, then only should we realize its strength. On
Friday Frederick brought us to realize it a little better when he gave
us a report on lenses, a very important branch of science. This report was
given by a great many demonstrations and drawings. He had not only
glass lenses but lenses from eyes. He had a camera, a pin hole camera and
a camera obscura. He also explained that reflection means when light

strikes an object it is thrown back and that refraction means that the light

is bent.

It was a dreary, dingy shop with only one window, in which stood a

vase half filled with water. Sitting before this was an old man with a tablet

and pen. While thinking for the next verse he glanced through the win-

dow and saw to his amazement the building on the other side of the street

enlarged and magnified. Why? He had been looking through the vase and
water. He immediately told his friends, and they made other experiments,

such, as hollowing out two pieces of glass and filling them with water and
then closing them. Thus was made the first water lens. There are many
kinds of lenses. Some magnify, some diminish the object, while others do
not do either so strongly.

There are two kinds of cameras, one is called the pin hole camera, the

other is called the lens camera. The pin hole camera is nothing more than

an oblong box with a covered pin hole at one end and a sensitive plate at

the other end. When a picture is taken the pin hole is pointed away from
the sun on the object. When the cover is taken off the pin hole, the sun

shining on the object reflects in dififerent shades off the object and the rays

going straight to the pin hole go through and are printed on the sensitive

plate. The pin hole is then covered again so the light does not spoil the

sensitive plate. Later the sensitive plate is taken out in a dark room and

ir^ used to print the pictures on paper.

The pictures taken with a pin hole camera are not as clear as those

taken with a lens because they have no lens in them by which they could

clarify the rays coming from the object.

The lens camera can also be a box with a sensitive plate in the back

but the front part of the box is supplied with a finder, an automatic shutter,

and a lens. The finder is up in the corner of the camera, and you look into

it from the top and see the object the camera is pointing at. The image

of the object goes through the lens to the mirror upside down because in

going through the lens it is turned upside down. Then the mirror throws

it up to your eye right side up. The shutter takes the place of the cbver in

the pin-hole camera and can be set to stay open for a certain length of

time and then to close.

The lens's action on the rays which enter the camera is to clarify them.

The rays from the top part of the object, striking the lens at the top, are

refracted toward the middle of the lens and are so thrown on the bottom

part of the plate, and the r<\.ys from the top part of the object, striking the

middle of the lens, have no middle to be refracted toward, and go straight

on and so strike the bottom of the plate also. This makes it clearer than
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if only one ray struck the plate. But the plate has to be where these two

rays cross or there will not be a clear picture.

The eye is a very peculiar thing. The part that we call the pupil is

really a hole, and the black that we see is the retina. This is a, little black

curtain like the screen on which a moving picture is thrown. The part that

is blue in some people's eyes and brown in others, acts as a protector to the

retina, for, if you have noticed, the size of the pupil often changes. When
you come into the light it is very small, but when you are in a darkened

place- it becomes larger. The lens is a transparent ball, and it is what

makes us see things. It is right behind the retina and is set in a substance

very much like a colorless jelly.

Miss Hall brought several fish eyes to school, and she took one apart

for us. The outside of the eye has a very thin substance around it which

is very much like thin bone. With a sharp pair of pointed scissors she cut

around it in a circle, being very careful not to cut too deep for fear of

cutting something that was inside. This left the eye cut in half. In doing

this Miss Hall cut into the colored part of the eye and a stream of blue

fluid came pouring out. I should think they could use this liquid for dyeing.

It surely dyed the paper and our hands. We then looked through the half

of an eye and saw first a white and then a dark ring and then a little white

ball on the order of a very small glass marble. This was the lens. We
took it out of its jelly surroundings and tried to look through it. We could

do it, for it was perfectly transparent, but after it had been out for a while

it turned milky. Miss Hall then said the children who wanted to could each

have an eye and take it apart for themselves. I received one and took it

apart but after I had the lens out I pressed on it a little too hard and I

thought it was broken, but, instead the top layer came ofif and I found

the part left was perfectly solid, just like glass.

If it were not for our nerves we should see things upside down, for a

lens sees them upside down. We proved this by taking a glass lens into a

dark room and holding it in front of a white screen with a lighted candle

on the other side. After it was focused we saw the candle very clearly but

upside down. The same thing would happen to us if it were not for the

little white nerve that carries the message to the brain, saying, "It is really

this way, not upside down."

*H., R. K., C, and *M.

THE A B C'S

If you can read that j^ou will know instantly what this paper tells

about.

When we were all four or five we could talk, but we did not know
our alphabet. But some people say we cannot talk without one. Well,

how did the Hawaiians talk a hundred years ago? They did not have any

alphabet but they talked, did they not?
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"A B C," a child says at school. Now just sit down and think and
find out how alphabets were invented. "Aha!" says a bright brain from the

corner, "I know how the alphabets were made. They were made up from
old Indian and white men's drawings in the sand and on tree trunks like

this,

.,e,^,^.
What letters are those? Why, those are just a few drawings meaning

something in those days. From that time on the alphabet grew more com-
mon, and when you look back at them in ancient books you can see how
much more like the modern ones they grew."

The Indians used picture writing. The above could mean, "Many
people are going east, and they will be there many nights," or, "Many people

are going east and it will take them many nights to get there," and it may
even be translated as, "Many people will go east and they will die before they

return." The first figure with the fingers spread out means many, the next

means east and the last means sleep. The little figures are used to represent

space between words. As the picture writing could be translated in so

many ways it was not satisfactory.

Now that there were alphabets they spread to everj^ place where there

were people. For instance, the Phoenician traders taught their alphabet to

the Greeks, though the Greeks made a few changes. A Greek priest from

a monastery in Constantinople was preaching to the Russians and showed

them how to show sounds by different signs. A missionary from the

United States gave the Hawaiians their alphabet. The Romans, being con-

querors of much of Europe, taught the people their alphabet, and today

most European people use the Roman alphabet. When the English came

to America they brought the English or Roman alphabet with them. Spain

and Portugal also used the Roman alphabet. When they settled South

America and Mexico they spread the Roman alphabet there. So onlj^ the

Roman alphabet is used in America.

There are differences in the number of letters in the alphabets of

different countries. The Russian alphabet has thirty-five letters, and our

alphabet has twenty-six, and the Hawaiian alphabet has eleven or twelve

letters in it. The reason for this is that some countries do not have all

the sounds that other countries have and so do not need so many letters.

Some languages need more letters to form the words because they have
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more sounds, like tlie Russian language.

We get the word "alphabet" from the first two Greek letters. They

are alpha, beta. You can readily see the connection between them and the

word "alphabet."

J., *M., *M., *K., *J., and *D.

HOMEWORK

A great deal of our children's time is given to homework. It

is a common practice for teachers to plan that work, yet we cannot

supervise it very well at a distance. Would it not be well for us

to give our pupils in this matter the possibility of choice and of

self-direction? Shall I, moreover, by my action give the child to

understand that he is incapable of making his own choices and

plans and of directing himself? Shall I crush his self-respect and

his ambition by showing that I consider his interests of little worth?

Let me not rob him of his rightful leisure—as important a requisite

for right living as food and sleep and brains. Let me not discourage

his forming the habit of making his own disposal of his own time.

I want his life at school and his life at home to be parts of a whole

—

a whole that is rich, interesting, piu-poseful, satisfying living, not a

treadmill existence.

I tried a plan of voluntary homework. There were three types

of arrangement. Sometimes when there was a piece of work that

needed everybody's co-operation, I assigned the work for the night.

Examples of this are the writing of a paper about our year, to be

printed in one of our school publications, or a piece of reading for

history. Most commonly I offered two or three alternatives of

work that either needed to be done or woitld be worth doing, and

asked the children to choose. Take one night for example. Certain

children chose to decorate the covers of their record books; others

wrote accounts of a report given that day. We were all engaged,

too, in trying to find quotations to illustrate the word "steadfast," for

use in a piece of lettering we were planning to do as a gift for the

seniors. I suggested that something might be found in a certain

story of Socrates, and several of the children chose to do this read-

ing. A third type of homework is more interesting. When I was

rather sure that most of the pupils had something they wanted to

do, I said, "What do you want to do for homework? Put a little

note into my bag telling me what it is. If you can't decide, come. to

me for advice." I give the homework program of two such nights

:
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*B.

B.

*B.

C.

*D.

*H.

J.

J.

*J.

*J.

J.

J.

*J.

*K.

*L.

1.

Write play on Little Women
Make plans for toy motorboat

(individual project)

Read Nicholas Nicklehy

Read The Pathfinder

Write play on Little Women

Read about Russia (individual

project)

Learn semaphore signals for

Boy Scout test

Work on telephone I am mak-
ing (individual project)

Plan my report on the Battle

of Hastings

Write play on Little Women
Draw^ings for Record Book
Draw^ subway for Record

Book
Absent

Read about Russia (individual

project)

Find pictures of architecture

(individual project)

Finish paper on report

Plan my report on explosives

Absent

Find pictures of architecture

(individual project)

Absent.

*L. Read about Pueblos

L. Read about Hannibal

*M. Prepare for the History test

*M. Write play on Little Women

M. Read "Lest We Forget"

P. Draw for Record Book
*P. Read about Hugh Capet for

history

R. Draw for Record Book
T. Failed to report

Paper on the report

Paper on the report

Paper on the report

Paper on the report

Read and take notes on Japan

(individual project)

Paper on the report

Look up about Turkey for history

Make pin-hole camera

(individual project)

Failed to report

Read book on history of art

Failed to report

Paper on report

Lik drawings of ships

(individual project)

Paper on report

Finish typewritten stencil of paper

for the class

Paper on report

Look up about the Turks for history

Absent

Read about Washington, D. C.

(individual project)

Plan color schemes for interior dec-

orating (individual project)

Paper on report

Study gun drills

Read about New York
(individual project)

Make pictures of furniture

(individual project)

Read about Children's Crusade to

report to history class

Read about Saint Francis

Spelling (assigned). Look up about

Turks

Paper on report

Read The Talisman. Find clipping

about the world flight
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W. Read book about Charles I Absent

W. Write about year's work (as- Look up about Turks

signed earlier and not done

on time)

W. Finish paper on report Paper on report

Of course there is danger that by always choosing for home-

work the kind of activity most attractive to them, children may
miss exercise in other activities where they need practice. Nothing

is easier, of course, than to make occasional assignments to correct

this trouble. When. I found, therefore, that certain children who
did not write well were not choosing to write papers, I told them

that because of this need of theirs they must write every time there

was an opportunity, and I saw to it that they planned such homework

for themselves.

Up to the last month of school, it was my custom to check up

in the morning on homework, to collect papers or models or draw-

ings that had been made, or to ask for a word of report, oral or

written, on such work as had not resulted in any objective thing.

I felt a shortcoming in this system, however. The pupil was not

sufficiently conscious of the type, quality, and amount of work

that he had been doing. He was not faced with his failures and

shortcomings. I might see his record stretching behind him, but

he could not. So I devised the following report for the child to

keep. It was tacked inside his desk top and was filled out daily.

It was on trial for the last month and was faithfully and interestedly

kept. Most of the class thought that it helped them to do regular

and earnest work. I give examples to illustrate types and habits

of work. (pps. 30 and 31).

RECORDS

I have said earlier that it seems very important for anyone who
does a piece of work to judge of the success of it after it is finished.

We must learn to hold ourselves up to our best; for—though it is

platitudinous to say so—no one else can do that, no one else can

even know what our best is. Comment from parent or teacher or

employer may be sweet to the taste, but unless it is corroborated

or refuted by the worker's own intelligent and honest appraising,

it will work evil. If unfavorable, it will cause discontent and sour-

ness and rebelliousness. If favorable, it will tend to create syco-

phancy. In either case, it will make for loss of independence and
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originality. The worker ought to ask himself, "Have I worked my
hardest all the while, or have I wasted time? Did I work better

on this last job than I did on the one before? Is this thing I have

made as good as I could have made it? Do I work as well as

others do? If not, what can I learn from them? Am I getting the

experience I need, or am I letting myself become narrow by always

doing the same kind of thing? Am I learning to hold myself to

finishing what I began ? Have I contributed my share to the class ?"

This year we are using the following kind of record

:

Pupils Project

Date of No. Days
Beginning Worked

Date of Report

Finishing Given

During his work and at the end of it the pupil posts these facts

on this blank so that his record, side by side with the records of

others of the class, is open for consultation of himself and everyone

else. Upon the finishing of his project I shall, I think, ask him to

report to me in writing his own judgment of his work; if he has

made a report, I shall ask those hearing it to write their judgments.

A discussion with the pupil of all this data will, one would think,

help him to understand himself—his habits, his powers, his failures,

his needs.

APPRAISAL

1. Children's.—It is quite necessary for me to judge the degree

of success and failure of my own project, namely, the teaching of

this class. In an attempt to do this I have drawn as frankly as

possible from three sources—the children, their mothers, and myself.

After an interesting half hour's discussion, in which I presented

the following questions and in which almost the whole class talked

very eagerly and very frankly, I asked them that night to write

what they had to say regarding the same matters. I print here

excerpts from some of the most interesting of those answers.
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Question.—Has this year been in any zvay different from other sehool

years?

"In grades before this the teacher has done most of the thinking and
teaching, while in this grade we have to teach ourselves and others in the

class as well." *J.

"If any of us had a hobby, such as wireless telegraphy, you could work
it out in this grade." *J.

"The teacher has given the pupil a chance to choose for himself what
he wants to study, and finding his own material from books and magazines
and giving him the practice of making a speech or a report to the class

when he has finished his study." *B.

"The children have taught mostly, and I like that, for it is not only

good for them to have to plan their reports, but I think when a teacher,

you might say, gives a report, she tells the facts and does it interestingly,

but don't have the drawings, etc., and I think it is things like that that

make reports most interesting." *M.
"I feel sort of sore when I miss individual study for something that I

think is not near so profiting and interesting." B.

"We had to work more for what we got, and the work was done in

such a way that it was fun to do it." C.

Question.—Hozv has your ivork at Iiome tliis year compared "u'itli that

of other years?

"When you do not have much home work, you can do it better."

L.

"I do not think I have done as much home work as I did in fifth grade

and about as much as I did in sixth, but what I did was done willingly, and

so I got more out of it." C.

"I haven't done quite as much as last year, but I have learned so much
in individual study that it makes up." F.

"I think the home work has been much more interesting this year and

for this reason I haven't dreaded it as I used to, especially written papers."

*M.

"Other years I did my home work, but this year I have not done it that

way but for a few times, but I think the reason is that lots of times we
work on our individual study or read, and I would do that in my free time

outside of school if it were not home work." *B.

"I think I have done more work this year and spent a longer time on

it. For instance, when I made the cover for my Record JBook I spent two

hours on it, and I wouldn't have been so interested if it had been something

else." *J.

"The home work this year is very different than other years,—just like

everything else. I have never liked home work, because it used to mean a

paper or some French or arithmetic, and I liked to read and work at things

at home. So going into this grade I thought that the words home work

meant the same thing here, so I have not had as much interest in it until

just a couple of weeks ago, when I began to understand what home work

meant in the seventh grade." J.
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Question.—Have you had the experience that you need? Have yoit

missed anything that you need?

Many said without comment that they had not had enough ex-

cursions, spelHng, arithmetic. A few thought they had not had

enough grammar, one not enough reading aloud, two not enough

art, one not enough American history.

"If we could have had less in history and used that time for spelling,

it would have been better, but I do not mean spell-downs." *M.
"I have missed spelling, and I need it, I think, because there are some

words I know a girl in the seventh grade ought to know how to spell, and I

do not know how to spell them. I think that almost all of us need more
grammar, because I think if we knew more about grammar we could form
our sentences better." *K.

"I think if we had more excursions, we would learn things a whole lot

better, and I think if we had excursions with some of the reports, it would

be more interesting, and if it is possible I think it would be a good plan to

take the grade on an excursion to a glass factory for my report, and then

the next day I would explain what they didn't understand." *M.

"What I have missed I can gain some other year, while what I have

gained is of more value than what I have lost." J.

Question.—In zvhat directions have you gained most?

"This year I think I have gained most the knowledge of common things,

such as how to make paper. I also have learned how to give an interesting

report." J.

"I have learned how to work by myself, and how much fun it is to work."

C.

"I think the thing I gained in most was learning how to work by myself

without other people's help." W.
"We have learned better how to express ourselves in words, by giving

reports, and how to better express ourselves by writing papers." *H.

"I think individual study has proved to teach us more than anything

else. For instance, I did not know what subways were and their purpose,

as I never took the time to find out what they were, until we had the report

on them, and then I found out. I think this is the case with many other

children and other subjects." *D.

"I think I have gained most in seeing material and demonstrations in

reports." *B.

"I gained most in individual study, because I made things, learned how
to work, and was interested." R.

"This year I have learned to write better papers. I used to hate to write.

I have also improved more this year in reading than any other year."

C.

"To speak in front of many people." J.

"I have gained in learning how to study myself. I have gained confi-

dence in recitations." *E.

"I think I have gained in the direction of feeling towards my work. At
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the beginning of tiie year I had a happy-go-lucky feeling that I would just

get my work good enough to pass as all right and let it go at that, but after-

wards I began to want to do my work a little better and try to beat So-and-so

at writing a good paper, until now I liave gotten so that I try to make all

my papers the best I can do." J.

"When you work yourself this way, the result isn't so good, but you
learn more." J.

"I'm sure I've gained in broader interests, because before this year I

had the impression that some studies were for boys and others for girls,

Ijut now I am interested in many things, such as wireless telegraphy, traps,

etc. This is mostly on account of other people's work." *B.

"I think that I have gained most in self-direction. That is, judging

whether I should work on my home work three-quarters of an hour or

three hours, etc. When I thought I needed hard work on a certain thing

I would work hard on it." F.

2. Mothers'.— I am disappointed in the value of the data col-

lected from mothers, because it is not representative. Only eleven

out of thirty-three replied, and of these eleven one was almost

entirely ignorant of what was being done at school. The other ten

replies, however, are thoughtful. Eight are in general favorable, and

two unfavorable. I submit one of each type. The first concerns a

boy of unusuall}' good intellectual habits and power, who, his mother

feels, did not work up to his best. The second deals with another

boy, normal, thoughtful, intelligent

:

Question.—Has he done much school work at home?
1. Until within the last month has done very little. Reads a great deal

at all times and good books.

2. Yes, especially in getting together material for subjects selected.

Question.—Has he shown interest in his school work by talking of it at

home?
1. Not so much as usual. I have had to di^w out of him by careful

questioning most of the information I have gotten.

2. Yes, his own work and that of members of his class.

Question.—Has he zvorked at it with interest, concentration, intensity?

1. No. His last paper, on the Battle of Hastings, yes.

2. Yes, with pleasure added.

Question.—Does he feel satisfied ^vith Iiis school year?

1. He is not dissatisfied.

2. Very much so.

Question.—JVhat do you think he has gained?

1. I know that he has gained, but cannot be concrete.

2. (a) Independence and originality in thought.

(b) Independence and originality in gathering material for study.

(c) Observes more closely.

(d) Thought power developed.
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(e) Masters facts more readily.

(f) Development of written expression.

(g) Development of oral expression.

(h) Recognizes that he is an individual and not merely one of a class.

( i) Best of all, individual work develops initiative.

Question.—What lacks have you felt?

1. My attitude is not critical. It is ignorant. Had I seen an awakening

in my child such as Mrs. • and Mrs. — have seen, I should

have proof. I have seen in no tangible evidence of such an awaken-

ing, rather groping and uncertainty of direction.

2. Lack of ability to read well, which is due in large measure to poor

training (which he received in the public school of his home town) in the

first four grades, where a child learns to read.

Question.—Has his school life affected his attitude at home?
1. Not that I am aware of.

2. Unanswered.

3. Teacher's.—Now I myself must answer these questions.

The data on which I found my answers is perhaps not very scientific,

not very methodical, liable to misinterpretation on account of the

personal equation, and yet I am trying sincerely to arrive at a just

judgment of the year. Let me return to the purposes which I

named in the second paragraph of this article.

To Increase Intensity of Individual Action.—Several children

in the class certainly did not improve in this regard. Others

decidedly did so. Over and over I saw eight and ten children in

our small room working for an hoiu" at dififerent projects, some

reading, some writing, some drawing, two or three holding a quiet

conference in the corner, one working at the typewriter, another

operating the mimeograph, and all working industriously and not

disturbing one another. for the whole period. Again, when I com-

pare the degree of attention given by these same children in one of

my own recitations with the degree of attention and effort that they

gave when they were engaged on their own projects, I am sure

that in several individual cases the quality was much higher in the

project period and that in only two cases was it lower.

To Prcserie Individual Differences.—In a class recitation J.'s

musing habit, his self-absorption, his slow rhythm, his slow speech,

did not make for success. But when he worked alone, poring over

maps and pictures for an hour at a time, comparing and re-com-

paring references, browsing in a book and making unexpected

discoveries, he was building up a fullness and accuracy of image,

a sureness of intellectual grasp, that displayed themselves delight-
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fully in his report on forestry, when he talked of trees with a quiet

appreciation and gentle authority that impressed even the most

shallow ones of the class. A certain girl in a recitation was like

an unskilled swimmer in a maelstrom, but she was a tower of

strength when she had some practical job in hand, and she felt

power and encouragement and won respect at the typewriter and

the mimeograph and in the shop. The avidity of another was likely

to drive her in impatience to surreptitious drawing or writing or

reading during a recitation, but when she could go at her own gait

she devoured books on Egypt or the Incas, planned her report like

lightning, and gave a talk that held the class enthralled. And so

1 might go on. Of course faults, alas!—as well as virtu.', had their

chance to grow. Two boys did meet on the way to the library

and exchange epithets and blows. \Vhen a little group was alone

in the outdoor shop, one weak member did attire himself in a sheet

meant to cover the clay model and entertain his mates with a ghost

dance. When sup];osed to be reading a book, K. did spend much

of the time gazing around the room. But is it not true that one's

faults can be stamped out only when one's own will fights with

them ? Lender outside restrain.t they only smoulder.

To Train ihc Po^oJcr of Choice.—At the beginning of the year

perhaps a fourth of the class were without any idea of what they

wanted to do. Several others chose things that I recommended or

were stimulated by the suggestion of some of their playmates. At

the end of a project, many children came to me for suggestion as

to what to do next. At the close of the year this was true of very

few cases indeed. Several children usually had two or three schemes

ahead of them, waiting for the finishing of what was in hand.

To Train tJic Habits of Self-Direction and Self-Stinihlation.—
Let me not jjretend that children did not sometimes desert their

work-, that they did not get into trouble with one another, that they

did not need help in straightening out moral and intellectual tangles,

that they did not lose and destroy material, that they never forgot

to i)ut into order rooms where they had been working. Yet when

1 consider that there were children working all over the school

building and outside it, alone or in little grou|)s of two or three,

that often some of them had no mature supervision for three or four

days except such as T could give vicariously, and that imdcr such

conditions onh- two or three times did any teacher report flisorder.

and that out of such work came hftv successful rei)orts. and that most
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-of the children themselves had a deep satisfaction in their work, I

feel justified in saying to myself, "The class in general and all

individuals in it, with the exception of three or four, have certainly

gained somewhat in self-direction and self-stimulation."

To Train tJie Poivcr of Self-Judgment.—Over and over a child

had opportunity to compare his written papers and his oral reports

with those of other children, but in steadiness of effort and speed

of work he had no means of making such comparisons or com-
paring himself with himself at dift'erent times. In consequence there

was less gain than there ought to have been. A good type of a

written record of projects will, I hope, make possible a greater

growth in this power.

To Stimulate the Habit of Putting One's Pozcers at the Service

of Others.—It is my ambition to have a room in which children

are living the sort of life that is lived in a big, wholesome- family,

with many activities going o- with varieties of temperament being

expressed, with the memb .a the group living in free and friendly

co-operation. How f . was this hope realized? Two or three of

the children volunteered the remark concerning So-and-so, "Oh, he

is very much improved." One of the members in a public discus-

sion said, "I think I have gained in one way : I don't seem to be

getting into the trouble that I used to." In their papers concern-

ing the year, two or three made remarks upon the interest they felt

in hearing about what other people in the room were doing. A fact

that I have already mentioned concerning every one's interest in the

preparation of his reports to the class, speaks, I think, for the social-

izing effect.

Another thing that I must consider in making my judgment of

the year's work is whether the children had the experiences that

they need. People have asked, "Does not this method tend to leave

many gaps in the pupil's sum total of knowledge?" It does. It

certainly does not make for a logically developed and balanced curri-

culum from the point of view of subject-matter. But are there not

gaps in everybody's sum total of knowledge, however he may have

acquired it—in the business man's, in the college professor's, in the

gentle reader's ? I more and more seriously believe this : that what

we need for intelligent and satisfactory living is not so much knowl-

edge as the power to acquire knowledge and the power to apply it.

Habits and skill we must get. With them we can dig out for our-

selves whatever information we mav need. So I refuse to worrv
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because this class missed the Greek myths or the geography of

Africa or the science of soils. But I. am concerned as to whether

they had types of activity that will engender needed habits and

powers. Did they have enough excursions to build up the habit

of demanding first-hand observation and the habit of keeping linked

up with the world at large? Did every child perform enough experi-

ments and handle enough material to acquire skill in manipulation

and to establish a habit of investigation at first hand? Did he have

sufficient chance to express himself orally before an audience and

to express himself in writing, so that he came to feel power and

pleasure in these forms? Did he learn to use books for pleasure

and for study, to use them intelligently, critically, appreciatively?

Did he learn to use pencil and brush with pleasure and purpose and

some effectiveness? Did he become able to use common tools with

any degree of skill : hammer, saw, plane, sewing machine, needle,

typewriter, mimeograph, camera, tank developer, jig-saw, wood

lathe, ball and bat? My curriculum, that is, looks somewhat like

this : study, experiment, excursion, handwork, reading, writing,

reports, drawing, singing, dramatic play. I give such an analyzed

record of this year's work for each child, omitting the things com-

mon to all—history, modern language, number, gymnastics, singing

SUPERVISION

In answer to most of the questions I have asked as to whether

the year was thoroughly satisfactory, I must say, "No." Part of

the cause of the failure lies in the large size of the class. To many

teachers, thirty-three will seem a small group. Alas, that it is so!

For years our educational leaders have been preaching individual

attention to individual needs. How can they expect to get it with

a group whose numbers alone swallow the individuals? We do

not want mass teaching; we want such teaching as a wise mother

can give. Who ever heard of a well-mothered family of thirty or

even of twenty? There was not time in an hour or so, with this

class of thirty-three, for the teacher to consult with all who needed

to talk with her. This difficulty resulted in rather voluminous writ-

ing of notes at night. Perhaps a few examples of these will show

what type of thing took the place of the usual directing. F. had

made a periscope and was later preparing to explain to the class

how it operated, but the day before, on account of lack of material.

^See inserted tabic.
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he had felt rather discouraged at the end of the hour. I found two
small mirrors, concave and convex, and gave them to him the next

day, with the following note

:

Dear F. : Put these little concave and convex mirrors side by side, stand-

ing up. so that you can see yourself in them both at the same time. Put
your face close to them. Slowly walk back from them, all the time noticing

your reflection. What differences? What changes? Can you explain with

drawings? Remember that the angle of incidence equals the angle of

reflection.

When L. and M. were making their mimeograph they put it

together very badly at the corners. I made a partial model of a

half-lap joint and gave it to them with this note :

Dear L. and M. : Here is one side of a half-lap joint. Can you see

what you have to do to the other piece? Alark it and show it to me. What
do you think of this as a joint for your mimeograph?

The theatre group had given me a copy of a play they had

wa-itten, in which a boy was arrested for a crime and brought to

trial. They explained that they were planning to make a series

of plays, illustrating different types of trials. (The class had been

reading of the reforms in legal procedure made by Henry II.)

When I returned the play the next day I accompanied it with a

copy of Don Quixote and this letter:

Dear J. : You and R. are making plays of different kinds of trials. Is

that the idea? It is a good one. I have given R. references on his mediaeval

scene. I think your plot is a little "thin," as we say. Read the account in

Don Quixote, pp. 640 to 644, and see whether you don't think that would

make a ^•ery good play.

Again, a partial cause of the failure to meet the requirements

of the situation lies in the teacher's lack of knowledge and skill.

One teacher, I fear, cannot know well enough all the things that a

group of even fifteen children of twelve years want to know and

ought to know.

We were able to get for the study of Japanese art, reported

earlier in this article, the kind of help that seems to be needed. The

girls applied to the art teacher for Japanese pictures and for help

in understanding them. She put at their disposal a good collection

and gave them three or four periods of her time in explaining the

drawings and answering the questions. At other times the children

studied the pictures alone, or experimented with the Japanese

brushes or stencils, or went on with their general reading on Japan.

Such attempts to help with a project have not always been success-

ful. A small group of boys who were studying wireless, for
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example, came back one day and said : "We think maybe we could

get along by ourselves. Mr. wants us to study the theory

of wireless, and we don't want to. We want to set it up and learn

how it works. It's all right to study the theory, only that wasn't

what we wanted to do." In one other instance a teacher's attempt

to swing the project into what seemed to a mature person a more
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thorough, logical, and educative direction, quite took the adventure

out of the self-directed plan and entirely wrecked the scheme, so

that the girls appealed to me to be allowed to drop it. Another

little girl, who was trying to learn about the Batik process of dyeing,

courteously refused help from a teacher, evidently enjoying the

thrill of her own experimenting, which, by the way, eventuated in

a considerable degree of success. It is not a teacher, in the ordi-

nary sense of the term, that is needed, but a consulting specialist.

I believe that a faculty could be organized to help and to help

in the spirit of the individual project. Let me submit here a sug-

gested plan given by another member of this faculty. It was made

without much deliberation and because of lack of time has had no

further consideration. Yet it seems cpite possible and very stimulat-

ing and promising. Let there be for the elementary school several

special teachers of specialized knowledge—drawing and painting,

nature study, geography, history, physical and chemical science, clay-

modeling, carpentry, metal-working, printing, photography, sewing,

cooking. Let each of these teachers be in charge of a room well

equipped for the pursuit of his special subject. Let it be the busi-

ness of each of these people, not to teach, but to give help to those

seeking it. During any time of the day children from all the

elementary school might be free to go, with the consent of their class

teachers, to one or another of these rooms with their varied indi-

vidual projects, to ask for advice or to use equipment. If congestion

resulted, certain hours could be left for children of primary grades,

others for people of middle grades, still others for older children.

Would not work under such conditions—choosing one's own subject,

directing one's self, going at one's own speed, yet finding it pos-

sible to get expert help and advice when one needed them—would

not work under such conditions, be satisfying to the soul? Would

it not tend to train such individuals as the world needs?

Whether any causes of failure exist in the exigeiicies of the

method we cannot know, surely, until it has been tried by various

teachers under various conditions, and until it has been done with

one group of children through several years. For this is a method

of living and of growing, a matter not of one isolated year, but of

interlinking and mutually correcting years.

The question is often asked, "Is this method possible in schools

of the ordinary type with the usual conditions?" I should think

not. But neither is any other fundamentally right teaching, for
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are not the three great fundamental needs in our common schools

today more space, smaller classes, more educational material ? Any
other reforms seem like mere salves applied to a sore resulting from

a disorder of the hlood. Two big rooms for every class, one for

quiet work and one for noisy work. Carpenter tools and lumber,

printing press, typewriters, a mimeograph, a sewing machine, a stove

and kitchen utensils, a sand table, running water, Bunsen burners,

clay,- i)l:ister,. plenty of i)a])er and cardboard and crayons and paints

and scissors and books and pictures, an aquarium, and a sinking

fund for incidental purchases. Freedom to let children use these

things and to lead them out u])on excursions to fields and shops and

museuius. A free, fluid curriculum, growing with the children and

with the conditions of the times. A faculty organized for giving

indiA'idual attention to individual needs. Many an earnest and intel-

ligent teacher knows that these are the inalienable rights of children,

the indispensable and minimum prerequisites of any true education.



ADVENTURES IN CIVICS

The following three experiments in teaching problems of citizen-

ship are surely similar to those conducted in schools all over the

country. They are recorded here simply in order to show the

opportunities which an adaptable curriculum and schedule provide

for the intensive study of certain subjects,—subjects which are of

timely interest but which are charged also with a permanent sig-

nificance and which possess educational value. The study of such

problems may lead to an understanding of community life and

government which is as unified and inclusive as that developed

through the average consecutive course in civics. It may, more-
over, through it's very concreteness, leave the pupil with a more
real sense of community experience than that which the other type

of course would give.

Certain catastrophes and certain successes in our experiences,

however, suggest a few warnings about this type of study. Prob-

lems must be chosen very carefully. The teacher must make sure

that the problem is tangible; that it is not too complex, or, if it is

inevitably complex, that only a phase of it be selected for study.

It should not be complete in itself, a carefully weighed, counted and

crated assortment of facts. It must lead out from itself in many
directions which might appeal to different types of mind and open

up new avenues of exploration. In developing the study the teacher

who keeps sensitive to group and personal interests within the class

will gather new hints from the discussion, develop them into pos-

sible fields to explore, change her plans as interests change, at the

same time keeping a strong continuity of attention upon main issues.

As she studies the material she will find ways to train the pupils

in different mental processes. The definite teaching of such thought

processes, sometimes assigned arbitrarily to the labelled compart-

ments of science, history, mathematics, literature, or composition,

may be welded into the experience of work on one problem. The

natural result is that the child's thinking becomes more resourceful,

more unified, more controlled and intelligent.

The whole educational value of the subject is often not dis-

covered until the experiment is well under way. In the last of the

instances here described this was particularly true. The subject
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expanded amazingly with the actual work. It was undertaken with

the hope that six weeks of work upon it would be worth while. The

initial problem alone consumed six weeks and made the focus for

the work of the entire remainder of the year.

Note.—As the Morning Exercises are frequently referred to in this

article, the following explanatory paragraph from Studies in Education,

Volume II, The Morning Exercise as a Socializing Influence, is reprinted

here.

"The Morning Exercise of the Francis W. Parker School is the daily

assembly of the whole school. It differs from the usual chapel exercise in

that it is fundamentally social in purpose. The exercises grow out of the

daily work of the school, or out of the interest of the children in some large,

absorbing, outside question. They are usually the culmination of some line

of study. The subject is sometimes science, the telling or illustrating of

nature observations; the story of some visit to the farm, the art gallery or

workshop; history, current events; the massing of the literature and music

of some special subject or special day; the telling of stories that delight the

children's hearts ; or the discussion of some problem of vital significance in

the community life of this school."

I. ON BECOMING A CITIZEN SEVENTH GRADE

The seventh grade was studying the idea of a world state.

In the discussion of the Roman Empire the problems of citizenship-

—the requirements, duties and privileges which it entailed—led the

interest of the children one day to the more immediate problem of

citizenship in the United States. They decided to find out all they

could at home that evening about how one becomes a citizen in this

country. The next day this fragmentary information was brought

before the group, and after they had taken stock of it together,

new plans were made for getting fuller information.

A group of the children who were particularly interested in the

question visited the Naturalization Court in the Federal Building.

They organized and presented to the class a report in the form of a

scene in the court, which so interested the class that they decided

to form their own naturalization court. The whole subject was

taken up from the point of view of the real problems of different

kinds of people, not from the more allegorical point of view which

starts with the abstract idea and clothes it in a garment of concrete

illustration. Each child chose to impersonate some fictitious person

wishing to become an American citizen. Copies of the government

blanks for the first and second papers were secured, and each one

filled in the information demanded in the application for citizenship.
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consulting the necessary references to make his statements accurate.

The special cases demanded knowledge of a variety of laws. For

instance, the problem of the Chinaman demanded consideration dif-

fering widely from that of the Italian. The illiterate, the dependent,

the man who had let the time limit of his first papers expire, and

a number of other cases were represented.

The court sat when and where it could. The officials were

changed often so that many members of the class might have the

opportunity to hear and judge cases. From time to time three or

four children simply left their other work (for the practicability

of this plan see the article on the Project Method, in this volume),

arranged the court, and heard the cases of the day, until every candi-

date had been admitted to or excluded from citizenship, according

to the law.

The class wanted to give the experience to the school in a vivid

way, so they decided to give a morning exercise in the form of a

play. Together they worked out a rough plan. Choosing the scenes

they cared to work on, they formed four groups to write the four-

scene play on the basis of the general plan all had accepted. Two
of these groups met with teachers ; the other two did their work
alone. When it was done, the class met, read the whole play, and

made the needed revisions
;
parts were then assigned. There were

only two rehearsals before the class gave the play for the school.

The speeches were not actually memorized, because by this time the

children were so familiar with their material that, with the plan in

mind, they could go ahead with a more spontaneous presentation.

The only part in the play in which the actors were dependent upon

memorized speeches was the part in which a would-be citizen, igno-

rant of the English language, explained her situation in her "native"

French tongue.

The four scenes of the play were : a discussion in the street

between a newly made citizen and an alien on the values of United

States citizenship ; the issuing of first papers in the Federal Build-

ing ; the filing of the second paper in the naturalization office ; and

the Naturalization Court, in which a number of persons took the

oath and received their certificates of citizefiship. In this last scene

the United States flag hanging over the judge's desk, the use of the

official school seal in stamping the documents, the dignified observ-

ance of court ceremonial, the earnestness of the people on the stage,

and their freedom in the use of fact, made the audience feel the
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dignity and the reality of the occasion.

Since there was no rigid time-hmiting schedule in the seventh

grade to hamper the freedom of the work, it is difficult to estimate

the exact time spent on the naturalization subject. It ran along

intermittently for perhaps two montlis. louring most of that time

there was only an occasional half-hour session of the court for exam-

ination and issuing of certificates. Now and then, when need arose,

the class spent a longer time writing the judge's speech, hearing

new facts gathered by somebody, writing the scenes of the .play

and rehearsing.

II. THE G0VERN:\IENT of GERMANY EIGHTH GRADE

When a morning exercise elicits questions from everywhere

in the assembly, as this one on Germany's government did, and

when the questions are answered by the class giving the exercise

as well as from everywhere in the assembly, and when additional

information is volunteered by teachers or older pupils, we are dis-

posed to think that the exercise has been satisfactory from the point

of view of social service. The stenographic report which follows,

of the eighth grade morning exercise on the imperial government

of Germany (given in 1917, long before the collapse of this govern-

ment) shows the brisk exchange of question and answer at the

close, an indication that the school valued the information which

the class was trying to give.

Work on this subject was undertaken with the idea of substi-

tuting patriotism for jingoism, by giving American boys and girls

certain facts from which they themselves could make deductions.

Of the importance of understanding the German government, as

far as one can understand a government not his own, I need say

nothing. But to indicate the children's appreciation of this impor-

tance, I think the following fact is not irrelevant. Just as we had

finished the study, we were opportunely asked to present our infor-

mation in a morning exercise. The class divided the subject into

nine parts, and arranged theselves in groups of two or three. The

general form of statement. "If in America" such and such a thing

were true, "that would not be democratic." was of course agreed

upon before the groups went to work separately. They worked in

these groups for one forty-minute period in the endeavor to make

their points clear, and—this is the part I thought illuminating—in

every case but one the statement submitted by the group was used
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in the morning exercise, with only very minor changes.

This comparative accuracy of information, after a very limited

amount of study in which no papers had been written and no text

used, is due certainly to 'the eagerness of the class to know about

German government. Earlier in the year they had read and studied

Mr. Wilson's reply to the Pope's peace note. They had selected,

as the pivotal idea in this paper, the statement that we cannot take

the word of the "present German government" because it is not a

democratic government. In order to discover what Mr. Wilson
meant by a democratic government, they had made a careful study

of our constitution, its history as well as its content. Then they

were eager to study the German government and find out what an

autocracy was. The teacher knew of no available text. (She would
now have used the pamphlet on the subject issued by the War
Information Bureau: The Govermnent of Germany, by Hazen.)

The study had to be done, therefore, almost entirely from the chil-

dren's questions. The class used its previous knowledge of the

American constitution as a basis for comparison. The whole matter

of preparation for this exercise occupied not more than three periods,

an indication that the interest was keen and the intelligence active,

and that the children's information, though gained in a very short

time, was accurate and usable.

AUTOCRACY AND DEMOCRACY—A MORNING EXERCISE

John. Americans believe in democracy. Ours is a government of the

people, by the people, for the people. The Declaration of Independence says,

"All men are created equal." For this principle our young men are giving

their lives. America does not like war. President Wilson said: "It is a

fearful thing to lead this great peaceful people into war, the most terrible

and disastrous of all wars, civilization itself seeming to be in the balance.

But the right is more precious than peace, and we shall fight for the thing

that we have always carried nearest to our hearts, for democracy."

As everybody knows, in August the President wrote a reply to the Pope's

peace note. In this famous reply he said that we cannot fight this war again

;

that the status quo ante bellum, which the Pope proposes to return to, is not

a basis for lasting peace; that it would merely give Germany time to

recuperate; that the test of every plan for peace is: is it based upon the

faith of all the people involved?—and finally, that we cannot take the word
of the present German government. This was the President's famous

answer to the Pope's peace note. We cannot take the word of Germany
because it is not the word of the German people. This morning we are

endeavoring to tell what we mean when we say that the word of the German
government is not the word of the German people. In other words, we are
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endeavoring to tell what autocracy is. It was because we wished to know
what autocrac}' meant, that we studied the German government, and we
thought that you, who are all loyal Americans, would like to understand

it, too.

Alexis. If in America the governors of the state were governors by
divine right, this would be as it is in Germany, and would not be democratic.

If these governors, who were chosen by God, made a constitution without

referring it to the people, this would not be democratic. In America, however,

this was not the case. The framers of the constitution were elected by the

people, and after the constitution was drafted, it was put before the people

to vote on. This was democratic. In Germany the people who made the

constitution were not elected or appointed by the people, but were chosen

by divine right, and after they had made tl>e constitution the people were
made to abide by it without any voice in the matter whatsoever.

Juniata. If, according to this constitution, the governor of New York
would always be the President of the country, that would not be democratic.

However, this is the case in Germany, for according to the constitution the

King of Prussia is always the Emperor of Germany. Prussia has, to be

sure, three-fifths of the population of Germany, the greatest part of the

wealth, and all the large cities.

Marion. The governor and legislature of New York are elected by

direct, popular, secret ballot. This is, of course, very democratic. This,

however, is not the case in Prussia. If, in the state of New York, four

percent of the population, only the very wealthy people, had one-third of the

votes, while eighty-five percent, the poor people, had only one-third of the

votes, that would be very undemocratic. That is how it has been in Prussia.

The rich man's vote counted twenty times as much as the poor man's. The
German Junkers are few but very rich, and their votes count as much as

all the common people's votes.

Charles. If in America only the millionaires of New York City were

appointed to represent the New York people in the Senate, this would be

very undemocratic. In Germany the King of Prussia, namely the Kaiser,

appoints only Prussian Junkers to represent Prussia in the Bundesrat. If in

America only the millionaires of New York State were appointed by the

President to his cabinet, it would be very undemocratic. In Germany the

Kaiser appoints only Prussian Junkers to his cabinet; also, the highest

officers of the army and navy are Junkers.

If in New York State only a few men owned almost all the land and

controlled almost all the votes, it would be very undemocratic. In Prussia

the Junkers own most of the land and control almost all of the votes. They
are responsible for the militarism and jingoism of Germany, and they are

the ones that have stood for a powerful army and navy.

Catherine. If in America the House of Representatives were the only

house elected by the people, that would not be democratic. In Germany the

Reichstag is the only house elected by direct popular vote, by secret ballot.

It has great influence but no real power. If in America th.e House of Repre-

sentatives were not paid, that would not be democratic. In Germany the
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Reichstag has voted over and over again that its members be paid, but this

bill has always been defeated by the Bundesrat, which is dominated by
Prussian Junkers. If in America the State of New York had more than

half the members of the House of Representatives, that would not be fair

to the rest of the country. In Germany, Prussia has 238 of the 397 members
of the Reichstag.

Lisclfc. It is necessary for me to compare England and Germanj' instead

of the United States and Germany. If in England the Prime Minister were
chosen by the king instead of by the people, this would not be democratic.

In Germany the Chancellor is chosen by the Kaiser. Up to the present

time the Chancellors of Germany have always been Junkers, but at present

von Hertling of Bavaria is the Chancellor.

Carter. If in England the Prime Alinister repeatedly brought a bill

before the House of Commons, and they repeatedly refused to pass this bill,

and the Prime Minister yet retained his position, this would not be demo-
cratic. This is the case in Germany. In England if the Prime Minister

presents a bill to the House of Commons, and they refuse to pass the bill.

Parliament is dissolved and a new election takes place. This is called

parliamentary res])onsibility. Some people think England is more demo-
cratic than America because of its parliamentary responsibilit}'.

Maxine. If we had class distinctions, such as there are in Germany,

between the Junkers, middle class, and peasants, it would be very undemo-
cratic. The Junkers are wealthy land owners who hire the peasants to work
for them, and they pay these peasants very poor wages. If a person is born

a peasant he cannot become a member of a higher class. Caste is every-

where. It rules in education, and especially in politics. Official rank has an

authority in Germany not to be found in any other country.

Carl. If in America the President were the autocratic ruler of three-

fifths of the United States, it would not be democratic. In Germany the

Kaiser has almost complete autocratic rule over Prussia, which is three-

fifths of Germany. The Kaiser has his office by divine right. In America
the President has command of the army and navy during his four-year

term. In Germany, however, the Kaiser has command of the army and nav}'

for life.

Edivard. We have tried to point out to you some of the features of

autocracy. We have left out some matters such as the unfair electoral vote,

which we do not know much about. We have tried to show you, also, how
the Reichstag has really no power, and that the Bundesrat, which is not

elected by the people, really controls legislation. We have shown that

Prussia controls Germany, and that the Kaiser and the Junker class control

Prussia. It is certainly not very democratic to have a Kaiser who rules by

divine right, or is chosen by God. If there are any questions, we will try

to answer them.

Question. What is the secret ballot?

Eighth Grader. The man in casting his vote does not give it to anybody

openly, but slips it into a box without anyone else having seen it. We have

the secret ballot in all our elections.
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Oitcstion. What is the difference between Germany and Prussia?

Eighth Grader. Prussia is one of the states of Germany.

Question. What is a Junker?

High School Boy. A Junker is a nobleman. They are all called Junkers

if they are worth a certain sum of money and own a large area of land. It

is a hereditary position. A man cannot be a peasant and rise to be a Junker.

Junker means 'young nobleman."

Eighth Grader. I forgot to say that although we call Germany auto-

cratic, in some ways it is like a democracy. The government takes care

of the poorer classes a great deal better than we do.

Question. You say the Kaiser rules over three-fifths of Germany. Who
controls the other two-fifths?

Eighth Grader. The other two-fifths comprise over twenty-four states.

The largest of these is Bavaria, and then comes Saxony, and then a number

of smaller ones.

. Question. Doesn't the Kaiser rule all these states?

Eighth Grader. The Kaiser rules all Germany. But each state has a

king or duke or grand duke, so the Kaiser does not have autocratic rule in

any state but J'russia.

Question. Are there other rulers that rule by divine right, as in

Germany?
Eighth Grader. Japan.

Question. Is the Reichstag in Germany the same as our Congress in

Washington ?

Eighth Grader. The Reichstag is more like our House of Representa-

tives, because it represents the people—or at least it is supposed to—but its

power is very weak. They have no parliamentary responsibility. The

Bundesrat is more like our Senate : that is, its members come from the

different states. But our Senate is elected by the people, wdiile the members

of the Bundesrat are appointed by the rulers of their respective countries.

Twenty members come from Prussia and are appointed by the Kaiser. It

takes only fourteen votes to defeat any change in the constitution, so the

Kaiser can prevent the Reichstag from making Germany more democratic.

HI. A. WAR POEM

The same class agreed to try to write a poem which should

express what Americans were thinking about the war. Their

product follows

:

J'he gauntlet of battle is fltuig at our feet

;

We march with high purpose the challenge to meet.

We shame not our fathers of yore.

More precious than peace are Justice and Right.

Let our country help win them by blood and by might,

For this is a war to end war.
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The people are shouting all over the world,

"Let tyranny down from its dark throne be hurled,

For Liberty's sake evermore."

Our banners are flung full to the wind

—

And well may they tremble, those who have sinned

—

For this is a war to end war.

Nor treasure nor land for ourselves shall we take

;

We fight as one champion for all mankind's sake,

That Justice may rule evermore.

No longer can patience the trial endure

;

We fight Freedom's battle to make peace secure

—

For this is a war to end war.

Obviously, it is not because of the high quality of the verse that

I consider this piece of composition worthy of record and comment.

Some of the children were very proud of it. "I thought it

would be sung all over the world," one of them said, and many
of the children frankly avowed that it was the "best war poem
they had read." But there were of course other children of fine

natural taste, careful home and school training in appreciation, and

dawning power of expression, who knew that there were poems

more beautiful than theirs. From the teacher's point of view, the

work had value quite aside from the quality of the final product. In

the first place, the eagerness and earnestness with which the children

undertook so novel a task was gratifying. Their spirit was one of

pride in their Americanism, fairly free from jingoism.

It was interesting to see the use they made of work in other

subjects. They had studied President Wilson's reply to the Pope's

peace plea. The issue, democracy against autocracy, was getting its

somewhat shadowy outline defined in their minds by the careful

comparison they were making of the American with the German
constitution, and they studied eagerly, for help in ideas and expres-

sion, all quotations that were given them from President Wilson's

addresses.

As all teachers know, there is a limit to the time which can

profitably be spent upon such a piece of work ; still we did give

several lessons to it. We first agreed upon a first line and a rhyme

scheme. The interest of the children was evinced by the fact that

they kept the task in mind after this initial step, and brought in new
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lines as they worked them out. The hues we rejected—much more

numerous, of course, than those we kept—were rejected generally

because the idea had been better expressed by some one else. When
we had finished the verses, a small volunteer group, working with

the music teacher, made a melody for them.

IV. A COURSE IN CIVICS AND ENGLISH NINTH GRADE

When school opened in September, 1917, the subject of the

war and our country's share in it appeared perpetually in the con-

versation of the ninth grade. Summer experiences were exchanged

—watching troop trains pass daily, visiting one of the big camps,

talking with a draft board official, seeing a brother off to France. A
day or two of general discussion resulted in a long list of questions

about our part in the war. Partly because most of the children's

interest and their fragmentary glimpses of army organization, and

partly because, having worked in a draft board office during the

summer, I was convinced that there was much in the subject to

interest high school people, we undertook as our first problem the

Selective Service Act and its operation. The English and civics

courses were combined, making a total of seven periods a week, and

the two teachers planned the course together. In mingling the two

subjects one had to watch carefully lest the interest of the one sub-

ject crowd out the qualities which are essential to work in the other.

One had to make certain that there should be good reading and

definite training in the elements of composition.

We started out with a brief analysis of the main features of

the law itself. Two groups reported on the compulsory military

service schemes of France and Germany. Then we decided to have

our own draft board. Securing sample blanks from a local board,

we named a registration hour, and each child chose to represent

some one within the registration requirements. We chose our local

board on a rotating scheme, so that most of the class members

served at one time or another.

When the registration was complete, the local board shuffled

the blanks and gave them their "red ink" or serial numbers. A
group undertook the drawing of the "call" numbers in \\'ashington,

and the cards were renumbered in "call" order by the local board.

The board was then ready for the filing of exemption claims, and

the registrants were summoned. Each registrant was expected to

study his own situation thoroughly, in the light of the regulations,
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and to lill out his own papers, with the privilege of consulting the

local board or the teacher. We found that our group included,

besides those who made no claim for exemption, the allied alien,

the neutral alien, the enemy alien, the declarant, a variety of depend-

ency cases, and several who, because they were involved in govern-

ment service or necessary industries, were exempt from military

service. A few of the children visited local boards in their neigh-

borhoods, and others sought advice about their cases from officials

with whom they were acquainted. After the exemption affidavits

had been filed, the board met and discussed the cases, calling in

all the doubtful ones for conference before a decision was made.

The most difficult cases to decide were the dependency ones, and a

rather sketchy attempt was made to work out a minimum budget

for individuals and for families, as an aid in fair decision. The
result, compounded from questioning a few families living under

different economic conditions, and from finding out prices of essen-

tial commodities, was more suggestive than it was accurate.

The report of the board to the class suggested a morning exer-

cise, which was later given : a careful explanation to the school of

the workings of the draft, followed by the presentation of a scene

in a local board office when registrants were summoned to present

or waive their exemption claims. Discussion in the class carried

us over to a brief study of the conditions which were met by the

local board with which I had been working. This immigrant district,

with twelve thousand registrants crowded into approximately one

square mile, including a large percentage of aliens of many national-

ities, with an imperative dependency claim attached to almost every

case, challenged the class to serious thinking. Here are a few of

the questions they formulated: Why are certain sections of the

city desperately overcrowded, and what is the effect of this crowd-

ing upon the families living there? Why is it that immigrants are

usually living in these districts? Do the immigrant American

soldiers know wdiat they are fighting for? Is a person really Amer-

ican when he has been sworn in as a citizen? How can we make

America's ideals clear to immigrants? What has America to offer

them? What are America's ideals, anyway? How did these ideals

come to be formulated? What has made people in Europe, ever

since 1492, want to leave their homes and come to America? Does

the word "American" mean the type of the early colonist or that

of the more recent immigrant? What are the privileges and the
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obligations of citizenship in the country ?

Gradually the course centered about two big subjects : migra-

tions to America, and the development of democracy in America.

We started with a very brief review of the voyages of discovery

and exploration—a subject which had been studied in earlier grades.

Then for almost three months we studied certain colonial groups

:

the Pilgrims, the Puritans, the Cavaliers, and the Dutch. Why did

these people come to America? How did they have to alter their

mode of living in America? What did America give to them?

What did they give to America? This demanded a good deal of

delving into history, for it was our aim to base the discussion, not

upon guesswork but upon definite information, and to emphasize

the need of accurate thought and statement. Perhaps it is too

great a problem to set before people with so little historical back-

ground. The chief aim of this work, however, and of our later

work, lay in the attempt to make it possible for the children to

JK^come aware of certain great truths, the special worth and con-

tribution to our national life of people of different nationalities ; the

responsibility a democracy must assume in protecting and extending

its liberty and justice ; the struggle toward democracy here and in

the European countries whence many of our citizens come; the

loyalty of many of these new citizens to America as it is shown in

their active, responsible citizenship ; the responsibility of America

now and in the future toward the growth of democracy in the

world.

Out of the colonial study the problem of the negro and his

relation to the national life emerged, and several weeks were spent

in studying this and certain facts of the reconstruction period at

the close of the Civil War. This work brought out the bad effects

of extreme party feeling, the inability of a race to acquire an

intelligent sense of responsibility over night, and the duty of the

nation to educate such a group toward citizenshijx

The last three months were s]ient on recent immigrations to

America. After a brief study of the early nineteenth century move-

ments of groups of Germans, British, and Scandinavians toward

this country, the tremendous influx of foreigners after 1880 was

taken up in greater detail : the proportions and distribution of the

different nationalities: the reasons for their coming; the present

immigration law and regulations ; the organizations in Chicago which

help to secure protection and employment; the types of work
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usually done by immigrants.

This may sound like the outline of a college seminar course,

and introducing it into the first year of high school may seem an

utter absurdity. But the reader must of course realize that the

whole thing was carried on in a manner much more child-like and
fragmentary and concrete than these terms imply. Nevertheless,

thorough work in the reading of difficult books was certainly done.

Through this work, moreover, the use of reference books and of

the library was learned. The necessity of taking notes in clear,

reduced form, and of putting in order scraps of information

from various sources, showed the value of the topical outline,

the principles of which were learned and put into service at

the beginning of the year. A number of stories were v^rritten

about colonial life, and a Pilgrim play, portraying the life of

a Pilgrim family in Plolland and in Massachusetts, was written

and presented. Stories, diaries, and descriptions were written

about immigrants of today. A morning exercise on the draft

—

described earlier in this article—was given. A rough map show-

ing the chief foreign districts of Chicago was made on the basis

of our own wanderings about the city. Editorials were com-
posed, urging increased or decreased restriction of immigration,

demanding training in citizenship, or explaining American ideals

to the newcomer. The subject was rich in suggestive material

for varied forms of composition.

The reading was of three sorts : exposition, description, and

folk literature. The first kind included such books as govern-

ment reports and selected parts of American History and Its Geo-

graphic Conditions (Semple), and Our Slavic Fellow-Citizens

(Balch). The second kind included certain magazine articles

and vivid, true, descriptive books (by Riis, Steiner, Antin, and

others). The third type of reading, which I suppose would

qualify more surely as "literature," started out with folk poems

and stories of the nations some of whose people are rapidly becom-

ing Americans : Irish fairy tales, Russian and Norse legends. The

Bard of the Dimbovitj:a (Roumanian) and a few others; this was

followed by reading decided upon entirely by the teachers, with only

the mild approval of the pupils, who urged more "modern stuff."

It consisted of a rather thorough study of English and Scotch

ballads, and the reading by each child of one of the longer epics--

the Odyssey, the Iliad, Bcoxvidf, the Song of Roland, or Morris'
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Sigurd the Vohuiiy. Some of the written work was based on this

reading. There was a good deal of discussion—initiated by the

pupils, whose interest had somehow revived—about folk literature

and its place in the life of a people.

We have found that the chief dangers of this type of course

are that the children may become content with superficiality, may
think they know what they do not know, may be unable to organize

scattered units in their minds, or may in some other way struggle

wnth the discouragement of tackling work far beyond their capacity.

We tried to meet these dangers by selecting a few significant units

from the mass of material, and by insisting upon thorough, accurate

studying., Although the main course of action had to be determined

from week to week by the teachers, we tried to keep it from becom-

ing rigid or alien to the interests of the group, by following up the

problems which arose in their minds as well as the ones that

occurred to us as interesting.

I realize that it would be dif^cult to attempt a piece of work

of this sort unless certain conditions favored freedom of experiment,

but I believe that teachers everywhere should work toward obtain-

ing conditions that make possible a certain amount of freedom and

adaptation of their work to special needs. The only "outside"

requirements which we had to meet were those for college entrance,

which we covered in the course without too great a deviation from

our special lines of interest. Our schedule was the usual unbending

high school schedule, but occasional study periods were used for

group work. There were two sections of the class, one numbering

fifteen and the other twenty-two pupils. Each section was some-

times divided into groups of four or five members to do a special

piece of work for the class. Sometimes these groups met with the

teacher ; sometimes they worked independently. At times the teacher

met only wnth the chairman of the groups, giving them suggestions

for directing the work of the groups. The groups met anywhere

and everywhere : in vacant rooms, which could rarely be found

;

in the hall ; or on the landing, when no other space was available.

Sometimes a group was formed by the teacher on the basis of spe-

cial needs, for extra training in outlining or organizing a report or

reviewing a difficult subject. Frequent individual conferences helped

to achieve good workmanship, to clear cloudy understanding, to

start fresh interest. In fact, without the opportunity of doing a

certain amount of work with individuals and small groups, it seems
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to me difficult to maintain in any group of pupils a sturdy vitality

and independence of thought and a sense of thoroughness and fine-

ness of technique.

Always we tried to make it possible for the people in the class

to see for themselves the life lived by human beings, rather than

to memorize abstract conclusions. We tried to make it possible for

them to realize some of the actual relations between actual human

beings and their government, to gain a greater understanding of the

many peoples who all together make up present-day America, to

become aware of the legend and literature that have grown out of

the life of nations in the making, to realize the necessity of a sound

basis for judgment and of good workmanship in thinking, and to

begin to form a point of view about community problems which

will help them to become intelligent citizens.

Perhaps the most immediate reason for the existence of a

course of this sort—and its inherent values are latent also in much

of the unrealized material of history and daily experience and liter-

ature—is the arrangement of the average high school curriculum.

At the age of fourteen, when ideals form and change rapidly, many

school children—at least those who are working toward college

—

are spending the greater part of their time in studying subjects

which offer "mental discipline," the training of memory, abstract

logic, and individual skill, rather than social understanding. Work
in foreign languages seems to be at this stage largely a technical

matter of grammar and vocabular}-. This, with the required mathe-

matics, consumes about two-thirds of the children's study time.

Until this condition be changed, is it not imperative that the remain-

ing one-third shall be full of rich content which will expand the

horizon of human experience and quicken the imagination?



MEN OF SERVICE

Our children are interested in the deeds of the great men
and women of history because of the stirring things accom-
plished, the dangers encountered, the good triumphant over evil,

the -struggle against odds, and the rev^ard that crowns per-

severance. To teach children to choose rightly, to judge reason-

ably, and to want to put into practice what they learn, is possible

when it is done concretely in regard to matters that touch their

lives closely and stir strong motives of interest. If they have

the concrete details from which to picture vividly the events,

they can understand the situations as though they had actually

lived through the experiences themselves.

AVhat history is of most worth? That which comes most

closely into relation with the pupils' own conduct. How much
does the study of history influence what the pupils do and think?

The lives of great men are like the drama on the stage. We
are interested in the plot ; the difficulties gain our sympathies

;

the success or failure wins our applause or disapproval. Through
seeing evil in action, without ourselves becoming involved in it,

we can develop the strength to resist evil. We learn to admire

"the right and the good. We gain experience in judging char-

acter, in choosing whom we will follow. Many children pattern

their lives after the heroes or heroines they have in their minds,

who have become to them the aim and ideal for which to strive

and sacrifice.

History furnishes us with perspective to see things in their

true relations and proper proportions. Its study takes us out of

the petty trifles of everyday life into the consideration of great,

significant issues. One of the purposes of studying biography

is to learn how an individual gets on with his fellowmen, how
he influences them, how he yields to necessity, how he over-

comes obstacles, how he follows ideals, and how his life counts

in advancing the common lot of mankind. The human will is

the essential characteristic of each individual being. The will

is the ego. Hence, in dealing with people, whether children or

adults, the chief problem is to strengthen, enlighten, and socialize

the human will. History should furnish the stimulus to visions

61
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of ideals that may become the controlling motives of later life.

Many a pupil is stirred to the adoption of ideas and purposes by
"the Vision of the world and all the wonder that would be." He
passes in review great aims, dynamic ideas, and worthy but still

unachieved purposes. There is born in him a lasting resolve

to devote his life to the accomplishment of some good and worthy
aim. Such an influence possesses enduring effect. To choose,

for study, character types of pregnant power is a great problem
of the curriculum. Certain men realize great developing ideas,

and their deeds illustrate such aims. Columbus' idea of sailing

west to reach the east was one of the most fruitful that we find

in all the range of history. Captain Cook laid the foundation of

the great British Empire, in x\ustralasia.

By comparison we see resemblances in the midst of striking

contrasts. Nothing is more suggestive of new ideas than com-
parison of situations, in order both to see wherein there are

resemblances and also to note the dift'erences. To train judg-

ment it is necessary to compare events and purposes, noting

carefully . their resemblances and dift'erences. Children reflect

opinions of the teacher, but they nevertheless put much original-

ity into their own opinions, for it is often easier to be original

and inconsistent than to apply any abstract principles con-

sistently. I do not know of anything more interesting to young
or old than these comparisons that illumine history and make it

possible to understand one age or event by its likeness to another.

History does repeat itself in never-ending variations.

The explorations and discoveries are part of the effort of

the human race to study the great w^orld. The interest and the

value of these great adventures for us today lie, not in treating

them as isolated facts of history, but in studying them in their

relations. Columbus' work cannot be properly understood with-

out learning something of Marco Polo's and Magellan's. While
Washington and Lincoln were to me supermen, to whom I did

not apply the standards of right and wrong, they had little influ-

ence with me. It Avas the contrast of Napoleon Avith Washing-
ton, the comparison of Roosevelt with Lincoln, that made all

four human and intelligible as well as full of interest. Marquette

never used to interest me much, so long as his exploration of

the Mississippi was the chief fact I knew. Interest grew from

the contrast between the expeditions of De Soto, Cortez.
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Coronado, and Pizarro, on the one hand, with their hundreds of

armed men going forth to conquer and exact tribute, and on the

other hand the Httle band of seven Frenchmen in two bark

canoes, with prayer-book and calumet, welcomed and feasted by
their savage friends from Green Bay to the Arkansas. The
former fought their way and left desolation and hatred in their

track. The gentle and devoted Father Marquette was safer than

if he had had an army of ten thousand to accompany him through

the wilderness of savage Indians. Yet the innocence and self-

sacrifice of Fray Padilla ended in his martyrdom. La Salle

dreamed of a 'great Frerich Mississippi Valley that would have

made France paramount in North America. While Columbus
had innumerable followers who have worked out his ideas in

a great variety of ways for centuries, La Salle's aims were

al)andoned by the P^rench, and the dream never came true.

The character of Captain John Smith shows many analogies

and correspondences with that of Roosevelt. Both were pre-

eminently men of action, who could get things done, whose
careers show startling instances of good luck or happy coinci-

dences because they were always ready to respond when fortune

offered. They both roamed the wide world in search of adven-

ture. They were always dominant wherever they were. They
turned misfortune very frequently into great good fortune. They
are both heroes whose names will al\va3^s sound stirring to the

boys and girls of school age.

What is it in a leader that commands the loyalty of his

followers? The children, from their standpoint, have answered

this question in part. It is bravery, unselfishness, kindness, and

sympathy ; it is firmness, sincerity, and perseverance. The leader

must be able to get things done ; he must be resourceful and

self-confident, must have commanding presence and personal

magnetism. He must be able to decide promptly and justly, and

not waver. Some of the leaders had bosom friends who doubled

their efi'ectiveness. Thus La Salle was aided by Tonti. Magellan

was able to do much more, because of his team work with

Francisco Serrano. Roosevelt and Taft for a time were such

congenial spirits that both did more together than they could

accomplish when separated. Lenine and Trotsky at present owe
much of their success to the fact that they supplement each other

in their abilities.
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This is the way fifth-grade children express their judgment

of the qualities needed in a leader:

A leader must be brave, smart, original, and have command over his

men. A.

A leader should be brave and wise. B.

A leader must be kind to his men. He must be able to make his men
obey him. He must have experience to fill his position well. P.

A leader should be true to his men, and the men should be true to

him. P.

A leader should be kind and helpful to his followers. He should be

brave, unselfish, clear-headed, and thoughtful. F.

A leader should be determined and not harsh to his or her followers.

M.
A leader must have common sense, braver^', responsibility, wisdom, and

kindness. M.
A captain has to have initiative. H.

A man that is a leader, I think, should be brave, kind, unselfish, and

honest. L.

I would choose a man or woman who is brave, kind, and willing to

risk his life for another, as my leader. F.

A leader should have these qualities : bravery, courage, power to make
those under him obey him, to be strict and have determination. A.

Very few emphasize the moral rightness of the leader's aim

as important

:

The qualities a leader should have are to be> brave and honest, to be

willing to suffer for his men, always do the right so that his men will

follow him. E.

If I were to choose my leader I would choose a man that would not

think of himself, but would see to do good for his followers; a man that

is honest and brave and would stand for the truth and be educated. E.

Some of the children named other children whom they

would choose to follow and gave their reasons

:

Of the children in my class I would rather have F. W. for my leader,

because he is wise and would not lead me into any place that was not

worth going to. I would like an honest leader, and he is honest. J.

I look forward to J. T., because I think he is kind, helpful, brave,

unselfish, clear-headed and thoughtful. F.

Out of all the class I think B. would be the best leader because he is

strong, brave, smart, and has control over his men. A.

Here are a few answers to the question : Whom do you

delight to honor?
I admire Father Marquette because he was not selfish and because he

did not go down the Mississippi to see if it ran into the Pacific for his

own good, but for France. He did not go down the river only to explore

but to teach the Indians of God. E.
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De Soto was mean to the Indians, so that they did not like him, while

the Indians loved Father Marquette. E.

The reason I like Father Marquette is because he gave up his personal

life and went through daring trips to teach the Indians. H.
Ex-President Roosevelt is the man I most admire. Whatever he started

to do he always finished. M.
I admire Roosevelt for his courage, bravery, and ability to accomplish

what he started out to do. A.

I like Roosevelt because he had much courage and was fearless and
brave. L.

Even children of ten jvtdge with decision when their minds
are clear on the facts. It is necessary, therefore, to dwell long

enough on the type studied in order really to appreciate it con-

cretely. This may take weeks or even months, working with one

great character. Generalizations get us nowhere. Most text

books, however, contain only conclusions or general statements

that represent the adult product of thinking. The children, on
the other hand, need the concrete life-experiences to compare and
pass judgment upon, in order to think. It takes longer than to

memorize the statements that others make about the hero ; but

that which is to count in building character must reach the

emotions and stir the will to action.

Since most of us must be followers, we should recognize the

necessary virtues of the common man, who is not a leader at all.

The qualities that the follov/ers should have, some children

stated thus

:

A person who is to be led must be obedient, brave, and steadfast. M.
A leader's men should not be fighting among themselves. B.

A captain has to have initiative. The sailors have to be faithful, and

they must want the voyage to be a success. E.

If a leader wants to have success he has to be honest and brave, and

his men should be of the same character. L.

The qualities that good followers should have are braveness, faithfulness,

and obdientness. A.

Would the practical application of such ideas as these chil-

dren express purify our sordid politics and make for good citizen-

ship? Of course it is a long way from the expression of an idea

to its carrying out. The worst feature of our community life is

that we do not live up to the light that we have. On the other

hand, if we start the children to thinking genuinely and judging

frankly, we ma}^ soinetime arrive at the actual realization of

ideals.



THE LIFE OF LINCOLN

There follow stenographic reports of the four exercises given

in honor of Lincoln's birthday in the last four years. The com-
position and presentation represent the outcome of six weeks'

work on the life of Lincoln, from January 1 to February 12 each

year. I believe that any teacher, reading these exercises, can

see that the children wrote with genuine feeling from a relatively

large fund of information, such as can be gained by concentra-

tion upon one subject in all its phases for a considerable period.

Their study was partly actuated by the knowledge that the

school looked to them for the observance of Lincoln's birthday,

one of the three important patriotic exercises of the year. Six

weeks is of course a very short time for so grave an undertaking

but it is long enough—when history, literature, reading, com-

position, drawing, are all directed toward the one end—for every

pupil to build up a picture of what American democracy meant

on the western frontier, and a fair conception of how the evil

of slavery grew until civil war seemed the only solution. It is

long enough to enable the pupils, at the end, when they come to

plan their exercise, to write genuinely from loving admiration

of Lincoln, based on some knowledge, to write with relative

power because their feeling is strong, and to write simply because

they have studied and admired simplicity. It is long enough

for the spontaneous growth of moral judgments from the con-

templation of moral genius such as Lincoln's, lighted as it is by
modesty and humor. The pupils compare him irresistibly with

his cabinet, his generals, his fellow frontiersmen, his father, with

Douglas, with Everett, with the leaders of our own great time.

The flexibility of curriculum, discussed elsewhere in this

volume, permits the teacher to take from environment and cur-

rent events the material in which her pupils have a special inter-

est, an interest which gives them a leverage for intensive work.

It permits her also, as I intimated above, to use every period of

every day, if necessary, to intensify the meaning of the subject,

through literature, oral expression, written composition, drawing,

history, geography—in short, through every form of expression

and every avenue of impression. Correlative to this flexible
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curriculum in aiding a teacher to do her best for her pupils is

freedom from departmental work. Another great advantage is

a flexible daily program. If Robert's first remark when school

opens is, "It's only a little more than a week to Lincoln's birth-

day, and we haven't even talked about what our exercise shall

be," the teacher can say, "Very well, what's your idea?" And
if he has been very much impressed by the study of Pilgrim's

Progress and thinks we ought to write an allegory, we can all

make suggestions for allegories, as the class did in 1916, choose

one of them, and go to work upon it. The subject in which the

interest is keenest, the thing for which the need is greatest, the

material which has a right to the freshest attention, determines

what shall begin the day. The teacher with the three advan-

tages, a flexible curriculum, a flexible program, and a single

group of pupils whose entire work she teaches, or supervises, is

much to blame if she cannot aid her pupils in their moral develop-

ment. I have spoken of giving them a basis for moral judgments.

She should also be able to arouse and increase that courage for

hard work, for drudgery, if you will, that is essential to useful-

ness in society. This is achieved more easily when the social

motive for work is strong—as it is in planning an exercise for

the school on Lincoln,—and when the subject is stimulating to

the warmest hero worship and the finest love for humanity.

Under such a stimulus, lazy, self-indulgent Jack will work two

or three hours, after reading Vachel Lindsay's "Abraham Lin-

coln Walks at Midnight," trying to write a poem of his own
which will say that Lincoln may sleep, for America will carry

on his work. The teacher should be able to awaken pride in

good work without any false stimuli ; habits of regular work

;

habits of intensive study and scorn of dawdling. The morning

exercises which follow are evidence, perhaps, of hard work, will-

ing work, and some power of moral judgment.

The eighth grade of 1916 chose to write an allegory, because

Pilgrim's Progress had especially interested them. They each

made one or more suggestions, of which a few follow. Of these

we chose one, and the class worked it out together.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ALLEGORIES ABOUT LINCOLN

The North and South as a chain ; this chain broken by slavery ; the

chainsmith, Lincohi, welding the chain together; the things that hindered

him, such as a poor fire, bad tools, etc. W.

We might call it a ship, tossed on the seas, and have barnacles represent

the slaves, who are gluing themselves to the ship and gradually sinking it,

and have Lincoln be the captain, who is arranging everything. Or, have a

boy who is heir to the throne be in some way deprived of it and later, through

his intellect, win the- hearts of the people and regain the throne. Or, we
might have Lincoln represented by a stag, which is chased by the hounds, and

who waits until the right time and then gores the hounds and at last becomes

the monarch of the forest. J.

A man, Lincoln, should be working on a bridge, and every little while

he would encounter some difficulty. Finally, as he finished it, he would
slip and fall, killing himself but leaving the bridge almost complete. J.

Columbia is striving to keep from catching the sickness, slavery. A
group of doctors, representing the Ordinance of 1787, Missouri Compromise,

etc., come in. But finally the doctors fail, and they find that her left arm,

the South, will have to be cut off. Then comes Lincoln and saves Columbia.

H.

We might picture Lincoln as a gardener, watering and taking care of

a beautiful flower, the flower of liberty, and picture these different ordi-

nances and compromises as Aveeds or snakes or other things which try to

kill the flower. I.

We might have Lincoln a scale-maker. One side would weigh more than

the other, one side Liberty, the other War. M.

We could have a young man, representing America, struggling to gain

a certain point and going through many experiences. At last he sees a

shining light, representing Lincoln, who guided the young man and gave

him power and strength to carry on his v/ork and find the right way. This

would show what Lincoln had done to help his country. P.

LINCOLN—AN ALLEGORY
A certain man had a great estate. And always he kept a steward over

the estate to tend the gardens, to care for the harvests, to plant orchards and

shade trees, to welcome all who came.

And there came a day when he must choose a new steward. And he

bethought himself of all the learned men and they came unto him. Many

mighty men came, and he was sorely troubled, not knowing whom to choose.

And there came also, out of the wilderness, a simple man in rough gar-

ments, who had great endurance, who was patient as he was simple, loving

as he was strong, hopeful as he was humble. So the master, though doubtful,

decided to make trial of the tall, hard-muscled, melancholy man, and send

the others av/ay. "It does not give me so much pleasure as I expected,"

said the new steward, "but do not send the others away. Though they love

me not, they shall be my helpers."
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Thereafter, whosoever traveled to this great estate saw standing within

the gate a man of tall stature, gaunt, strong, with great hands which bore

the mark of toil. Those that passed were wont to laugh and throw him
taunts, but he heeded them not. He felt no pride in his high position, but

with malice toward none strove to do well the great task before him.

Upon a day came a curious visitor, inquiring about a great tree upon
which the steward was earnestly gazing. "Why," said he, "do you fix your

gaze upon that one tree? The estate is great. There are fair flowers and
pleasant lawns and many statelj' trees. Why is this one tree your chief care?

And why is your gaze sad and anxious when you look upon it?"

The steward turned his care-lined face to the questioner. Then his eyes

lit with a quaint humor. He struck the tree a loving blow with his great

hand. "Old tree," he said, "why do I love thee?" Then turning to the

questioner, he said, "My friend, fourscore and seven years ago our fathers

planted that tree, that we, the people of this garden, might secure the

blessings of liberty. It has withstood storms and the mighty power of the

wind; when yet a tender shoot a great fire scorched it; here worms have

eaten it; there lightning has struck it. It bears scars, bad scars, and deep

seams. Yonder limb weights it dreadfully. But my honor defends its life.

If that tree of liberty die, all else on the master's estate will be worthless.

Without the assistance of the Divine Being it cannot survive; with that

assistance it cannot die."

Often the master walked about, proudly inspecting his broad acres. And
often the steward spoke with him anxiously concerning the tree. "This limb

will be a great menace to its life in time of storm. A tree so divided cannot

stand."

But the master said, "Stay, touch it not. Would that it had been

pruned ofif while it was yet small. But now the branch is almost as large

as the tree itself. If it were lopped oft', I fear decay and death."

So the steward answered patiently, "Often a limb is amputated to save

a life. But a life is never given wisely to save a limb. If that branch is

not dangerous, nothing is dangerous. A bolt from the sky would split the

tree from top to bottom. Even now in the west the sky is darkening, the

clouds are low, and a storm must come."

And the storm came. The windows of heaven were opened, and the

rain poured forth, and the terrible lightning and thunder were released.

The owner became sorely frightened, and rushed to the steward, and was
very wroth with him, and gave harsh orders, and upbraided him. But while

the owner in terror raged, the steward's face, was calm, though sad. With
steady eyes he stepped firmly to the aid of his friend the tree.

In the fury and wildness of the tempest, the tree shook wildly. The
owner kept shouting, but the steward heard him not. He knew the danger

and stood face to face with the storm. A flash of lightning illumined the

strong determined face, and the great man stood in the wild wind. By the

blinding glare he saw more clearly that the limb must fall. "It is dangerous,"

he said, "but we must get at that branch ; we must strike it ofif, or the whole

tree will go." Amidst the fearful hurricane he jJuUcd himself laboriously
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up the tree, he struck mightily at the dangerous limb. Now that he had a

chance to hit it, he hit it hard. Under the skilful strokes of his powerful
ax, the branch fell.

And though the gray form of treachery crept up behind, and brought
death to the fearless steward, yet will the master ever hold him The First

American.

The eighth grade of 1917 had had a good deal of discussion

on the question whether an American should pity Lincoln. They
had each made a short oration to the class on some aspect of this

matter. When they came to plan their exercise for the school,

they recalled the best of these orations and combined them.
Then they agreed to write an introductory paragraph based on
Stanton's words at Lincoln's death bed, "Now he belongs to the

ages." Every one did his best on this paragraph, and we col-

laborated. We followed the same plan for the concluding para-

graph; the result was that, while only four people spoke, all the

class had aided in the composition and considered the exercise

a piece of class work. The same is true of the other exercises.

LINCOLN
Song : True Freedom Lowell

Eleanor.

All the long night after Booth's hateful bullet had crashed into Lin-

coln's brain, men stood about the bed, grief-stricken and amazed. As the

last feeble pulse-beat ceased and the great soul started on its journey, Stanton

whispered, "Now he belongs to the ages."

Not to the West, whence he came, belongs this rail-splitter ; it is not for

the North to claim him, though he guided them through four years of

dreadful war—no, not even the Union, which he loved more than life itself,

can say, "He is ours," for Lincoln belongs to the whole world, a gentle, sim-

ple, great, kindly man of the people. Travelers tell of seeing his picture in

the huts of Russian peasants. There must be some reason why this man,

more than any other American, belongs to the ages,—why he is claimed by

the simple people of the whole world.

Frances.

The Gettysburg Speech perhaps helps us to the reason. We love it and

learn it, not because of its beauty, its compact unity, not even because of

the wonderful skill which put into a three minute speech the meaning of the

whole great struggle; not for these reasons chiefly, but because these words

could have come from one man only.

What gave him this power? We are wont to speak pityingly of Lin-

coln's childhood and early surroundings. But in that quiet forest while with

mighty swing and sure stroke he cleft the rail, or with hoe and scythe aided
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his father to gain bread in the wilderness, there was time for great thoughts

to grow and ripen. Can we doubt that forest and field helped to fit him for

the great task lying before him? Can we doubt that this hard labor gave

him respect for labor, made him unwilling that the toil of any man,

black or white, should be unrequited? No one was so earnest in his resolve

"that a government of the people, by the people, for the people, should not

perish from the earth." Can we pity him for surroundings that gave him

such sympathy with the common man? "I am not ashamed to confess that

25 years ago I was a hired laborer, mauling rails, at work on a flat boat

—

just what might happen to any poor man's son. I want every man to have

a chance to better his condition." Lincoln believed that all men are created

equal ; that the poor, uneducated, hard-toiling slave had a right to a chance

to better his condition. He himself had labored hard and his sympathy went

out to labor, and he felt as not many others did that the slave should be free.

He trusted the people with v/hom he had lived and labored. "None," he

says, "are more worthy to be trusted than those who toil up from poverty

—none less inclined to take or touch aught which they have not earned."

He believed that the people can rule and must rule. He says, "Why should

there not be a patient confidence in the ultimate justice of the peoples? Is

there any better or equal hope in the world?" The Gettysburg Speech shows

us that because of this noble democracy, this belief in the people, Lincoln

belongs to the ages

!

Samantha.

Gettysburg Speech.

Fred.

Lincoln's childhood, was that unfortunate? Surely the trip across the

broad Ohio and into the Indian wilderness was a joy. The outdoor life

was not a misfortune. And we cannot forget that the move from Kentucky

to Indiana was a move from a slave state to the northwest territory where

neither slavery nor involuntary servitude could ever exist; where the free

man could overcome poverty by honest labor. When Lincoln quotes "All

men are created equal," what does it mean? It means that where he grew

into manhood all men were equal. No master said his servants were of a

lower race than himself. That sturdy childhood' taught the boy that all men

are created equal. Was a childhood that could teach such a great lesson

wholly unfortunate?

Looking at many another boy we might say, "How unfortunate! Books

so easy to get and so many ! Schools and teachers so numerous ! Money so

plentiful ! Excitement so constant ! Everything so easy to get except ambi-

tion ! Who is most fortunate?"

We have said that we can scarcely think Lincoln unfortunate in his

surroundings. His surroundings were there not to hinder but to help him.

Behind each blow of his axe was the great determination to make good.

And it was this determination to make good that at length kept the Union

together and set the slaves free.

Shall we say that his education was unfortunate when his hard struggle

taught him to be self-reliant? What is education? Lincoln grew up among
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people who were poor, uneducated, and unwilling to learn. But he was
different. Everything educated him. Close contact with his rough neighbors

taught him to understand human nature. Can the boy who for twenty miles

around his home had trudged in search of books remain uneducated? Lin-

coln was poor in material things but rich in ambition. Ambition taught him
never to be content with what he had learned, but always to strive to learn

more. That is education.

Shall we say that he was homely—that in appearance at least he was
unfortunate? Not so. Looking at his picture your heart seems to go out

toward him. Well known artists say that his face had all the lines of beauty.

It had all the lines of kindness also.

Arthur.

What Lincoln gained he gained by struggle. Cold, hungry, in a wretched

backwoods cabin, Lincoln cast these hardships aside. But though he cast

them aside for the moment, the struggle made a mark upon him, and when
he left behind the forest and the cabin, he took with him the power they

gave him.

We admire Lincoln for his courage, putting before the people, at the

risk of political disaster, such a speech as, "A house divided against itself

cannot stand; I believe this nation cannot endure pennanently half slave

and half free." We admire his modesty: "The world will little note nor

long remember what we say here" are words the world will never forget.

We admire his perseverance, his honest}^, his sincerity, his simplicity. What
other man ever rose through every class, from the lowest to the highest,

without a thought of his own glory? But above all, in this time of world
war, we admire him for his fairness, his sense of justice. In his second

inaugural address, he blamed both the North and South—the South for its

persistence in holding slaves; the North for its delay in driving slaves out

of the land. He seemed to be far above the ordinary routine of life. He
looked down on both sides, and he judged fairly. "Both read the same Bible,"

he said, "and pray to the same God."

III.

The play which follows, Tlic Liberator, was written by the

eighth grade of 1915, at the request of the Printing Department,

to illustrate the power of the press. Its composition took a

long time, and was possible only because of the background

the class had gained in six weeks' earnest work on Lincoln's life

and times. The eighth grade of 1918 chose to repeat it for the

Lincoln Exercise.

THE LIBERATOR
Scene I.

(A Street in Boston—1850. A Boy Selling Papers.)

Hopkins. Here, boy, give me a paper. I said a paper, not the Liberator!

Tim. Here you are. Thank you, sir. Paper? Papers! Courier,
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Transcript. News ! Papers

!

Hesckiah Jenkins (hesitating before stand). What papers are you selling,

son ?

Tim. Liberator, sir, Transcript.

McCarthy. Here, boy, give this gentleman a real paper. Give him a

Courier.

Bradley. Don't you do it, Tim. Hand out the Liberator.

Tim. Yes, sir. Only have a few more left.

Hezekiah Jenkins. Who is the publisher of this Liberator?

McCarthy. A fellow named Garrison, a raving maniac on the subject

of slavery. All day he sits in a dirty little hole that he calls the office of the

Liberator, and sets up his worn-out old type. There aren't two men in Bos-

ton who wouldn't pull a rope to stretch his neck.

Bradley. It's false ! There aren't two other men in the country who
could persevere under the public ridicule Garrison gets. (Picks up Libera-

tor.) All these twenty years Garrison himself has been a slave. He is the

kind of man that ought to be appreciated and loved, but he is hated and

shunned. Look at the motto of the Liberator, "Our Country is the World;
Our Countrymen are Mankind."

Mr. Thomas. You are right. Garrison is striving for a goal so far

beyond common men we can't see its glory. He's above the mock of men;
he sees before him a perfect land of freedom, and he strives toward it,

though we all pull back. It is not for nothing that he works day after day

to get out the Liberator. Every free man in America is suffering with the

slaves, while human beings are being held by their brothers as if they were

dogs.

Hopkins. Dogs? Garrison is a hound. He is ruining this country for

the sake of a few ignorant blacks. Is that justice? The slave may deserve

freedom, but the welfare of our country comes first. He is doing this only

to make money—money!

Thomas. Ruining our country, indeed ! Mr. Garrison is ruining him-

self. Though he has not a cent, he stands for the riglit. Though thousands

are against him, he fights on. How long will civilized countries trade with

a free country that sells men like dogs? It is the will of God that the slaves

be free. Garrison is God's messenger.

Wilson. Who is this Garrison?

James. Who is he? He's the man who is stirring up the country.

He's the man that is making the North hate the South and the South hate

the North. He's the man that's spoiling business and splitting parties. And
why is he doing it? Because he thinks that our constitution is a covenant

with hell. And so he runs this crazy paper and makes his living by trying

to cheat southern gentlemen of their maintenance. Yes, who's Garrison?

He's a rat, a dirty rat, and he chooses that way of making his living.

Bradley. Look here. You can say all you like against Garrison's cause,

that's your privilege, but you can't attack his character. Garrison's open

and above-board ; he's working heart and soul for the blacks, and when the

time comes he'll free them.
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McCarthy. So we have part of the underground railway corporation

here?

Bradley. Yes, sir, you have. If you keep us from doing the right above

the ground, we'll do it underground.

Hezekiah Jenkins (to Citizen). Are you for the niggers, too, sir?

Wilson. Sir, I am for anything that helps our country to improve and

progress, but I do not think that stirring up hatred within her boundaries will

help to preserve her from the hatred that is ever without. Therefore, I

say, let the slaves be slaves if it helps our country. In no time at all the

slavery question has gone from bad to worse. We were a prosperous,

peaceful country. We are now divided into two factions, each hating the

other, each jealous of the other.

Bradley. And do you think that it does help our country to have these

poor wretches toiling in bondage, making the working whites despised and
the gentlemen useless snobs? Do you think it is worthj^ of our country to

pose as free and hold human beings in cruel bondage?
"~" McCarthy. And if the nigger was free, what would he do but hinder

the country, ruin the white laborer who will not work for low wages? And
what kind of citizen will he make?

Tim. Same kind you've taught him to make.

Bradley. Righto ! This thing has got to come sometime.

Webster. But I say it doesn't have to come.

McCarthy. It'll dissolve the country if it does.

Thomas. It will unite the country if it does. Our country at the

present time is at a grave crisis, brother is turning against brother, family

is turning against family, and the cause is simply this, that there are a few

people, too many, who think that they are better than others who are of a

different race. Is it possible that in this century a man is beaten like a

hound? Is it possible to conceive the pain and agony of that cutting, biting

rawhide whip? The day will come, and come soon, when the question will

be decided. God help the right.

Hczekiah Jenkins. How does Mr. Garrison dare print this paper when .

he has so many bitter enemies?

Stickney. Why should he be afraid of any man living? This is a free

country. We stand for free religion, free speech, a free press.

Thomas. Ay, and free men. Nothing in this world or the next could

dissuade Garrison from publishing this paper and preaching freedom. He is

constant in purpose, though in danger of his life. Believe me, Garrison's

name will ring down the ages. He and his paper cannot perish.

Baker. Here, boy, a Courier.

Anthony. I'd like to choke Garrison to death and dump his press into

the river. Here, boy, I'll give you twice what you make if you will quit

handing out that Liberator all the time.

Tim. It's a mighty fine little sheet. Sells pretty good. Extra ! Extra

!

All about the gold in California. Transcript, Courier!

Phillips. Have you a Liberator, boy?

Tim. Sure, and I'm one myself. Here you are. Anything else, sir?
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Transcript, Courier, all about the gold in California! Extra!

Anthony. Transcript, please.

Tim. Say, Mr. Anthony, they say a fellow out in California dug up
thirty thousands dollars with his pen knife. But I bet you could do it with

your tongue. (Enter Quaker woman.) Want a paper, ma'am?
j\lrs. Pcnn. Yes, Tim.

Tim. Lots of news today. All about the gold in California. Are you
thinkin' of goin' out there, ma'am?

Mrs. Penn. Ay, Tim, I'd gladly go, if it would help to make California

a free state. We call this a free country, Tim, but does thee think it is so

when half of our states have slaves?

Tivi. I don't, ma'am. You haven't told me what paper 'tis you're want-

ing. But, sure, I don't need to ask. Here is the latest edition of the

Liberator. Thank you, ma'am. Gold, gold in California. Extra paper

!

Sherman. What papers, Tim?
Tim (winking at crowd). Liberator, sir. Trans^
Sherman. Liberator, the Devil

!

Tim,. Liberator! Transcript!

Sherman. Don't say Liberator to me again.

Tim. Huh ! It's a paper that takes brains to run.

Sherman. Oh, brains ! The editor's a very intelligent man. Making
heaps of money out of it, too.

Stickney. This paper makes me feel more every week that we are

hampering our race, as well as the blacks, by slavery.

Phillips. Yes, and the longer we keep them slaves, the less able they

are to be free.

Sherman. These radicals divide the country and make each side hate

the other. Why, their howling has already lost a thousand votes for our

party. A nice paper to be sold in the streets of Boston!

Tim. Sure, people come and buy a paper, and the first thing I know
they come back and throw it in my face. Then I sell it again.

Webster. The slaves are personal property, such as no man has a right

to take away. Garrison is like a fire on a great prairie. He must be

stopped without delay, or we shall see the nation in a blaze.

Phillips. Every word that that man writes is true. This is supposed to

be a free country, but do you suppose we can make it so when almost one-

third of our population is in bondage?

Wilson. I believe in gradual emancipation. Set the young negroes free

and educate them. But do you think it will help our country to free all these

old ignorant blacks?

Sherman. This paper has been going on for nearly twenty years. Must
we tolerate this disgrace to Boston? I stand for the good of Boston—for the

good of its citizens. I say this paper is a disgrace.

Webster. The other day a man from St. Louis came to see me. He
jeered, "How is your little comic paper, the Liberator? In St. Louis, when we
mention Boston, we always get a laugh." Shall this be said of our Boston?

We ought to take his press and pull it up by a pulley, put him under, and
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let the rope go.

McCarthy. Let's ask Mr. Anthonj^ what he thinks. Air. Anthony is

candidate for Congress from our district. We ought to know his view.

Hopkins, Hanson and Others. Speech, speech, Anthony!

Anthony. You wish me to speak to you?

Crowd. Yes. Speech, speech

!

Anthony. Fellow citizens, I have nothing to say to you. There is nothing

to be said on this subject. You feel that—

-

Webster. The slaves are property.

Stickney. The slaves are human beings.

Wilson. Our country comes first.

Anthony. And I feel the same. I say the thing speaks for itself. It is

not only the question of slavery that confronts us, it is not only the question

of the welfare of Boston, but it is the question of the safety of our country.

Here is this man Garrison, stirring up hatred, striving to separate our people,

to weaken our defenses against foreign nations. What is there to be said

about this?

Mob. Nothing! Do something! Stop him!

Anthony. Those negroes will work for low w^ages, starvation wages.

Laborer. Down with the niggers !

Anthony. If the South is on hostile terms with us they will not trade

with us.

Merchant. Down with the niggers!

Anthony. If tliey are estranged from us, they will send their cotton to

England.

Manufacturer. Down with the niggers!

Anthony. And the North itself will be turbulent. We shall not have

unity of feeling.

Politician. Down with the niggers !

Laborer. Down with the Liberator! It will ruin us.

Anthony. Look at our country? Peaceful and progressing rapidlj'.

What will happen when all those niggers are let loose? What will happen

when we are divided in two, when our trade is divided, when our laborers

and their families are starving? Men of Boston, you know Garrison; you

know the Liberator. But I am thinking of the merchant; I am thinking of

the laborer. If Garrison has his way, there will be war. I need not, I trust,

remind you of our hard struggle for liberty and how our fathers framed the

constitution. This man Garrison tore up the constitution because it did not

abolish slavery. He is the man that is going to bring a great war on America.

Every man that would have the country live, stop and think. Let the

South refuse to trade with us, and what will that mean? It will mean bank-

, ruptcy, strikes, public disgrace. Garrison's work will make trouble with the

South.

Crowd. Down with Garrison !

Anthony. Fellow citizens, do you love your country?

Croii-'d. Yes, yes

!

Anthony. You all shout "Yes," but Garrison is against his country, our
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country.

Crozvd. Let's mob him.

Anthony. It's a disgrace to Boston. Every loyal citizen should think so.

Garrison may mean well, but is Boston, is our country, to be ruined by well-

meaning lunatics? Shall we put up with slander against President, constitu-

tion, country, because there is a madman in the town?

McCarthy. He is not mad. He's as cool-headed as we are.

Anthony. Not mad, do you say? Could any man in his senses wish

to destroy his country, to weaken her so that European powers can seize

her?" The legislature of Georgia has offered a reward of $5,000 to any one

who will kidnap Garrison and bring him to that state for trial. Citizens of

Boston, shall we tolerate such a man in our city? It disgraces us and the

whole North. Slavery is an old and established institution. Why should we
disturb it? The editor of the Liberator is a coward and an enemy to men.

If the slaves are freed, who will do the work—who can do the work? Will

it be done? No.

Wilson. That's true. It sounds right.

Bradley. Right? No, it's wrong. It is all a lie.

Anthony. Boys, there are a good many abolitionists in this town, but

the worst is Garrison. He is stirring up the town to a dreadful riot. Oh,

if I were but an orator I would rouse you to such a rage that you would

—

James. We will. Let's mob him. Let's put a halter round his neck and

drag him through the streets and show him to the people and say, "Here

is the savior of the slaves 1"

Anthony. Stay, boys, don't be rash. This Liberator is a fairly good

looking paper, and Mr. Garrison has to make a living. Suppose it does say

that the slaves should be free, and should vote, and that the slaves are human

beings and are equal to us.

James. Let's throw his press into the river.

Hopkins. Yes, and see if any of these wonderful black pets of his will

heave it out for him.

Wilson. This means murder. Run, Tim, tell Garrison to, escape.

Tim. Escape! He'll come right down among them, if he hears there's

danger.

Anthong (catching up a pack of "Liberators"). This—this it is that is

trying to lead the whites to destruction !

Citizen (striking a match). I say, burn it.

Second Citizen. Yes, burn the Devil's Bible.

Other Citizen. Ay, mob him, tear him to pieces, destroy his press

!

Anthony. Friends, why be violent? When you are called to answer for

your acts, do not say "Anthony has done this," for I do solemnly advise you,

urge you, pray you not to commit an act of violence.

Citizen. 'Tis our duty. Burn the Liberator!

Tim. Holy Mother, he has heard them. Here's ]Mr. Garrison now.

(To Wilson). Run! Down Lane! (J^o mob). He's escaping. (To_^ Stick-

ney and Bradley). You can save him. Lead the mol). Drag him to the

city hall.
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(Mob is led astray for a moment by Wilson running.)

Shouts. Grab him! Quick!

Tim. Here's a rope !

Bradley. Good, Tim, I'll do it. (Seizes rope.) (Enter Garrison.)

Anthony. You fools, not Lane Street. Here is Garrison.

Stickney. Quick! Quick! (Stickney and Bradley head mob which
seizes Garrison.)

Garrison. Stop ! Let me speak to them ! (They drag him off.)

Mob. After him! Kill him!

(Tim and Anthony alone.)

Tim, Say, Mr. Anthony, why don't you go on and finish your dirty

work, instead of trying to sneak away like a coward?
Anthony. Look liere, you little skulking vagabond, Fll not stand for

this much longer.

Wilson (re-entering). Look here, you big, skulking coward! I know
things that have passed here that would not help you to get to Congress.

Bradley (re-entering). Garrison is safe. Your scheme saved him, Tim.
His friends led the mob, right into the arms of the police.

Scene H.

(Printing office—September, 1862. Garrison setting type. Bradley and
Mrs. Garrison in office.)

Garrison. War, war ! Nothing else but this bloody, terrible war. Now
a new battle is being fought, now more blood is being shed. And the worst

of it is that all this might have been settled in a peaceful, civilized way
instead of by a cruel and merciless war. The selfishness and hardness of

men's hearts is at the root of it all, making this war the bloodiest in all

history. Civilized men today are worse than savages.

Stickney. But look at our great men. Think of Lincoln

—

Garrison. Lincoln is the worst of them all. He is well called the slave

hound of Illinois. I am busy now setting up an editorial denouncing Lincoln

for not proclaiming unconditional, immediate emancipation. I am aware that

many object to the severity of my language, but is there not a cause for
"

severity? I will be as harsh as truth and as uncomprom.ising as justice. I

do not wish to think or speak or write with moderation. No ! No ! Tell

a man whose house is on fire to give a moderate alarm. Tell the mother

to gradually extricate her babe from the fire into which it has fallen, but

urge me not to use moderation in a cause like the present. I am in earnest.

I will not equivocate. I will not excuse. I will not retreat a single inch, and

I will be heard.

Stickney. You are wrong about Lincoln, Garrison. It has been your

life work to free the slaves ; but the burden of the nation at this terrible

crisis has been upon his shoulders. He is the only man that God ever made
who could steer the ship as he has steered it.

Garrison. I cannot hope for much from that man.

Stickney. Well, emancipation has to come sometime, and when it does

we shall have you to thank. Fourteen years ago you were in peril of your
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life. Now you hold public opinion in the hollow of your hand. You have

slaved for the slave for thirty years.

Garrison. And ii the slave is freed, I shall count that labor requited.

How can any man who has the power to free the slave forbear?

Stickney. Lincoln's object is to save the Union. And it is beginning

to look as if he were going to do it.

(Enter Jiiail carrier. Mrs. G. sorts uiail.)

Mrs. Garrison. Do you remember, Mr. Stickney, when his mail con-

sisted mostly of threats against his life? Now it is full of complimentary

and congratulatory letters, and we have new subscribers in every mail.

Stickney. Yes, a great change has come over the people in the past

thirty years. You used to be mobbed and hated. Now you are respected

and loved.

Garrison. I always believed that sooner or later people would begin to

think more seriously about what I was saying.

Mrs. Garrison. Where is the subscription book, William?

Stickney. You'll have to buy some new type, I think. The issue is so

large now, and so many people read it, that you ought not to use this worn-

out old stuff. You deserve a lot of credit, Mr. Garrison, and your time is

coming soon. This civil war is going to change something. It will end in

victory for the North. It's comin' yet, for a' that, and every slave will be free.

Garrison. God grant it. When that happens my work is finished.

(Enter Hezekiah Jenkins.)

Hezekiah. May I shake hands with you, Mr. Garrison? I've been read-

ing the Liberator fourteen years. I bought my first one that day the broad-

cloth mob nearly ended you and your newspaper career. My last one, too,

it would have been, had it not been for a sharp little Irish newsboy on the

street.

Garrison. Yes, Tim saved my life that day. Tim's in the army now,

adj utant-colonel.

Hesekiah. Well, I've got a boy at the front. That's what brings me to

Boston today. He must be fighting at Antietam this very minute. When
do the latest bulletins come in?

(Enter telegraph messenger. Mrs. Garrison signs. Garrison turns back to

work. She reads the message and, hands it to Stickney. Cheering outside.)

Anthony (outside). Now, boys, give him the nine. Ready, one, two,

three. Garrison

!

(Enter Anthony.)

Anthony. Congratulation's, Mr. Garrison.

Garrison. I don't understand.

Mrs. Garrison. William, it has come at last. Those cheers outside were

for you. Hear Tim's telegram. "Mr. Lincoln has signed the proclamation.

The slaves are free. Tim." And here, William, William, listen ! here is a

telegram from Mr. Lincoln himself. (Reads) "Thanks and deep appreciation

to the upholder of American freedom. You have taught the country that

slavery is wrong. You have helped to make us all free, a United States,

where all men are free and equal. Abraham Lincoln."
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(Garrison, after one long breath, turns suddenly to the case and begins to

work swiftly.)

Garrison. Lincoln says this to me, and I thought him

—

Mrs. Garrison. What are you doing, William?

Garrison. Destroying my words against Lincoln. Setting up the last

issue of the Liberator. Dear friends, my life's work is done. For over thirty

years I have labored for the freeing of the slaves. Now they are free! Mr.
Lincoln will carry on the war till he compels the South to give up their

prey. Now I can die in peace. (Meanwhile other eager friends have crowded
into the office, among them Thomas and Phillips.)

Thomas. Your work done 1 It is hardly started. Your work will not

be completed, nor will mine nor any other citizen's until every foul pool of

wickedness in this country is drained.

Garrison. When the harvest is all reaped, do the laborers still stay in

the field?

Mrs. Garrison. William, you must not stop. What will you eat, where

will you sleep?

Garrison. What do these trifles matter? My work is done. The slaves

are free.

Phillips. My friend, why do you stop? Even if the blacks are free, there

are others who suffer in bondage. The white laborer still toils in chains.

Long hours, small wages, tedious work, all help to make link after link of

hardship. Mr. Garrison, your help and influence are needed. Will the

Liberator refuse its powerful aid to this cause?

Garrison. That is your work, not mine. Your work is still ahead of

you; mine is now behind. It has been said of me that my only purpose in

running this paper was to make my living. Shall I make it true ? I began this

work because the slave was a burden on my soul. His chain chafed my
wrists. The lash which he felt drove me to darkest despair. And now,

shall I work myself up over something else? No, I say my work is done.

Anthony. But my dear Mr. Garrison. You have acquired so much
influence. Why not enter politics in some worthy cause? Now, if you

—

Garrison. Ay, turn the force used for helping the oppressed to assisting

the oppressor.

Anthony. My dear Mr. Garrison, you cannot be thinking of depriving

the country of your paper, the fount of truth and freedom?

Garrison. My dear Mr. Anthony, fourteen years ago my paper was the

Devil's Bible, the fount of all hatred and falsehood.

Anthony. Sir, I admit that fourteen years- ago I, like many others, was

in the wrong. But a statesman must be open to conviction. Your eloquence,

sir, convinced me.

Garrison. And my prominence.

Anthony. Your prominence, Mr. Garrison, is but the well deserved proof

of your eloquence. You and your paper should enter politics.

Garrison. Mr. Anthony, my paper has been devoted to a high and just

cause. It shall never be the organ of hypocrisy and cupidity. Good day, sir.

(Exit Anthony.)
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Thomas. My dear friend, let me beg 3'ou not to discontinue the Liberator.

From the cowardly, slaving negro you have made the brave freeman. Is

there no more to be done? Must we lose your powerful influence? The
earnest, thinking men of Boston look to the Liberator for guidance. The
world cannot spare your noble paper. The Liberator and the Liberator's

maker are immortal.

Garrison. My friends, say no more. I am going to close shop forever.

The slaves are free; their shackles broken. The work of the Liberator is

done. The many weary days I have spent in this shop have not been spent in

vain. The object I have so painfully sought is won, thanks to Mr. Lincoln,

the purifier of this blood-stained country. I thought him incapable, and he

congratulates me, thanks me, this President whom I thought a weakling.

He has finished my task. Did I once have a picture of this man? (Finds one;

Jiangs it up.) Look at the greatest man in history!

IV.

The poem which Benjamin, a member of the eighth grade,

wrote, and which closes the Lincohi exercise of 1919, was Benjamin's

expression of the conviction of the whole class after their study of

Lincoln : that Americans should study his character and carry on

his teaching. It is this idea that they tried to convey throughout

the exercise.

ABRAHAAI LINCOLN
Salute the Flag.

Soxg: Star-Spangled Banner.

Reading: "Abraham Lincoln Walks at Midnight" Vachel Lindsay

Elicabcth.

He cleft the rail, as did many of his followers, but he thought of higher

things. Still, little did this humble rail-splitter realize how even Europe
would cherish his name; little did he think that his picture would be in many
a Russian peasant's hut—the picture of an American peasant who lived to

reach the very mountain-top of fame, to guide America through a dreadful

war, to set her slaves free. To us he is living still, and when any great

question comes to us, we turn to him. What would he do in the present

crisis?

Were Lincoln at the Peace Conference now, his would be the command-
ing figure.

An American poet gazed at the well known cast of Lincoln's hand and

wrote,

"Look on this cast and know the hand

That bore a nation in its hold

:

From this mute witness understand

What Lincoln was—how large of mould."

Can you not see him put out his great hand, as if to protect the people's-
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rights, Lincoln, the world's best friend? Perplexed and bewildered by

baffling problems, we Americans instinctively turn to the great teacher of

America, Abraham Lincoln.

IVilliain.

Is this great teacher, who guided America through the Civil War, helping

to solve the problems that are arising in Europe? Yes, for his spirit thrills

Americans to make the world safe for all people. It was his steady teaching

that brought the full meaning of democracy to us. Amidst our perplexity

and bewilderment before the great questions now to be settled, we fix on the

way in which this humbly great man treated his enemies. "Let us judge not

that we be not judged," he said. But it hardly seems possible that we cannot

punish the guilty one, the one at whose cruel commands a heel of iron crushed

those in the way of his blood-thirsty hordes. Would Lincoln say, as he

said in 1865, "I hope there will be no persecution, no bloody work after this

war is over. No one need expect me to take part in hanging or killing those

men." What would Germany do in our place? One dreads to think of it.

Yet perhaps more may be taught by mercy than by punishment. While the

world is bitter with revenge, we look for Lincoln's example. Though on the

bloody battlefields of war he knew his men had fallen fast, though he

sympathized with the people at home over the loss of the brave men who
struggled for the Union, at the end he was bitter toward none. In his second

inaugural address he says, "Neither party expected for the war the magnitude

or the duration which it has already obtained. Each looked for an easier

triumph and a result less fundamental and astounding. Both read the same

Bible and pray to the same God ; and each invokes His aid against the other."

"With malice toward none, with charity for all ; with firmness in the

right, as God gives us to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work

we are in; to bind up the nation's wounds; to care for him who shall have

borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan—to do all which may
achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves, and with all

nations."

Robert.

If Lincoln were at the peace table, can we imagine what his great mind

would think or his tongue would speak? Would he want revenge on the

German people? Would he not think of himself in their places? Would he

not consider whether it was the fault of the people that this war came on? I

dare say he would remark, in his quaint way, that it reminded him—and then

would come one of Lincoln's inimitable stories. Why had these simple stories

so much power and force? Many a long discussion, many a heated argument,

he forestalled by one of these homely tales. The opponent was won, his

ill humor dissolved.

Every one knows that after Booth's cruel bullet had done its deed, all

of Lincoln's noble, kindly ideas were put aside, and hateful plans of revenge

against the foe were laid. Military governors were placed at the head of

the states and deprived the people of their just rights. A law was made that

all those who had borne arms against the Union were barred from holding
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public office. Carpet-baggers took possession of the crippled South, and

with their cunning persuaded the ignorant negroes to vote for them. The
South was so paralyzed that the work of reconstruction was almost impos-

sible. During this time the Ku-KIux Klan was organized. They made it

their duty to punish and harass the negroes. Sometimes they hung and killed

innocent negroes. This could have been prevented if the military governors

had filled their offices properly. A second great mistake was in allowing all

the negroes to vote. This was far from being Lincoln's plan. He wished to

give the vote to all negroes of superior intelligence, and to those who had

fought in the armies of the North. The rest he would have made apprentices,

taught good trades, and given them the vote as their intelligence justified it.

If Lincoln's assassination could have been averted these mistakes and many
others would have been prevented. If Lincoln had lived, the bitter feeling in

the South and the persecution of the rebels would have been avoided. So

now, in this great reconstruction period, let us study the ideas of Lincoln and

prevent, as far as possible, bitter feeling throughout the world.

I see Lincoln at the Peace Conference, pleading for a worthy judgment.

I hear him rebuke the man who urges revenge ; I hear him say that there

were many men responsible for the conflict, and that, "If we had tried to

wipe out that black cloud long ago, there would never have been such an

enduring war." I hear him urge, everything to help civilization and nothing

to hinder it. If Lincoln's teachings have reached us, we shall think before

we take revenge. "It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task

remaining before us ; that this world under God shall have a new birth of

freedom."

Helen.

The great task remaining before us is world peace—not an armed peace

like the last, but real peace. We must not have another war. When we think

of the horrors of the recently ended conflict, we foresee the power of

destruction of a future war. The earth will not be a fit habitation for men.

Much of the fighting will be done by inanimate things, striving to conquer

and destroy other lifeless monsters. All the age-long struggle for con-

struction will be cast aside by the pitiless arm of destruction. Gas will be

invented that will not only kill all life, but destroy buildings as well. Deadly

artillery will wipe men off the face of the earth, seconded by such improved

airplane bombing that an army of men must needs be employed to stand

day and night, telescope in hand, or ready with anti-aircraft device, to prevent

a sudden attack on the coasts. Overwhelming taxes will have to be imposed

to support the armies.

The farmer, the weaver, the builder, all the men upon whom we lean

for food, clothing, shelter, will leave their plows, their looms, their mills, for

the gun, the tank, the bomb. The great beast of war crawling from its den

will breathe death on men in the field and children at home.

If all this horror, bloodshed, and expense can be averted by a democratic

league of nations, would Lincoln allow the Peace Conference to fail? Lincoln

was not a man of war, though he "would accept war rather than let the

nation perish." But he believed that the people could rule.
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"Why should there not be a patient confidence in the uUimate justice of

the people? Is there any better or equal hope in the world?

"Our popular government has often been called an experiment. Two
points in it our people have already settled—the successful establishing and

the successful administering of it. One still remains—its successful main-

tenance against a formidable internal attempt to overthrow it. It is now
for them to demonstrate to the world that ballots are the rightful and peace-

ful successors of bullets ; and that when ballots have fairly and constitution-

ally decided, there can be no successful appeal back to bullets. Such will

be a great lesson of peace : teaching men that what they cannot take by an

election, neither can they take it by a war; teaching all the folly of being

the beginners of a war."

Josephine.

So with the other great problems of the peace table. What is to be done

about Russia? How are the claims of the Balkan States to be adjusted?

How are the boundary disputes among the various new countries to be

settled? What can the League of Nations do to protect uncivilized people?

Every question requires a vast knowledge, but no knowledge will be of use

without Lincoln's scorn of trickery, his patience, his faith in humanity, his

humility. If America can make these qualities her own, she can so powerfully

support Mr. Wilson, that no wiliness, no dishonesty, no secret belief in the

war and revenge, and militarism can withstand America's demands. Because

we believe America is trying to do this, we say:

He can sleep now. His great free soul can rest. His hours of work

are not in vain. Kings are no more, and war has ceased. Peace is laying

hold on the souls of the people. The world of peasant-folk is released. The

shining hope of Europe free has come. Kings no more quarrel and slaughter.

The great idea has come to the whole world. The people understand that no

one can be free unless all are free. But a short time ago, the toil and

travail of Lincoln seemed in vain. But warriors have turned to the work

of the peaceful plow. A new era has begun. Alay peace rest on this earth

forever.

Benjamin.

Oh, mourning figure, can men say that yet you mourn;

That yet your hours of grief and care endure;

That yet your lessons are not taught?

No, yet you live.

For how could we forget the weight of all your teachings?

Oh, foe of murder, sleep on in peace.

You need not walk the nights away,

We heed and carry on your teachings.

Yea ! even on your grassy hillside

You are with us, as in times before.
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You have won, you have won
In your hard fought struggle.

Sleep, and trust your followers

To bring you peace, "white peace/



ADAPTATION IN THE CONTENT OF HIGH SCHOOL
SCIENCE

The principle that the needs of society determine the work of

the school includes as a corollary the necessity for constant

adaptation in the processes of education, since the determining

needs of society are undergoing a constant evolution. However,

the tendency of teachers, of school administrators, and of the

entire educational system, is to oppose change and to crystallize

both the subject-matter of the curriculum and the methods of

presenting it.

As a result adaptation does not take place smoothly and

continuously, but suddenly, with resulting strain and disturb-

ance. The war, which revealed many failures in co-ordinating

the work in school with life outside of it, precipitated a period

of general reorganization in education. The lessons of the war
have emphasized the duty of the school to provide a real training

for the responsibilities of citizenship, resting upon broad under-

standing and intelligent insight. As a result of this pressure,

all subjects in the high school curriculum are seeking to justify

their continued existence through the contributions which each

makes toward training the sociall}^ efficient being, the good

citizen.

It is not the purpose of this paper to present in a merely

academic way the value of science study in training the future

citizen of the world for the intelligent discharge of his duties.*

Rather, it is the purpose to describe some ways and means which

have been used in the class room, laboratory and general life of

the school to render science study a vital factor in the lives of

the pupils and to secure a larger measure of flexibility in the

science courses and a better adaptation to individual interests

and needs,

UTILIZING THE MORNING EXERCISE OR SCHOOL ASSEMBLY

Good citizens are active in placing valuable information at the

disposal of their fellows. So in school the science classes can do a

*For a more complete summary of the purposes of high school science, see

Vol. V, The Course in Science, pp. 1.38-141.
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great deal towards actively sharing ideas and interesting facts with

the rest of the school body. This finds a ready response in the gen-

eral interest shown in scientific phenomena, and the eagerness to

understand the demonstrations and explanations. In this school

the daily morning exercise* furnishes the best opportunity for

efiforts of such a nature. Recently the chemistry class gave a series

of four exercises. These exercises served to arouse interest in

science in general and chemistry in particular ; to stimulate pupils

to thinking and perhaps experimenting at home and in leisure time

;

to illustrate the content of the chemistry course and to some extent

to encourage pupils to elect science courses another year ; to furnish

the school with information on important topics.

The titles and outlines of these exercises are given in some

detail.

I. WATER**

Introduction.—Importance of pure water to civic health and industrial

prosperity.

Testing and Purifying Methods Illustrated Experimentally.—Suspended
matter by sedimentation and filtration. Mineral salts by distillation,

with tests for sulphates, chlorides, etc. Organic matter, including

bacteria, by boiling and oxidation with potassium permanganate.

Purification by Coagulation.—Methods used at Columbus, Ohio, illus-

trated with roily water colored with cochiiteal.

Relation of Water Supply and Sewage Disposal.—Chicago Drainage

Canal an open sewer. Better methods of sewage disposal in use in

• other cities.

II. CHEMICAL MAGIC

This exercise consisted of a series of spectacular experiments per-

formed in such a way as to mystify the audience and challenge their

ability to find a satisfactory explanation. It was gotten up by a small

group of the class, more as a chemical vaudeville entertainment than a

regular exercise in chemistry.

A variet}'- of indicators and reagents were used to turn water into

wine and back again, convert a large jar of apparent ink into clear water,

a portion of which was drunk, and to produce other striking color

changes. Sympathetic ink was devised and used to predict magically

the outcome of an election to be held on the morrow. For this purpose

the writing had been done upon large sheets of paper with a solution of

For full exposition of the place and function of the ^lorniiig Exercise, see

Vol. II, The Morning Exercise as a SocialixUui Influence.

**Por another morning exercise on this same subject, given verbatim, see

Vol. II, Chemistry of Water, pp. 84-89.
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potassium sulphocyanate. The messages were caused to appear by spray-

ing the paper with a dilute solution of a ferric salt from a fine atomizer.

Explosive soap bubbles were formed by blowing the air through a

concealed bottle containing a little gasoline. With the use of a spot light

on a darkened stage a striking effect was produced.

An unlighted cigarette was apparently smoked, whereupon the smoke
was caused to appear in a large bell jar upon the table. Ammonia and
acid fumes, used with a little sleight of hand, accomplished this.

Large round filter papers had been previously treated with a solution

of potassium nitrate. These were suspended in proper order and each

one was set ofT with the red hot tip of a file. The letters burned out,

spelling the word "Chemistry."

Water, poured into an apparently empty pan, was set on fire. This

effect was produced by igniting a concealed cloth saturated with alcohol,

bj' means of a small bit of potassium.

The final trick involved the calling down of "fire from heaven."

Red and green fire were ignited by electric spark from a concealed spark

coil and at the same time the national emblem dropped across the rear

of the stage.

III. EXPLOSIVES
Introduction.—Explosion defined as rapid burning and an explosive as

an intimate mixture or combination of oxygen and a fuel.

Gunpowder.—Composition and burning explained. Gun-cotton; com-
position and burning explained. Comparison of volumes of gases

by equal amounts of gunpowder and dynamite illustrated by the use

of charts. Meaning of high explosives made clear.

Explosives in Warfare.—T.N.T. as a type of modern high explosive, used

in shells.

Motion Picture.

—

Farming with Dynamite (reel loaned by Du Pont de

Nemours Company) showing interesting uses of dynamite on the

farm.

IV. NITROGEN
Composition of the Air.—Rough analysis performed as an experiment.

Calculation of weight of nitrogen in air resting on the roof of the

Auditorium immediately over the heads of the audience.

Nitrogen.—Its inertness illustrated by experiment. An essential life-

giving element. The nitrogen cj'cle explained by colored blackboard

diagrams.

Problem of Nitrogen Fixation.—Relation to explosives in warfare. Gov-

ernment plants in the United States and their significance for the

future welfare of the country.

These outlines show^ how civic and national problems may be

drawn upon to furnish interesting work for a class, and how the

ideas of the whole school may be clarified by a suitable morning

exercise growing out of such studies.
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the study of current scientific events

During the war the rapid development of all sorts of scientific

devices furnished an especially strong motive for the study of cur-

rent events in the field of applied science. Every member of the

science classes was eager to learn all he could about submarines,

airplanes, machine guns, gas warfare and so forth, and this interest

was by no means confined to the science classes. To take advantage

of this desire and of similar interests along other lines, the whole

high school was organized into groups, according to their major

interests, science, military strategy, war literature, relief work,

political developments.*

The science section was so large that further sub-division accord-

ing to interests was possible. Groups were formed to study aero-

nautics, gas warfare, submarine construction and warfare, artillery

developments, and methods of camouflage. The section met weekly

at a regular period to hear reports from these groups, or to listen

to outside speakers, of whom we were fortunate to hear a number
on interesting topics. These included taiks on "The Emergency
Fleet Corporation," by a member of that organization ; "The Train-

ing of an Aviator," by an instructor in that branch of the service ;

"Lighting and Signaling Devices," by a patent lawyer, and "War
Experiences," by a number of returning graduates and friends of

the school. The time was never permitted to drag, and usually more
reports were ready than could be presented. Questions were

numerous and interesting, though often information that would
make the answers adequate was lacking. The responsibility for the

meetings was readily assumed by the pupils in a way which showed
their deep interest. The reports by pupils included the following:

History of Aviation ; Flying Stunt's ; Types of IMilitary Planes ; Mus-
tard Gas; The Gas Mask; Development of the Machine Gun;
Thermit, with demonstration experiments, and many others.

The intense interest in the military aspects of science evaporated

with the coming of peace, but the same plan is now being continued

for the study of current scientific developments and of the indus-

trial aspects of science. This supplements more closely the work of

the physics and chemistry classes, and so provides for a closer

articulation of the science of the classroom and laboratory with that

of industrv and commerce.

*Sec the brief article in tliis voliinio, The. Study of Current Interests in the
HUjh Sehool.
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topics and problems included in the regular work of the
physics and chemistry classes making for flexibility

The following list is added to show a great variety of interest-

ing topics which may be drawn upon for illustrative and informa-

tional purposes, special assignments, and individual reports. Local

conditions, individual interests and needs, and the amount of time

available must determine the selection of these topics, their emphasis,

and their proper organization into the larger units of study. Such
a list could be greatly extended ; nevertheless, many topics suggested

must through necessity be omitted, or only occasionally included.

CHEMISTRY*

Fertilizers.—Problems of soil fertility, elements needed by growing plant

and function of each. Photosynthesis and carbon dioxide cycle.

Nitrogen cycle and function of nitrogen fertilizers. Potash, a Ger-

man monopoly until war forced American chemists to search and find

new sources. Use of limestone and phosphate rock.

Artificial Stone.—Limestone and its derivatives, lime, mortar, and plaster.

Portland cement, its manufacture from natural marls, from slag of

the blast-furnace. Excursions to lime kiln and cement mills. Cement
construction, its great possibilities. Concrete and stucco. Gypsum
and Plaster of Paris. Clay products, brick, pottery, chinaware, and
porcelain.

Glass.—Crown, flint, and lead varieties. Special glasses for chemical ware
of low coefficients of expansion. Coloring glass, with borax beads

as illustrations.

Coal.—Composition and fuel values of different varieties. Heat units as

a basis for purchase. Distillation products : coal tar, ammonia, coke,

and gas. Derivatives of coal tar : light, middle, and heavy oil, tar, pitch.

Relation to dyes, explosives, and drugs.

Petroleum.—Fractional distillation into burning oils, solvent oils, lubri-

cants, paraffins. The automobile and the gasoline supply. Oil shales

as a possible source of future supplies.

Wood.—Distillation of wood to produce methyl alcohol, acetone, acetic

acid, charcoal. Print paper as made from wood.
Explosives.—Black powder, nitro-glycerine, dynamite, gun-cotton, tri-

nitro-toluene. Relation to nitrogen fixation by the arc, Haber, and
cyanide processes.

Paint, Varnish, Etc.—Paint oils and driers, varnish, shellac, copal. Lin-

seed oil, oil cloth and linoleum. Pigments, white lead, red lead, iron

oxide, lead chromate.

*Por a fuller treatment of these and similar topics, see Vol. IV, Some
Laboratory Experiments Involving Real Chemical ProMems, pp. 119-125, and Vol.

V, The Course in Science, Chemistry, pp. 160-168.
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Cleansing Agents.—-By acids; oxalic and hydrochloric. By alkalies;

caustic soda, soap, emulsification. By solvents; carbon tetra-chloride,

benzine. Spot and stain removal. Composition of trade-marked

cleaning fluids.

Foods.—Sugar : preparation and refining of beet and cane varieties, con-

version to caramel, inversion. Starch : manufacture from corn, cooking

to dextrin and paste, hydrolysis to glucose. Fats: olive oil, cotton-

seed oil, butter, oleomargarine. Hardening oils by hydrogenation

with nickel as a catalizer.

Beverages.—Charged M^aters: soda, mineral. Infusions: tea, chocolate,

coffee. Fruit juices and fermentation. Industrial and denatured

alcohol.

Dyeing.—Direct and mordant.

Matches.—Phosphorus and safety types.

Photography.—Chemistry of blue prints, plates, films, prints, toning, etc.

Adhesives.—Gums, paste, dextrin, glue.

Inks.—Various kinds.

Abrasives.—Carborundum, emery, alundum, metal polishes.

Refuse Disposal.—Sewerage and garbage. Fermentation and putrefac-

tion. Civic problems. Disinfectants and deodorizing agents.

Preserving.—Sterilizing, pasteurizing, drying, pickling by salt and sugar.

Chemical preservatives and tests for them. Administration of Food
and Drug Laws, state and national.

The list of physics is brief, only larger topics and problems for

class study being given, without elaboration

:

How the government protects the public from fraudulent weights

and measures and dishonest practices. The work of the city sealer.

Heating and Ventilation in School and Home
The Work of the Weather Bureau

Municipal Lighting

Class study of familiar machines and devices: the victrola, bicycle,

automobile, camera, vacuum cleaner, electric toaster, etc.

Water Wheels and their Development

White Coal and Conservation of Forests

Cold Storage and Artificial Ice

The Street Car System

The Water Works and Fire Prevention

The Submarine and Deep Diving Apparatus

Newspaper Printing

Electro-plating and Electro-typing

Three and Four Color Printing

The Telephone and the Central Exchange
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Wireless Telegraphy* and the Wireless Telephone

The Development of Electric Lighting

Such topics as these are not new in courses in physics and

chemistry, but the emphasis on them and the number of them should

be greatly increased if science study is to have that quality of

reality essential to educative activity. Courses of study in science

have a marked tendency to crystallize into a static state. This is

perhaps due to the -nature of science material, which lends itself to

easy classification and organization. There is ever the danger that

the teacher, content with teaching the system, the classification, may

miss the vital connections by which the facts of science become

significant and full of meaning to the pupil.

Successful science teaching in the changing world of today

requires a flexible course of study, the use of a wide range of

projects, problems, and applications, making possible a closer adapta-

tion to local conditions and individual interests and needs. Teachers

of science have failed to keep the content of their courses up to

date ; they have lost contact with the latest discoveries and applica-

tions in which the pupils are often most interested. These faults

must be corrected if science study is to accomplish its great purpose

and become as vital in the life of the school as it is in the life

outside.

*Just prior to the war a number of high school boys organized and equipped

a very successful Wireless Club. A small building on the school grounds was
assigned to their use. This was thoroughly overhauled by the boys and an excellent

set of instruments had just been installed when the government closed all amateur

stations. The apparatus was donated to the school upon the graduation of most of

the club members a year ago. A new club has now been formed by the boys of

the physics class to carry on the study of this project. It is open, under certain

conditions, to other high school boys.



NEW MATERIAL IN MODERN LANGUAGE WORK

Note: This article was completed by Air. Merrill only a short time

before his sudden death, November 1, 1919. It is indeed tragic that his life

was cut short at a time when the influence of his ideals was spreading

rapidly, through the publications described in the article. It is to be hoped

that some way will open for the continuance of a work so valuable to modern

language teaching throughout the country. The following excerpt from the

memorial statement, in the third number of Lc Monde Frangais, will show

how generously he gave himself to the fulfillment of his ideals.

"Mr. Merrill gave all of his time, outside of his teaching, to these publica-

tions, and they reflect the painstaking devotion he gave to them. He spared

neither time nor expense in making them as perfect and as progressive

educationally as possible. His summers were spent in travel and study on

the continent, and lately in Cuba and Porto Rico, gathering material for the

new issues. Nothing is more indicative of the thoroughness which character-

ized Mr. Alerrill's work than the large force of collaborators he called in to

help in editing and criticizing the material selected for publication. Surely

the ideas for which he strove survive, and his work for the improvement of

the teaching of modern languages will keep his memory alive through many

years to come."

In order to make the modern language work responsive to the

special needs of the pupils, we hold to the ideal of selecting topics

as far as possible associated with subjects of special interest to the

child. Since the teachers are free, so long as they observe the col-

lege entrance requirements, to use any methods or present any

topics for discussion which are believed to be worth while, many

points of contact have been found between the modern language

work and the work of other departments. We believe in examining

closely the work and play of a grade in order to discover profitable

connections between it and the teaching of a modern language.

While many opportunities have escaped us, and while not all the

teachers have been able to plan their work along this special line,

nevertheless, as we look back over the years of the school's existence,

many examples occur to us showing the relation of a modern

language to a grade activity.

At the very beginning of the course, in the work of all primary

grades, the point of contact is play rather than work. Therefore,

games in which a foreign language is spoken or sung are intro-
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duced. Siir Ic pout d'Avignon and Fuchs, dii hast die Ga)is gestohlen

are typical of games played by the youngest children. The children

delight in the opportunity to express themselves in a foreign lan-

guage when this expression is a part of some interesting activity.

With geography many obvious points of contact exist, and a

vast amount of intensive work has been accomplished at different

times during the school's history. In the grammar grades much
supplementary work has been done on such subjects as Brittany,

Normandy, the Tell country, and the Black Forest. The high school

Spanish classes have studied life in Cuba, Porto Rico, Spain, and

other countries where the language is spoken. Of course maps
and charts are constantly in use in all high school work. In addi-

tion, special leaflets have been prepared by some of the teachers and

used from year to year in the classes.

The study of certain periods of history has also been enriched

by the modern language work. Seventh grade classes studying the

time of chivalry enjoyed in their language work stories of the typical

mediaeval heroes, Roland, Charlemagne, Siegfried. Pictures, per-

sonal souvenirs of travel, and wall charts, showing life in the olden

times in peace and war, illustrated these discussions.

With music, the associations are many and delightful. Folk-

songs and songs for special occasions, particularly Christmas, are

always great favorites. For years no Christmas celebration was

complete without the singing of beautiful old songs of the countries

whose languages were studied. The war modified this tradition to

some extent.

Senior classes have found it decidedly worth while to devote

some time in their modern language work to scientific reading. Boys

keenly interested in chemistry are especially eager for this work
and often acquire considerable proficiency in reading German texts

on the subject.

For years it has been customary for the students in certain

modern language classes to devote a good deal of attention to rapid

reading without translation, in order to gain a feeling of power in

the use of the language, but particularly in order to increase their

appreciation of literature. In some groups each student pursues a

different course of reading but makes frequent reports to the class

on the work done or the problems encountered. Each pupil is

encouraged to read books which he can understand, on subjects

which to him are of special interest. Gradually and very encourag-
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ingly the power of reading without translation is developed. Pupils

accomplish a good deal of this reading during the long summer
vacation, a few even linding pleasure in additional study of the

classics.

In the three modern languages taught at the school, a vigorous

international correspondence has brought about a more vivid appre-

ciation of Hfe in the great foreign world. The first exchange of

letters was arranged some ten or twelve years ago between pupils

in our high school and young people in German schools. For the

past year or so a fairly brisk correspondence has been going on be-

tween our pupils and French, Cuban, Porto Rican or Spanish boys

and girls. Similar letters are planned to include German Switzer-

land.

The arrangements for the Spanish correspondence with Cuba
were made through personal friends of the writer. At the start all

pupils, even in high school classes, have written in the mother tongue

on topics presumed to be of special interest to the correspondent in

question. Pictures, postcards, and newspaper clippings were en-

closed. The next step in the correspondence will be the writing of

letters in Spanish, with the hope of receiving the native correspond-

ents' criticism of idiom and construction.

Through the Department of Public Instruction in Porto Rico,

several correspondents in San Juan high schools were secured. A
teacher in this city suggested to the Porto Rican boys that they

should write as to an intimate friend—using the intimate form of

address—and should tell their new friends of interesting happenings

on the island and customs of native life. A typical letter, written

by a Porto Rican boy to his friend at the Parker School, follows

:

Mi queridisimo amigo

:

Recib'i la tu3-a, la cual me causo gran alegria, pues ya yo creia que mr
carta se habia perdido.

Me alegraria mucho, si pudieras dar un viaje a Puerto Rico, para que

veas nuestra islita. Todos los extranjeros que vienea aqui la encuentran

muy bonita.

Yo pienso mandarte algunas fotografias de varias cosas de aqui.

Cuentame algo de como celebran Vds. las navidades. Aqui acostumbramos

a que los ninos pongan en la noche del 5 de enero una cajita con hierba

debajo de las camas de sus padres, y el dia 6 encuentran muchisimos juguetes.

Los ninitos se creen que los reyes son verdaderamente los del cielo, y que

por lo tanto tienen que venir a caballo. La yerba que ponen en dicha caja

es para que los caballos se alimenten antes de regresar al cielo.

Cuentame algo de lo que pase en tu escuela, referente a los estudios y
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los discipulos.

Ya casi todos lo soldados portoriquenos que salieron para Panama han

regresado, los cuales hemos recibido con gran entusiasmo. Todavia falta por

llegar la banda del Regimiento.

Sin mas de momento, se despide tu fiel amigo,

Jorge Martinez.

In order to secure suitable addresses from Spain, Argentine, and

Mexico, letters were written to American consular officials. Cour-

teous replies were received, giving the names of teachers or schools

interested in the subject of international correspondence. One of

the young men from that city sent views of Barcelona, so that his

new friend "might admire a little this beautiful city."

The greater part of the recent correspondence in French had its

origin in societies for the relief of the fatherless children of France

and in other welfare organizations. When the school decided to

adopt a number of French war orphans, letters were interchanged

in order that our pupils might learn more definitely of the needs and

desires of the children they wished to help. Through the courtesy

of Mrs. Walter Brewster, 741 Fine Arts Building, Chicago, the

school was given a list of children needing assistance. Soon a very

interesting correspondence developed between the French and

American children . The following is a letter received by one of our

pupils

:

Fecamp, le 8 Decembre 1918.

L'armistice est la. Tout le monde est joyeux. On ne peut pas circuler

sur les routes. Tout le monde est en fete, mais notre pauvre mere est

restee chez nous a pleurer sachant que nous n'avons plus notre pere. Toutes

les maisons sont pavoisees, toutes les eglises sonnent, les vapeurs sifflent et

partout on tire le canon. Chacun se precipite avec des drapeaux a la main

et crie : "Vive la France !"

La vie est tres chere, mais dans notre ville il y a toujours du travail.

En ce moment nous avons la pcche du hareng qui rapporte beaucoup et

occupe bien des vieillards, des femmes et des enfants.

Votre petit filleul Justin a huit ans, il va tous les jours a I'ecole malgre

son jeune age. II remercie beaucoup sa marraine en Amerique et gardera

toujours son nom grave dans son petit cceur.

I add another letter, expressing the gratitude of French soldiers

for interest in their welfare

:

Chere Madame,
Nos soldats, encore a I'ambulance, malgre la signature de l'armistice, sont

bien heureux et bien reconnaissants que de si loin vous aj'ez pense a eux.

Vouz trouvez que ces gentillesses, ces delicates attentions, ce beau travail,

ce n'est rien, parce que vous le faites avec un grand cceur, mais nous vous
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admirons autant que nous vous remercions, et nos chers soldats sont si

joyeux que si vous le voyiez cela vous ferait plaisir.

Pour cette annee ils ne feront plus Noel dans les tranchees, beaucoup
obtiennent des permissions pour alle'r chez eux, c'est plus gai.

Pour nos soldats et pour nous, nous vous prions d'agreer, Madame, nos

sinceres remerciements et nos vosux de bonheur pour Noel et 1919.

Que le Bon Dieu benisse et fasse toujours plus grande la vaillante et

genereuse Amerique et ses fils.

Pour les soldats de France

Servante du Sacre Coeur Soeur Rose.

59 Avenue de Paris

Versailles

26 Decembre 1918

In order to bring certain aspects of life in foreign countries

into our study of modern languages, the writer, with the collabora-

tion of many colleagues in various parts of the country, organized

in 1910 a series of four booklets each year, for students of the

German language. In a comparatively short time Aus Nah tind

Fern came to be used as a basis for conversational work and for

general supplementary reading in all sections of the country. The
topics discussed were mostly non-political. The progress of science

and industry has always interested the readers, and such special

features as anecdotes, travel sketches, illustrated stories, proverbs

and games, give amusement and a sense of familiarity with the

foreign idiom.

In 1918, El Panorama, a series of Spanish booklets of a similar

nature, was established, featuring life in the Spanish-speaking world
;

it contained many letters from Cuba, Porto Rico, South American

countries, and Spain, especially from young people of high school

age. During the past year Le Monde Frangais has been started to

meet the needs of students of the French language. All members of

the French Department of the school, as well as many other repre-

sentative teachers of the language, have assisted in the preparation

of the text.

With the increasing complexity of modern life, our interests

are coming to have more and more in common with those of foreign

peoples. We share with them the work of making discoveries which

advance the civilization of the twentieth century. Our commercial,

political, and educational relations with other countries are inev-

itably becoming more closely knit. It is important that this inter-

weaving of national interests should be accompanied by strenuous
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Sample Page from El Panorama

LOS RESTOSi DE COLON
En mayo de 1506, Colon murio^ en Valladolid, Espafia, y

despues de haber estado sus restos en algunas catedrales de la

Peninsula, fiieron trasladados^ a Santo Domingo. De alii

fueron Uevados* a la Habana en 1796 donde se depositaron en
la Catedral de esta ciudad hasta 1898 cuando se trasladaron
otra vez a Espafia al evacuar los espaiioles la Isla. Sin em-
bargo,^ la gente^ de Santo Domingo cree que los restos del

Gran Descubridor estan aun en la Catedral de su capital. La
confusion proviene'^ de que en la catedral de Santo Domingo
estaba enterrado, ademas del Descubridor, otro pariente^ de
el, con el mismo nombre y apellido.^

Los restos de Cristobal Colon descansan^o actualmente
en la Catedral de Sevilla.

Iremains. 2(morir = to die.) 3(trasladar = to remove, to trans-
fer.) 4(nevar = to carry.) 5 (sin embargo = no obstante = never-
theless, however.) tjpeople. ^(provenir = to arise, originate from.)
^relative, fsurname. I0(descansar = to rest.)

CUADROS DE LA HISTORIA DE CUBA
Despues de^ tres anos de ocupaci6n americana, durante

los cuales se hicieron muchas obras buenas, el Mayor-General
Wood, Gobernador militar de Cuba, puso^ en manos del Pre-
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Sample Page from Le Monde Francais

POUR RIRE

Pendant qu'il etait en France, un negre du Senegal apporte
line petite boite en bois a son Capitaine, et, lui demande de
bien vouloir I'expedieri dans son pays.

Le Capitaine — Qu'est-ce qu'il y a dans cette boite?

Le negre — De la neige, je desire I'envoyer a ma mere;
elle n'en a jamais vu.

isend.

Une jeune Hollandaise debarque a New-York pour la

premiere fois de sa vie. De la, elle prend le train pour Chicago.
A I'heure du dejeuner, elle passe dans le wagon restaurant.^

Le menu est pour elle le plus profond mystere et elle com-
mande son repas,^ au hasard.^ On lui apporte une chose bi-

zarre qu'elle ne connait^ pas. C'est un epi de ma'is.^ Et imitant

les voyageurs qui I'entourent,^ elle le goiite.'^ L'etrange mets^
lui plait,^ la facon de le manger I'amuse, et lorsqu'^^ elle a tout

grignote^^ elle appelle le garcon^^ negre qui sait quelques mots
de francais, lui tend^s I'epi degarnii* g^- \^-i\ (jj^- "Remettez-moi
des grains dessusi-"^ s'il vous plait j'en voudrais^^ encore."

Je vous laisse a imaginer la stupefaction du brave negre

!

1 dining-car. -meal. 3in a haphazard way. 4is not acquainted with.

Sear of corn. Gsurround. "^tastes, ^strange food, ^pleases. lOwhen.
1 'nibbled. I2waiter. iSholds out. l^empty. l'''on it. lOshould like.

Le pere — Jean, pourquoi pleures-tu?-

Jean — Oh! j'ai si froid aux mains.

2
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effort oil our part to understand the national character of the differ-

ent peoples of the world. To achieve this, schools must make more
effort to vitalize the study of modern language. Two aims should

be inherent in the work : first, to make more real to the pupil the

life in other parts of the world; and second, to root out any preju-

dice against foreigners as such, and thus prepare the heart for a

more generous feeling of brotherhood.



THRIFT AS AN ELEMENT OF GOOD CITIZENSHIP

In the successful prosecution of the war, we were called

upon to practice extreme economy .in the use of all materials

required by our armies and by our Allies. This put to test the

self-control and will power of our entire nation as it had never

been- brought to test before. Lessened production, both here

and abroad, due to the withdrawal from productive industries of

vast numbers of workers, made it necessary that a limited supply

serve as great a number as possible. Wastefulness was a sin.

Thrift was synonymous with patriotism. The schools made

excellent response to the call and emphasized in every way

possible the need for eliminating all waste. ]\Iaterials previously

considered of no value became of great importance, and salvage

campaigns followed one another rapidly. Paper, bottles, rubber,

tin foil, cotton, and wool junk increased in value. During the

war the amount of money represented by the junk business for

the whole country increased from $100,000,000 to $1,000,000,000

per year.

Will the country, after the emergency has passed, return to

its former wasteful methods? We have been called a spend-

thrift people. Odious comparisons have been made between our

habits and those of foreign nations. The war developed in the

schools a spirit of co-operation and an interest in the needs of

the community. Efforts were made to enlist the aid of every

child and teacher. Current problems of life were used as a basis

for teaching. Will the schools revise their methods so as to

preserve this contact with the problems of the present, or will

they slip back to the old position of aloofness?

The following examples show how the attempt was made

to emphasize principles and to form habits of thrift and con-

servation, by means of solving first-hand prol)lenis which touched

the every-day life of the pupils. In each of these examples there

was opportunity for the children to do a good deal of actual work

on the problem, both in devising and in executing the plans.

POSTAGE-.SAVING STAMPS

During the progress of the war, there developed an ever-increas-

ing shortage of man-power, as armies were drafted and the energies
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of the remaining workers shifted to the essential war industries.

This threw a particularly heavy burden on our Government Postal

Service. The increase in government mail, the various campaigns

for war savings, Red Cross, and Y. M. C. A., the food conserva-

tion, the Council of Defense and other war emergency organizations,

all added their many tons of mail matter to the heavy load of the

handicapped postal service. Here was an opportunity for each

member of the school to assume his share, small though it might

be, of a burden which a public agency had formerly been depended

upon to carry.

In our school, with its numerous activities, such as meetings

of the Parents' Association, grade meetings, special lectures and
recitals, and co-operation in public movements, numberless notices

are sent to the homes by mail. The estimate for one year represented

some 5,000 pieces of first class mail matter. It was proposed to the

children that they be made responsible for delivering all such notices

to the homes, and that they donate the money thus saved to the

school branch of the Junior Red Cross. To carry out this plan the

idea of the Thrift Stamp was adapted in the following manner:

The notices or announcements were mimeographed as usual,

but instead of having the ordinary postage stamps affixed and being

dropped into the mail box, they were delivered to the grade rooms.

Here, a special stamp which had been printed in the school shop

was attached. It was perforated through the center and so attached

that one-half of the stamp could be torn off when the pupil delivered

the letter at his home. The detachable half had a blank space for

the parent's signature. This part of the stamp, after being signed

by the parent, was returned "to the class room by the pupil and

attached to a "Savings Card," which represented cash earned by

the class for the Red Cross. In addition to the "special delivery"

feature this had also the advantage of a "registered" piece of mail,

and served as a proof positive that the matter had been brought to

the parent's attention. When a savings card had been filled with

these receipted stamps, it was cashed at the Secretary's office, and

the money was given to the Red Cross. This plan emphasized in a

forceful way the lesson which the Government had been so rigor-

ously expounding, namely, the immense total resulting from many
small sums. It is believed that many pupils realized this, as the

amount visibly increased on the cards in each class room.
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SPECIA L DELIVERY

2 cents saved donat-

ed to Jr. Red Cross

Pay to the Jr. Red
Cross two cents saved

POSTAL-SAVINGS STAMP

FRANCIS W. PARKER SCHOOL SAVINGS CARD Grade /o ^_
When fiUed may be redeemed at secreldry's office , for benefit of JR. RED CROSS, J
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This subject was discussed with the eighth grade pupils one day,

and the questions were raised, "Do we use too much paper in our

school? How much is wasted?" Many pupils admitted careless-

ness and waste. Some, more critical, accused certain grades of

extreme w^astefulness. Others suggested that the waste was great-

est in connection with certain school courses. It was suggested that

the grade resolve itself into a "Salvage Corps," make an investiga-

tion, and obtain facts to present to the whole school. It was pro-

posed to carry this investigation over a period of two weeks. A
certain amount of secrecy was necessary so that individual pupils

or grades should not become aware of the plan and change their

habits before the investigation was completed. The work was car-

ried out on the following plan

:

The class was formed into twelve committees, one committee

for each day of the investigation. Promptly at the close of school

this salvage corps set out on its rounds of the building and emptied

each waste basket. The janitors, in the meantime, had been

.instructed not to empty any baskets during this period. The mate-

rial which the committee thus gathered was brought to a central

point and each bit of paper was carefully inspected. The paper was
sorted. Into one pile went the legitimate waste, i. e., paper which had
been fully used and could with a clear conscience be consigned to the

waste basket. In another pile was placed all paper not fully used on

both sides. It was viewed as criminal carelessness so to waste paper,

while friends and relatives at the Front, wn-iting letters to home
folks, were carefully using both sides of the paper.

As stated above, the paper from each grade was carefully

sorted, with a view to determining" where the greatest waste

occurred. While the opportunity of criticising and finding fault was
particularly attractive to a few of the pupils, this tendency did not

develop unduly. We might mention in passing that the teachers

and the office force were not spared in the investigation. During

this period the pupils made many suggestions, some of which were
highly interesting, some impractical ; they showed, however, that

the entire group was seriously considering the matter. For instance,

it was suggested that a censor be appointed in each room, whose
station would be near the waste basket. Before a bit of paper could

be discarded it must be "passed by the censor." Another pupil

suggested that the individual supplies of the room be "pooled" and

"dailv rations" issued.
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At the end of twelve days it was believed that enough evidence

had been collected for use in a morning exercise. The question now
arose as to the best method of presenting the evidence. It must be

clear, forcible, and graphic. These two weeks, coming in the second

month of the term, could well be considered as covering the normal
or usual condition which prevailed in the school in regard to the use

of paper. It was therefore decided, on the basis of this test, to

determine what the waste would be for a year. In our school this

was a comparatively simple matter, since pads of uniform size are

used in all the grades and these are invariably purchased at the school

store. Here, then, was the source for obtaining the amounts of the

various types of paper used during the previous year. A committee

•was therefore appointed to consult the clerk, who was able to give

the amounts used by each grade and the quantity of each kind of

paper used.* The report of this committee inspired a considerable

amount of discussion and much valuable arithmetic work, from
which were evolved the tables and charts.

It was now necessary to get results from the work of the

salvage corps, and this again necessitated much valuable arithmetic

work. The attempt to classify the waste for each grade was
abandoned, and results were tabulated for the elementary grades,

the high school, the office, and special departments. This avoided

making "horrible examples" of any individuals or grades. The
usable waste for the twelve days' collection was carefully weighed,

and the following tables were produced. Usable waste included

paper blank on all or half of one side. This blank paper the pupils

declared should be used before being consigned to the waste basket.

TABLE A
Total Weight of Waste Paper—12 Days' Collection

Elementary High Office and

Grades School Special Depts. Total

White 15 lb. 103^4 oz. 181b. 12 oz. 91b. P^oz. 431b. 8^ oz.

Yellow 1 lb. 14 oz. lYo oz. Sj^ oz. 2 lb. 9 oz.

Cardboard 4 lb. YlVz oz. 9^ oz. 1 lb. 6^ oz. 6 lb. 12^ oz.

Total 221b. 5 oz. 191b. 8 oz. 111b. ^^ oz. 52 lb. 13)^ oz.

TAP.r.E B

Amount Wasted Per Day (A-^12)

White paper 3 lb. 10 oz.

Yellow paper 3 5/12 oz.

Cardboard 9 oz.

See table on preceding page.
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TABLE c

Amount Wasted for One School Year

On the basis of 160 school days (deducting for holidays and vacations)

160 X B-^2=Amount wasted during one school year. (Divide by

2, because amount v\-eighed had been used on one side.)

White paper 290 lb.

Yellow paper 17 lb. l^i oz.

Cardboard 45 lb.

TABLE D

Weight of One New Pad (exclusive of back and cover)

White paper 6^ oz.

Yellow paper 6 oz.

TABLE E

Number of Pads Wasted in One Year (C-^D)

White paper 674.9 lb.

Yellow paper 45.5 lb.

TABLE F

Cost of Wasted Paper—One Year

White paper 674.9 lb.X$ .10=$67.49

Yellow paper 45.5 Ib.X -05= 2.27

Total $69.76

Enthusiasm and interest through this stage of the work ran

high. These were no dull problems culled from a book, fictitious

and visionary. They were fraught with social values and had an

important bearing on the present day life and habits of every individ-

ual pupil. Surprises and startling results developed every day.

Conclusions and resolutions were drawn as the work progressed.

Interesting discussions were held as to the best method of presenting

the results of the' investigation to the whole school. It was agreed

that striking exhibits should form part of the exercise, exhibits

which should impress each individual with the total amount of

paper used by the school and the amount wasted. It was agreed

that if the total amount of paper used in one year could be piled

on the stage, the efifect would be impressive. Since this was not

possible, it was suggested that dummy packages be made according

to scale. This plan was enthusiastically agreed upon, but proved to

be quite a task. With hammer and saw, paper and paste, India ink

and brush, a busy week was spent, with all the possible spare time

used in preparing the facts in graphic shape for the morning exer-

cise. However, the work was well worth while, for it carried the

point.
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When all the "dummy stacks," made of a framework of wood
covered with paper, were completed, they almost filled the stage.

One of the pupils made a drawing comparing the flag pole in front

of the school with the year's supply of paper if piled beside it on

the lawn. Eyes were opened wide with surprise when it was realized

THE STAGE WITH PAPER EXHIBITS

Height of Vad5 if Vikd on Lciwn

Flag Pole 98 Ft.

"A'-Rvled Wbiie Paper -^Z FT

Z3.G0B:- Plain

C ""Crois Tfoled
"

[f-r-' Grade
T " Yedow

12.58

\0.50
3.15
7.53

I G.
1 1 ^.6€> Ft ^Total He/jht

CHART WHICH EXPLAINED THE DRAWING OX NEXT PAGE
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pupils' drawing showing VliAR S PAPER CONSUMPTION

that such a pile would overtop the flag pole by several feet. In

addition to the charts and exhibits ah-eady mentioned, a bale of waste

paper ready for the junk man had a prominent place on the stage,

with a placard stating the price obtained for such waste. Nearby

was placed all the blank paper gathered during the twelve days'

collection. This paper was later made up into scratch pads which

were sold at the Red Cross Bazaar at one cent each.
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It is believed that this graphic portrayal of a wasteful habit

had a wholesome effect on the entire school. The grade which

gathered the facts and presented the material certainly gained a

great deal.

CONSERVATION BANK-BOOKS

To aid the pupils in their endeavors to save during the summer
vacation each pupil was given a "bank book." In this he was to

record day by day the various means by which he consciously

Book No. ..
363

ALLIED BANK OF
CONSERVATION
THRIFT AND SUCCESS

FRANCIS W. PARKER SCHOOL
330 Webster Ave.

CHICAGO

Name

In Trust for the future of the Nation

Help win the war
OUTSIDE COVER OF BANK BOOK
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assisted in the great problem of saving as much as possible of the

many articles which were especially needed in winning the war. In

this bank book the pupil deposited "to the credit of the nation," not

sums of money—although there was provision for recording any

such amounts earned—but endeavors to assist. For instance, there

were. several pages for recording ways in which the boy or girl

could assist in freeing adult labor for more difficult tasks by doing

many of the simpler duties about the house. Valiant efforts to

acquire a taste for substitutes in the food line were recorded.

A morning exercise in which was explained the necessity of

having everyone, big and little, contribute to this campaign of

conservation, was held before the bank books were given out and

the pledges signed. Facts were given to show the loss in material

3 HttDUJ that the winning of this war de-

pends not only upon the fighting in France, but

upon the steady effort of every person here in

this country - effort to make that fighting effec-

tive ; effort to preserve this nation's health and

vigor until the time shall come when she may

aid exhausted Europe.

3 tijerefore plebge mpself to try

to save each day some share of food, of material

or of labor which may in some small measure

help my country to win this war.

Signed.

PLEDGE ON INSIDE COVER
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resources due to the war, and estimates for production in the im-

mediate future were given, showing the tremendous shortage which

the world faced. The value of signing a pledge may be questioned,

but it is believed that the bank book acted as a constant reminder

leading to conscious effort. Many parents so testified, and the

entries in some of the books showed that the plan was well worth

while.

SUMMER SUGGESTIONS

1. Try to keep the school pledge.

2. Grow raw materials in gardens.

3. Make something for our first bazaar.

4. Make something for victims of the war.

5. Keep yourself informed about the course of the war.

6. Never allow any flippant speech or disloyal speech in your presence

without protest.

7. Release adults for war work by doing as much of their work as you

can and by saving their energy in every possible way.

8. Help willingly all war activities wherever you are, in any service you

are asked to give.

9. Eat home-grown vegetables to save grain and transportation. Keep
yourself informed of the recommendations of the food administration regard-

ing pork and beef products and follow them.

10. Learn to eat substitutes which you now dislike.

11. Wear simple clothing. Do not waste wool, cotton, linen or leather

through carelessness and extravagance.

12. Show to your companions through word and action that you under-

stand the great issue of this war, that you tolerate no flippancy or disloyalty

in others, and that you give yourself wholly to the furtherance of the war
and its ideal of democracy.

Make Saving Fashionable

bond issues for the parker weekly

The managers of our school paper, The Parker Weekly, faced

a serious situation shortly after the opening of the school year. The
printing press which had given faithful service for so many years

had developed ailments which rendered it unable to "carry on." The
fact that it was an obsolete pattern no longer manufactured meant

that repairs would be costly, and the service which it would give,

problematical. Purchase of a new press would no doubt be the

wisest move. However, provision for such an emergency had not

been anticipated in the school budget for printing expense. The
managers of the Weekly, on the other hand, chafed somewhat under

certain limitations imposed upon them in the use of the school press.
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They had for some time wished to have a press of their own. What
better way could there be of supplying this need than to do as any

big business organization—even the G'overnment—would do in an

emergency? From every billboard and store window the slogan,

"Buy Bonds," assailed the public. Why should not the Weekly

issue bonds?

The question of issuing bonds was taken up in the staff meet-

ing. A Finance Committee was appointed to go over the books for

the past two years and make estimates as to whether the Weekly

could safely assume the responsibility of an obligation which would

extend over a period of two or three years. By making a small

increase in price and determining to spend less on the annual party

and to be very economical in the use of material, it was declared

possible. The business manager was instructed to draw up the form

of bond which was to be issued for the purpose of "purchasing

additional printing equipment." A municipal bond provided the

form, re-worded to meet conditions. A morning exercise was held,

in which the purpose of the bond issue was explained to the pupils,

and they were urged to "buy a bond." These were issued in $1.00

denominations and paid 5% interest. They were in three series,

$50.00 maturing within one year, $50.00 in two years and $40.00

in three years. The campaign for the sale of the bonds was short

and furious. Some skeptical pupils, who could not make up their

minds readily, made their decision too late to get one. The fact that

the bonds were printed in the usual manner on regulation stock

with the familiar engraved border proved that it was a real trans-

action. One boy expressed his disappointment at not having obtained

one, stating that he "did not know they were going to be like that."

When the money was received and the press installed, and the

pupils had visited the shop and admired it, they realized in a vivid

way how co-operation is carried out in the business world, and they

saw the legitimate purpose of stock and bond issues. We believe

that this experience was a valuable aid in understanding the issues

of Liberty Bonds.

This account of war-time economies may seem untimely, yet

in the face of accusations that extravagance has always been an

American fault and that today even our extravagance is outdoing

itself, must we not think training in economy one of the pressing

needs of the moment? If we believe that w-aste of precious human

lalior and of material that is wrunc: out of Nature bv human labor
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PARKER WEEKLY BOND
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is a crime against society, must we not set earnestly to work to

inculcate thoughtful economy? We began many good things during

the war, and surely the thrift campaign in schools was one of them.

Shall we not, in training our children's habits, continue our effort

to incorporate into our private and civic life intelligent, conscientious,

and careful use of such materials, time, and labor as are necessary

to society?



THE RELATION OF ART TO SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

The Lower Grades

The fundamental thought in planning the art material for the

grades is to let the central activities of each grade unfold the needs

and possibilities of art expression. The important point to be

remembered is that the child's interest centers in his own life experi-

ences rather than in any problems planned merely to secure a

result of skill or an expression of art. Colonel Parker says that the

true function of art is "revelation and inspiration," and that "the

strongest common factor in art is found in motive."* He also says

that motive gives the necessary skill. Those who teach children

need to remind themselves of these truths, to turn away from a

desire to secure external results, to consider the child, and to note

his ways of thinking.

In the first three grades, the child expresses ideas largely

through symbols. He expresses activity rather than static form,

because he is interested in what people are doing. The little child

draws from imagination, not from the object. He is interested in

objects only as they relate to his life. Fairy tales, nature study,

tobogganing, snowballing, all vivid incidents in a child's daily life,

clamor for expression.

The child's images change rapidly, and objects serve only to

focus the idea. When the child has a limited written vocabulary of

words, he interchanges words and pictures. The expression of the

idea is the important thing, the method of expression, secondary.

The desire to tell is the most active impulse of the younger children.

At one time I was very skeptical of what was known as correla-

tion of art with the subject-matter, but as I have realized the possi-

bilities which result when revelation and inspiration are the func-'

tion of art, my skepticism has changed to approval of this method
of presenting art. The intense study of a subject well adapted to

the children produces clear images and a desire to express becomes
real life experience. The child is the important consideration, and
everything else is subordinate. We cannot force correlation in art.

Art should never be made the servant of the subject-matter; on
the other hand, a high purpose is fulfilled when it becomes its inspira-

*TalJ:s on Pedagogics, pp. 240-242.

116
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tion. To some degree we are proving this and the following brief

summary of the work in the grades indicates the practical working

out of the idea.

FIRST GRADE

In the first grade the subject of primitive Hfe, which inchides

the cave men, the Eskimo, and the Indian, is chosen for the basis for

the year's work. (The grade plan also includes special literature

work and nature study.) Pictures showing the activities of the

cave man, the Eskimo, and the Indian are made by the children.

Through play and imagination the child pictures their life: he builds

a brush house, an Eskimo house, dresses like an Indian, and in many

FIRST-GRADE DRAWINGS
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other ways becomes acquainted with primitive life. The first illus-

tration shows drawings of the primitive caves and brush house

(upper half), and an excursion to a farm (lower half). The tree,

house, barn, with its interior, the dog's grave, and the child sliding

down the hay, are all shown. The morning these pictures were

drawn, the children had learned to write the word farm. One child

wrote the word all over the picture she had made ; she seemed to

feel that the written symbol completed the story. To secure free

expression, we used black crayons, large sheets of paper; for color,

the three-color box, with black added, and a No. 4 brush.

SECOND GRADE

The work of the second grade centers about shepherd life and

primitive agriculture. Bible stories of Abraham, Isaac, Joseph, Ruth

and Naomi, afford rich background for pictorial material. They

unfold varied opportunities for art experiences, such as dramatiza-

tion of stories, making original poems and songs, primitive dyeing

and weaving, sand table stories worked out in modeling, paper con-

struction, painting, and drawing.

CHILD S DRAWING OF CHICKEN YARD

A fiock of a dozen chickens belongs to this grade. The daily

care of these pets, through good and bad weather, gives motive not

only to picture-making but to oral and written expression, such as

the daily chicken report given by the committee.* Here, as in the

first grade, the story is the principal interest ; symbols are still used,

See 'J'lic Care of the CliicLciifi in Vol I, Tiic Social Motive in School Work.
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A DESERT SCENE

but there is more effort to make them Hke the object in mind. The

illustrations show, first, life on the desert, and second, the chicken

activities.

THIRD GRADE

The interest in the third grade is still largely that of the story,

but there is a much greater attempt to express images as realities.

The subject of Norse life leads out into many avenues of expression.

The children put all their love of the heroic into their pictures for

the books which they made to illustrate the life of the courageous

and adventure-loving Vikings. Curtains were needed for the ward-

robe in their group room. For the design, the children's cuttings

of Viking ships and dragon heads were used as a stencil, which the

sixth grade children helped them to apply. The material was

unbleached muslin, which the children dyed with onion skins set

with alum. We persuaded several grocery stores to save onion

skins for us. We used two dishpans full for the ten yards of

material, and two lumps of alum the size of an egg for the mordant.

The color was a soft yellow. The children, working in small groups

with the help of the sixth graders, stenciled the design on the cur-

tains in brown oil paint .

Another interesting problem was the designing of costumes for
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STENCIL DESIGNED BY THIRD-GRADE PUPILS

the Norse play which the children wrote and gave. We needed

brilliant colors, but found it hard to obtain them ; so we bought

unbleached muslin and the children measured the material and

helped to dye it. Later they applied Norse designs to the costumes.

The children gained first-hand experience in color from handling

of the materials. For example, when purple was needed, the red

cloth was dipped into blue dye. One child, after dipping her finger

into the red dye, touched it to her blue apron. She exclaimed,

"I've made violet !" The children felt they were inventors, as they

saw the red changing into purple.

The dyes used for costumes and for paper tinting are the basic

dyes manufactured by the National Aniline and Chemical Company,

of Buffalo, New York. They are for cotton only, and are furnished

in the principal colors. The materials and directions for dyeing six

yards of cloth are as follows

:

Preparation of Material.—Boil the cloth for several minutes to remove

sizing. Dissolve 3 cups of powdered sumac in 3 gallons of water. (Sumac
is crude tannic acid of about 30% strength. A corresponding amount of

commercial tannic acid may be used, but it is more expensive.) Soak the

cloth over night in this solution. Dissolve a level tablespoonful of tartar

emetic (potassium antimonyltartrate) in 1 gallon of cold water. Remove
the cloth from the tannic acid solution, wring out lightly, and place at once

in the tartrate solution. Allow to remain for twenty minutes, when it is

ready for the dye bath. This process insures a fast color.

Dye Bath.—Dissolve 3/^ oz. of basic dye in a small amount of vinegar
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(acetic acid), as the dye is not soluble in water. Stii" the dissolved dye

into 3 gal. of water, which has been heated to a temperature of 160° F.

Remove the cloth from the tannic acid solution. Wring out lightly, but

do not rinse. Place the cloth in the dye bath and stir constantly for

fifteen minutes to produce a strong color. If a tint only is desired, use

more water in the dye bath. Take cloth out and rinse until free from

dye. Dr_v in current of air if possible.

Lovely colors may be obtained by "topping." After dyeing with one

color, for example yellow, dip in red for a moment. This will produce

a flame color.

Paper Dyeing.— It is not necessary tp prepare the paper by the

treatment with tannic acid. Use the dye bath as prepared above and

manilla paper. Dip the paper in the live and dry. This is an excellent

way to prepare paper for posters.

FOURTH 'grade

Greek history and stories provide the motive for the study of

Greek life, the interest being centered, as in the younger grades, in

the story. An effort is made in this grade to secure more careful

drawing of the figure, better proportion of objects in the landscape,

and a more accurate representation of things as they are in reality.

Illustrations made for the note books show the adventures of

Odysseus. Greek designs are studied, and this year were worked

out on the children's work aprons. This project awakened an

interest in design, and a number of the children made original

UcLysseijis
Ship

FOURTH-GR.\DE DRAWINGS
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designs, which they apphed as stencils on table covers, runners, and

bags. This year the city of Athens is being worked out on the

sand table. Against a panorama background in muslin painted to

represent the sky and distant mountains, typical architecture, a street

scene, and the every-day life of the Greeks will be shown.

FIFTH GRADE

The work of this grade centers about geography, and relates

to the period of discovery. Illustrations of travel led to the draw-

ing of ships. Last year a small model of the Santa Maria was loaned

to the grade. The children's delight in it led to the construction

of a number of models of boats. Girls as well as boys enjoyed draw-

ing and making the ships. One of the boys made a large picture of

the Santa Maria, which was cut as a stencil for the grade banner.

In literature, the story of Sinbad offered the material for vivid

imaginative pictures.

SIXTH GRADE

The central subject in the sixth grade is history. The life of

the hunter, the early trail-maker, and the pioneer offered rich mate-

rial for picture-making. Stories of adventures with the Indians

inspired an interest in drawings representing hunting, the out-of-

door life, and the tanning of pelts. The drawing of these activities

served to deepen the interest in the subject and to clarify the imagina-

tion. This year a series of pictures, representing the life of the

hunter, were made for the purpose of illustrating the history note-

books. The four pictures show : a landscape with deer in the fore-

ground ; the hunter; the chase; the tanning of the hide.
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ORIGIXAL DESIGNS MADE BY FOURTH-GRADE CHILDREN
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FIFTH-GRADE DRAWINGS OF THEIR MODELS OF BOATS

The question of tanning came up this year in the art class.

The boys brought a number of rabbit skins which we tanned. We
used two methods. The first was to soak the skin over night in

a strong solution of alum, the following day stretching the skin on

a board to dry. After jt was dry, we rubbed in neat's foot oil to

make it soft. The second method was to use a solution of gambler,

which contains a large percentage of tannic acid. We left the skins

in this solution for several davs, and then stretched them. Both
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SKINS TANNED BY SIXTH-GRADE PUPILS AND DRAWINGS SHOWING
LIFE OF THE HUNTER

methods were successful. The experiment has led one of the boys

to decide to make a fnr cape for his sister's doll. The excellent

quality of the children's work in art this year shows the value of

the motive.

In literature, last year, the children were reading the story of

Robin Hood, and had written a play, which they gave. A group of

boys asked to make a little model of the play and its stage. We
secured a large wooden box and used paper construction. The

figures were constructed on wire frames wrapped with paper towel-

ing and paste. They were dressed in crepe paper.

METHODS AND STANDARDS OF WORK

The art in the six grades is taught with the conviction that all

children can learn to draw. We accept the fact that all children

can learn to read and write, yet we tolerate a belief that only a few
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SIXTH-GRADE BOY IN HUNTER S COSTUME USED AS A MODEL

possess the ability to express ideas in terms of drawing. The draw-

ing of a picture often completes the expression of an idea for which

writing alone would have been inadequate. The true mission of

art is seen in its usefulness to each child. While it is true that

some children express form better than others, we must remember
that others express action and color more readily than form. The
line comes last. When children are slow to express, it is generally

true that their ability to see and to feel is beyond their power of

execution. When free choice of occupation is given, nine-tenths

of the children in the third and fourth grades choose drawing and
painting.
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MINIATURE THEATRE CONSTRUCTED BY GROUP OF SIXTH-GRADE BOYS

In the first three grades, no criticism is given the child from

the standpoint of form. Children criticize one another's drawings

more fairly than can an adult. It often happens, however, that a

child, finding that his symbol fails to explain his idea, asks for help.

Then, and not until then, is help readily g'iven by the teacher. This

is done at the blackboard. For example, if a child needs to know
how to draw a horse, we begin together and get the line of the back

first, doing this several times to gain freedom. Then the rest of

the animal is quickly sketched. While this does not secure perfect

results, it gives the child confidence in the possibility of making

the symbol correspond with his idea. In the fourth, fifth, and sixth

grades images are not so fleeting as in the earlier grades, and the

children are willing to work a longer time on one picture. During

this period a greater effort for accurate mastery of form is possible,

since abstract technical work is worth little and makes art drudgery.

The study of the figure, unrelated to experience, is mere labor. It

is through the ideals which result in the expression of the finer

feelings that art has its real function, and we attain to this standard

when we recognize the inspirational nature and opportunities of the

subject.
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The Upper Grades

"The proper study of the central subjects will present opportuni-
ties without number for the expression of thought through the con-
ceptive modes of expression. There is indeed no limit to the oppor-
tunities, and every effort may be made a means of enhancing thought.

I believe that these facts will be granted on the part of every, one who
unde/stands the relation of art to the discovery of truth."

Francis W. Parker, Talks on Pedagogics.

While the method here suggested is a most natural and econom-

ical w^ay to teach any subject, I find especially that drawing and

MAGIC SQUARE DESIGNS SHOWING THEIR APPLICATION TO ART-ROOM FURNITURE
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painting become more vital if correlated with other work in which

the children are interested. One or two illustrations will serve to

indicate the freedom of correlation which is true of almost all of the

art work in this school.

ART-ROOM CHAIR DECORATED WITH MAGIC SQUARE DESIGN

The eighth grade boys were making posters for the use of the

English department in "Better Speech Week" in the school. After
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studying the human figure in silhouette from Hfe poses, the pupils

made use of their ink sketches for the posters by enlarging, com-

posing, and lettering them. The girls of the same grade planned

to make new curtains for their room. With this motive in mind they

sketched and made cuttings of flowers, studying color and arrange-

ment in relation to the color of the walls and furniture of the room.

The ninth grade has painted and decorated the desks in the

art room to harmonize with the walls and screens, and with the

chairs, which had been previously decorated by another class. This

demanded much work and study of general problems of design as

well as their application to the room and its furniture. The desks

were taken to the shop and painted under the direction of the teacher

of manual training. The decorative designs were based on lines of

the Magic Square.* Here the interest and help of the teacher of

mathematics gave the pupils a constructive basis for design, and

stimulated a fresh interest in it.

The children of the fresh air room, who own a pet goat,

have written the story of his life and are making a book with many
illustrations. It is called "Billy's Autobiography." The pictures

made by the children show Billy traveling, writing, reading, playing,

and eating. Billy himself came to the art room—although it is

located on the third floor—to superintend the work. After the

illustrations were made, they were painted with asphaltum on

zinc plates by the children in the art room. From there, they

were taken to the print shop to be etched in acid and printed. The
children did this work under supervision of the teacher of printing.

They are now designing a cover which will be suggestive of the

contents.

The twelfth grade, who in their English course are studying

the drama, come to the art room to plan stage settings, furniture,

and costumes. When they have made satisfactory drawings, plans

or paintings, they go to the shop to make the furniture they are

to use in presenting their plays, to the home economics teacher to

The Magic Square is of ancient origin. It is an arrangement in tlie form of

a square, of numbers wliich when added vertically, horizontally, and diagonally give

the same sum. The Magic Line, upon which the designs are based, is a line drawn
connecting the consecutive numbers in any of the many Magic Squares. Albrecht
Diirer put in his etching called "Melancolia" a most remarkable Magic Square of 4.

In India the Magic Square is the basis of a design on the gate of the fort at
Givalior and was often used in decorations on balconies and doorways, as well as in

the ornamentation of garments.
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make their costumes, and finally to the stage to produce the play.

The varied types of work in the building up of the final effect, and

the co-operation of the different departments in the common cause,

greatly enrich the whole project.

I could go on and on giving instances in which the art work

is part of the actual substance of the Avork in other departments.

But the principle controlling all of these instances is the same. The
correlation must not come i-^. i^opc^se to an artificially worked

up demand, but must come as the necessary means of dealing with

a real situation. If this is the case the value and interest of it for

the children are without question, the motive for design—whether

it be sawing, painting, sewing, reading, dramatizing, singing, or

any other fomi of school activity—is sustained by a vital and last-

ing interest, and good technique, demanded by the purpose of the

project is gained easily and joyfully.

BTLI.Y AT LUNCH



MUSIC MOODS IN PASTEL AND CHARCOAL

Beauty aud its all-absorbing, fundamental experiences and

expressions are surely essential to a well rounded life. Acknowl-

edgment of this truth leads to the conviction that into the lives of

children while they are growing should be poured a great store of

opportunities for varied aesthetic experiences. Especially is it

important to open the way for such experiences before the more

formal technical work has crystallized into a habit, before it becomes

next to impossible for the children to forget for a moment the

conventional expression of an acquired technique.

When this basic experience is not provided early in children's

training, a superficial type of thought often becomes their fixed

habit. In such cases honest expression of individual mood never

becomes articulate ; consequently the child's actual expression loses

power and beauty by submission to commonplace standards. Insin-

cerity is encouraged, and the child's development of power of obser-

vation, perception, and expression is limited. If aesthetic experience

is presented so that the children are quite free and all are interested,

they will have no fear of seeming strange and they will feel that it

is desira-ble and that it is a privilege to express their deepest feelings.

This belief, and the privilege of freedom in planning my course

of study and of adapting it to the needs of each and every one,

gave me the idea of presenting to my high school classes the follow-

ing experience. A class of twenty high school boys and girls, with

some appreciation and skill in drawing and painting, were invited to

hear some beautiful music. I had consulted the Music Department

and had listened to many piano compositions before selecting what

seemed to me the most stirring and suggestive of all the subjects

offered—one with a theme or pattern which might awaken the

imagination and give the children a vision. I put paper and colored

chalk within reach of the pupils, and told them that they might

draw, if they felt like it, after listening to the music, but I especially

emphasized the fact that they need not do this unless they desired to.

They were to listen with a sense of leisure and with all possible joy,

and to feel entirelv free.
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This group of pupils had studied design for one year and had

been given opportunities during that time to experiment freely both

in making original variations with assigned subjects and in working

out their own ideas. They also knew something of the science and

symbols of color. They were told that it was as natural a process

to convey one's impression of a beautiful, harmonious sound as to

convey one's impression of any beautiful material thing, such as a

flower, a face, or a landscape.

" Claude Bragdon says in his Architecture and Democracy that

there is a great difference between music and color as art mediums

:

that music is a "seeking," while color is a "finding" ; that one finds

a prolonged musical note intolerable, because the ear demands change

and variation; while on the other hand, because the eye calls for

repose, one can enjoy a clear blue sky all day and every day. Not-

withstanding these contrasting forms of experience derived from

the two mediums music and color, there is a certain unity in their

emotional appeal. It is possible to give some expression of the

effect of one in terms of the other. This process is valuable to those

who have made a study of it and who use it or guide it with wisdom.

The musical impressions worked out by these pupils were put

on a screen in the art room and left there several days, for enjoy-

ment, but not for criticism. They were so varied that there was

little temptation to make critical comparisons. I often heard remarks

like the following : "L. felt entirely different from C. Just look at

her heavy, rich coloring, while his is c|uiet. in purples and blues."

These simple, direct mood drawings are very interesting in color

and composition, and many of them possess real beauty. They are

precious in a very particular way, for they reveal unrealized quali-

ties and powers in each child. Moreover, after such an experi-

ence, pupils invariably express themselves more freely ; they seem

to have lost fear and restraining self-consciousness ; even the most

sensitive ones gain confidence. The opportunity to express music

moods in color should, however, not be permitted often—possibly

only two or three times a year. After the first time it seems better

to wait until the pupils ask for another opportunity. The experi-

ence gives such keen pleasure that this request is almost sure to

come.

I have found that this kind of experience possesses certain def-

inite values in art education. It calls forth a true expression of each

child's individualitv and mood. It helps to cultivate discrimination.
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taste, and appreciation of the different kinds of art. It marks a

beginning of a feeling for the beautiful in its essence, whether it

be expressed in abstract design or in the representation of natural,

familiar forms. And it never fails to teach that art is the expression

of self through form or color or other medium, rather than merely
a reproduction of nature or life.

SAINT SAENS—PRELUDE TO CONCERTO IN G MINOR
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BACH—ALLEGRO FROM TOCCATO IN G
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BEETHOVEN—THEME AND VARIATION I. SONATA IN A I'l.AT
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SCHUMANN—SECOND ROMANCE
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LISZT—COiNCERT KTUIJK IN D FLAT





DALCROZE EURYTHMICS

"It is encouraging to remember that many of the educational ideas

which germinated in the years preceding each earlier period of Euro-
pean war survived the time of struggle and proved their vitality in the

following age of reconstruction. Comenius, though himself a victim of

the wars of the seventeenth century, influenced by his writings the

educational outlook of a later age. Rousseau and Pestalozzi leavened

the school practices of the nineteenth century. And the methods of

Jaques-Dalcroze, though for the time checked in their more extended

application by tiie calamities of the war, have taken firm root, and with

the help of those who are now fostering and developing them in Eng-
land will have strong influence in the educational movement which
promises to follow the restoration of peace."

M. E. Sadler, The Enrytluiiics of Jaqucs-Dalcrozc, Introduction.

The introduction of Dalcroze Eurythmics into the Francis W.
Parker School, with its full and varied program and unusual num-
ber of special features, compels an analysis of its operation and aims

in order to prove that it does not trespas-s upon the work of the well

established departments of physical ^4ycation and music, and that

it has a value of its own which warrants its inclusion in a crowded

curriculum.

Only one branch of the method as taught by Emile Jaques-

Dalcroze is given in the Francis W. Parker School, namely, rhythmic

gymnastics, or "the corporal study" of musical rhythm. The other

two branches of the method, ear-training and improvization, are not

included in the work now given to the first foiu" grades and the

freshman girls.

Eurythmics belongs in the domain of pedagogical gymnastics,

but it includes, as well, fundamental musical education. It was his

search for better methods of musical education which led M.

Jaques-Dalcroze to the discovery that the sense of rhythm and meas-

ure could be developed by movements of the body in time to music;

that "there is an intimate relation between rhythm in sound and

rhythm in the body."

The division of time in nnisic into pulses corresponds to etpial

divisions of space. To illustrate this by stepping, marching, run-

ning, leaping, springing, or skipi)ing. according to the tempo and

rhythm of the music, is the first lesson in rhythmic gymnastics. Free

movement governed onlv bv music, and the habit of attention, are
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the points to be gained by these first exercises. The music, in order

to compel this attention, must be improvised by the teacher, chang-

ing frequently its accents, tempi, and quality of tone. Accelerando,

ritardando, crescendo, diminuendo, the different touches, are all

capable of expression by the body in quickened or retarded move-
ment

;
in inhalation and exhalation accompanied by muscular ten-

sion and relaxation ; in erect, tense, contracted, or relaxed positions

of the body while marching.

The infinite possibilities of this kind of exercise will not be

apparent to one who thinks of rhythm as a monotonous,' metronomic
regularity of beat, like the ticking of a clock. Jaques-Dalcroze lays

emphasis upon the great variety of musical rhythm—rhythms forgot-

ten by the composers of the so-called classic period. Changes
of measure, unusual times like %, %, '^%, etc., are studied, as well as

more common kinds of measure ; syncopation, phrasing, also coun-

terpoint, canon, fugue, three against two, and three against four.

Measure is taught in the Dalcroze method by beating time with

the"'- Mais, as a conductor leads an orchestra. The first beat of a

m^K 'ire, the down beat or strong beat, brings the arms down to

theiS^full length, with a contraction of all the muscles. The remain-

ing weak beat - or beats are made by extending the arms with a

stretching movement to the side, forward, or upward. This mus-
cular contraction, expansion and relaxation, dividing space, is a

very apt illustration of rhythm, which is defined by Webster as

"a dividing of time into short portions by a regular succession of

motions, impulses, or sounds."

Inhibition or spontaneity exercises, in which a movement which

has become automatic is checked on command or is changed to

another movement, were introduced into his system by Jaques-

Dalcroze upon his discovery that the movements designed to be

executed to music were performed by the majority of beginners

either a little too late or too soon. To overcome the resistance

which produces the one fault and the lack of control and balance

which causes the other, these exercises are given in each lesson,

increasing in difficulty as the pupils attain greater physical and

mental control and co-ordination. Thus hearing, thinking and act-

ing become one three-fold process, as the elements of friction, inac-

curacy of hearing, slowness of thought, nervousness or awkward-
ness, are eliminated. The mere checking or inhibiting of an action

is of no value except as it is accomplished with perfect ease, in
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ordered rhythm, without confusion or discomposure.

A tremendous power of co-ordination is demanded by the com-

bination of arm motions (for beating time) with marching and

accent. All note values, from the fraction of a beat to a whole note

of twelve beats, must be learned as one learns the alphabet or the

multiplication table. These note values are illustrated by steps

corresponding to the duration of sound of the note. Thus a quarter

note is a step to one beat of the arms; eighth note, two steps to

one beat, etc. Half notes are represented by a step on the first beat

and a bend of the knee on the second beat; dotted half notes, by a

step and two points with the free foot, while three beats are made
with the arms.

"The realization of rhythms," as it is called in rhythmic gym-

nastics, is literally to make real or visible in movement a musical

measure or phrase which is being heard by the pupil. This rhythm

may be one, two, three, or four measures long. It may be played

several times before the pupil is able to realize it correctly, but

later the pupil will be able to realize, after one playing, and w'" '"irm

a canon with the piano, realizing each measure after it ha een

played without pause, hearing the second measure while realizii the

first. This form of canon is called "a realization chain."

Beating in canon shows dissociation of the bodily members

by beating with one arm four-four or any number of beats, coming

in with the other arm one or more beats behind. This independence

of movement is also shown by simultaneously beating three with

one arm, four with the other, two by moving the head down and up,

and five by stamping the feet on the first of every five steps.

Equipped with bodily control, with the capability of "respond-

ing to artistic rhythms and realizing them quite naturally without

fear of exaggeration," the pupil finds his vocabulary of movement

ready to use in expressing himself. ]\I. Jaques-Dalcroze writes:

"The result of this education ought to be to put the completely

developed faculties of the individual at the service of art and to

give the latter the most subtle and complete of interpreters, the

human body. For the body can become a marvelous instrument

of beauty and harmony when it vibrates in time with artistic imagi-

nation and collaborates with creative thought."

The centennial of Geneva, Switzerland. July. 1914, afforded an

opportunity for the world to see and judge of the place of euryth-

mics in art. The first act of the Piece Histnnque, of which Jacques-
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Dalcroze was the composer, depicted the soul of mankind during

the. various epochs of the history of Geneva up to the date of its

confederation with the Swiss Repubhc. Not ballet nor pantomime,
but infinitely greater in its power than either of these, was the

movement of these large groups of gray-clad figures, two hundred
or more rhythmicians, on the vast stage of Greek design. Beginning

with the gradual appearing on steps at either .end of the stage of the

Hours and Bells of the night, the action, accompanying the music

of orchestra, chorus and soloists, portrayed the barbarity of the

Helvetians, the Roman civilization, the Burgundian epoch, the

Geneva of the franchise, the construction of the city, Geneva of the

Duke of Savoy—might against right,—the revolt against oppression,

the reform under Calvin and the new faith, I.'Escalade—liberty

resisting the last attacks of treachery.—a tribute to Jean Jacques

Rousseau, and the Revolution. After this climax, the music grad-

ually became calmer until, amid the ringing of chimes, the Hours
and Bells of the night remounted the steps and disappeared.

It is not the purpose of this article to enable readers to use the

ideas of M. Jaques-Dalcroze in teaching eurythmics. "Rhythmic

Gymnastics," he says, "is above all a personal experience." The
most expert musicians have signally failed in teaching eurythmics

until disciplined by the personal test of proving their understanding

of rhythm in bodily movement ; the most expert dancers have a still

more difificult musical education to experience before arriving at the

understanding of what eurythmics means.

A normal course of at least two years, including all the branches

of study—^solfcge. improvisation, rhythmic gymnastics and plastic

—

is absolutely essential to enable any one to teach the Dalcroze

method of eurythmics. This year, for the first time, such a normal

course may be studied in America at the New York School of Dal-

croze Eurythmics.

The writer aims in this article to state, honestly and plainly

and without undue exaggeration of its favorable features, the

results of three years' teaching of eurythmics in the Francis W.
Parker School. After these years of experience she feels justified

in stating that in spite of personal mistakes and certain unfavorable

conditions there have been interesting, desirable, and valuable

results.

In the first grade the child's natural instinct for expression in

bodilv activitv is used to teach the habits of attention, self-control,
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and judgment of space and distance in maintaining a circle of just

proportion and equal distances. Note values, from whole notes to

sixteenths, are first marched, then written on the board, so that the

musical symbols which are sometimes so meaningless to children

are felt and understood as movement and given their due value in

singing or playing a musical instrument. Measures of two, three,

four and five beats are recognized by the first grade children, who
are able to beat the time as the music is played and to recognize

instantly the changes of accent.

It is in the presentation of these subjects that the teacher has

had to learn the art of teaching; for the necessity of keeping the

pupil's interest, in a school where each subject is exceptionally

motivated and correlated, is a problem requiring a vast enthusiasm

and ingenuity. Since the primary object of each exercise is to

establish the feeling of rhythm through moving in perfect time to

music, music must govern the action. Yet little children's interest

often needs the added stimulus of a dramatic or play idea, which,

however, should not be so exciting as to make them forget to listen

to the music. The following ideas, which have been the means to an

end, are given in detail by way of illustration.

The tree game is useful for giving control and balance. "To

be trees in the forest one must have long roots, growing deep down

into the earth," and toes and heels wriggle as far as possible into

the soft earth. "When the wind comes, it cannot blow us over, but

we sway in time to it. The wind is our breath. When we breathe

in, we sway backward from our ankles to our heels, as straight as

a tree ; when we breathe out, we sway forward, keeping always the

same upright- position. If we are pointed fir trees, we point our

two hands together, stretching them up as high as they can go and

watching the points sway back and forth against the sky. If we

are weeping willow trees, we droop down until our hands almost

reach the ground, arid let them swing from side to side. If- we are

graceful palm trees, we lift our branches and let them bend to one

^^de, then the other side, arid backward and forward." The simple

and melodious piece of music called Litllc Study, from Schu-

mann's Scenes from Childhood, makes a suitable accompaniment for

this exercise.

Measure is formed by a regular recurrence of accent, which has

to do with weight or dynamics, while it is an clement of rest or

interruption of the regular succession of sounds which makes rhythm.
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Accent is first illustrated in this way. Marching in a circle, the

children represent a wheel which moves smoothly and slowly until

the tire explodes. This explosion the children express by a loud

stamp and with clenched fists shooting up into the air—a general

outburst of energy which is thoroughly enjoyed. Afterward, when
the tire is mended, it causes a bump (a stamp) every four counts,

every two counts, and every three counts, which represents duple,

triple, and quadruple measures. Expression of accent is important

for the understanding of measure, as accents connect and group

pulses, forming measure or meter in poetry. Expressing meter or

measure by movement awakens and enriches the poetic impulse and

explains the great apparent satisfaction with which the children

chant the following jingle to accompany the movements of "beating

four"

:

One goes down with a bump

!

And two makes a cradle.

Three goes out as wide as the world,

And four as high as I am able.

In the second grade the children learn to combine all note values

and movements for beating different kinds of measure. They have

a far greater degree of inhibitory control than in the first grade and

are capable of giving interesting demonstrations of their work. Cer-

tain musical forms and rhythms were chosen in correlation with their

study of shepherd life and the desert, including stones of the Bible.

Some of these rhythmic stories were combined to be given for the

entertainment of the seniors at their senior party. A prologue was

composed by one of the second grade members telling of the

approaching departure into Mesopotamia of Abraham's servant with

a train of camels, to find a wife for Abraham's son Isaac. He
tells of his doubts and fears in undertaking his important search for

the right maiden and how he plans to find her. At the end of the

prologue the servant disappears, and is seen, when the music begins,

at the head of the train of camels, starting on his long journey

across the desert. The journey ends at the well outside the city

gates, where the camels kneel to drink and maidens come to fill

their water jars at the well. The old servant's ruse is successful

:

Rebecca is given the presents sent by Abraham, and the procession

moves on again, taking with them the wished-for bride of Isaac.

The music was Arabian in character and induced the right feeling
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and rhythm for the soft-footed, slow-moving camels, who were all

the little boys of the second grade. The maidens, carrying water

jars on their heads, were represented by all the little girls. The
children's spontaneous expression of joyous, rhythmic movement
made the performance true art, indescribably eloquent and religious

in feeling. The music for shepherds was a pastorale of Scarlatti,

which the children love and which certainly helped to arouse the

charming expression which they gave in the original songs they com-

posed to express the shepherd's joy in finding water in the desert.

The regular fourth grade work is a study of Greek life, and

eurythmics has here a logical and necessary place and gives the true

Greek feeling as no other subject in the curriculum does. The study

of rhythm continues in exercises of free and controlled movement,

unusual measures of five and seven beats, ball games, discus throw-

ing, spear throwing to music, as well as polyrhythmic studies like

"The Horses," in which horses and drivers march in different note

values, the horses always twice as fast as the drivers.

The first fourth grade which studied eurythmics worked out a

Greek festival to the goddess Demeter, which was given as a pre-

lude to the play of Pandora. The festival began with a dance of

flower girls, then came a procession bearing fruits and flowers,

lyres, flutes and cymbals ; after which charioteers exhibited their

skill with horses. The crowning of the most expert charioteer with

laurel made the climax of the festival, and the proce^ssion moved
off. The most important result of this experience, aside from the

musical and physical development and aesthetic joy, was seen in a

remarkable increase in the technique of painting and drawing. The
opportunity of making a picture of the procession was eagerly

seized upon several times before the children were satisfied with

their achievement. The results were paintings and drawings which

by their unusual animation and excellence have aroused interest

wherever shown.

This tendency of eurythmics to enhance art expression in,

drawing and painting has been so noticeable in all the grades that

further experimentation has been planned by the art teachers to

prove that this kind of rhythmic experience should be a fundamental

part of art education.

Eurythmics is given to the girls in the freshman year of high

school. The first group continued their work a second year and

demonstrated the results which are claimed for it—quick response
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PAINTINGS BY FOURTH-GRADE CHILDREN ILLUSTRATING THE HORSES

to rhythm, control, balance, poise, beauty, and grace of movement.

A plastic study of a Crescendo, a composition of Schumann, and of

a Bach invention were interpreted in movement in a morning exer-

cise.

Eighth grade boys gave a ten minute demonstration of euryth-

mics at the National Convention of Physical Educators in 1919,

which excited much favorable comment. Their program consisted

of exercises for developing spontaneity of will, co-ordination, con-

centration, initiative, and mental and physical control. These exer-

cises were executed to music improvised by the teacher. In one

exercise the movements of the group were directed by one pupil

with a baton. In the last two numbers the music and movements

were memorized, one being a rhythmic study showing muscle ten-

sion and relaxation, the other leaping and jumping in time to music.

Thus the program was designed to show, first, that Dalcroze Euryth-

mics aims to develop the individual toward his fullest capacity for

living, and second, that, as the Greeks also believed, music is the

indispensable medium for such education.

This fourth year in the Francis \\\ Parker School shows results
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more clearly than any previous year. Eurythmics is seen to be an

education which trains ear, mind, and body, by means of the uni-

versal instinct for expression through bodily activity. President

Eliot of Harvard writes of it: "The Dalcroze Method is a strong

case of teaching through action on the part of the pupil." It illus-

trates Colonel Parker's saying that "all education comes through

self-effort." To quote again from Colonel Parker, "Music cultivates

the emotions which determine the motive and control the will.

Rhythm, the basis of all melody and harmony, is a powerful means
for the adjustments of the body in graceful, subtle movements, thus

rendering it a more and more perfect instrument of the soul." A
sentence written by Jaques-Dalcroze in his latest book, La Plas-

tiqite Animec, completes and fulfills the requirements of Colonel

Parker. "It is our intention to establish by the study of 'rhythmic'

an intimate alliance between the physical and artistic faculties and

to make music in its infinite variety of nuance, dynamic and rhythmic,

serve to educate that musical instrument par excellence, the human
body."

In reviewing the progress of Dalcroze Eurythmics in America,

it is well to remember that until Jaques-Dalcroze personally con-

ducts performances of his work little can be known of the beauty

and wonder of his demonstrations in Europe. Europe, up to this

time, has been the only place where this education could be obtained,

and Jaques-Dalcroze is the inspired originator whom no one as yet

can equal. What has been done up to this time is little more than

a paving of the way for the genuine recognition which is due to

this great educator. It is to be hoped that such recognition will be

manifested in the establishment of institutions in this country like

those already existing in Geneva, London, and Paris, where courses

in eurythmics are given to parents, teachers, musicians, dilettanti,

professional artists, writers, doctors, and actors, as well as to chil-

dren and normal students. Such institutions should afford the

opportunity of studying the Dalcroze Method as a whole, including

solfege and improvisation, both as yet unknown to this country.

The willingness and readiness of Americans to welcome any good

thing in education and music make it certain that M. Jaques-Dal-

croze will find an appreciative and sympathetic reception for his

ideas.



SPECIAL VALUES IN PARKER SCHOOL EXPERIENCE:
ALUMNI IMPRESSIONS.

Note: Wc hesitate to print these two articles from two school alumni,

one of whom was graduated in 1910, the other in 1917. A few months
ago we asked each graduate for a letter answering the following ques-

tions:

1. Do you consider that anything in j'our experience at Parker

was especially conducive to training in good citizenship?

2. If so, what, in particular, has proven useful to you as a member
of a larger community?

Many of the letters received in reply mentioned features of school

life which illustrate the subject of this volume. We have chosen two
for printing here. While almost all of the replies emphasized the points

brought out in those two letters, their authors were not all so optimistic.

Several told of difficulties they had encountered because of the failure

to realize during their school experience the need of absolute accuracy

in all their work. Others said that in our freedom there was not enough

strong guidance. They have made us realize many of our inadequacies

;

they have made us take stock of our practice in relation to our theory.

Moreover, we are of course aware of the fact that much of the rare

quality in certain young people who have gone through our school is

inherent, and not the product of organized education.

In printing these two letters, therefore, we protest that we are not

saying, "See what we have done!" We are simply giving the impression

of two sincere critics of the school who know it well because they have

spent many years in it. The vividness of certain experiences has stayed

with them. Certain habits of thought have grown up in them. Their

statements may give to the reader a new viewpoint upon some of the

work which we have tried to make clear in this book, and which is

after all better experienced than talked about.

Self-Command

Training" in self-conirnand, in my opinion, is what the Parker

School most richly contributes to its pupils and to their power of

being good citizens. 1 do not mean merely self-control, for that is

essentially negative : I mean self-command in doing, even more

than in not doing. Such self-command includes the power to see

what ought to be done, to devise the means of doing, and to have

the force, courage, and persistence to do and to continue to do until

the end is accomplished. Such self-command is not only a moral

quality, it is also intellectual.
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Training that develops self-command is so subtle that it is

difficult to explain the means by which the Parker School accom-

plished it. We were taught to see the value of our study and to

make ourselves study without being compelled. In every matter of

discipline we were not made to do or not to do ; we were brought

to see the wisdom or the Tightness of doing or not doing and to

command ourselves to do or not to do. Thus we were helped to

want whatever was right, to think out for ourselves what the right

was, and to be able to bring ourselves to live up to our own thinking.

We were not even told explicitly what to do or how to do it, in our

work or in our play. In a history course, I rememer being allowed

to choose the subject of most interest to me to write a long theme

upon, and having chosen "The Nautical Instruments of Columbus,"

I asked where to read about them and how to get the material

together. I was given the teacher's library card and told that I

could probably find what! wanted at the Public Library. The rest

I was left to work out for myself. We were not given short lessons

from a textbook which we could almost memorize, but we were

given the opportunity of discriminating between the important and

the unimportant material. In physics we performed experiments

before reading in the textbook the principles to be illustrated. In

manual training we were not given a set series of plant labels, blotter

pads, broad swords, etc.. to make, but we were left to design our own
manufactures. Even when we undertook to build boats and auto-

mobiles the teacher did not discourage us, though he admitted at

the start that he knew little about them and knew of no place in

which to build them. Though possibly we did not learn as many
facts as pupils in other schools, or pass such high examinations, we
did learn how to find out facts, how to discover and use opportuni-

ties, how to act on our own responsibility.

In college, when given subjects for theses with the library

before us and no other assistance to be had, when conducting experi-

ments in special fields where the way was not mapped out ; in law

school, where cases and not textbooks are given, and where examina-

tion questions do not relate to settled rules or principles ; in business

or professions, where nearly every contingency that arises brings

problems that have never been fully solved before ; in all these,

it is not so much accumulated knowledge that counts, as the ability

to know how to work things out from the sources on the known
principles, or somehow to feel them out from the facts themselves.
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If one can thus work things out and has learned to Hke to do so,

his education in schools is just a beginning for the education of life.

Each new experience will add to his sum of knowledge, and in the

end his accumulated knowledge will be larger than that of people

who learned more facts at school but did not learn so fully either

how to learn or the joy of learning. More than mere ability, the

methods of the Parker School give the power and the habit of

choosing for oneself to do the right, of determining what that right

is. This alone makes ability and the possession of knowledge of

true value to the individual and to the community in which he lives.

Power to Think and to Act

It is the innumerable things I was allowed to work out for

myself at Parker that have remained most vivid in my mind. For

example : when I saw the mouth of the Mississippi River for the

first time, I knew in what stage the delta was, what was happening

to it, and what probably would happen to it, not because I had read

about it in a book, but because I remembered just what happened to

the delta I had built in the sand table in the fifth grade, and had

watched and experimented with under all sorts of conditions.

Since my days in fourth grade, I have had an admiration for

ancient Greece and her culture that I am certain I never could have

received from the printed page alone. For weeks in fourth grade

we dressed like Greeks and acted like Greeks ; we even thought like

Greeks. Socrates was a very real man to me, and the details of

the Trojan war I followed with anxiety. We listened to the adven-

tures of Odysseus with feverish excitement. In our modeling

classes we made, for the decoration of our room, friezes which we
designed in our art classes. I knew and loved every corner of the

Parthenon. Going to the Art Institute and seeing statues of Athene

and Hermes was like meeting old, respected friends.

My work in the clay room has nf)t made a scul]:)tress of me,

but it has shown me the difficulties of the work and taught me to

appreciate the work of others. Nor has my work in the art room

made a great painter of me; yet this work, ])articularly our attempt

at interpreting music by line and color, gave mc an entirely new
point of view about art. The hours si)ent in music have not given

me a glorious voice, but they have taught me to love the best in

music.
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I shall always remember the senior class play as a wonderful

experience. Before my senior year, a play I saw at the theater fell

into one of two classes, a play I liked or a play I didn't like; that

was as far as I thought the thing out. However, after we had

studied the history of the drama, seeing for ourselves how the num-
ber of acts was gradually reduced, how the monologue fell into

disuse, how the exposition became more subtle ; in short, after we
had learned to appreciate the technique of modern drama, I began

to look, in the plays I saw, for things the existence of which I had

never realized. Then, after we had given our own play, Cathleen ni

Houlihan, the stage setting and action in every play meant some-

thing to me. because we had tried to work out these problems our-

selves.

The secret of our all being so interested in what we were doing,

I think, lay in the fact that what we were doing was usually so

closely connected in some way with what was happening in the

world. School was not a secluded little haven into which one with-

drew for the purpose of becoming educated, but was a part of the

living- world. Our choice of plays, songs, art work, often had

direct bearing upon some all-absorbing subject of interest in the

world.

In learning to understand our surroundings, however, we were

never given predigested ideas about them. We were taught to

observe what was around us and to form our own opinions. I feel

that the power to think for myself is perhaps the most valuable

thing I have gained out of my twelve years at Parker. I believe

the best equipment in life is the power to think for one's self. We
were always encouraged at school to have our own ideas. In our

geology work in the eighth grade, we took many field trips, made

our own observations, formed our own conclusions and then wrote

our own records. If, in mathematics, some one thought he had

found a new method for solving a certain problem, and got the

correct results, he was welcome to use his own method. We were

given power to think rather than fixed ideas.

Just to have your own ideas, without the power to act on them,

is to be of little social value, but every child at Parker has had the

school word, "Responsibility," held up before him from his first day

at school. The varied school activities, the printing of the Parker

Weekly by the children, and the conspicuous absence of fixed rules.
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are proof of how well this great word is understood and appre-

ciated.

In short, I believe that the school teaches us how to understand

the things about us ; it trains in us the ability to form our own ideas

about them, and the power to act upon those convictions; and in

setting before us certain ideals which will guide us in our actions,

it truly prepares us to be worthy citizens of the world.



BRIEF SUGGESTIONS FROM SCHOOL EXPERIENCES

Fragmentary notes of certain activities and incomplete experi-

ments in the school, which illustrate the principle of flexibility in

schedule and curriculum, are given here in the hope that there may
be something suggestive in them for other schools. Certainly, in

every school there are unrealized oi^portunities for the widening of

experience.

The Tov Shop and the Schedule

There is value for children in working for a larger commun-
ity than the grade or school community for which they usually work.

This is the motive which' prompted the establishment of the Santa

Claus Toy Shop,* in which, each December, hundreds of old toys are

repaired, to be sent to children who otherwise would lack Christmas

gifts. This year the work was done as a school project, in school

hours, instead of as an after-school piece of work performed by

conscientious volunteers. The result was a great increase in output,

including the making of hundreds of new toys.

In order to accomplish this, the schedule of the entire school

was changed. For two weeks preceding the Christmas recess, all

gymnasium classes and handwork classes were given up. A special

schedule was arranged, which for these two weeks brought all of

the academic work into the morning hours. The afternoons were

reserved for the rehearsal of Christmas music and for the Toy
Shop. From noon on, the school was no school in the accepted

sense : it was not a place where children were reciting and studying

the approved subject-matter of an academic course of study. It was a

factory, producing four thousand toys in two weeks' time. Every

child above the second grade was a worker in the factory, having

his hours of work recorded and receiving his pay at the end of the

two weeks in the currency described in a former article on this

subject.* No overtime work was done except by the high school

and faculty foremen.

The advantage of this plan for the Toy Shop was that every

member of the school made a real contribution toward filling the

*See The School s}iop rnid the CJiristmn.t Spirit, p. 21, in Vol. I, T)ic Social
Motive in School Work.
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needs not only of the small school community, but also of other

institutions, and of individuals who are victims of the present social

order. The school authorities felt that the educative "results of the

plan justified the task of rearranging programs.

The Study of Current Interests in the High School

The school believes that high school children need as vivid,

accurate knowledge as is possible of the affairs and events of the

world. For the last two years an experiment has been carried on in

the high school for the purpose of enabling all the pupils to have one

period a week for a more complete discussion of current events

than can be made by casual reference in occasional classes. Six

groups were organized to study current problems, and the pupils

elected their groups according to their interests. There are groups

in current events, in political and industrial science, in music, in

art and in current literature. There has been some outcome of the

work in morning exercises. Some high school boys, who met weekly

in a current events group, were interested and' somewhat bewildered

by the extravagant contradiction and accusations which were made
in discussions of the Russian situation. With the help of the faculty

leader, these boys examined much of the literature that had been

issued by friends and enemies of the Soviet government. In a

morning exercise, they presented the result of their work to the

school, giving, without partisanship, an outline of the Russian form

of government, and the arguments advanced for and against it.

The result to the school was of course not measurable, but surely

it is healthy for the children to hear from their comrades clear,

fair, illuminating discussion of a topic usually befogged by preju-

dice and misunderstanding. The art group has planned an exercise

to illustrate the tendencies shown in the work of modern American

artists. The music group is collecting material from a number of

magazine articles on the subject of war-time music. They discussed

community singing and other points of current interest in music,

especially the perennial and ever-burning question, "what is good

music?" The natural science group has made excursions into the

park to study the flora of the neighborhood. In the article on

Adapfafioii in flic Content of Hif/li School Scioicc, in this volume,

the work of the industrial science group is discussed. Many of
the groups have not given morning exercises, but it is the object

of this work, done in school time and included in every child's pro-
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gram, not only to contribute to the child's knowledge, but to quicken

and intensify his interest in the life of the world at this stirring

and complex time.

Individuality Records

How are we to know the needs and capacities of the child, if

there is no means of recording them from year to year as he passes

through the school? Dr. Adolph Meyer, of Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity, in an address which he gave in Chicago two years ago,

urged that teachers work out a system of school records which

"should give more and more a knowledge of the individual child,

and home, and gang, and other factors in environment." The need

for such records has surely been felt by all teachers who, in planning

their course of study, try to adapt it to the needs and capacities of

the individual child.

For two years a committee of the faculty of this school has

been trying to design a set of record cards which will be economical

of time and at the same time not too meager in information to be

useful, and which will give the salient facts of each child's environ-

ment, special powers and weaknesses, interests, and activities. Uni-

form with these cards are the physical records of the pupils and the

records of their academic standing. When a child passes from one

grade to the next, his cards go to the new teacher, who has con-

sequently some knowledge upon which to begin the year's work.

A tentative set of cards was drawn up and copies were sent to

Dr. G. Stanley Hall, of Clark University; Dr. Adolph Meyer, of

Johns Hopkins University; Dr. Frank M. McMurry, of Teachers'

College, Columbia University; Dr. William Healy, of the Judge

Baker Foundation of Boston, and Mrs. Helen T. Woolley, of the

Vocational Bureau of the Cincinnati Public Schools. The criticisms

and suggestions of these people were of great help to the committee

in revising the cards for trial in the school.

Since the cards are being used for the first time this year, and

will probably need some changes before the system can become per-

manent, it is impossible at this time to make any real report con-

cerning them. Mention is made of them here, because they repre-

sent an efTort at helping teachers to know the children more inti-

mately and to adapt the curriculum to their individual needs.
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Studies in Education*

Volume I. The Social Motive in School Work.

This volume describes school activities which are controlled by strong

social motives. The contents include articles on : The Spirit of Giving as

Developed at Thanksgiving and Christuias; The Setting and Costuming

of a Play; Music in the School Community; Original Composition in

Music; The School Print Shop; Printing in the Seventh Grade; Care

of Chickens; Eighth Grade Community Work.

Volume II. The Morning Exercise as a Socializing Influence.

In Volume II, the use of the social motive is further illustrated by
articles describing exercises given in the daily school assemblies. They
show how classroom work in science, mathematics, geography, literature,

art, etc., has been utilized. Some exercises are reported verbatim, while

in others the method of preparation is described. A classified list of

typical morning exercises is given.

Volume III. Expression as a Means of Training Motive.

This volume deals with the place of expression in education. It

contains an article on the theory of expression, and other articles

as follows : Play as Fundamental in Education; Oral Reading; The
Value, Place, and Use of the Dramatic Instinct in the Education of

Young People; Imaginative Writing; Clay Modeling; Metal Working;
Making a Ritg ; The Social Application of Painting and Drawing.

Volume IV. Education Through Concrete Expression.

The articles in this volume show how the school provides opportunity

for the pupils to gain adequate mental imagery as a basis of study,

through individual activity and observation, and through personal contact

with actual materials. They also show how, through constructive activ-

ities and projects connected with the school life of the pupil, the applica-

tion of knowledge gained is demanded. The work of many grades and
departments is represented, accompanied by many illustrations.

Volume V. The Course in Science.

This volume presents the science of both the elementary and high

school. Following a statement of the general principles controlling the

selection of material and its organization, the work of each grade and
high school course is presented separately and completely. Subject matter

is fully outlined, including much experimental work, methods of presenta-

tion are indicated, and the outcome is made clear by representative pieces

of children's work. An attempt is made throughout the volume to show
how the work in science may be based entirely upon the interests, activ-

ities, and problems of the pupil. Lists of reference books are included

and there are numerous illustrations.

The first five volumes were published as Year Books.



Miscellaneous Publications

Plays.

The following plays are read: Ivanhoe (4 pp.), Robin Hood

(10 pp.), True Thomas (3 pp.), Lionel of Orkney (4 pp.), Knight and

Hermit (4 pp.). Return of the Douglas (15 pp.), Brotherhood (6 pp.),

suitable for eighth grade; Paradise of Children (6 pp.), and Return

of Odysseus (13 pp.), for the fifth grade; Wrath of Achilles (8 pp.),

for the fourth grade. Per printed page, Ic.

Francis W. Parker School Leaflets.

(Grades I-V, ine.)

Reading lessons on History, Literature, Handwork, Nature Study,

and Experimental Science. Printed in type adapted to the grades in

which they are to be used and punched for simple binding. Sold

separately and in sets. Per printed page, Ic.

Pamphlets.

History of Chicago ( for third grade) 20c

The Rhinegold (for sixth grade) 20c

A Home Library (for boys and girls of elementary and high

school) 5c

Social Motive in Arithmetic (monograph) 5c

Social Aspects of Printing (reprint from Vol. I) 5c

The School Shop and the Christmas Spirit (reprint from Vol. I) 5c

Supplementary Texts in Modern Languages

Aus Nah Und Fern.

For students of German. A little text for second and third year

classes intended to supplement the more conventional texts. Extremely

simple, idiomatic German. Vocabulary. Excellent illustrations. Price,

70 cents for Vol. 10 (four booklets). In clubs of six or more, 50 cents.

El Panorama.
For students of Spanish. Its purpose is to connect the study of

Spanish with the life of today in the Spanish-speaking world. Features

letters from Cuba, Porto Rico, South America and Spain ; travel sketches

;

folklore; stories; pictures; jokes; proverbs; songs, etc. Recommended

for students who have had a halt year or more of Spanish. Nos. 1-6

now ready. Price, $1.10 for Nos. 1-6. In clubs of six or more, $1.00.

Le Monde Frangais.

For students of French. Similar to El Panorama. Features life in

various provinces of France. ^'Gcabulary. Interesting illustrations. This

type of reading is in harmony with the- teachings of modern pedagogy.

Nos. 1-5 now ready. Price, 95 cents for Nos. 1-5. In clubs of six or

more, 90 cents.

Specimen copies of any of the three series furnished on request. For

these supplementary texts address FRANCIS W. PARKER SCHOOL
PRESS, 330 Webster Ave., Chicago.



Books by Members of the Faculty

Flora J. Cooke.

A'atiirc .'Ifyths and Sforirs (adapted to children of the lower grades)

A. Flanagan Company

Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen.

Hast of the Sim and JVcst of the Moon (fairy tales for younger

children ) Row Peterson and Co.

The Bireh and the Star (realistic stories for younger children)...

Row Peterson and Co.

Jennie Hall.

Weavers and Other JVorkers (supplementary reader for primary

grade on the romantic side of the textile industry)

Rand, McNally and Co.

Four Old Greeks (stories of Achilles, Plercules, Alcestis, Dionysus)

Rand, McNally and Co.

Men. of Old Greece (stories of Socrates, Themistocles, Leonidas, and

Phidias, adapted to the middle grades) Little, Brown and Co.

Viking Tales (Part I deals with Norse life; Part II with westward

exploration) Rand, McNally and Co.

The Story of Chicago (adapted to grammar and upper grades)

Rand, McNally and Co.

Our Ancestors in Europe (backgrounds of American history for

grammar grades) Silver, Burdett & Co.

Katharine Taylor.

Robin Hood (a play for children of the grammar grades)

School of Civics, Chicago

Herman T. Lukens.

The Fifth School Year A. Flanagan Company'
The Connection Betzveoi Thought and Memory D. C. Heath & Co.

James F. Millis.

(The Stonc-Millis Scries of Arithmetics, Algebras and Geometries)

Benj . H. Sanborn & Co.

Jessie Foster Barnes.

Ilistoires >/ Jeu.v, revised (supplementary reading material for second

and third year pupils) Ginn and Co.

Peter Hagbolt.

The Test (a drama) The Cornhill Co.












